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"The mastery of space is man's greatest adventure

and his most inspiring undertaking. It should spur

us to maximum effort. The nation which mastered

all man k earthly environment--land, sea, and

air--owes to its destiny the mastery of the

limitless environment of space."

Wernher von Braun

1960
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Foreword

aY Station to Space is a history of the NASA John C. Stennis

Space Center, one of NASA's i0 Field Centers which was built in
the enormously exciting days of the Apollo program for a specific

purpose--to static fire and certify the huge Saturn V boosters used in the

Apollo lunar landing program. With an eye to the future, the facility was

planned as a national testing site for large propulsion systems that NASA

might use for 25 to 50 years.

This book provides the reader with a study of the Apollo era when NASA

engineers, technicians, and managers were engaged in that fantastic mission.

It captures a sense of the excitement and determination of the NASA team as

it prepared for those historic journeys to our nearest planetary neighbor. This

book, however, also illustrates the evolution of the south Mississippi facility

beyond the Apollo era.

The development of the traditions and pride of the NASA Government and

contractor teams, formulated during those early years, is likewise portrayed. As

is indicated in the text, few of the men and women of that time are still actively

working with us, but their tradition of excellence and hard work lives on.

As the Apollo program began to ebb, the Nation's focus shifted away

from the most ambitious plans for space exploration--to colonize the Moon,

construct a Space Station, and mount a human mission to Mars--to less costly

endeavors. Under creative management, the Mississippi team began to study

the Nation's new priorities with the intention of becoming an integral part of

the changing times. The Mississippi Test Facility (MTF--former name of

SSC) diversified and brought in other Federal and State agencies to help share

the cost of the Center and use of the developing technology. MTF personnel

began looking for other customers, private and commercial, in addition to

their new Government tenants. The men and women of the MTF were, in a

real sense, "reinventing" Government over 25 years ago, long before that con-

cept came into vogue.

Way Station to Space takes the reader back through those interesting

times and relates the story of how the small team evolved into a paradigm of
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engineering and scientific cooperation for others to follow. The MTF team

recycled facilities and resources, turning part of the huge Center into a diverse

environmental research center. The Stennis Space Center now serves as a

model of multiagency synergy and is home to over 30 Federal and State agen-

cies, universities, and private industries.

This new addition to the NASA history series also illustrates how the men

and women of this south Mississippi facility met challenges head-on. They

not only preserved their installation, but they built a new foundation for the

future. As a result in 1996, the Stennis Space Center was officially designated

as NASA's Lead Center for rocket propulsion testing and in 1997 as the Lead

Center for Commercial Remote Sensing.

Way Station to Space is not only the history of one of NASA's Centers, it

is also an allegory of the Center's relationship to the local communities in

Mississippi and Louisiana, its sister Centers, and to NASA Headquarters.

It was written by an award-winning author, Mack R. Herring, a 33-year

veteran of NASA. Mr. Herring spent most of his career as a public affairs offi-

cer, historian, and writer for NASA at the Stennis Space Center. He has spent

the last 6 years gathering information and writing this history. His corporate

memory is noted, but the reader will find this history well documented with

interviews, letters, and a variety of other sources.

Not only does this book tell an interesting story about the Stennis Space

Center and NASA's first decades of space exploration, it also offers a guide

to the changing times ahead as we approach the new millennium. Perhaps just

as importantly, Way Station to Space captures the true spirit of NASA that

abides with us today as we meet the challenges of tomorrow.

Daniel S. Goldin

NASA Administrator
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Prologue

he history of America's adventure in space is one of the most fasci-nating stories ever told. It is a saga that I started following as a
youngster in southeast Alabama some 50 years ago. To my family's

consternation, I spent a goodly part of my formative years sitting on our front-

porch swing during hot afternoons reading colorfully illustrated pulp fiction

sci-fi rags such as Amazing Stories.

Later, when I was learning the ropes as a newspaper reporter, I watched

the launch of Lieutenant Commander Alan Shepard, Jr., on his Mercury-

Redstone suborbital spaceflight in 1961. No, I wasn't at Cape Canaveral. I

would have missed that flight and maybe even the whole space "thing," had

it not been for my lk)ur-year-old son, Steven, who excitedly called my atten-

tion to our black and white TV to watch that signature event. From that time

on, 1 was hooked.

Like many science writers and reporters of that day, 1 had a gut feeling that

the new NASA space odyssey was going to be the biggest story in my life-

time and I had to get close to it. Shortly after that historic day in 1961, a close

friend of mine, Zack Strickland, told me that NASA needed a writer at the

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama. Zack put in a

good word for me at the Marshall Public Affairs Office and I was on my way.

Another long-time friend, Jim Funkhouser, was already with NASA and

escorted me all around the MSFC. Jim gave me a most informative and inspir-

ing orientation that l carried in the back of my mind throughout my career

with NASA.

At Huntsville, [ had to pinch myself sometimes when I would wind up in the

presence of Dr. Wernher yon Braun, listening to astonishing plans for colonizing

the Moon and flying out to Mars with an armada of electric-powered spaceships.

Von Braun used to quip, "Electric propulsion is the best way to travel to Mars,

but where are we going to find an extension cord that long!" Because of his

unbelievable charisma, none of us doubted that he would someday come up with

that magical connection. To say the least, I was awed by the whole experience,

and to this day I sometimes find the entire space encounter as unbelievable as the
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proverbial "man on the Moon." And to think that I would someday be asked to

write a history of an important element of the NASA adventure would also have

been considered by me back then as "pretty far out."

The idea for this book came from Roy Estess, director of the NASA Stennis

Space Center (SSC), whose dedication is deeply rooted in the traditions of the

installation. I believe that Roy is the only NASA center director who cared

enough for history to obtain a minor in the subject while majoring in

Aerospace Engineering at Mississippi State University.

It has been my most sincere wish that we sustain the SSC tradition of

excellence with this book so that it will prove useful as it demonstrates that

"what is past is prologue" to those who come after us at Stennis Space

Center. Also, I am one of those cursed people, forced since birth to "save"

everything that ever touched my fingers. During the 35 years I have been

associated with NASA, I have packed away letters, memos, flight-plans,

agendas, patches, pictures, notes, speeches, astronaut recovery maps, and lit-

erally hundreds of pounds of other assorted space-related documents. They

had to be used somewhere!

These materials provided a beginning for our pursuit of acceptable archives

at the SSC in 1990. Since its inception, Roy has supported the effort to estab-

lish an official historical records collection. In addition to Roy's desire to

preserve the "rich history of the Stennis Center," there is a NASA directive

charging all center directors to ensure the safe-keeping of historical docu-

ments and materials. By October 1994, when I finally answered the call to

write this book, we had at least 5,000 documents in our computer database. 1

can conservatively say that about 80 percent of the primary and secondary

evidence in this volume came from the SSC Historical Records Collection.

Our research did not rest, however, with locally accessed research mate-

rial. Documents from the Library of Congress, National Defense Library, the

history offices at NASA Headquarters, Johnson Space Center, Kennedy

Space Center, and Marshall Space Flight Center were also examined. In

addition, we personally interviewed more than 100 people who were knowl-

edgeable of NASA programs and the Stennis Center. Also at our disposal

was a 21-volume oral history collection developed by the University of

Southern Mississippi that proved an excellent source to help document our

xiv
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work. Lastly, Rex Cooksey and Johnny Mann filmed over 16 hours of inter-

views on videotape. One can imagine how useful those tapes were in helping

research and write this history.

The reader should also be aware of another piece of information before

proceeding to digest this book. I was fortunate enough to be one of the first

full-time employees sent down from the Marshall Center in Huntsville to the

old Mississippi Test Operations in February 1963. My corporate memory did

perform an important function. I used that knowledge as a moving guide from

the past to take me through the historical roads and seductive side-paths in my

mind leading to the materials and people that could help keep the record

straight. [n fact there were many surprises/'or me as I attempted to untangle

the quagmire of data often created in historical research. One thing about this

book that the reader can count on: it is accurate to the very best of my ability

and that of the many Stennis Space Center past and present employees who

helped with the interviews and readings of the chapters.

What should the reader look fk)r in the methodology and structure of this

book'? | tried to follow Lewis Carroll's advice from Alice In Wonderkmd.

When Alice was trying to tell the Red Queen what has happened but found her-

self confused, the Queen advised, "Start at the beginning, go through to the end

and then stop" What I have done here is start at "A beginning," go through to

"'An end" and then stop! Since Way Station... brings the reader right up to the

present time, the last chapter and epilogue were more like reporting the news,

real time. than writing history. Fun, but very difficult.

Dr. yon Braun, in a 1966 letter to George Alexander of Avi_tim_ Week,

stated: "The real purpose of MTF [Stennis Space Center] in its broadest con-

text is to provide the United States with a capability during the next twenty to

fifty years for captive test-firing large space vehicle systems." The famed

rocket scientist said that the construction of the test facility was an "act of

faith" that the nation wanted a preeminent spaceflight capability for "the

indefinite future."

The relentless pursuit of the von Braun dream and the efforts of the small

NASA "can do" team to fulfill the destiny of the Stennis Space Center to

become NASA's "Center of Excellence" for rocket propulsion testing are

illustrated. Indeed, the reader follows the Stennis Center under the leadership
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of Jerry Hlass and Roy Estess, as they strive to elevate the center to a "higher

level." With the support of Administrator Daniel Goldin, the SSC has finally

been designated the Agency's lead center in that most critical phase of space

vehicle test and development--propulsion testing.

Readers of this book will find that the Stennis Space Center and the activ-

ities examined are similar in some cases to those at other NASA centers. In

many cases, however, the SSC experience has been vastly different from its

sister field installations. For instance, the SSC was conceived and built from

the ground up, during the early phases of the Apollo program in the early

1960s. Since the Stennis Space Center had virtually no roots before the

Apollo era, save that of an offspring or component of the MSFC, the reader

will find it interesting to follow the growth of the facility from its birth from

Mother Marshall, through adolescence, and into rebellious teenage years as

Stennis Space Center grew into full-blown adulthood. Sometimes, too, these

growing pains and the quest for independence produced conflict within the

NASA family.

A study of the Stennis Space Center will give the reader an understand-

ing of the numerous types of engineers, technicians, and other personnel it

took to make America's space program successful. Every discipline of engi-

neering came together to build the Stennis Space Center and test the giant

Saturn V boosters. In fact, many of these men and women have stayed at the

facility and continue to test the Space Shuttle Main Engines, and the com-

mercial, reusable, and expendable vehicles presently under development. In

addition to the "smoke and fire" rocket test people, another breed of scientists

and researchers came in during the 1970s to establish the multiagency com-

plex, unique to the United States government. How this transition was carried

off by Jackson Bach, then director of the SSC, and his small staff as they

began to "reinvent" government is a different and interesting story.

Finally, as the reader moves from "A to Z," he or she will no doubt dis-

cover that the Stennis Space Center was blessed with what I refer to as

"superb leadership." Senator John C. Stennis, who walks the pages of this his-

tory from beginning to end, was an ardent supporter of the facility. Captain

Bill Fortune came to south Mississippi and rallied the troops and the commu-

nity to get it all going. Jackson Balch added a new dimension with his
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multiagency concept, and Jerry Hlass's persistent search for excellence lifted

the center to a higher level. Finally, the stewardship of the SSC was handed

over to Roy Estess, an engineer who came from the ranks to direct the SSC

to become NASA's lead center of excellence Ior rocket propulsion testing,

positioning the installation for its entry into the twenty-first century.

So, this book is about achievement, about leaders. But it is also more

about the everyday people who really made the Stennis Space Center tick.

These people, who are rarely mentioned in the printed pages of this book, are

the real heroes of the SSC. It is my greatest regret that the hundreds and thou-

sands of employees, government and contractor, are not each mentioned in

this work. Von Braun often commented during the early years: "I don't know

yet what method we will use to get to the Moon, but I do know that we have

to go through Mississippi to get there!" Way Station to Space is about that part

of America's space story that did happen at a "way station," along the route to

space, called the John C. Stennis Space Center.

I fully realize that my long association with the SSC has been a rare

opportunity for a historian. Most scholars have to rely on bits and pieces of

letters and documents to complete their work. "'Being there" is no doubt a

great advantage and I am appreciative of that opportunity.

Let us now roll back the clock to a past time when America was about to

set out on the world's greatest journey, and the pastoral communities along the

Pearl River in Mississippi were about to be swept up into the epoch that

changed forever the destiny of the human race.
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CHAPTER 1

Decision for Mississippi

The Challenge

efore 25 October 196 I, few people in America knew that the piney
woods and cypress swamps along the Pearl River in Hancock

County, Mississippi, would be transformed into a futuristic rocket-

testing facility and become a vital part of America's Apollo lunar hmding

program. People living along this river received the news in disbelief when

the announcenmnt came over the radio, and again later as stark headlines

in morning newspapers proclaimed, "Uncle Sam to Testfire Moon Rockets

in State."'

The rocket-testing facility was a part of President John F. Kennedy's

space exploration challenge to the American people. Just five months to the

day before the announcement to build the test facility in Mississippi,

President Kennedy (1917-1963) stood before a joint session of Congress

and delivered what has been billed as his second State of the Union

Address--this one entitled "Urgent National Needs"--exclaiming support

for freedom around the world, and casting the Apollo program as a battle

I. "[)nclc S:.tm To -['cslfirc Mlum R_ckcls hi Stale," 17 • !I _,_opt. MSJ Clariun-l.cd_,,cr hcncelorth iclcrrcd to tls

ltle ('1 rion Led_.,er_ 26 ()tit)hcf ]t)(_[.
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between "freedom and tyranny." The President ended the speech with, "I

believe this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal, before the

decade is out, of landing a man on the Moon and returning him safely to

Earth." These words became the rallying battle cry for the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the promoters of a

strong civil space program. 2

The Apollo program, entrusted to NASA by Kennedy, was America's

answer to early Soviet successes in space. Sputnik I, launched by the Soviets

on 4 October 1957, struck at the heart of American pride, causing a rise in

national ire and an apparent will to respond no matter what the cost)

Mississippi Senator John C. Stennis (1901-1995)(D-Mississippi),

aroused by Sputnik, was an early supporter of the American space program.

Filled with national pride, and believing that his home state had the ability to

answer the President's call, Stennis gave America's space program high pri-

ority. President Kennedy called on Stennis to encourage congressional

passage of increases for space-related spending. Senator Stennis became an

ardent advocate of the space program and a steadfast defender of the testing

facility established in his home state. Recognition of his dedication came

when President Ronald Reagan (191 !- ) honored him in 1988 by renaming

the Mississippi facility the NASA John C. Stennis Space Center (SSC). 4

A Distinguished Lineage

The roots of the SSC can be traced to the earliest days of modern rocketry

in pre-World War II Germany, and in this country to the red-clay bottom land

at the foot of Green Mountain along the Tennessee River in northern Alabama.

The Apollo program fulfilled the dreams of tamed rocket scientist Dr. Wernher

2. Public Papers ¢_(the Presidents _/'the United States (Washington, DC: Governnlent Priming Office, t 962). pp.

403 405; Also see Daily Joutvlal _?f Wernher van Braun. 1962 "Telephone Conversalion Dr. yon Braun/Dr.

Holmes," 21 November 1962.

3. Roger D. Launius, NASA: A Histo 0' _f the U.S. Civil Space Program (Malabar, FL: Kreiger Publishing ('o.,

1994), pp. 24-26.56.

4. Roger E. Bilstcin, Slages t_: Saturn: A 7?cllm_logieal Histot T t_f thc Saturn Laullch Vehich, (Washington, I)C:

NASA SP-4206, 1980), pp. 70-74; "'NASA Dedicates John C, Steunis Space ('enter," Ltlgniappe, 29 Augusl

t988, located in the Steunis Space Cenler Historical Records Collection at Slennis Space Ceuler, MS

(hencelk)rth re|erred to as SSCHRC).
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von Braun (1912-1977) and other space enthusiasts who long envisioned

peaceful exploration of space as the greatest adventure ever to be attempted. 5

Von Braun and his team of German and American rocket scientists, engi-

neers, and technicians assembled in 1950 at the U.S. Army's Redstone

Arsenal near Huntsville, Alabama, to fashion the rocket boosters that would

launch humanity's greatest technological adventure--a voyage to the Moon.

A critical part in preparing the rockets for spaceflight was the static, or

ground, testing of the rockets before they were committed for launch. Von

Braun and his German colleagues learned from their very earliest experiments

in Germany that much time, energy, and cost could be saved by thoroughly

testing the rocket booster hardware before sending it skyward. _

It was this philosophy of rocket testing that dictated the absolute need lk_r

the rocket-testing facilities in Mississippi, which would become a national

proving ground for the first and second stages of the giant Saturn V Moon

rockets. The managers of the rocket-testing program in Alabama and in

Mississippi were members of the "original von Braun team" of German

rocket technicians who pioneered modern rocketry during the 1930s at

Hitler's facility at Peenemunde on the Baltic Sea.:

Von Braun, born in Wirsitz, Germany, on 23 March 1912, conducted his

first practical rocket experiment when he was a youngster living in Berlin. By

age 13, von Braun developed a genuine interest in rockets and space travel. In

1932, he earned a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering at the Berlin

Institute of Technology, and at age 20 entered the University of Berlin. In

1937, von Braun became technical director of the Peenemunde Rocket Center. s

At Peenemunde, von Braun's organization concentrated on developing

the A-4 long-range ballistic missile, which later saw operational use under the

better known designation "V-2." In the closing days of World War II in 1945,

5. f':rik Bergaust. Wernher v_m Bratm (Binghampton. NY: _kfiI-Ballou. 1976). pp. 4g, 146. 2(1_): For additional

inl'ormati_m see Rulh G. Saurma, l)l: Wernher yon Braun Bio_,raphical Data and the German Rocket 7_'am:

A C/u'mudo,_y 1927-1980 (Huntsville, AI,: MSFC Historical Records Collection, 1990). For inlk)rmatitm

regarding transl_r _[ the Deveh_pmeut Operations Division of the ABMA Io NASA, see "I!.S. Congress and

Senate Committee _n Aeronautical and Space Science," 86th Congress. 2nd Session, Tran,vfer qfvon Brtllltl

7_'_1_11_ .\rA._A (Washinghm. I)C: tJ.S. G_vernmenl Printing Office, 1960).

6. lhid.

7. Bergaust, $_,t'rnher yon Ilr(Httz. pp. 62.2(}4: For biographical infi_rmalion of yon Braun, see J,_hn M_ulin Sc_ll,

('ountdo_n t_ En('mtnter: yon Braun and the A _'tronaut_ (Huntington. IN: Our Sunday Visitor. 1979): Willy

he), R*_ket_, Mi_sile_, and Men m Space (New York: Viking Press. 1968).

N. lhid.: Paul O'Neil. "'The Splendid Anachronism of Hunlsville.'" Fortune, June 1962.
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yon Braun, with over 100 of his colleagues, fled the rocket center to avoid

being captured by the Russians. The fleeing rocket scientists decided to sur-

render to the Americans in hopes of resuming their research in a safer, more

temperate environment. Joseph Stalin, Premier of the United Soviet Socialist

Republics, on learning that yon Braun had surrendered to the Americans,

allegedly said, "This is intolerable. We defeated the Nazi armies and occupied

Berlin and Peenemunde, but the Americans got the rocket engineers.""

After World War II, von Braun and his colleagues were sent to the United

States in what was known as "Project" or "Operation Paperclip." The American

Army was at a loss as to what to do with the captured rocket scientists.

Consequently, the Germans were settled at Fort Bliss, Texas, where, for the

next few years, they shot off old V-2s, played soccer, and dreamed of putting a

satellite into orbit.nc_

While the Germans were in Texas, the Soviets were busy developing

boosters and other hardware for use in a missile and space program. In

describing this period of inactivity in Texas, von Braun said: "The United

States had no ballistic missile program worth mentioning between 1945 and

1951. Those six years during which the Russians obviously laid the ground-

work for their large rocket program were irretrievably lost. ''j_

The Army used the advent of the Korean War in 1950 to gain support for

a missile program and the von Braun team was moved to Huntsville,

Alabama, as part of that expanded effort. Once in Huntsville, the Germans

began working with American scientists, engineers, and technicians on a

familiar task--developing missiles for military use. _2

Von Braun's leadership qualities and his abilities as a team builder helped

develop the working relationships needed to mold the Germans and the

Americans into one cohesive team. Von Braun was a tall, muscular man who

stood out in a crowd with a natural charisma that seemed to draw the atten-

9. Waiter Wiesman, interview by Mack Herring, Huntsville, AL, January 1962. notes in "Mack Herring's

Journal." p. 16, SSCHRC. For a description of "Project" or "Operation Paperclip," see Clarence G. Lasby.

Project Paperclip (New York: Antheneum, 1971): Bill Winlerslein, interview by Mack Herring, Picayune.

MS, April 1963, notes in "Mack Herring Journal," p. 22, SSCHRC.

10. O'Neil, "The Splendid Anachronism of Huntsville."

I1_ Ibid,: Roger Launius, interview by Mack Herring, telephone, December 1994. The aulhor learned additional

information about the ,,un Braun team in Texas during a telephone conversation with Roger Launius,

December 1994.

12. Bergaust, Wernher yon Braun, p. 177.
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tion of anyone with whom he came in contact. His associates and employees

marveled at his ability to remember names and recalled that he expressed an

interest in their work and personal pursuits. L_

A National Goal

During the latter part of the 1950s, Texas Senator Lyndon B. Johnson

(1908-1973)(D-Texas) emerged as a key figure in the planning and develop-

ment of American space policy. He called for a congressional review of the

American space program and spearheaded a drive in Congress to create

NASA out of the old National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA).

President Eisenhower signed a bill into law on 29 July 1958, supporting this

change and creating the powerful new civilian space agency. The conversion

officially took place 1 October 1958. __

With NASA up and going, additional resources were needed to conduct

the proposed space program. NASA first set out to acquire the highly suc-

cessful von Braun rocket development team at Redstone Arsenal. Initially, the

Army balked and offered a counterproposal that would allow the team to work

for NASA on an as-needed basis. The Army's proposal was not acceptable to

NASA. A firmer commitment to fulfill its mission as an organization dedi-

cated to the "peaceful exploration of space" was needed at NASA. Finally, the

Army transferred the 4,000-person Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA)

Development Operations Division at Redstone Arsenal, along with the Saturn

program, to NASA in July 1960. President Eisenhower christened the new

NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), in Huntsville+

Alabama, named after the respected general who had been Secretary of State

and Secretary of Defense, and author of the Marshall Plan. _

With the transfer, NASA acquired the big booster capabilities it sought,

and von Braun and his colleagues at the ABMA Redstone Arsenal prepared

elaborate plans for the development of large rockets for spaceflight. Von

Braun was a consistent advocate of an accelerated program to land an

13. l,aunius, NASA: A History. pp, 32 35: D_wis Kearns. I+yn_.ton Johnson and the American [)ream I Ncw Y_rk:

Harper and Row. 1976), pp, 144_I-5.

14. I,aunius, NASA: A History. pp. 2t,_ 32+

15, I,atmius, NASA: A ilistury, p 34; John M I+ogsdon. "The Decisiun." l,,u_k, special edit|tin, 1969.
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American on the Moon as soon as possible. In Washington, however, the

Eisenhower Administration preferred a much more measured approach, as the

President did not believe spectacular space achievements were the overreach-

ing ingredients of successful international politics. _6

U.S. President John F Kennedy set the pace

for America's entt;v into the space race with

his famous "second" State _>f the Union

address, which included, "/ believe this

nation should commit itself to achieving the

goal, b_lCore this decade is out, c_['landing a

man on the moon and/etu/vti/tg him st(rely

to the Earth. " (SSC Portrait File)

In his 1960 presidential campaign, John E Kennedy criticized the

Eisenhower Administration's lack of attention to the space program. In his

campaign speeches, Kennedy stressed the "missile gap," and in his 1961 inau-

gural address, the new President promised bold, new initiatives "to get this

country moving again." Kennedy assigned Vice-President Lyndon B. Johnson

the responsibility for space activities and James E. Webb was named NASA

Administrator. Webb possessed strong leadership qualities, business savvy,

and experience in governmental affairs._7

Kennedy might have continued a conservative approach to space matters,

but Sputnik and the ill-fated Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba raised the stakes in

the Cold War. Eager to restore America's prestige, Kennedy admitted his mis-

take in not being better prepared for the Cuban invasion, and he met with

people who asked tough questions about how to shift the space program into

high gear. Following one such meeting in April 1961, Kennedy drafted a mem-

16. Launius. NASA: A History. pp. 34 35.

17. Ihi_L. p. 55
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orandum to Vice-President Johnson that set the nation on its course to the

Moon. In the memorandum, he asked Johnson, chairman of the Space Council,

to conduct a complete survey of the country's space program. Kennedy also

questioned the nation's ability to compete with the Soviets, and he asked how

the United States' space program could excel. Kennedy questioned the quality

of efforts to develop "large boosters" and asked Johnson to recommend direc-

tions the country should take to ensure early operational capacity. He asked if

the United States could beat the Soviets in establishing a laboratory in space,

completing a trip around the Moon, landing a rocket on the Moon, or sending

a man to the Moon and back to Earth. Kennedy left no doubt that he believed

the nation should mobilize in order to beat the Soviets to the Moon. _*

Indeed, the memorandum to Johnson placed executive expediency on

the development of "rockets and boosters," and it stressed that increased

effort, strict timetables, and total commitment to a lunar landing mission

should be made. Kennedy's memorandum was used in the years to come to

justify the monumental decisions by scientists and engineers to plan, build,

and operate giant new facilities for the manufacture, test, and launch of

Apollo program rockets. _'*

After receiving the President's memorandum, Johnson conferred with

scientific, political, and business leaders about a response to the President.

He consulted Wernher von Braun, who responded that the country had an

"excellent chance" of beating the Soviets to the Moon. Von Braun even pre-

dicted optimistic target dates of 1967 or 1968. 2o

Johnson then polled political leaders and searched for supporters. The

Vice-President relied on Senator Robert Kerr (D-Oklahoma), chairman of

the Senate Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee, to help calm con-

cerns of other congressional leaders about the usefulness of the lunar landing

program. Meanwhile, Johnson responded to the President's memorandum

with an "interim" report recommending a lunar landing. As President

Kennedy studied Johnson's report, the nation was lifted by the successful

18. William Manchester. One Brief Shining Moment (Boston: Little. Brown. and Company. 1983). pp. 227 and

233: John Barbour. I:ootprint._ on the Moon (USA: American Book-Stratfl)rd Press. Inc.. 1969). p. 6:

l.aunius. "'Memorandum lk'w lhe Vice-Prcsidcnl, 211April 1961 ,'" NASA: A IlistoO', pp. 173 74: Nancy Gager

Clinch, The Kennedy Neurosis {New York: Grosset and Dunlap. 19731. pp. I g5 8.5.

19. Launius, NASA: A Histo U, pp. 60-63.

20. Ibid.
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suborbital flight of Navy Lieutenant Commander Alan B. Shepard, Jr., on

5 May 1961. The Redstone rocket that Shepard flew had been developed by

the yon Braun team and was little more than a souped-up version of the V-2.

Shepard's flight lasted only 15 minutes, with five minutes in the realm of

space. This flight, however, marked the first time an American had been in

space, and, more importantly, the entire nation and. half the world watched

the flight on television. 2_

One of the most interested observers was President Kennedy. In fact, it

was the Shepard flight that convinced Kennedy the nation was ready for this

bold new endeavor. Kennedy announced on 25 May 1961 that the time had

come to go to the Moon. The countdown began for a landing on the Moon

before the end of the decade. 22

The Space Crescent

The lunar landing program breathed life into the "New South" notion

first proposed by southern newspaper editors and businessmen following the

Civil War. Prior to President Franklin D. Roosevelt's (1882-1945) New

Deal, economic change in the New South was non-existent, except for the

emergence of textile and steel mills and the enlargement of a few Gulf of

Mexico and Atlantic Ocean ports. For all practical purposes, World War II

was, for the New South and especially Mississippi, a "watershed" in terms

of industrialization and economic growth23

During World War II, the tripartite partnership that developed between

the aviation industry, the military air arm, and NACA continued into the jet

and guided-missile age. Many military airfields built in the South during the

1930s became permanent fixtures. These military installations attracted

aerospace industries from California and the eastern seaboard states. The

21. W. Henry Lambright, t'o_ering Apollo: James E. Webh _fNASA (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press. 1995),

p. 182; AI Hall, ed., A Giant Leaplor Mankind. vol. 4 of Man in Space ( Los Angeles: Petersen Publishing

Company, 1974), pp. 128-29; Lawrence Suid, "'Keunedy, Apollo, and the Columbus Factor" (paper pre-

sented at American University, Washington, I)C, October 1993), pp. 15 16, SSCHRC.

22. Hall, A Giant leap, pp. 128-29.

23. George B. Tindall, The Emergence _( the New South 1913-1945, vol. 13 of A History o1" the South (Baton

Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1967), pp. 7{_7 I, 730-31; John R. Skates, Jr., "World War It as a

Watershed in Mississippi [tistory," Jourtml O/Mi,v_i,v_ippi History_ vnl. 37 (May 1975). pp. 131-42.
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Southern States grew steadily in importance after 1950 with the addition of

the Army's Redstone Arsenal in Alabama and the Long Range Proving

Ground in Florida. Both were established as the only feasible locations for

many of the dangerous tests leading directly into the chemical rocketry of

the ballistic missile years. Transformed by President Kennedy's challenge,

the New South gave way to the "Space Crescent," an economic system

driven by technology. _4

NASA knew from the outset that massive manufacturing plants and test,

control, and launch facilities would be needed for the giant space vehicles.

When the decision was made to implement the Apollo program and go to the

Moon, work was under way in Huntsville on a 1.5-million-pound-thrust

Saturn I booster. Plans were also being drawn for a much larger booster called

the "Advanced Saturn." The new booster, which became known as the Saturn

V, was designed to produce 7.5-million pounds of thrust. Conceptual studies

were being made for a super rocket, with 12- to 20-million pounds of thrust,

known as Nova. Such a rocket could be used for a direct, round-trip mission

to the Moon. -_5

To land on the Moon, scientists at several NASA Centers studied three

basic schemes: ( 1 ) Direct ascent using Nova (go to the Moon and return with-

out orbital rendezvous either in Earth or Moon orbits); (2) Earth-Orbit

Rendezvous (EOR) (scheme whereby the major components would be assem-

bled in Earth orbit, with a launch to the Moon from the orbit): and (3)

Lunar-Orbit Rendezvous (LOR) (maneuver whereby the craft travels into

orbit around the Moon, lands on the Moon's surface, and returns to dock with

a mothercraft orbiting around the Moon for the return trip to Earth). After two

years of study and debate, LOR was chosen as the method for the lunar mis-

sion and Saturn V as the launch vehicle. 2_

It was soon apparent that even the extensive Huntsville MSFC missile-

testing facilities were not adequate for testing a Nova-class rocket.

Furthermore, Huntsville could not support the rocket booster production

schedules required by the rigid timetable of a Moon mission. Serious

24. l.¢_yd S. Swenson, Jr., "'The Fertile Crescent: The South's Role in the National Space Program," Sm,thwe_tcrH

ttis't_rical Quarterly, vol. 71 (January 1968), pp. 382 87: l'_dv, ard R. l.ing, Sr.. IJte Space ('re,'cent 77u'

Upztold Sto O' I Huntsvillc. AL: The Strode Publishers, 1984). p. 24.

25. Bilstein, Stages to ,faturn, pp. 6() 74.

26. Ihid.
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acoustic and possible blast-safety restrictions made expansion of the test

facilities at the MSFC in Huntsville prohibitive, thus, the manufacture and

test phases were done elsewhere? 7

In June 1961, NASA and Department of Defense (DoD) teams embarked

on a joint venture to evaluate feasible rocket-testing sites. Before choosing the

testing site, however, the joint NASA-DoD teams selected a launch site, a site

to manufacture space-vehicle stages, and a site for a spaceflight laboratory.

Cape Canaveral, Florida, was chosen as the rocket launch site, with a public

announcement to that effect on 21 August 1961. First.,_lled the Launch

Operations Complex_ in,.late 1963 the Cape Canaveral site was renamed the

John F. Kennedy Sp_'dc_eCenter (KSC), commemorating the late President's

devotion to space exploration. 28

On 7 September 1961, NASA selected the government-owned Michoud

defense plant near New Orleans, Louisiana, for manufacturing the large

space-vehicle stages. The complex spread over 846 acres, offered access to

inland waterways, and provided 1,869,020 square feet of floor space. At the

beginning of World War II, the Michoud site was selected as a shipyard to

build cargo vessels, and a deep-water channel was dredged to link the ship-

yard with the intracoastal waterway. The shipyard plan was abandoned when

the type of ship to be built was replaced by another design, z9

NASA then announced the "space flight laboratory" would be located in

Houston, Texas, on 1,000 acres of land made available by Rice University.

The new Texas laboratory would house the Space Task Group, previously

located at Langley Field, Virginia. The Texas location, only 35 miles from the

Gulf of Mexico, became the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), with respon-

sibility for development of the spacecraft, mission control, and astronaut

training. In 1973, the MSC was renamed the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

(JSC) to honor the man that many considered one of the founding fathers of

America's space program? °

27. lbid.

28. Kennedy Space Center. Kenne_lv Space Center Story (NASA Kennedy Space Center, FL: Kennedy Space

Center Publications, 1972)_ p. 4.

29. NASA-MSFC News Release, 21 June 1961, SSCHRC.

31). Henry. C. Delhh,ff, Su_hlenly Tomorrow Came .... 4 History of the Johnson Space Center (Washington, DC:

NASA. SP-4307, 1993), pp. 39_-3: Swenson, "The Fertile Crescent." pp. 386-87.
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When the rocket-testing site selection was made in August 1961, the loca-

tion of the test facility in Mississippi completed a southern, crescent

moon-shaped arc, which soon became known as the "Space Crescent." The

crescent stretched across the Gulf States, from Houston, Texas, to an apex at

Huntsville, Alabama, over to Cape Canaveral, Florida, with the test site located

in Hancock County, Mississippi, on the Pearl River. _L

The location of four new space facilities, in Florida, Louisiana, Texas,

and Mississippi, specifically to support the Apollo program flowed from

solid reasoning. A great number of airbases had been located in the southern

states to take advantage of the warm climate and longer periods of fair-

weather flying. These same conditions were needed tor testing and launching

rockets. The great size of the rockets dictated that they be transported by

water along interconnected routes, and the South possessed these in abun-

dance. Finally, powerful southern Democrats with seniority in the Congress

obviously had a political bearing on the development of military and space

enterprises in the South. _2

The Space Crescent was to have far-reaching effects on the southern

region for many years to come. Money and jobs flowing into the area during

fiscal years 1962 and 1963 amounted to almost $2.5 billion, which accounted

for one-fourth of America's space budget. During these same two years, over

$260 million were committed to construction of the Mississippi test site. The

new Mississippi facility created approximately 9,000 new jobs, generating a

total annual income of $65 million in southern Mississippi and Louisiana. 3_

Search For the Test Site

The search for a site to test rockets/or the Apollo lunar landing program

was complex and difficult, but speedily executed. An ad hoc site selection com-

mittee was assembled at the MSFC to evaluate possible areas in which to test

Saturn and Nova-class rockets. The committee was comprised of two members

from NASA Headquarters, with the rest of the members from various elements

3 I. Swenson, "The Fertile Crescent,'" p, 388

32. Ibid: Ad th_c Sclecti_m Committee, "Imunch Vehicle Test Site Evaluation." 26 August 1961. SS('ItR('.

33, Swenson. "'The Fertile ('rescent." p. 388.
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of the MSFC. Their diverse technical backgrounds and expertise proved

invaluable in judging the merits of the many sites under consideration. 34

The committee convened for the first meeting on 7 August 1961, and

drafted criteria for the first test site location based on the following assump-

tions: the Michoud defense plant would be the assembly site for Apollo's

Saturn engines (boosters); all production, research, and development vehicles

would be tested by the stage and development contractors; Saturn (and Nova)

launches would be at the Atlantic Missile Range at Cape Canaveral, where the

program schedules would have the highest national priority; and the trans-

portation of related materiel would be by water) 5

The site selection committee also determined that the ideal test site had to

meet these requirements: isolation from populated communities (because of

the noise associated with the boosters); accessibility by water and highway;

availability of utilities; supporting communities within 50 miles; and a cli-

mate permitting year-round testing. The committee screened all existing

government facilities fitting the selection guidelines and then eliminated sev-

eral hundred by map studies. When the committee considered water

transportation and isolation criteria, the list was further reduced to 33 poten-

tial sites. Additional investigation cut the proposed list to six finalists: New

Orleans (at a site 34 miles southeast of the city on the Bayou La Loutre penin-

sula); Brownsville and Corpus Christi, Texas; Cumberland Island, Georgia;

Eglin Air Force Base, Florida; and the Pearl River site in Mississippi? _

Members of the committee made some onsite inspections between 9 August

and 17 August 1961 in order to improve their existing evaluations. The Pearl

River site was among those designated for closer examination. Although not

a member of the selection team, von Braun appointed Bernard Tessman, a

German colleague at Peenemunde and Deputy Director of the MSFC Test

Laboratory, to go on the site evaluation trip to Mississippi. Tessman recalled

how unsuspecting the residents were of the intentions of the investigating

team. "We made some trips through the Pearl River [site] by boat with the dis-

trict engineers. We met some people, but they were all so friendly and invited

us for a cup of coffee and would ask questions." Tessman said he was

34. Ad ttoc Committee, "Test Site Evaluation."

35. Ibid.

36. IbM.
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A 1961 m_q_ shows the location qfthe Mississippi rocket testing site, 45 miles east _1"

New Orleans, along the East Pearl River in Hancock CounO', MS. The 13,800-acre

"./%e" area, or the fenced-in main portion of the twcket site, is shown in the center.

The 125,071-acre acmtstic buffer zone extends outward about six miles. (Origimtlly

imblished in the Mississippi Monitor)

13
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"shocked" when he visited the Pearl River site. He described it as a wilder-

ness. Tessman recalled that "it was bad back in 1935 in Peenemunde, but

Mississippi was even worse for me, because you couldn't walk, you know.

Everywhere was water and mud. ''-_7

After the respective visits, the committee devised an elaborate point system

to compare individual features of the six finalist sites. From these calcula-

tions, the Pearl River site emerged as the preferable location by a

"significant" margin. The final report concluded that the Mississippi site was

best because of its location on navigable water, proximity to the Michoud

plant in New Orleans (35 miles), sparsely populated area, and closeness to

support communities. These findings were forwarded to NASA Administrator

Webb on 26 August 1961. 3_

NASA maintained the decision was based purely on the merits of the

Pearl River location. Not everyone agreed, and some suggested that Senator

Stennis exerted influence on NASA. Stennis's former press secretary and

assistant, Rex Buffington, verified that Stennis often spoke of how he asked

Senator Kerr, a powerful supporter of the space program, to consider locating

some space enterprises in Mississippi? '

A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., who later became Chief of Operations at the SSC,

remembered yet another version of the site selection process. Rogers, a native

of Gulfport, Mississippi, recounted an incident that occurred at the MSFC

when he was a young engineer. Rogers occupied an office near the conference

room where the meeting of the site evaluation committee transpired. During

a coffeebreak, Rogers talked to an acquaintance who served on the commit-

tee and showed him the Pearl River site on an old Standard Oil roadmap, an

area Rogers traveled as a youngster. Rogers believed the coffeebreak incident

caused the Pearl River site to be added to the list of six finalists. All of these

stories regarding the selection could be true. Stennis certainly had the politi-

cal clout to influence the decision, and the Rogers incident could have

pinpointed the setting along the Pearl River. In any event, the choice proved
to be a sound one. 4_

37. Heimburg and Bernard R. Tessman, interview by Charles Bohon, Hunlsville, AL, Mississippi Oral History

Program, University of Southern Mississippi, vol. 399, 6 March 1992, SSCHRC.

38. Ad Hoc Committee. "Test Site Evaluation."

39. Rex Buffington, telephone interview by Mack Herring, Starkvitle, MS, December 1994, notes in SSCHRC.

4(t. A.J. "Jack" Rogers. Jr., interview by Mack Iterring, I)eccmber 1994, SS('HRC
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Not everyone was convinced the Mississippi location was the best choice,

or that NASA even needed the facility. Karl Heimburg (1912-1997), director

of the Test Laboratory at the MSFC and an associate of yon Braun since 1943,

believed that one additional test stand, to static fire the hydrogen-fueled

second stage of the Saturn V, could be built at Huntsville for $21 million. The

additional test stand would solve the "whole problem," Heimburg said, at a

savings of $175 million. Heimburg's opinion, however, considered only the

requirements of the Saturn V first stage--not those of the Nova rocket, a con-

cept not fully discarded until 1962. Such a rocket could not be tested in the

heavily populated Huntsville area. Moreover, without a new site, future pro-

duction testing would be limited) _

In the face of Heimburg's dissenting view, Tessman defended the

Mississippi choice. He stated that he was "...personally happy...that we

have the facilities in Mississippi because, after our time, there are some others

to come." Tessman then said, "I still hear Wernher yon Braun say, 'Tess, don't

plan only for today; plan for the future generations.'" Indeed, von Braun, in a

letter to George Alexander of Aviation Week, revealed that the real purpose of

the Mississippi facility was to provide the United States with the capability

for captive test firing large space vehicles for "the next 25-50 years. ''4=

With the discussions and evaluations finished, the committee concluded its

work, forwarding a report to NASA Administrator Webb on 26 August 1961.

The public release on 25 October 1961 announcing selection of the Pearl

River site came as a surprise to practically everyone. NASA confirnaed that it

"had moved" to acquire 13,500 acres in southwest Mississippi as a test site

for Saturn V and Nova-class vehicles. People in the Pearl River area were

shocked to learn that NASA intended to acquire easement rights to about

128,000 acres surrounding the test site, taking in 103,000 acres in Pearl River

and Hancock Counties, Mississippi, and 25,000 acres in St. Tammany Parish,

Louisiana. The announcement awakened the residents of the sleepy commu-

nities along the Pearl River, and left them in a quandary of momentous

proportions. 43

41. Heimburg and Tcssman. interview.

42. [hhL; Wernher yon Braun to George Alexander, 23 December 1965. SSCHRC.

43. NASA-MS[:(" News Release. 25 October 1961, SSCHRC. It b, imporlanl Io nolo that the NASA Nev, s

Release dated 25 October 1961 reflected "round" nutnbers when it staled: "The Natiomd Aeronautics and
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WAY STATION TO SPACE

Space Administration today moved to acquire some 13,500 acres in southwest Mississippi as the site of a

static test facility for Saturn and Nova-class launch vehicles. In addition. NASA will acquire easement

rights to about 128.000 acres surrounding the test site. taking in t03,000 acres in Pearl River and Hancock

Counties in Mississipf, i, and 25,000 acres in St. Tammany Parish in Luuisiana." Because NASA used

approximate numbers fur the acreage in this press release, some confusion remains as to the actual number

of acres acquired. As reflected in 1. Jerry Hlass's thesis, "Search For A Role For A Large Government Test

Facility," pp. 5-6. the specific number uf acres that were finally acquired were "13,428," which were

"purchased in fee simple" and the acoustic-buffer zone contains "125.442 acres...of which 7.568 acres

were purchased fee simple and the remaining 117,874 acres were acquired by perpetual easement.'"

Through the years, however, it has been the "rounded" numbers that were most frequently referred to by

NASA officials in public speeches and statements. Because of the differing accounting of the acreage,

SSC officials conducted a survey of the fee area and buffer zone land in 1996. The results of this survey.

l_)und in the Environmental hnpact Statement for Engine Technohh_y Support .[_r NASA k Advanced

Transportation Program, which states that the fee area is 13,800 acres and that the buffer zone is 125,07 I

acres. However, the SSC NASA Chief Counsel's office obtained a slightly different version of these

acreages from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in February 1997. According to the Corps of Engineers

the acreage in the fee area is 13.80(). 15 and in the buffer zone the acreage is 125,001.26.
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CHAPTER 2

A Sense of Place

The Setting

ative Mississippian and Nobel laureate William Faulkner describedthe Mississippi Gulf Coast as an area in which "the pine barrens and
moss-hung live oaks give way to grassy marshes so flat and low and

treeless that they seem less of earth than water. More of a beginning of the sea

than an end to the land." Indeed, the Pearl River meanders like a sluggish

water moccasin through the seaboard of Mississippi, creeping by the high

bluffs at the site that is now Stennis Space Center. This deep river flows on

through pristine cypress swamps, merging downstream with prairies of salt

marsh before emptying its dark currents into the sparkling waters of the Gulf

of Mexico. _

Likewise, the land that borders the Pearl River is part of a low-lying region

extending 10 to 20 miles inland from the coastline, aptly named the Coastal

Plain Meadows. Because of the region's distinct topography, its streams flow

toward the Gulf with only moderate force and become tepid toward the coast-

line. The soil is gray and sandy, but in the low swampy meadows, where water

I. James B. Mcri'aclher, cd., ,,'_lt.__i._._ipl_i E,s,_ay,s, .'_'peeches, and Public I,etter._ hy William Faulkner (New York:

Random Itousc, 1<)65). p. I I,
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from the small streams and bays usually stands, the soil becomes black and

peat-like. The Coastal Plain Meadows give way to a region known as the Piney

Woods, where the soil consists of red and yellow sandy loam?

Despite a mild climate, the Mississippi Gulf Coast remains captive to the

fickle disposition of Mother Nature. Weather watchers can expect a mean

temperature of 68 degrees, an average of 350 frost-free days, and an annual
rainfall of 62 inches?

Camille, the most powerful storm ever to strike the U.S. mainland, ripped

the Gulf Coast in 1969. Its howling winds, clocked at over 200 miles per hour,

created a 27-foot tidal wave that killed hundreds and left thousands homeless.

In 1965, however, Hurricane Betsy brought death and destruction to New

Orleans and Bay St. Louis, and an unnamed 1947 hurricane left the entire

Mississippi coastline in shambles. If it were not for a chain of low, sandy

keys, or barrier islands, that serve as a buffer, the coast would fall prey to even

more storms and squalls swept toward shore from the deeper waters of the

Gulf. The calm, shallow water between the barrier islands and the shoreline,

known as the Mississippi Sound, offers a lagoon of modest protection. 4

Along The Pearl

Indians were the first people to inhabit the lands along the Pearl River, as

the natural resources along the river were a lure and a virtual paradise.

Evidence indicates they settled in the area 4,000 years before the arrival of

European explorers. The Acolapissas, an offshoot of the Choctaws, were

living on the banks of the Pearl during the early 1600s. In 1699, Pierre

LeMoyne Sieur d'Iberbille, a French-Canadian explorer, sailed up the river

from the Gulf of Mexico. He discovered large oysters on its banks and opti-

mistically christened it the "Pearl River. ''5

2. Mississippi. the WI'A Guide to The Magnolia State (New Yt_rk: Viking Press, 1938), pp. 34-35, 40. 50: For a

history of the State of Mississippi, see John R. Skates's Mississippi. a Bicentennial History [New York:

Norton, 1979).

3. Caroline Keller, "Hancock County," CoastArea Mis_'issilq# Monitor 1961 I962. Bay St. Louis, MS, 1962, p. 19,

4. Ibid.; Slaffof The (Biloxi/Gulfport, MS) Daily tterahl. "The Slory of Hurricane Calnitle" (Gulfpork MS: Gulf

Publishing Company. 1969).

5. "Mississippi Will Test The Rocket Thai Will Pul A Man On The Moon," Missi,_sippi Magic. Jackson, MS, May

1963, pp. 3 5.
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A Sense of Place

Hancock County, where the NASA Space Center is located, was named

after John Hancock, president of the Continental Congress. The first county

seat was at Old Center, which stood about one-half mile east of the present

community of Caesar. The courthouse was completed in 1817, the same year

Mississippi was admitted to the Union, and was moved to Gainesville in 1846. _

Three towns, Gainesviile, Pearlington, and Log(own, on the Pearl River

experienced significant growth during the nineteenth century. These communi-

ties were first noteworthy as ports and trade centers for the growing Mississippi

Territory. Eventually, the area became known for its large sawmills fed by

timber from the vast pine forests of southern Mississippi and Louisiana]

The town of Gainesville received its name from Dr. Ambrose Gaines. In

1810, he came to the area, known then as Cottonport, and found most of the

choice property along the Pearl River still available. As a result, he petitioned

Spanish authorities for a land grant of more than 500 acres. After acquiring

the grant, Gaines laid out a new town he first called Gaines Bluff, but changed

later to Gainesville?

An industrious young man, J.W. Poitevent moved to Gainesville in 1832

and established the Pearl River Lumber Company. This sawmill proved to be

very successful and Poitevent later moved downriver and opened another mill

in Pearlington2

As the logging and timber business boorned, a small sawmill was erected

five miles downriver from Gainesville at Log(own. Log(own, originally an

Indian site, was settled by early French pioneers who named it Chalons after

a city in France; the town was later renamed Logtown by English-speaking

settlers. E.G. Goddard of Michigan constructed the first good-sized sawmill

in Log(own; and, in 1848, Henry Weston founded the H. Weston Lumber

Company, which helped turn Log(own into one of the largest lumbering cen-

ters in the United States. At its peak, Logtown had approximately 3,000

residents, and most of them were associated with the lumber business. _°

6. "Historical Resume, Mississippi Test Operations." George C. Marshall Space Flight ('enter. Stennis Space

('enter Historical Record ('ollecti_m at Stennis Space Center, MS Ihenceflwth referred to as SSCHRC). p. 2.

7, Suzanne Gralitm, "Formation oflhe John C, Stennis Space Center" Iunpublished paper, Universfly JM"Soult'iern

Mississippi, no date), SSCHR('.

8. S.G. Thigpen, Pearl Ri,,er: Hi@war To Glol 3 I_md (Kingsporl, TN: Kingsport Press, 1966_, pp. 27 28.

tj. Carol Fox, "'Gaines Bluff: 19th Century "['m,vn" lunpublished paper, University of New Orleans, It)941,

SSCHRC.

IO. Ibid.
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WAY STATION TO SPACE

The H. Weston Lumber C_. sawmill, fi_undedin 1848, was said to be the largestin the United

States. The sawmillwas thehub of activityand employment in the community of Logtown, one

_f five communities thatexistedwhereStennis Speu.-eCenter isnow located. (SSC RollNegative)

The prosperity of the river towns continued until the coming of the rail-

roads in the latter half of the 1800s. Ironically, the sawmills along the Pearl

River furnished most of the timber for the construction of the railroads. These

railroads contributed heavily toward the demise of the Pearl River communi-

ties and toward the growth of the towns along the Mississippi Gulf

Coast--Waveland, Bay St. Louis, Pass Christian, Mississippi City, Biloxi,

and Ocean Springs. Sawmills located in Gainesville moved north to locate

along the railroad. The town of Picayune was built on the railroad, two miles

north of Nicholson, and named after the Daily Picayune, a New Orleans

newspaper that sold for "one Picayune," the equivalent of a Spanish coin
worth 6-1/4 cents, j_

I 1. Charles L. Sullivan. The Mississil_pi (_half Coast.. Portrait of'a People (Northridge, CA: Windsor Publications,

1985), p. 105: Fact Sheet, "'History of Pearl River County" (Picayune, MS: Picaytme Chamber of

Commerce, ud.), SSCHRC.
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A Sense of Place

The railroads also boosted the prosperity of the resorts along the Gulf, fur-

ther detracting from the once important Pearl River towns. Hotels and health

resorts from Bay St. Louis to Biloxi became even more popular once the rail-

road opened the way for vacationers and commuters.12

By the end of World War I, the great virgin pine forests of south Mississippi

had been depleted. The H. Weston Lumber Company at Logtown closed in

1928, ending the economic boom in that town forever. As the towns along the

Pearl River struggled to survive the decline of their only industry, the effects

of the Great Depression of the 1930s compounded their problems. _

Logtown, with 3,000 residents at the peak of the timber boom, could claim

only 250 residents in 1961. Gainesville, once the county seat and economic

center for the entire area, had only one store left to serve its 35 families and

100 residents. The hotels, stores, taverns, and most of the homes of

Gainesville had vanished. The streets and roads that had once been the arter-

ies of a carefully planned town were barely visible in the dense forest on the

Pearl River. _4

Roy Baxter, Jr., was among those in the Logtown area at the time NASA

arrived in 1961. Baxter often flew fishermen out to the barrier islands in the

Gulf of Mexico on a Cessna 180 seaplane that he co-owned with a friend. On

25 October, he had been to New Orleans to gas up his plane for a fishing trip

the next day. While flying home, he looked at his watch and noticed it was

time for the five o'clock news from the radio station WWL in New Orleans.

Missing some of the report, Baxter heard enough to be alarmed and puzzled

as he learned that the federal government was going to acquire vast amounts

of land by eminent domain along the Pearl River and build a facility to test

rockets bound lk)r the Moon. When he landed and taxied the plane up to its

dock, his mother met him on the banks of the river and said, "We've got some

bad news. ''15

At first, many people in the Logtown area did not comprehend the full

extent of the federal government's plan. Baxter himself looked up the term

12. Gral'l_n, "+Fornlation of the John C. Stennis Space ('enten'"

13. /hid.

14. Ron Bailey, Lil_" Matcuzine, 26 September 1964, p. 3: William R. Malkin. interview by Johnn_ Mann. ,,ide_

lape, SSC, MS, Oclober 1991, SSCHRC.

15. Roy Baxter, Jr., inlerview by Henry Dethl_fff. Pcarlingk_n. MS, Mississippi Oral History Program, Universily

of Soulhern Mississippi, vol. 422.24 July 199h SSCttRC.
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"eminent domain" in the dictionary to be sure of its meaning. According to

Webster _"Ninth New Collegiate Dictionar 3, the term means "the right of the

government to take (usually by purchase) private property for public use."

Once the town realized the magnitude of the announcement, chaos ensued, j_'

Just up the river at Gainesville, Alton D. Kellar and his neighbors were

"shocked," and some never reconciled to the news. The day of the announce-

ment, Kellar's father told Alton, "Moving is for you folk; it's not for me."

Kellar responded, "Dad, you know we've all got to move when the govern-

ment condemns a place like this." His father replied, "Well, you go on." A

year later, the senior Kellar died of a heart attack, even as the movers came to

jack up his house, jv

Other Iongtime residents received the news with mixed emotions. On the

one hand, they felt confused and saddened about the prospects of being dis-

placed. On the other hand, they looked to the future and pictured the NASA

operation as a positive, economic force for the Gulf Coast. Leo Seal, Jr., pres-

ident and chairman of the board of Hancock Bank, was one of these

individuals. Seal, born and raised in Bay St. Louis, spent most of his adult life

in Hancock County and recalled that people in the county received the news

in "disbelief." Seal found it difficult to comprehend in 1961 that NASA pro-

posed to spend such an enormous amount of money on the Mississippi

project. An ardent supporter of the NASA project from the very beginning,

Seal welcomed the test facility with "open arms. ''_s

The (New Orleans) Times-Picayune carried a big headline that read "660

La.-Miss. Families Must Leave Testing Site." Without delay, the federal gov-

ernment began the legal action necessary to acquire land for a Moon rocket

testing site. The families that had to be relocated lived in St. Tammany Parish,

Louisiana, and Hancock and Pearl River Counties in Mississippi. Therefore,

the condemnation suits were filed in U.S. Courts in New Orleans, Louisiana,

and Jackson, Mississippi, and a timetable of 2-1/2 years was established to

complete the removal process. _

16. hid.

17. Alton D. Kellar, interview by Charles Bolton, Hancock County, MS, Mississippi Oral Hislory Program,

University of Southern Mississippi, voL 454, 16 July 1993, SSCHRC.

18. Leo Seal, Jr., interview by Henry Dethloff, Gulfport, MS, Mississippi Oral History Program, University of

Southern Mississippi, _ol. 482, 23 JuDy 1991, SSCHRC.

[9. "660 La.-Miss. Families Must Leave Tesl Site," The (New Orleans, LA) Times-Picayune, 26 October 1961.
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A Sense of Place

Governor Ross Barnett (D-Mississippi) said he was "happy" to know that

NASA decided to locate in south Mississippi. He pledged "lull support" of the

project and predicted great economic gains as a result of the project. Senator

Stennis, at the time a member of the Armed Services Committee and the

Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee, told The Jackson (Mississippi)

Clarion-Ledger that NASA's decision "puts Mississippi in the space program

and gives the state an unusually high military value in the program." He also

said, however, that he regretted that families would have to be moved from

the area. This aspect of the project concerned the Senator for the rest of his

career and played a major role in all of his dealings with NASA. 2°

Soon after the effects of dismay and excitement were being felt by resi-

dents along the Pearl River and by the state's politicians, news media

representatives from Jackson, Mississippi; New Orleans, Lousisiana; and the

local area descended on south Mississippi to obtain firsthand reactions.

Emotions churned. Some people were ready "to take up arms" to defend

their land. Roy Baxter of Logtown drove to Bay St. Louis to confer with Leo

Seal, St., an influential community leader and personal friend of Senator

Stennis. They decided to ask the Senator to meet with the people. Seal tele-

phoned Stennis, and the Senator agreed to a meeting at Logtown on All

Saints Day, I November 1961.2_

If anyone had the ability to allay the people's fears and explain the need

tbr the huge new project, it was John Stennis, the junior Senator from

Mississippi. In Washington, Stennis projected the characteristics of national

pride, serf-respect, sincerity, and extreme honesty. In his home state, Stennis

exhibited these same qualities. In fact, Stennis's childhood years on the farm,

his education in and practice of the law, and a political career dedicated to

judicial and patriotic endeavors prepared him to be eminently qualified to

help the people of south Mississippi deal with their relocation problems. 22

John Cornelius Stennis, born 3 August 1901 in the Kipling community

located about eight miles south of DeKalb, Mississippi, was educated first

at the Mississippi Agriculture and Mechanical (A&M) College (known

today as Mississippi State University) and then at the University of Virginia

20. "Uncle S;.|lll To Tesffire Moon Rockets In Slate," The Jackson (MS) (7orion l.cdge_ 26 October 1961.

21. R_y Baxter, Jr,, interview by Mack tlerring. Pearlington, MS. December 1994

22. Bi_graphical Sketch, _'John ('. Slennis. L!nited States Senator." SS('ttR(',
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U.S. Sen. John C. Stennis was an American

statesman and national leader who served in the

U.S. Senate for 41 years. In May 1988, the

National Space Technology Laboratories was

officially renamed the John C. Stennis Space

Center by Executive Order _f President Ronald

Reagan. (SSC Portrait File)

Law School. Stennis was elected to the U.S. Senate in a special election in

1947 after service as a circuit judge, district prosecuting attorney, and state

legislator. By the 1960s, his national reputation was such that President

Eisenhower considered him to be a man who possessed presidential-like

qualities. Others suggested that the Senator's sound judgement and fine

legal mind qualified him for the U.S. Supreme Court. Stennis never encour-

aged these recommendations. Instead, he simply affirmed his desire to serve

as Mississippi's "battling lawyer" in Washington. He brought all of these

qualities to the Logtown meeting, an event that in many ways defined his

senatorial career. >

A Promise At Logtown

An estimated 1,500 people congregated on the grounds of the elementary

school at Logtown to hear Senator Stennis's speech. Local radio stations had

previously announced that Stennis and representatives from NASA and the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers would be present to answer questions about

the project. When Senator Stennis and the NASA and Corps representatives

23. Ibid.
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arrived, they quickly took their positions on the back of a flatbed trailer and

spoke from a portable podium borrowed from the school. 24

Senator Stennis, a noted southern orator, called on his natural talents and,

according to some in the audience, spoke from "the bottom of his heart." The

outdoor setting, of tall pines and stately live oaks, was familiar territory to

Stennis, and he was at his best when face-to-face with his people. "The federal

government is ready, willing, and able to pay full compensation for the prop-

erty inw)lved," Stennis said. "In other places where land has been taken over

in like situations by the federal government, it has worked out very well. ''-_

Stennis assured the land owners that the government would try to lighten

their burden as much as possible. Moreover, Stennis solemnly declared that

he was "under personal obligation" to help in the readjustment process. He

then called on the patriotism of his fellow Mississippians to help in the

nation's fight against Communism. He argued that the world situation was

such that the "entire nation must arm to the teeth although there [was] no

shooting war" and cited the vital nature of the space race to the success of the

Cold War. 26

"America's superiority of a few years ago with the atom bomb was lost

when the Russians got a vehicle into orbit first," Stennis said. "General

Medaris's predictions of things to come when the Commies launched Sputnik

seemed like fantasy. But developments have shown since, that who controls

outer space will control the Free World." Stennis explained that the static

engine-testing operation would not be dangerous to area residents and pre-

dicted that the benefits from the installation would far outweigh any

liabilities. -'7

Perhaps the best-remembered quotation from Stennis's rhetorical appeal

to his fellow citizens came when he said, "There is always the thorn before

the rose.., you have got to make some sacrifices but you will be taking part

in greatness. ''2_

The cot, rtly Senator's speech on All Saint's Day 1961 was a powerful

"call to arms" for the residents along the Pearl River. He asked them to give

24. "Watch For Speculators," Rural Electric News, l)ecember I9fil. Mississippi edition.

25. Ibhl.

26. Ihhl.

27. Ihul.; Baxter, interview by' Mack Herring.

28. +'Watch For Speculators," Rural Electric New.v
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WAY STATION TO SPACE

up their land, and even their homes, as a sacrifice in America's crusade

against the Soviets. This clarion call carried with it a strong promise that day

at Logtown--fair compensation for their sacrifices, and an uncertain glory for

"taking part in greatness." Stennis stepped forward that day as their leader and

accepted full responsibility for keeping the promises that he made on behalf

of his country. 2'J

29. Ibid.
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CHAPTER 3

The Thorn Before the Rose

The Corps

ith its own engineers and scientists preoccupied with the devel-

opment of the space vehicles needed for the Apollo lunar
landing mission, NASA secured the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers to be its agent for land acquisition and construction. Proud of its

reputation as the "nation's builder," the Corps brought 200 years of con-

struction experience with it when helping to build the facilities needed by

NASA for the Apollo program.

One of the most formidable projects in building the NASA infrastructure

to support the lunar landing program was the awesome task of obtaining

over 200 square miles of land in Mississippi and Louisiana, and then con-

structing a unique static-testing facility in the midst of a boggy swamp and

a desolate forest. -_

The Mississippi project fell under the purview of the Corps located in the

Mobile, Alabama, District, 105 miles directly east of the Pearl River site. The

1. Historical Division, "The History of the U.S. Amly Corps of Engineers, +` Eschar+ms IWashinglon, DC: lY.S.

Army Corps of Engineers EP-360- 1-22, 1991 ), pp. I 7.

2. NASA-MSFC News Release. 25 October 1961+ Slennis Space Center Histt_rical Records Collection at Stetmis

Space Center, MS (hencefl_rth referred m as SSCHRCI.
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Mobile District conducted preliminary investigations for NASA as early as

the summer of 1961 and at that time estimated the real estate values. Their

report stated that land value was $200 an acre in the 13,500-acre construction

area, where a fee interest in the land would have to be purchased; and that it

was $75 an acre for the surrounding acoustic-buffer zone easement, where

people would be prohibited from living. The Corps listed the cost of needed

improvements at $4 million. The total cost of acquiring real estate interests

was estimated to be $16,338,000. This estimate exceeded all but one of the

other test site locations considered because the Pearl River site was located on

land, whereas, the other sites included acoustic-buffer zones over water. The

information regarding land values was gathered quietly by the Corps and pro-

vided to NASA for use in its classified test site evaluation?

In October 1961, Colonel D.A. Raymond, the Corps district engineer,

announced that the Mobile District would be in charge of acquiring the land

for the static-testing facility. He explained that the "filing" of proceedings

with the federal courts in Jackson, Mississippi, and New Orleans, Louisiana,

did not give the government title or possession of the land, but served to

inform the public of the eventual operational requirements so further devel-

opment in the area could not occur prior to acquisition. The filing procedure

"froze" real estate values at their fair market price as of 25 October 1961, the

day of the NASA press release?

The Corps also notified the public that representatives would soon con-

tact landowners for permission to perform survey work and make subsurface

explorations. The Corps of Engineers, of course, had not informed the people

of their purpose when they sent agents to conduct the survey during the

summer of 1961. Some residents remembered "suspicious" persons in the

area at that time, but did not know what they were doing. One Bay St. Louis

resident recalled renting a boat to "some strange men" who said they were

looking for a site to test rockets. The explanation seemed so "absurd" that the

scuttlebutt was discarded?

Colonel Raymond described the borders of the test site for the first time

in his October announcement. The first land to be obtained, the "fee simple"

3. Ad Hoc Site Selection Committee, "Launch Vehicle Test Site Evaluation," p. 67, SSCHRC.

4. "Big Moon Shot Test Job for Mobile Engineers." The Mobile (AL) Press-Register (hencefi)rth referred to as

The M_bile Press-Register), 29 October 1961.

5. Bob Torgerson, interview by Mack Herring, Bay St. Louis, MS, 8 January 1995, notes, SSCHRC.
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area, was irregular in shape and included the community of Gainesville,

extending north and east about five miles in both directions. The proposed

"easement area" or acoustic-buffer zone was also irregular in shape, with

the northernmost boundary being about two miles south of Picayune, the

easternmost boundary about 1/2 mile west of Kiln, the southermnost bound-

ary about one mile north of Pearlington, and the westernmost boundary

along the Southern Railway right-of-way and generally along the West

Pearl River. _

In reality, the fee simple area and acoustic-buffer zone were drawn

originally as two circles. The smaller circle represented the fee area where

the main facilities would be located, with the larger concentric circle rep-

resenting the boundaries of the acoustic-buffer zone. The circles were

shaped with "irregular" edges, to fit land-surveyed section lines, and geo-

metrically straight lines, usually in half-sections. Mr. C.L.H. "Horton"

Webb, secretary and recorder of the ad hoc site selection committee, drew

L PICAYUNE

LOUISIANA f_ IPPI /

GULF OF MEXICO

This current Stennis Space (;enter directional map shmvs the main complex _r "fee area," the

buffer zone, and the center's ge_aphica[ reIati_mship t_ the surrounding LA and MS areas.

Interstate Highways 10 and 59, which u,ere n_t built u,hen the site was selecte_l in 1961, are

clearly shown in this map.

6. "Big Moun Shot Test Job For Mobile Engineers," The Mol_ile Press-Register, 29 ()ciober 1961.
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the fee area and acoustic-buffer zone circles based on acoustic information

from the rocket tests conducted in Huntsville, Alabama, and at Air Force

sites. "If you stand off at a distance and look at a map of the area, it will

look like circles on a dart board," Webb explained, "I drew the circles and

turned the map over to the Corps of Engineers to shape into land lines [sic]

that could be purchased. ''7

The circles represented sound levels the rockets would produce in the

region. The fee area, or inner circle, was a land tract that scientists projected

could receive 125 decibels during a test. The larger circle (buffer zone) could

receive approximately 110 decibels. Both of these sound levels could be haz-

ardous to humans and cause structural damage to buildings not constructed

to withstand low-frequency sound waves. The buffer zone was also designed

to absorb the sound reverberations of approximately 20 million pounds of

thrust, sound levels equivalent to the proposed maximum output of a Nova-

class rocket?

Construction of facilities for the static-testing facility was scheduled for

the area where the government planned to acquire fee simple title. The

landowners were told the easement area would be an adjunct to the fee area.

The Corps also announced that a project office in the area would handle all

phases of the real estate program. Title ownership information would be

recorded at the same time appraisals were made for each individual tract of

land within the fee area. After the appraisals, the plan called for negotiators

from the Corps real estate project office to contact the landowners and reach

a monetary agreement. Payment would be made when a settlement was

reached. The Corps expected that real estate offers for the fee area would be

completed before July 1962, and the residents were told that the real estate

policy for the buffer zone would follow the same guidelines. The Corps engi-

neers prepared a booklet describing in detail the steps in the acquisition of the

13,500 acres in Hancock County?

The first real estate booklet was issued in November 1961. The booklets

contained basic information, but did not answer the tougher legal questions

that would arise during property negotiations. The booklets stated that further

7. C.L.H. "Horlon'" Webb, interview by Mack Herring, Huntsville, AL, 10 October 1994, notes, SSCHRC.

8. Lelyn Nybo, interview by Mack Herring. Bay St. Louis, MS, 12 January 1995. noles, SSCHRC; Director's

Files, "Launch Vehicle Test Site Evaluation." nd.. SSCHRC.

9. "'Big Moon Sho! Test Job ft_r Mobile Engineers," The Mobile Press-Register, 29 October 1961,
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information would be available from the Corps and furnished to landowners

when the Corps agents called upon them. _°

The little booklets dropped a bombshell as far as Gainesville residents were

concerned. They stated that cemeteries in the fee area would be relocated. The

main Gainesvilie cemetery held over 400 graves, many going back to the

early 1800s. Another cemetery for African Americans was also located in the

Gainesvi[le community. The relocation of these cemeteries, along with the

anxiety of upcoming real estate negotiations, further agitated the residents. _

The mood of the landowners in the communities had improved greatly

after Stennis's Logtown speech and his promise of fair compensation, as

most residents believed that Stennis would protect their rights in the nego-

tiations. At the same time, NASA began a program of "community

relations" with visits by Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) officials.

Indeed, the proposed test site became the major topic of conversation in the

communities and towns of south Mississippi. U.S. Representative William

C. Colmer (1890-1980)(D-Mississippi), chair of the powerful House Rules

Committee and representative of the district in which the test site was

located, escorted a number of officials from the MSFC on a whirlwind tour

of the area. The "get acquainted" visit was intended to promote good rela-

tions between the government and the leaders of the communities located

around the test site. The group had lunch in Waveland, Mississippi, and

inspected the area by motor caravan. _2

In December, Colonel Raymond named Orrell B. "O.B." Moore as man-

ager of the land acquisition program. In mid-January 1962, Moore opened a

real estate project office in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, that eventually

employed 25-30 people. Now with many of the main players in place, the

drama of acquiring the land and moving the people of Hancock County to

new homes outside the buffer zone began to unfold. _-_

1()_ U.S. Army C¢)rps ¢_f Engineers, Mobile District, "'Information Concerning Land Acquisition Program for

NASA Centralized Testing Site, Mississippi and Louisiana," 23 November t961, SSCHRC,

I I. Ibid.; F_r farther intbrmation regarding the moving of the cemeteries, see "MSFC/NASA Seek To Save MTF

Cemeteries." Picayune (MS) Item [benceforlh referred to as the Ph'ayune Item), 31 January 1963.

12. "NASA Officials Visit Here," The Hancock County (MS) Eagle. 14 December 1961.

13. "M_)ore Io Get l,and tk)r Missile Testing Facility." The (Bilori/Gldtl_ort, MS) lhlily Herahl (hencef_rlh ret;_rred

to as 77u' I)ailv Herald1. 12 December lt,161.
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Land Acquisition

"These communities were virtually untouched when we first came in,"

remembered William R. Matkin, Corps of Engineers land acquisition agent.

Matkin arrived in Bay St. Louis in February 1962 and played a key role in the

land acquisition process. He negotiated the purchase of lands in the fee simple

area and in the acoustic-buffer zone. Matkin remained with the Corps through-

out the acquisition process, until the Bay St. Louis real estate office closed in

1968. Matkin developed a camraderie with the landowners, and he remembers

how "traumatic" the experience was for people to face the Corps negotiating

agents. "A lot of people just didn't want to leave," Matkin said. "Some of these

people were born and raised right here in this area, maybe in the same house. ''_4

Indeed, sentimental attachment to the land was a major problem the Corps

encountered, but another more tangible dilemma hampered negotiations--

land merchants who moved into the area. Senator Stennis warned landowners

of "speculators" in his Logtown speech, and his warning soon proved true.

Speculators moved in almost immediately, buying land in communities sur-

rounding the borders of the test site. As a result, landowners who sold their

property at values frozen 25 October 1961 often encountered higher prices

when seeking to buy homes and land outside the NASA-designated area.

Matkin and other Corps agents understood the dilemma, but the law pre-

vented them from doing anything to compensate the residents. L_

Land speculators flocking to the area from as far away as Houston, Texas,

lacked any attachment to the local landowners or the communities. The spec-

ulators were ultimately hoping to sell land to the well-paid NASA employees,

whose salaries greatly exceeded the local average. The incoming workers at

the NASA site faced a real estate market with inflated prices. _

The people of Hancock and Pearl River Counties turned to Senator Stennis

many times during the next few years as conflicts arose over land deals, nego-

tiations, and relocation. They were faced with leaving their homes and land

14. William R. Matkin. interview by Charles Bolton, SSC, MS, Mississippi Oral History Program, University of

Southern Mississippi, vol. 393, 4 December 1991, SSCHRC.

15, "Watch [or Speculators," Rural Electric News. Mississippi Edition. December 1961, p. 9, SSCHRC; William

R. Matkin, interview by Mack Herring, Pass Christian, MS, 14 January 1995, notes, SSCHRC.

16. "6(X) Beautiful Lots." The (New Orleans, LA) 77rues-Picayune (henceforth referred to as The Times-

Picayune). 27 November 1962.
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and entering a new world dominated by high-powered realtors. To make mat-

ters worse, the transactions had to be made in haste in order to meet the

deadlines imposed by the Apollo lunar landing program, leaving precious

little time for sentimentality at the bargaining table, t7

The Mobile District Corps of Engineers' real estate report stated that

11,900 acres of the test area were owned by large landholding companies, and

the remaining 1,600 acres were owned in relatively small parcels. All told,

about 150 landowners were affected. The historic, 261-year-old community

of Gainesville, which included 91 residences, 2 churches, 2 stores, a night-

club, and a school, fell wholly within the area taken over by NASA. 's

In the buffer zone, the Corps identified 97,600 acres held in large parcels by

owners primarily interested in timber growing, which left 30,800 acres in small

farms and homesteads. Acquisition of these easements for the acoustic-buffer

zone involved some 2,600 property owners. The buffer zone contained 695

homes, 14 churches, 2 schools, 17 stores, several other commercial buildings,

and platted subdivisions containing about 7,600 building lots, of which a

number had been sold. The buffer territory also included the romantic old com-

munity of Logtown on the Pearl River. Other smaller communities in the buffer

zone were Santa Rosa, Napoleon, and Westonia. The estimated total cost of

land acquisition then, excluding resettlement and road relocation costs, was

$13,800,000. In March 1962, the NASA Headquarters Office of Manned Space

Flight (OMSF) instructed the Corps to proceed with its land acquisition plan. l'

In less than a month, the first real estate settlement was reached between

the Corps and a landowner. On 12 April, Mr. and Mrs. Conley

7. Matkin. interview by Herring.

8. Mobile District Corps of Engineers, "I',,lississippi Test Facility Real EMaIe Planning Repair1,'" 12 January 1962.

SS('HR('.

t_. Ibi_L: Jerry tllass, interview by Mack Herring. I._mg Beach. MS. 27 February It_t)6. notes. SSCIIR("

According to Mr. Jerry ttlass, who at the time of the land acquisition was the NASA Headquarlers person

ft_r the construction {_t"the MT[". _'The total cos! that NASA paid for the land including the Administrative

cost by lhe Corps of Engineers lolaled $21.5 million for bol|l the Fee Area and the Buffer Zone."

20. "First Option Signed." The (Bo 3 St. I,oui._. MS) Se_t Coast E_ho thenceforth referred to as The Sea ('oavt

Echo), 19 April 1962.
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A few days later, Samantha B. Kellar became the first person to receive pay-

ment for her six-room home and 12 acres of land. Corps attorney Carl M. Phillips

and Bill Matkin presented her with a check. Mrs. Kellar and her deceased hus-

band's family connection to this land could be traced back four generations. 2_

Not all land negotiations were as cordial as the transactions between the

Corps and the Carver and Kellar families. Many landowners felt they were

not offered fair compensation for their property. For example, on 22 May

1962, over 250 angry landowners jammed the Hancock County Courthouse

to voice their protest at a meeting of the Board of Supervisors. The landown-

ers at the mass meeting elected Dr. James Fargason as president of the

"Mississippi Test Facility Landowners' Committee." Named to serve with

him on a standing committee were Asa McQueen, Sylvester Moran, Oscar

Gelpi, August Holden, Cody Isbell, and Charles Aker. Mrs. Isbell agreed to

serve as secretary, and Cornelius J. Ladner volunteered to assist as attorneyfl 2

The committee gave the residents a collective voice that captured the atten-

tion of politicians, the Corps, and NASA bureaucrats. Perhaps, most

importantly, its members kept Senator Stennis in the thick of the fray. Members

of the association found that newspaper coverage in Picayune, Bay St. Louis,

Gulfport, and New Orleans helped attract attention to their situation. The (Bay

St. Louis) Sea Coast Echo ran a lengthy editorial siding with the government's

land policies, concluding that the landowners were being offered a fair price.

The editorial argued that "John Stennis, irrespective of pressure," should not

play politics in an attempt to get more money for the property than was being

offered as a result of appraisals made by "qualified Mississippians. ''23

Offering a different perspective, The Hancock Coun_ (MS) Eagle expressed

hope that "displaced citizens" would receive just compensation for the

"supreme sacrifice" that many were making in giving up their land and family

homes. Conversely, the Picayune Item took a broader view in an editorial enti-

tled "Don't Wait for Uncle Santa Claus," which urged citizens of Picayune to

look to the future and get busy building satellite industries and improving their

city's infrastructure in order to capitalize on the new space facilityfl 4

21. "Mrs. Kellar 1st to Sell," The Sea Coast Echo, 3 May 1962.

22. "Land Owners Body Formed," The Sea Coast Echo. 24 May 1962. For further information, see "Property

Owners Report Concern By Senator Stennis." Picayune hem, 8 February 1963.

23. Editorial, The Sea Coast Echo, 24 May 1962.

24. Editorial, The ttancock County (MSj Eagle. 31 May 1962; Edilorial, Picayune Item, 7 June 1962.
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Senator Stennis found himself in the position of pushing the NASA pro-

ject forward in his home state, and at the same time serving as an

ombudsman for landowners. He answered letters and phone calls, met with

landowners and government officials, issued press statements, and made fre-

quent trips to the area to reassure the people that they would receive "full,

adequate, and just compensation" for their land. In response to repeated

pleas from the residents, Stennis took legislative action on the matters of

greatest concern to the landowners. 25

The two main issues troubling the landowners, who had to move because

they had sold or encumbered their property, were (I) relocation costs, and

(2) desire by some to sell buffer zone property to the government rather than

encumbering it. They maintained the land would be useless to them if they

were not present to farm or take care of their holdings. Many residents also

wanted to take "the old home place" with them when they moved.

Relocation costs became one of the most important demands the landown-

ers expressed through their committee and in letters and direct talks with

Senator Stennis. 2_

Troubled by continuing reports that landowners were being exploited,

Stennis used the power of his office to help displaced citizens at every turn.

The issues of relocation costs and payment options for buffer zone lands

were significant, tangible matters that Stennis could do something about.

On 2 August 1962, Stennis announced that he had channeled funds into a

NASA appropriations bill, which included moving expenses for persons

displaced by construction of the static-testing facility. Stennis explained

that "this bill authorizes the landowners to be reimbursed...even if the

people have already moved. ''2v

In early September, Stennis persuaded NASA and the Corps of Engineers

to change their policy and allow the displaced landowners the option of sell-

ing their property to the government. Originally, the policy only provided for

a perpetual restrictive easement for all who owned land in the great expanse

25. "Full, Adequate. Just," Picayune hem. 17 May 1962; '+Senatt_r Stennis Interested In Test Zone Prices,"

Picayune Item, 24 May 1962; +'Stennis, Cohner Co-operate," The ffatu'r_'k C+mnty (MS) Ea,_,,le+ 26 July

1962.

26. "Hancock Landowners Complain of NASA Offers," The Daily tterald, 12 May 1962.

27. "'Stennis Says Moving Expenses Assured," The Hancock ('ounty (MSJ Ea_le. 2 August 1962: "'Government to

Refund Expenses of Moving Incurred by Landowners," _'Tte ttanctJck ('ounly (MSJ Eat, le, 15 November 1962.
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surrounding the test site. The revised policy, allowing owners the option to

sell, included all subdivisions, residences, small farm units, and small acreage

tracts. Dr. Fargason said, "The action taken by Stennis [did] much to aid the

owners and expedite settlements for the remaining property. ''2s

By the end of the summer of 1962, negotiations for all but a few tracts of

land in the 13,428-acre fee area had been decided. The Corps granted exten-

sions beyond the original I July departure date for people to move their

homes and personal belongings from the construction site. The final day for

evacuation was set for ! October 1962, but a few residents lingered on in the

Gainesville area until the end of the year. In early January 1963 some rushed

to get out, just ahead of the crushing blades of bulldozers and the noisy rever-

berations of heavy-duty chain saws. 29

State Highway 43, running through the middle of the future test site,

became known during those climactic days as the "Mississippi Trail of

Tears." A Native American resident of Gainesville likened the process to the

infamous "Trail of Tears" in which the Cherokee nation was all but destroyed

on a government-forced march from their lush hunting grounds in the Smoky

Mountains of the Carolinas and Georgia to the plains of Oklahoma. After

Senator Stennis secured moving costs, large companies with elaborate

moving equipment came in to jack up the old homes and move them out. The

residents, for the most part, lacked the financial resources to move their

dwellings until this action was taken by Stennis. Then, not a day went by that

did not see a line of big trucks hauling houses, awkwardly jerking and sway-

ing on trailers, slowly rolling down old Highway 439

The case of Cora Blue Davis serves as an example of the difficulty expe-

rienced during this removal. Ms. Davis refused to leave her home and

remained on the front porch in a rocking chair as the movers towed her house

to its new destination. Daley Dronet, a housemover from Picayune, person-

ally moved 50 houses out of the fee area and estimated that "about 75

percent" of all the existing houses in the test site were moved. 3_

28. "Senator Stennis Announces New Policy lbr Buffer Zone," Picayune hem, 6 September 1962: "'Senator

Slcnnis Announces New Policy," The Ham'ock ('ountv (MS) E_.tgle, 6 September 1962.

29. "Guinesville Gels Anolher 60 Days to Move," Picayune Item, 21 June 1962.

3(1, Ibid.

3 I. '_Hotnses In Test Area May Be Moved Along Highways," Pieayune Item. 24 May 1962: "Biggest Housemoving

Pr(,jecl In History Of Slate Coming In MTO," Pie_o'une Item, 14 February 1963; Pauline Whitehead, inter-

view by Mack Herring, Hancock Cl_unty, MS, 26 August 1994, notes, SSCHRC.
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Ironically, Gainesville had a final brief gasp of life and became a busy

town again. As residents prepared to leave, the Corps arrived to begin con-

struction, and NASA came on the scene to establish a "Space Age" presence.

The Corps acquired the last of the big tracts of land when it completed nego-

tiations with the International Paper Company, whose 11,258 acres in the fee

zone represented the project's largest single tract. The paper company, the

largest employer in the area, sold its property to the government for approxi-

mately $1 million. Only one case was left to be settled--the 320 acres owned

by Crosby Forest Products of Picayune and leased to another large timber

concern, the St. Regis Paper Company. The Corps, however, obtained a "right

of entry permit" that allowed it to complete survey work, establish offices,

and begin construction. Temporary workspace was established by the Corps

and NASA personnel in some of the abandoned houses?=

In the end, the beauty, dignity, and good times of Gainesville were pre-

served in the memories of those who participated in the farewell church

services, parties, and visits to favorite places of the heart. Both churches in

Gainesville, the Gainesville Baptist Church and the First Baptist Church of

Gainesville, held all-day Sunday services on 26 August 1962. Hundreds came

to wish each other Godspeed and to take part in the final chapter of the town's

history. The services ended at noon and were followed by a "'dinner on the

grounds," provided by the women of Gainesville who brought their best

"dishes." The crowd, estimated to be the largest to gather in Gainesville in 50

years, milled around the old town visiting sentimental landmarks. Many paid

their respects at the two cemeteries marked for removal. Here, they saw the

graves of Dr. Ambrose Gaines, founder of the town, and L.K. Nicholson, who

established the New Orleans newspaper, The Times-Picayune. Some walked

down toward the Pearl River and took cuttings from the huge wisteria vine

touted by a local newspaper as the "world's largest." The giant vine wound its

way to the top of a large live oak beside Dr. Rouchon's rustic fishing lodge, soon

to house the NASA center's headquarters. Picayune Mayor Granville Williams

proclaimed the affair "Gainesville Good Neighbor Day." He was joined by

Picayune Chamber of Commerce President Louis McGehee, who extended a

"warm and friendly" welcome to all who would migrate north to Picayune) -_

32. "lnlernational Paper Signs Pact To Sell Land To NASA," 7"h_" Sea Coast E_ho, 25 Ocloher 1962.

33. "Hundreds J_lnl Gainesvillc To Sa? l.ast Goodbyes To Town," Piczotcpze Item, 30 August 196,2.
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Up the road from Gainesville on Highway 43, a farewell party was also

held for the patrons of Shorty's 43 Club. The popular nightclub and restaurant

was owned by Elwood Andrews and his wife, who lived adjacent to the prop-

erty. Mrs. Andrews, who operated the business for 16 years, said over 400

people came to the party from as far away as Jackson, Mississippi. After the

club was closed, the Andrews moved to Picayune, and NASA turned the

building into an "Information Center" for the thousands who soon came look-

ing for jobs? 4

Officially, Gainesville vanished on 10 January 1962. The town's last 48

hours were marked by feverish activity among the families that stayed on

until the end. All property not taken out by nightfall of that day passed to the

government. 3_

The last residents to leave the area slept on the premises to prevent pil-

ferage of their property. Journalists, television crews, and curious spectators

flooded the busy roads on the final day, while the sun set behind the moss-

covered oaks and cypress trees across the river in Honey Island Swamp. A

big, white moon came up over the tall pines, lighting the narrow road as the

last of the residents made their way up the hill leaving Gainesville and their

roots behind. 36

Anxious to proceed with construction of its rocket testing facility, NASA

began moving its own pioneers to the scene, even before the original owners

cleared the area. One of the first administrative tasks of the new organization

was to deal with the official name of the test site. In those early years, the

small "resident" NASA organization stationed in Mississippi used the name

"Mississippi Test Operations (MTO)." Later, NASA engineers, who were sta-

tioned in Huntsville, and drawing up plans for the structures, called the new

site the "Mississippi Test Facility (MTF)." In an effort to settle the confusion,

the leaders at the MSFC asked Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr., Associate

Administrator NASA Headquarters, to settle the issue. Seamans answered by

unofficially naming the new facility the "NASA Mississippi Test Operations"

34. "'Shorty's Place Might Become Engineers' Base," Picayune Item, 26 July 1962; Mrs, Elwood Andrews,

interview by Mack Herring. Picayune, MS, 16 January 1995. notes. SSCHRC. Electric power became

scarce and disruptions common in the last days with most of tile Coast Electric Power Association's cus-

tomers moving OUt.

35. "[.asl Families l.eave Gainesville as Government Technicians Move in to Launch (]re_t Saturn J_b."

Picayune Item, 1 October 1962.

36. "Television Tells Story of Ending for Gainesville," Picto,une Item, 17 January 1963.
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in December 1961. Nonetheless, some at the MSFC continued to call the site

the MTF, while personnel assigned to the Mississippi installation began using

the new designation of MTO. This "in-house" name controversy continued,

with both names used by the different elements until 1965 when the MTF des-

ignation became official? 7

On 1 October 1962, after making special arrangements with the Navy,

Wernher von Braun named Navy Captain William C. Fortune as the facility's

first manager. Fortune reported to work immediately from his position as

commanding officer of the Naval Air Test Facility at Lakehurst, New Jersey.

A graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, this amiable officer had wide experi-

ence in research and development operations, mainly in aeronautics and

rocketry. He helped design the launcher for a V-2 that was fired from the car-

rier U.S.S. Midway in 1946, the first large rocket to be launched from the

deck of a ship at sea. He was one of the principal proponents of the 1954

Project Orbiter, a joint Army-Navy proposal to launch a small Earth satellite

using the von Braun-developed Redstone rocket? _

Fortune quickly earned the respect of both the personnel who served

under him and local community leaders. Even though he was allowed to wear

civilian clothing by terms of the agreement with NASA, Fortune usually wore

his Navy uniforms, something that pleased the military-minded people of the

Gulf Coast. According to those who knew him, Fortune epitomized the phrase

"an officer and a gentleman. ''_'_

Captain Fortune arrived just in time to participate in the first NASA cer-

emony held at the MTO, the raising of the American flag and NASA's own

colors over the new facility on 20 November 1962. Von Braun and several

key members of his Huntsville staff joined Fortune for the event in front of

the newly obtained Rouchon House headquarters. Fortune, in good Navy tra-

dition, prepared a special flagpole for the affair, complete with yardarm. Von

Braun insisted that Fortune raise the American flag, while von Braun hoisted

37. Robert C. Seamans, Jr., to Harry, [I. Gorman, 10 December 1961. SSCHRC. See also MSFC, Management

Manual. '_Charter, Mississippi "rest Operations," 10 December 1963. SSCttRC,

38. For transcript ol _conversation during which wm Braun offered Fortune the position as the MTO's first facil-

ity manager, see Daily Jt_urnal et[ Werhner yon Braun, 1962. "Telephone Conversation Dr. x_m

Braun/Captain Fortune." 2 February It)62, SSCHRC: MSFC Biographical Sketch. "William C. Fortune

Manager of MTF/' I N_wember 1t.)62. SSCHRC.

39. Leo Seal, Jr., interview by Mack Herring, Gulfport, MS, 27 September 1994. notes. SSCHRC; Roy Baxter,

Jr.. interview h_ Mack Herring. 5 January 1995. notes, SSCHRC
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Government officials of the NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) raise the

American flag fiJr the first time in front _f the Rouchon House in 1962 at the Mississippi Test

Operations, denoting NASA's presence in south Mississippi. Pictured, from left, are: Bart

Slattery, public affairs _fficer; Dr. Wernher von Braun, MSFC direct(_r; (;apt. William

F_rtune, MTO first site manager; Dr. George C(mstan, Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF)

manager; Dr. Oswald Lange, chief, Saturn Program Office; Dr. Hermann Weidner, chief,

Structures and Mechanics Laboratory; Mr. Karl Heimburg, direct_r, Test Laboratory; and Dan

Driscoll, Test ix&oratory. (SSC-97-031)

the blue and gold NASA colors himself. Refreshments were prepared by

Margaret (Tingle) McCormick, the first employee hired at the site. Mrs.

McCormick's first full day on the job was a busy one as she scurried to meet

the needs of the Huntsville dignitaries and local press. 4°

At this gathering, local media and community leaders received their first

impression of yon Braun. The energetic, renowned rocket scientist gave a

411, 'Won Braun Here, Ups NASA Flag," The Sea Coast Echo, 21 November 1962; "America's Renowned Space

Chief and Aides Inaugurate NASA Test Facility Headquarters," Pic(o,une Item, 22 November 1962: l)ailv

,hmrnal _?f I_i'rhner yon Brmm, 1962. 'Won Braun Itinerary" 12-20 November 1962, SSCHRC; "NASA's

Office In Charge of Woman With Local Kin." Picayune Item, 21 November 1962.
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speech to a packed auditorium at Mississippi State University the night

before coming to the test site. After the flag-raising ceremony, he lunched

with local officials at Annie's Restaurant in Pass Christian and ended the day

with another speech at Tulane University in New Orleans. One local news-

paper humorously noted that von Braun "moved with the speed of an

orbiting astronaut. ''4'

Von Braun's visit was not the only NASA noise in the community at that

time. A huge 30-foot-tall, 12- by 12-foot-wide acoustical "horn" was brought

down from Huntsville to aid scientists in studies of sound propagation in the

vicinity of test operations. The giant horn, installed during November, began

full-scale operations on I December 1962. This horn became part of an

advanced atmospheric sounding station, and brought the first wave of NASA

technicians into the area. NASA contracted with the Raytheon Co. of

Burlington, Massachusetts, to operate the sounding device. As part of the

operation, an agreement was signed with the U.S. Weather Bureau to furnish

atmospheric data at the times of the soundings. Tulane University was chosen

to evaluate, analyze, and correlate data from both sources. The sounding sta-

tion employed 14 persons from Raytheon and the Weather Bureau? 2

The Last Of Logtown

The big horn's mournful reverberations were heard all around the NASA

site and in the nearby towns. The horn sounded the death knell for the old

communities that were sacrificed in the name of progress. As the Corps agents

went about their methodical duties of acquiring the 125,442 acres needed to

buffer the noise of NASA's rocket testing, the weary landowners continued to

meet and share the problems they faced in the land transactions. The restraint

of the easement area property owners who met at the Logtown school, and

their approach to the final land acquisitions, drew praise on the editorial page

of the Picayune Item. The 31 May 1962 issue of the paper staled, "We believe

41. "(2ounldm, vn at MTF," The Sea Coast Echo, 21 November 1962,

42. MS[:(" Press Release, 31 October 1962, SSCHRC: "Weather, Sound Tesls," ]tie Sea ('oa_t Echo, 27

September 1962. For go_d discussion of acmJslic lacility work at the MTO, see Lee Paul, interviev,: by

Sleven Pallerson, Bay St lxmis, MS, Mississippi Oral Hislory Program, Universit_ of £tmthern

Mis_,is_,ippi, v_l. 393, 4 december, 1991, SSCItR("
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that the government will recognize this anguished appeal from good, law-

abiding American citizens who are yielding in good grace to the demands of

the space race, asking only fair treatment by their government. This, we are

sure, they will have. ''_

The first real estate settlement in the buffer zone came when Mr. and Mrs.

Elvie Dakes Roberson sold their home and 21.9 acres eight miles south of

Picayune to the government for $19,500. The most expensive price paid for

land in the buffer zone came when the Corps settled with Mr. and Mrs. R.A.

Scivique of Bay St. Louis. The Sciviques sold the easement rights for their

Star Route Farm, a well-known picnic-catering establishment on Bayou

LaCroix, for $370,000. "H

Of all the land obtained by the government in the easement area, proba-

bly the most scenic property was "Parade Rest," on the banks of the Pearl

River at Napoleon, home and gardens of Colonel and Mrs. John Wheeler.

Parade Rest was such a beautiful estate that it was chosen as the site for a

social event held for Senator Stennis on one of his many visits to the area. The

Wheelers sold their home and property, in a complex transaction that involved

both an easement and a lee simple sale, for a total of $123,000. 45

Acquisition of the buffer zone required the elimination of the towns of

Napoleon, Logtown, Westonia, and Santa Rosa. Approximately 150 landown-

ers were affected, but of the people involved in the land acquisition, probably

none were more visibly shaken than the residents of the placid community of

Logtown. The town's last day came when the one-room Logtown Post Office

was retired on 30 September 1963. Mrs. Lollie Wright, postmistress in the

tiny frame building for 36 years, pulled down the American flag and Logtown

was no more. All that was left of the once-famous town was its cemetery? _'

Mrs. Roy Baxter, Sr., one of the residents who went often to the cemetery

to reminisce and tend her loved ones' graves paused, just before leaving, and

43. Baxter, interview by Herring: "Buffer Property Owners Will Discuss Problems At Logtown," Picayune Item,

25 April 1962; Editorial, "Owners Act Restrained," Picto_une Item, 31 May 1962.

44. "Roberson Sites Sold fi_r $20.0(X) To Government," Picayune Item, 31 May 1962; "Star Route Farm Easement

Brings $370,000," Pic_o'une Item. 22 August 1963.

45. "Parade Rest at Napoleon Will Live as Beautiful Garden tk_r Tourists." Picayune Item, 19 March 1964. Author

attended the social gathering held at Parade Rest in honor of the Senator during a visit that Slennis made to

the area in the spring of 1963.

46, "Logtown PO End Noted," The Sea Coast Echo, 30 September 1963; NASA-MTF Press Release. 31)

September 1963. SSCHRC.
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said, "It's hard to move old plants. Did you know that'? Old plants die when

you transplant them. ''a7

47. Baxter, inter,,iew by Herring: Ronald I]ailey, "Moon Race Blots Out a Town," Li/k' Magazim _, 26 September

1964, p. 4.
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CHAPTER 4

Temples in the Swamp

The Task

he challenge of building a Moon-rocket testing facility in the
Mississippi mud required a vivid imagination and modern machinery.

The promise of unlimited financial resources lessened the difficulty

only moderately. The beguiling beauty of the primeval swamp along the peace-

ful Pearl River presented real problems for both contractors and civil servants

who previously worked wonders in Mother Nature's most formidable bastions.

Indeed, for the nation's top engineers, the mosquito-ridden, snake-infested

quagmire of Devil's Swamp and Dead Tiger Creek proved almost as uncon-

querable as the jungles of Southern Asia and the desert sands of Saudi Arabia?

Aside from the obstacles of nature, engineers involved in the Mississippi

project faced an assortment of design and construction problems. Despite a

firm commitment to go to the Moon, NASA officials had not finalized deci-

sions regarding the size and power of the big boosters to be used for the lunar

landing mission. The lead engineers at the Marshall Space Flight Center

I. "'MTO, Special Report," Con.structicm News, vol, 3t, no. 10, Special Works Issue I Memphis, TN, 4 March

1964), pp. 16 22.92 -94; Roger E. Bilstein. Stages to Saturn, A l '('1 t ological Hi,to O' _¢the Al_olloZ_aturn

l.aum'h Vehitle_" {Washington, D(': NASA SP-4206, t98(I), pp, 72 74.
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(MSFC) in Huntsville knew the program would require boosters comparable

to the new Saturn V, or the more powerful Nova rocket. Consequently, the

MSFC engineers began the preliminary design phase with this somewhat

ambiguous yardstick in mind. By the time construction began at the

Mississippi Test Operations (MTO) in 1963, NASA officials had decided to

use the Saturn V for the Moon mission. The Nova rocket never moved beyond

the conceptual study stage. Nevertheless, plans for a mammoth rocket such as

Nova remained in the overall site design, or master plan, in order to accom-

modate second- and third-generation space exploration programsf

The mission was to construct test stands capable of static firing the first two

stages of the Saturn V. The stands had to be built in time to meet the ambitious

launch schedules envisioning landing a man on the Moon in the decade of the

1960s. The first-stage booster, called the S-IC, had a thrust of 7.5-million

pounds and each of its five F-1 engines burned for 2.5 minutes--the actual

flight time required to place the Apollo Saturn V space vehicle at a 36-mile alti-

tude. The second-stage rocket, the S-I1, had a thrust of 1-million pounds. This

stage had five J-2 engines that burned for 6.5 minutes, which enabled the vehi-

cle to ascend to an altitude of 108 miles. Both rockets presented special

problems for the builders. The first stage, the most powerful rocket ever built in

the United States and the larger of the two, was 33 feet in diameter and 138 feet

in length. The second stage was also 33 feet in diameter, but only 81.5 feet in

length. These rockets, the S-IC manufactured by the Boeing Company at

Michoud and the S-II manufactured by North American Aviation (NAA) at Seal

Beach, California, were too large to be transported by road or highway, and

their sizes also ruled out shipment by air. Specially designed, heavy-duty roads

were considered and then discounted for short distances on the test site.

Through a process of elimination, water transportation became the only feasi-

ble means of transporting the mammoth rockets from the assembly station at

Michoud to the test stands in Mississippi. To further complicate design and con-

struction of the test facilities, the second stage, a liquid hydrogen-fueled rocket,

required unique ground-support equipment, fuel barges, and piping systems?

2. Bilslein. Stages to Saturn, pp. 39, 50-53, 58,67.

3. NASA Educalional Publicalion, Saturn V Manned Flight to the Moon IWashington. DC: NASA NF-33 l, vol,

IV, no. 5., 1967, Stennis Space Center Historical Records Collection at Stennis Space Center, MS (hence-

forth referred to as SSCHRC); Leo L. Jones, "A Brief Hislory of Mississippi Test Facility, t961 1966,"

comment draft (Huntsville. AI,: MSFC History Office, 24 March 1967)1, pp. 34 35, SSCHRC.
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Although the testing of the Saturn V was the first assignment for the

Mississippi facility, the original purpose of the site "was to provide the United

States with a capability during the next 20-50 years for captive test-firing

large space vehicle systems." The long-range test capability complemented

the space vehicle assembly facility at Michoud and an extensive launch capa-

bility at Cape Canaveral, Florida. All three of the facilities (Michoud, the

MTO, and Cape Canaveral) were government-owned, and. therefore,

afforded the government maximum flexibility. Before acquisition of these

three facilities, the government relied on manufacturing and test facilities at

contractor-owned sites. Consequently, yon Braun saw the new acquisitions as

"tantamount to an act of faith that the nation wanted a preeminent spaceflight

capability, not only until Apollo [program] was completed, but into the indef-

inite future. ''4

Von Braun's philosophy was in step with the long-range vision of many

scientists and political leaders in the country who supported a substantial

space exploration program as both scientifically rewarding and as a Cold War

necessity. President Kennedy alluded to such a plan in his noted "Urgent

National Needs" address in May 1961. Lyndon Johnson harbored such ideas

when he first began his work as architect of the civilian space agency (NASA)

in the late 1950s. And Senator Stennis echoed these sentiments in his

Log|own speech of 19617

Management, Organization, And Planning

In order to meet the lunar landing objective, NASA developed a com-

plex, but highly effective, management system, which drew on the strengths

and experiences of the government's space and aeronautical elements and on

private industry. The chain of command at the MTO began in the Office of

Manned Space Flight (OMSF) at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.,

and down through the MSFC at Huntsville. The OMSF set NASA's overall

agenda and coordinated the schedules of the various space flight centers.

4. Wernher yon Braun to George Alexander, 23 December 1968, SSCHRC.

5. Roger D. Launius, NASA: A History _[" the U,S. Civil Space Program (Malabar. FL: Kreiger Publishing Co..

1994), pp. 29 3(I, 175 184.
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MSFC, with its honed and highly disciplined organization led by yon Braun,

was well-prepared to meet NASA's ambitious deadlines. Oddly, the only real

problem for the von Braun team was handling the abundant supply of

resources that came from the Apollo program coffers. Von Braun once com-

mented, "I knew what it meant to go to the Moon, but I had no idea what a

billion dollars was. ''_

The MTO traced its roots to the MSFC's Test Division, directed by Karl

Heimburg. The MSFC Facility Engineering Office also assisted and partici-

pated in the early planning stages. In early 1962, the MSFC made its first

formal attempt to establish absolute control over the Mississippi project by

proposing a Gulf Operations organization to manage both the Michoud oper-

ations and the Mississippi facility. The plan, which included a detailed

organizational structure and elaborate statement of purpose, was never offi-

cially accepted. 7

The MSFC's desire to assert sovereignty over the new test facility led

Heimburg to organize within the MSFC Test Division an MTO Planning

Office to oversee the construction and operation of the Mississippi facility.

Later, von Braun created a Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) Planning Board to

serve as managerial arm of the new testing center. On 14 December 1962, yon

Braun issued a formal charter empowering the MTF Planning Board to "ini-

tiate policy and technical direction in the planning, design, construction, and

preparation for activation of all portions of the proposed Mississippi Test

Facility." Von Braun named Heimburg as chair of the MTF Planning Board,

and included Captain Fortune, newly appointed MTO manager, on the board.

Fortune answered directly to yon Braun on "institutional matters," but was

charged with assisting the Planning Board on planning and construction

issues. Von Braun also encouraged Fortune to cultivate "community support"

for the project?

An MTF Working Group was organized to implement the MTF Planning

Board's plans and policies. Bernard Tessman, Heimburg's Test Division

deputy director, was named chair of the group. Most of the 46 people associ-

6. Bilstein, Stages gO SEIll4rpl, pp. 2614,4.

7. Linda M. Marlin, "Historical Origins of the NASA Mississippi Test Facility" (Huntsville, AL: MSFC History

Office, ud.), pp. 3-6, SSCHRC; Jones, "Brief History of Mississippi Test Facility," pp. 18 19, SSCHRC.

8. Linda M. Martin, "Historical Origins of MTE" p. 7; Charier, MSFC "Mississippi Tes! Facility Planning Board."

14 December 1962, pp. 1-2, SSCHRC.
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ated with the MTF Working Group hailed from the MSFC Test Division and

others came from the MSFC Facilities Engineering Office or from the staffs

of private contractors. A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., an early member of the MTF

Working Group, described the organization as a collection of individuals with

test and data, structural and civil engineering, and budgeting experience. In

explaining the group's activities, Rogers said, "We got together and devel-

oped the requirements that would guide the design and then [worked] to fund

the projects." In 1962, the total estimated cost of the Mississippi project was

$250 millionY

The Huntsville planners retained the firm of Sverdrup and Parcel and

Associates of St. Louis, Missouri, lor architectural and master planning ser-

vices. NASA Headquarters approved the selection in March 1962, and in

April the contract, valued at $1,342,820, was signed. In consonance with var-

ious MSFC elements, Sverdrup and Parcel conducted studies to establish the

basic requirements for the MTE They presented their master test site plan to

von Braun in July 1962. With von Braun's approval, the planners continued

their work with several modifications, providing site plans, design criteria,

and expansion of the support facilities. NASA presented these findings to the

Corps of Engineers and instructed them to begin construction. The Corps, in

turn, contracted with a number of private firms to design the individual com-

ponents, about 60 different structures in all, including the huge test stands and

the many supporting facilities? °

Early conceptual plans for the Mississippi site included facilities capable of

supporting a national rocket-testing program well into the future. The prelim-

inary plan provided for test stands for the S-I stage (manufactured by Chrysler

Corporation at Michoud), S-IC, S-II, Reactor-In-Flight-Test (RIFT) nuclear

stage, and Nova-class stages, in addition to M-1 (liquid hydrogen) and F-I

(RP- 1) engines. However, the grandiose plans were scaled down to meet only

the testing needs of the Apollo program, using a Saturn V rocket on a Lunar-

Orbital Rendezvous (LOR) mission. This verdict eliminated the need for

Nova-class rocket facilities. The S-l-stage test facilities remained in the picture

until October 1963 when the Saturn I program was canceled, leaving only the

9. A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., interview by Charles Bollon and Steve Patterson, SSC, MS, Mississippi Oral History

Program, Uni_ersily of Southern Mississippi, vol, 386, 4, Oclober 1991. p, 6. SS('HR(': Jones. "'Brief

IJislory of MTF," p. 31.

10. Jones, "'Brief l'tist_wy of MTF," pp. 30-34, 42, 45_!-6,
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Saturn IB (a modified Saturn I) and Saturn V vehicles for Apollo program use.

Von Braun decided that the S-IB stage would be tested on an existing stand in

Huntsville, meaning that only the S-IC and S-II static-testing stands and their

supporting facilities would be constructed in Mississippi."

As NASA officials closed the debate in regard to the rocket systems, plan-

ners began to concentrate on the "first phase" of construction. The engineers

proposed an extended transportation network based upon a system of water-

ways for moving the stages from manufacturing points on the West Coast and

the Michoud plant in New Orleans to the test stands in Mississippi. These

plans included dredging 15 miles of the East Pearl River, from the

lntracoastal Waterway to the test site; digging 7.5 miles of canals within the

main complex; and building a Panama Canal-sized lock system to connect the

river with the interior canal system. Development of these waterways was

given first priority because of the urgent need to bring heavy construction

materials to the site by water. _2

The plans for the MTO encompassed just about every type of construction

that any builder could imagine, from deep excavations in the mud to high-ele-

vation steel work, usually performed on tall buildings and bridges. The major

structures included two test stands for the S-II stage and a dual-position stand

for the S-IC stage. Plans also called for 20 support and service buildings to

sustain all future programs envisioned for the test site. _3

On the front lines of the construction was the small NASA onsite team

headed by Captain Fortune. The team was charged with making the new

facility functional and operational. Once the MTO construction and activa-

tion were completed, the management team was to serve in a similar, but

expanded, role as contractor monitor of the plants manufacturing the rocket

engines and stages for the MSFC. The task of assisting in construction sur-

veillance at the MTO was not an overbearing assignment for the small

Mississippi team, since the Corps of Engineers had primary responsibility

for monitoring the numerous construction contractors involved in building

the MTO. Fortune and his group were also expected to plan and carry out a

program of community, congressional, and public relations; determine and

11. Ibid., pp. 32-33.

12.1bid.. pp. 34 36.

13. A.R. Sorrells."Mississippi Show Me," Skyline, w_l. 24. no. 2 (1966), pp. I-7.
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arrange for technical and administrative support: prepare for activation: par-

ticipate in the initiation of policy and technical direction with the MTF

Planning Board at the MSFC; and represent the director, MSFC, in

Mississippi and at NASA Headquarters. _

The Mississippi Outpost

In the spring of 1963, NASA officials began arriving in Hancock County

and quickly established their headquarters in the Rouchon House, a vestige of

the old town of Gainesville. At first glance, this setting along the banks of the

Pearl River seemed a most unlikely place to begin a space age project. Indeed,

the building of the test facility--the largest construction project in the history

of Mississippi and one of the largest of its kind in U.S. history--was destined

to change the landscape forever.kS

The early NASA and Corps of Engineers personnel were captivated by the

mysterious beauty of the Pearl River and its surrounding areas. The big wis-

teria vine at the Rouchon House, with its hundreds of lavender blossoms, was

in full bloom. The wild magnolias were clearly visible from the narrow Lower

Gainesville Road, and an odor of honeysuckle and verbena was prevalent in

the fresh air. _

Occasional alligators still swam slowly across the river. Smaller water

trails were left by numerous cottonmouth moccasins with only their shiny

black heads sticking out of the dark, blue-brown river. A distinct "blup" broke

the late-evening silence as a largemouthed bass rolled in the river to snap up

a falling willow fly. The huge wild pigs, offspring of those living at the time

of the Spanish land grants some 200 years before NASNs arrival, were the

most dominant daytime creatures. Because of Mississippi's open-range tradi-

tion, these boars continued to roam the countryside. Sometimes, the shrill

scream of a panther could be heard in the night. _7

14. Marshall Space Flight ('enter (MSFC) Managemenl Manual, "Charier. Mississippi Tesl Operations,"

1 December 1962, SSCHRC.

15. Sorrells. "Mississippi Shov_ Me," p. 3.

16. Ihid,

17. ,4lis.st_Wppi, the WI'A (;ui h' t _ tl e Ma,_m,lia A'tatr (No',', York: Viking Press, 1938_, pp 3 I. 4()_45,
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NASA personnel, coming to the area on temporary assignments from

Huntsville, first checked in with Mrs. McCormick and then used the Rouchon

House as temporary office space. The porch of this converted lodge was often

the scene of NASA and Corps engineers holding meetings and discussions

with maps and blueprints spread out on gray government tables obtained from

the nearby Michoud plant. TM

As plans for construction neared completion, community leaders became

concerned about the potential impact of a growing population. They requested

that NASA provide more information about the number of people expected to

move to the area. In February 1963, Captain Fortune appointed Mack

Herring, author of this book, as public information officer (PIO). Herring,

who served in a similar capacity at the MSFC, was charged with using every

public relations tool available to "inform the public of the coming of NASA."

Working closely with McCormick, the new PIO gave speeches to civic and

church groups, wrote press releases announcing construction of facilities, and

met with community leaders to help them understand the impact of the NASA

installation. During the early months of 1963, McCormick and Mack Herring

received approximately 100 visitors a day. They came to the Rouchon House

looking for jobs and in search of business opportunities. _9

The first NASA engineer to report to Mississippi was Obed E. "Dusty"

Batson. Fortune asked Batson, a native Mississippian, to "explore the area"

and become familiar with "every inch" of the 13,500-acre site. Fortune obvi-

ously wanted to have a more intimate knowledge of the site, over and above

what could be derived from the maps, drawings, and journal information

gathered earlier by Corps and Sverdrup personnel. "There were no roads then,

just State Highway 43 that ran through the area, and the Upper and Lower

Gainesville Roads," Batson said, "I would drive as far as I could and get out

and walk the rest of the way." After Batson finished his initial exploratory

mission, he also assisted the MTF Working Group in determining the exact

locations of the numerous buildings and support equipment. Another engineer

who was one of the early pioneers of the Mississippi Test Operations was also

18, "NASNs Office in Charge of W¢_man wilh Eocal Kin," Pic_o,une (MS) Item (henceforth referred to as the

Picayune Item), 21 November 1962.

19. The P[O referred to in this chapter is the author. Recollections about events and people are reinforced by con-

versations with persons who were present in 1963. O_E. Balson and Margaret McCormick were consulted

on matters reterenced here to ensure accuracy.
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called "Dusty," O.L. Rhodes. As liaison officer to the Corps of Engineers,

Rhodes reported to the site in May 1963 in time to take part in the beginning

of the construction of the facility. Like a number of NASA engineers, Rhodes

remained until his retirement in 1980 and then continued for seven more years

with one of the operating contractors. 2°

The number of NASA personnel in Mississippi continued to grow as

Captain Fortune selected additional persons to serve on his staff in prepara-

tion for the onslaught of construction and then activation of the rocket facility.

New employees included Chester P. Lawless, administrative assistant for

property accounting, transportation, and custodial services; Wilmer C. Mabry

and B.U. Jones, community relations; William Winterstein, administrative

officer; Mary M. Dobson, personnel assistant; Yvonne Loveless, administra-

tive services; and Wilda Stephens and Joyce Owston, assistants to the P[O. 2J

During this evolutionary process, the small group developed a personal-

ity of its own. Although the Fortune team had ties to the MSFC, a strong

familial bond formed among the members of the Mississippi outpost. Part of

this new esprit de corps materialized when members of the Mississippi unit

severed ties with the MSFC, moving their families and staking their profes-

sional futures at the "outpost" in Mississippi. Conversely, members of the

MTF Working Group, and other MSFC elements that exercised management

control over the MTO team, remained within the security of their Huntsville

positions and chose to keep their families and homes in Huntsville. These

decisions apparently planted the seeds for a family rivalry that continues until

this day. Indeed, the sibling space centers mused over such mundane issues as

official designations. For example, the Mississippi group favored the name

Mississippi Test Operations, which was assigned by NASA Headquarters in

December 196 I. The MTF Working Group, however, continued to refer to the

Mississippi development as the Mississippi Test Facility, implying that the

facility was simply an auxiliary of the MSFC. 22

The Corps of Engineers set up their first headquarters in a converted fish-

ing lodge, the Cypress House, located near the NASA Headquarters in the

20. ()bed E+ "Dusly'" Balsam. interview hp Mack Herring, Wiggins, MS+ 7 April 1995, notes+ SSCHRC.

21. "Key Management Choices Made," The (Bay St. Louis, MSj Sea Coast Echo (henceforth refened 1o as 771e

Sea Coast l-Scho), 21 March 1963: NASA Mississippi Test Operations Personnel Repurl, 9 January 1964.

SSCHRC.

22. Batson, interview.
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From left are NASA's Capt. William C. Fortune, manager of the Mississippi Test Operati_ms

(MTO); Charles Jackson, area engineer; Col. Robert C. Marshall, Mobile Corps district engi-

neer; Col. Dave Roberts, deputy district engineer fi_r NASA support; and Col. Charles Pabner,

special assistant to the chief of the Facilities Engineering Office; review c_mstruction schedules of

the Mississippi Test Operati_ms in July 1963. (SSC-63-108)

Rouchon House. As design work progressed and construction starts neared,

the Corps named Charles A. Jackson, a veteran engineer with 35 years ser-

vice, as area engineer in charge of all work at the Mississippi installation.

Jackson, a native of South Carolina, started his career as a levee work sur-

veyor and became an expert in heavy construction. >

To meet the initial construction and institutional costs of the Mississippi

project, NASA proposed a $52,066,896 budget for fiscal year 1963. More

than one-half of this sum went to Base Support Facilities and Utilities. By

fiscal year 1964, funding had been increased to $111,690,000. The Saturn V

First Stage (S-IC) Test Facilities consumed $35,983,000 of the total appro-

23. "MTF Manager, Engineers Are Announced This Week," The Sea Coast Echo. 4 October 1962; U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers News Release, 2 June 1962, SSCHRC.
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priation, and the Saturn V Second Stage (S-II) Test Facilities absorbed an

additional $19,148,000. -,4

With money in hand, NASA began construction by building a 16-mile

perimeter fence around the sprawling facility. The fence contract, let by the

Corps Mobile District, was the first one directly related to construction. In addi-

tion, smaller contracts were issued for remodeling the remaining old homes for

temporary work space, drilling test wells, and conducting surveys. The perime-

ter fence project, however, had a high priority because of public safety concerns

and the need to protect government property. To supervise the fence project,

Fortune hired Harry Guin, a young graduate of the University of Alabama, who

became one of the leaders helping to shape the future of the Mississippi project.

Guin soon learned that even the fence job, which used ordinary pine poles and

barbed wire, was a harbinger of construction woes for the builders working in

the swamp. Indeed, the workers, mostly locals from south Mississippi, were

stymied by a major attack of swarming s_flt marsh mosquitos. 2_

Signs Of Progress

When the workmen on the fence project entered the swampy areas, they

found the bites of the salt marsh mosquitos unbearable. Fence workers wore

long-sleeved shirts, gloves, and mosquito nets over their heads and tried all the

conventional mosquito repellents, but to no avail. Guin heard that an inexpen-

sive perfume manufactured in New Orleans would ward off the pesky insects.

He bought some of the perfume and provided it to the laborers, but the perfume

did little to overcome the problem. Around the complex, survey workers walked

off the job because they could not tolerate the stinging bites of the flying pests.

Two experts from the U.S. Public Health Service, Clyde F. Fehn and Leslie D.

Beadle, investigated the mosquito problem and estimated that an exposed

person on the complex received l I0 bites per minute. The problem, one of the

worst mosquito plagues in years, was widespread along the Gulf Coast? 6

24. C.W. Huth, "'Chronological History _t the Mississippi Tesl Facilit3"" (Huntsville. AL: MSFC. 23 June 196(_),

pp, II 12, SSCHRC.

25. NASA Nev,:s Release. 18 March 1963, SSCHRC: Harry Guin. inlerview b_. Johnn? Mann. October 1991.

video history I_;c_ Station to Spa_e. SSCHRC; See also Guin biography, SSCHR('.

2ft. NASA News Release. 24 July 1963, SSCHR(': Guin, interview.
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NASA soon realized that progress on the construction project would be dif-

ficult unless the mosquito assault could be repelled. Consequently, NASA

launched a massive counterattack. Two large, specially equipped C-123 air-

planes sprayed the entire construction area and buffer zone with chemicals.

After the first spraying, the planes then sprayed the Gulf Coast counties with

the remainder of the chemicals. Within 10 days, the mosquitos were decimated.

The bites were reduced to only 10 per minute, which was considered a "livable

condition." Residents of the Gulf Coast welcomed the relief from the mosquito

invasion and lauded praise on NASA for its first community "good will" pro-

gram. Captain Fortune used the occasion to begin organizing a two-state

Mosquito Control Commission that continues to serve the Gulf Coast today. -_7

The enthusiasm generated by the arrival of the first train in Gainesville sur-

passed the excitement of the mosquito conquest. A NASA news release

proclaimed that "the first train pulled into old Gainesville today.., too late to

alter history, but just in time to play a big role in the future." Southern Railway

System received the contract to bring the 10.5-mile rail-line into the construc-

tion site. The railroad company laid the track at no cost to the government for

the privilege of serving the construction and operation needs of the test facil-

ity. NASA requested that the project be completed by 1 June 1963. Southern

Railway started work on 19 March, and the last spike was driven on 10 May--

52 days ahead of schedule. Most of the onsite workers gathered at the end of

the line to cheer and wave "welcomes" to the train when it rolled to a stop at

its new destination. The L-S Construction Company of New Orleans did the

grading, drainage, and structures for the track, and the Southern Railway

workers laid the track and operated the line. NASA and Corps builders were

impressed by the quality and speed of this first big project. The railroad work-

ers went through two large swamp areas. Many predicted that the job could

not be finished before the June deadline, Luck, however, was with the work-

ers. Evidence of their good fortune came when they lost only two days to

rain--during one of the driest seasons in the area's history} _

While the excitement of the record-breaking work on the railroad was a

topic of discussion in south Mississippi, another development added to the

prestige of the new space installation. NASA announced that it was negotiat-

27. Ibid.

28. Ibid.: NASA News Release, 19 March 1963, SSCHRC; NASA News Release, l0 May 1963, SSCHRC.
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ing with the General Electric Company (GE) to provide technical and institu-

tional support for the test facility. Community leaders marveled that such a

large company with a national reputation would consider coming to their

community. When NASA and GE reached an agreement that fall, expecta-

tions for the future soared. >

Prior to completion of the railroad project, NASA called a meeting of

labor unions and building contractors for 1 May 1963 in an unprecedented

move to reach a "no-strike" agreement for construction of the test facility.

Billed as a "preventive" labor-relations conference, the meeting was called at

the recommendation of President Kennedy's Missile Site Labor Committee,

the first such conference ever held. The underlying purpose was to work out

advance agreements on wages, hours, and working conditions to ensure that

the vital test facility would be built economically, and with labor peace. The

committee sought a three-year labor-industry agreement) °

Over 100 persons attended the conference, which was held in Gulfport,

Mississippi. Representing labor at the conference were delegations from the

Building and Construction Trades Department of the American Federation of

Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO). Representatives of

most of the major building contractors in America attended the conference,

e.g., Kaiser Industries, American Bridge Company, Paul Hardeman Company,

Blount Brothers Construction Company, International Telephone and

Telegraph, Peter Keiwit Company, Rust Engineering Company, Bechtel

Corporation, and Morrison Knudson. Most of these large companies were

successful in obtaining contracts for work at the Mississippi site) |

The lead negotiator for NASA was Paul Styles, a former union representa-

tive and NASA industrial-relations officer at the MSFC. Styles, respected and

popular with labor as well as industry, brought a colorful, old-fashioned horse-

trader's mentality to the bargaining table. Styles used every tool at his disposal

to get the job done, including leaking information to the newspapers) 2

The labor negotiations went on nonstop, shifting from the Mississippi

Gulf Coast to New Orleans. Styles had the MTO announce that a three-

29. NASA New_, Release, 18 April 1963, SSCHRC.

30. lt_id., NASA News Release. 28 April 1963, SSCHRC.

31. lbul., NASA News Release. 2 May 1963, SSCHRC.

32. Mack Herring, the PlO, was assigned by Fortune to assist Styles with labor negotiations and was with him

during talks on the Gulf Coast and in New Orleans.
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year no-strike agreement between construction contractors and union rep-

resentatives was negotiated. The unprecedented agreement, reached by

the Gulf Coast Contractors Association and the Building Trades

Department, AFL-CIO, virtually ensured labor peace during the construc-

tion period and was a critical factor in NASA's ability to meet its lunar

landing program schedules? _

An Unceremonial Beginning

As the labor leaders completed their pact, NASA prepared to stage a

ceremony marking the start of work on the MTO project. Von Braun had

spoken of a "big" ceremony when he was in the area in 1962 for the flag

raising at the Rouchon House. He even hinted that Senator Stennis and "other

dignitaries" might participate? _

After a meeting with Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett in early April,

Captain Fortune announced that a ground-breaking ceremony would be held

15 May and that Governor Barnett would be present. Senators John C. Stennis

and James O. Eastland, NASA Administrator James Webb, Wernher von

Braun, and many other dignitaries were invited. _5

Now that the groundwork was laid, the MSFC instructed the Fortune

management team to find a suitable location for the tree-cutting ceremony, a

place where several helicopters could safely bring in important visitors. The

MTO Public Information Office was told that the President or Vice-President

of the United States might attend) 6

Any hopes of a visit by President Kennedy or Vice- President Johnson soon

cooled as the spring of 1963 heated up and the civil rights movement spread

throughout the South. In fact, federal officials from Washington were reluc-

tant to appear at any public ceremonies in the South for fear of criticism or

public demonstrations. In Mississippi, racial strife was intensifying.

33. NASA News Release, 21 May 1963, SSCHRC.

34. "Saturn Site.. Non Braun Sees Key Rote," The fBiloxi/Guljl_ort, MS) Daily Herald (hencefi)rth referred to as

the Daily Herald), 22 November 1962, SSCHRC.

35. Ibid.: "Grotmdbreaking at Test Site on May 15: Barnett To Attend," Picayune Item. 11 April 1963: "NASA to

Dedicate MTO on May 15. Bef_we Many llonored Guests," Picayune Item, I I April 1963.

36. Balson, interview.
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Segregationist Governor Ross Barnett and President Kennedy had recently

clashed when the White House supported James Meredith's admission to the

University of Mississippi. 3v

In addition, the Civil Rights Commission recommended on 18 April--

the same time NASA was planning a ground-breaking ceremony--that

Kennedy consider denying Mississippi $650 million in federal funds. The

Commission suggested withholding funds in an effort to force authorities in

some areas of the state to give protection to those African-Americans

involved in the civil rights struggle. The report immediately focused national

attention on Mississippi and drew sharp responses from Mississippi Senators

Stennis and Eastland. In separate statements, the Senators described the rec-

ommendation of the "meddling, busy-body Commission" as "utterly

ridiculous and preposterous. ''3s

Senator Stennis asserted that members of the two races (African-

American and white) lived side-by-side in peace and harmony. He blamed

the problems in the state on "paid, organized agitators and headline seekers

imported from outside the state." According to Richard Reeves in Profile of

Power, Kennedy himself was embarrassed and aggravated by the Civil

Rights Commission report. Kennedy was getting ready for the 1964 election

and knew that he would again need the South in his re-election bid. He was

not anxious to lose either the southern white or the African-American votes.

At a press conference following the release of the Commission's report,

Kennedy said he had been advised that "every case [of civil rights violafionsI

but one" was resolved. According to Reeves the statement was far from the

truth, but the press bought it. Kennedy also told reporters that he questioned

whether the commissioners were serious people, and he emphasized the

unreality of singling out one state for punishment, radical punishment at

that--the cutting of federal funding. 3'_

After the flurry of news about withholding federal funds from

Mississippi, NASA began to hedge on setting a firm date for the site's open-

37. NASA Headquarters isstled a direclive to all field center Public Affairs Offices prohibiting speakers, public

appearances, exhibits, and educational programs for segregated audiences. This directive was extended to

the MTO. In 1963, most civic clubs and schools were segregated in Mississippi and throughout the South.

38. "Federal Funds Hall Suggested For Mississippi," 7he ¢New Orh'an._, L4 i 77me_-Picayune chencel-_rlh referred

t_ as The "/Trees Picayune), lg April 1963; "Proposal Is ttit By Mississippi Solons," 771e 17mes-Pic_vlme,

18 April 1963.

39. Ihid.: Richard Reeves, Pn_fih' _!lPower (New York: Simon & Shusler, 19c]3), pp. 468-470.
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Work crews saw down one of the first

trees on 17 May 1963, signaling the

beginning of construction of the

Mississippi Test Operations in Hancock

County, MS. The tree was cut in

Devils's Swamp near the site where the

construction dock was built on the turn

basin of the man-made canal system.

(SSC-63-021 )

ing ceremony. The newspapers around the state carried stories that the

ground-breaking ceremony might be postponed, a°

The ceremony was planned in connection with the first big construction

project, involving a construction dock and dredging of a barge harbor and

channel to the site from the Pearl River. T.L. James and Company of Ruston,

Louisiana, was awarded a $668,340 contract for this project. Guy Stockstill

of Picayune received a subcontract from T.L. James for the clearing work.

Without fanfare, pictures, or visiting dignitaries, Stockstili and his men began

clearing in the vicinity of Devil's Swamp on 15 May. Captain Fortune, who

was in Huntsville at the time, sent a photographer to Mississippi to take pic-

tures of the event two days after it actually occurred. The fact that the massive

project got under way without formal ceremony did not seem to bother

anyone. On the contrary, the workers were visibly anxious to tackle what they

knew to be a very difficult task. 4j

In spite of snakes, mosquitos, and watery sloughs, the clearing project went

ahead during May, an unusually dry month. Stockstill's crew leveled 158

acres of Devil's Swamp, using crosscut and chain saws and piling up the stub-

born cypresses, oaks, and tall pines with backhoes and tractors. Seven

varieties of poisonous snakes, with the deadly cottonmouth moccasins the

most numerous, crawled out of the swamp. 42

40. "Set MTO Dig Date," The Sea Coast Echo, 11 April 1963; "MTO Groundbreaking Date Is Big Question," The

Sea Coast Echo, 25 April 1963.

41. NASA News Release, 17 May 1963, SSCHRC; "Army Engineers Invite Bids for Dredging Section of East

Pearl," Picayune Item, 23 May 1963.

42. Sorrels, "Mississippi Show Me," p. 3; "Confucius Say 'Longest Journey Starts With Single Step'," Picaytme

Item, 30 May 1963.
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Sometimes, workers spotted several snakes at one time slithering across

the Old Gainesville Road. One day, an HD-21 tractor scooped up a bed of

moccasins, and the angry, twisting snakes crawled all over the machine. The

operator managed to jump to safety. At the end of each day, the workers tal-

lied up the number of snakes killed and turned the information over to the

NASA PIO, who issued the results to the local media. The highest snake kill

during the construction period was 85 in one day. Jack Morrison, an amateur

herpetologist and early employee of the Boeing Company, captured at least

one specimen from each of the seven varieties of poisonous snakes, which

included the cottomnouth moccasin, copperhead, diamondback rattlesnake,

canebrake rattlesnake, two pygmy species of rattlesnakes, and the coral

snake. Morrison displayed them in cages where growing numbers of employ-

ees could learn to identify them, in case they were bitten. Pictures were taken

of the snakes, and the photos were placed in the emergency rooms of local

hospitals to assist doctors and patients in identification. Snakebite kits were

placed in strategic locations around the site. Despite all the talk and activity

regarding the snakes, only two persons on the complex were bitten by poiso-

nous snakes. Although one man was hospitalized, no fatalities occurred. 4_

With the clearing, dredging, and construction under way, on 13 June, von

Braun named Henry E Auter as Deputy Manager to help Fortune guide the

massive project. Auter was an experienced rocket engineer and chief of the

Electrical Systems Engineering Branch of the MSFC Test Division. This

astute engineer had the confidence of Karl Heimburg and Bernard Tessman,

and easily gained the respect of all the technical personnel he worked with at

the MSFC. "_

As deputy manager, Auter served as chief of the planning and activation

effort with the MTF Working Group and was instrumental in recruiting many

key MTO personnel. Because of his impeccable honesty and absolute devotion

to the ideals of the space program, Auter only recruited topflight personnel. 4s

Auter agreed with those individuals who adw)cated the "Mississippi Test

Facility" name and consequently worked to instill its use. He pointed out that

the test stands, buildings, and grounds comprised the "facility," while the

43. Ibid.

44. NASA News Release, 13 June 1963, SSCHR('.

45. Ibid.; Aulcr. interview: Edwin R. Ling, Sr.. The Space Crescent: The I,lntold Sto_ 3, tHunlsville. AL: Strode

Publishers, 1984), pp, 421_J.24: NASA l._t_niappe (NASA/SS(" NewsletlerL 26 February 198[). SSCHRC,
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people who made these elements work constituted the "operations."

Nevertheless, in June 1963, the MSFC reaffirmed the MTO designation when

it amended the organization's charter. The affirmation prompted more

Headquarters and MSFC personnel to use the name. Official correspondence,

press releases, and brochures were engraved with the MTO name. Even road

signs on the complex carried the MTO designation for the first time. _6

No Turning Back

Nearly every day during the spring of 1963, the Corps of Engineers

announced the awarding of a new construction contract and the roads became

cluttered with every imaginable piece of heavy equipment. As a result, people

in surrounding communities became more and more aware of the MTO pres-

ence. The most significant sign of awareness came when the Mississippi Deep

Sea Fishing Rodeo, held annually during the Fourth of July holiday at

Gulfport, dedicated its annual event to NASA. To NASA's delight, the Rodeo

proclaimed that the dedication would serve as the "official" welcome of

NASA to the state. Since NASA had not staged its own ceremony, the fishing

rodeo presented an excellent opportunity for NASA to associate itself with the

immediate area and the state. 47

The fishing rodeo was a big event, with over 75,000 persons from

Mississippi, Louisiana, and Alabama attending. Hundreds of fishermen ven-

tured out into the Gulf of Mexico to try and land prize catches. NASA set up a

large "Space Age" exhibit, which included models and mockups of spacecraft

and rockets used, or planned, for the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs. 4_

Governor Barnett, as principal speaker at the Rodeo, embarked on a 45-

minute tirade against the federal government for "overstepping its bounds" by

encroaching on the sovereignty of Mississippi. Fortunately, the Governor also

acknowledged that NASA would be spending "about a half-billion dollars" on

its project in Hancock County. 49

46. Ibid.

47. NASA News Release, 12 June 1963, SSCHRC; "Deep Sea Rodeo to be Dedicated to NASA in '63,'" Picayune

Item, 30 May 1963.

48. Ibid.

49. Ibid.
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An aerial view shows early construction of the Mississippi Test Operations in 1963. The water-

way shown is the first leg of the 7 ansi I/2 mile long canal system. The East Pearl River is shown

at extreme b_,tt_m _f phmo. (SSC-64-174(;)

Captain Fortune took advantage of the July holidays to make his perma-

nent move from Alabama to Mississippi, with new headquarters in the

Rouchon House. The NASA Information Center became the temporary home

and laboratory for test site photographers, directed by Terry Malone. A NASA

photographer, Malone gained notoriety for his pictures while working with

the Navy combat photographers. Malone's group was responsible for docu-

menting construction activities. These photographs were valuable to the

MSFC engineers and NASA Headquarters' personnel for the task of justify-

ing the huge budget before Congress. Some pictures were forwarded to

Senator Stennis, whose keen interest in the project was demonstrated by his

personal request lbr biweekly reports on the installation's progress. 5'_

50. Ling, The Space (','e_cent, p. _(); Hlass. interview.
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Soon, the photographers had plenty of assignments as the clearing work

extended over the bottom half of the 13,428-acre fee simple area. The sky

was filled with smoke in the summer of 1963, as the contractors cut trees on

several hundred acres and piled them up in huge stacks for burning. The

mosquito problem was brought under control, and the unusually dry condi-

tions in south Mississippi allowed the workers to go full blast on the clearing

and excavation projects. The work areas were divided into the Industrial

Complex, containing logistical and support services; the Engineering and

Administration Complex, with engineering and administration offices, as

well as laboratories; and the Test Complex, which functioned as the data col-

lection point. The 66-million-gallon water reservoir testified to the

phenomenal engineering feats of the project. Indeed, the mammoth S-IC

dual-position stand, rising 264 feet above the ground like a temple in the

swamp, with an overhead crane reaching well over 300 feet, was one of the

tallest structures in the state. 5_

The Technical Systems work packages were among the largest contracts

associated with the construction. These contracts, for designing and

installing the technical systems in the S-II and S-IC test complexes and the

various laboratories on the installation, amounted to approximately $40 mil-

lion. The work, managed by the MSFC, was divided into three phases: (I)

Instrumentation and Control Systems (ICS) for the first S-II test facilities

and the preliminary design of the S-IC ICS; (II) ICS for the S-IC and second

S-II test stand; and (III) Technical Systems for a number of support facilities,

including the Instrumentation and Materials Laboratory, Components Test

Facility, and the Acoustics and the Meteorological Laboratories. The Aetron

Division of Aerojet-General was responsible for Phase I, and GE was

responsible for Phases II and III. Contracts for the first of the packages were

negotiated on 3 July 1963. W.L. "Willie" Shippey was the NASA monitor of

the vast and extraordinarily important Phase I Technical Systems installation

project. Summers Taylor, who remained at the MSFC, was the monitor of the

Phase II and Phase Ili Technical Systems installation. 52

51. "'MTO Special Report," C_mstructi_m News, pp. 16-22; 1. Jerry Hlass. "Search for a Role for a Large

Government Test Facility" (master's thesis, George Washington University, 1971 ), pp. t0 24.

52. NASA-MSF(? Progress Status Report, "Mississippi Test Operations, Altachlnent 3," 17 January 1964, pp. 3-4,

SSCHRC.
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In addition to land-based construction, NASA built a "Navy" of special-

ized ships, barges, and floating fuel tanks to transport the giant rockets and

store the hydrogen and oxygen fuels used by the Saturn V stages. This fleet

included three 270,000-gallon liquid hydrogen barges, six 105,000-gallon

liquid oxygen barges, two covered barges for transporting rockets through

inland waterways, a seagoing ship for transporting rockets from California,

and a unique tugboat for moving cargoes within the canal system. The seago-

ing vessel was named the Point Barrow; the stage barges were named Little

Lxlke and Pearl River; and the jet-powered tug was christened the Clermont.

The construction of these vessels presented special problems that required

personnel and contractors with nautical backgrounds? 3

Major construction firms from all parts of the country came to Mississippi

to help build the massive and unique structures that were needed. The big con-

tractor names included C.H. Leavell Company and Peter Kiewit & Sons of E1

Paso, Texas; Morrison-Knudsen Company, South Gate, California; and

Broadway Maintenance Corporation and Glantz Contracting Corporation,

Long Island City, New York. Several smaller contractors, many located on the

Mississippi Gulf Coast and in nearby Louisiana, joined in the project as sub-

contractors--supplying services and equipment for the large builders. The

building trades unions along the Gulf Coast and in New Orleans exhausted their

rolls of available workers and sent out "help wanted" announcements to union

halls around the nation. Free-lance workers heard of the project and came to the

area to join the builders. Joe Moran, a sheet metal specialist from Gulfport,

remembered the MTO project as "the best work many of us ever had. ''54

As the project progressed, more and more workers from across the nation

flocked to the area to join in construction of the test facility. New people

arrived every day in need of homes, apartments, and other facilities.

Construction workers searched for housing close to the MTO site. Many of

these temporary workers settled in Picayune and Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, in

hastily prepared villages of house trailers. NASA, Corps of Engineers, and GE

employees also took up residences in Picayune and Bay St. Louis, while others

gravitated to the Pass Christian and Long Beach areas on the Gulf Coast. ss

53. Hlass, "'Search fl>r a R_>Ie.'" pp. 1(_24.

54. "MTO Special Report," Construction Neu'_. pp. I() 22; Muran. inter_ie_.

55. Mary Hohnan. "'Economic Impact of NASA's Mississippi Test Facility on ttancock and Pearl River Counties,

Mississippi" IWashington. DC: NASA, 1958), SSCHRC.
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Most employees wanted to live as close as possible to the site. Picayune,

only 12 miles away, and Bay St. Louis and Waveland, 17-19 miles away,

were reasonable options. Pass Christian was 26 miles away, but appealing

because of its historical and scenic waterfront. Long Beach was 32 miles from

the site. Its residents enjoyed what many believed to be a superior school

system and reasonable property values. Slidell, Louisiana, only 12 miles

from the test site, had already experienced growth due to the NASA Michoud

plant and did not attract large numbers of test site workers until Interstate

Highway 10 was completed years later? 6

From left, Capt. WiUiam C. F,_rtune,

manager of the Mississippi Test

Operations, looks over construction

plans with Dr. Wernher von Braun;

Col. D. A. Raym_nd, district engineer

fi_r the Mobile Corps of Engineers; and

engineer Charles Jackson during _me of

many visits wm Braun made to the fiwil-

ity while constructi_m was under way.

(SSC-63-443)

With the large influx of new residents, community leaders and NASA

management officials began to anticipate potential problems related to the

accelerated growth of the communities. To give the communities and the

growing number of workers a boost in morale, von Braun came down from

Huntsville for a series of speeches and meetings. On 27 September 1963, yon

Braun used the dedication of the Corps of Engineers new headquarters build-

ing as an opening for his good will visit. 57

56. Ihi_L

57. "MTO Will Affect Area Immediately," Picayune Item, 20 June 1963: NASA News Release, 24 Seplember 1963,

SSCHRC: "Dr. yon Braun Raises Colors Over Area Engineer's ()ffice." Picayune Item, 30clober 1963.
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Von Braun spoke to the test site workers like a football coach getting his

team ready for an important bowl game. He told the workers of the impor-

tance of the project they were starting and urged them to go "full-steam

ahead," like the great river boats in the Mark Twain era. Von Braun even

quoted Twain when he said, "When it's steamboat time, you steam!" Building

on the analogy, he continued, "When it's rocketship time, you blast off!" Von

Braun received a big round of applause from the workers who cheered and

tossed their hardhats in the air. Later, Guy Jackson, a speech writer at the

MSFC who crafted yon Braun's remarks, confided that he fabricated the

Twain quotation, but he felt it was appropriate due to the river-town atmos-

phere of the site's location. 5_

Later on that same September day, von Braun dined with one of south

Mississippi's most noted and successful business persons, L.O. Crosby of

Picayune. Crosby, who was in the lumber and timber business, was concerned

that the higher wages paid to workers at the NASA project might attract his

company's best employees. Nevertheless, Crosby was a gracious host, shar-

ing many stories with von Braun. Others attending the luncheon with von

Braun included the Picayune (Mississippi) Item editor and publisher Charlie

Nutter, Captain Fortune, and Mack Herring (PIO). 5_

Alter the luncheon, yon Braun addressed the First Annual Gulf South

Livestock and Space Fair in south Picayune. Thousands jammed the grounds

to hear von Braun speak. NASA had erected a modest exhibit of models and

space hardware for the crowd's inspection. "You have to throw the book away

when you are planning your future," yon Braun said, "Look to Huntsville for

an example. Its growth far exceeded anything anyone would dare predict."

Von Braun urged the people to get busy developing new housing, adding new

streets, and building new schools for the "thousands" arriving as part of the

NASA family. The people in the Picayune area were so excited by the

prospects for economic growth, they were soon predicting that the city's pop-

ulation would exceed "20,000 people" in the next few years. The population

at the time of the yon Braun visit was approximately 7,000. When the instal-

lation became fully operational in 1966, the population was about 10,000/'_'

58. Ihid

59. The author attended the pri'_'ale meeting wilh I)r. vnn Br_un. Crosby. Nutter, and Fortune.

6('L "Dr. wm Braun Raises Col(_rs," 3 October 1963.
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Dr. Wernher yon Braun greets an enthusiastic crowd _f admirers at the Gulf South Livestock

and Space Fair in Picayune, MS, in Oct_ber 1963. During this busy visit, yon Braun also sp&e

to NASA and Corps of Engineers employees, met with local citizens, and addressed a Rural

Electrification Administration (REA) Convention in Biloxi, MS. (SSC-63-084)

After the speech, von Braun was rushing to a waiting helicopter to whisk

him to Biloxi for a full evening of public appearances when an elderly woman

following him called out, "Dr. yon Braun! Dr. von Braun! Please autograph my

program!" He stopped and signed her program, and then put his arm around

her and chatted with the woman for two or three minutes before leaving. 6_

Von Braun enjoyed an aerial tour by helicopter of the testing facility con-

struction site. The helicopter then flew him to Biloxi where he addressed

members of the Rural Electric Cooperative Association. Von Braun explained

to the gathering how the nation would achieve the lunar landing goal and

urged support for the program. While in Biloxi, the scientist held a press con-

ference and said, "Mississippi is now a full-fledged partner in the select group

of Space Age states. ''62

61. NASA News Release, 6 November 1963. SSCHRC: Mack Herring Journal, 24 Oclober 1963, SSCHRC.

62. Ibid.
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The growing number of construction workers on the site necessitated the

need for a bank. The nearest financial institutions were located in Picayune or

Bay St. Louis, both at least 12 miles from the temporary offices of the con-

struction companies on the NASA site where the payroll checks were handed

out. NASA asked the Corps of Engineers to negotiate a lease with the

Hancock Bank to provide financial services. In November 1963, a specially

built "double-wide" trailer was opened to serve as the site's first bank. Russell

Chapman, Doris Carrio, and Eva Smith were the first employees of the

Hancock Bank branch. The small "trailer bank" has since grown into one of

Hancock Bank's most active branches. Employees of the bank are well-

known and appreciated by the installation's workforce and accepted as

members of the "space team. ''_

By the end of the year, the second anniversary of NASA's presence on the

Gulf Coast, over 800 persons were working at the test site. Communities pre-

pared for the upcoming impact of 6,000 more site employees, who would

complete the construction phase. NASA raised its earlier projections of 1,000

permanent personnel to 2,500. That figure would be raised to 3,000 in the

final stages of the project. 64

With the construction project beginning to bustle, the MTF Working

Group was assigned a much-needed legal counsel in November 1963. Edwin

R. "Ed" Ling, Sr., was appointed by NASA to handle legal matters at the

MTO and at the Michoud operations in New Orleans. Ling became a popular

member of the MTO staff. 6_

A most unusual occurrence for south Mississippi signaled trouble for the

builders when a six-inch snow fell on New Year's Eve 1963. As workers

returned after the holidays, they found the construction site grounds soggy

and many excavations filled with water from the melting snow. This episode

was only the beginning of a long, wet, record-breaking rainy season that

stopped construction and raised doubts as to whether the project would be

completed in time lk_r NASA to meet its planned lunar landing target date.

Indeed, the construction of the test site and the readiness of its Saturn V test

stands became the "pacing item" for the Apollo program. 66

63. NASA MTO News Release, 2 August 1963, SSCHRC.

64. NASA F_Jcl Sheet, _'N'lississippi Test Ricilily Economic hnpact," July 1965, SSCHR('.

65. NASA-MTO News Release, 8 November 1963, SSCHRC.

66. J_nes, _'A Brief Hislory/' pp. 26 29.
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CHAPTER 5

In Mississippi Mud

Draining the Swamp

merica's rocketeers recognized an astronomical fact on their way tothe Moon--they had to travel through Mississippi to get there. And
on that boggy road leading to outer space, engineers first had to

drain a swamp before they could see the fires in the deflector buckets of the

monolithic test stands. After achieving great success, the bottom literally fell

out of the sky in south Mississippi in 1964. The great craters the workers dug

for foundations filled with rainwater and slush. _

The Mississippi Test Operations (MTO) employees left work to enjoy the

1963 Christmas holidays, with visions of soon testing shiny aluminum

Moon rockets; instead, they returned after New Year's day to find the con-

struction site covered with 6 inches of snow. The big oaks and lesser brush

covered with the unexpected, fluffy crystals were an unusually beautiful

sight to see. The few makeshift roads forged by the workers and the rutted

dirt trails the paper companies used for their skidders were impassable. The

giant holes dug to encase the reinforced concrete and steel foundations for

1. "Weather Stalls MTO." The (Bin" St. Louis, MS) Sea Coa._t Echo (henceforth referred to as The Sea CoasI

Echo . 2 January 1964.
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the test stands had water standing in them. One of the bigger holes was

referred to as "Lake NASA. ''2

The record dry spell of 1963 turned into a record downpour during 1964,

with torrential rains breaking a 30-year record. The crews knew in advance that

they would be working in one of the nation's wettest regions where annual rain-

fall could exceed 60 inches. But, they did not anticipate the additional 20 inches

that fell during 1964, turning the topsoil into a sticky gumbo-mud that sank

their draglines, tractors, and trucks in over their axles. NASA had to use surplus

Army halftrack troop carriers to transport employees to the work sites. Pumps

chugged at full-throttle to pull giant puddles of water out of the excavations. 3

The engineers and managers, who were to put the giant Saturn V first- and

second-stage rockets to the test, shook their heads in dismay when they

reported back to work after the holidays and surveyed the dripping wetness.

By month's end, 9.5 inches of rain had fallen, and most work was completely

halted. Several feet of water stood in the bottoms of the excavations for the

navigation lock and in the giant holes dug for the foundations of the A-2 and

B-l/B-2 static test stands. The bosses at the Greenhut Construction Company,

contractor for the test stand foundations, wondered when they could continue

their work. They had excavated 4t0,000 cubic yards of dirt, but they still had

1,670 steel and concrete pilings to drive before they could begin pouring the

huge concrete and reinforced steel substructures. Indeed, Greenhut's March

completion date was in jeopardy 4

The bleak outlook for contractors facing more rain and work slowdowns

contrasted sharply with a 1963 year-end summary given by Captain Fortune,

who was "satisfied with the progress" of the project. The gentleman observed,

"The work is moving along fine. The dry weather has been to our advantage,

and we are really moving dirt out there in the harbor, the canal, the lock, and

the big missile site. We are moving as fast as the funds are made available."

In a humorous postscript, Fortune quipped, "We have dug a lot of big holes,

now we have to fill 'em up! ''5

2. "Operation Mudhole," The Picayune (MS) Item (henceforth referred 1o as the Picayune ltem), 23 January 1964.

3, "9.5 Inches _f Rain Bog MTO Work," Picayune Item, 30 January 1964; "Significant Problems Encountered,"

Henry Auter working papers, pp. I-2, Stennis Space Center Historical Records Collection :it Stennis Space

(.?enter, MS (henceforth referred to as the SSCHRC).

4. "MTO, The Big Year," Uonstruction News. vo[. 31, no. t0 (4 March 1964). pp. 17-23.

5. "Fortune Satisfied with MTO Progress," Picayune Item, 21 November t963.
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An en(mnous crater marks the site where the A-2 test stand u,as being built in 1964 at the

Mississippi Test Operations. The dark rim c_fgumbo total ar_mnd the excavation is the remains

f_fan old river bed, which s(_meserologistsbelieved was the ancient path (_f the Mississippi River.

(SSC-64-652C)

One of the first NASA visitors to see the muddy mess was Jerry Hlass, an

engineer dispatched from NASA Headquarters to manage the construction in

Mississippi. Hlass later reflected, "Members of a congressional committee

were puzzled by a photograph we had supplied them .... They asked what

the huge hole was in the picture with cars and trucks parked all around the

outer edge. It turned out the picture was of the excavation for the S-IC test

stand and the cars and trucks were stuck in the mud! ''_

6. NASA News Release. "'Biography of Jerry l[lass.'" l t J76, SS(THRC; Jerry ttlass, mierview by' Mack Herring.

l.tmg Beach, MS. 2 Augusl 1995.
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Hlass worked closely with the engineers and budget managers at NASA

Headquarters, the MTO Working Group in Huntsville, the Corps of

Engineers, and Captain Fortune and his small onsite MTO staff. Hlass also

had the important assignment of assembling a biweekly report on the

Mississippi project for Senator Stennis. Jerry Hlass would return many years

later to make even greater contributions as manager of the static-testing facil-

ity and as center director. 7

The Work Quickens

Even the great rains of 1964 did not dampen the spirits of NASA and

Corps of Engineers personnel and the growing number of construction con-

tractors at work all over the 13,500-acre construction site. One count showed

30 draglines at work at one time. Foundation work began to take place where

the giant test stands would rise in the Saturn V Test Complex. The "clang-

clank" sound of pile drivers could be heard a mile away from the area as they

hammered hundreds of steel beams, some 110 feet long, into the mushy, peat-

like soil, pounding through thousands of years of geologic history)

Taking full advantage of a lull in the rainfall, builders worked around

the clock trying to recover the time lost earlier. Over 851 cubic yards (about

3-million pounds) of concrete were poured during a 16-hour period to form

one of the piers for the bascule bridge (a balanced drawbridge) crossing over

the navigation lock at the south end of the site. Workers and community res-

idents called the job "Operation Big Pour." Three concrete batching plants

operated seven days a week to handle the demands of the builders, who were

taking advantage of the rare Mississippi winter sunshine. 9

Structures began rising all over the site, as the bright orange-painted steel

frames of the buildings appeared in the clearings. Trucks, tractors, and a wide

variety of earth-moving machines groaned along muddy roads and trails,

hauling concrete, dirt, and steel. Tractors strained to pull trucks and other

7. Hlass, interview.

8. "'MTO Progress is Evident to Eye," Picayune Item, 13 February 1964; "MTO, The Big Year," Construction

New_, pp. 17-23.

9. "Pour Pier t't_r Bridge at MTO Between Rains." 71w Sea Coast Echo, 6 February 1964; "Operation Big Pour Sees

85 t Yards of Concrete Dumped to F_wm Ist Step of MTO Bascule Bridge," Picayune Item. 6 February 1964.
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These large concrete walls u,ere erected as part _f the navigation l_ck and bascule bridge which

was and is part _f the waterway system used to transp_rt propellants and rocket stages on barges.

The nav_gati,m l¢_ckportion of the ca_u,l system is l_cated at the s_mth entrance into the SSC.

(SSC-64-666C)

vehicles out of the soggy morass, and the blue glow of welding torches flick-

ered in the forest like fireflies. Floodlights lit up the work areas so the workers

could work around the clock. At dawn, workers huddled around shiny, silver-

bodied food trucks, affectionately called "roach coaches," clutching

styrofoam cups of steaming-hot New Orleans blended coffee, excitedly talk-

ing about "the damn rain" and the impossible schedules laid down by "them

crazy NASA cats." The workers exchanged "see ya's" as the shifts changed,

sending craftsmen to their homes in Picayune, Slidell, or on the Gulf Coast. _

I I). "MTO Progress Is Evidenl To Eye," Picayune Item, 13 February 1964; Audrey Faye Bufkin, interview by

Mack Herring, Bay SI, Louis, MS, 5 July 1t)95.
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After a hard day's work at the construction site, the commute home was

not an easy one. During the early years, the construction site was accessible

only by two-lane highways. While the crews were busy building the test facil-

ity, news of another construction project south of the NASA site gave weary

workers something to look forward to--the laying of Interstate Highway 10

through the southern buffer zone and the Honey Island Swamp. Survey crews

started surveying the route in the winter of 1964 for the east-west nationwide

artery and announced that the high-span highway bridge across the Pearl River

would be part of the project. NASA requested that a bascule-type bridge be

built, so the large rocket boosters could be transported up the river to the test

site and back down the river after testing. NASA placed $4.5 million into the

federal-state road fund to cover the special span across the Pearl River. H

Boom Towns

NASA was keenly interested in the development of the towns around the

test site, for they would become the future homes of their site employees. The

construction workers were looking for temporary homes in the surrounding

communities, while the NASA and Corps of Engineers personnel sought per-

manent homes. _2

At the urging and with the assistance of NASA, a Regional Planning

Commission was organized in hopes of ensuring an orderly growth of the

area. The first meeting of community leaders was hosted by NASA at its

Information Center. B.U. Jones and Bill Mabry helped leaders in the commu-

nities organize the commission. The Planning Commission was comprised of

representatives from the Pearl River, Hancock, and Harrison Counties in

Mississippi and St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana. Special legislation was

passed in Mississippi and Louisiana allowing the county and parish represen-

tatives to participate as a "regional" two-state commission.13

11. "Agencies Agree On Location Of Interstate Bridge,*' Picayune Item, 19 March 1964.

12. Roy L. Bullock, "Mississippi Test Facility Utilization Data," executive study, NASA Headquarters, attachment

3, 1968, pp. I 5, SSCItRC" Michael Kent, "Space Activity In An Agrarian Economy," MSFC management

study. 19.63, p. 9, SSCHRC.

13. "MTO Planning Unil Appointed." The Slidell-St. Tmnmany (LA) Times (henceforlh referred to as The Slidell

Timex), 6 February 1964.
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State Representative Walter James Phillips of Hancock County said the

Planning Commission would enable the Mississippi Gulf Coast area to "plan

facilities for the great influx of population due to the Michoud plant in New

Orleans and the Mississippi Test Operations of NASA." Phillips further noted

that "an immediate benefit will be to provide for mosquito control measures

and provide a way to finance such a project. ''_4

Phillips was joined by the entire delegations of Pearl River, Hancock, and

Harrison Counties in support of a bill allowing the counties to participate in the

two-state commission. Meanwhile, Joseph V. Colson, Waveland realtor and mer-

chant, was elected the Planning Commission's first president. Other officers were

chosen to represent the three Mississippi counties and the Louisiana parish? 5

NASA's strong interest in community affairs increased as the site began to

dig out of the mud and show signs of dramatic growth. As the rains subsided,

contractors at the site added more workers in hopes of making up lost time.

NASA announced on 1 April 1964 that more than 1,000 workers were on the

site--683 of them engaged in construction. The small NASA cadre was 34;

General Electric (GE) and its subcontractors, 109; Corps of Engineers onsite,

126; Corps of Engineers, Bay St. Louis, 37; Raytheon, 6; Weather Bureau, 8;

Hancock County Security Patrol, 6; and 1 each with North American Aviation

(NAA), Boeing Company, and Sverdrup and Parcel. _6

Marion Kent, of the MSFC, had great influence on the community lead-

ers during the MTO's early growth. Kent came down to Mississippi to help

coordinate community programs with local area officials. He prepared several

reports and studies on the impact of the new space installation in Mississippi.

These reports proved helpful in later years, serving as a "baseline" guide in

developing new programs. Leo Seal, Jr., Hancock Bank president and CEO,

remembers Kent as a man with authority and responsibility; someone who

would "answer questions" from local residents and listen to the community

leaders as they all prepared for the NASA impact, iv

14. "Official Status Will Be Sought For Commission," The (Biloxi/Gulfport, MS) Daily He¢_dd (hencefi_nh

referred to as The Daily Herald), 27 February 1964; "NASA-MTO Area Planning Group Elects Officers."

Picayune Item. 27 February 1964; "'Planning Unit For MTO Asked," The Daily Herald. 4 March 1964.

15. "NASA-MTO Area Planning Group Elects Officers," Picayune Item. 27 February 1964; "Planning Unit For

MTO Asked." The Daily Herald. 4 March 1964.

16. "Workers At Mississippi Test Operations Pass 1000 Mark For First Time." Picayune Item, 2 March 1994.

17. Edward R. Ling, Sr., The Space Crescent: The Untold Story (Huntsville, AL: The Strode Publishers. 19841.

pp. 58-64; Leo Seal, Jr., interview by Mack Herring, Gulfport. MS, 27 September 1994.
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Kent and other NASA officials offered some innovative planning to the

people of south Mississippi. A map drawn by the MSFC Master Planning

Office outlined a model city that could be built around the historic commu-

nity of Pearlington at the mouth of the Pearl River. NASA expected

Pearlington to be a desirable location for test site workers because of its loca-

tion nine miles south of the installation. A large number of former residents

of Logtown, Napoleon, Gainesville, and Westonia elected to live in

Pearlington, because they could remain close to their old homeplaces. TM

The NASA model city plan for Pearlington included zoning for residential

and business areas, plus motel, hospital, small industry, park, high school, and

elementary school locations. The design even called for a civic center along

the banks of the Pearl River. A similarly planned community was under con-

struction in Clearlake, Texas, near the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

(known today as the Johnson Space Center). The Pearlington plan was pre-

sented by NASA officials to community leaders in Hancock County, and the

concept did stimulate some serious thought. The plan, however, never materi-

alized, and the planned city was never built. Employees generally selected the

existing communities, with schools and municipal assets already in place/_

As giant structures slowly arose at the test site, more and more workers

arrived to rush the project along. The presence of new workers provided

encouragement to local community and business leaders, who awaited the

promised prosperity. Captain Fortune announced on 18 June 1964 that over

2,000 persons were working at the site, an astounding increase of 1,000 work-

ers in just over two months. Even with the slight break in the rainy weather

and the increase in construction personnel, the lagging schedule began to

worry Corps of Engineers officials, who quietly issued warnings that the pro-

ject was falling behind. 2°

The increased activity, however, brought NASA and other government

officials down to south Mississippi to see the landmark construction project

in full swing. Senator Stennis made trips during the summer to survey the

work and meet with local community leaders. Fortune briefed the Senator on

18. MSFC Master Planning Office, Pearlington As A Planned Communio., map, color artist concept, SSCHRC.

19. H_i_L

20. "Total of 2,0(,_) Persons Now Are Working At MTO Site," Picayune Item, 18 June 1964: l.eo L. Jones, "A

Brief History Of The Mississippi Test Facility 1961 1966," comment draft, (Huntsville. AL: MSFC

Historical Office, 1967), p. 57, SSCHRC.
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the project in a makeshift conference area--once the dance floor of Shorty's

43 Club. Von Braun brought Washington officials to see the progress and to

make them aware of potential problems. The famed rocket scientist, obvi-

ously proud of the engineering miracles being worked in the swamp, made

several inspection trips during the summer of 1964. escorting Dr. Robert C.

Seamans, Jr., NASA Associate Administrator: George E. Mueller, Associate

Administrator for Manned Space Flight; members of the NASA Manned

Space Flight Advisory Council; and several members of his own staff from

the MSFC. 2_

Yon Braun, during a visit to the area, said that the testing facility would

grow and become more important "as time goes on." He linked his observa-

tion to an appeal for Mississippi to develop both its schools and citizens for

the "great space program," so Mississippi talent could be used as much as

possible. "It is so important that the youth of this area develop themselves in

science and mathematics for the great future that awaits them here," von

Braun said. He also stated the need for qualified minority individuals to fill

positions in the technical community at the installation. "There is a strong

need to get rid of some old traditions and face the future and its challenge, and

the need for men of both the black and white races to develop," von Braun

advised. Commenting on the task at hand, Von Braun said the work was "very

nearly" on schedule and not delayed "much" by the unusual rains? 2

Fortune deserved his boss's praise. His efforts to lay a foundation for com-

munity support paid off when Mississippi Governor Paul B. Johnson,

Lieutenant Governor Carrol Gartin, and members of the state legislature vis-

ited the test site. Fortune briefed the group outdoors on the bank of the Pearl

River behind the Rouchon House at old Gainesville. Fortune, in his calm and

reassuring manner, advised the Governor and the state lawmakers that the test

site would have a "dramatic [economic] impact" on the state. The friendly

Navy captain was well received by the state government officials. :-_

21. "Senator Stennis Pays Visil To Mro Test Site," Pica)uric Item, 14 May 1964: "Dr. ','_m Braun Makes T_ur Of

Gainesville Site," The (New Orh,ans, L4) Time_-I'icavu,e (henceforlh referred 1o as The Time._-Pi_ayune),

3 May 1964.

22. "'Schools Big Need," 77u' ,'_'ea (",m_t/:'('ho. 14 May 1964: "V_n Braun Pleased Wilh MTO Progress." Pic_IWIIH'

Item, 14 May 1964.

23. "q.awmakers Wind Lip Two Days On ('oasl Tonight." The D_lily th'rahl, I t April 1964: "Johnson. Garlin, And

Solons In Tour Of NASA Operation." The (,lackfon, MSI ('larion-l.edjcer (hencefl_rlh referred to as The

Clario,-Led,_,,erL 11 April 1964.
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Statements by von Braun, Fortune, Stennis, and other notables visiting the

site during those formative years; the extensive coverage by the media; and

the bustling onsite construction activity gave south Mississippians every

reason to believe they were in the midst of a boom of monumental propor-

tions. Indeed, evidence of growth mounted with the arrival of large numbers

of new workers searching for places to live. Realtors were especially pleased

to meet the NASA, GE, Boeing, and NAA employees because they were

known to be part of the permanent party that would be buying expensive

homes and investing their taxes and payroll checks in the communities? 4

Early predictions by yon Braun that the NASA space center was the kind

of activity Chamber of Commerce people "dream of" seemed to become a real-

ity. A "cover story" in the 20 July 1964 U.S. News & Worm Report entitled

"Space Billions--Now a Boom" further stimulated the expansion of towns and

cities in the area. The article was reprinted in local newspapers and described

the space program as a new industry in the southern states worth "billions." The

article also referred to the "Space Crescent" and stated that money for the space

facilities was being spent at the rate of "one-million dollars every two hours. ''25

"Whole areas are undergoing drastic alteration in appearance and in their

way of life," the article said. "A boom is predicted for three cities near the

test ground in Mississippi--Picayune, Bay St. Louis in Mississippi, and

Slidell, just over the border in Louisiana." The U.S. News & World Report

article predicted final cost of the Mississippi facility at $750 million. The

only way such a cost could be incurred would have been with the full impact

of a Nova-class rocket, which never came to pass. Adding even more high-

powered economic fuel, area newspapers followed with editorial comments.

The New Orleans States-Item carried an editorial headlined "Awesome

Space-Age Impact Seen" that elaborated on the U.S. News & World Report

article and stated, "Merely witnessing the industrial and economic changes

will be an exciting adventure. ''26

On the heels of the boost from the national magazine, NASAAdministrator

James Webb, dynamic leader of the nation's lunar landing program, paid a visit

to the test site and requested a "private" meeting with community business

24, Bullock, "Ulilization Dala." attachment 3, pp. 1-3.

25. "Space Billions Now A Boom?", U.S. News & World Report, 213 July 1964. pp. 24 29.

26. lhid.; "'Awesome Space-Age hnpacl Seen," editorial. The 7i'mes-Picayune, 25 July 1964.
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James E. Webb, NASA administrau;r (center), talks to Harold Mullins, U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers (left), and O.L. "Dusty" Rh_;des, NASA, _f the Mississippi Test Operations during

the early &_ys of c,nstruction. SSC-64-600A)

leaders. At Webb's direction, Fortune's PIO (Herring) and community rela-

tions staff hastily invited about 20 businessmen from the Gulf Coast, and they

assembled in Captain Fortune's office at the Rouchon House. News reporters

were invited, too, but they were held outside until the closed-door session was

over. Inside, James Webb charmed his south Mississippi audience. He took off

his coat, displaying his red, wide-band suspenders, and he opened the meeting

by telling the select group, "I'm just a country businessman from North

Carolina. I was surprised when President Kennedy called me up on the tele-

phone and asked me to head up the space program." With the audience relaxed

by Webb's "down-home" demeanor, he made himself comfortable by sitting

on Captain Fortune's desk, thumbs latched under his red suspenders. 27

27. "'Space Program Beginning," Picayune Item. 17 Seplember 1964: l,eo Seal, Jr., interview: W. Henry

Lamhright, Powerin¢ Apollo, ,lames E. 1,_'_'bb OfNA£4 (Baltimore, MD: Johns ttopkins Univcrsily Press.

19951. pp. I 14.
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Webb stressed the importance and magnitude of the test facility to the

businessmen, who gave him their undivided attention, expecting to gain

"inside information" from the NASA chief. "The entire nation will benefit

from the tests here," Webb said. The local businessmen told Webb their

"biggest worry" was bridging the gap between the specialized needs of the

many new opportunities opening up and the present education and training

available in the area. Webb answered by making a promise on behalf of

NASA that many of those present never forgot. "We are willing to help and

meet any community half-way in providing help to bridge the gap," Webb

answered emphatically. 28

After the executive meeting, Webb told waiting reporters on the porch

that the projected MTO payroll would be $20 million when the facility was in

full operation. The NASA Administrator cited a survey made of the impacts

of the MTO and the Michoud plant, in eastern New Orleans, on the general

area. The survey showed 70 new apartment buildings under way, 36 new res-

idential subdivisions started, 1,346 new homes erected, and 176 new

businesses started. Webb emphasized that these figures included St. Tammany

Parish, Louisiana, which was largely influenced by the huge Michoud plant

already employing 11,505 people. Webb stated that "community relations in

the area are very good. ''2_

Webb's visit provided reassurance to business and community leaders, who

were feeling "growing pains" from the impact of more than 2,500 workers

crowding their towns. In addition to providing a much-needed cash-flow to

the area, one of the many side benefits from the space facility was its first

United Fund drive, conducted in 1964. The proceeds from the drive went to

the communities on the Gulf Coast and to the Greater New Orleans Area

United Fund. As a result, NASA became a leader among coast communities

with its charitable donations9

28. "On The Moon By 1969, Webb Forecast." The Times-Picayune. 15 September 1964.

29. Ihid

30. "Joint Fund Drives At MTO Agreed To,'" The Sea Coast Echo. 10 September 1964.
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Some Drawbacks

Not all NASA community influence was rosy for local officials, who had

to cope with the massive influx of new people into their towns and cities. For

example, Mayor John Scafide of Bay St. Louis told the Long Beach Knights

of Columbus Council that his city was experiencing "economic prosperity

never before witnessed in this section." He also told the Knights that Bay St.

Louis' efforts to improve water and sewage systems and its streets had gotten

the city into trouble. The city worked tirelessly from 1961 until 1968 in

attempts to wade through a bureaucratic maze, imposed by the Federal Area

Redevelopment Administration and the Federal Housing and Home Finance

Administration, to obtain grants. After all, NASA was urging communities to

"upgrade" to meet the standards required by incoming NASA families) _

Harry Gorman, the MSFC deputy director, endorsed the Bay St. Louis

"upgrade" with a letter and his representatives urged Mayor Scafide to pursue

the project. However, even Senator Stennis failed to move the sluggish bureau-

cracies in Atlanta and Washington, and Bay St. Louis had 40 miles of torn-up

streets, many impassable, lor newcomers to view while looking for homes.

Needless to say, many chose to live in Picayune, Pass Christian, or Slidell, as

Bay St. Louis struggled to pay for its well-intended efforts to upgrade) 2

Even with the growing pains of Bay St. Louis, the county seat, Hancock

County employment doubled to over 8,000 workers between 1960 and 1965.

One old industry had some problems with the progress taking place in south-

west Mississippi. The making of illegal whiskey was big business in the area

around Kiln, Mississippi, on the Jourdan River, and there were stills located

in the lands attached to the NASA "fee area and buffer zone." The presence

of these stills was not a major concern for NASA officials, as they viewed the

moonshiners and their stills as a humorous topic of conversation, rather than

a source of legal concern. In turn, the location of the NASA site proved only

a passing problem for the moonshiners because they simply moved their stills

outside the fenced NASA perimeter? 3

31. "'Scafide Tells Test Operation Impact In Area," Picayune Item. 8 October 1964; Bullock. "Utili_'ation Data."

1968, attachment 5. pp. I 3.

32. Bullock, "'Utilization Data," 1968, attachment 5, pp. I 3.

33. Ibid.: "Moonshine May Fuel Hancock Rocketships," The (.lack_on, MS) States-7ime_ (hencetk_lxh referred to

as 77w State_-_me_'), 2 November 1961.
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The effects of the arrival of the NASA boom and the building of new

industries could best be seen in the rapid inflation that occurred in Picayune.

Seal's Cafe on Canal Street was known for years for its "home cooking" and

5-cent cup of coffee. When the new workers began arriving, a handwritten

sign went up in the cafe's front window: "The Boom Is On--COFFEE 10

CENTS.'34

Leadership Changes

With communities changing before the very eyes of newcomers and natives,

the landscape at the construction site was taking on a new look, with towering

steel structures rising high above the cypresses, oaks, and pines. And, with these

changes, NASA, the Corps of Engineers, and the new contractors began send-

ing in a new team of leaders. Superb leaders were emerging during the Apollo

program; many had proven their merit during World War II, the Korean War, and

in private industry during the pioneering days of modern rocketry) 5

Colonel Robert C. Marshall was named as district engineer for the Corps

of Engineers in midsummer 1964, replacing Colonel D.A. Raymond. Colonel

Marshall directed the Mississippi construction from his offices in Mobile,

Alabama. One of Marshall's first appointments was Colonel Roy P. Beatty as

area engineer, replacing William R. Coryell, acting area engineer. Colonel

David Roberts was deputy district engineer for NASA support. These

appointments placed military men in all but one of the Corps of Engineers'

key management positions. To that position, Colonel Marshall named

Coryell, a civilian, deputy area engineer under Colonel Beatty. 36

Experienced veterans in the growing aerospace industry joined Captain

Fortune in top management positions to activate and operate the test facility.

Frequently referred to as the "big four," these managers were Fortune, NASA;

William R. Eaton, GE; John J. Cully, Boeing; and Harry C. Cox, NAA. 37

34. "'Still Destroyed Near Santa Rosa." Picayune Item, I October t964: "The Boom Is On," Picayune Item, I

November 1964.

35. News Release, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (henceforlh reterred to as COE), 7 February' 1964. SSCHRC;

News Release, COE, 2 August 1964, SSCHRC; "Corps of Engineers Has Vilal MTO Role." "ltw Clarion-

Ledger, I April 1965; News Release. COE, 2 June t963, SSCHRC.

36. Ibid.

37. Ibid.
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In 1964, another NASA leader, Gordon Artley, appeared on the scene to

help prepare personnel and facilities for the Apollo test program. One of

America's pioneers in rocketry, Artley was a favorite of Heimburg and earned

a reputation in the Air Force missile program and private industry as a lone-

wolf manager who "got things done. ''_

A Turning Point

Artley's arrival and the ending of 1964 marked a turning point in prepar-

ing the test facility for the Saturn rocket stages. The Corps issued an earlier

warning that "more money and people" would be needed to recover the time

lost, due to heavy rains and shortages of critical building materials. In addi-

tion, evidence of construction schedule slippages became apparent during late

1964, when fixed-price contracts awarded by the Corps of Engineers were not

completed. Coupled with weather conditions and technical problems, it

became necessary for NASA to re-evaluate its position and to establish a

recovery program to meet the Saturn V schedule requirements for stage

acceptance tests? '_

The Corps of Engineers assembled about 80 leaders, including their own,

from NASA, construction contractors, and labor organizations for a one-day

"seminar" on 29 November 1964 to "stress the national importance of the

lunar landing program." Major General A.C. Welling, of the Corps South

Atlantic Division, Mobile District, arranged for von Braun to be keynote

speaker at the meeting held in Biloxi, Mississippi. Discussions during the

seminar centered around completion of the S-II Test Complex, which would

be the only place in the country that the Saturn V second-stage rocket could

be tested. 4¢_

Von Braun stressed the critical nature of the work at hand, noting that,

"It will be at the S-II stand now under construction that [the stage] will

receive its only full-duration firing before a lunar mission." In a somber

voice von Braun pointed out that "If our program slips one year it would

38. Leo Seal, Jr.. interview by Henr3, I)ethlolf; +'Stmlnlary Working Papers." E_ecutive l)ire_torL_ Co/lecti_,n,

SSCHRC; "Big Four For MTO Highly Experienced," Picavum, hem, 30 April 1964.

39. A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., interview by Mack Herring. Gulfporl, MS, 7 April 1995.

40. Gordon Arllcy, interview by Mack Herring. Merritl Island, FL, August 1995.
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cost $1 billion. This kind of money is not available from Congress just for

the asking. ''41

At the time of the Biloxi meeting and yon Braun's motivational address

to the builders, the work population at the test site was slightly more than

2,700 persons, mostly construction personnel. The frantic construction scene,

however, began to shift to the next category of work. Because of the magni-

tude of the building projects, the work was divided into three phases: (1)

construction, (2) activation, and (3) operation. 42

The construction phase overlapped the activation phase in that it inte-

grated construction, equipment installation, checkout, and demonstration

readiness testing. NASA critically studied its position in Mississippi as acti-

vation work began in earnest during 1964 and early 1965. 43

An official estimate published by the MTF Working Group in Huntsville

placed the S-II second-stage rocket schedule 17 months behind the original

contract date. The schedule was designed to have a flight stage on the dock at

Kennedy Space Center in time to meet Apollo lunar landing schedules. Artley

said his studies actually put the work 22 months behind schedule. The sched-

ule slippage caused alarms to go off all the way to NASA Headquarters_

where managers were mindful of the country's commitment, while closely

monitoring the Apollo program's progress. 44

Completion of the S-II-stage test facilities emerged as the "pacing item"

in the Apollo program, since there was no other place in the country being

prepared to test the new, Saturn V second-stage, liquid hydrogen rocket.

The Apollo era decision makers knew the facilities in Mississippi had to be

virtually complete in order to test and flight-certify an S-II rocket in time to

meet the launch schedules. In other words, the lunar landing program was

in jeopardy? 5

Earlier plans, allowing the Corps of Engineers to proceed with a conven-

tional and orderly construction and then to turn the brick and mortar facilities

41. "Significant Problems Encountered," Auter working papers, SSCHRC; "Stresses Test Stand Importance," The

Daily Herald. 30 November 1964.

42. Ibid.

43. "Sequence Of Mississippi Test Facility Development," Auter working papers, SSCHRC.

44. Ibid.

45. Roger E. Bi[stein, Stages to Saturn, A Technological Histo O, _1_ the ApolloZ_aturn V L_luneh Vehicle

IWashinglon, DC: National Aeronautics and Space Administration SP-4206, 1980), p. 74; "Mississippi

Test Facility Development Plans And Schedules." Auter working papers, SSCHRC.
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Construction crews install steel reinfi_rcingr_ds at the base of what became the A-2 test stand.

The excavati_mfiJr the stand went down stone50 feet with steel H-beams driven appr,ximately

95-100 feet deeper to fiJrma fimn&ltion fi_r the huge piers of the test stands. (SSC-64-134C)

over to NASA and its contractors for installation and activation, were no

longer possible. Drastic actions had to be initiated. In order to achieve the S-

II activation, the navigation lock; canal system; A-2 test stand; and all

instrumentation, data, and propellant systems had to be completed. 4_

Artley's AHigators

Von Braun assigned Gordon Artley the task of overseeing the critical acti-

vation phase and bringing the test facility on line. He decided to give Artley

the job of recovering the Lost time. Artley was strongly recommended by

Brigadier General Edmund F.L. O'Connor, head of the MFSC's recently orga-

nized Industrial Operations; Dr. Herman K. Weidner, Chief, Structures and

4(3. Artley, interview.
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Mechanics Laboratory; and Karl Heimburg, who developed a great trust in

Artley's management ability on earlier rocket projects. In addition to Artley's

impressive credentials with military missile and rocket projects, he had

served as Chief of Test Operations for Heimburg in Huntsville. Artley had

also worked for Army Major General Holger N. Toftoy, who was instrumen-

tal in bringing the von Braun team to the United States? ¢

Artley spent a few weeks incognito at the Mississippi site evaluating the

tremendous task ahead. After he introduced himself in December 1964 to the

NASA and contractor crews, he was easily recognized. He dressed in a white

shirt with an open collar, cuffs turned up, casual slacks, and black ankle boots.

He wore his hardhat everywhere, a part of his "uniform" that added to his spe-
cial charisma? 8

Hardhats were required protection for everyone as construction was

under way almost everywhere on the 13,500-acre installation. The "Artley

look" was soon imitated by his lieutenants and others involved in the activa-

tion phase who wanted to be identified with the team. 49

Artley set about putting together an extraordinary activation team of gov-

ernment and contractor employees to meet the Apollo program test schedules.

His first action was to set up activation headquarters in the Rouchon House.

Fortune and most of his staff moved into the partially finished three-story

Engineering and Administration Building (Bldg. 1100). The GE employees

occupied office spaces at the opposite end of Building ! i00 from Fortune and

his NASA crew. Fortune busied himself with recruiting and organizing an

operating staff, while Artley began recruiting experienced personnel? °

Artley lound that only a handful of engineers and technicians onboard in

Mississippi had the specialized experience needed for activation of the test

stands. In April 1965, there were over 3,000 workers on the site. GE, the sup-

port contractor from which Artley would have to draw most of his help, had

443 employees, with subcontractor personnel numbering 179. NAA, the com-

pany that would be testing the Saturn V second stage, had 97 workers, mostly

from California, to begin the job of getting ready for the static engine testing.

47. Ibid.

48. Artley, interview: O.J, Howe, interview by Mack Herring, August 1995.

49. Howe, interview; James Boyland, interview by Mack Herring, August 1995: Charles Swan, interview by

Mack Herring. August 1995.

50. Howe, interview; Swan, interview.
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In order to recruit workers with activation installation skills, Artley met with

contractor managers and insisted they hire employees who could be used

immediately. "The contractors brought in 300 new people for our activation

team in one month," Artley recalled? 1

Artley had a following of dedicated missile workers at other sites, and he

called on them to join him in Mississippi. Many of his former activation

experts were with the Martin Company, a company that gained a tough, no-

nonsense reputation for getting the job done for the Air Force. These experts

were strongly loyal to the Martin Company, with a reverence for Gordon

Artley as their leader. 5:

One of these former activation experts was O.J. Howe, hired by GE at

Artley's request and put in charge of Work Control for the entire base, with

19 contractor personnel from the Parsons Company helping him direct the

work traffic. 53

Another activation expert recruited was Tom Flynn, a quiet, capable west-

erner who helped Artley with other missile projects. Artley said he also

depended heavily on Fred Kohl, one of his most valued assistants, who was

named head of the activation efforts by GE. Jim Boyland, another missile-

man, had worked for Artley at a Titan site near Sacramento, California.

Boyland answered Artley's summons and came to Mississippi to "straighten

out the warehouse mess." Howe, Flynn, Boyland, and Kohl all remained

through the activation and operation phase and eventually retired in the Gulf

Coast area. 54

In a further move to strengthen the activation work, the MTF Working

Group in Huntsville was disbanded and its capable engineers transferred to

Mississippi on "continuing temporary duty." Some of the engineers that trans-

ferred were A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., Tom Edwards, Kenneth Riggs, Henry

Dyer, W.L. "Willie" Shippey, Summers Taylor, and Colonel Charles Palmer.

Having key members of the Working Group on the construction site was

especially valuable, since they were instrumental in the design of the facili-

ties and technical systems being installed. For example, as Artley said, "some

detailed drawings showed cryogenic pipe connections joining in a certain

5 I. Artlcy, intervie_.

52. Ibid.

53. Ihid.

54. Howe. interview.
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place on the test stand. But when you examined them in the field, they may

have ended up a couple of feet apart!" With the Huntsville engineers on the

spot, these kind of problems were resolved in minutes, rather than days. 55

Artley also had the benefit of the detailed test site activation plans devel-

oped by Henry Auter. Auter's plans documented what was needed to see the

activation phase through to completion. And Artley had Auter present to help

guide the work of thousands of personnel, many of whom were the key engi-

neers recruited by Auter. 5_'

Artley used a management technique that worked for him on the Titan sites

to organize and track the activation work. He called the technique "'Complex

Operational Group" (COG), and he divided all the work projects into COGs.

"I liked the acronym," Artley recalled, "because it spelled cogs, which are

what keep a wheel moving." There were six COGs; the S-If complex was

COG 1 because of its immediate importance. The other COGs included the S-

IC stand, test support, data operations, propellant operations, and waterways.

A tried-and-proven management tracking concept, called Performance

Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), was used to keep track of and give

visibility to every project on the site. The PERT system employed a master

control room, with smaller control rooms located in various COGs. The

smaller control rooms electronically tied back to the Building II00 master

control room. All work status was posted daily, and work managers could see

at a glance the status of their work and the exact locations of their problems) 7

According to many who worked for Artley, motivating others was Artley's

strongest suit. He held a meeting ("Sunrise Service") every day at 6:30 a.m.

and assembled his lead personnel and supervisors to review the work status

and determine the next step. Anyone who attended one of Artley's Sunrise

Services never forgot his high-pitched "sermons." George Beasley, a NASA

engineer from Alabama, once called Artley's attention to an article in the

morning newspaper. Gordon Artley said in his high-pitched voice, "George,

when do you have time to read the newspaper?" Beasley meekly replied,

"Early in the morning, Gordon, on the way to work." Gordon retorted,

55, Artley, interview; Boyland, interview; Howe, interview.

56. Artley, interview.

57. Ibid.
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"George, that means you are getting up too late because you must have sun-

light to read the newspaper; you should be out here at work when the sun

comes up!" Beasley would have felt "left out" if he were not included in one

of the famous "chewings" by his flamboyant leader. 5s

Artley employed positive motivation techniques through development of

a bona fide mascot to help boost employee morale. He met with well-known

site artist Charles Swan and outlined his need for a motivational symbol.

Artley and Swan talked about both the armadillo and the infamous alligator,

a ferocious reptile that abounded in the rivers and swamps around the NASA

site. Artley said, "The armadillo is too harmless, we need something strong

and powerful like the alligator." Swan drew a cartoon of an alligator that

became the symbol of the activation team. As one of Artley's motivational

awards, the activator of the month won the "Alligator Award" certificate,

which entitled the recipient to a free trip to Huntsville to witness a static

firing. The fired-up "Alligators" worked day and night and went to all lengths

to win the simple certificate and a trip to Huntsville. Later, Henry Auter

revived the Alligator Award and presented it to those retiring from the test

facility. The Artley-inspired, Swan-original cartoon is still held dear in the

hearts of the oldtimers who remember the Artley era. 5_

58. Ihid,; Jones, "Brief tlistory Of Mississippi Test t:t_cility," pp. 23-24,

59. tlowe, inter',iew; Boyland. interview: Swan. inter','iew.
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CHAPTER 6

Testing Saturn

A New Task Force

he final push toward readiness for static-testing the big Saturn Vrocket stages was well under way in early 1965. New leaders and

thousands of additional helpers arrived to rush the lunar landing pro-

ject through its Mississippi way station. Long before the last booster rocket's

red glare was seen, the new space complex began changing direction. This

change was led by innovative NASA test site manager Jackson Balch, who

teamed with concerned politicians to take drastic steps to save the testing

installation from oblivion in the Hancock County swamp. _

Shifting Into High Gear

The schedule slippages in both the Mississippi test site construction

phase and the manufacturing of the Saturn V second stage (S-II) at Seal

1. Maria Watson. "Balch Recalls Progress At Hancock Test Facility Sile." l'he (Biloxi/Gul[_mrt. MS) Daily Her, hi

[henceforth relerred to as lhe Daih' fterakt), 24 July 1975: "'Ellender Proposes Science Setup To Operate At

NASA Mississippi Test Facilily." Picayune (MS) Item (henceRwth referred 1o as Picavum. Iwm). 2 April 1971).
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Beach, California, caused yon Braun, his Marshall Space Flight Center

(MSFC) engineers, and NASA Headquarters managers to reassess the entire

S-1I test program.-'

The reassessment began in December 1964 and continued until February

1965. After a three-month review, von Braun recommended to Major General

Sam Phillips, director of the Apollo program, the reworking of the S-It test

program plans to make up for some of the slippages. Phillips then set into

motion a series of shortcuts designed to get the S-II program back on track.

These shortcuts caused significant changes at the Mississippi facility, includ-

ing transfer of the All-Systems Test Stage (S-II-T) with its Ground Support

Equipment (GSE) from Seal Beach to the facility?

In order to slingshot the test facility into operation, the MSFC decided to

accelerate the entire program in Mississippi. Marion Kent was sent down from

the MSFC by von Braun to inform the local residents of the NASA change of

plans. A well-known and respected administrator, Kent advised local community

leaders of an increase in new personnel as the test site moved into a "new phase

of operation." Captain Fortune invited community leaders from Picayune, Bay

St. Louis, Waveland, Pass Christian, Long Beach, and Gulfport, Mississippi, and

from Slidell, Louisiana, and members of the local media to a meeting in the

unfinished Engineering and Administration Building (Bldg. 1100). 4

Rumors that a big acceleration was in the making increased interest in and

attendance at the community meeting. A few days before, NASA held a "tech-

nical meeting" to review the S-II situation and get "their ducks in a row."

Eberhard Rees, Karl Heimburg, Captain Fortune, and other MSFC officials

were present at the technical meeting, as were some 90 persons representing

GE, North American Aviation (NAA), Boeing, the Corps of Engineers, and

several subcontractors?

2. Leo L. Jones, "A Brief History of lhe Mississippi Test Facility, 1961-1966, comment draft (Huntsville, AL:

MSFC His'tory Department, 1967), pp. 48-50, Stennis Space Center Historical Records Collection at

Stcnnis Space Center, MS (henceforth refizrred to as SSCHRC); See also Roger E. Bilstein's Stages To

Saturn, A Technological History o]'the Apono/Saturn Launch Vehicles, for excellent discussion of technical

development of the S-It and S-[C rocket stages and management interchanges between NAA and MSFC

officials. For specific references to this part, see "Crisis At Seal Beach," pp. 222-233.

3. NASA News Release, 8 April 1965, SSCHRC; "Coast Towns Near Test Site Experiencing Booms," The

(Jaekson, MS) Clarion-Ledger (henceforth referred to as The Clarion-Ledger).

4. '_Mississippi Tesl Facility Development Plans And Schedules," Auter Working Papers, unnumbered, SSCHRC;

"]l's Go, Go, Go A! MTO," Picayune Item, 15 April 1965; NASA News Release, 8 April 1965, pp. I-2,

SSCHRC.

5. "Coast Groups Invited To Test Site For Report," The Daily Herahl, 5 April 1965.
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The scheduled community meeting and national headlines about Soviet

successes no doubt fueled the rumor mills. The day before the community

meeting, Charlie Nutter, editor of the Picayune (Mississippi) Item, ran a page

one story with a headline that read "It's Go, Go, Go At MTO!" The story stated

that the lunar landing program was suddenly shifted into "very high gear."

Nutter concluded that the "go button" had been mashed down hard and that

"all systems [were] go from Washington to Devil's Swamp in Mississippi. ''_

Actually, the acceleration was the result of months of investigation by

von Braun's MSFC group and NASA Headquarters managers. Certainly, the

long-range objective was to beat the Soviets to the Moon, but the recent

Soviet progress was not the reason for the rush to get the Mississippi site into

operation. Instead, the immediate rush was an attempt to get the lunar land-

ing program back on schedule. The community leaders anticipated the

meeting with great apprehension, because they were already experiencing a

boom of immense proportions, with 40 new permanent families arriving

every day. The possibility of an even greater population acceleration was a

matter of deep concern. 7

Captain Fortune's community meeting at the bustling test facility was

intended to announce one of the fastest community expansions in the coun-

try, similar to those experienced in and around cities housing defense plants

during World War II. At the last minute, however, NASA Headquarters had

not completed its review of the new MSFC activation plan that outlined

when the influx of new personnel would begin arriving. The community

meeting went ahead as planned, with Kent and Captain Fortune "winging it"

with the data they had?

Most of the community leaders and local media came to the meeting

believing they would learn reliable details of the rumored acceleration

timetable. Some even anticipated that new programs beyond Apollo, such as

"Nova," might be announced by Kent. An accomplished speaker with a pleas-

ing personality, Kent acknowledged that plans were not quite complete, and

6. lhhl.

7. "'MTO Offici_d Predicts Hike In Personnel," 77ze Ham'_ck Court O' fMS) Eagle, 22 April 1965; "'Alert Given For

Big Up',,vard Push At Mississippi Test Site," The Slidell (LA) Times, 22 April 1965.

8. "Speed-Up," "lhe (Bay St. Louis, MS) Sea Coast l{('ho (henceforth referred to as The Sea Coast Echo), 22 April

1965; "Step-Up In MTO Personnel Seen To Close Schedule Gap." The (New Orleans, LA) 7bnes-Pi_'avune

(hcnceforth referred to as The Time_-Pi_'ayune), t7 April t965.
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the "numbers" would be announced in a "couple of weeks, around May 1."

He indicated that the number of permanent personnel would be increased,

with additional personnel brought in to speed up the testing programY

Kent spent his time at the meeting showing community growth charts,

presenting results of his impact area studies, and making personal observa-

tions on community needs. At the time of the meeting (17 April 1965), the test

facility personnel count was 3,480. Before the meeting was adjourned,

Captain Fortune showed slides depicting the $100 million construction that

was under way and said that he wanted to "dispel rumors in the communities

about further land acquisitions." He stated that the government paid more

than $16 million for purchase of the fee area land and the buffer zone ease-

ment, a figure higher than had been anticipated. In fact, the total land

acquisition cost was $21.5 million. Area residents continued to remain sensi-

tive about additional lands that NASA might seek to meet the needs of an

accelerated program._°

NASA announced on 6 May 1965 the initiation of an accelerated program

for testing the S-II rocket. The readiness of the Mississippi facility, and, specif-

ically, the first of the two S-II test stands (A-2), was considered by NASA a

"pacing item" for the entire Apollo/Saturn V program. The new employment

projections were also announced. Fifteen-hundred new engineers and techni-

cians would arrive for work at the facility within two months, placing the total

population at 5,501 by 1 July 1965--a 37 percent increase in personnel. NASA

also stated that it was reorganizing several groups at the MSFC that were

involved with planning, construction, and general activation of the Mississippi

site. With this reorganization, however, there came an unexpected, major

shakeup in the management of the developing installation? t

NASA was careful in its news release not to highlight the significant slip-

pages that led to a newly developed management program. Rather, NASA

emphasized that the Mississippi facility had "[entered] the final phase of

preparation" and thought that an increase in the number of persons working

at the site "]would] result mainly from the movement into the area of a greater

9. NASA News Release. 6 May 1965, SSCHRC.

10. Ibid.: "Manpower/Population Trend ( 1963-1991)," February 1991, SSCHRC; "MSFC-MTF Personnel

Strength," Management Support Office, 27 December 1965, SSCHRC.

I1. NASA News Release, 6 May 1965, SSCHRC; See also Bilstein, Stages To Saturn, tk)r discussion of the

MSFC's Industrial Operations Division, p. 269.
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number of employees who [were to] install equipment and operate the facil-

ity." The new employees were called "Activation and Operation (A&O)"

personnel. NASA referred to those engaged in work generally carried out by

the Corps as "Construction and Installation (C&I)" personnel. For a time,

both types of workers would be employed at the site. _2

The increase in personnel was overwhelming to the weary onsite NASA

team that had to plan and provide additional workspace, "roads and com-

modes," and administrative support. To say the least, community leaders were

in a state of shock when they heard they must prepare for hundreds of addi-

tional "permanent" residents coming to their communities. However, NASA

did promise some relief. Their projections suggested that the A&O and C&I

workloads would hit their peaks by 30 December 1965. Then there would be a

steady drop of C&I employees after that, until the base stabilized with 3,165

A&O personnel by 30 June 1967. By that date, the S-II and S-IC rocket test-

ing would be routine. NASA's projection proved to be extremely accurate. The

total site population hit its peak a bit earlier than predicted, with 6,114 workers

on site in August 1965 and 4,701 actual workers onsite in December 1965. _3

NASA announced that Fortune would continue as manager of the

Mississippi Test Operations (MTO), "pending organizational arrangements"

necessary to carry out the increased scope of activation and operations.

NASA also assigned Jackson Balch, assistant to the MSFC assistant deputy

director, (technical) to the MSFC Industrial Operations organization and gave

him the dual titles of MTO Site Manager and head of the MTO Task Force. ]4

However, on 10 June 1965, von Braun announced that Fortune had been

assigned the task of "[evaluating] modes of cooperation between the main

elements of the government-industry Saturn rocket team." Von Braun said,

"Captain Fortune's task in Mississippi has been rewarding and challenging.

His new mission, to point out areas where the cooperation within the suc-

cessful government team can be made even more effective tor future uses of

our Saturn super-rocket, is equally as challenging. ''_5

Von Braun was accurate in his assessment of Fortune, but perhaps

Fortune's greatest contribution came as an excellent good will ambassador for

12. Ibid.

13. Ibid.

14. "MTF Chief Awarded New Appointmenl," The Daily Herald, 10 June 1965.

15. Ibid.
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NASA during the MTO's formative years in Mississippi. The gentleman cap-

tain made many lasting relationships with leaders on the Gulf Coast, with the

state government at Jackson, Mississippi, and with the important Mississippi

congressional delegation. Jackson Balch said on one occasion that Fortune

was charged with developing good community relations in the area, and "he

did just that for a period of three years. ''_6

The Balch Era Begins

The appointment of Jackson Balch as NASA's MTO site manager and

head of the new MTO Task Force ushered in a unique era in NASA's bureau-

cratic history. Balch's tenure was one of great triumphs and grim tragedies,

described by his closest associates as "the best of times.., the worst of times."

From the testing of giant Saturn rocket stages that sent Americans to the

Moon, Balch led men and women on a 10-year quest to accomplish an

"impossible dream" by creating a crossroads of science that became respected

across the country and as far away as the Soviet Union. j7

Before Balch retired, as many as 18 federal and state scientific agencies were

sharing ideas, projects, and laboratories at the testing facility. These agencies were

engaged in exploration of sciences dealing with space, oceans, and the Earth.

Governmental, political, and scientific leaders came to study and participate in the

new-wave research and development facility on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. Before

the multiagency installation could be born, Balch and his staff resorted to extraor-

dinary measures. They enlisted the aid of Senator Stennis and other powerful

politicians, community leaders, and members of the press to help accomplish their

goal of a multiagency installation? s

Balch, born in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada, the son of a prominent

educator and diplomat, was invariably seen at the Mississippi site wearing

one of his favorite, conservative, multicolored school ties. Balch grew up and

16. Leo W. Seal, Jr., interview by Henry C. Dethloff, Gulfporl, MS, 23 July 1991: Leo Seal, Jr., interview by

Mack Herring, Gulfport, MS, 27 September 1994: Roy Baxter, Jr., interview by Mack Herring, Pearlington,

MS, 5 January 1995; Maria Watson, "Balch Recalls Progress At Hancock Test Facility," Tile I)aily Herald,

24 July 1975.

17. Watson, "Balch Recalls Progress," 24 July 1975.

18. NASA-MSFC Public Affairs, "Balch Biography," ud.; NASA-NSTL "Balch Biography," SSCHRC.
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!

Jacks_m M. Balch, a native of Huntsville,

AL, and assistant t_ Dr. Wernher vml Braun,

was named manager of the Mississippi Test

Operati,ns in 1965. Known as the architect

,f the SSC muhiagency c,ncept, t3alch served

as manager/direct_Jr until 1975. (SSC P_rtrait

File-97-030)

was educated in several foreign countries, giving him an international flair in

his mannerisms and his thought processes. He received a bachelor of arts

degree with a major in civil engineering from Trinity College in Dublin,

Ireland. He was very proud of his undergraduate degree and said Trinity pro-

vided him access to a "liberal education" with an emphasis in engineering. He

then received a master of arts degree from the University of North Carolina

and completed graduate studies in industrial engineering at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. Most NASA managers of his era held degrees in

engineering, with a smaller number having majors in the various sciences.

Few, however, had as broad (liberal) an education as Balch. _

Balch was well-prepared for the formidable task as MTO manager. He bad

served as an aide-de-camp to General Douglas McArthur near the end of

World War II. At the time von Braun named him to the post in Mississippi, he

was a colonel in the Alabama National Guard and a Commanding Officer of

the 142rid Signal Group in Huntsville. He was proud of his military educa-

tion, especially his studies at the War College at Maxwell Air Force Base in

Montgomery, Alabama. Balch said he learned a great deal about "intelli-

gence" work at Maxwell]"

19. Ibi_L

2(1. Ihid.
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Roy Estess, one of Balch's most trusted staff members who later became

director of the Mississippi facility, described Balch as a "strategic thinker and

a tactician." Estess, in offering an excellent description of Balch's manage-

ment style, states that "while he was an engineer, he didn't think that way. As

he was fighting the war to save this place, he would set up dominoes all over

the room, one at a time. And you [would] look out there and say, 'Why is he

doing that. That domino makes no sense out there. It's not connected any-

where.' And we'd go along for six or eight months and we'd see him set [up]

these things, and all of a sudden one day he'd push them over, and every one

of them would fall down." Further evidence of Balch's military approach can

be found in the fact that he heavily relied on Major General John Medaris, one

of his military mentors, whom he asked to serve as a management consultant
on several occasions. 2_

In addition to Balch's cosmopolitan education and his military background,

he gained invaluable experience serving in top management positions with

the Army and with NASA at Huntsville. Batch served under Medaris as

deputy chief of the Research Projects Office at the Army Ordnance Missile

Command. He joined NASA as an assistant to Heimburg in MSFC's Test

Division and was appointed assistant deputy director, Technical Division,

under von Braun. 2_

Balch moved his wife Janet and their six children from Huntsville to an

antebellum home overlooking the Gulf of Mexico in historic Pass Christian,

Mississippi. This move represented a big step for Balch and his family. As a

result, he brought a new, determined commitment to the MTO that was des-

tined to play a significant role in the direction and history of the Mississippi

space center. 23

The need to ready the Mississippi facility for Apollo testing was so crucial

to America's lunar landing program, NASA pulled out all stops and autho-

rized von Braun to temporarily send his finest personnel to Mississippi as part

of the new MTO Task Force. This included the chiefs and directors of con-

tracts, legal, labor relations, communications, administration, facilities, and

21. Roy Estess. interview by Henry 1,. Dethloff, Mississippi Oral History Program of the University of Soulhern

Mississippi, w)l, 444, 18 June t991, SSCHRC: Roy Esless, interview by Mack Herring and Ms. Myron

Wehb, SS(', 7 July 1995, on audio tape awaiting transcription, SSCHRC.

22. NASA-MSFC Biography.

23. NASA MSFC Biography.
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technical support. Heimburg, Tessman, and a host of other key MSFC per-

sonnel joined the Task Force for extended temporary duty at the Mississippi

site. Von Braun took these steps to strengthen the Task Force fl)r three primary

reasons: (I) to put complete decision-making ability on site, thus stopping all

conflicts in the chain of command; (2) to provide Balch with the very best

advice that the MSFC had to offer; and (3) to expedite formation of a strong

organization to complete construction of the site and monitor testing of the

Saturn rockets. 24

Unique MTF Organization Created

At the same time, activation phase manager Gordon Artley, who accom-

plished similar tasks for the Air Force, continued to move out with his

organization, using innovative techniques in contracting and budgeting to

bring in the hundreds of new personnel needed by the support and stage con-

tractors--GE, NAA, and Boeing--to complete installation and activation of

the test stands and to begin testing the S-I1 and S-IC Saturn rocket stages. In

the new organization, Artley was named assistant to the manager for activa-

tion, but, for all practical purposes+ Artley was '+in charge" of the activation

phase. The first charter, developed in 1965, stated that Artley was to +'[acti-

vate] the Mississippi Test Facility within approved policies and management

decision of the manager. `+Balch, in conjunction with the MTO Task Force and

General O'Connor, the MSFC Head of Industrial Operations, and with yon

Braun's constant attention, directed most of his efforts into structuring an

operational organization. _5

Baich told historian Roger Bilstein that during the activation phase, the

construction and testing activities merged to the point that the first test firings

were conducted while construction was still under way. At the time, Balch

observed that "we're sure this is the only way to do it, but for the next year

we'll be riding with one foot on each of two galloping horses. ''2_

24. "Balch Meets Press." lhe Sea Coast Echo, 12 August 1965.

25. l.co L. Jones, "A Brief History Of The Mississippi Test Facility. 1961 1966/' comment draft, 24 March It._67.

MSFC History Office: Wernher yon Braun. "Charier Mississippi Test Facility, Industrial Operatiom.."

MSFC Management Manual. 27 October 1965. SSCHRC.

26. Bilstem+ Stak, e_ 7"_,,'_'aturn, p. 74.
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The onsite Task Force corrected a small, but annoying, administrative

matter when it announced, 6 June 1965, that the MSFC's MTO would be

known in the future as the MSFC Mississippi Test Facility (MTF). This,

apparently, was a victory over proponents of the MTO designation. The con-

fusion over the names had been such that the local newspaper ran a humorous

story commenting about the bureaucratic haggling over the site's name. The

story said, "NASA's MTO now should be known as NASA's MSFC MTF, but

don't fret, it's still in Hancock County at Gainesviile." The MSFC announce-

ment of the official name change also included a name change for the

Michoud plant, changing it to the Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF) to make

the sister components compatible in name, as well as organizational channels.

However, many other changes of greater significance were in the making with

the new onsite Task Force deeply engaged in its mission. 27

As the Corps turned over more facilities to Artley's activation team, the

installation and checkout of the technical systems needed for testing the

Saturn rocket stages increased the team's workload. Hundreds of engineers

and technicians began arriving to swell the MTF workforce. In June 1965,

NASA announced that 4,619 workers were on site, a number that was "on

schedule" with the projections made in the 6 May 1965 announcement. A

breakdown of personnel figures showed GE, most involved with activation

work, with 1,146 employees. NAA, with more S-If test team members on site,

had 333 people. NASA, with Balch and his onsite Task Force, had 84 civil

service workers on its permanent employee list. 2_

The activation and operation personnel came in so fast that NASA simply

had no place for them. The buildings on the site were being rapidly com-

pleted, but the large numbers of personnel were not expected when NASA

planned its administrative and laboratory space. As it turned out, this

dilemma for NASA proved to be a plus for the business sections of at least

three nearby communities. GE leased a garment plant in Picayune and placed

450 management and clerical workers in the 50,000-square-foot facility.

27. NASA-MTF News Release. I July 1965. SSCHRC; "Name Ibr Static Testing Site Aboul As Long As Trip To

The Moon," The Daily Herald, 15 June 1965. The name "Mississippi Test Facility" would continue until

the installation was renamed the "NASA Nalional Space Technology Laboratories." and given lull field

installation status on 14 June 1974. The "Mississippi Test Operations" name ",,,,as dropped for good on I July

1965. eliminating a great deal of administrative confusion.

28. "Picayune Continues To Lead As Preference For MTO Employees," Picayune Item. 15 June 1965: "Pr_jected

Personnel Count Met At MTF,'" The Sea Coast Echo, 24 June 1965.
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Across the Pearl River in Slidell, Louisiana, NAA rented two floors of a new

office building and located 80 employees there. Special cleaning of the cryo-

genic valves was done in a warehouse in Gulfport until space became

available at the site. 2_

Anatomy Of A Rocket Team

The new employees formed an unusual team, with members coming from

all walks of life and all parts of the country. The NASA employees were

largely from the Deep South and the majority of personnel in the NASA-MTF

group had roots in Mississippi and returned to their home state when given

the opportunity. Many had been employed at the MSFC in Huntsville, and

they kept their eyes on the Mississippi project when it first materialized? °

GE brought together technical and managerial personnel from such areas

as Lynn, Massachusetts, and Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. NAA imported most

of its test people from their West Coast aerospace complex near Los Angeles.

Many of these employees were reluctant to leave their California lifestyle and

had to be lured to Mississippi with special bonuses referred to as "Swamp

Pay." Boeing brought engineers from the Seattle, Washington, vicinity. These

personnel were joined by numerous local hires from Louisiana and

Mississippi. Senator Stennis insisted that local people be hired for as many

jobs as possible. When this diverse crew began working together, a profes-

sional respect for each other developed and helped forge an unusual and

highly effective space team. 3_

The small NASA civil service management group that directed the hybrid

government-contractor team was never expected to become a large organiza-

tion similar to the MSFC, the Johnson Space Center, or the Kennedy Space

Center, but an "extension" of the MSFC Test Division, with support from var-

ious offices and laboratories in Huntsville. Heimburg never wanted another

test organization to compete with the MSFC. In addition, NASA was pleased

29. "GE Moves One Group To Picayune Plant." Picayune Item. 17 June 1965: "MTF ()pens New Opporlunitics

For State Education, Youth," Pie_oune Item, 17 June 1965.

30. Harry H. Gornmn Io John ('. Slennis. "Background and Economic hnpact Of The NASA Mississippi Test

Facility," ud, SSCHR('.

31. Gilda Perkins. "Swamp Pay Lured Workers." The Slidell (IA) 71rues, 27 April t975.
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to tell the Congress that, nationally, the Space Agency did "about 90 percent"

of its business with private industry. 32

The function of the NASA-MTF group was officially stated in a new char-

ter developed by Balch and the MSFC Task Force and signed by von Braun.

The charter placed the MTF directly under O'Connor's MSFC Industrial

Operations organization. The charter stated that the purpose of the MTF was

to "organize, manage, and coordinate MSFC responsibility at the Mississippi

Test Facility in the management and direction of stage and support contrac-

tors' performance of assignment, developmental, and acceptance testing,

checkout, refurbishment, and service support programs." The directions con-

tained in the charter clearly placed the management of the MTF under Baich

and his new NASA-MTF organization. Furthermore, the document gave the

MTF control of "the complete activation of the site to include its initial inte-

grated operations. ''33

Balch went to the chalkboard on numerous occasions to brief official visi-

tors on his version of the MTF management concept. He lectured that "We

have provided a government-owned, contractor-operated place [the MTF] for

the stage contractors [NAA and Boeing] to bring their product and demonstrate

it to NASA, according to strict, government contract specifications. The

General Electric Company, our stage contractor, furnishes technical and base

support and gathers the data. NASA monitors these tests, analyzes the data, and

issues flight worthiness certificates if the stage performs according to its con-

tract specifications. It is at this point that NASA, on behalf of the government,

accepts the product. This is why we call what we do acceptance testing. ''34

In addition to NASA and its support and stage contractors, there were 30

prime- and 250 sub-contractor companies during the summer of 1965 getting

ready for the first test. On the critical A-2 test stand, where the S-II rocket was

to be tested, there were 20 different companies engaged in a variety of work. _5

The workers, toiling both day and night on the construction and activation

of the facility, were not the only personnel with a keen interest in timely com-

pletion of the MTE NASA Administrator Webb brought his advisory

32. Karl Heimburg, interview by Charles Bolton, Mississippi Oral History Program, University of Southern

Mississippi, w_l. 399, 6 March 1992, pp. 15-16, SSCHRC.

33. Von Braun, "Charter Mississippi Test Facility."

34. Jackson Balch, audio tape, 6 June 1967, SSCHRC.

35. NASA MTF News Release, 19 June 1965. SSCHRC.
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consultants to view the progress; with the group of aerospace giants was

national space hero, Colonel John Glenn--the first American to orbit the

Earth on 20 February 1962. Others in the Webb group were Dr. Arthur

Raymond, Rand Corp.; General Charles P. Cabell, United States Air Force;

Dr. C. Stark Draper, head of the aeronautics and astronautics department,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT); General James McCormack,

vice-president, MIT; John D. Young, deputy associate administrator, NASA

Headquarters Administration; Brian Duff, public affairs office, NASA

Headquarters; Harry Gorman, deputy director, MSFC Administration; and

Bart J. Slattery, Jr., director of Public Affairs, MSFC. Others who joined the

important visitors were Dr. George Mueller, associate administrator for the

Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF); von Braun: and General O'Connor? _

As the prestigious group was about to walk out to an open area atop the

300-foot-tall S-IC test stand, a typical coastal thunderstorm produced a

shower of lightning bolts all around the structure. The ominous display from

the heavens prompted von Braun to quip, "Maybe we shouldn't all go out

together with all this lightning around--the leadership of America's space

program is up here! ''_7

The focus of the space flight program was on the work frantically under

way at the MTF. The pressure was felt by the workers, as well as the man-

agers, as they pushed on toward the first rocket test to prove the site's

operational status. In missile program terminology, the first static engine test

was referred to as the "long pole" or the principal structure supporting the

schedule for the lunar landing program) _

Hardware Arrives, Countdown Starts

NASA-MTF Manager Jackson Balch went public in a press conference

on I0 August 1965 and set 2 January 1966 as the date for the first static firing

of a Saturn rocket stage at the site. Balch qualified the date of the first firing

36. NASA-MTF News Release. 5 August 1965, SS(THRC: NASA-MTF News Release. 26 August 1965.

SSCHRC.

37. Von Braun related the htlmorotlS quip to the author as the group was ab_mt to walk out into ',he open alop the

S-|(' tesl st,and on I(I August 1965.

38. [. Jerry' t]lass, ""Way Station To Space," video, 25 Oclober leJgl, SS('tlR('.
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by calling the feat a "hair-raiser." Artley took advantage of a target date for

the test-firing and placed "countdown clocks" (signs that were changed daily)

all over the site as constant reminders of his activation team's task? _

The arrival of the first "space hardware" on 28 June 1965 was another stim-

ulus for the workers rallying toward the first test. The hardware was built by

NAA at the NASA Seal Beach, California, plant; it came in the form of a curi-

ous-looking, huge steel spool called the S-II simulator, or "fit-up fixture." The

simulator had the same dimensions, weight, and attachment fittings as a

"real" S-II rocket stage. For use to check out the test stand operational capa-

bility, it would also be used for a dress rehearsal by the workers to prepare for

the Saturn rocket test-stage arrival. Indeed, the simulator's arrival by barge

was the first use of the huge navigation lock, and it proved the feasibility of

the 7.5-mile canal system. The NASA "Navy" personnel operating the marine

systems--tugs, propellant and stage barges, lock, and canal--proved they had

the expertise they needed. 4_

Two setbacks from the "school of hard knocks" occurred in the late

summer and fall of 1965--Hurricane Betsy slammed into the Mississippi-

Louisiana Gulf Coast on I 0 September 1965, and a fixed crane on the A-2 test

stand was ripped off during a load test, even before the S-II simulator could

be mounted for checkout. 41

Hurricane Betsy caused major damage and killed 76 people. Although the

MTF escaped the wrath of the storm, 100-mile-per-hour winds scattered any

construction equipment not tied down. The MTF was used as a shelter by

some 350 Hancock County residents who found their NASA hosts accom-

modating and the strongly built facilities a safe haven from the hurricane. The

NASA-MTF became a valued member of the Gulf Coast Civil Defense Team

with its availability of communications and heavy emergency equipment. 42

Shortly after Hurricane Betsy blew inland, leaving destruction, death, and

debris in her wake, the first Saturn stage rocket arrived. The NAA all-systems,

39. "Balch Hints At Great Growth In Test Facility General Area," The Sea Coast Echo, 12 August 1965: Don

Brown. "A Gianl Stirs To Life." 77_e Birmhz_,ham (AL) News [henceforth referred Io as Tire Birmingham

News)," 8 August 1965; _'Saturn Tes! Stand A-2,'" photo, The Birmingham News, 8 Augusl 1965.

40. NASA-MTF News Release, 28 June 1965, SSCHRC; Missiles And Rockets. vol. 7, Washington, I)C. 12 July

1965. p. 24, SSCHRC: "Space Hardware Arrives at MTF," "/he Marshall (Huntsville. AL) Star Ihencefi_rth

referred to as The Mar_hall Star), vol. 6, no. 7, July 1965.

41. "Damage Reported Sligh! At MTE" I'he Sea Coast Echo, 23 September 1965.

42. NASA-MTF News Release. 17 October 1965, SSCHRC.
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second-stage test vehicle, the S-II-T, arrived on site 17 October 1965 after a

4,000-mile, 14-day ocean voyage from Seal Beach, California. The "T-Bird,"

as the test team called the stage, was the largest liquid hydrogen rocket ever

built. The big barrel-looking Saturn V second stage was 81.5 feet long and 33

feet in diameter. The test stage simulated the real rocket in every respect and

was built to prove the design and integrity of the rocket under maximum static

test conditions. Another mission for the S-II-T was to check out the A-2 test

stand and its supporting technical systems? -_

A harbinger of hard times ahead fi_r the NASA-contractor team involved

the S-II-T when it was placed on the dock at the MTF for the first inspection.

The rocket was rotated in its towing carriage as part of a rudimentary prelim-

inary test. Workmen standing around could hear "'clanks and clinks" as

foreign objects sealed within the rocket stage were loosely tossed about.

When the stage was opened and inspected, over 400 foreign objects were

found, sealed inside at the manufacturing plant. This discovery signaled addi-

tional work ahead bei-bre the rocket stage could be tested. 4_

The jet-powered tugboat, the Clermont, was completed just in time to push

the S-II-T the two miles from the stage storage and checkout dock to the A-2

test stand. Designed at the MSFC Test Laboratory and built for NASA at

Southern Shipbuilding Corporation in Slidell, Louisiana, the tug was 69 feet

long and provided a steady push lbr its expensive cargoes with a 1,000-horse-

power turbine engine weighing only 450 pounds. The unique tugboat was also

designed to serve as a fireboat for the test stands, propellant barges, and stor-

age tanks. The Clermont was named after Robert Fulton's first successful

steamboat built 200 years earlier. 45

Test Managers

With the S-11-T safely installed in the test stand, NASA began recruiting

key personnel to direct the testing of the Saturn V stages and to be MTF man-

agers. On 4 November 1965, Balch announced six key appointments to his

43. Baggettc, interview by Herring.

44. Ihkt.

45. NASA-MT[: News Release, 21 October 1965, SSCttRC; NASA-MTF Press Release, 3 January 1965.

SS('ItR('; '"l'ugbo_lt In Service At Test Site," 7he l)ailv Herahl, 21 Ocl_ber 1965.
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newly organized NASA-MTF group. Henry Auter, who had already gained

Balch's confidence as a "strong right arm," was to continue serving as the

NASA-MTF deputy manager; and he would be in charge of the Projects

Control Office¢ 6

Another appointment in Balch's NASA-MTF group, Lieutenant Colonel

Frederick A. Frech, was appointed assistant manager for construction and acti-

vation. A graduate of West Point and Harvard, Frech served as area engineer

for the Army Corps of Engineers at Arnold Engineering Development Center,

Tullahoma, Tennessee. Waldo H. Dearing brought an impressive Army man-

agement background as credentials to head up the NASA-MTF Management

Support Office. Two engineers familiar with the MTF were selected to direct

the Mississippi rocket-testing project offices, Robert A. Bush and Myron L.

Myers. Bush was the S-II facilities manager in Huntsville, and Myers was the

S-IC facilities manager at the MSFC. Both men guided the testing at the MTF

through many difficult moments during the Saturn V testing years? 7

Roy Estess was another engineer who joined the Balch organization during

the winter months before the first static-firing test. Estess, a native

Mississippian from Tylertown, was working for the Air Force at Warner

Robbins Air Force Base in Georgia. Glade Woods, a college acquaintance,

announced that he was going to work for NASA at the MTF and suggested

that Estess, too, should "take a look." As an enticement to recruit Estess,

Woods volunteered that NASA was "going to the Moon." The excitement of

the lunar voyage was intriguing during the Apollo era and served as a recruit-

ing tool for numerous engineers and technicians who joined the group. 4_

Estess visited the site and talked to Robert "Bob" Bush, Myrl Sanders, and

Doug Howard. Estess then volunteered with two other Air Force employees,

John Ivey and James Coward, to take "transfers" to join the MTF quality engi-

neering organization. Furthermore, James Taylor, a former Air Force employee

working for GE, also went to work for NASA in quality engineering? 9

46. NASA-MTF News Release, 4 November 1965, SSCHRC. Henry Auter was included in Balch's personnel

announcement, although Auter had worked with the facility since i'_s inception.: NASA News Release, 4

NtYcember 1965, SSCHRC.

47. Ibid,: Robert "Bob" Bush had the difficult task of serving as S-ll stage program manager at the MTF dealing

with the technical and administrative problems that arose during the test period.

48. Estess, interview by Dethh_ff: E,G. "Glade" Woods, interview by Charles Bolton, Mississippi Oral History

Program of the University of Southern Mississippi, vol. 435. I December 1992, p. 5. SSCHRC.

49. Esless, interview by Dethloff.
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These NASA-MTF engineers worked in the Saturn V test complex, right

beside their contractor colleagues on the test stands and in the blockhouses.

The intimate working relationships forged between the NASA and contractor

employees during the "get it up and get going" Saturn testing days promoted

development of close-knit allegiances. Engineers and technicians not only

worked together, they also shared concerns and participated in social endeav-

ors in their communities. Because of the MTF's remote location, a large

number of workers commuted together in carpools, and the hours on the road

were often spent discussing problems from work. These informal dialogues

promoted individual respect and mutual understanding. 5°

Such close government-contractor relationships did not exist at the larger

space flight centers where large civil service staffs controlled and directed

contractor work. William Eaton, the MTF GE manager, once observed, "We

are all focused on the Moon--we can look up and see it. The Moon is a tan-

gible object for everyone to rally around." These relationships improved with

the adverse circumstances the team experienced while preparing for and test-

ing the Saturn stages. 5_

This egalitarian organization helped expedite the work and solve many

technical problems that arose before the first S-II-T static test. However,

relationships at top management levels were not always genial. Beyond the

slippages and schedule changes affecting the S-1I program, the MSFC

believed technical and managerial problems were festering at NAA

Headquarters and at the manufacturing plant at Seal Beach. True, the S-II

presented major challenges: reduction of stage weight, new welding tech-

niques, and solving persistent problems associated with the insulation of the

stage's liquid hydrogen tank. These problems, according to top MSFC man-

agement, were on a collision course leading right to the A-2 test stand. Von

Braun, obviously deeply concerned, extracted promises from NAA

President J.L. Atwood to make major managerial changes at the highest

levels of his company?-"

The tenacious General O'Connor did not end his crusade to correct the

S-II situation by simply alerting his MSFC bosses. He elevated the problem

50. _kx_ds, interview,,, p. 5.

51. Bilstein, .S'tage; 7b Saturn, pp. 222-225.

52. Ibid., p. 227.
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to NASA Headquarters where a special "Tiger Team" was assembled and

sent to investigate. General Sam Phillips, Apollo program director, headed

the team. The ad hoc committee findings resulted in a thorough, but searing,

document that became widely known as the "Phillips Report." The weighty

document contained serious criticisms of NAA's performance in a wide

range of areas, including management, contracting, engineering, manufac-

turing, and reliability-quality control. The document also contained earlier

investigations by Colonel Sam Yarchin, S-II program manager. 53

Eberhard Rees, the MSFC deputy director, apparently even more alarmed

by the crisis at Seal Beach, prepared to take drastic steps to correct the S-II

problem. He wrote a blistering 13-page memorandum on 8 December 1965

that stated, "the first manned lunar landing may slip out of this decade, con-

sidering, for instance, the present status of the S-II program." In an additional

seven-page memo marked "sensitive" that was limited to only von Braun,

Phillips, and Rees's own personal file, Rees prophetically wrote, "I do not

want to elaborate on the possibility that we might lose the S-II-T stage by

explosion and heavy damage to the only [S-II] test [stand] we have so

far...time delay in this case would be exorbitant." Rees advised that if NAA's

performance did not improve in 1966, "NASA [would have] to resort to very

drastic measures." He pointed out that the government owned the plant at Seal

Beach, and serious consideration should be given as to whether further S-lIs

should be contracted with NAA. 54

No doubt all of this upper management turbulence affected the broad pic-

ture and ultimate performance of the S-II stage. But, the MTF engineers

were not aware of most of their boss's bickerings, and they plunged ahead

to accomplish the immediate goal--static-testing the S-II-T. Glade Woods,

NASA engineer said, "The NASA team was pulling for a common cause, as

well as the contractors. There was certainly a sense of teamwork and mis-

sion that motivated everyone...we were doing everything we could to stay

on schedule. ''55

Since the NASA-MTF engineers and their contractor counterparts were

engaged in the same endeavor, the demanding task was equally arduous for

53. Woods, interview, p. 5; Bilstcin, Stages To Saturn, pp. 222 225.

54. Ibid.

55. Roscoe Nicholson, intcrvicw by Charles Bollon, Mississippi Oral History Program of the Univcrsily of Southern

Mississippi. vol. 404.20 April 1992. pp. 5, II, SSCttRC: W'o_v.ls, inlcrview, p. 5.
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the builders of the S-If hardware. Roscoe Nicholson, North American-

Rocketdyne engine manager, shook his head as he remembered the "hectic"

days and long hours of work preceding the first test. "You had to work

together, or everything would come unglued," Nicholson said, "The system

(government-contractor) worked well because people understood it had to

work well! I never noticed a lot of bickering between the government and

contractor force. Sometimes you would have a friendly competition over cer-

tain things, but you had to work together. ''5_

The long, "ungodly" hours took their toll on the workers and their fami-

lies, and tempers got a "little short." Nicholson recalled, "You just had to go

home and get a good night's sleep and come back and forget it the next day."

The motivation factor that Gordon Artley believed was so important, and the

sense of national pride to beat the Soviets to the Moon that William Eaton

spoke of, were major reasons for the ultimate success of the MTF team.

Woods said that the feeling of patriotism associated with the "Moon race" was

foremost on everyone's mind. 57

Fire In The Bucket

Engineers on the MTF test team uncovered numerous technical prob-

lems while preparing the S-II-T for its first test. Correcting these problems

delayed the static firing months beyond the previously announced 2 January

1966 date. Some problems were traced back to the manufacturing plant at

Seal Beach where workers bad trouble with the unusually long welding runs

and the exterior insulation for the liquid hydrogen tank. Artley recalled that

much of the work preparing the stage for testing at the MTF was accom-

plished in severe adverse conditions while the rocket was erected on the A-2

test stand. The workers tried to protect the rocket from the weather during

the Mississippi winter by covering their work areas on the stand with huge

sheets of plastic. They erected arc lights and portable heaters to allow

around-the-clock work in cold temperatures. "The kind of work we were

doing was supposed to have been completed in the environmentally con-

56. Nichtd_,on, inter;Jew.

57. Hml.: Worlds, interview by Boll(m, pp. 5- 6.
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trolled manufacturing plant," Artley said, "and here we were working on the

stage in the wind, rain, and cold, with the high Mississippi humidity. ''Ss

Despite adverse working conditions, the MTF NAA engineers and techni-

cians, and their counterparts with NASA, continued to prepare the S-II-T for

its first trial run. The stage had been the center of NASA's attention since its

installation on the A-2 test stand 19 October 1965. The nagging problem of

tank insulation had been a major concern for the NASA and NAA personnel.

Proof-pressure tests of the insulation ended in February without failures, and

final checkout of insulation repairs and pressurization of the liquid hydrogen

and liquid oxygen tanks were finished the last week in March 1965. Trial

tanking and detanking using liquid nitrogen occurred 29-30 March.

Personnel completed the liquid hydrogen tanking test 16 April with only

minor problems. With the final checkouts complete, excitement was building

all over the test facility, at the MSFC, NASA Headquarters, and on the West

Coast, where the builders of the S-It rocket were anxiously following the last-

minute progress. -s9

The day of the first static test approached and Robert Bush, NASA S-II

stage manager, remembered that the site was a "beehive" of activity. "They

[the manufacturers] had put so many interlocks into the ground control

system to protect us, we had a hard time getting by them to conduct the test,"

Bush observed. Tom Baggette, the NAA S-II test conductor, remembered that

the test team was very tired, "running around the clock" preparing for the test.

"Our management was concerned and wanted to limit our work," he said,

"but we wanted to get started, to get the firing off. ''_°

The long-awaited countdown began in the early morning hours of 22 April

with a planned countdown of seven hours leading to a 2:00 p.m. ignition of

the one-million-pound-thrust rocket. The Central Control Building (Bldg.

1200) with its 90-foot observation tower was the center of activity for those

outside the Test Control Center (TCC), where the NAA team was conducting

its countdown. The TCC blockhouse was only 1,200 feet from the A-2 test

58. Bilstein, Stages 7_ Saturn, p. 222; Jack Manerian, interview by Mack Herring, Bay St. Louis, MS, 1 October

1995; Avtley, interview by Herring. Manerian told the author that a number of the workers at the Seal Beach

plant '+were cooking hamburgers '+ before they were hired by Norlh American to work in the plant that was

building the S-II rocket, indicating that they lacked experience in missile manufacturing,

59, Jones+ "A Brief History Of The Mississippi Test Facility, .+ pp. 74-75.

60. Robert "+Bob++ Bush, interview by Mack Herring, SSC, 25 October 1991; Baggette, interview.
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stand, but had concrete and steel walls three feet thick to protect the test team,

should a major explosion occur. The Central Control Building was 7,500 feet

from the A-2 test stand, an ample distance for unprotected persons. 6_

Most of the test observers gathered in the Central Control Building to wit-

ness the historic static firing. A number of "official" visitors from the MSFC,

NASA Headquarters, and the West Coast were present. Balch invited a select

list of community leaders, and a large number of local and national press rep-

resentatives came to witness and record the test. The media were well aware

that the S-II was the pacing item in America's lunar landing plans, and that

the MTF held the key. Television monitors were installed in the 90-foot obser-

vation tower of the Central Control Building. 62

The many glitches the engineers feared began to crop up, causing hold after

hold in the countdown. Roy Estess recalled that the test crew was locked inside

the TCC for 25 hours during the test. As the countdown extended into the

night, many visitors gave up and left. The visiting engineers, who had vested

interests in the design and manufacture or in the test procedures, stayed on,

catching a few minutes sleep during the holds on couches in the Central

Control Building. "Red Crews," made up of expert engineers and technicians,

were called to go out on the test stand to work on components. The work was

performed under very hazardous conditions, as the test stage was loaded with

371,000 gallons of volatile liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen. 6_

The test team worked all night trying to complete the first test. Dawn came

on 23 April with a heavy mist seeping in from the river and hanging over the

test site. The A-2 test stand was barely visible from atop the Central Control

Building tower. Finally, Baggette was heard calling out the terminal count "5-

4-3-2-l-Ignition!" At 7:33 a.m., a loud "crack" burst the still air and a bright

red and orange flame lit up the stand as the flammables in the engine area

ignited. An NAA observer called out, "We have fire in the bucket!" The igni-

tion noise was followed by a low rumble, similar to a freight train/'4

A loud cheer went up in the blockhouse as the tired workers heard

Baggette clearly counting upward, "Mainstage 4-5... I0-11-12-13-14-15," as

61. I. Jerry Hlass, "Search For A Role For A Imrge Government Test Hicilily" !master's thesis. George

Washinglon University, June 1971 ), pp, 7-13, 18.

62. Buggelle, inlervicw.

63. NASA M]'F News Release, 23 April 1966, SSCHR(': Baggette, interview.

64. Ibid.
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A giant plume of vap,,r billows skyward during the first static firing ,,f the Saturn V second surge

prototype (S-II-T) +m 23 Alrril 1966 at the Mississippi Test Facility. The test duration was 18

seconds. (SSC-66-1556)

the big rocket stage rumbled through ! 5 seconds of mainstage static-testing.

The S-II-T performed well on its first run; the A-2 test stand and the sup-

porting facilities demonstrated their readiness; and Mississippi officially

entered the Space Age? -+

Seven other tests were conducted with the S-II-T, including one 354-

second, full-duration static firing on 20 May. More than 1,100 measurements

were recorded by the GE data team during the May test, and the S-1I-T's four

outboard engines were gimbailed during the firing. Von Braun joined the team

for the test, proclaiming it "vital" to the Apollo program. '6

Von Braun was also present for another test, but was disappointed when

the firing was postponed and he had to leave at midnight. While waiting for

65. Edwin R. Ling, St., The Space Crescent: The Untold Star_, (Hunlsville, AL: The Strode Publishers, 19841, p.

146: W.E. Howard and Barney Arender, S-II MTF Stage History Summary, I I December 197(I; NASA-

MTF News Release, 20 May' 1966, SSCHRC.

66. Ibid.; Gimballing of the engines gave direclional control to the Saturn V vehicle during flight.
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the test, von Braun took note of some deficiencies in the onsite accommoda-

tions for entertaining public and media visitors and he recommended changes

to Balch. Von Braun told Balch that he should have colorful and exciting

exhibits in the lobby of the Central Control Building, depicting the lunar land-

ing and its benefitsS

Von Braun also noted the static-testing countdown was audible only to the

engineers in the tower, with no adequate way for public visitors to follow the

proceedings. He told Balch, "Jack, always remember, it pays to advertise!"

Shortly afterward, von Braun sent his best artists and modelmakers down to

the MTF to design and build exhibits for the Central Control Building.

Several thousand dollars were spent for the public benefit in extending the

wiring that carried the countdown voice to all parts of the building. Von

Braun's efforts in 1966 were the beginnings of a public visitor's center in the

Central Control Building. 6s

Just as the new test team was beginning to enjoy some success in the

static firing of the S-II-T, a terrible accident occurred, injuring six work-

men, destroying the rocket stage, damaging the test stand, and threatening

the entire Apollo program. After a 196-second test on 25 May, the NAA

test team put the S-II-T through a series of tests, checking anomalies that

were observed during the static firings. As part of the postfiring checkouts,

several subsystem tests were conducted involving pressurizing liquid

hydrogen tanks with helium. On 28 May, at the conclusion of one of these

tests, a tank pressure-sensing line, disconnected for purposes of the test,

was not reconnected by the NAA crew. Another crew came on duty and

pressurized the tank for the next test. As a result of undetected overpres-

sure, the tank ruptured and was demolished. Six NAA technicians on the

stand received minor injuries and were treated at Crosby Memorial

Hospital in Picayune, Mississippi. Another workman on the stand escaped

injury. Damage to the test stand was considered minor, occurring mostly to

the metal siding and the propellant and instrumentation lines. The accident

67. Wernhcr yon Br_lun was ;1 iYtost c)hser_.qlnl 111;-111. He noticed the aniiqtlaled speaker systems in tile Central

Control Building: the cold, opera-house appearance of the big lobby; and rno_,l of all the lack of "Space

Age" displass and artwork Von Braun, known fi_r his knack lbr communicatitms zmd public relations,

pn_nfiscd to "put a bug in Jack Balch's ear" to spiffy up the Central Control Building because a large

number of influential visitors wcrc entertained there, tic sent Gerd Debeek, his chief modclmaker, and

Harr_ Langc, a talented artist, to design and build exhibits fi)r the building and the observation tower.

68. llmL
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did, however, result in the total destruction of the tankage above the liquid

oxygen tank's lower bulkhead. 69

The accident occurred on a Saturday afternoon during the Memorial Day

weekend. The S-II-T accident became major news across the nation, with the

Sunday New York Times displaying a graphic picture of an "empty" A-2 test

stand at the MTF. NAA's Harrison Storms was not able to notify von Braun

until Tuesday. Storms reached yon Braun's wife in Huntsville; she later said

the NAA president was sobbing as he talked to her. Von Braun was spending

the long weekend at a lake resort near Huntsville. The next day von Braun

told Robert Gilruth, director of the Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston,

that he saw nothing basically wrong in the S-II design, but that the S-11 prob-

lems could be traced to management, procedure, and human error. Von Braun

blamed the accident on NAA's Space and Information Systems Division

(SISD), saying, "The whole thing is NAA-SISD. ''71)

The S-II-T accident may have proved to be a blessing in disguise, since

the tank ruptured at a pressure well below design limits. It could have hap-

pened later while the Saturn V vehicle was in flight. Von Braun asked Dr.

Kurt Debus, director of Kennedy Space Center, to head up an investigative

board to study the S-II-T rupture. The board released its findings on 1

September 1965 with a number of recommendations. The board found that

the tank ruptured at a pressure of 23 psia. That degree of pressure alone

should not have burst the tank--it was, according to the report, "well below

the design-allowed pressure of 38 psia, as verified by previous pneumosta-

tic and proof tests.'" This conclusion led to the investigation of other areas

of possible weakness, establishing that the tankage was already under con-

siderable strain from a structural viewpoint due to an ill-fitting, liquid

hydrogen fill-and-drain line connection to the stage. Tiny cracks were

revealed in the liquid hydrogen feedlines near the rupture area. Inspection

of other manufactured stages in production revealed additional minute

cracks, leading to considerable delays because of repair and modification

work. The good news from the investigation revealed that the basic design

of the S-II stage was sound. The report read, "Evidence does not indicate

that the failure of the S-1I-T resulted from an overall structural design defi-

69. NASA-MTF News Release, 28 May 1966, SSCHRC.

71). lhid.; l,ing, The Space Ct_'sct'nt, pp. 150 153; Bilstcin. Sta,_,,es 7"_ Saturn. pp. 229-230: Manerian, interview.
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ciency." The board then recommended changes covering NAA's work and

test procedures. 7_

A Town Meeting

When the trauma of the S-If incident died down, Balch turned his atten-

tion to the communities around the MTF. Balch previously said the MTF was

"overexposed" in the media and community. He strongly objected to the prac-

tice of issuing frequent reports of workforce buildup and where personnel

were living. He referred to this public information release as "the body

count." Even though the local media demanded these reports, Balch directed

Mack Herring (PlO) to give the reports "only when you absolutely have to."

Bay St. Louis continued to lag behind Picayune in the number of employees

choosing to live there. Only 470 of the 3,200 MTF permanent personnel lived

in Hancock County. Civic Leaders complained to Balch and Stennis that

Hancock County and Bay St. Louis were not getting a "fair shake." Leo Seal,

Jr., a strong supporter of NASA and a lifetime Bay St. Louis resident, urged

Balch to give a "straightforward" talk to the people of his hometown. Seal,

president of Hancock Bank, was a member of the Hancock County Chamber

of Commerce and the NASA-originated Mississippi-Louisiana Planning

Commission. Balch scheduled what he called a "town meeting" at the Bay

High School gymnasium. It was obvious that Balch felt a strong sense of

responsibility for the communities surrounding the MTF site, and he

expressed this responsibility many times. In fact, he stressed the federal gov-

ernment's duty to live up to its "promises. ''7-'

Seal served as master of ceremonies for the town meeting, and Balch told

of the "growing pains" of his hometown of Huntsville. Balch explained the

problems the town suffered from its long relationship with the government,

dating from the location of a chemical arsenal there in 1941. He pointed out

that the current local population was 11,000 and that Huntsville's population

was 150,0()0. 7_

71. Ibid. : Baggctte. interview.

72. "'Balch Tells Bay Needs And Risks," llw Sea Coast E_ho, 24 March 1966.

73. Ibid.
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Balch angered some Bay St. Louis residents when he candidly said, "Your

schools have a long way to go. That's a shortcoming my people have found."

He touched on other areas; "The price of real estate is unbelievably high, and

you need modem zoning that is enforced." Balch also brought up the need for

a "modern, nationally recognized motel." However, on the positive side,

Balch congratulated the mayor and people of Bay St. Louis for their courage

to pursue the sewage and water project, "despite the inconvenience." Balch

humorously commented that his car got stuck in Bay St. Louis's torn up

streets. "I had to call a garage wrecker [tow truck], and then we both got stuck.

Finally, we got a bulldozer to get us out." He also made note of the citizens'

foresight in building the Stennis International Airport in Hancock County. He

promised stable growth "during the next three or four years of rocket testing."

Balch said NASA felt considerable responsibility for Hancock County,

observing that the site was built on "your land," and "we are living on your

tax dollars." Much of Balch's guiding philosophy was expressed in the town

meeting. Indeed, his sincere feeling of responsibility for the people of

Hancock County and the other communities was one the major reasons for his

untiring efforts to search for future missions for the MTE TM

Propulsion And Power Politics

The ripples of the town meeting and the S-II-T tank rupture continued to dom-

inate the thoughts of NASA and its community friends as the MTF prepared

for arrival of the S-II-I, the first "real" flight stage to be tested at the devel-

oping site. Balch found that he had many helpers handling the problems

associated with the S-II. The S-II-T incident sent shock waves all the way to

the top echelons of the space program, with NASA and NAA managers giving

the situation their highest priority. Artley was in charge of activation, which

included testing the S-II-T. After Artley moved from the MTF to Kennedy

Space Center to continue his work in activation, Auter took over the test man-

ager's job. Auter knew that he had capable leadership in his program

managers, Bush for the S-II and Myers for the S-IC. Auter, Bush, and Myers

were supported by the best rocket-testing personnel in the country from the

74, Ibid.
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MSFC and the West Coast. With this supporting cast, the creative Balch set

out to secure the future of the site for his personal satisfaction, the MTF

employees, and the surrounding communities. 7_

Balch was not the only person who wanted to make sure the future of the

testing facility was secure. Senator Stennis, a frugal man who did not believe

in waste of any kind, was proud of the NASA facility in his home state and

wanted it fully utilized. Like Balch, Stennis felt the MTF represented a

national investment. In August 1966, Stennis asked William Eaton (GE man-

ager) and Balch for a comprehensive community impact study. The document

contained educational as well as economic impact information. The impact

data illustrated that the MTF represented a "$315 million public investment,"

a dollar figure higher than any previously released by the Fortune or Balch

NASA-MTF management groups. The report to Stennis also stated the instal-

lation became "operational" with the first testing of the S-II-T on 23 April

1966. Balch forwarded the document to Stennis through Harry Gorman

(MSFC). This chain of command was required by MSFC management

instructions for all congressional correspondence. Balch wanted his MSFC

bosses to know of Stennis's strong MTF interest. Stennis proudly released the

information to newspapers all over his home state. The study included data on

contracts, personnel, technical data, educational profiles, and public informa-

tion on taxes and municipal spending, v+'

While the "good news" about the NASA facility was spreading around the

state, and the testing operations were beginning to start, Balch invited Stennis

for an "inspection visit" to show the site's readiness to participate in

America's space program. The S-II-1 arrived at the MTF dock on 13 August

1966, but numerous modifications were needed before installing it in the A-2

test stand on 17 October. The rocket stage was test-fired on ! December for

363 seconds, a full-duration test since this was the length of time it would

operate in flight. 77

75. Bilstein, Stage._ 7_ Saturn, pp. 229 230; Arlley. interview.

76. Balch to Gorman/Gorman to Stennis; "Background and Economic hnpact of the NASA Mississippi Test

Facility," undated economic study: "Stennis Reports Test Site Impact," The Daily Herahl, 12 July 1966.

77. t4oward and Arender, "S-II MTF Stage History," I 1 December 197(I. The S-II-T incident fo,.'used the entire

space agency's attention on the S-II-I. With the MTF alive with experts in rocketry. Balch began turning his

attention to the future of the MTF, NASA had +'dreams" but no concrelc plans beyond the Apollo program.

The fact thal no ne_,_ programs were scheduled for the MTF beyond the last rocket lest ill 1970 was dis-

turbing li)r Balch.
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U.S. Sen. John C. Stennis (left) is captured in a moment of levity in the S-1I Test Control

Center with officialsof the MississippiTest Facility in December 1966. Picturedu,ith Stennis,

from left, are Tom Baggetteand Gerry Wilson of North American Aviation, MTF Director

Jackson Balch, and Meryl Sandersof NASA. 'SSC-66-4691)

On 6 December 1966, Senator Stennls visited the MTF. This visit marked the

beginning of a unique relationship between Balch and Stennis that resulted in a

change in the direction of the MTF--from a purely rocket-stage testing facility

into a multiagency scientific research center. Behind closed doors, Balch told

Stennis that "NASA [had] no plans for the facility beyond the Apollo program."

William "Bill" Spell, Stennis's aide for military affairs, had accompanied

Stennis to the MTF, and Stennis directed him to release pictures and television

clips to the state news media showing the Senator visiting the test complex.

Balch arranged for a number of Mississippi engineers to greet the Senator at

several workstations. These engineers included Henry Auter, Myrl Sanders, and

Wayne Mooneyhan, NASA; Will Barrentine, GE; and Tom Baggette, NAA.

Seeing fellow Mississippians in important positions pleased the Senator. TM

78. NASA-MTF News Release, 6 December 1966, SSCHRC.
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After the meeting with Stennis, Balch entered an important note in his

"significant actions" log that stated Stennis "showed concern about future uti-

lization of [the] MTF and community commitments." At the time, Stennis

was a ranking member of the Armed Services Committee, Appropriations

Committee, and the Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee. He was

also chairman of the Preparedness Investigation Subcommittee that con-

ducted the "missile gap" hearings, which set off the early alarms of the Soviet

space exploration advantage. Stennis held a press conference before leaving

the test site and complimented the workers, declaring them "some of the best

trained and most conscientious workers I have ever met at any installation."

Stennis also promised that he would discuss the future of the MTF with the

"highest NASA officials" to make sure "the investment we have made in this

fine installation is used fully and completely." The theme of "full utilization"

was to become the battle cry of Balch and Stennis as they jointly pursued

future programs for the site. 79

7t). "'Significant Actions ('hanging MTF Utilizatit_n," Balch files, 1966.
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CHAPTER 7

The Winds of Change

hile his engineers were focused on testing Saturn rockets bound

for the Moon, Jackson Balch set out on a journey in search of a
new mission for the Mississippi Test Facility (MTF). Before the

search was completed, the expedition extended beyond the hills of Huntsville,

through the halls of the Congress, and past the closed doors of the Nixon

White House. To the consternation of his bosses, the pied piper of Devil's

Swamp lured prospects from all over the world to window-shop at the new

crossroads of science in Mississippi. _

As the MTF engineers were celebrating America's first lunar landing, an

ill wind was brewing in the Caribbean Sea that would change many of their

lives forever. On 17 August 1969, a powerful hurricane named Camille

struck the Gulf Coast with a devastating blow that left hundreds dead and

thousands homeless. The morning after, the NASA-MTF team raised

American flags on site in a symbolic gesture of determined solidarity with

their coastal neighbors. The Gulf Coast residents set out to rebuild their

homes and NASA employees began a search for new MTF missions. 2

I. Edmund R. (]ray and Herbert G. Hicks. "The Mississippi Test Facility: A Study In Organizaticmal Viability." ¢_cca-

sional papers, no. 4, College t_l" Btnsiness Administrali_m, I,ouisiana Slate Universit,,, May 1971. pp. 21_24.

2. Alice Etheridge. "I,east We Forget. Camille and MTE'" GEMTSI) Bomter, vol. 7, no. 16, 17 August 19711. Slennis

Space ('enter Historical Records Collection. Stennis Space Center, MS, (henceflwth referred to as SSCHRC).
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The final Gemini mission on 15 November 1965 was of more than pass-

ing interest to the space team in Mississippi. When Astronauts James A.

Lovell, Jr., and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., splashed down in the Atlantic Ocean after

a highly successful Gemini 11 orbital flight, the NASA-MTF space workers

knew their time at bat in the Apollo program was not far off. The big push to

finish testing the S-II-1 continued on 30 December 1966 with a full-duration

firing of 363 seconds. 3

The activity at the MTF quickly shifted from construction-activation to the

operation phase as projects were finished and workers began leaving the site.

The giant S-IC-T, a test version of the Saturn V first-stage booster, arrived on

site and was installed in the dual B-l/B-2 test stand on 23 October 1966. The

huge first-stage booster was the free-world's largest and most powerful

rocket. Designed to lift the 6-million-pound Apollo/Saturn V space vehicle

off the pad and send it to the Moon, the S-IC was 138 feet long and 33 feet in

diameter. The booster stage generated 7.5 million pounds of thrust and was

the most powerful rocket ever built in America. The first-stage booster was

test-fired at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) 15 times and later brought

to the MTF to check out the massive B-l/B-2 test stand and its supporting

systems. By the end of 1966, the "big Bertha" was being put through presta-

tic test checkouts by a Boeing Company aerospace team. A research and

development stand at the MSFC static-fired the first three Saturn flight stages.

The Saturn V rocket stages were tested by both NASA and Boeing personnel

in the MSFC Test Division's facilities. At the same time, the big dual stand in

Mississippi was being scheduled for acceptance testing of these flight stages?

With three Saturn V stage test stands in Mississippi, a sense of ownership

in America's space program prevailed at the MTF within the teams repre-

senting NASA, General Electric (GE), North American Aviation (NAA), and

Boeing. As in any program of such great magnitude, moments of sadness

were experienced, along with feelings of triumph. For example, the MTF

workers were saddened by the accidental deaths of seven workers during con-

struction of the facility. The MTF team also shared in a national tragedy 27

January 1967, when an accidental fire broke out in the Apollo 1 spacecraft

3. AI Hall, ed.. Man In Space: A New Environment, vol. 2 (Los Angeles: Peterson Publishing Co., 1974),

pp. 128-137.

4. Test & Quality Ewduation Office. MSFC-MTF. "Test Program Summary For Saturn V/Apollo Program S-IC

Stage," 29 October 1970. pp. I-5, 22, SSCHRC.
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and quickly killed the astronaut crew during a routine ground test of the three-

man craft at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). The three astronauts, Virgil L.

Grissom, Edward H. White, II, and Roger B. Chaffee, distinguished them-

selves earlier in the Mercury and Gemini programs. The aftermath of the

accident caused further upheavals in NAA's management and manufacturing

processes. For the first time, the locus of attention or "long pole" of the

Apollo program shifted from the S-II to the Apollo command module, where

investigators lk)und numerous problems in the design and manufacture of the

lunar-bound craft. 5

Meanwhile, the Boeing test team was anxious to get its program at the

MTF under way. The team approached the first flight-stage test with the high

degree of confidence they developed while working with Heimburg's expe-

rienced MSFC rocket crews. The main purpose of the first S-IC-T tests was

to check out the big B-I/B-2 test stand and its supporting facilities. Only the

B-2 position (east side) of the test stand was activated lbr testing, leaving the

B-1 available for use in case of an accident on the B-2 side. _

In addition to using the giant test stand for the first time, NASA and the

Boeing team were concerned about the noise the big S-IC would produce with

its 7.5-million-pound thrust. The MTF acoustic-buffer zone extended six

miles from the test stand in every direction, and NASA did not expect the

sound would be excessively loud beyond the buffer zone. The flame-deflec-

tor bucket on the B-2 side of the dual position S-IC test stand was pointed due

north, with the nearest community of any size, Picayune, located north by

northwest of the test complex. NASA knew, however, that the monstrous S-

IC booster was as noisy as it was powerful, producing 211 decibels of sound

at the base of the test stand. 7

Knowing that its testing program depended on public acceptance, NASA

continued its acoustic studies, which were initiated in December 1962. The

U.S. Weather Bureau and GE personnel operated the MTF Acoustics

Laboratory, where data were recorded and analyzed for prediction of sound

5. AI nail, ed.. Man In SI,a,'e: The Power And ITu' Gh,o'. vol. 3 (l_os Angeles: Pelerson Publishing C'o.. 19741.

pp. 52 63.

ft. Mike Wright, "+Saturn V Project Posed Monumental Challenge To Center," ITu' (MSF(') MarMuzll Star. 25 April

1990. p. 3. SSCHRC: I. Jerry Hlass, "Search For A Role For A Large Government Test Facility" Imaster's

thesis. George Washington University, June 1971 ).

7. NASA-MTF Press Release. 13 March 1967. SSCHRC.
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propagation. GE personnel sounded a giant acoustic horn, and the Weather

Bureau sent balloons aloft carrying instruments for predicting sound-level

propagation to the surrounding communities?

The acoustics experts set up measuring devices in the communities sur-

rounding the MTF in anticipation of the 3 March 1967 first S-IC-T test firing.

The specialists sounded the giant horn several times to simulate the test-firing

sound levels; recorded the sound levels; and also sent weather balloons aloft

to measure atmospheric conditions. The resulting data were fed into comput-

ers to determine a sound profile of the area. These tests were done because

atmospheric conditions have a direct and major effect on sound travel and

intensity. A temperature inversion can cause sound, which normally goes up

into the atmosphere, to bounce back to the groundY

The MTF initiated an additional acoustics study before the first test-firing

of the S-IC-T. This study was to determine how far away from the test stand

observers should be when exposed to the noise of the static firing. The result-

ing statistical data enabled acoustics experts to determine the effects on

human hearing of long-term exposure to rocket-testing noise levels. The

viewing area was 5,200 feet from the test stand, and 20 volunteer employees

were accepted for testing. The MTF medical clinic, operated by GE, tested the

hearing levels of the volunteers before the S-IC-T test to form a baseline. On

the day of the static-firing, volunteers were in the viewing area, along with a

doctor and nurses from the clinic in case any employee felt undue discomfort.

The volunteers were the only employees whose ears were unprotected the day

of the firing. Other unprotected observers were located over 7,500 feet from

the S-IC-T test stand at the Central Control Building. 1_

Despite precautions taken by NASA, local concerns about the noise levels

persisted, partially caused by media misinformation. A national newspaper

even ran a story that read, "During test runs, the 7.5-million-pound-thrust first

[test] stand will generate screaming torrents of noise strong enough to kill or

maim unprotected persons within five miles." Newspaper reports such as this

helped justify the large buffer zone, but did nothing to allay fears of those who

had true concern for rocket test-firing noise. NASA wanted people in the area

8. Ibid.

9. Lelyn Nybo. interview by Mack Herring, Waveland. MS, 2 October 1995.

10. NASA-MTF News Release, 13 March 1967, SSCHRC.
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to be aware of the test, so the loud noise of the S-IC-T test-firing would not

frighten them. Most media cooperated with the MTF Public Information

Officer (PIO) and informed the public of the test with accurate news stories

and radio/television bulletins._l

With tanking tests and systems checkouts completed, the day of the first

S-IC-T static test in Mississippi arrived. More anxiety existed outside the

blockhouse than inside; the independent Boeing team was confident their first

15-second test would be successful. Balch held a prefiring meeting in his

office with Lelyn "Lee" Nybo, MTF's meteorologist and acoustics expert,

giving staff members a briefing on predicted sound propagation in the area.

Heimburg, down from Huntsville to view the firing, attended the briefing.

Nybo told Balch that noise from the short test-firing would not be a major

concern in the communities because of the short duration of the test. With the

benefit of data gathered by the Weather Bureau and Acoustics Laboratory,

Nybo did point out that weather conditions on that March day were not

"ideal." Heimburg wanted to go ahead with the test, citing his "all-weather"

testing experiences in Huntsville. j2

With Boeing's test conductor James Dezzo at the console, the giant rocket

roared to life at 5:21 p.m., and the sound thundered across the piney woods

for 15 seconds. A brilliant red and orange flame streaked out from the base of

the flame-deflector bucket into the air. Unlike the invisible S-II liquid hydro-

gen and liquid oxygen flame, the RP-1 kerosene and liquid oxygen flame was

so bright it produced huge flashes of light as the five F- 1 engines rumbled and

clattered. The low-frequency sound produced by the test-firing was heard as

far away as Picayune, Mississippi, and the sound waves shattered a plate-

glass window in a downtown Picayune bank building. L_

Even though the first firing was only 15 seconds, the test lasted long

enough for engineers to record approximately 850 measurements of the

rocket-stage performance, and it proved the dual B-l/B-2 test stand's opera-

tional readiness. These measurements included aspects such as stress, engine

temperatures and thrust, propellant tank temperatures and pressures, vibra-

tions, and propellant flow rates. The test stand's giant flame-deflector bucket

11. William E. Howard. "Mississippi Moon Base," The New _*rk Times. 8 November 1963.

12. Myron 1,, "'Mike" Myers, interview by Mack Herring, Waveland, MS, 2 October 1995; Nybo, interviev..

13. NASA-MTF News Release, 13 March 1967, SSCHRC; Myers. interview.
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The first stageof the huge Saturn V rocket undergoesa hot firing<mthe B-2 stand in support_f

America's luru_rlandingmission duringtheApolloprogramin the 1960s. The first stagewaspow-

eredbyfive F-I enginesttu,tproducedmore than7-1/2 millionpounds_f thn,st. (SSC-67-2537C)

proved efficient, with water rushing through its systems at the rate of 300,000

gallons of water per minute. Postfiring checkouts evaluated the overall effect

of the static test on the rocket stage. These checkouts, similar to prestatic test-

firing checkouts, indicated that few overall changes were observed. A second

and final test of the S-IC-T at the MTF was planned. H

The second S- !C-T test was conducted by Boeing on 17 March 1967 for

60 seconds, giving NASA the confidence to pronounce the MTF "fully" oper-

ational. With this designation, the facility was ready to begin its appointed

task of acceptance testing of the first and second stages of the Apollo/Saturn

V space vehicle, a process that was to go by all too quickly. _5

14. Test & Quality Evaluation Ofl]ce, S-IC Branch, "Test Program Summary, Salurn V/Apollo Program, S-IC

Stage." 29 October 197(I, pp. 22-23, SSCHRC.

15. Ibid.
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Just five days after the S-IC-T readiness test was completed, Balch

arranged a meeting on 22 March 1967 with Senator Stennis and von Braun to

discuss the "future of [the] MTF." The meeting was the first of many between

Stennis and von Braun--two men who had great influence on the developing

Mississippi site. Von Braun noted that he expected the declining MTF work-

force would level off at "about 2,600:' and this would negatively impact local

communities. Von Braun's meeting with Stennis thus validated Balch's earlier

December 1966 warning to Stennis that NASA had no plans for the MTF after

the Saturn V test programs were completed, t6

Von Braun had his hands full directing the launch vehicle program for the

Apollo program and had little time left to worry about the future beyond the

lunar landing. He not only had the MTF development and operational testing

to worry about, but the versatile scientist-manager also was deeply concerned

with the S-IV-B third stage of the giant Saturn V, with its intricate instrument

unit, and the integration of the entire vehicle.:

Balch was relieved of a great deal of pressure when the S-If and S-IC

stages were static-fired, signaling the MTF's operational readiness. He and

his staff spent hundreds of hours in meetings devising a tight, quality- and

product-reliability program, utilizing the combined expertise of NASA, Air

Force, and contractor personnel. At the same time, Balch was faced with the

loss of one of his close advisors, Gordon Artley. As the activation phase

drew to a close, Artley moved on to head up a similar activation program at

the KSC. TM

With Artley leaving, Balch placed his capable deputy, Henry Auter, in

charge of the Test and Quality Evaluation Office. Balch appointed Auter

because he was an experienced and competent MSFC test engineer. At the

MSFC, he helped build the Interim Test Stand that was the site for testing the

Jupiter-C that launched the free world's first satellite. Auter was also a key

member of the test team that tested the Mercury-Redstone rocket that

launched the first American into space. Henry Auter not only had the support

16. NASA-MTF Director's Office Files. "Significant Actions. ('hanging MTF Utilization." 22 March 1967.

SSCHR(', p, I.

17. Edgar M Cortrigh[, ed.. Apollo E_pedition._ To 11u' Moon: Wernher w)n Bratm, "Salurrl The Giant"

(Washington, D(': NASA SP 350. 1975), pp, 41 57: See also R_ger Bilslein. Sta:,,e_ _ Saturt_, A

7_.('hmdo,_ical HAtorv (._/71u' Apollo Saturn l_utm'h Vehicles, pp. 347-377; ,Jackson Balch briefing Io (ien,

Sam Phillips, NASA-MTF transcript. August 1966. SSCHR('.

I g. Jackson Balch briefing.
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of Balch, but he also had Heimburg's complete confidence. This relationship

between Heimburg and Auter helped bridge management differences existing

between Balch and Heimburg. _9

Balch and Auter assembled an excellent group of engineers, most were

from the MSFC, to help manage the Saturn V stage testing. These managing

engineers included men such as Mike Myers, chief of the S-IC Branch; Leslie

B. "Boyce" Mix, S-IC assistant manager; Bob Bush, S-II Branch manager;

Myrl Sanders, chief of the Engine Branch; and William L. Hopkins, chief of

the Evaluation Engineering office. Other talented engineers who went on to

become MTF leaders were James E. "Jim" Coward, Kenneth R. "Ken"

Daughtrey, Roy Estess, James H. "Harry" Guin, Robert B. "Bobby"

Hegwood, Floyd C. Herbert, William D. "Doug" Howard, Teddy M. "Ted"

LaMunyon, Darden W. "Wayne" Mooneyhan, William G. "Bill" Spradlin,

James L. "Jim" Taylor, and Earl G. "Glade" Woodsfl °

The Search

Once the strong test organization was in place and the North American

Rockwell and Boeing test teams gained even more experience static firing the

rocket stages, Balch found his task as manager becoming more "routine." The

restless manager now had time to explore the future of the budding MTE

Although there was nothing "secret" about the long-range threat of the MTF's

inability to survive beyond the Apollo program, Balch was apparently the

only official within the NASA hierarchy who perceived this threat. 2_

Two factors became apparent to Balch when he studied the future viabil-

ity of the MTF: (1) static-testing the Apollo/Saturn V stages was scheduled to

terminate in December 1970, and (2) the MTF was operating considerably

below full capacity and would likely continue to do so. Balch perceived these

factors as detrimental to his organization's survival, and he saw no funded

NASA programs in the immediate future that would bring work to the MTF.

19. NASA-MTF Manager, Memorandum To All Employees, "'Provisional Personnel Assignments," 1967,

SSCHRC.

20. NASA-MTF Manager, Memorandum To All Employees; Gray and Hicks. "A Study In Organizational

Viability, '+ pp. 24-25.

21. Gray and Hicks, "A Study In Organizational Viability," pp. 20-21.
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Part of the problem manifesting itself during 1967 was the cyclical nature of

the rocket-testing operation. During the five-day period around a static firing,

the MTF personnel would work above full-capacity operation (overtime work

was required). During the period between firings, however, facilities and per-

sonnel were not being used at full potential. In the early stages of his

campaign, Balch referred to the MTF as "underutilized." Later, Stennis joined

Balch in an all-out quest to gain "full utilization. ''2:

Balch found that his MSFC bosses had little concern for the MTF not

having a mission beyond testing the Saturn V stages in 1970. Balch's col-

leagues at the MSFC were reluctant to assist because they wanted future

programs to be located there. The MSFC managers were so caught up in the

Apollo program, they were planning extended lunar exploration and other

deep-space programs such as a Mars mission, and they were not concerned

with Balch's immediate plight. Besides, most NASA Headquarters planners

felt that a lunar landing would herald future space programs and funding

would then be generated for the Agency? _

Balch, however, felt the lunar landing would be the "'beginning of the end"

of a major national eflbrt in space exploration. He believed the escalation of

the Vietnam War and the threat of rising inflation would change the nation's

priorities, shifting attention and focus away from the space program. Balch

also recognized that a growing concem over degradation of the environment

existed in the United States. Many Americans saw a need for national mea-

sures to preserve the country's natural resources. Balch became an early

advocate for the revival of a national conservation program, and he gained sup-

port from prominent regional and national conservationists) 4

Once Balch recognized that no future mission was planned for the MTF,

he began a search for new missions for the facility. Balch's motivation appar-

ently came from his intense desire to succeed as a manager and his moral and

patriotic desire to continue the MTF's usefulness. He wanted the MTF to be

perceived as beneficial to (1) America's taxpayers, who furnished the fund-

ing: (2) the people of the local area, who gave up their land and funded the

22. Ihid., pp. 22 24.

23. Eberhard Rees. speech to Huntsville, AL Chamber of Commerce, 14 Oclober 1966.

24. F,.W. "'Van" King. intcrvicv_ by Mack Herring. Pass Christian, MS. 5 October 1995; "NASA ('hie[" Issues

('hrislmas Message." The (Bilo._i/(hd[l_ort. MSi Ikaily Herald ( henceforth referred to as ltw l)ail) Heraldk

23 December 1966.
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improvements in their communities; and (3) the MTF employees, who gave

up jobs elsewhere to stake their futures in the new installation. 25

Like Artley, Balch was a charismatic, spellbinding individual. In addition,

he often motivated his own staff, as well as captivated and inspired others out-

side his organization to work hard to achieve mutual goals. Balch was also an

intimidating and threatening force to those who opposed his views and

actions--many of whom were his own bosses and colleagues in the NASA

chain of command. 26

When Balch could not find allies at the MSFC or NASA Headquarters to

help promote his cause, he called his staff together to inform them of the post-

Apollo dilemma facing the MTE He rented a suite of rooms at the Ramada

Inn in Waveland, Mississippi, (the Holiday Inn in 1997) for an "all day" meet-

ing in December 1967. At the meeting, Balch asked his staff to join him in

brainstorming future plans for their organization. At the beginning of the

meeting, Balch told the assembled staff members (about 15 people) that no

new programs were planned for the MTF beyond the lunar landing. To some,

the lack of future plans at the MTF was surprising and shocking news. On a

portable chalkboard, he recorded the ideas the group proposed to keep the

base viable after the Apollo program testing ended. Most of the ideas included

new rocket-testing missions. In keeping with the brainstorming nature of the

meeting, the ideas also included such radical proposals as withdrawing from

the MSFC and forming a separate NASA field center. The idea of a separate

center, however, was discarded by Balch and most of the staff, because the

majority of those present thought the MSFC was needed to furnish funding

for future basic operations. 27

The December meeting was the first act in Balch's offensive to gain new

missions for the MTF, and it was an introduction to his tenacious planning

ability. The session, which many mark as the beginning of the search for a

new mission for the MTE started at 8:00 a.m. and went on until midnight.

After the offsite staff meeting, Balch held another meeting with the NASA

employees in the big conference room of the Engineering and Administration

Building. He told the standing-room-only crowd that "nothing" was planned

25. Gray and Hicks, "A Study In Organizational Viability." pp, 26-30; King, interview.

26. King, interview.

27. A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., inlerview by Mack Herring; Ted LaMunyon, interview by Sieve Paterson, Mississippi

Oral Hislory Progr_un, University of Soulhern Mississippi, rot. 409. June 1992.
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for the MTF after completion of the Saturn V testing. At this point, Balch

directed Wayne Mooneyhan and Roy Estess to wind down their work at the

onsite test complex. This directive was issued so Mooneyhan and Estess

would be able to join Balch in the director's office and begin assisting in the

search for new business for the facility. 2_

The timing of Balch's initial forays into the world of science and tech-

nology outside NASA could not have been better planned. NASA, and

especially its managers, were enjoying a great deal of publicity due to inter-

national attention by the news media. The Mercury and Gemini programs

ended successfully, and the mammoth undertaking of the Apollo program had

captured the public's imagination. Balch used this attention to open doors in

his search for new MTF business. His position as manager of a major NASA

installation gave him an instant introduction to heads of federal and state tech-

nical organizations, university presidents, and to politicians seeking to help
their constituencies. >

At first, Balch sought to find future missions within the NASA organiza-

tion, hoping that von Braun would be sympathetic to the MTF cause. Having

already been rebuffed by lower ranking members of the MSFC management,

Balch hoped von Braun would want to preserve the MTF for future rocket

testing and other propulsion development projects. The MTF manager found

the idea of "[walking] away" from the multimillion dollar MTF facility an

unacceptable action for NASA. Unfortunately, the MSFC engineers looked at

the MTF as a "mass of brick and mortar" to be managed and operated as a

"blue collar" test plant with a handful of engineers. Balch, on the other hand,

saw the facility as a "living, breathing" scientific center with the potential to

conduct almost any sophisticated technical program) °

Balch thought the open-minded yon Braun would see his viewpoint. To this

end, Balch presented a proposal in 1967 to yon Braun and his staff that involved

the consolidation of all rocket testing, including the J-2 engine, the F- ! engine,

and the S-IV-B third stage, at the MTF. He further recommended that all post-

28. Ibid.

29. See Loyd S. Swcnson, Jr., James M. Grinlv, ood, and ('h_,rles C. Alexandcr, "/7*is New Ocetm, and J_hn

Barbour's Footprint._ On The Moon l_w accounts of Project Mercury; See ttenry ('. Dclhh_ff SuddcM_

lbmorr¢,w Came... A Hi._to O' (,_f The Jotmson Space Center (Washinglon, D(': NASA SP-4307. 1993) for

evidence _I success of Pl-_iecls Mercury and Gemini.

30. Gray and tticks, "A Study In Organizatmnal Viability. p. 31; King, interview: Roy I.. Bullock, "Mississippi

Test Facility Utilization Data." NASA ]teadquartcrs cxeculive study, attachment 2. 1968. SS('HR('.
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test checkout be done at the MTE According to Balch's proposal, this move

would fill the inactive periods between tests and would save NASA $17 mil-

lion per year on Saturn program operating costs. Von Braun referred Balch's

proposal to a study committee at the MSFC, where it was disapproved. 3_

The rejection more than likely took place because von Braun was so

deeply involved in the upcoming lunar landing. Consequently, von Braun del-

egated the decision on Balch's proposal to his staff with the intention of

referring to it after the first lunar landing. Balch, however, said von Braun was

"sympathetic" to the MTF cause and "looked the other way" so Balch could

pursue new missions without any hinderance. Balch came to realize that his

MSFC colleagues wanted to ensure their own survival and had little interest

in saving NASA $17 million per year, if in doing so, the plan threatened the

future of MSFC. Most of the MSFC and NASA Headquarters personnel felt

the public would rally around NASA, after the first lunar landing, with fund-

ing tbr future programs? 2

Balch's response to the apathetic attitude regarding the future of the MTF

was to solicit advice from E.W. "Van" King, a man he brought from Huntsville

to work at the MTE Balch knew that King was successful in obtaining new

missions for the Army Rocket and Guided Missile Agency at Redstone

Arsenal. Balch told King he wanted him to first head up the MTF Site

Operations Office as a "temporary move" and that the office would be a "hold-

ing place" for King until a more formal Future Projects Office could be set up? 3

The MTF Site Operations Office was similar to an Army post's

Engineering Office. In King's words, the office "ran itself," due to the expe-

rienced people selected tbr management positions. Heading up the branch

functions were Eugene A. Burke, Safety Office; Waldo Dearing, Base

Operations Branch; W.L. "Willie" Shippey, Range Operations Branch; and

A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., Facilities Engineering Branch. King devoted most of

his time to studying the technical market nationwide to see which functions

and agencies would be suitable for the MTF. The capable staff in the Site

Operations Office also provided logistical support to help Balch analyze the

potential of future prospects. 34

31. King, interview; Jackson Balch to distribution, "Provisional Pers_mnel Assignments," 1966.

32. King, interview; Gray and Hicks. "A Study tn Organizational Viability."

33. Gray and Hicks, "A Study In Organizational Viahiltiy"; King, interview,

34. King, interview; Bullock, "MTF Utilization Data," attachment 3.
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One of the first moves Balch made toward the goal of full utilization of

the MTF was to encourage the onsite research staffs from Mississippi State

University and Louisiana State University to assist in lobbying tbr new tech-

nical and scientific business. The two universities conducted a total of eight

onsite projects, using the GE data reduction facilities. Through the universi-

ties, Balch and his staff met a number of scientists with connections to the

Governors of Louisiana and Mississippi) _

As Balch, King, and other selected staffers began searching in 1968 for

new missions outside of NASA, Senator Stennis was drawn more and more

into the struggles occurring at the MTE King remembered working closely

with William "Bill" Spell, Stennis's pointman for the Department of Defense

(DoD) and for the MTF. Spell, an attorney, was an excellent political public

relations man. Balch described him as Stennis's "Machiavellian aide." Spell

and Balch quickly became close friends, sharing a dream to see the new MTF

emerge as a fully utilized scientific utopia. _'

The Community Joins Balch

By mid-1968, with a few members of his staff and the office of Senator

Stennis on his marketing team, Balch moved to recruit key community lead-

ers to help in the push for new business. After all, the investments for

expansion and improvements that the local communities made to meet the

massive influx of the MTF personnel were in danger as the site population

began to decline in 1968. The towns in the immediate area had increased

their bonded indebtedness from less than one-half million dollars to more

than $25 million in less than five years. With the installation's construction

and activation phases completed and the test teams becoming more profi-

cient in their work, the employee population dropped from 6,401 in the

summer of 1965 to 2,970 operations phase personnel in mid-1968. The occu-

pancy rate of new apartment buildings in the towns around the MTF dropped

to 50 percent. The whopping $72 million payroll in 1965 also dropped

accordingly. The community leaders, who worked so hard to accommodate

35. Bullock, "MTF Utilizalion Data." attachment 3

36. King, interview.
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the test site, were stunned as they watched their investments in the space

enterprise dwindle daily. 37

The economic boom lasted only three years before it began declining so

dramatically. Community leaders were astonished to see their new MTF

neighbors moving out in droves. In fact, the employment curve dropped

almost as fast as it had gone up just three years earlier. 3_

National news had a special kind of validity for the local business people.

News from afar appearing in long-standing, reputable publications attracted the

attention of local investors, as well as their national lenders and counterparts.

For example, an article in The Wall Street Journal generated serious anxiety

within the local business community, at NASA Headquarters, and, to NASA's

chagrin, in the office of Senator Stennis. The pessimistic article was exactly

what Stennis did not want to read in such a prestigious national publication. >

The noted business and financial journal carried a headline that read "No

Work Slated After '69 for NASA Base In Lower Mississippi That Cost $315

Million." The part most remembered by readers was the line that referred to

the MTF as a Space Age "white elephant. ''4°

The "story behind the story" regarding the "white elephant" article beauti-

fully illustrates how Balch searched for new assignments. He used every tool

available to him as a manager. Since Balch knew that Stennis and his bosses at

NASA Headquarters read The Wall Street Journal every day, Balch told Mack

Herring, MTF PAO, that he would like to read a big headline in The Wall Street

Journal about the underutilized condition of the MTE Herring discussed the

matter with his GE counterparts onsite and at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. GE,

through its public relations staff, "leaked" the news tip to The Wall Street

Journal and enticed a reporter to come to the MTF to do a story. The

Component Test Facility was built but never used. One of the largest MTF sup-

port facilities, it was planned and built by the MSFC for testing Saturn and other

rocket components. Balch made sure a big padlock with chains was placed on

37. "Space Age: Boom Or Bust." U.S. News & World Report, 27 September 1967: James C. Tanner, "No Work

Slated After 1960 For NASA Base In Lower Mississippi," The Wall Street J_mrmll, IO January 1968.

38. NASA-MTF Staff, "Key Press Announcements Tell MTF Story." SSCHRC, briefing book prepared fiw Sen.

Stennis by Balch and his staff.

39. Tanner, "No Work Slated .... "' The Wall Street Journal.

40, lhid,: Balch wanted tu call attention to undenttilized facilities at the MTE Since he was prohibited from talk-

ing to NASA Heaquarters inanagers and Sen. Stennis by his MSFC bosses, Balch knew a "leaked" story in

The _'_*11 Street Jourmd would intorm those that he v, anted to kno'_L, ' about the situation at the MTF.
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the empty building's front door and that The Wall Street Journal's reporter was

escorted to see the new, but as yet, unused facility. The Wall Street Journal story

was the first direct use Balch made of the news media to carry his message. 4_

The "white elephant" story had the intended results Balch was looking for. The

Picayune Chamber of Commerce announced it was launching a campaign to find

new business for the MTF when the Apollo program testing ended. The Chamber

cited The Wall Street Journal story as the reason for their planned search. A copy

of the resolution by the Chamber was sent to Senator Stennis, further aggravat-

ing him with evidence of the decline of the NASA project in his home state. In

response, Stennis sent a strong letter to NASA Headquarters urging them to take

steps to secure future work for the MTF beyond the Apollo era. 42

MTF Busy Testing, Planning Future

Despite the commotion in the media predicting a bleak future for the test

facility, employees charged with static test-firing the mighty rocket stages for the

Apollo program continued their tests. Roscoe Nicholson, an NAA engine expert,

said, "The test complex was another world. We left all of the politics up to the

guys in the E&A [Engineering and Administration] Building." And Nicholson

was right. With the pressure to test the rocket stages and ship them to the KSC

for launch, the MTF test crews had little time to worry about the future? _

The work situation at the MTF was like two different worlds, with the

buildup of testing for the Apollo program and Baich's quest for new missions.

The NAA and Boeing test teams conducted six static firings in 1967, nine in

1968, and eleven in 1969. These tests included eleven S-II and nine S-IC flight

stages. Newspapers around the state noted the bustle with front page news

stories in March 1968, saying that all three test positions were "filled" with

three Saturn V stages? 4

4 I./hid.

42. "('hamber Seeks New [Tsc_ For Test Site," 77u" Picaxune (MS) hem Ihencelbrlh referred to as Pica) urn' ItemL

7 March 196_.

43. Nichol:-,,,:,n, inter,,iew.

44. "lest and Qualily E_aluation Office. "'S-l[ Stage History Summary.." p. 13. SSCHR('; "S-if" Stage Ilistor_

Summary," 1I December 1970, p. I I, SS('HRC: "Start of Busiesl Year At MTF Signaled By 1S-Second Test

Firing." "lTw Sti_h'll (IA) 7Ymes (henceforth referred to as 17w Sliddl 7_me_). I Februar5 196_: "First Full

[|ouse Reported In Test Stands AI Tesl Site," Pira)um' Item, 7 March 196_.
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An S-II stage of the Saturn V r_cket is hoisted into the A-2 test stand at the Mississippi Test

Facility. This was the second stage of the 365-fl_ot.tall rocket which was powered by, five J-2

engines. (SSC-67-701C)
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On the other hand, at the time of the rocket "full house" at the MTF, Balch

was painting a bleak picture of the operation in his dealings with Stennis.

Reacting to Balch and the community leaders in the area, Stennis on 15

March 1968 requested that Balch brief him on the plans that NASA had for

the base beyond the Apollo program. +_

While the MTF continued testing rockets, NASA Administrator Webb also

requested that Balch brief him on the status of the MTF so he would be better

prepared to discuss the installation's future with Stennis. Webb contracted

with Dr. Mary Holman, a professor at George Washington University, to assist

him with a study and recommendation of a future path for the MTE Holman,

with the help of NASA Headquarters and the MTF personnel, prepared Webb

for the meeting with Stennis. In her report, Holman observed, "If the nation

decides that it wants to drastically reduce its resource allocation for the explo-

ration of space, the level and structure of employment in the area (around the

MTF) can be expected to return to the posture that existed there in 1960."

Holman further commented that this economic reversal would not happen if

"alternative employment opportunities were provided. ''+_

Webb, not wanting to lose the support of Stennis in the Congress, began

to make plans to assist in the search tbr other MTF missions. The Senator

wrote Webb following a spring meeting and requested that monthly meetings

be set up to evaluate the "serious" situation at the MTF. Somewhat satisfied,

Stennis released a statement to the press indicating that Webb had assured

him NASA was "diligently searching" for other government business and

work for the MTE _v

With the Stennis announcement and NASA's early success with an MTF-

tested stage on the Saturn V vehicle--the Apollo 4 flight on 9 November

1967--spirits of the Balch organization were boosted. Work was apparently

progressing well for the MTF on both of its fronts of endeavor: in the test

complex and in its search for a new mission. Balch continued his corre-

spondence with Stennis and added other important political friends to his

cause. A close ally of Stennis, U.S. Representative William Meyers "Bill"

45. John ('. Stennis 1o Jackson M. _alch. 15 March 1968. SSCHR('.

46_ NASA-MTF Director's Otlice Files, +'Significant Evenls, Changing Utilization+" SS('ttRC; James E. Webb to

Jacksml M. Balch. SSCHRC; Dr. Mary Hulman. +'Ec_momic Iml'ntct Study." 1968. SSCHRC.

47. J_hn ('. Slennis to J_nne_, E+ Webb. 19 July 1'-)68. SSCHR('. l.etter requesting Harry t:inger. NASA

Headquarters, meet monthly _ith Bill Spell of Stennis's off-ice to evaluate the %erious'" situatiun at the MTF.
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Colmer (1890-1980), a Democrat from nearby Pascagoula, Mississippi,

became familiar with Balch's campaign and began helping in the House of

Representatives. Colmer added an important voice because of his position

as chairman of the powerful Rules Committee. In that office, Colmer was

able to set the legislative agenda of the House of Representatives. 4s

Another political friend who came to Balch's aid was Mississippi Governor

John Bell Williams (1919-1983), who took office on 16 January 1968.

Williams was a member of the U.S. House of Representatives from 1946 to

1967. As Governor, he made use of his experiences and friendships to encour-

age the MTF's future. After taking office, Williams launched an ambitious

program through the state legislature. His administration is credited with phe-

nomenal growth in business, commerce, and manufacturing, unequalled in

any other period in the state's history. 49

Balch's plans for new programs at the MTF fit perfectly into Williams's

own economic schemes for the state of Mississippi, and they developed a spe-

cial relationship, becoming friends. Williams appreciated the technical

expertise of NASA and became a "space buff," visiting the MTF to view

static firings and traveling to Florida to see Saturn launches? °

Van King, acting on behalf of Balch, was the first MTF staff member to

get Governor Williams's attention; consequently, King was responsible for

bringing a major oceanographic program to Mississippi. He was studying the

U.S. scientific market, looking for future MTF projects, when he began to

realize the country seemed infatuated with the study of oceanography. He felt

that the MTF, located on navigable water leading to the Gulf, had the poten-

tial to host agencies and programs involved in oceanography. When Williams

was elected Governor, King solicited the help of Mack Herring, PAO, to gain

an introduction to the Governor? _

48. William Meyers ('ohner. Biographical Directory Off The _hzited States C5mgress. 1774-1989 (Washington.

DC: U.S. G_wernmcnt Printing ()ffice. 1989) p. 81 I; The Almanac QlA,lericeul Politics. p. 424,

49. Cecil L. Sumners. The (iovernor._ (.!/'Mi.ssi._sipl_i (Grelna. LA: Pelican Publishing Company. t980), pp.

136-138: Ann Westendorf. interview by Mack Herring. Huntsville. AL. 31 August 1995.

50. Ibid.

51. King. interview; E.G, "Glade" Woeds. interview by Charles Bolton. Mississippi Oral History Program.

University of Southern Mississippi. vol. 435. 1993. pp. 7-8. SSCHRC: For further inlk)rmation regarding

Colmer's connection to the MTF. see the Willmm Cohner P_q_er,_ [1963 1970). McCain Archives.

University of Southern Mississippi. 2nd accession, boxes 100. 109. 117. 127. 139. 15(1. 2(15. 206.
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Working through Williams's public relations officer, King and Herring

drafted suggested remarks, with an emphasis on oceanography, for Williams

to consider in his inaugural address. The remarks were extremely bold for a

new venture, with a statement of intention that said an effort should be made

to "establish the state of Mississippi as a front line contender with California

and Florida as the leader in oceanography from the standpoint of biological

science, deep-water submersion, and to back this capability with the technol-

ogy in the new market." The draft remarks also suggested that the Governor

form an advisory group on "oceanography, geological industries, and envi-

ronmental sciences." Although Williams did not use much of the material in

his address, the thought was planted in his mind, and he did take action, along

with the MTF, in implementing many of the suggestions. The move to bring

Williams closer to the MTF paid off as Balch's search continued? 2

BOMEX

Van King's belief that oceanography held promise for the MTF proved

to be right on target in 1968 when he discovered that a former MSFC boss

and associate was organizing a major oceanographic study in the Atlantic

Ocean. Dr. Joachim P. Kuettner of the Environmental Science Services

Administration (ESSA) was former chief of the MSFC Saturn Projects

Office, where King served as his deputy before joining Balch at the MTF.

Kuettner was named by ESSA as director of a large-scale oceanographic

and meteorological experiment called Barbados Oceanographic and

Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX). The experiment was the most inten-

sive scientific investigation over a large ocean area ever undertaken.

BOMEX served as a pilot project to provide better understanding of the

world's atmosphere and oceans, concentrating on the interaction of air-sea

energies in the oceans? -_

52. "'Governor Williams Dies," The Jack.son (MSJ l)aily News. 27 March 1983: King,, interview: E.W. King,

Jackson Balch. _md Mack Herring, "Mississippi's New Frontier," draft remarks for Governor John Bell

"Nilli,nns's inaugtural address, January 1968.

53. Ben D;_,,idson. "The Barbad_s Oceanographic And Meteorological Experiment," B,Iletit, (_! The Ameri{'an

Meteorological SocieO', vol. 49, no. 9, September 1968. See Swenson, Grimwood, and Alexander. 77tis NeL,'

(heart, for good biography of Joachim P Kuettner, Van King's mentor, Wernher yon Braun associa_te, and

scientific directur of BOMILX, pp. 171 - 172.
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King approached his long-time associate and friend, Kuettner, who was

looking for a competent hardware agency to provide logistics and data reduc-

tion for the massive multidiscipline project. With Balch's blessings, King was

able to offer experienced data specialists and use of the MTF's vast data ser-

vices and facilities. Because of King's previous work with Kuettner at the

MSFC, the new partnership was initiated with a high degree of trust. The

MTF was given the task to design, install, maintain, and operate a computer-

ized data management system for BOMEX. Balch immediately appointed

King as BOMEX project manager. GE, with its expertise in data systems and

data reduction, was given the contract to provide the data systems. The initial

announcement was made 24 October 1968, launching the MTF on its first sig-

nificant new mission and giving it a "'foot in the door" in the scientific world

of oceanography, s4

Apollo Journey Begins

While part of the MTF was gearing up for its role in BOMEX, the rocket

test teams began seeing their work come to fruition with Apollo/Saturn V

flights into space. The first unmanned Saturn V flight, Apollo 4 (AS-501),

took place 9 November 1967. That flight was followed by another unmanned

mission, Apollo 6 on 4 April 1968. The first manned Apollo mission came on

1t October 1968, when the orbital flight of Apollo 7 proved the reliability of

a spacecraft that had undergone major redesign and modifications since the

tragic fire of Apollo 1 on 27 January 1967. Astronauts Walter M. Schirra, Don

F. Eisele, and Walter Cunningham became the first Americans to fly in the

new craft. These flights provided satisfaction and confidence for thousands of

Americans involved in the Apollo program since its inception in 1961.55

NASA went through months of study and serious deliberations before a

decision was made to go "all up" and send astronauts on the Apollo/Saturn V

54. NASA-MTF News Release, 24 October 1968. SSCHRC: NASA-MTF News Release, 15 November 1968,

SSCHRC.

55. Corlright, ed., Apollo E_peditions "lb The Moon: Wernher yon Braun, "Saturn The Giant," p. 55; George M,

Low, "The Spaceships;" AI Hall, Man In Space, wll, 3, pp. 96-144: "MSFC Role in Orbital Operations

Agenda: Items tbr Discussion, Technical Staff Meeting," Daily J_mrnal _f Dr Wernher V_m Braun. 13

December 1961.
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vehicle's first flight to orbit the Moon. Although the Apollo 8 mission was

planned as a lunar-orbital flight only, the mission was considered a giant

step toward a lunar landing. The flight called for all rocket stages, the

spacecraft, and the Earth support systems to work together for the first time.

Although there were problems encountered on the flight of Apollo 6 (AS-

502), results of the MTF static test-firings of the rocket stages used for

Saturn V provided the necessary confidence for this first manned flight of

the Apollo 8 vehicle. 5_'

Indeed, the MTF test crews watched the proceedings at Cape Kennedy

closely. They felt their reputations were at stake when the countdown for the

Apollo 8 mission began on 15 December 1968 as electrical power began

flowing into the giant Saturn AS-503 vehicle. About 200 members of the

launch team began going over their checklists in the firing room. A million

gallons of liquid oxygen, liquid hydrogen, and other propellants were pumped

aboard. Astronauts Frank Borman, James A. Lovell, Jr., and William A.

Anders entered the command module, and the hatch was closed at 5:34 a.m.

on 21 December. They were ready, and the world was watching as the final

minutes ticked down to [Jftoff. 57

Balch, accompanied by Terry Malone, senior photographer and protocol

officer, traveled to Florida to witness the launch. Malone remembers that

dawn was breaking when the mighty Saturn V roared to life at 7:51 a.m.,

and seconds later was thundering past the service tower. Shock waves rever-

berated across the sandy, palmetto beaches as the 365-foot-tall space

vehicle left the launch pad and began its roll program to escape the Earth's

atmosphere. "I saw all of the Saturn V launches," Malone said, "but none

were [s/c] as beautiful as Apollo 8." The first- and second-stage rockets

tested at the MTF performed flawlessly during the ascent phase of the mis-

sion, placing the Apollo crew in parking orbit around the Earth. During the

second orbit, CapCom Mike Collins (at the Houston Control Center at

Johnson Space Center) gave the command, "you are go for TLI [translunar

injection]." Lovell cahnly said, "Ignition," and the S-IV-B ignited for its

second burn, sending the Apollo 8 crew on their way to the Moon. The crew

56. Roger I). [.aumus, NASA: A Hi,',l¢*ry +{l the' U.S. ('ivil Space f'rot, ram (Malabar, FL Kreiger Publishing

Company, 1994), pp. g9 9{I, 2(17-210.

57. Henry ('. Dethloff. Su_hh'nlx ]htnorrow ('trine... IWashinglon. D(': NASA SP-4307, 1993 _, pp. 171 -173.
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remembered that the mission was like embarking on a "journey to God's

workshop." At 4:59 a.m. on Christmas Eve, Apollo 8 entered an elliptical
orbit around the Moon. 58

While in orbit, the crew of Apollo 8 performed a number of technical

experiments, but perhaps what they did in their "spare time" had the most far-

reaching effects on the people at home on planet Earth. During a telecast on

Christmas Eve, astronaut Lovell described the Earth as a beautiful, fragile

ball. They captured black-and-white television pictures of the famous scene

of the Earth rising across the lunar landscape. In contrast to the bluish-white

colors of the Earth, astronaut Lovell said, "The vast loneliness is awe-inspir-

ing, and it makes you realize just what you have back there on Earth." Color

photographs of the "Earthrise" brought back by the crew became a symbol of

the growing worldwide environmental movement? 9

The scenes televised to an estimated half-billion people aroused great

wonder, giving people on Earth an opportunity to vicariously explore what no

one had ever seen before. Before going off the air, astronaut Bill Anders

began sending a Christmas message to the people on Earth when he said, "In

the beginning God created the Heaven and the Earth." At the conclusion of

the biblical creation story, Commander Borman added, "And from the crew

of Apollo 8, we close with good night, good luck, a Merry Christmas, and

God bless all of you--all of you on the good Earth. ''6°

Jackson Balch witnessed the launch and returned from Cape Kennedy to

follow the mission at his Southern colonial home nestled under huge live oaks

on the beach at Pass Christian, Mississippi. Balch released a message to the

local press stating "It is hard for us who have worked so closely to this fasci-

nating program for so many years to really comprehend just what Apollo 8

means now, or what it will mean in generations to come. But one thing is for

sure. We are all very humble to have had a part in such a prominent moment

in the history of man." Balch thanked the people of the Mississippi Gulf Coast

for their support, referring to them as "part of the team. ''6_

58. Roger E. Bilstein. Orders _!/'Magnitude, A Hi_'tory _/'the NACA and NASA. I915-I990 (Washington. DC:

NASA SP-4408, 1983), pp. 88-91.

59. John Barbour. Footprints 0¢7 The Moon (USA: American Book Stratford Press, Inc,, 1969), pp. 139-155;

Peter Ryan, The Invasion (_]" 77u' Mmm, The Stoo_ Of Apolh, 11 (Middlesex, England: Penguin Books Ltd.,

1969), pp. 33 34,

60. Hall, Man In Space, vol. 2, pp. 40-57; Barbour, Footprints On The Mmm, pp. 139-155.

6 I. Jackson Balch, "Flight To The Moon Truly The Eflkwts Of Thousands," The Daily Herald. 31 December 1968.
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On Earth And Sea

With spirits high after the huge success of Apollo 8, Balch and his team

approached the new year (1969) with great optimism. After all, the MTF had its

"plate full" with continued testing of Saturn V rocket stages and preparations for

its scientific role in the BOMEX project. In March, the MTF hosted a number

of U.S. scientists from government, industry, and the academic community to

discuss experiments that would be conducted as part of BOMEX. Since

BOMEX was the largest geophysical experiment ever conducted in terms of

data collected, the project drew some of the most noted scientists to the MTF

conference. They included Dr. Kuettner, BOMEX director; Dr. Joshua Holland,

chief scientist for Air-Sea Interaction Experiments; Dr. Robert Fleagle, chair-

man of the National Academy of Science; Dr. Arnold Glaser, BOMEX scientific

coordinator; and William Maloney, Naval Oceanographic Projects scientific

coordinator. BOMEX was indeed what Van King envisioned when he brought

the project to Balch's attention--an opportunity to display the MTF to the

nation's most prominent and influential scientists. In addition, Balch was

assured that the MTF would get its share of credit when given the assignment to

handle public information for the program. As the BOMEX project progressed,

Balch made many contacts in the worlds of oceanography and environmental

science; many later took up residence at the MTF for permanent studies. 62

As the time neared for the start of BOMEX, the MTF organization for the

project began to take shape. Working with GE and other NASA-MTF ele-

ments, King recruited a number of qualified personnel. Balch assigned three

of his best technical personnel to assist King: E.G. "Glade" Woods, Alex

Peresich, and Dan Blenis. All three were engineers in the Saturn V Test

Complex. Paul T. Mowery, manager of the MTF data processing and handling

facilities, was named by GE to head the company's support effort--about 50

engineers and technicians. _'3

Governor Williams, cognizant of the possibility of future business in

oceanographic research, worked with the MTF and BOMEX in a number of

ways. With the Governor's unqualified support, King arranged for the state

62. NASA-MTF News Release, "'News From BOMEX." 27 March 1969. SSCHRC.

63. NASA-MTF News Release, 15 NovenTber 1968. SSCHRC: GE MTSI) News Release. 22 October 1968.

SS('IIR('.
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Glade Woods, NASA's Barbados

Oceanographic and Meteorological

Experiment (B()MEX) field man-

ager, left, ard Wayne Masters,

GE, check out the BOMEX Data

Acquisition System (data logger)

designed at the Mississippi Test

Facility (MTF) to record data from

sensor inputs during tire landmark

multiagency project conducted in

1969. (SSC-69-5811)

port at Gulfport to be the staging area for installation of data acquisition

equipment for five BOMEX scientific vessels. The nearby Navy Seabee

Center in Gulfport was used to store equipment and furnish logistical support

for the vessels. _4

Even more news came when Mississippi State University announced that

NASA had awarded the institution a $300,000 grant for space and environ-

mental studies to be performed on campus and at the MTF. All of this pleased

Stennis, who commented that BOMEX was a forerunner to even larger ocean

projects from which the entire state and its universities would benefit. As pre-

dicted by Van King, BOMEX had its intended result--the MTF had found at

least one new mission/'s

With many MTF personnel scattered over 90,000 square miles of the

Atlantic Ocean gathering data for BOMEX, space engineers on shore turned

their eyes to the east coast of Florida and the NASA launch facility--Cape

Kennedy. There, on 16 July 1969 at Launch Complex 39, stood the giant

64. "Oceanography Conference In State April ILL" 7he Daily Herald, 27 March 1969: "NASA Makes MSU

Research Grants," The Natchez (MS) Democrat; "'Gulfporl Seabees Store Material For BOMEX." The

(Jacksotl, MS) Clarion-lx,dger (henceforth referred to as The Clarion-Ledger): Edilorial, "'Ocean Research

Program Offers Vast Putential For Mississippi," The Clarion-Ledger, 14 April 1969.

65. "Mayor, Goverm_r Auth_rize Holiday," The Clarion-Ledger; 18 July 1969; Malone, interview; Hall, Mtm In

Spa< e, vol. 2, pp. 124-129.
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Apollo/Saturn V vehicle that thousands of NASA colleagues built and tested

for humankind's most daring exploration--a manned landing on the Moon.

Among the 6,000 invited guests and over one million public visitors present

to witness the grand event along Florida's white sandy beaches, were Jackson

Balch and a number of his employees and community friends. Many of the

MTF personnel took leave from their jobs and drove their families the 600

miles to Cape Kennedy to see the launch. Others joined friends and neighbors

and watched the spectacle on television at their homes. _

The day of the launch, all eyes were riveted on the gleaming 365-foot-tall,

white Saturn V rocket. Atop the 36-story space vehicle were three astronauts:

Neil Armstrong, Edwin Aldrin, and Michael Collins. Armstrong described

their feelings, "As we ascended in the elevator to the top of the Saturn that

morning, we knew that hundreds of thousands of Americans had given their

best effort to give us this chance. Now it was time for us to give our best."

Armstrong's remarks were illustrative of the appreciation felt by the astro-

nauts toward the men and women who prepared the vehicles for their flightsS

Apollo 11 lifted off for the Moon in classic style at 9:32 a.m., just milli-

seconds past its scheduled time. After the launch, Balch said, "Nothing less

than perfection could have launched Apollo I I on its history-making voyage

with such flawless precision. The dramatic flight is especially significant to all

of us because two of the major elements of the Saturn V vehicle--the S-IC and

the S-II stages--were checked out and proven flightworthy at the MTE" Four

days later the astronauts were circling the Moon in the command module

Columbia. Armstrong and Aldrin entered the lunar module Eagle, and a few

minutes later Armstrong announced, "The Eagle has wings," and he began his
descent to the Moon's surface. "8

The lunar landing provided high drama unequaled in the history of flight.

People all over the world listened as the astronauts descended to the surface.

Eagle skimmed across a cluster of large boulders, and its spidery legs seemed

to reach out and trip over the obstacles. In the Eagle's cramped cabin,

Armstrong steered the lunar module toward an open, flat patch of moonscape,

while Aldrin called out velocities and heights as surface dust swirled into

66, John Noble Wilford, "'Apollo I I: On The M_on,'" Look s_filgazine, It)69, unnumbered pages.

67. Ihid.

68. Ibi_L
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On 16 July 1969, American astnmauts Nell Armstnmg, Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin, and Michael

C_Jllins lift off fr_m the Kennedy Space Center amp the mammoth Saturn V rocket ,m their way

tc_the M_on during the Apollo 11 missi_m. Apoll_dSaturn V boo.ster stages were tested and cer-

tified fi_rflight at Mississippi Test Facility. (SSC-94- 202-8)
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view. At 4:17:40 p.m., 20 July 1969, the Eagle dropped five feet in a one-

sixth-gravity free fall, and its four talons touched the lunar surface. A blue

"lunar contact" light came on in the cabin, while at Mission Control in

Houston there was total silence. Then, Armstrong's calm, testpilot's voice

came over the radio monitors, "Houston, Tranquility Base here, the Eagle has

landed." The fuel gauge on the console showed 20 seconds of fuel left in the

Eagle's tanks? '_

A few hours later, at 10:56:19 p.m., Armstrong cautiously placed his loot

on the Moon as he stepped off the lunar module and said, "That's one small

step for man, one giant leap for mankind. ''7°

Back on Earth, the MTF employees and their neighbors followed the lunar

expedition on television and celebrated the victory they shared with the astro-

nauts on the Moon. Bob Bush, Saturn S-1I manager, invited a number of his

friends and fellow workers to share the experience. Among those at the Bush

residence were A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., Harry Guin, and Mike Myers, all major

contributors to the testing and flight certification of the Saturn V launch vehi-

cle. As the night wore on, the MTF crew even wrote their own tribute to Apollo

I I in the form of a poem that chronicled their exploits at the MTF while test-

ing Saturn. The next day, upon "sober" reflection of their literary work, the

Mississippi crew declared that the poem was not ready for publication. 7_

From The Gulf: An I11 Wind

The astronauts emerged from their quarantine, after returning to Earth, to

a "Salute to the Team" luncheon celebration at the Rice Hotel in Houston,

Texas. The 14 August 1969 luncheon preceded planned parades, banquets,

and other celebrations in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Washington,

D.C. The Houston affair was requested by the crew for the NASA and con-

tractor employees and was attended by 750 people. Frank Borman, Apollo 8

commander, served as master of ceremonies. NASA Administrator Thomas

Paine, Wernher von Braun, Robert Gilruth, Kurt Debus, George Mueller, Sam

69. IbM,

71'). IhitL: Barbour, Footprints On 77w Moon, pp. 204-21")5; Michael ('_llins_ L([t_?t]i lhe Sto O' O['Americak

Adventure In Space (New York: Grove Press, 1988), p. 8.

71. Robert "Bob" Bush, "31)th Anniversary Hislory Roundtable,'" SSC video history. 25 October 1991, SSCHRC.
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Phillips, and other space notables were there to help the Apollo 11crew honor

the team responsible for the successful mission. Several contractor employees

from the MTF attended the celebration, n

At the same time, an ominous weather system was developing in the

Caribbean Sea; it was first noted in the MTF Hurricane Log on Friday, 15

August 1969, at 5:00 a.m. The storm was 20.8 degrees N and 83.7 W, with a

windspeed of 65 miles per hour, and it was named Camille by the Hurricane

Center in Miami. Gene Burke, MTF's safety officer, declared "Condition

IV" at 9:20 a.m. and initiated the early preparations called for in the site's

emergency plan. By Sunday morning, 17 August at 9:00 a.m., the hurricane

was 200 miles southeast of New Orleans with windspeeds of 160 miles per

hour--making the storm a category 5 hurricane. The MTF emergency crews

were working as fast as they could, securing the hydrogen and oxygen barges

and tying down loose objects. A steady stream of evacuees from the Gulf

Coast began arriving at the MTF's south gate, seeking shelter from the

approaching hurricane] 3

By 10:00 p.m. Sunday, 1,063 evacuees were registered with Bud Lovell,

GE emergency coordinator; they were bedded down in the empty offices and

hallways of Building 1100. At I 1:05 p.m. Hurricane Camille roared ashore,

with its eye passing over the Bay of St. Louis. The MTF employees, who did

not evacuate the Gulf Coast, described the evening hours in nightmarish fash-

ion, with stories of howling winds, tearing lumber, flying bricks, and rushing,

thunderous waves of seawater crashing down on their homes. All communi-

cations to and from the Gulf Coast were blown out by the 200-mile-per-hour

winds or washed away by a terrifying 27-foot tidal wave. TM

The NASA and contractor MTF employees watched for dawn to see

what wrath Camille wrought to their homes and to family members who

"rode out" the hurricane along the Mississippi Gulf Coast. Jackson Balch

brought most of his family to the MTF for safety, while he remained at

home in Pass Christian with two sons in order to protect his property. The

morning after Camille, Balch and his sons crawled through the rubble of

their once beautiful home and made their way over a mountain of debris

72. Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin, Return To Earth (New York: Bantam Books, 1974), pp. 25-51.

73. NASA-MTF Emergency Coordinator, "'Hurricane l.og: Camille," 15 18 August 1969, SSCHRC.

74. Jackson Balch to Howard Slayden. "MTF Activities Related to Hurricane Camille," [ 8 September 1969.
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piled high on the bridge that crossed the now placid Bay of St. Louis. On

the west side of the bridge, they made their way down Highway 90 toward

the NASA test site. 75

75. Reporlers of The (Bih_,t/(hdfporl. MS) Dail_ Herald. "The Story of Humcane ('amille" (Gull'port. MS: Gulf

Publishing Company. 19fl9); John C. Tullelt. Camille IBiloxi. MS: Loma Enlerprises. 1969L Jackson Balch

fold author of experiences during the nighl nf 17 Augusl and early morning hours of 18 August 1969. Many

other employees related sturies to the author of instances of injury, damage, and death suffered in their fam-

ilies as _Jresuh _}I Camille. In fact. the author's I_)tne in l.ong Beach. MS. was demolished.
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CHAPTER 8

Growing Pains

Recovery

he morning after Hurricane Camille, Mississippi Test Facility (MTF)employees opened their eyes and saw that their worst nightmares had

come true. But the wreckage of the killer storm could not dampen their

spirits. And Jackson Balch and his crew continued to reach for the "impossi-

ble dream" of securing the future of the MTE while helping local citizens

recover from the hurricane. Before the fruits of their labors were realized, how-

ever, the NASA crew and their community friends had to win the fight of their

lives and suffer growing pains of great proportions as their empty office and

laboratory spaces were filled with new and unfamiliar residentsY

Indeed, Balch's optimistic observation, "it's an ill-wind that blows no

good," had a ring of truth. Help came from all quarters to lift the NASA

employees and their Gulf Coast neighbors out of the 26-mile-long pile of

debris. The bond between the NASA-MTF employees and local citizens

I. Staff, "/Tw (Bil¢_i/Gu][l_Ort, MS) l)aily Herald (hencefi_rth rele'rred tt_ as 77w Dai/r Hera�d). "'The Story Of

Camille" ((iulpurl, MS: (']ulf Publishing Company, 1969): L.W. "'Van" King, inlerview by Mack ttcrrin,g,

Pass Christian. MS. 9 Nu',ember 1995_ Janet Balch, interview b) Mack Herring. Pass Christian, MS, 9

November 1995, Stennis Space Center Historical Records Collection, Slennis Space Center. MS (hencefiwlh

rel_rred to as SS('tIR('_.
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strengthened as everyone worked together to rebuild their Gulf Coast com-

munities and find new missions for the ailing test site. 2

Camille Recovery

As the recovery process got under way, Gulf Coast residents looked to

NASA, with its technology, expertise, and facilities, to help guide the recov-

ery process. Senator John C. Stennis, Governor John B. Williams, Wernher

von Braun, NASA Administrator Thomas Paine, and even President Richard

M. Nixon (1913-1994) looked to Balch and the MTF organization to lead the

way. Although a large number of the MTF government and contractor work-

ers suffered severe losses, even deaths in their families, their proven expertise

qualified them to oversee the rebuilding on the Coast?

At dawn on 18 August 1969, when he came out of his Pass Christian

home, Balch could see the extent of the hurricane damage. Balch stated, "...I

could see the awesome destruction surrounding what was left of my home.

Other homes, belonging to neighbors, were completely gone. 1 immediately

started searching and found that many had lost their lives." Just a few blocks

from his shattered residence, Balch discovered that 29 residents died during

the total destruction of the Richelieu Apartments. Baich remembered that by

midmorning no help came, nor was any apparently forthcoming. He decided

the only help available was at the NASA-MTE Walking about two miles to

the Bay of St. Louis bridge, he climbed over the "mountain of debris" left by

the 27-foot tidal wave. On the west (Bay St. Louis) side of the bridge, he bor-

rowed a car and drove 24 miles to the MTF for help?

2. "Marshall Center Donates $35,744," The (Jackson, MS) Chwion-Ledger(henceforth referred to as The Clarion-

lx,dger), 12 September 1969; "Dr. Debus Thanks Spaceport Employees For Camille Help.'" Spaceport

News. I 1 September 1969: "'Presiden! N ixon Praises MTF Employees For Efforls,'" The (Bay St. Louis, MS)

Sea Coast Echo (henceforth referred to as The Sea Coast Echo) 30 October 1969.

3. Special Task Force Of The Office of Emergency Preparedness and The Mississippi R&D Center, '_Recovery Of

Thc Mississippi Gulf Coast, A Special Report," Gulfport. MS, 5 December 1969, SSCHRC.

4. Janie Jones. MTF Public Affairs Office, "Hurricanc Camillc And Aftermath," unpublished papers drafted

immediately after Hurricane Camille, 18-26 August 1969, SSCHRC; Janet Balch, interview: E.W. "Van"

King, interview; Jackson Balch, transcript, "Testimony To Special Committee On Disaster Relief, Senate

Commiltce On Public Works, 7 8 January 1969, SSCHRC. For additional infi_rmatiun, specifically photo-

graphic infnrmation, regarding condition of the Mississippi Gull" Coast tbllowing the hurricane, sec

"Camilh', "A Hurricane. August 17-18. 1969 (Biloxi, MS: Graphic Press, 1969).
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_ ¸¸¸¸!7¸;/!_iii_i_i!_i_!!_

This .scene _f de.struction u,a._o'pical of the damage left by Hm'ricane Camille when it ravaged

the Mississippi Gulf Coast in August 1969. The eye of the storm passed directly over the Bay of

St. L_,uis and killed or injured hundreds ,f Gulf (5_ast residents, (SSC-97-032)

Balch arrived at the site at approximately 2:30 p.m. and immediately called

Wernher yon Braun. He described the disaster in graphic detail, and he told

von Braun the devastation on the Gulf Coast was much like that suffered by

German cities following massive Allied bombing raids in World War I1. Von

Braun stayed up all that night, helping pack one of the first truckloads of

emergency equipment lor the people on the Gulf Coast. _

Using NASA security vehicles, Balch led a caravan with supplies, such as

water, medical equipment, and basic personal items, to the west end of the

Bay of St. Louis bridge, which was impassable by vehicle. Balch and his

helpers then carried the heavy, 10-gallon jugs of water and other supplies to

the east end (Pass Christian side) of the bridge for distribution. The arduous

path over the debris, piled several feet high, was difficult and dangerous.

Balch then took Wayne Mooneyhan, Roy Estess, and others on an assessment

5, Itfid.: Janet Balch, inler_icv,'.
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survey of the area. The MTF group, however, first held a planning session

during which Balch named Wayne Mooneyhan his deputy for the ravaged

Pass Christian community. Balch then gave Roy Estess the job of caring for

the refugees. He appointed other MTF employees to handle the clearing of

streets and distribution of food, clothing, and other supplies?

Balch mobilized his entire workforce to assist the Gulf Coast communi-

ties. Once the community assistance groups were functioning, Balch

organized the MTF Camille Recovery Task Force, which had the primary pur-

pose of attending to the needs of the MTF employee victims of the hurricane.

The task force included government and contractor managers, who were

responsible for providing the MTF personnel with housing, schooling, coun-

seling, household goods, transportation, and community support. Of the total

number of MTF employees, seven either lost their lives or suffered a death in

the family; 632 had extensive or total property loss; and 440 required emer-

gency financial aid. The estimated property loss to the MTF employees was

$7.6 million. 7

The MTF task force worked around the clock in Waveland, Bay St. Louis,

Pass Christian, and Long Beach. The MTF served as a communications center

for the entire Mississippi coast because 90 percent of the communications

lines were down. Hundreds of MTF employees reported to work and volun-

teered for the disaster relief work crews. Dr. Jim Howell, MTF medical

director, worked long hours with his staff during the week following Camille,

treating 1,748 employees and evacuees. Ted LaMunyon later observed that

Balch's emergency organization did a "remarkable job. ''_

Governor Williams declared martial law for the entire Mississippi Gulf

Coast, an order that included all aspects of the government, except the court

system. He quickly formed the Governor's Emergency Council (GEC), an

agency responsible for overseeing all forms of federal, state, and local assis-

tance. Recognizing the expertise and facilities available at the MTF, Williams

called on Balch and his workers to continue their critical role in the recovery

6. Jones. MTF-PAO "Hurricane Camille Aftermath"

7, Ibid.; For complete statistical account tff properly damage caused by Camille. see Rep_rt on Hurricane Camilh',

14-22 August 1969 (Mobile, AL: United Stales Army Engineer Districl, Mobile, Corps of Engineers. 1969);

and R.D. Dikker, R.D. Marshall, and I I.C.S. Thompson, Hurricane Camille. Augu_'t 1969 (Washinglon. DC:

Bureau of Standards, It)71 ),

8. Elheridge, "I,east We Ft)rgel,'" MTSI) Boo,ster newsletter.
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operations. Later, GEC formalized the request in a resolution. The GEC res-

olution requested that the MTF "provide planning, coordinating, and review

of projects and actions related to the recovery, rehabilitation, and future

development of the Gulf Coast." And, furthermore, the resolution asked

Governor Williams to request the President of the United States to assign the

MTF the job of helping oversee the recovery. As a result, the MTF was given

the assignment in coordination with the GEC by President Nixon. 9

The MTF was not alone as it faced the crisis after Camille. Help poured in

from sister NASA installations, from NASA Headquarters, and from contractor

corporate organizations. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) employees sent three

truckloads of food and clothing and $1,200 for the MTF employees. Marshall

Space Flight Center (MSFC) employees raised $35,744 to help NASA-MTF

workers, with von Braun personally organizing the fund-raising drive, m

77

Henry Auter briefs visiting astrmumts

John Young (L'ft) and Charles Duke

(center) highat_p theS-1(7 test stand

duringtheir 1969 "m_raIeb_sting"

visit to the MississippiTest F¢w'ility

(MTF) shortlyafter Hurricane

Camille. The astronauts we_vam,,ng

many notableswho came t_ helpand

cheerup theworkforceand theircom-

munity neighborsafter thehurricane

struck 17 August 1969.

National leaders arrived on the Gulf Coast to offer their moral support to

Camille's victims. The President flew into Gulfport on Air Force One and met

with Governor Williams and the entire Mississippi congressional delegation.

Nixon promised that the nation would support the recovery effort and pre-

dicted "that the people of Mississippi, particularly in the area of great

9. Special Task Force of the Office of Emergency Preparedness, "Recover_, of the Mississippi Gull- Coast,"

5 December 1969.

l[). "KS(7 Quick Aid," The MarM1all (MSFC) Star, Ill September 1969: "'Marshall Center Raises $35J)[X),'" 7"he

Daily fterald, II) September 1969.
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devastation, will come up from this destruction. You will rise from it and be

a greater people than before.""
As communications lines were re-established across the 28-mile stretch

of destruction, sad statistics grew in the coastal counties. The number of dead

reached 144, with 27 people missing, and 541 seriously injured. Damaged or

destroyed were 36,362 homes and 693 businesses, and the estimated damage

total reached $1.2 billion. _2

The unselfish and dedicated work of the MTF employees brought words

of grateful appreciation from the President and the NASA Headquarters

bosses. Nixon, in a letter to NASA Administrator Paine, expressed his appre-

ciation of the MTF employees. "The record of what has been done is one

which the entire nation greatly admires and deeply appreciates," Nixon said.

Astronauts John Young and Charles Duke came to the MTF to thank the

workers for their attention to the space mission, even while recovering from

losses that the hurricane incurred.13

A Blow From Huntsville

While the MTF employees were still recovering from the hurricane, the

MSFC managers announced on 28 September 1969 that future Saturn V

static tests at the MTF would be eliminated "because of dwindling budgets

and to make way for advanced programs." The announcement was made fol-

lowing a 2-1/2-hour MSFC "administrative" meeting and was made public

in The Huntsville (Alabama) Times. William Tier, MSFC deputy director for

program management, said that NASA was eliminating static firings in an

effort to "push the Saturn V program away from research and development

toward a 'production mode'."4

11. "_NASA Officials In Storm Damage Inspection Trip." The ttmltsville (AL) News; Slaff, The Story Of Camille,

1969.

12. Ibid.; Etheridge, "Least We Forget," MTSD Boos'te_:

13. "President Nixon Praises MTF Employees For Efforts," The Sea Coast Echo, 30 October 1969; "NASA

Officials in Storm Damage Inspection Trip," The Huntsville (AL) News, 2 November 1969.

14. Jack Hartsfield, "Launch Would Be First Firing, Saturn Testing To End," The Huntsville fAL) Times. 28

September 1969; Henry C. Dethloff, Suddenly Tomorrow Came... A History Of The Johnson Space Center

(Washington, DC: NASA SP-4307, 1993_. pp. 195-197.
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The announcement shocked and angered Senator Stennis, the MTF per-

sonnel, and local community leaders. Most found the decision "uncaring and

irresponsible" in the wake of the Camille tragedy. The untimely news proved

embarrassing for Stennis, President Nixon, and NASA Administrator Paine,

who had just pledged future assistance for the MTF and Gulf Coast commu-

nities. Before yon Braun and Paine could be reached for comment, the news

was quickly spread by Mississippi and Louisiana newspapers. The (New

Orleans) Times-Picayune carried a headline that read "Mississippi Facility

May Be Erased--Space Engineers Feel It Is No Longer Needed." Other

newspapers ran headlines that read "Future of Hancock Test Facility Eyed,"

"MTF May Be Closed Says Paper," and "NASA To Abandon Facility."

Senator Stennis was placed in an awkward position with his constituency, and

President Nixon and high-ranking NASA officials seemed to be portrayed as

"callous and insensitive. ''_5

The MSFC announcement that the MTF would be "erased" hit the streets

while Jackson Balch and Van King were dining with Bill Spell, Senator

Stennis's aide, at a Washington, D.C., restaurant. King said they were all

"shocked" as they heard the news. Balch had just finished observing that

NASA "would not close [the] MTF in the face of Camille." Stennis reacted to

the news by issuing a strong statement the following day, 29 September 1969,

discounting the report that the MTF would be closed. He said that activity

would continue on a "high level. ''_

Balch's early work in contacting other federal and state agencies in an

effort to attract them to the MTF gave Stennis some ammunition to answer the

negative news of a possible closing of the test site. Stennis said in his state-

ment that the MTF "would not only operate as part of the space program, but

that other programs from other federal agencies are certain to be located [at

the MTF]." The Mississippi Senator stated that NASA Administrator Paine

had assured the MTF employees and citizens of the Gulf Coast, immediately

after Camille, that the MTF had a "long-term future." Paine told the MTF

15. "Mississippi Tesl Facility May Be Erased," lhe (New Orleans, IA) l'imes-Ph'arune, :'8 September 1969:

"'Future of tlancock Test Facilily,'" 7he Daih' Herald, 29 September 1969: "MTF May Be Closed Says

Paper," The Enterprise (MS) Journal, 29 September 1969; "NASA To Abandon Facility." The West Point

(MS) Time,s-Leader, 29 September 1969.

16. Ibid.; John C. Stennis, "'Statement Concerning Future Of MTF." 30 October 1969, SSCHRC; Thomas O.

Paine, remarks after Camille. August 1969, SSCHRC.
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employees during his August visit that a high-ranking group, comprised of the

Secretary of Defense, Secretary of State, the President's science advisor, the

Vice-President, and himself, was completing a report to present to the

President. This report would hopefully cause discussions regarding future

growth of the MTF and the Gulf Coast. "It is very clear to us that the Gulf

Coast of Mississippi and this general area is not going to be abandoned,"

Paine had told the MTF employees.IV

In an effort at "damage control," NASA issued positive stories in the

Huntsville area about the MTF's future. B.J. Riche wrote in The Birmingham

(Alabama) News on 8 October that NASA was laying out plans to ensure that

MTF employees would keep their jobs "at least through the mid-1970s."

Riche said that the MSFC officials were "considering ways to test-fire

engines and stages of the proposed reusable Space Shuttle." The Riche story,

however, pointed out a strong drawback to the MTF Space Shuttle proposi-

tion-Congress had not yet approved the funds for it. The Birmingham News

article pointed out that NASA had invited other agencies to study the MTF to

see if they could put their programs there. Only the Environmental Science

Services Administration (ESSA), however, had made use of the facility, js

The controversy following the 28 September 1969 MSFC announcement

that the MTF would be "erased" can now be seen as a "tempest in a teapot,"

but it did attract the swift attention of Senator Stennis, the President, and

NASA Headquarters to the MTF plight. Why the possible closing of the MTF

was discussed in such bleak times, immediately following Camille, is still not

clear. Possibly, the individuals who made the statements were politically

naive, or the tragedy of Camille had not yet registered with them.

Nevertheless, the fracas was an omen of "things to come" and provided Balch

with even keener insight into the ways the political power structure within

NASA could and would be manipulated. Consequently, Balch set out to turn

the future of the MTF around, since he seemed to have the support of some

powerful allies. _9

17. Stennis, "Statement Concerning Future of MTF"" Paine remarks.

18. B.J. Richey, "Space Agency Acting To Keep Jobs At MTF," 8 October 1969, SSCHRC: "MTF Set For New

Testing," The Huntsville (AL) Times, 8 October 1969.

19. Roger D. Launius, NASA: A History Of The U.S. Civil Space Program (Malabar, FL: Kreiger Publishing Co.,

ItJ94), pp. 107-108.
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A Strategy For The Future

After seeing the quick results his political friends could produce, Balch

observed to his MTF colleagues that "the stars are right" to bring new resident

agencies to the MTE The Mississippi-Louisiana congressional delegations

were among the most important in the nation. Stennis, his number-one ally, was

now chairman of the Armed Services Committee and fourth-ranking member of

the Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee: Senator James O. Eastland,

senior Senator from Mississippi, was chairman of the Judiciary Committee and

third-ranking member of the Agriculture and Forestry Committee: and

Representative William M. Colmer of Mississippi, Fifth Congressional District

(home of the MTF), was chairman of the Rules Committee. >

In addition, to strong Mississippi support, Balch found an equally impres-

sive congressional delegation across the Pearl River in Louisiana. The

proximity and connection of the MTF to the Michoud Assembly Facility

(MAF) in New Orleans and the Slidell Computer Complex provided major

reasons for Louisiana congressional support. The strong Louisiana delegation

included Senator Allen Ellender, chairman of the Appropriations Committee:

Senator Russell Long, vice chairman of the Joint Committee On Revenue

Taxation; Representative E Edward Herbert, chairman of the House Armed

Services Committee: and Representative Hale Boggs, the Democratic Whip. 2_

Although the powerful delegations of Mississippi and Louisiana provided

sufficient congressional influence, Balch found another friend in U.S. Senator

John L. McClellan, of Arkansas, chairman of the Government Operations

Committee. In addition, Governor Dale Bumpers, also of Arkansas, was inter-

ested in joining his state's technical forces with the new MTF environmental

movement. With Mississippi Governor John B. Williams and Louisiana

Governor John J. McKeithen supportive of the MTF, Balch had political back-

ing during his search for new missions. Thanks was in part due to the fact that

both Mississippi and Louisiana had offices representing their universities and

state governments located at the facility. Balch made sure his political friends

were fully informed and aware of what the "new MTF" had to offer in eco-

20. Michael Barone, Grant U,iifusa, and Douglas Matthcws, The Almana_ Of American Politics (New York ('ity:

Gambit Publishing Co., 1972 ), pp 2L)7 3 I 2. 4 I 3 425.

2 I. Ibid.
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nomic growth and jobs. The Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas politicians

who were connected to the MTF also had appreciation and admiration for

Jackson Balch, a maverick who was, apparently, not afraid to go outside the

bureaucratic chain of command to accomplish his idealistic mission. 22

With powerful Democrats controlling key committees and the purse strings

of Congress, President Nixon, a Republican who needed support for his pro-

grams, paid particular attention to the needs of the Balch group in Mississippi.

And, to the chagrin of the MTF rivals at the MSFC and its skeptics at NASA

Headquarters, the Mississippi outpost held one of the keys, through Stennis, to

the funding success in the Congress of the Space Shuttle program. 2-_

Before Hurricane Camille, Balch and his group sought new missions and

new tenants in random fashion, with a basic concentration on agencies with

interests similar to the MTF's own pursuits. Generally, Balch considered his

thrust to be in the environmental and oceanographic disciplines. His strategy

was to work, as much as possible+ within the NASA structure, and not be pro-

hibited from going outside the chain of command. Most of his "outside"

efforts were through the office of Senator Stennis. After scoring some success

immediately after Camille, and gaining recognition for the MTF's work in

assisting the devastated communities, Balch began to develop a strategy to

broaden his reach and influence. 24

After Hurricane Camille, Balch became selective about the type of disci-

plines he wanted at the MTE For instance, he developed a concept that

satellite-based technology could be a panacea for oceanographic and envi-

ronmental research. He believed the development of satellites was the most

important contribution NASA made to the world of science. Lecturing his

staff and potential tenants he would hold his hands up in a level position and

graphically depict "satellites," claiming that, "The place to study the interac-

tions of the weather, the oceans, and the land masses on Earth is from this new

platform of space provided to us by the use of satellites. We can learn more

22. John Clements, _Jylor i_ Encycl_q_edia +!1 Government Officials, Federal and State (Dallas, TX: Political

Research, Inc., 1969-1970), vol. II, pp. 59, 92 93, 106-107_ Herman Glazier, interview by Mack Herring,

SSC, November 1995, SSCHRC.

23, Latmius, NASA: A History Of The U.S, Civil Space Plvgram, pp. t(M-105, 107; Bryce Harlow to John Stennis,

22 October 1969, SSCHRC.

24. King, interview; Edmund R. Gray and tlerbert G. Hicks, "The Mississippi Test Facility: A Study In

Organizatitmal Viability," occasional papers, no. 4, May 1971, Division Of Research, College Of Business

Administration, Kouisiana State University. Baton Rouge, I.A, pp, 39 51.
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about our problems from this vantage point, looking down at the Earth from

space." His concept of creating a utopia of scientists, working across disci-

plines, bureaucratic agencies, and state boundary lines covered practically

every federal agency engaged in the study and regulation of space, Earth, and

the oceans. His vision for the MTF appealed to "working" scientists and tech-

nical managers and made sense to the politicians who were dealing with

shrinking federal budgets. 2_

Balch and his spunky team, comprised of a new breed of scientist/engi-

neers, discovered an important phenomenon during their support of the

Barbados Oceanographic Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX). The many

scientific entities shared a common, technical weakness. They were fairly

adept at acquiring data, but were unable to reduce the data into a format that

could be analyzed and studied. When King, Estess, and other members of the

MTF team began their marketing endeavors, they found this common weak-

ness existed within technical agencies all across the country. This discovery

offered the MTF the chance to "sell" its services and facilities to other agen-

cies. After all, a major strength at the MTF was the ability to acquire

thousands of bits of data from a rocket static firing and reduce the informa-

tion to a format that could be studied to certify a rocket flightworthy. The

proven track record of the MTF in the Apollo program was well known to

potential customers looking for expertise and fi)r facilities in which to con-

duct their research? _'

Balch committed himself and his staff to a rigorous study of government

manuals, almanacs, trade publications, congressional directories, and popular

books and magazines. He also encouraged his "marketeers" to read advertise-

ments in trade magazines to "get the flavor" of a particular science such as

oceanography. He recommended such books as Rachel Carson's The Silent

Spring, Alvin Toffler's Future Shock, and Desmond Morris's Tlle Naked Ape.

Part of his own reading diet was the encyclopedia, which he devoured with the

same zest some readers have for a popular adventure novel. His goal was to turn

"smoke and fire" rocket engineers into hybrid-type scientists of many disci-

25. Jackson Balch. briefing transcript. 14 November 1969, SSCHRC: Jackson Balch, interview by Gatev_a)

Produclions, 10 December 1974, SSCHRC.

26. King. interview: NASA-MTF News Release. "BOMEX,'" 22 May 19fi9. SSCHRC: MTF Manager',, Off'ice,

"MTF Managemenl Plan F_r E,,olving Missmn." presented to Dr. George l,ow. 22 December 197(I.

SSCHR('.
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plines. And, from the success of the small NASA-MTF element, approximately

100 people. Balch's "quick course" in relevant science seemed to pay off? 7

Balch's practical planning efforts knew no bounds, as he reached out to

some of the nation's foremost thinkers through GE, university study contracts,

and government managers recommended by his political friends. The GE con-

tract at the MTF was part of a much larger Apollo support effort, with strong

ties back to the GE corporate offices and extensive, well-known laboratories.

Through GE in the autumn of 1969, Balch was able to tap into the company's

renowned think-tank Technical Military Planning Operation (TEMPO), which

had a national reputation for technical planning and management research. Dr.

Paine, NASA Administrator, was a former vice president of GE and was

pleased that Balch secured a study contract with TEMPO that further focused

a mission concept for the MTE Balch later confided he was disappointed that

Paine did not take a more active role in assisting the MTF in its endeavors. 28

The GE TEMPO report proposed several alternative uses of the MTF (I)

a nuclear power-generation complex, (2) an aviation-oriented complex, and

(3) a co-located environmental sciences, education development, and metro-

systems management support base. The first two alternatives had some merit,

but the lead-time for their establishment was five to ten years. The Balch

group felt the third recommended mission, the environmental complex, best

fit with the MTF marketing group's own findings and the national need for

coordination of the fragmented environmental efforts of government agencies

and private activities. And, the MTF could pursue the environmental goal

immediately. -_';

Finding few to assist him within the NASA leadership, Balch developed

his own contacts in the scientific world. In the process, he cultivated rela-

tionships and even friendships with some of the nation's foremost scientists

and technical managers. Balch corresponded and met with such notables as

Dr. H. Guyford Stever, director, National Science Foundation; Dr. James

Wakelin, chairman of the President's Commission on Oceanography; Dr.

27. King, interview.

28. GE Center lot Advanced Studies at Santa Barbara, CA, "'The Future Use Of NASA's Mississippi Test Facility:

A Preliminary Study For Economic Growth," December 1969, SSCHRC.

29. Ibid.; NASA Administrator's Office. "A Proposal For Future Utilization Of MTF, 10 March 1969. SSCHRC.

Copy also at the NASA Hislorical Reference Collection in Washington, DC (henceforth referred tt_ as

NHRC).
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Robert M. White, administrator, Environmental Science Services

Administration (later known as NOAA); Dr. George Kavanaugh, assistant

general manager, Atomic Energy Commission; Dr. Edwin Shykind, director,

President's Marine Science Council: Dr. James M. Sharp, president, Gulf

Universities Research Corporation; Dr. P.T. Bankston, director, Mississippi

Office of Science and Technology; and Robert S. Finley, director, Louisiana

State Science Foundation. _¢_

During the search for new business and missions, Balch used a system that

allowed him to work outside the NASA chain of command, which greatly

aggravated his bosses at the MSFC and the Headquarters. Once he found the

proper person to contact, he would draft a letter for Stennis, Ellender, Colmer,

or others and "introduce himself" through the politician. His political allies

would sign the letter and forward it to the person Balch wanted to visit or con-

tact. When Balch received an answer, he would take the correspondence to his

NASA superiors and point out that "someone must react." After many embar-

rassments. NASA officials stopped accompanying Balch and let him and his

staff go about their business? _

Balch's political connections, however, extended beyond simple letter

writing. Many of Balch's closest associates at the MTF were able to exert

unusual pressure on the MSFC and the Headquarters's officials. For example,

King remembered one instance when he was briefing a Headquarters's offi-

cial in Washington. King kept getting interrupted by an MSFC person who

was sent to "monitor" his presentation. After awhile, King yelled ++Shut up!"

at the monitor. The Headquarters's officials chuckled and encouraged King to

continue. On more than one occasion during meetings in Washington with the

Administrator and other high-ranking NASA officials, Stennis put an arm

around Balch's shoulders in an affectionate hug and said, "This is my man."

The NASA leadership received the powerful Senator's message?:

With interest stimulated by BOMEX and contacts by Stennis, Balch, and

his staff, some elements began showing an interest in the MTF toward the

30. See MTF Manager's office journal, "'Significant Actions--Changing Utilization." to get a feel for the large

number of high-ranking scientists and _government officials Balch corresponded and met with trotu

1967 1975.

31. Ibid.. 1969: Gra 3, anti Hicks, '++,.A Study In Organizational Viability."

32. Ann Westendorf, interview; Roy Estess. inlerview by Henry Dethhfff, Mississippi Oral History Pru,gram,

University uf Southern Mississippi, vol, 444, 18 June 1991, p. 12, SS('HR(': Estess, interview
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end of 1969. They included the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, the

National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center of the Naval Oceanographic

Office, and the United States Geological Survey's (USGS) Earth Resources

Observation Program. In addition, Balch practically gained a commitment

from the Coast Guard's data buoy project. The deal for the project to move

to the MTF might have been consummated sooner, except for Hurricane

Camille. In fact, the morning alter Camille, Balch called the project's chief,

Commander Peter Morrill, and told him in a depressed and distraught voice,

"Don't come down to the Gulf Coast, it's gone!" Balch's troubling opinion

of the state of the Mississippi Gulf Coast proved to be the description of a

temporary condition? _

Although devastating at first, the long-term results of the hurricane had a

positive influence on the MTF employees. The storm functioned as a cata-

lyst for the renewal of a commitment to excellence. A source of

encouragement serving to strengthen the MTF employee dedication came

just before Christmas in 1969. ESSA Administrator Robert M. White

awarded a plaque and citation to the MTF and the MSFC for "outstanding

contributions to the success of BOMEX, the most extensive study ever con-

ducted on energy exchanges between ocean and atmosphere." Balch

received the plaque from Dr. White on behalf of his NASA-MTF organiza-

tion and the MSFC. Von Braun, obviously pleased at the success of Jackson

Balch and the MTF, stated that "this excellent demonstration of significant

contributions in fields other than rocket testing certainly enhances the posi-

tion of the MTF, as well as NASA." As a result, the decade of the 1960s

ended on a positive note for Balch and his MTF team. The years were,

indeed, a time of "triumph and tragedy," building the giant center in the

swamps, testing for the Moon mission, destruction by Camille, and ventur-

ing into the scientific world in search for new missions? 4

33, Captain Peter A. Morrill, interview by Steven Patterson, Mississippi Oral History Program, University of

Southern Mississippi, w_l. 442, 4 March 1993, p. 5, SSCHRC; Chronology, "'Significant Actions Leading to

C_ast Guard Location at MTF," 1969, SSCHRC.

34. "BOMEX Citation Goes To Balch. The Daily Herald, 24 December 1969. The citation, or "'award," given to

Balch tkw the MTF achievements during Project BOMEX was the first such commendalion tk_r work done

outside of NASA's organization.
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A Storm Brews In Washington

A low-key observation by Philip E. Culbertson, NASA Headquarters

director of Advanced Mission Programs, in early January 1970, indicated

that another storm brewing in Washington could seriously affect the MTF's

future. In the early days of NASA's struggle with a shrinking budget,

Culbertson said, "Some very difficult decisions are going to have to be

made, and NASA will be among those agencies which have to limit expen-

ditures in a number of desirable areas." In answering a question asked about

the fate of the MTF, Cuibertson replied, "You have already seen one result

of these decisions in the announcement of the shutdown of our Electronics

Research Center in Boston. There will very possibly be other areas which

are similarly affected. Whether or not the MTF will be among them I have

no way of knowing, but we are going to have to be very careful in these

considerations and arrive at a decision which will preserve the capability to

move forward. ''-_

NASA Administrator Paine announced on 14 January 1970 that huge cut-

backs in the number of space workers nationwide and massive budget cuts

would be included in Nixon's 27 January budget message to Congress. Paine

said the shrinking workforce would be cut by an additional 50,000 people.

And the former NASA budget of" $5.176 billion in 1966 would not be more

than $3.6 billion in fiscal year 1971. Even though his plans to conserve the

space agency's funds included stretching out Saturn V flights, Paine said there

were no plans to shut down the Michoud plant in New Orleans or the MTE

where the Saturn V stages were tested. _

The lean diet had already begun to take its toll at the MTF with its work-

force down to just under 2,000 workers. North American Rockwell at the

MTE for instance, had reduced its force to 400 people working 40 hours to

one shift, five days a week. During its peak Apollo testing at MTF, North

American employed over 600 workers on three shifts, seven days a week.

Senator Stennis remained optimistic, saying, "It is not hopeless for MTF;

there will be more testing at the site, perhaps in connection with some new

programs." Apparently, Stennis believed that the MTF would play a major

35. ttarry F. Ro',enthal, "Space Agcnc_ Plans To I)raw Purse Strings." AP. The l)aih' Herald, 14 January 197{I.

36. Ibid.
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role in the Space Shuttle program being widely discussed in Washington and

in the aerospace industry. 37

At the time of Administrator Paine's statement in Washington, Balch was

briefing Presidential advisors on the potential of the MTF for future scientific

programs. Dr. James Wakelin, chairman of the President's Committee on

Oceanography, and more than a dozen noted scientists spent the day with

Balch and his staff. Balch took time to inform members of the media that he

could not comment on Paine's statement about the "slowing down of the

NASA program." He also said that testing the Saturn V stages would "involve

MTF throughout 1970." It is interesting to note that Balch's search for new

missions, as early as 1967, was not initiated any too soon. 3_

Culbertson's remarks in 1970 concerning the unknown fate of the MTF

were overshadowed by Paine's appointment on 20 January of a special task

force, with Jackson Balch as head, to study the MTF utilization. Balch imme-

diately called his staff together, giving the lead role to Van King. King divided

his report on the MTF's "two-year search" for new business into three cate-

gories: active, dormant, and possible. The federal and state agencies in King's

findings included several that came to the MTF as residents in some type of

organization. These agencies included NASA's Earth Resources Technology

Satellite Program and the Earth Resources Aircraft Program; Federal Water

Pollution Control Administration; USGS's Oil Pollution Control and Survey

program and the Earth Resources Observation Systems program; National

Oceanographic Instrumentation Center; Naval Weather Command; U.S.

Coast Guard's National Data Buoy program; and Bureau of Commercial

Fisheries. In his report to Balch, King pointed out there was confusion due to

the Headquarters, MSFC, and MTF personnel contacting the same agency.

This was harming the search for new business and slowed commitments from

potential tenants. At this time, the MTF was still working under the MSFC

Industrial Operations; therefore, representatives from that organization, and

its director's office, and Headquarters could all become involved in negotiat-

ing with a prospective agency. Through this lack of coordination, King felt

that interested parties were confused and uninformed. 39

37. "Balch Secs Rc_cket Testings Throughout 1970," Tile Daily Herahl, 15 January 1970.

38. Paine to Balch. 20 January 1970, SSCHRC.

39. King to Balch. 20 May 1070, SSCHRC.
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Although Administrator Paine and his staff were working diligently with

Balch and the MTF team, NASA seemed to be plagued with inopportune and

uncoordinated public announcements. NASA Deputy Administrator Dr. George

Low, during a trip to Huntsville on 3 February 1970, made a long-remembered

announcement that the MTF would be reduced to "a caretaker status," employ-

ing no more than 150-200 persons. The announcement was made at the MSFC

and was piped on an audio line to the MTE where employees and members of

the local press heard the bad news. Dr. Low also pointed out that "only 500

workers" would be reduced at the MSFC. At the time, the MTF had nearly

2,000 employees, and Low's continued employment prediction of 150-200

meant that 1,8{X)MTF employees would be without jobs. This was seen as a

catalyst for economic disaster in an already ailing community that had not really

begun to recover from Camille. The Tupelo (Mississippi) Daily Journal

explained that the "economy of Hancock County, Bay St. Louis, Waveland,

Slideli, Picayune, and, to a lesser degree, other communities in the coast area

are closely tied to lthe] MTF and the 2,000 employees of that facility. ''u_

The Low announcement provided a "deja vu" experience for all con-

cerned with the facility. Congressmen from Mississippi and Louisiana began

immediately to protest the "planned mothballing of MTE" Senators Eastland

and Stennis of Mississippi and Long and Ellender of Louisiana, plus

Representatives Gillespie "Sonny" Montgomery and William "Bill" Colmer

of Mississippi and Hale Boggs of Louisiana all pledged to work for future

business for the MTE The White House issued a statement that the federal

government would make "every effort to locate other sources of employment

during this phaseout period and have them ready to move in when the moth-

bailing time arrives." The political forces backing the MTF picked up

additional support from Senator Birch Bayh of Indiana, chairman of the

Senate Public Works Disaster Relief Committee. Bayh was on the Gulf Coast

conducting hearings when Dr. Low's announcement was made. Bayh said

"Every consideration will be made to help relieve problems which may be

caused locally by such [national] NASA cutbacks. ''4_

The Low announcement resulted in a focused effort of congressional and

executive support for new and expanded missions for the MTF. The reality of

40 "Manned Program Suspension Rocket Tesls,'" The ])qwlo (,I,tS_ l)ail)Journal, 3 February 1970.

41. "('ongressmen Protest NASA-MTF Muthballing,'" llu, Sea ('oa,_t Echo, I(I February 19711.
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a shrinking NASA budget, the plight of the storm-ravaged Gulf Coast, and the

dwindling workforce at the MTF produced an urgency not felt earlier.

Congressman Colmer told local citizens that "Senators Stennis, Eastland, and

I are continuing our best efforts to lessen the tragic impact that would result

from any attrition in employment." Colmer pointed out that they were "work-

ing on specific installations such as the Coast Guard, Oceanography Center,

Department of Transportation experiments, and Gulf Universities Research

project." Stennis took an even stronger and more optimistic stance when he

stated, "I am exerting all possible efforts to see that this facility will continue

to operate with some active federal program. ''42

NASA officials knew that the powerful Senator from Mississippi was

extremely supportive of the MTF and was always vocal on affairs that

affected the site. In addition, the Headquarters's managers knew the forward-

thinking solon was one of NASA's most potent and consistent backers. With

the support of such a strong ally, it is difficult to see wby "dire announce-

ments" concerning the MTF kept coming from the MSFC and Headquarters.

In all fairness to NASA Headquarters's officials, the Agency was faced with

its most difficult budget crisis. Occurring in January 1970 during the Nixon

administration, the crisis followed the first lunar landing in the midst of

changing national priorities. 43

The total budget outlay proposed for NASA in fiscal year !97 ! was $3.4

billion, which was $436 million less than in fiscal year 1970--a 12 percent

decrease. Actually, the budget wound up at a lower figure--S3.381 billion.

Thousands of contractor and civil service personnel were cut back nation-

wide. The Agency was trying to stay afloat in the waning days of the Apollo

program and, at the same time, start anew with the Space Shuttle program.

During the buildup of the Apollo program, NASA built a massive infrastruc-

ture to support its programs. With the Vietnam War continuing to escalate and

increasing national inflation, money for space exploration was decreasing

dramatically. In response to expected reductions in funding, Paine and his

budget managers had to make severe and unpopular decisions. In many cases,

popular programs and installations fully funded a few years earlier were cut

42. "Strong Pressure Being Exerted To Avoid Mothballing," Hu, Picayune (MS) Item Ihencefi_rlh referred to as

Picayune ltem), 26 February 1970.

43. Ibid.
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from the budget. To compound the dilemma, Paine and his managers were

caught between the President needing funds for the Vietnam War and the

funds needed for the new environmental programs. A number of strong mem-

bers of Congress, such as Stennis, wanted to keep their new-found pro-space

constituency intact. With these factors in mind, astute managers such as Paine

often tried to manipulate the system to provide enough funds to keep the

Agency viable. *_

Since Balch had already begun his move to transform the MTF into a mul-

tiagency center for environmental and oceanographic studies, his strongest

competition from sibling NASA elements existed in the Test Complex at the

MTF, where the big rocket propulsion hardware was tested. Although Balch

was both preoccupied and fascinated by the science agencies, he knew the

MTF needed to remain a NASA facility--with rocket testing as its main

focus--in order to sustain the huge $350 million installation. Thus, Balch's

thrust for new missions continued outside NASA, while, at the same time, he

kept an eye on the Space Shuttle program developments. Balch did so because

he recognized the shuttle program as a sustaining project, until the environ-

mental-oceanographic centers at the MTF developed to the point the facility

could be self-sustaining. Administrator Paine knew Balch's strategy from dis-

cussions with Balch and from his own contacts at GE. The Administrator

worked hard to help Balch in his search for new programs, as the other NASA

centers were not similarly self-driven and they wanted continued funding from

the dwindling NASA budget. A healthy respect was earned for the MTF for

their efforts during the "hard times" of the early 1970s? 5

A War Of Words

As the MTF Baich-driven scheme heated up, a flurry of executive corre-

spondence was exchanged between Balch, Stennis, Ellender, Paine, and the

White House. Because of NASA correspondence staffing procedures, the letters

44. "New U.S. Budge! Reduces MTF To ('arelaker Status," The Chwion-l_'dger, 27 February 1970: Gray and

Hicks. "The Mississippi Test Facilily: A Study In Organi_'ati_mal Viability, pp. 38-52: NASA I'._'ket

Stati_'ti_'s I Wa_,hinglon. I)C: NASA SP 033-1)_X)-[)1150-4. 1995): Launius. NASA: ,4 ttistor_ 0/' The U.S.

Civil Sp._e Program, p, 104.

45. Gra3, and Hicks. "... A Sludy In Organizational Viability.'" pp. 49 51.
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and studies flying back and forth consumed a great deal of work and served as

notice to everyone close to the MTF situation that a powerful political delega-

tion was at work. The paper battle initiated by the MTF also alerted officials in

the scientific agencies outside NASA that Balch and his little band of engineer-

scientists had the support of a congressional caucus that could certainly affect

the future of governmental departments and agencies under its purview. The

much ado about the MTF amused some and angered others, but, in all cases, the

attention prompted all concerned to sit up and take notice of the growing

strength of the fighting "Balchites" in Mississippi. 46

The first half of t970 represented a major offensive in Balch's battle for

new MTF missions, and in the evolving concept of an "environmental center"

for southwest Mississippi. A break in the unrelenting campaign waged by

Balch and his MTF team came on 11 February 1970, when Dr. Lee DuBridge,

Nixon's science advisor, endorsed the prospect of using the MTF as a "dedi-

cated facility tbr the Earth resources and environmental programs." In a letter

to Paine, DuBridge said a dedicated center for these programs appeared to be

essential to the solution of the many problems encountered in acquisition and

reduction of data gathered by NASA and the federal and state agencies

involved in environmental research. DuBridge mentioned several advantages

to having a center capable of supporting "coastal and marine environmental

programs which would include massive amounts of data from surface, air-

borne, and spaceborne collection systems." His letter to Paine echoed Balch's

concept for the "new MTF" that he had been trying to communicate for about

three years. 47

In an effort to bring the MTF situation to a head, Stennis wrote a pow-

erful letter to President Nixon on 16 March 1970 "urgently requesting" that

(i) an environmental center be set up at the MTF, (2) a National Earth

Resources and Environmental Data Program be established at the

Mississippi site, and (3) an examination be conducted of all applicable agen-

cies budgeted, with a high-ranking body composed of the heads of all entities

46. Balch to J.T. Shepherd, 19 May 1971), SSCHRC.

47. Jackson Balch, "Significant Actions Changing Utilization," Dire_lork Office Files: Correspondence b_,, 20

January 9 July 1970, SSCHRC; DuBridge to Paine. From the content of his correspondence, Dubridge obvi-

ously felt the MTF was an excellent choice to I¢x:ate an environrnental center in a move to protect the

environment and make better use of existing res_nzrces. Although Nixon needed Slennis's support in the Senate,

the DuBridge letters and his expressed feelings about the MTF appeared to be above expedient politics.
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involved meeting to ensure managerial, programmatic, and resource adjust-

ments necessary to the Data Program. 4s

Paine also urged Nixon to support a similar program at the MTF, but not

on a national scale as DuBridge, Balch, and Stennis had strongly suggested.

The NASA Administrator made his Presidential recommendation based on a

paper prepared for him by the Balch group entitled, "A Proposal For The

Future Utilization Of The MTF," dated 10 March 1970. Paine's recommen-

dation to the President was made as a lk)rmal proposal and asked that a

regional "Gulf Coast Environmental Center" be established at the MTF, along

with a "Mississippi Gulf Coast Recovery Program" also at the MTF to assist

the Governor's Emergency Council. Paine possibly felt a "regional" center

would be easier to develop, or perhaps less costly to set up. The regional envi-

ronmental center suggested by Paine consisted of several agencies Balch had

been working with, such as the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries's water pol-

lution program tk)r the Gulf region. Included also were the Coast Guard data

buoy program, an environmental program proposed by the Gulf Universities

Research Corporation: a meteorological and air pollution studies center for

ESSA; and NASA's Earth resources facility, with the Gulf Coast region as the

main focus?"

Paine's proposal to the President was obviously an earnest attempt to

settle the MTF situation for NASA, Senators Stennis and Ellender, and the

MTF Manager Balch. Paine's plan fell short, however, because it limited the

proposed MTF program to a regional operation, when the President's advisors

and Balch were aiming for a national enterprise. Balch later said that the pro-

grams at the MTF were "national in scope" and insisted they be named and

referred to as such. 5°

As the battle over the future of the MTF continued, the Mississippi test

team carried on with its Saturn V flight-certification tests, getting nearer with

each static firing to the end of its mission. The test engineers and people across

the nation and around the world stopped everything they were doing and held

their breath when an explosion in space curtailed the flight of Apollo 13. With

a Gulf Coast native, Fred Haise of Biloxi, as lunar module pilot, the lift-off

48. Stennis to Nixon, 16 March 1970, SSCHRC.

49. Paine to Nixun. 17 March 197(1, SSCHRC.

50. Paine to Nixon, I0 March 1970, SSCHRC. Paine's letter to the Presidenl expressed a willingness l;,_t NASA

10 Inove to achieve Slennis's _.lnd Ellender's goals to locale all e[t_,:ilO[lnlelll¢l] ccnlel ;.|l the MTF,
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from the KSC was on II April 1970. During a nominal launch and insertion

phase with the MTF-tested rocket stages performing perfectly, James Lovell,

commander; John L. Sweigert, Jr., command module pilot; and Haise became

international heroes as they and their Mission Control colleagues guided the

craft around the Moon and safely back to Earth. The MTF's Henry Auter, Terry

Malone, and A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., stayed at the Haise residence in Biloxi

during the mission, keeping the family informed and making every effort to

allay their fears as the crippled ship made its way back to Earth? _

On the same day Apollo 13 lifted off, Bryce Harlow, Nixon's aide and

counsel, wrote to Stennis and assured him that the "MTF offices, its laborato-

ries, and the Slidell Computer Complex would remain open." Harlow's letter

of assurance was not enough to satisfy Stennis, who was becoming increas-

ingly impatient and tired of the promises made to him by the White House and

NASA. In the midst of the promises and aggravation, The Los Angeles Times

news service ran a nationwide lengthy analysis entitled, "How NASA Lowered

The Boom: The Rape Of Bay St. Louis." The article chronicled the sad story

of Bay St. Louis's investment in the Space Age and how the MTF would be cut

from 2,000 employees to 200, spelling ruin to the local communities already

devastated by Hurricane Camille. Stennis made promises at Logtown in 1961

to "protect and defend" the people who gave up their land for the NASA-MTF

project. And, as a conservative and frugal man, Stennis could not tolerate being

party to the government waste of a $350 million facility by "walking off and

leaving the investment." In a real sense, the negotiations Stennis had with

NASA about the MTF were personal, not political in nature as some imagined.

Stennis had made a personal commitment that he intended to keep at all costs? 2

Keeping the pressure on NASA and the White House, Stennis, chairman of

the Armed Services Committee, and Eilender, chairman of the Appropriations

Committee, sent strong messages to the NASA Administrator. Stennis told

Paine on 19 May 1970 that he "continued to be concerned" and requested that

Paine furnish him Agency names, status of actions, and the NASA personnel

responsible for establishing the new programs in Mississippi. Paine again

5 I. NASA-PAO Press Release, "20th Anniversary Press Kit," Release No. 78 133, 1978, SSCHRC. The Insertion

Phase is the portion of the flight immediately following the launch and systems checkout in Earth's orbit.

During this phase of the flight, the spacecraft is propelled from Earth's orbit into a trajectory that will take

the craft to the vicinity of the Moon.

52. Harlo'a' to Stennis, 11 April lq70, SSCHRC; Baxter, interview; See Chapter 3, "The Thorn Be(ore The Rose."
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promised Stennis, on 1 June, that "NASA will keep [the] MTF offices open for

other activities that the Agency [hoped] to attract." Senator Ellender, who had

been vocal in the news media while proposing an "environmental center for

[the] MTF" and future uses for the Siidell complex, wrote to Paine demanding

answers about continued use of the MTF and Slidell facilities. Ellender ques-

tioned the "relevance of NASA" in the changing priorities of the nation and

whether "the government [would] let this magnificent scientific complex

become the world's biggest white elephant or do we give it another, and, per-

haps, an even more important job to do." Furthermore, Senators Stennis,

EIlender, Long, and Eastland notified the President of their regrets that no sig-

nificant action as to the future of the MTF was realized as a result of all their

efforts. Nixon immediately informed Stennis that (1) an Earth Resources

Laboratory (ERL) would be established at the MTF and (2) that agreements

had been reached with the National Data Buoy Project and the Bureau of

Commercial Fisheries to relocate to the MTE 5_

The Data Buoy and the Fisheries programs named by the White House to

be relocated to the MTF had begun taking shape back in 1968. at the very

beginning of Balch's and King's searches for new missions. The MTF learned

from BOMEX of the need for satellite and airborne observations for ocean

and environmental research. Through BOMEX, the MTF also learned of the

early work under way by ESSA and the Coast Guard on instrumented data

buoys, used to help measure ocean dynamics. The MTF search for new pro-

jects led to the discovery of offices involved in Earth resources research under

way at the MSFC and Goddard Space Flight Center, and by the USGS. The

MTF also learned the USGS wanted to establish a center to use space and air-

borne information. Balch firmly believed that using satellites for "looking

down at the Earth" and as communications links for data were the most

important finds in the new space program. He and King felt that satellites con-

stituted the very heart of their new center, which would specialize in

gathering and reducing space-derived data. The "synergistic relationship" of

the agencies, in Balch's words, "would make their collective information

more usable to the decision makers of the country. ''54

53. Stennis t_ Paine. 19 M:Lv 1970, SSCHRC: Paine I_* Stennis, 22 May 197(I. SSCHRC: Paine to Stennis, I June

1970. SSCIIRC: Stennis. Ellender, l.,mg, and Eastland to Nix_m, 12 June 1970. SSCHRC: Ebcrhard Rccs

to .lacks_m Balch. 14 June 1970. SSCHRC

54. Halch to (;_,,crnor Ji)hll Hell Willi;mls, 28 June ] 97 I, SSCtIRC.
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In order to ensure the national commitment to the MTE Ellender's

Appropriations Committee earmarked $10 million to create an environmental

center. What shocked NASA so much was that the $10 million came from the

Agency's $678 million research-program management fund, which the com-

mittee approved lbr NASA. The bill specified that the $10 million be used only

at the MTF and the Slideli Complex to accommodate Earth environmental

studies, furnishing basic institutional and technical services to other agencies

in pursuit of space and environmental missions. Eliender summed up the sig-

nificance of the bill by explaining that "until now, financial means have been

lacking to make a truly attractive offer to many of the other federal agencies

which are being encouraged to locate major activities at the MTF-SlidelI."

Ellender also explained that "the $10 million in the NASA appropriations ear-

marked for [the] MTF and Slidell [Complex] will allow NASA to offer

technological services on a cost-free basis to other research agencies which

otherwise would have to pay for these services." The funds, which came to be

known as the "$10 million set-aside" funds, elevated the MTF from a rela-

tively obscure sibling at the NASA family table to a rowdy "child" taking food

from everyone's plate. Balch's political shenanigans now became known

throughout NASA, especially by those who juggled daily operating funds

during the lean, post-Apollo years. 55

New Agencies Arrive

With a firm promise of funds for the multiagency environmental center,

Balch and his victorious band welcomed the announcement of the first tenant,

or "resident agency" as Balch preferred to call the gathering environmental

and oceanographic researchers. After at least 35 official contacts, meetings,

and executive letters of remark, the Coast Guard's National Data Buoy Project

announced its relocation to the MTF on 9 July 1970. King and Alex Peresich

of the MTF group first made contact with the Coast Guard to discuss the fledg-

ling data buoy program on 1 October 1968 when they were "fishing around"

during the formative days of BOMEX. On Stennis's return to the MTE King

and Balch informed him about the program, and the Senator immediately took

55. "'Funds For New Center Slated," 77w Times-Picayune, 26 June 1970.
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a keen interest in developing the idea of a data buoy project located on the

Mississippi Coast. Stennis told Balch to "explore the possibility of the MTF as

a 'home base' for the data buoy project." The negotiations went on for another

year, slowed only by the MTF-MSFC-Headquarters organization tangle and a

reluctance by NASA to furnish even a small support arrangement. The

Ellender-Stennis "set-aside" funds amendment apparently bridged the finan-

cial gap and paved the way for the final agreement. At any rate, many lessons

were learned during the Coast Guard-NASA negotiations that were applied to

other federal and state agencies that came aboard the MTF ship. _

No doubt, Administrator Paine was "relieved" when he and Admiral T.R.

Sargent, acting commandant of the United States Coast Guard (USCG),

signed an agreement in Washington, whereby the USCG would conduct its

National Data Buoy Project at the MTE The agreement established basic

operation support and a reimbursement relationship between the two agen-

cies. The Coast Guard agreed to fund its program and reimburse NASA for

additional, identifiable costs. 5v

The establishment of the data buoy project provided a precedent and cred-

ibility for the MTF to use in its negotiations. In addition, the National Data

Buoy/NASA agreement provided the "blueprint" for other agencies to come

and share in knowledge, as well as costs, as they pursued their own indepen-

dent projects. Most importantly, however, prospective agencies knew they

would have a certain amount of protection from severe budget cuts with

Senators Stennis, Ellender, Long, Eastland, and Representatives Colmer,

Hebert, Boggs, and even the White House watching over their pocketbooks. _

With a sense that their National Data Buoy Project was "special" to the new

MTF environmental concept, the Coast Guard stationed an extremely capable

manager, Commander Peter Morrill, to head the operation. Later promoted to

Captain, Morrill opened shop at the MTF with 23 people and "a very large

budget." Balch gave Morrill the office suite just above his own on the third floor

of Building 1100. In front of the building, Balch and Morrill raised the first of

several '+resident agency" flags when they hoisted the Coast Guard colors. The

56. U,S. ('oust Guard, "U+S. ('tmsl Guard Sequence Of Events l+eading Tu I+ocation Of National D:tlu Buoy

l)e_eh,pnlent Program+ and Sumnlary+" 1970+ SSCHR(': Murrill. intcrvie_v.

57. NASA Headquarters News Release, Release No. 71) 114. +'Coast Guard Tt_ Use Mississippi Tesl Facility."

9 July 1971). NASA Historical Reference Collection (hencel\)rth ret)rred to as NHRC).

58. (iray and Hicks, +'The Mississippi Test Facility: A Study In Organizational Viability," pp. 511-51.
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The first federal government agency to join NASA at the Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) was the

U.S. Coast Guard's Data Buoy Project in 1970. Capt. Peter Morrill, first Coast C-uard onsite

manager, at podium, isjoined by Henry Auter, Jackson Balch, and visiting C,ast Guard officers

fl_r an official welcome in front of Building 1100. The Data Buoy Project later became the

NOAA National Data Buoy Center and in 1997 was under the direction of Dr. Jeny C.

McCall. (SSC-70-449-3)

flamboyant Jackson Balch and colorful Peter Morrill became close friends. It

was following many hours spent relaxing on the porch of Balch's new residence,

built after Hurricane Camille, that Morrill observed and later commented, "The

man had more feeling.., he was totally dedicated to this area. ''5_

Stennis was more than pleased with the Coast Guard's location at the

MTF. Bringing the historic and prestigious Coast Guard in as the MTF's first

new agency was a special coup for Stennis. Immediately after the agreement

was signed, Stennis issued a statement that said the USCG project budget

would reach $100 million as headquarters for a program to develop auto-

mated data buoys. Furthermore, he predicted the project would eventually

employ 90 people. With the knowledge of other agencies contemplating relo-

cation to the MTF site, the proud Senator stated that the Coast Guard was the

"first of several projects expected to be established at [the] MTE ''_°

59. Morrill, interview.

60. "Data Buoy System Assigned To MTE'" The lJaily Herald, 9 July 1970:'%100 Million MTF Deal," Picayune

lwm, 16 July 1970.
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Right on the heels of the USCG project's location at the MTF, NASA

responded to the Ellender and Stennis strong request to locate an "Earth

resources program" at the Mississippi site. On 9 September 1970, NASA

announced the establishment of an Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL). A dis-

tinguished NASA researcher, Robert O. Piland, deputy director of Science and

Applications at the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, was named to head

the new MTF Laboratory. Organized at Johnson Space Center (JSC), the ERL

was set up for research in the applications of remote sensing techniques. The

Laboratory used data generated by ERL aircraft flying out of Houston, and

later from Stennis International Airport in Hancock County, and by the

Technology Satellite and the manned orbiting Skylab spacecraft--both were

set for launch in 1972. The data gathered by aircraft and spacecraft were to be

correlated with data gathered on the surface and then analyzed for potential

benefits to interests such as the seafood industry, forestry concerns, and agri-

culture. The scientific unit would employ 75 people who were experts in

physics, geoscience, instrumentation, and data handling. These specialists

were the kind of people Balch wanted for his new "crossroads of science." The

growth potential was expected to reach as many as 185 people "within two

years." This possible growth was especially good news to Stennis and Balch,

because the MTF population in September 1970 had dropped to about !,600

and was on a fast, steep, downward plunge. And the bottom was expected to

fall out when all rocket testing was completed later in the fall. _

Piland had done an outstanding job putting the remote sensing program

together in Texas, and he enticed a number of experienced scientists to make

the adventurous move to Mississippi. Piland also asked Balch for a strong

person to be his deputy for the new laboratory. The two managers agreed on

Darden W. "Wayne" Mooneyhan, one of Balch's best engineers. Thrilled by

the prospect of obtaining a major element of his "environmental center,"

Balch provided Piland with another engineer, Alex Peresich, to help the

Houston team get the Laboratory started. NASA Headquarters stopped short,

however, of giving Balch control of this organization. Organizationally, the

ERL, located under Balch's nose at the MTF, remained under NASA-JSC

61. NASA Headquarters Ncws Release, "'Earth Resources Facility," no. 7(_147. 9 September 197[), NHR(':

"'NASA Facility To House Earth Pr_ject," l'he Hatrie_hurg ¢MS)American. _) Seplember 197{'1: "Earth

Resource Program Starts At MTF Today," MSF(" Marshall Star+ 9 September 1971),
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management, with a management hierarchy stretching over 400 miles back to

Dr. Robert Gilruth in Houston. Members of the MTF team felt that denying

Balch control of the Laboratory was a "spiteful slap in Balch's face." Many

years later, long after Balch retired, the folly of that long-distance manage-

ment tangle was corrected? 2

Outwardly, however, Balch and his MTF supporters seized the moment

and accepted the ERL establishment at the MTF as a NASA centerpiece in the

establishment of a family of environmental research agencies and a key move

toward "full utilization." In addition, the ERL was an important building

block in constructing the "environmental center" on the Gulf Coast? _

On the surface, NASA's search for new missions was gaining momentum,

and the local communities felt somewhat relieved with the USCG and ERL

announcements. But behind closed doors at the MTE Henry Auter and a few

selected engineers were quietly preparing a response to the NASA-MSFC

"Downmoding Plan" to mothball the Saturn V Test Complex, including all S-

|I and S-IC facilities and their supporting infrastructure. The plan was being

carried out by a joint committee--the MTF Downmoding Planning Group

headed by Jim Shepherd of MSFC and Auter at the MTF. The intent of the

plan was to ready the site for a standby mode no later than l April 1971. When

talk of downmoding first hit the press back in January 1970, some hope

existed that uses would be found in the future for Saturn vehicles. But, as the

months wore on and production at Michoud was curtailed, the MTF person-

nel recognized that their test mission would end with the static firing of the

final stages for the first 15 vehicles. The downmoding plan had provisions to

"retest" the remaining stages that would be stored in inventory, "with 12-

months' notice" if they needed to support additional programs. The plan called

for only 235 people to perform simple maintenance, building upkeep, and

security patrol. With such a drastic cutback in the rocket business, the pressure

remained on the Balch-MTF organization to move with haste toward attract-

ing new agencies and finding new missions for the people left onsite? 4

62. Roy Estess, interview by Mack Herring and Ms. Myron Webh. SSC, 7 July 1995, SSCHRC.

63. Ibid.

64. Henry Auter for Jackson M. Balch, Memorandum For Record, "Prepare Downmoding Plan." 13 August 1970,

SSCHRC; NASA-MTF Test & Quality Evaluation Office, "Standby Plan," 8 September 1970, SSCHRC;

Roy Estess, interview by Henry Dethloff, 18 June 1991, p. 11. Estess gave rich descriptions of the down-

mode proce_ in this inter'_iew,
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Growing Pains

While the grim work on the downmoding plan continued in secrecy, the

Mississippi congressional delegation announced that another environmental

research agency, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, intended to locate at the

MTF to "conduct long-range studies through the use of NASA's great outlay

of technical equipment." Stennis and Colmer were advised 26 August 1970

that the fisheries bureau would conduct "'aerospace sensing studies involving

sightings with amplifiers, laser, and aerial photographs to help detect schools

of fish from high altitudes." Ultimately, the first three agencies, the Coast

Guard, ERL, and Bureau of Marine Fisheries, provided tk)r an interrelated

working environment involving space, Earth, and ocean studies at the MTF. '5

The "new MTF" was materializing, even as the deep, thundering rum-

blings of the giant Saturn V rockets were about to be silenced. The final S-IC

booster test took place at 6:17 p.m. on 30 September 1970. The successful test

lasted a few seconds over two minutes. The S-1C-15 was the last of the

booster stages manufactured by Boeing at Michoud. Only one test remained

for the MTE scheduled one month later on the same A-2 test stand where

static firings first began on 23 April 1966. As far as anyone knew at the time,

the S-11-15 static firing would be the last rocket tested at the short-lived,

national rocket-testing site/'_'

One month after the final S-IC booster-stage static firing shook the

Mississippi coastal plain for the last time, the final, Saturn V, second-stage S-

II-15 was tested tbr its full duration of six minutes, thirteen seconds, on 30

October 1970. The North American Rockwell test team ignited the powerful

hydrogen rocket at 3:15 p.m., following a countdown that went "without a

hitch." In fact, the test was actually 30 minutes ahead of schedule. With the test

completed, and the last echo of the sucking sound produced at engine cutoff

faded, a stillness returned to the forest around the complex that had not been

felt since the first chain saws broke the silence of the swamp on 17 May 1963.

Hundreds of employees, NASA officials, and community visitors attended the

65, NASA-MTF News Release, 26 Augusl 197(I, SSCHR('; "'Fish Sludies Sel At NASA Test Sile," 7lu' (New

Orlemt,_, L4) State_ llem, 27 August 1971L See descriplion of Btlre:.tu of ('onlmercial Fisheries acti',ity pro_

posed for the MTF in memorandum from E.W. "'Van" King to Jackson Balch dated lg' May 1970. This

activity became part of NOAA and was renamed "'National Marine Fisheries." They worked closel,, with

NASA's Earlh Res¢_urces Laboratory, DO['s Earth Resources Observation Systems ¢_t]icc. and Gulf Coast

commercial fishermen.

66. MSFC Test Program Summary For Saturn V/Apollo S I(" Stage, October 1971), SS('HR(': See Bilslein's

,_l_i,tleg 7i_ Satllrn for in-depth discussion of Saturn V lest program.
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historic static firing. Jackson Balch told reporters that the S-II firing and the

S-IC test on 30 September were the best prepared and executed during the

entire Saturn V program. Both test teams started their countdowns with the

conviction of going out "in a blaze of glory." And so they did. All told, the

MTF government-industry team tested 27 Saturn V rocket stages, and all that

were launched performed their missions in space without a single failure. 67

Black Monday

With the last sounds of the big Saturn boosters silenced, the rocket-test-

ing business at the MTF was in for some unexpected "loud noise" by

NASNs top brass who came to the test site for a "final" awards ceremony.

Since the 9 November 1970 ceremony heralded the end of testing at the

MTE as well as a "pat on the back" to the employees, the day was called

"Black Monday" by The Huntsville Times. Few of the employees who lost

their jobs at the MTF disagreed with the ominous tag. Acting NASA

Administrator George M. Low was accompanied to the MTF by a host of

NASA's top managers from the Headquarters and the MSFC. Balch and his

staff members did not view the ceremony as a "'special honor." Instead, they

felt their NASA-MSFC bosses were coming down to say "Thanks for a good

job; now get busy and shut this place down." And Balch conveyed the mes-

sage to the entire Mississippi congressional delegation. The Balch invitation

list did not stop with Stennis and Colmer. He added Governor Williams,

community leaders from the entire area, and top officials from at least 10

federal agencies that were either onsite or considering locating at the MTF/'_

On the other hand, Low brought practically the entire NASA hierarchy to

pay tribute to the MTF rocket test team. With the Administrator were Dale D.

Myers, associate administrator for Manned Space Flight; Eberhard Rees,

director, MSFC; and Lee B. James, director, MSFC Program Management. In

67. Space Division, Mississippi Tesl Operations, "S-II Stages Static Firing Summary," November 197(I,

SSCHRC; Richard Glazier and Ted O'Boyle, "Las! Rocket Tested: MTF's Mission Ended," The Daily

Herald, 31 October 1970; Bilstein's Stages To Saturn, pp. 232 233.74.

68. "'Final Awards Ceremony "Black Monday' For MTF Employees," The Huntslille IAL) Times, 9 November

1970: NASA-MTF News Release. 6 November 1970, SSCHRC: NASA-MTF News Release, 9 November

1971), SSCHR(': Balch Io Dr. Charles C. Bates, 23 October 1970.
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Growing Pains

addition, Low also brought Fred Haise, Apollo 13 astronaut and Gulf Coast

native, and Wernher von Braun, no longer the MSFC director, but still con-

sidered the world's foremost rocket scientist and "father of the MTF. ''a_

The dosing ceremony for the MTF was originally scheduled as an out-

door affair so more employees and their guests could participate, but rain

drove the crowd indoors into the Central Control Building auditorium. The

auditorium only accommodated 275 people, so hundreds more jammed the

lobby and listened at other onsite locations through a sitewide communica-

tions hookup. Special plaques were given to representatives of NASA's MTF

prime contractors for their contributions to the successful completion of the

Saturn static firing program. Many smaller MTF government and contractor

agencies also received plaques. In addition, a special "honor roll" was

engraved in gold and it hung for many years in the Building i 100 lobby and

then, later, in the MTF Visitors Center] _

Jackson Balch (left) hurries Se_. Stennis

(center) and NASA Acting Adminis-

trat+Jr Gemge Low during a busy and

u,ell-remembered day at the Mississippi

Test Facilit'_ (MTF) in Nm'ember

1970. A h+_st+_fNASA He_uhluarters

officials, agency beauts, and members ,,f

Congress came t{_MTF ji}r an "Ap,}llu

Awards Ceremrmx" that turned int_ an

all-d,vv business session tcith the fl+tmv

_>fthe instalklti_m bein_ the main t@ic +_f

c_mversati+m. ($5C-70-571-2)

69. NASA-MTF News Release. 9 Nm, cmbcr 1970, SS('HRC.

7(). Ihid, : "Final A_.ards ('crcmtmy. , , ," The th+nt__ilh" 7_me,v.
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The ceremony was important, but not nearly as important as the heavy

politicking that went on behind closed doors with Stennis, Colmer, Williams,

and Balch clashing with Low and the Washington dignitaries. Many MTF

employees point to Black Monday as the "turning point" for the facility. The

fireworks at the November awards ceremony made a lasting impression on

Low, Myers, Rees, and their staffs, who received the brunt of the political

onslaught. Stennis, Colmer, and Williams ushered the NASA dignitaries into

the big conference room in Building 1100. There, Stennis outlined the impor-

tance of NASA supporting activities at the MTE Coimer, according to Henry

Auter, told Low that "Senator Stennis is noted to be a gentleman, and you

may not understand his message, but I am telling you now that if NASA fails

to support [the] MTF, we will withdraw our support from NASA." Colmer's

blunt words were especially threatening to Low and the NASA officials who

were already facing serious budget reductions in the near future. All those in

attendance knew that the support of Stennis, Cohner, and their friends in the

Congress was absolutely necessary, not only for the Agency to survive, but

also to fund future programs such as the Space Shuttle. 7_

With rocket testing now officially over, the MTF turned its attention to its

new environmental and oceanographic missions. On 19 November 1970, the

Coast Guard brought its first vessel, the cutter Pointe Estero, to the MTF to

begin work that the crew would be performing in conjunction with the data

buoy project. The cutter was brought up the Pearl River and tied up at the

dock where the buoy project was located. The Estero, originally stationed at

Gulfport, was the support vessel for the worldwide, automated data buoy pro-

ject. The Estero's maiden and subsequent voyages highlighted the fact that

the MTF's harbor had access to the oceans of the world. A crowd of new

Coast Guard employees, along with fellow MTF personnel attached to

NASA, gathered at the dock to welcome the Coast Guard vessel, n

The coming of the Coast Guard with the cutter Estero to the Mississippi

facility, however, was not the only new agency joining the "MTF commu-

nity." Balch formed a Planning Task Force to handle liaison activities with

agencies already in residence and ones that were anticipated to locate at the

new environmental center. Balch intended to organize the site to advance the

7 I. Ibid.

72. NASA-MTF News Release, 19 November 1970. SSCHRC.
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Growing Pains

integration of the newly arriving agencies. He named Waldo Dearing as head

of the Planning Task Force and prepared the necessary contracts to support

the effort. A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., was appointed as Dearing's assistant. The

task force was responsible for new business activities and preparation of a

procurement plan for a proposed technical services contract to interface with

the new agencies. Balch made other appointments that included liaison posi-

tions, such as John Ivey to work with the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA), Federal Water Quality Administration, and the Department of the

Army (DOA) Munitions Command; Kenneth R. Daughtrey to work with the

Department of the Interior (DOI); William G. Spradlin to assist the instru-

mentation and laboratory analysis services; and Lelyn "Lee" Nybo, assisted

by James Taylor, to coordinate the data support services, v_

Further appointments by Balch ushered in the beginnings of a "new" mar-

keting function for the MTF-NASA that continued for years. A coordination

role was now emphasized, as well as a marketing function, when Balch named

Roy Estess, John Ivey, and Ken Daughtrey to "pursue opportunities" in their

liaison positions with their respective agencies. They were to (1) keep the new

ERL organization int_rmed; (2) study all background material available and

become "imaginatively" conversant with new agencies and opportunities; and

(3) focus on the interagency concept, promoting synergistic interfaces with

potential new agencies. The plan also called for Estess, Ivey, and Daughtrey to

keep Balch informed through "constant" contacts and meetings. All three coor-

dinators were to work closely with Dearing and Rogers of the MTF Planning

Task Force, in addition to their coordination efforts with the MSFC and the

Headquarters. Balch also directed the new "marketeers" to become involved in

the "scoping out of requirements for the technical services contract." It is

important to note, however, that few organizations in government or industry

would have asked its marketing division to also be responsible for developing

new programs and contracts requirements. TM

New onsite business provided jobs for some NASA and contractor

employees, but even the best of plans could not provide MTF employment for

the 652 Boeing, North American, and Rocketdyne engineers and technicians.

More than 200 GE personnel were also unemployed after the last Saturn V

73. Mclnorandunl for the Record. "Balch to dislribution list, 30 Novcnlber 1971)," SSCHRC

74. lhid.
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test. Development and testing of a reusable Space Shuttle, which could be

launched like a rocket, perform useful tasks in Earth orbit, and land like an

airplane, were being discussed during this time. First envisioned by von

Braun and then presented in a Collier's magazine article in March 1952, the

shuttle was part of a broad scheme that included a space station. As planning

continued during the late 1960s, budgets became tighter, and the space station

was dropped from future planning. As a result, more emphasis was placed on

developing a Space Shuttle with a reusable engine. The engine development

and continued fitness-testing programs were considered an asset to any site,

because of the long-range testing that would go on as long as the shuttle flew.

NASA's Julian Sheer, assistant administrator for Public Affairs, said that

before the site selections were made, "The program could go up to $20 bil-

lion-and we'd never build any more." The Wall Street Journal commented

on the site selections for the shuttle in an article entitled, "Roll out the Pork

Barrel," and pointed out that NASA could launch from one site, test at

another, and land at yet another location. The Wall Street Journal also noted

that the MTF was well-suited for testing the engines, but could also be used

as a launch site. 75

Knowing that he needed a "bread and butter" program in the test com-

plex, Balch asked Mooneyhan to prepare a proposal for the Space Shuttle

engine testing to be done at the MTF. When Piland asked for Mooneyhan's

services, Balch assigned Roy Estess, an engineer, to work on preparing the

pitch scheduled at NASA Headquarters on 12 December 1970, before a com-

mittee headed by Floyd Thompson, director of Langley Research Center.

Baich later quietly admitted that he was not personally committed to the

Space Shuttle program, but he knew that the MTF, still on life-support sys-

tems, needed the propulsion test project to survive, w

75. MTF Personnel Reports, 1970; Jonathan Spivak, "Roll Oul The Pork Barrel: Space Agency May Shun Cape

Kennedy Site, Launch $6 Billion Space Shuttle Elsewhere." The _dl Street Jm¢rnal, 3 December 1970;

Wernher von Braun, "Crossing the Last Frontier," Colliers, 22 March 1952, p. 24; NASA Headquarters

PAO. "'Space Shuttle Decision," 15 March 1972, SSCHRC: Roger D. Launius, "NASA And The Decision

To Build The Space Shuttle, 1969 72," "/'he Historian, vol. 57 [Autumn 1994), pp. 103.

76. Estess, inlerview_ Estess, interview by Delhloff.
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CHAPTER 9

Toward Full Utilization

The New MTF

he Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) continued its free tall from the
Moon despite progress toward becoming a multiagency space and

environmental center. But, before the MTF hit mud-bottom and was

reduced to caretaker status, Stennis, Balch, and the scrappy little NASA-con-

tractor organization packed up their dwindling resources and started climbing

out of the deep post-Apollo program budget hole. The climb out was not easy,

because the pit was dug for them by others also trying to save their hides from

early extinction.

Indeed, the MTF competed with the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)

engineers and Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) backers to snag the prized

Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) test program, a sustaining propulsion

project that would last for decades. Jackson Balch, who developed new and

far-reaching interests in the environmental and oceanographic scientific

world, knew the Space Shuttle test program was critical to the MTF. It was a

I. James R. Hansen. Spa¢ ¢!llight Revolution+ NASA l._ngley Resean'h (+enter From Sputttik 7;, Apolh_ ( Washington.

D(': NASA SP-4308, 19q5), pp. 429_-_-31: Jackson M. Balch, Metn_Jr_lttdutn for the Recwrd. "'Prepare

l)owmnodillg Phm,'" 13 August 1970: Maria Watson, "Balch Recalls Progress At Hancock Test Facility Site,"

"lh<, (BiloH/Gu/DParl, MS) Daily Herahl Ihence/_rth re(erred to as lhe Daily ttet_ddL 24 July 1075.
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source of operating funds to "stay alive" until the fragile MTF scientific

center could mature. Without NASA's support, the probability that the small,

fledgling federal-state agency associates could last at the remote location on

the Mississippi Gulf Coast was highly unlikelyfl

In this atmosphere of an all-out NASA family feud, a unique multiagency

installation blossomed and grew into a stable environmental-oceanographic

center, sustained by the thunderous, continued roar of NASA's new generation

of rocket engines. Although the new center was growing in many directions,

Balch felt helpless in controlling the march toward full utilization)

The Shuttle Decision

Upon joining the MTF team, Roy Estess was assigned the task of putting

together and presenting a proposal to perform developmental and proof testing

of the SSME at the MTE Even more importantly, Estess had the personal goal

of doing a good job to please Balch, his tough boss. As many who worked for

Balch knew, there was no greater pressure than to have their boss watching and

waiting impatiently for a "'perfect outcome" of an assigned task. 4

Nevertheless, Estess took his assignment with confident determination

born out of his role in the most recent successful testing of the Saturn V

second-stage S-II rocket. As an aerospace engineer, Estess had a hard time

understanding Balch's lack of enthusiasm for what was destined to be the

nation's next major rocket program?

After all, the giant test complex was built, and von Braun had promised to

"captive fire large space vehicle systems.., for the next 25-50 years." If all

2. Roy Estess, interview by Henry C. Dethloff, SSC, Mississippi Oral History Program. University of Southern

Mississippi. vol. 444. 1991, p. 7. SSCHRC; NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, America's

Space Transportathm System. "The Shuttle Era," and "The Space Shuttle Main Engine" (Washington, DC:

U.S. Government Printing Office 740-O49/144 Region No. 4, 1977), Stennis Space (?enter Historical

Records Collection, Stennis Space Center. MS, (henceforth referred to as SSCHRC); John Seiley, interview

by Johnny Mann and Rex Cooksey, video history, October 1991, SSCHRC.

3, "MTF--Reporls Of Its Death Grossly Exaggerated," The Daily Herald, 20 August 1972; "Stennis Pledges

Greater Utilization For MTF,'" The 1Jackson. MS) Clarion-Ledger (henceforth referred to as The Clarion-

Ledger) 20 February 1974; "Balch Leaving NASA, Auter Assumes Post," The Daily Herahl. 21 July 1975;

Kenneth Reich, "Promise Dies--Space Cutback: Instant Poverty For Boom Town," The Los Angeles Times,

22 April 1970; John C. Stennis to Bryce Harlow, 4 February 1970, SSCHRC.

4. Estess, interview by Dethloff.

5, Estess, interview by Mack Herring. SSC. 7 July 1995, audio tape in SSCHRC.
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went well, the reusable Space Shuttle would be the country's workhorse in

space for the foreseeable future. Both the enthusiastic Estess and the reluctant

Balch knew that testing the engines for the shuttle would provide the MTF

with the "bread and butter" to carry the facility into the futureP

To Estess's dismay, Balch announced that he would accompany him to

NASA Headquarters on 11 December 1970 for the young engineer's shuttle

engine test program proposal to the NASA Site Evaluation Board, known as

the "Thompson Committee." On the way to the New Orleans airport for the

flight to Washington, Balch asked Estess, "'What have you been doing the past

year'?" Estess replied, "We've put together this presentation," trying to hand

a copy to his boss. "I'm not interested," Balch dramatically replied. After a

few minutes, Balch asked for a copy and began to read it. 7

As Balch thumbed the pages of the proposal, he began to "grunt," signal-

ing that he was displeased. When he reached the meat of the presentation, he

"shuddered" and shook his head. Balch asked, "What is this'?" and "Why do

you say this'?" During the flight to Washington, Balch's mood got worse, s

When the pair arrived at their hotel, Balch declared that the presentation the

next day was "going to be a disaster." After being thoroughly shaken by his

boss, Estess joined Balch for breakfast the next day in the hotel coffee shop.

Not a word passed between Estess and Balch, who was intently reading The

Washington Post. At the Headquarters, they waited in an anteroom while their

bosses from the MSFC gave their pitch. The MSFC presenters emerged from

the conference room and glared at Balch and Estess, who were preparing to go

in. The MSFC delegation was angry because they asked the Headquarters offi-

cials for permission to review the MTF pitch and were denied, nor were they

allowed to sit in the conference room while Estess presented his proposal. _

Inside, Estess suffered further intimidation, when Balch, taking a chair at

the rear of the room, left Estess alone before the formidable NASA managers

and their engineering staff at the long, horseshoe-shaped, walnut conference

table. Floyd L. Thompson, Site Evaluation Board chairman, came over to

6. Es(css, in(crvicw by Dethltfff; NASA SSC Public At'fairs Office, "Roy Estcss Biography," 19tt5, SS('IIR(':

Roger E, BilsI¢in. Stage_ 7_ Saturn, A 7_'chnological tilltot 3' Of TIw Apolh_/Sotur_l l._tu_J_h _l'hicle_

(Washington, DC: NASA SP-4206, ltJgO), pp. 222-233.

7. Estcss, intcrvic_ by DcthlolT,

8. IImL

9. Ibhl.
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Estess and made him feel welcome, saying in a congenial tone, "Hey, this is

a relaxed atmosphere. We just want to hear what you have to say." When the

panel began asking questions, Estess felt relaxed for the first time? °

Estess's presentation that day included these favorable points: the lowest

costs for facility modification and delivery of liquid hydrogen to the test

stands; centralized rocket engine capabilities; and use of the dual position B-

I/B-2 test stand for orbiter testing and future single-engine needs. The main

focus of his presentation centered around the use of the A- l and A-2 S-II test

stands already equipped for liquid hydrogen fuel. Although exact costs were

not available at the time of the presentation, the study estimated that the MTF

overall costs would be lower than at the MSFC or EAFB sites. Essentially, the

MTF test stands needed to be modified "down" to accommodate single

engines, since they were used during the Apollo program to test an entire

rocket stage with approximately twice the thrust capability of the SSMEs.

Estess estimated the test stand modifications at $7.9 million.ll

The MTF's extensive supporting facilities, test experience, existing acoustic-

buffer zone, and community support were factors Estess also pointed to as

giving the MTF advantage over the other two sites. In his pitch, the importance

of the propellant barges used for transportation and storage; the cryogenic facil-

ity; and the high-pressure gas facility were also stressed. The MTF's test

experience was another factor Estess highlighted. He reminded board members

of the 43 test firings during the Apollo program, with only five aborts. This

experience amounted to 2,475 man-years of rocket test experience accumulated

by MTF personnel, and no test delays ever occurred due to lack of support ser-

vices. The 125,442-acre acoustic-buffer zone provided the land needed to

absorb the noise and sound-pressure levels that shuttle engines generate? _-

Estess provided detailed data that dramatically demonstrated the local com-

munities' willingness to support the NASA program. Important to the NASA

decision makers were the changes that were made in local area municipal and

commercial facilities. For example, the bonded indebtedness in the towns sur-

rounding the Mississippi NASA site increased from $1 million in 1962 to $20

I O, Ibid. ; Esless. interview; See Hansen's Slmc_flight Revolution, pp. 81-85, fl)r biographical description of Floyd

1_. Thompson, Hansen's sketch does not, however, delve into the Langley director's old-fashioned "gentle-

manly'" demeanor.

I I. Estess, interview by Delhloff; Estess, inter',,iew: Roy Estess, "NASA Mississippi Text Facility Shuttle Engine

Test Presentation," I1 December 1970, SSCHRC.

12. Ibid.
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million in 1969. School buildings increased by 40 percent and housing units by

101 percent. The investments by these communities to accommodate NASA

now had the opportunity to pay dividends. Estess was able to use up-to-the-

minute figures to illustrate that NASA encouraged the communities to make

these improvements, a point not lost on officials in the room. As a former center

director of the Langley Research Center, Chairman Floyd Thompson had inti-

mate knowledge of the need for community support of governmental activities._3

As the presentation went on, the board members asked more questions,

but Estess confined his presentation to the allotted time, a little over an hour

At the conclusion, Thompson approached Estess and said, "You've obviously

done a great job. We might just tell you we think it's the best presentation

we've had out of the three places." Relieved, Estess headed for the door.

Balch came up from his seat in the rear of the room and exchanged pleasant

good-byes with the members, beaming as if he had given the presentation

himself. Balch then slapped Estess on the back and said, "You did a good

job." Balch had given Estess the supreme tribute, and that was all the young

engineer ever wished to receive. _4

Unbeknownst to Balch and Estess, they had a "friend" in Washington, one

who had the ear of the Site Evaluation Board. Jerry Hlass, the Headquarters

manager responsible for construction of the MTF, was working on his

master's thesis at George Washington University. His study, "'Search For A

Role For A Large Government Facility," addressed the question of "what to

do about [thel MTE" Hlass, like many others within NASA, knew the Space

Shuttle program was the Agency's best chance at a long-range propulsion pro-

gram. He also knew the site selection process was under way to perform the

sea-level testing of the SSME, with a possible adjunct program to static-test

a cluster of engines that would power the shuttle orbiter. Although Hlass's

thesis included alternative uses of the MTF, such as environmental endeaw)rs.

a major portion of his study dealt with his own research on why the MTF

should be utilized for shuttle engine testing. ]5

13. Ibid.

14. [:,stcss, intcrvicv,.

15 1. JelTy Hla'_',, intcrvic,_ by Henry ('. I)ethloO. The Mississippi Oral Histoi 3 Program, {;i}iver_,it,, _f Sou{hem

Mississippi. _ol, 437. 19tJI, pp. 15 22, SSCIIRC: 1. Jerry Hlass, "'Search For A Role For A Large

(;ovcrnment Test Fz_cilit,,'" (master's thesis, George Washington University, June ICJ71). pp. 6(I-75: I. Jerry

Hlass. intcr_ic_ by Mack }tcn'ing, Long Beach, MS, 14 December 1995.
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In his usual thorough and logical manner, Hlass went to great lengths to com-

pare the three test sites under consideration--the MSFC, the MTE and the

Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB). He detailed facilities, costs, and community

support, and included comparison charts with matrix diagrams showing pros

and cons of the test sites. One chart showed the MTF with nine "value points,"

while the MSFC and the EAFB had only four points each. Hlass's study con-

cluded that the MTF was the best and most economical place to conduct tests of

shuttle engines. With knowledge of Hlass's background, steeped in NASA facil-

ities at the MTF and elsewhere, Hlass's Headquarters colleagues on the board

asked for his advice during the selection process. Ultimately, Hlass was named

to head the construction program for Space Shuttle facilities nationwide._6

On 1 March 1971, the Board announced that the MTF was selected for the

"sea-level testing of the rocket engines to power the Space Shuttle." The

announcement said that some i,200 development and acceptance tests, begin-

ning in 1973 and continuing through 1979, would be done at the MTF. After

1979, an estimated 45-50 sustaining engineering tests per year would be con-

ducted on the engines. The announcement was obviously good news, as the

Space Shuttle program had a longevity not bounded by a particular mission,

such as Apollo. The fact that the shuttle was reusable provided a plus for those

who remembered the "throw-away" aspects of the big Saturn V rocket stages,

which fell into the oceans after they were spent? 7

The MTF was now assured of a future in propulsion testing for decades, if

President Nixon and the Congress agreed with the NASA planners who were

proposing the Space Shuttle as the next logical step after the Apollo program.

Another year would pass before the Nixon Administration made a firm deci-

sion for NASA to go ahead with the Space Shuttle. In retrospect, it is clear that

Nixon's support of the shuttle program was directly connected to his need for

support by powerful southern congressional leaders. Their support was needed

for obtaining the critical funding for tens of thousands of jobs connected to

Nixon's other programs in Congress. After all, the shuttle program would

mean some 7,000 jobs, many in the "Deep South" at the same locations that

proved so politically rewarding during the Apollo program. The huge aero-

16, Hlass, interview.

17. Joe Jones. NASA-MSFC News Release, I March 1971, SSCHRC; NASA-MSFC Public Affairs Office,

"Space Shuttle Decisions," Response to Queries (RTQ), 15 March 1972, SSCHRC.
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space complex in California, where the shuttle would be built, was also criti-

cal to the President's political plans. The MTF received additional help in

landing the Space Shuttle program from Senator Stennis and other members of

the Congress. In fact, it was James C. Fletcher (1919-1991), NASA

Administrator, who on 5 January 1972 gave the green light to proceed with the

shuttle program. He said Stennis's influence in Congress "saved the shuttle"

from being scrapped by the budget-conscious CongressY _

Many believe the decision to bring the shuttle program to the MTF in

1971 was the most crucial single event in the center's entire history.

According to Roy Estess, in the end, the MTF "... was the best place to do

the job." Furthermore, Estess maintained that one could not "... discount pol-

itics; John C. Stennis cast a long shadow in those days. ''_'_

$10 Million Set-Aside

While awaiting the outcome of the Space Shuttle site-location decision,

the eyes of NASA-MTF and the Headquarters managers turned to Capitol Hill,

as debate over a $10 million set-aside fund heated up. Senator Ellender of

Louisiana and Senator Stennis introduced a bill in the Appropriations

Committee in the summer of 1970 to "set aside" funds from NASA's appro-

priations for research and program management (R&PM). The funds would be

used at the MTF and the Slidell Computer Complex preparing the facilities to

accommodate environmental programs. Actual use of the funds was held up in

1971 when Nixon vetoed the entire Independent Offices and Department of

Housing and Urban Development Act--the source for NASA's funding. 2°

18. Roger I+aunius, "NASA And The Decision To Build The Space Shuttle, I969 1972.+' The Historian, p. 57

(Autumn 1994); Wilbur B. Breuer, Race Tt_ The Moon. America _ Duel With The Soviets (Westpoint. CT:

Praeger Publishers, 1993), p. 202: Frank Macomber. Copley News Service, "Ford Defended Space

Program," 771e (New Orlean._, LA) 77me_-Pi_a)'une (henceforth referred to as The Time._ Pi_ayum'). 19

October 1974; Ted O'Boyle, "'Space Shuttle Plan To Help Test Facility." The Daily tterald, 6 January 1972;

Junathan Spivak. "Space Agency May Shun Cape Kennedy Site, I+aunch $6 Billion Space Shuttle

Elsewhere." The Wall Street Joutwal. 3 December 1070.

19. Boyce Mix, inlerview by Mack Herring, SSC, I 6 January 1996: NASA-MSFC News Release. "Shuttle Facts."

1974, SSCHRC: Estess, interview,

20. NASA Headquarters, Office Of Legislative Affairs, "Senate Debates 1971 Second Supplemental

Appropriations," vol. X, no, 46, 18 May 1971: Congressional Record Senale [Washington. DC: S-7052, 17

Ma_ 1971), pp. 3 6: "'Bill Would Give MTF $10 Million." The Chwb,n-lwdger+ 1[) December 1970: "Bill

Will Provide Test Facility Funds." The Birmingham (AL) News, 9 December 1970,
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On 16 February 1971, George Low, acting NASA Administrator, wrote a

memorandum outlining Agency policy for using "wisely and expeditiously"

the $10 million set-aside funds from fiscal year 1971 R&PM appropriations.

The memorandum was distributed to Eberhard Rees, director of the MSFC in

Huntsville, Alabama; Robert Gilruth, director of the Manned Spacecraft

Center (MSC) in Houston, Texas; Robert Piland, director of the Earth

Resources Laboratory; and Balch, manager of the MTE The memorandum

also went to key Headquarters officials such as William "Bill" Lilly, Office of

Manned Space Flight (OMSF) comptroller. The set-aside funding bill of

Ellender and Stennis angered NASA managers nationwide, since the funds

were taken from salaries and operating costs Agencywide. Low's memoran-

dum attempted to dictate use of the funds, saying that monies included in the

MTF proposal represented increases in capital assets at the MTE and, as such,

fell outside congressional intent. In truth, the MTF did plan to use most of the

funds to build specialized laboratories and facilities to accommodate and

attract environmentally oriented agencies. Among the projects planned were

an indoor hydroscience facility, outdoor flood plain, chemical laboratory, and

giant fish tank. These projects were designed to help the MTF and Slidell

Computer Complex prepare for environmental work. 2_

When the Low memorandum dictating use of the set-aside funds was

received, an unknown recipient forwarded copies to Stennis and Ellender, who

were angered at the actions of NASA Headquarters and, most especially,

George Low. In fact, the Senators were so upset they fired off an "official night

letter" telegram on 20 February 1972 to Low. The telegram began, "To our

dismay we have just learned that NASA decided to re-examine and to redesign

several aspects of the plan for expenditure of the $10 million set-aside for

movement of various environmental and space missions to MTF/Slidell." The

message then went on in terse and brawny terms saying, "It would be a tragedy

if, as a matter of policy, NASA were to place so severe a straitjacket on the

funds as to forestall the very alterations by which the basic institutional and

technical services of which the legislation speaks can be offered to the

21. Memorandum, George M. Low to Associate Administrator For Manned Space Flight, "NASA Policy On The

$10 Million Set Aside For The Mississippi Test Facility," 18 February 1971; Telegram, Harry H. Gorman

t¢_ Eberhard EM. Rees, "$10 Million Set Aside For The Mississippi Test Facility," 18 February 1971_

Telegram, Allen Ellender and John C. Stennis to George M. Low, 20 February 197 I; Memorandum, Willis

H. Shapley to Associate Administrator t_r Manned Space Flight, 21 February 1971.
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[Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), National Oceanographic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), United States Geological Survey

(USGS), and NASA]." The telegram concluded by "urging" Low not to place

an overly restrictive interpretation on "our" set-aside amendment. 22

On 24 February, Willis H. Shapley wrote a memorandum to the Associate

Administrator for the Office of Manned Space Flight at NASA Headquarters,

the office that governed the MSFC and the MTF within the chain of com-

mand. The memorandum urged prompt initiation of the approvals needed for

the proposed MTF environmental projects. Shapley directed that the requests

be processed through channels as "expeditiously as possible." NASA seemed

caught between trying to deal with the maverick MTF organization, within its

traditional chain of command, and Senators Ellender and Stennis. NASA's

urgent need to secure support in the Congress for the proposed Space Shuttle

and other programs that faced possible elimination or serious cuts, compli-

cated their resolution of the "MTF problem. ''23

To make sure no further delays, restrictions, or misinterpretations of their

legislation occurred, Ellender and Stennis added "clarifying language" in the

set-aside appropriations bill to remove any question regarding NASA's

authority to accomplish the projects needed at the MTF. In addition to the new

language, the Senators also extended the time constrictions during which the

funds could be obligated for the facility to 30 September 1971. 24

Recycling The Missile Base

Once the set-aside controversy was settled, Balch and the MTF engineers

used their skills to help the new research scientists build the promised labora-

tories. The engineers and scientists formed an interesting team. The

government agency scientists knew the kinds of laboratories they needed, but

had no idea how to build them. On the other hand, the NASA engineers had

proven themselves by building the unique test facilities in the Mississippi

22. Ibid.

23. Memorandum, Willis H. Shapley to Associate Administrator tbr Manned Space Flight. 21 Fehrua O' 1971.

24. Senator Ellender, May 107 I, on the Senate tloor read letters, detailing plans and pr_:jectx needed at the MTF.

lrom Robert M. White, NOAA administrator, and William D. Ruckelshaus. EPA administrator.

(_'on_,,re_ional Re¢'ortL $7052, 17 May 1971, pp. 3 5.
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swamp, but had little knowledge of the environmental sciences. Working

together, both scientists and engineers created a hydraulics laboratory in a

warehouse; a remote sensing fisheries impoundment facility in the S-II vertical

checkout building; a marine, atmospheric, and environmental laboratory in the

Component Test Facility building; and an outdoor flow basin and flood plain

simulation facility from the spill-off water system of an S-II test standY

The new work for the idle MTF engineers was welcomed by many, but

some found the relationship with their strange new science partners not as sat-

isfying as testing the giant Saturn rockets. Doug McLauglin, North American

Rockwell test engineer, found himself building boat docks for use by

Mississippi State University and Louisiana State University personnel to per-

form ecological studies along the Pearl River. Boyce Mix, assistant manager

for the S-IC test program, studied environmental science and made trips to the

Atchafalaya Swamp, Louisiana, to tend ground-truth data platforms. Ted

LaMunyon stayed busy going on "acquisition trips" around the country,

which included going to the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for pipe and rail-

road tracks and to the University of Miami for a surplus boat that was traded

for a much-needed satellite receiving dish. 2_

Several test engineers found employment with the new onsite scientific

agencies, contributing their firsthand knowledge of the MTF and expertise in

engineering. Robert Piland appointed Wayne Mooneyhan as deputy of the

new Earth Resources Laboratory, and Alex Peresich joined the laboratory's

staff. Glade Woods and Walt Gandy joined the National Marine Fisheries

Service (NMFS). 03. Howe, General Electric (GE) engineer, went to work

for the National Data Buoy Program office. Many other skilled and talented

GE contractor personnel assisted the new agencies. 27

25. Boyce Mix, interview; A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., interview by Mack Herring, SSC, 8 December 1994; Jackson

M. Balch, interview by Gateway Productions, 10 December 1974, audio tape in SSCHRC; Jackson M.

Balch to Governor John Bell Williams, 28 June 1971, SSCHRC: Jackson M. Balch to James T. Shepherd,

"New MTF Charter," 14 January 1971: Jackson M. Balch, testimony befi)re the Senate Judiciary

Commiltee, S-9007, "A bill to consenl to the Interstate Environment Compact," 21 April 1971, SSCHRC.

26. Mix. interview; Ted LaMunyon, interview by Steven Palters(m. Mississippi Oral History Program, University

of Soulhern Mississippi, vol. 4{)9, 1902. pp. 20_22, SSCHRC; Ted LaMunyon, interview by Mack Herring,

Picayune, MS, 16 January 1996.

27. E.G. "Glade" Woods, interview by Charles Bohon, Mississippi Oral History Program, University of Southern

Mississippi, wfl. 435, I December 1992, pp. 7 8, SSCHRC; OJ. Howe, interview by Mack Herring,

Wavehmd. MS; NSTL Capabilities Document, "Configuration of NSTL, and Earth Resources Laboratory,"

SSCHRC, pp. 6, 46.
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In a major effort to make the new tenants, or "resident agencies," wel-

come and to get them acclimated as soon as possible, Balch offered his NASA

personnel's expertise to assist the newcomers. He formed a Project Liaison

Group and placed his Facilities Office ChieL A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., in

charge. Balch also offered the resident agencies assistance in contracts, legal,

public affairs, and financial management services. The majority of the time,

the MTF manager gave freely of his resources and kept his hands out of the

"programmatic" pursuits of the agencies. Balch, however, did exercise his

landlord rights when issues involved the entire facility. -'_

On numerous occasions, Balch called the heads of the agencies to the main

conference room to host and impress a "prospective" newcomer. Balch would

proudly go around the table introducing the agency heads, calling out their

titles, "This is Dr. Han Tai, director of the lonsite EPA] office.., and this is

Mr. Stevenson, director of the National Marine Fisheries Laboratory." If

Balch did not think a title was sufficient to impress a guest, he embellished it.

He was well known for conferring advanced degrees on people "on the spot."

He did not think twice about escorting an important visitor into the laborato-

ries or offices of the agency chiefs to show off the new MTF environmental

cooperative. When he was tied up, Balch delegated the task to people in his

organization who he believed had good technical knowledge, but more impor-

tantly, had "social graces" and were able to impress and dazzle visitors with

their personality. When they were escorting visitors, Balch admonished his

lieutenants to "just flash the office, step into the door, wave your arms, and

move on. Don't let them see inactivity or question you about details. Make

them believe there is a lot of diverse and important work going on. ">

In truth there was a lot of work going on, as the transition from "a single-

mission, space-dedicated, production-type installation into one having many

missions of research, development, and operations in both space and envi-

ronmental activity" accelerated at the MTE in fact, Balch proudly boasted to

Mississippi Governor John Bell Williams in June 1971 that the "new MTF"

concept was still in an experimental phase, but its validity was being "'demon-

strated each day." In Balch's battle cry for "full utilization," he called on the

28. A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr.. imerview by Steven Pallers{m, Mississippi Oral Hislory Program. Universit,, of

S.uthern Mississippi. vc, I. 386, 1991, pp. 16 18, SSCHRC: l)ircctor's Office Files. "Aclivities In Residence

At Mississippi Test Facility,,'" meeting agenda on overall situation al MTE ud., circa It)73.

29 Estess, interview by Mack tlerring. SS('. 7 July 1995.
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Governor to join him in developing the "new MTF" by stressing that "... the

opportunity exists now for the development of federal-state communication in

the very complex world of environmental management to a degree not previ-

ously possible. ''3°

At the time Baich was urging Governor Williams to actively join the

MTF effort, divisions of the following agencies were already on site or were

firmly committed to join the MTF consortium. These included the

Department of Interior's USGS and the Earth Resources Observation Systems

(EROS) regional office; the Department of Commerce's NOAA National

Data Buoy Program Office, Remote Sensing Engineering Development

Office, the Experimental Field Test and Integration Center, and the National

Oceanographic Instrumentation Center? _

Also committed to the MTF consortium were the EPA's National Pesticide

Monitoring Laboratory, National Pesticide Chemical Regulation Laboratory,

and the Water Quality Laboratory for the Lower Mississippi River Basin;

NASA's Earth Resources Experimental Laboratory, MTF (host agency),

Manned Spacecraft Center, and the MSFC; the Department of the Army's

Munitions Command Hazards Evaluation Office; and Mississippi State

University and Louisiana State University (both under contract or grant), s2

Although the new agencies began sending advance personnel to the MTF,

the total population of the site, which was more than 6,000 in the summer of

1965, had dropped to slightly more than 900. Most testing personnel went to

work for the site support contractors, the new agencies, or sought employ-

ment in the local communities. Jobs in the aerospace industry were scarce

everywhere because of the nationwide cutbacks occurring in the NASA pro-

gram. Many rocket engineers were unable to find jobs even when they

presented their specialty experiences and credentials obtained while testing

rockets at the MTE 33

30. Jackson Balch to Governor John Bell Williams, 28 June 197 I. This letter, authored by Balch, contained a good

explanation of Balch's philosophy and an account of activities under way at the MTF. The letter to Williams

is a valuable document because Balch explained his intentions for the space-environmental complex in a

written tlocument rather than at a chalkboard, where it could be erased,

3 I. Ihid.

32. Ibid.

33. Blanch R. Robinson, "NSTL Personnel Strength," 1975, SSCHRC. Of all records pertaining to the roller

coaster l}ortunes of the MTF, actual personnel records tell the story most accurately. One can trace a high of

over 64)00 peoplc working at the MTF, summer of 1965. to a low of about 900 employees in t97 I. Portions

of these personnel records can bc found in SSCHRC.
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Steel City

With the transition from rocket testing to space and environmental research

under way, Balch and his staff continued searching for additional resident agen-

cies. In at least one instance, however, their "fishing expeditions" for new

business hooked an unweicomed tenant. In the spring of 1971, the U.S. Army

was engaged in a 12-year ammunition production modernization program. The

classified program was code-named "Steel City." Senator Stennis, as chairman

of the Senate Armed Services Committee, heard about the Army program and

learned that the plans called for a large ammunition manufacturing complex. 34

Stennis suggested the Army consider locating at Camp Shelby, an Army

installation south of Hattiesburg, Mississippi--about 60 miles north of the

MTF. However, the Army Corps of Engineers, advised the Army site-selection

personnel to look at the NASA installation. On 16 April 197 !, when the Army

advance team was escorted to the MTF by the Corps of Engineers, a "love-

hate" relationship began between NASA, Senator Stennis, and the U.S. Army

ammunition plant. 35

With the new space and environmental concept beginning to flourish at

the MTE Balch felt his "marketeers" could be "selective" in their search. He

wanted agencies that were compatible and would not overwhelm the srnaller

agencies with size or federal funding. The Army's Steel City complex, with

its main mission to manufacture a modern version of the 155-millimeter

artillery round, was clearly not compatible with organizations trying to save

the planet from environmental pollution and those conducting science "for the

benefit of mankind. ''36

The Army envisioned the huge manufacturing complex costs at $500

million, with employment of approximately 1,200 people, a mammoth

undertaking that Balch thought could easily "overwhelm" the work of the

smaller onsite MTF agencies. Privately, Balch feared that once Stennis

landed the big Army plant for the MTF, the Senator would lose interest in

34. l)epartment of the Army, menlorandum, "Availability of Land and Facilities at NASA Mississippi Test

Facility/' 23 July 1971. SSCHRC: RH. ('urlin. Mem¢_r_/ndum 1_ the R_,t_l. "Possible Use Of MTF [:_w

Army's Sleel City," 14 February 1973,

35, NASA-MTV I)ircctor's Files, "Factors Concerning Steel City At Mississippi Facility. 1 February 1973.

SS('HRC.

36. ttarry ()wen to Governor [],ill Waller, 29 December 1972, SSCtIRC.
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Aerial view _Jf the Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant (MSAAP) at the National Space

Technobgy' Laboratories (NSTL) just prior to the plant's dedication on 31 March 1983.

(SSC-88-350-134)

supporting the MTF space and environmental concept. Balch also felt the

plant would bring "blue collar" jobs, which would not be a good mix with

the advanced-degree scientists working for the smaller onsite agencies) v

The Army found the MTF location attractive, especially since the north-

ern half (7,000 acres) of the "fee" area was available. The Army would have

preferred to "swallow up" the MTF activities and even said the SSME testing

program could "possibly" be moved to Merritt Island, Florida. NASA, how-

ever, bad already made its decision to test the SSMEs at the MTE The Army

wanted to obtain Stennis's blessing and locate its plant at the MTF and, in

doing so, secure necessary funding from the Senate Armed Services

Committee--chaired by Stennis) x

37, Ibi_L: Also see "Factors Concerning Sleel City At Mississippi Tcsl Facility," point "l(I," where several nega-

tive reasons are listed regarding conslruction of the Army, plant at the MTF.

38. U.S. Army Munitions Command, "Feasibility, Study. Mississippi Ammunition Complex, Mississippi Gull"

Coast," 28 May 1971, SSCHRC,
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Balch, focusing his energies on putting his own NASA house in order,

persuaded Dr. George Constan, former manager of the Michoud Assembly

Facility, to help him in a number of managerial tasks. Constan, serving as liai-

son to the Army and NASA Headquarters, handled the details concerning the

location of the huge munitions facility. Balch also appointed Doug Howard to

serve as "project officer" to follow the project with Constan. 39

Managing The Change

As the MTF environmental complex materialized, Balch made his own

organization more compatible with the multiagency concept. Although his

personnel often made light of Baich's many organizational changes, adjust-

ments were necessary for meeting the demands placed on NASA by the many

diverse tenants?"

One of the first adjustments was to change the contractual nature of the

installation. During the rocket-testing years, GE was the only MTF support

contractor, handling both technical support and site maintenance chores.

Balch and members of his staff thought the $64 million GE contract during

the Apollo program was too big and expensive for the new multiagency

arrangement. They felt that multiple contractors might be more attentive to

the new agencies. 41

Since Balch was happy with the superior technical support available from

GE, he decided to just split the GE contract into two parts, a general site main-

tenance contractor and a technical support contractor, to assist NASA and the

new agencies. The two contracts were intended to minimize GE's responsi-

bilities, and, therefore, allow for certain needs to be met by means of "specific

task" contracts. The site maintenace (institutional) contractor was "site oper-

ator," supporting facility maintenance and plant engineering. The MSFC

agreed to the overall concept and encouraged the MTF to make these changes.

In many instances. Balch favored the sophisticated contractors over his own

39. When Jackson Balch limnd Ihat Senator Slennis was determined 1o supporl Ihe Army's plans to buikl an

amnltlnitioll phml on the northern part of the MTF, he supported Ihe mo',:e. To do so, Balch helped develop

Jill ellViF('_l/lnL2nla] inlpact study and encouraged __'OllllllLlnily tllld lnedi_l support

40. Jacks_m Balch, Memorandum to O/]Tce ('hi_:l}, "Reorganization Phmning," 28 December 1971, SS('HRC.

4 I. Ibid.
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civil service staff. The reorganization kept an experienced, technical agency

available for use, in lieu of the traditional civil servants? 2

Global Associates of Oakland, California, was awarded the Operating

Services (site maintenance) contract and began working at the MTF on 12

July 1971. GE went to work under its new "Technical Support Services" con-

tract on 1 August 1971. The GE contract included support for engineering

services, data testing and instrumentation, and the scientific laboratory per-

sonnel. Both contractors were required to be responsible to the resident

agencies, as well as NASA. 4_

During this period of readjustment, the MSFC elevated the MTF's position,

giving Balch a direct line to the MSFC director and changing Balch's title from

manager to director. This move was done partially because the MSFC felt the

MTF needed the new status designation to better cope with its new concept;

also, the MSFC acted at the insistence of Senator Stennis, who wrote to NASA

complaining that the "MTF was inhibited to function properly" because of

"layers of bureaucracy." MSFC Director Eberhard Rees wrote to NASA

Administrator Fletcher, recommending the change in status and asking

Fletcher to call on other federal agencies to join the MTF consortium. Rees,

Balch's former MSFC boss and his friend, recognized the political as well as

the scientific possibilities of the growing complex. Rees also had an idea that

the SSME testing would occur at the MTF in the not-too-distant future. Prior

to 11 May 1972 and the approval of the MTF's new charter, Balch would com-

municate with the MSFC Industrial Operations office on most issues, but some

were reserved for direct communication with the MSFC director. 44

With the new charter, Balch styled the space and environmental complex

to interact with the resident agencies and operate with its own "project

office," which he called Applications Engineering (AE). He also formed an

"Installations Operations" office. Balch asked William L. "Bill" Grafton, a

respected engineer, to help organize the AE project office, and Waldo

Dearing, Balch's chief administrator, to help organize the Installation

Operations office. 45

42. Ibid; Dr. F.S, Schultz to Jackson Balch, 3 January 1972, SSCHRC.

43. WH. "Waldo" Dearing to J.N. Foster. "Revised Summary Listing Of MTF Contract Aclivities." 21 November

1972, SSCHRC.

44. MSFC, "MTF Charter 0501," 28 December 1971, SSCHRC.

45. MSFC, "MTF Charter 0502." 11 May 1972: Balch, Memorandum to ()y[lh'e (_'hi_[_, 2g December 197 I.
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Balch wanted his onsite NASA organization to be the focal point of MTF

interaction with all federal and state agencies resident at the MTF and the

Slidell Computer Complex. He also felt that the AE office should provide the

channel by which space technology could be applied to the work of the resi-

dent agencies. He deeply felt that the MTF could be of service to NASA and

the nation by demonstrating to "the world" the uses and importance of space

technology. By having the AE office actively operating in a "marketplace" of

science, Balch thought a synergism would take place and research could cross

bureaucratic, governmental, and disciplinary lines. 46

Indeed, the AE mission was to ( I ) engage in projects to demonstrate space

applications of NASA technology; (2) manage accomplishment of selected

tenant-assigned projects and experiments: and (3) seek appropriate arrange-

ments with other NASA centers to involve NASA-wide experience at the

MTF. Balch felt so strongly about the AE mission that he assigned Henry

Auter to serve as AE director and several of his best engineers and NASA

"university-educated" scientists to work in the office. As a result, AE was

divided into three elements: Technology Transfer and Utilization, headed by

Roy Estess; Technology Applications, led by Larry Hopkins: and the

Environmental Systems Development Team, directed by Dr. William "Billy"

Wolverton. Others assigned to AE were Ken Daughtrey, John Ivey, Robert

"Bobby" Hegwood, Robert "Bobby" Junkin, Lelyn Nybo, Rebecca "Becky"

McDonald, and William "Bill" Montgomery. 47

An innovative management tool devised by the Balch team was the MTF

method of recovering costs incurred by the resident agencies. NASA

Headquarters was concerned about the "accounting" process from the very

beginning. Although all federal agencies, and even state agencies to some

extent, were part of the same federal system, congressional funding, in addi-

tion to national and state laws, applied to the accountability of public funds

used at the MTE The managers of the new onsite agencies were promised that

their tenancy at the MTF would "save money," and they could put most of their

funding into scientific programs and not into expensive facility operations? _

46. Ibid.: Applications Engineering, NSTI, Capabilities Document, "('onfiguratitm ol NSTL." p. 6, and "NST[.

Industrial COll"_munity.'" p. I0: November 1975.

47. lhid.: Applications Engineering, NSTL Capabilities Document, I(I November 1975.

48. l. Jerry Itlass. Managemetlt ('om'ept and Slrl_(lllrc O/lh_, ,]oh_t ('. Stemlis Space ('enter; a Multm_,,cm)

f'ederal l..horato 0, ISS('. MS: Graphic Arts Deparlmcnl, 1995). pp. 10 16.
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Balch and his financial managers spent many hours determining a lair and

equitable system for recovering and sharing the costs of exploring science.

The system they devised charged resident agencies for the additive costs asso-

ciated with their tenancy and their particular type of work. With this system,

agencies were only charged for the added costs that NASA would not have

incurred as the sole MTF occupant. With relatively small-sized agencies par-

ticipating, these charges seemed appropriate for the tenants, as well as NASA.

As the number and size of the agencies grew, the charge system came under

fire from other agencies, NASA Headquarters, and even a congressional

investigative committee. 4_

The Restless Warrior

One of Balch's personality quirks did not allow him to ever let business

matters "settle down" for long. One might argue, however, that the creation

of the multiagency governmental complex in remote Hancock County in

southwest Mississippi required the continuous and arduous work of Balch.

After all, the experiment was undertaken far from any technological complex,

such as the Research Triangle Park in North Carolina. 5°

Balch cultivated yet another political ally, Senator John L. McClellan

(D-Arkansas), chairman of the Committee of Governmental Operations and

a ranking member of the Appropriations and Judiciary Committees.

McClellan extended an invitation to Baich to come to Washington and give

testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee in reference to a bill

allowing for an Interstate Environment Compact. Balch seized the opportu-

nity, hoping that exposure before the senate committee would further the

cause of the MTF. Arkansas was part of the MTF federal-state structure

because of "shared interests" with Mississippi and Louisiana. Arkansas

Governor Dale Bumpers took a special interest and introduced the programs

to his political allies. 5_

49. IbM.

50. Senator John L. McClellan to Jackson Balch, 27 April 197 I; Congressional Record, 92nd Congress, vol. I 17,

23 February 1971; Michael 13arone, Grant U.jitiJsa. and Douglas Matthews. The Almana(' ()f American

Politics. 1972, pp. 31 33:

5 I. Ibid.
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Balch took annual leave on 21 April 1971, the day of the senate com-

mittee meeting, so the personal views he would be expressing could not be

questioned by his NASA bosses. He even told the Committee he was testi-

fying as a '+private citizen," surprising McClellan and other committee

members, who thought he was there as a government representative. Balch

used a chalkboard, a Balch presentation trademark, to illustrate his points.

McClellan warned Balch, in a jovial way, that his marks on the board might

not be recorded properly for the record?:

Baich went on with his presentation to the Committee, using the chalk-

board just as he had many times in his own office. He pointed out the need to

monitor and inventory the environment, and he alerted the Senators to the

problems government agencies addressing these environmental matters had

in "communicating" with each other. He also used the opportunity to explain

to the congressional panel how well the various agencies at the MTF worked

together in sharing information. He emphasized the point that the same

system of cooperation could be applied in other parts of the country, covering

the nation with installations that could exchange useful infl)rmation. Balch

stressed that environmental information needed to be developed in an atmos-

phere where an "alderman in Pass Christian, Mississippi," could use data

produced from technology developed by federal and state agencies to make

decisions in his own hometown. The most important aspect of his appearance

before the Judiciary Committee came from the realization of his critics that

he would take his case to the highest places in the land. 5_

After the Washington presentation, Balch brought in state officials from

Arkansas as pan of what became a tri-state consortium for environmental

research. He gained assistance from another new political supporter, U.S. Rep-

resentative Trent Lott, a Republican elected to the House of Representatives to

fill a vacancy left by the retirement of Bill Colmer in 1972. Lott was no

stranger to the MTF, becoming familiar with it as Colmer's administrative

assistant. Lott had personal friendships with a number of the federal agency

heads and employees, and he shared "ownership" status of the MTF since his

hometown was on the Mississippi Gulf Coast in Pascagoula? 4

52. ('ongressional "rranscripl, The Senate Judiciary Commillee, +'Stalemenl of Jackson Balch, Manager.

Mis',issippi Test Facility, National Aeronautics and Space Adminislration,'" 21 April 1971, SS('HR('.

53. Ihid

54. Office of Scnalor rrent I+oll, +'Trent l,oll Biography/' \Vashinglon, D(', 1995, SS('HRC.
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Space Shuttle Approved

The slowly developing space-environmental structure at the MTF was

bolstered when President Nixon announced his plans to go ahead with a $5.5

billion program to develop the Space Shuttle. Although the January 1972

announcement was made by Nixon at his Western White House in California,

a state with a dense concentration of aerospace industries, the benefits were

strongly felt at the NASA test site in Mississippi where the new Space Shuttle

engines were scheduled to be static-fired. NASA had already made an inter-

nal decision in March 1970 to perform the shuttle testing at the MTF. Nixon's

decision also meant that the giant external Space Shuttle fuel tanks could be

manufactured at the Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF) in New Orleans, a

super economic boost for the Gulf Coast area. 5s

As plans for the new Space Shuttle unfolded, NASA Administrator

Fletcher visited the MTF in March of 1972, met with Balch, and commented

on the MTF's future as a shuttle test site and on the importance of the envi-

ronmental research under way. In a speech at Stennis International Airport in

Hancock County, Fletcher predicted that shuttle testing would only bring in

about 200 new jobs, a smaller number than the previous projections of

approximately 800-1,000 jobs. He said space would not be "de-emphasized"

by NASA, but he observed that a main purpose of the MTF would be to

explore the Earth's resources for new uses by man. 5_

Less than a month following Fletcher's March visit, NASA Headquarters

announced on 20 April 1972 that the Space Shuttle would be powered by

solid rocket motors, as well as liquid-fueled engines. The decision meant that

the boost phase of the shuttle would be propelled by simultaneous operation

of its solid propellant motors and the high-pressure, liquid-oxygen and liquid-

hydrogen main engines attached to the orbiter craft. Since NASA's internal

selection of the MTF for testing the main engines, the Space Shuttle's engine

configuration definition ensured a good piece of the reusable spacecraft

55, "Nixon Orders Go For Space Shultle," 77w Clarion Ledger, 4 January 1972; NASA-MSFC News Release,

I March 1972, SSCHRC; "Ford Defended Space Program," The Times-Picayum,, 9 October 1974. All the

tesling plans were subject tu congressional approval and funding. See Roger Launius's article, "NASA And

The Decision To Build The Space Shuttle," The Histormn, w_l. 57 (Autumn 19941, fi)r an excellem presen-

talion of the political and economic ramifications of the Space Shuttle decision.

56. "'Engine Testing Next On "rest Site Agenda," Picayune Item. 24 April 1972; "Environlnenlal Research Seen

For MTF,'" 71w Times-Picayune, 25 April t972,
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action for the Mississippi site and left the door open for possible manufacture

and test of the solid rocket motors. NASA also announced its decision to place

program management with the MSFC, giving them responsibility for devel-

opment, production, and delivery of the main engines, solid rocket motors,
and external tanks. 57

With Balch's main interest in environmental and space application pro-

grams, the MSFC set up a small Space Shuttle resident office at the MTF to

manage the test program, with no protest from the MTF director. Balch was

content to have the program managed by the Shuttle Engine Program Office

in Hunstsville, Alabama, with the MTF playing a lesser, but important, test

support role. Robert "Bob" Bush, who successfully managed the S-Ii test pro-

gram during the 1960s, was named the MTF test program resident manager,

Boyce Mix, who served as assistant S-IC manager during the Saturn V test-

ing, was Bush's deputy. Joining Bush and Mix were Ted LaMunyon, Bill

Spradlin, Jim Taylor, and Doug Howard. The office officially began opera-

tions on 17 July 1972. 5_

An important part of the MTF facility maintenance support contract with

Global Associates was a special Space Shuttle support element headed by

Doug McLaughlin, formerly in charge of the North American Rockwell group

at the MTF. Other experienced Saturn test program engineers on McLaughlin's

staff were Patrick "Pat" Mooney, J. Stephens "Steve" Dick, and David

Caldarelli. The Global organization responded directly to Bush and the MSFC

resident office and was responsible for activation, maintenance, and test sup-

port operations. The group received high marks for its performance from the

MTF management organization, as well as from the MSFC resident office. >

Two "different worlds" existed at the MTF when the shuttle program

began in the early 1970s. Colorful signs went up at the gates to the test com-

plex that read "NASA's George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Shuttle Test

57. Jim l.ambcrt, Jr.. "'Vicwpoim." Pic_o,zow Item, 24 April 1972; Eherhard Rees 1o Dale Myers, "'Selection of Test

Sites For lrtclnsion in lhe Spacc Shuttle RFP.'" I I February 1972.

58. Jackson M. Balch and J.T. Shepherd. "Memorandum of Agreement Between The Mississippi Test Facility and

Prugram Management IMSF(')," 8 October 1971: Henry F. Amer. Memoramlumfor the Record, "Meeting

With William Brm_n. Engine Program Manager." 28 October t971; Boycc Mix, interview b) Mack

Herring. SSC. 19 January 1996; Jackson M. Balch. Memoramhonfi_r the Record. "'NSTL-MSF(" Readiness

Relieve'.'" 18 November 1974, SS('HRC: Jackson M. Balch to James q'. Shepherd. "New MTF Charier." 14

Jannar_ 1971.

59. [)tmg McLanglm+ inter,.iew by Mack Herring. SS('. 18 J_.lnH_lry [_)Q6; Bill Spratllm, inter'de'e,: by' Mack

Herring, SS(', 19 January 1996.
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Complex." The engineers in the shuttle complex were overjoyed to be back

in the business of testing rockets. The scientists, with the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center, ERL, and other resident agencies, meanwhile, were busily

engaged in innovative research in space applications and environmental

research. The facility was growing again with "shuttle and science" produc-

ing an energy-charged atmosphere of excitement. 6°

Synergism At Work

Alter years of waging an unrelenting campaign to establish a "scientific

utopia," Jackson Balch's impossible dream became a reality. By the end of

1972, a number of federal and state agencies were at the MTF, pooling their

talents and resources on programs of mutual interest. Although relatively

small in employee numbers, the resident offices at the MTF were national and

regional in scope, and most were engaged in scientific research to study and

protect the environment, a prominent issue on the nation's agenda) t

By spring 1973, in addition to NASA, 16 federal and state agencies and a

universities were in residence at the MTE They represented the Department of

Commerce (DOC), the Department of Defense (DoD), the EPA, the

Department of the Interior (DOI), State of Mississippi, Louisiana State

University, and Mississippi State University. These cabinet-level agencies and

state institutions had located elements at the MTF and were using satellite data,

airborne sensors, automated ocean buoys, laboratory instruments, computers,

and other scientific devices especially designed and built at the Mississippi

facility to study their space-, ocean-, and Earth-oriented projects. 62

As Balch predicted, during his struggle to bring the varied elements to the

MTF, both chiefs and employees spent many hours discussing the possibili-

6(/. Roscoe Nichulson told the author during inlbrmat discussion in the SSC barber shop just before Nicholson

retired in 1988, "We have two different worlds here [on site]; we don't keep up with the politics. We leave

that up to you guys over there." Nicholson was speaking of the great difl_erences in the preoccupations of

rocket testing personnel in tile Test Complex and the daily administrative work carried on in the Laboratory

and Engineering Complex. This division of work at the SSC was even more apparent when lhe ocean(>

graphic and environmental agencies were in their infant stages in the I_.J7()s.: NASA MTE "Pc_ket Wallet

Facts, ud., circa 1972.

61. See "The New MTF," 1973, from the Auter Collection a( SSCItRC fur an excellent study of the MTF

philosophy.

62. Executive/Directors Files, "MTF Mission Assigmnents Of Agencies In Residence," 23 April 1'-)73. SS('HRC.
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ties of joint projects to help each other in their research endeavors.

Representatives of NOAA, the State of Louisiana, Mississippi State

University, EPA, Department of the Interior, and NASA regularly gathered

after work to compare notes. Often from these informal exchanges came joint

programs sharing expertise and technologies. _-+

One of the many cooperative investigations by the MTF space-environ-

mental consortium was the Skylab Oceanic Gamefish Project carried out by

NASA and NOAA in August 1973. The purpose of the oceanographic tact-

finding mission was to relate stocks of sport fish, such as marlin and sailfish,

to ocean features detected by advanced sensors carried aboard orbiting satel-

lites and specially equipped aircraft. NASA's ERL and NOAA's National

Marine Fisheries Service Engineering Laboratory, both located at the MTF,

collaborated on the highly visible project. Skylab was America's first space

station, using a spent S-IVB stage as a laboratory housing the astronauts and

approximately 50 experiments. An advanced multispectral scanner onboard

the Skylab conducted a number of Earth resources experiments in agriculture,

oceanography, hydrology, geology, and geography. William "Bill"

Stephenson, head of the NOAA fisheries laboratory, was principal investiga-

tor for the project. The mission was launched by a Saturn V rocket using S-IC

and S-II boosters static-fired at the MTF. For the first time, the MTF had a

role in a spaceborne mission/_4

The project was conducted in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico with NASA

and NOAA directing over 100 volunteer charter fishing boats. "Sea truth"

information was gathered by the boats as the big Skylab+ with its sophisticated

Earth resources sensor, recorded data as it flew over its Gulf of Mexico target.

The Skylab measurements were complemented by data from the NOAA-2

satellite, two NASA aircraft with sensors--flying at altitudes of 10,000 and

20,000 feet, and nine instrumented research vessels operating in the Gulf. The

Skylab Oceanic Gamefish Project demonstrated how elements of the federal

government could work with private entities such as charter boat fishermen to

gain useflfl scientific information for the "user" community. Studies con-

63. Captain Peter A. Morrill, interview by Steven Ptitterson+ Mississippi Oral History l'rt_gram, University of

Stmtbern Mississippi, vo], 442, 1993, pp. 9-1 h SS('||R('.

64. NASA-NOAA Joinl News Release, "Skylab Astronauts, Fishermen Join In Ocean Game Fish Experiment,"

24 July 1973+ SSCHRC: "+Record Number Of Sp_wt Fishing Boats Expecled Tn Take Part In Sk_lah

Project,'" 77u, Dail_ lterald, 4 August 1973,
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ducted afterward showed that gamefish could be tracked using combined

space and ocean data? _

Many other projects combining the use of satellites, aircraft, and earth-

based data were conducted by the MTF agencies. ERL worked with the states

of Louisiana and Mississippi, local universities, and, in some cases, local com-

munities conducting research investigations in the application of remote

sensing to resource management. The ERL also developed techniques and sen-

sors that gained national and international attention in the field of remote

sensing. The "Lab," as the organization was called, also cooperated with the

DOI Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) office at the MTE The

EROS office was directed by Gary North, a young manager who became a

favorite of Jackson Balch. Robert Piland, having organized the ERL, turned

the reins of the laboratory over to Wayne Mooneyhan. The National Park

Service found satellite-derived information invaluable in its inventory pro-

grams of the national parks and its study of the stresses people inflict on park

ecosystems. Dr. Garrett Smathers, director of the Park Service's element at the

MTF, had as many as 33 onsite scientists. The National Weather Bureau's

Lower Mississippi River Forecast Center, directed by the respected Clarence

Vicroy, settled in the Slidell Computer Complex, using computerized digital

simulation models and satellite and aircraft data to better predict flooding? _

Some agencies at the MTF pursued projects that daily affected people and

institutions around the nation. The EPA's Pesticide Monitoring Laboratory

analyzed soils, agricultural crops, and wildlife samples from all 50 states. The

laboratory also developed new techniques using aerial and satellite-observed

data in its program. EPA Laboratory Director Dr. Hart Tai was internationally

known for his creative work in the field. The NOAA Data Buoy Program

Office developed and deployed instrumented buoys to measure oceanographic

and meteorologic parameters in the Gulf of Mexico and along the Atlantic and

Pacific coastlines. These buoys telemetered data back to the mainland via com-

munications satellites. Captain Peter Morrill, Data Buoy's first director at the

MTE and a later director, James "Jim" Winchester, were pioneers in the devel-

opment of the automated buoys, or "ocean platforms," that provided early

65. "Over 100 Fishing Boats Take Part In Skylab Space-Experiment," The Pensacola (t'7.) News-Jourttal,

6 August 1973; "Astronauts Salute Gull" Fishermen," Mobile Press-Re_ister, 8 August 1973.

66. Gil Webre, "'MTF's Role In The _7()s: Space Technology," The lhnes-Picayune, 8 July 1973: "MTF Mission

Assignmcnls of Agencies In Residence. 1973," SSCHRC.
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warning predictions for hurricanes, storms, and other adverse ocean weather.

Dr. J.C. "Jerry" McCall, a former NASA and IBM executive and Vice

Chancellor of the University of Mississippi, was named director of the first

non-NASA agency at the SSC in 1977. Dr. McCall continues as director of the

National Data Buoy CenterY

A strong thread of competence ran through the resident agencies during the

1970s. Many key personnel came to the MTF with NASA or with its contrac-

tors during the Apollo era and transferred their expertise to the onsite agencies.

This relationship was a binding agent when the various agencies began work-

ing together and sharing scientific knowledge in joint endeavors. 6_

The synergism that Balch predicted came about with the multiagency

arrangement. The combined knowledge gained was carried to all parts of the

country. Indeed, knowledge gained by several agencies from their collective

experiences in space and environmental matters at the MTF spread around the

world. A Russian scientist and member of the USSR Academy of Sciences

faculty, Yevgeniy Federof, brought his entire staff to the MTF to study the

multiagency center in action. The Russians were especially interested in Jim

Winchester's data buoy project, as were scientists around the world. They rec-

ognized that the project was more adept at measuring parameters "'thousands

of miles in space," than just a few feet beneath the ocean's surface. _9

Obviously pleased by the attention his multiagency "brainchild" received,

Balch described the consortium's work in glowing terms. "We have some-

thing here that many university research centers do not have," Balch bragged.

"We provide accountable services to our agencies so that they can go about

their business, doing their own thing, tending to their own projects without

interference." No one involved with the multiagency concept at the MTF

doubted Balch's sincere devotion to its success. 7°

67. lhid.: MTF Direct_r's Office Log, "Significan! Evenls,'" 1971 1975. SSCHRC.

68. The success uf such pr_jects as 1he Skylab Oceanic Experiment, BOMEX, JSC-ERL satellite and airborne sur-

veys in l,ouisianu, NOAA data buoy hurricane predictions, and successful projects condncted vdlh the

Mississippi State University and I.ouisianu State Universily attests !o lhe competence of the engineers and

scientists who have been involved in the v¢ork of Ihe MTF-NSTL space-environmental complex.

69. NASA Administrator James Flclcher lauded the work of the consorlium on 14 June 1974 when he anm_tmced

the change in name and sluttls of the MTF It) the NSTI.. See also "'MTF Rept_rls Of Its I)ealh Grossly

Exaggerated," The Daily Hertdd, 20 August 1972.

70. Jackson Balch. inter'view h} Gateway Pn_,.luctions, I(1 December 1974. Jackson 13alch's mam_getnent of the

space-environmental complex comes very close Io the classic study' of American life in l)emol'rtitx Ii_

America. by Alexis de Tocqueville. See the chapter of de Tocqueville's ,a'ork entitled, "Why The Americans

Are More Addicted to Pnlcticul Than Tt_ Thet_retical Science."
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Solid Rocket Sidepaths

Although the MTF seemed to enjoy a charmed life during the early

1970s, not all proposals for future growth came to fruition. One such unsuc-

cessful venture was an attempt to manufacture and test the Space Shuttle's

solid rocket motors at the MAF and the MTF. The proposal was initiated by

a major aerospace company, a number of local business leaders, and the state

of Mississippi. The Lockheed Propulsion Company of Redlands, California,

was one of four companies entering bids on the project; specifying it would

perform the work at the MAF and the MTE To make their bid even more

attractive, Lockheed proposed to use local subcontractors for 60 percent of

the work. Other companies bidding for the solid rocket motor contract were

Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Brigham City, Utah; Aerojet Solid Propulsion

Company, Sacramento, California; and United Technology Center,

Sunnyvale, California. 7_

Even with the MTF work population showing modest growth to 1,127

employees in October 1973, the workforce was far from its heady peaks of

6,000 employees during the Apollo era. When officials in the local commu-

nities heard of the solid rocket motor manufacture and test program, they

pulled out all stops in an effort to support their political delegations and sway

NASA to make a decision favoring the MTE After all, the new solid rocket

motor program would bring about 800 new jobs, divided equally between the

MAF and the MTE The program would mean a boost of over $400 million

for the southwest Mississippi and southeast Louisiana economies. 72

An impressive delegation of elected officials, business people, and com-

munity leaders from the Gulf Coast area organized a trip to Washington, D.C.,

in October 1973 to petition for "full utilization" of the MTE Slidell Computer

Complex, and the MAE The group was careful not to publicly pressure

NASA or their congressional delegations into "choosing Lockheed" for the

solid rocket motor contract. Mississippi Governor William "Bill" Waller and

State Senator Martin Smith led the Mississippi group, while U.S.

Representative Lyndy Boggs and Senator Russell Long led the Louisiana

group. Others in the delegation included long-time NASA-MTF supporters

71. "'Officials Tokl l.ockheed Proposal Will Be MTF Boom," Picayune Item, 14 October 1973.

72. "Officials Push Full Utilization," Picayune Iwm, 17 October 1973,
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Leo Seal, Jr., and Roy Baxter, Jr. Senators Stennis and Eastland hosted the

meeting in Eastland's office, with all five Mississippi representatives present.

NASA Administrator James C. Fletcher and White House representatives

were also in attendance. The contract was scheduled for awarding in

November 1973. 7_

Even after the lobbying effort and a meeting in Eastland's office, Thiokol,

not Lockheed, was awarded the solid rocket motor contract. Many members

of the Gulf Coast community were instantly angered and urged Lockheed to

protest the contract. After all, just a few years earlier NASA announced that

the MTF was "the nation's foremost propulsion test site." Gulf Coast officials

accused NASA of favoritism because Administrator Fletcher's home was in

Utah. To add fuel to the fire, U.S. Senator Frank Moss, chairman of the

Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee, was also from Utah. Governor

Waller led the angry verbal protest. State Senator Martin Smith, who worked

hard in the lobbying etfk)rt before the contract was awarded, also issued strong

public statements against NASA. 74

The National Space Technology Laboratories

The reaction of the Mississippi-Louisiana congressional delegations was

swift and angry, and, perhaps, helped set the stage for future favors for the

MTF. The congressmen asked for a "full, detailed report on why NASA

selected Thiokol Chemical Corporation [or the solid rocket motor contract."

The award was not overturned, but the calls for "full utilization" of the MTF

by Stennis, Lott, and other political and community leaders kept the pressure

on NASA to continue to keep the Gulf Coast complex on the front burner. 75

On another front opened by Balch in his campaign to expand the "new

MTF," State Senator Martin Smith became closely associated with the move at

the State capital to see the MTF reach its full potential. Smith introduced a res-

olution in March 1974 asking the Mississippi congressional delegation to seek

73. Ibid.

74. "'Smith Blasls Mm Braun," Picayune Item. 24 March 1974.

75. "'Thiokol Bid Fxplanation Urged," Smith Mi_vi_xippi Sun. 31) No,,elnber 1973: "GAO Space Pacl Prt_be [Jlgcd,'"

lyre lTnw_-t_ic'ayune. 3{1 November 1973: "'Job (liven Utah Phmt Opposed." J_m_'s-l_i_'a_'utw, 7 I)cccmbcr

197_: "Politics, ('_st .lugglmg Alleged In Space Shuttle." The Chwi_m-l.ed_,er. 6 l)cccmbcr It_73.
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"fuller use" of the MTF. The decree requested that the name of the MTF be

changed to the "Gulf Coast Space Technology Center," and that the MTF be

"established as a separate and independent installation, reporting directly to

NASA Headquarters." Quickly approved by both houses of the state legislature,

the resolution was signed by Governor Waller and forwarded to Mississippi's

congressional delegation. In Washington, it did help ignite the process that

resulted in the MTF's name change and a new status for the installation, v6

In Washington, Senator Stennis acted swiftly on the resolution from the

Mississippi legislature. He told NASA Administrator Fletcher that he was dis-

appointed the MTF had not reached "full utilization" and even questioned

NASA's overall management ability because of "mishandling" of the MTF sit-

uation. Fletcher responded to Stennis's criticism by commissioning a trusted,

former associate administrator for Organization and Management, Richard

McCurdy, to go to the MTF for an in-depth management survey. The

"McCurdy Report," generally complimentary of the Balch management, made

two recommendations to Fletcher: (1) publicly assure NASA's commitment to

the MTF's long-term future, and (2) change its management relationship,

allowing better access to NASA Headquarters. The report did not recommend

the site's independent status, which Balch felt was needed. Instead, McCurdy

suggested that the management chain of command be connected to the

Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston, Texas, rather than to the MSFC. 7v

Fletcher informed Stennis on 24 April 1974 that he proposed to take imme-

diate action to assist the MTF. The NASA Administrator went one step further

when he told Stennis he was appointing a former astronaut, Russell L.

"Rusty" Schweickart, director of User Affairs in the Applications Office at

NASA Headquarters, where he would be charged to work closely with the

MTF to develop full utilization. TM

Determined to get immediate action, Stennis did not wait for the bureau-

cratic process of assistance to take effect at the MTE Even before hearing of

Fletcher's intentions, Stennis on 19 April 1974, in a stern letter to the NASA

76. "Legislators Urge Use Of NASA Test Site," 7he Sun-HeraM, 31 March 1974; NASA-MTF Public Affairs

Office, "Nevcspapers Tell MTF Story," I March 1974, SSCHRC,

77. "Stennis To Investigate Use Of NASA Facility," The Daily HeraM, 2 April 1974; John C. Stennis to James C.

Fletcher, 19 April 1974; James C. Fletcher to John C. Stennis, 24 April 1974; William D. Carey, "Getting

on with it: a management study of the MTF," 31 January 1974, SSCHRC; James McCurdy, "Management

Survey of NASA Facilities in Mississippi and l,ouisiana," 22 April 1974, SSCHRC.

78. Stennis 1o Fletcher, 19 April 1974.
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Administrator, said the "MTF should report directly to NASA Headquarters,

as is the case with other NASA centers. For my part, I'll not be satisfied with

less." The issue of "independence" from MSFC was apparently settled at this

point. On 24 April, Fletcher proposed a meeting with Stennis to discuss "a

more appropriate and descriptive designation for [the] MTE ''7_

With the long battle for a new and approved status for the MTF within

the NASA family nearing an end, all that was left was the selection of an

appropriate name. The name, the "National Space Technology Laboratories

(NSTL)," was actually crafted in a joint effort between Balch and Stennis's

staff members. Balch dreamed of the installation becoming "national" in

scope. All parties concerned felt "space technology" must be used in the name

because much of the work at the MTF was in the development and study of

space technology. Finally, the new field installation was a "national labora-

tory," akin to the officially designated federal laboratories. _°

On 14 June 1974, NASA announced the creation of the National Space

Technology Laboratories (NSTL). Fletcher, obviously relieved to have the

"MTF matter" finally over, said that the "NSTL has developed into an instal-

lation where highly qualified capabilities exist for conducting remote sensing,

environmental, and related research through technology application. These

capabilities have been enhanced in recent years by the location at [the] NSTL

of research and technical activities of several other government agencies. The

success of this expansion in relation to these mutually supporting activities

has led me to decide that NSTL will have a permanent role in NASA's space

applications. ''_

Senator Stennis predicted that "eflorts to increase the use of [the] NSTL

by NASA and other federal agencies [would] now be more successful than

ever before." He also noted that the installation would become an equal part-

ner with other NASA installations and report directly to NASA Headquarters.

Stennis said, "I have long been convinced that it was a major obstacle to the

facility's growth to work through the [MSFC] in Huntsville, Alabama." At the

79. Ibid.; Auter Collection, "The New MTE +'

80. Auter Collection, "'The New' MTF": See also Eli Gin,'berg, James W. Kuhn, Jerome Sehnee, and Boris Yavitz,

E_'onoolic hnpact O]Lt_rge Federal Progmmz._: The NASA E.xIJeriem'e tSatt Lake City: Olympus Publishing

Co., 1976hpp. 2747. 153 172.

81. NASA Headquarters Management Notice, 14 Jul'_e 1974; NASA Headquarters News Release, 14 June 1974.

SSCHRC.
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end of the exciting day of the "NSTL" announcement, Balch lit up his pipe,

smiled, and quietly mused to a handful of his associates that "it will be kind

of nice to be a member of the club. ''_2

The Navy Consolidation Move

The NSTL "opened" for business as an independent NASA field installa-

tion with a number of big items on its plate. Balch and his small NASA staff

of 68 civil servants had to deal with all the administrative matters attached to

becoming independent: chain of command channels, management relation-

ships, legal, financial, personnel, public relations, and many other details. The

role of "host agency" to the environmental family took on new meaning with

new responsibilities. Activation of the Space Shuttle Test Complex was criti-

cal to NASA's space program. The Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant

(MSAAP) was beginning to loom as a big ticket item for the Balch group to

deal with. But no action was more consuming, or more important to the direc-

tion of the installation--which now numbered 1,370 people--than the

coming of the Navy's oceanographic operations to the NSTL) _

The early seeds of the Navy move dated back to 17 June 1968, when three

technical project people from the Naval Oceanographic Office visited the site.

The visit was to evaluate the MTF's facilities and capabilities to handle large-

scale scientific programming, as well as data analysis and reduction. The Navy

was interested in using the Mississippi facilities for data reduction of informa-

tion collected from numerous "points and sources." Many oceanographers

became familiar with the MTF during the BOMEX project (1968 and 1969).

Probably the most influential scientist was Dr. James Wakelin, Chairman of the

President's Commission on Oceanography. Wakelin became a proponent of the

MTF at the White House and in his associations with other Washington-based

oceanographers. At the same time, then NASA Administrator James Webb had

82. "Stennis Announces MTF Reclassification," (B_ O' St. Lmds. MS) Sea Coast Echo. 20 June 1974.

83. George Low to Jackson Balch, 14 June 1974; Conference Notes. George Low. Jackson Balch, Rusty

Schweickart. others. "Creation of NSTL," 18 June 1974, NASA Historical Reference Collection (henceforth

ret_rred to as NHRC}; Edgar C. Kilgore visit to NSTL, 27 June 1974; Jackson Balch, Edgar Kilgure, John

Mathews. and Waldo Dearing Meeting Notes. "NASA Headquarters, Field Installations," 27 July 1974.

NHR('; Acting U.S_ Attorney General to George Low. "interest in use ¢_f NSTI.." 16 July 1974, SSCHRC.
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a sense that "oceanography," like space exploration in the early 1960s, would

capture the interest of the scientific community. As a result, Webb instructed

members of his Headquarters staff to assist in locating oceanographic pro-

grams at the MTF. Captain Robert Freitag of NASA Headquarters worked with

Van King in early efforts to attract oceanographic programs¢ 4

On an early "exploratory mission," Balch learned that Rear Admiral J.

Edward Snyder, Jr., Oceanographer of the Navy, was looking for a suitable

location to consolidate the Navy's various oceanographic research and oper-

ations elements. By the early 1970s, these Navy elements were headquartered

at Suitland, Maryland, and scattered about the Washington, D.C., area. As the

second largest employer in the Washington area, with 38,000 employees, the

Navy was looking for a place to relocate some of its people to comply with

an overall decentralization move under way. When informed of the Navy's

possible interest in relocating, Balch immediately became involved in attract-

ing them to the growing MTF consortium, us

Balch was not interested in bringing the Navy's entire oceanographic pro-

gram to Mississippi. The research group, later known as the Naval Ocean

Research and Development Activity (NORDA), numbered approximately

400 highly trained and educated researchers. Balch hoped to lure about 80

"Navy headquarters and managers" personnel to his facility. He felt that

approximately 800 members of the Naval Oceanographic Office, which was

the operations element of the oceanographic program, could be housed at the

MAF in nearby New Orleans. The Louisiana congressional delegation, espe-

cially Senator Long, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee: and

Representative Herbert, chairman of the House Armed Services Committee,

were highly supportive of the idea. Stennis was informed of these develop-

ments and elated to learn of the Navy's interest in relocating to Mississippi.

Such a move could help in reaching the goal of "full utilization." At that time,

Stennis was chairman of the powerful Senate Armed Services Committee and

known to have the ability to "make things happen" in Washington. _

84. Roy I.. Bullock. "MTF Utilization Data." execufi'_e Mudy. attachment 2. tab B. 1968: King. interview.

85. Admiral J. [idward Snyder. Jr.. interview by Texas A&M University. "I.ivmg History Series," circa 1977-78,

pp. 64 65; Mike Causey, "Senators Split On Navy Shift." the Federal Diary, Bi_dtington (I)(') Po_l. 8 April

1975.

86. Jackson M, Balch, Memoran&nnfi_r the Record, 26 September 1975: "Ocean I.ah May Come To (Jull'('oast."

Daily Herald, 14 November 1974.
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Stennis stuck to his policy of helping to bring those programs to

Mississippi that were in the "best interest of the country." He stated that he

would not exert any influence on the Navy move until the action was approved

and cleared through the Navy and the DoD. Admiral Snyder concurred with

Stennis's policy, and stated, "There was no political pressure. Senator Stennis

didn't even know we had chosen it [the NSTL] until we told him." On the

other hand, one of Snyder's point people for the relocation, Captain James

Ayers, Commander of the Naval Oceanographic Office, said "considerable"

congressional pressure existed for moving his agency's operation to the NSTL

and the MAE "Senator Stennis should get credit for lighting the fire," Ayers

noted. Navy Secretary J. William Middendorf, II, said he would not make a

decision on the move "based on politics"; instead, he wanted to study the

financial aspects of the move? 7

Snyder quietly told associates that the NSTL was by far the best possi-

ble place in the country to relocate the oceanographic offices. "I could not in

my wildest dreams find a place like [the] NSTL," he said. "The site is

absolutely perfect." Snyder was especially pleased with the 125,442-acre

acoustic-buffer zone that would form a protective barrier for oceanographic

programs critical to national defense. "Without the buffer zone," Snyder
said, "we would not be interested. ''_

Admiral Snyder and Johnnie Stephens, an assistant, visited the NSTL

21-22 May 1974 for a two-day planning session with Balch. At that time, the

strategy was for the Navy to locate research and development personnel at the

NSTL and operations employees at the MAF. Baich favored this plan, which

obviously met with the approval of Senators Long and Hebert of Louisiana,

as well as Senator Stennis and Representative Lott of Mississippi? 9

The first "official" announcement that the move was being considered

was on 14 November 1974, when Lieutenant Commander Sandra Snodderly,

Navy public affairs officer, said "a possible move of the office has been under

study for five years." She noted that several sites were under consideration

and that a decision would not be made until early 1975. Captain Ayres con-

firmed that the Navy was considering a move of its oceanographic elements

87. Snyder, interview by Texas A&M; "Nothing Official On Navy Agency," Picayune Item, 17 November 1974.

88. George Schloegel, interview by Mack Herring. Gulfport, MS, 2 February 1996.

89. NSTL Briefing Book. +'Significant Actions;" King, interview; Jackson Balch, interview by Gateway

Productions, circa 1974+ audio lape in SS('HRC.
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to the NSTL and the MAF. Although hopes were high in the Gulf Coast com-

munities and in New Orleans, a long and tedious battle erupted between the

Mississippi-Louisiana and Maryland political and community factions. The

Navy relocation battle finally wound up with two cases in federal court, a

General Accounting Office investigation, and congressional hearings. In fact,

the federal court cases were still not settled until long after the Navy relocated

in the summer of 1975. _

The Gulf Coast communities played an important role by helping acquaint

Washington decision makers and the 1,200 Navy oceanographic employees

with the positive aspects of the area. Stennis, knowing how important com-

munity support was to any enterprise, privately asked George Schloegel,

vice-president in charge of marketing for Hancock Bank, to assist the Navy

in making its move. Schloegel made many contributions to the Gulf Coast

through the Jaycees and other community-oriented organizations. At that

time, Schloegel was president of the Gulfport School Board. He had worked

closely with his boss, Leo Seal, Jr., as a strong advocate of the NSTL and

other programs promoting progress on the Gulf Coast. Admiral Snyder, who

was convinced that the NSTL was the best place in the country to consolidate

the Navy's oceanographic program, met with Schloegel and worked closely

with him and other Gulf Coast leaders for over a year during the relocation

period. During the early months of planning, the Slidell Chamber of

Commerce also worked hard to help bring about the Navy relocation. '_

A Shuttle Engine Ignites

The Navy move almost overshadowed an important milestone at the

NSTL. The first ignition test of an SSME occurred without fanfare. Just three

days after Jackson Balch announced he was retiring on 24 June 1975, the new

Rocketdyne test team counted the system down and ignited the engine.

Although the test lasted no more than one second and was described as just a

"sneeze," the short firing signalled a return to propulsion testing after four years

and seven months. The reactivated Space Shuttle Test Complex was now ready

90. Maria Watson. "'Oceanographic Olfice May L_)cale At NSTI,.'" Daih Herald, 14 November 1'474.

91. Schh_egeJ, Jnter,,iew.
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to begin the long and difficult task of testing the 470,000-pound-thrust SSMEs

as part of their development lbr use on the new reusable space vehicleY 2

The first test, commonly referred to as a "hot test," was conducted by the

Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International Corporation, under the aus-

pices of Bob Bush's NASA-MSFC resident office at the NSTL. In addition to

Bush, Boyce Mix, Ted LaMunyon, and Bill Spradlin made up the NASA

"official" crew. Doug Howard and Jim Taylor were detailed to the onsite

MSFC office from the Balch organization. The NASA-MSFC onsite team

was joined later by David "Dave" Martin and Dianne Ezell. Rocketdyne had

sent 24 experienced test engineers in December 1974 from the West Coast to

augment its test team. Paul N. Fuller, a veteran rocket test manager, headed

the capable Rocketdyne team as Resident Manager. Fuller began his career in

rocket testing with the Redstone rocket program in 1953. Rocketdyne also

shored up its experienced personnel by transferring Roscoe Nicholson,

member of the Apollo/Soyuz launch vehicle team, from the KSC back to

Mississippi. As head of Test Operations, Nicholson called on several of his

former Saturn V colleagues. One of the "key guys" answering Nicholson's

call was Leland "Lee" English, an experienced test engineer who became a

stalwart for RocketdyneY 3

Engineers gained confidence for the "hot test" earlier in the month with a

successful "fuel blow-down" on 3 June. In that test, the countdown marked

one of a series of preliminary tests for the SSME prior to a main-stage testing

planned later in the summer of 1975. The blow-down test involved a check-

ing of the large, liquid-hydrogen engine's pumps and other components using

the engine's actual propellants. The test was preceded by another liquid test

using liquid nitrogen. A Countdown Demonstration Test (CDT), an important

readiness check where crews complete all objectives except ignition, was

accomplished before the first hot-test was done. The SSME test program went

on from humble beginning in 1975 to become one of the premier rocket test

92. NASA-SSC Test and Engineering Directorate, "A-I Test History," 22 December 1994, p. 1; SSC Histt_ry

Office, History Oulline, "Chronolngy," Oclober 1991; "First Shuttle Engine Test Series Complelcd." The

Times-Picayune, 25 June 1995.

93. "'Engineers Arrive To Activate Test Facilities." The IhTily HeraM, 19 Decelnher 1974: Jackson M. Balch and

WR. Lucas, "MSFC/NSTL Memorandum of Agreement For Space Shultle Progranl," 20 February 1975;

Steven Isakt_wilz. Space Shuttle lxzunch _x'stem,_. p. 253; Roscoe Nichulson, interview by Charles Bolton,

Mississippi Oral History Program, Univcrsity of Southern Mississippi, vol. 404., 1992, pp. 16 18. SSCHRC:

Mix. interview.
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A rem_te camera captures a clause-upvieu, of a Space Shuttle Main Engine during, a static test-

firing at the J,_hn C. Stennis Space Center. (SSC-81-201-l)
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programs in history. Hundreds of rocket tests were conducted, breaking every

record previously set in the propulsion business. In fact, the work of the

SSME test crews was largely responsible for the center becoming known later

as NASA's "center of excellence" for propulsion testing. 94

Balch Era Ends

Jackson Balch ended his decade of leadership on 31 July 1975 during a

period of action and change similar to the supercharged days of activation

when he arrived in May 1965. The SSME program had begun, bringing the

NSTL back into the rocket-testing business. The space and environmental

consortium also continued to grow with additional agencies, and plans for

the giant munitions complex were nearly completed. But, even more note-

worthy to the future history of the installation, Balch's idea to bring part of

the Navy's oceanographic element to the NSTL swiftly blossomed into a

governmental upheaval of enormous proportions, far greater than even the

"impossible dreamer" (Balch) imagined. 95

Balch saved the struggling MSFC stepchild during a near-death "moment

of despair" in February 1970. When a weary Jackson Balch announced his

retirement, the future of the space and environmental facility he had envi-
sioned was ensured. 96

When Balch and Admiral Snyder first met, they were of one accord on the

"partial" Navy move to the Mississippi facility. But, when Snyder found that

he had support for locating the entire oceanographic complex at the NSTL, he

went for the whole deal. Balch feared the total naval contingency would

"overpower" his multiagency space and environmental concept. "The mili-

tary and the others [civilian agencies] don't mix," he said. Balch only wanted

the research oceanographers to "share" in the consortium. Snyder, with much

stronger political and governmental support, wanted complete consolidation

of his oceanographic center. Balch contended, however, that the Navy move

was not the reason for his retirement. For those who knew him personally, this

94. A- 1 Test History, SSCHRC.

95. Maria Watson, "Balch Recalls Progress At Hancock Test Facility Site," The Daily Herald, 24 July 1975,

96. Edmund R. Gray and Herbert G. Hicks, "Tbe Mississippi Test Facility: A Study In Organizational

Viability"(Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University, May 1971 ),
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dedicated man had, in reality, given his all--spiritually, mentally, and physi-
• " " i t)7cally--to the premise of "full utilization" for the NASA site in Mtss|sslpp.

97. "Balch I+eaving NASA; Autcr Assumes Post." The + l)aily Herahl, 21 July 1975.
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CHAPTER 10

In Search of a Role

Auter Takes Charge

hen Jackson Balch stepped down on 31 July 1975, the leadershipof the new National Space Technology Laboratories (NSTL) was
passed to Henry F. Auter, a true rocket pioneer of the Mississippi

project since its inception in 1961. A dedicated, hard-working engineer from

Vicksburg, Mississippi, Auter was a favorite of von Braun, Heimburg, and

Fortune. Even the maverick Balch depended on this quiet "man behind the

scenes" to master details and help shape the NSTL into a practical, working

laboratory. From the beginning, Auter was faced with the difficult task of

holding the fragile NSTL framework together, as powerful forces from

Washington threatened to collapse it. l

In fact, at one point NASA Headquarters seemed ready to +'walk away"

from the hard-wrought consortium, leaving the entire site to the arriving

United States Navy oceanographers, except for the "fenced-in" portion that

the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) engineers were using to static test

I. ++Balch Leaving NASA: Auter Assumes Post. +`The (Bilo+_i/Gull'port. MS_ l)aih' Herahl (hcnccfi_rth referred to

as The Daily Herald), 21 July 1975; Ted O' Boyle, "Auter Named Acling Chief at NASA+NSTL." The l)aih

Herahl, 22 Jul> 1975.
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the Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs). After all, the doctrine of "full uti-

lization" was almost realized with the addition of the U.S. Army plant for the

manufacture of new and improved ammunition. With the Army and Navy

moving onsite and the shuttle safely assigned to the MSFC, NASA felt Jess

responsibility for the giant propulsion center's future)

Auter gave almost two decades of his personal and professional life to

advancing the Mississippi operation from its early planning years in

Huntsville through its evolution to a space and environmental complex. For

over a year, Auter served during a time of upheaval as acting manager, trying

his best to continue flying the symbolic NASA flag?

As the Navy move to the site accelerated and the Army ammunition plant

began to materialize, NASA sent Jerry Hlass from its Washington headquar-

ters to size up the chaotic NSTL situation and to determine whether the site

was worth saving. True, the Space Shuttle Test Complex was secure in

MSFC's hands, but the rest of the NASA-NSTL was indeed in danger of dis-

section. Hlass was faced with making a decision to dismantle the years of

hard work by his friends and colleagues in NASA who had labored to fashion

the new laboratory in south Mississippi?

Acting Manager Auter was recognized as a "no nonsense" conservative

engineer. Von Braun, Heimburg, and a multitude of professional followers

knew Auter as a meticulous planner. This attention to detail was foremost in

Heimburg's thinking when he first placed Auter in a leadership position with

the MTF Working Group in the early 1960s and later recommended him as

deputy of the early Mississippi Test Operations (MTO). Even before the

Apollo program, von Braun and Heimburg relied on Auter to head the

Electrical Systems Engineering Branch in the MSFC Test Laboratory. In that

capacity, Auter was instrumental in the test and launch of the Jupiter-C rocket

2. Jerry Hlass, interview by Mack Herring. Long Beach, MS, 12 February 1996 and 15 February 1996: Henry

Auter, "Management Review," 27 August 1976, p. 18, Auter Collection, Stennis Space Center Historical

Records Collection (henceforth referred to as the SSCHRC)+

3. NASA-MTF Biography, Henry F. Auler, September 1965, SSCHRC; Biography, Henry F. Auter, 1990,

SSCHRC; Hlass, interview, 15 February 1996.

4. NASA Personnel Notice, Headquarters, 18 August 1976: '+Hlass to Become Manager of NSTL Effective I

September," The (Bilo._:i-GulOJolT. MSJ South Mississtppi Sun. Jackson Balch told reporter Maria Watson

in an interview for The Daily HeraM, 24 July 1975, that a decision on the Navy consolidation would be

forthcoming "in about a week. '+ The retiring manager said he teared the Navy would "overwhelm" the

smaller environmental agencies and that he "hadn't realized the insensitivity of the Navy." He suggested

"the powers that he" directing NASA. the Navy, and the Army sit down and plan three separate installations,
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that boosted the nation's first satellite, Explorer I, into orbit. Auter also par-

ticipated in the test and launch of the Mercury- Redstone rocket that propelled

Alan Shepard, America's first astronaut, into space. Auter was chosen by

Heimburg to develop the activation plan for the Mississippi site before any

construction began. He served as technical director for testing the Saturn V

booster stages and helped Balch mastermind the plan for transforming the

MTF into a multiagency space and environmental research laboratory. In fact,

Auter made critical decisions about which facilities to build with the contro-

versial $10 million set-aside funds?

Henry F. Auter, deputy manager _f the Mississippi Test

Facility/Nati_mal Space Techn_logy Laboratories fl_m_

1963 until 1980, made _rumy c_mtributi_ms t, the

installation as a manager, pl_mner, and engineer. He

was in charge of the testing ,f the Saturn V first and

sec,nd stages and served as acting, manager fr, m 1975

until 1976. (SSC P,rtmit File)

Although Auter was known for his practical engineering achievements, he

was an idealist at heart. His father was a riverboat captain on the Mississippi

River, and the young Auter's voyages at his father's side on the river from his

Vicksburg, Mississippi, hometown stimulated a spirit of exploration and

adventure. In fact, while working at Cape Canaveral, Florida, as an Air Force

engineer, Auter was fascinated by a Wernher von Braun article in Collier's

magazine dated 22 March 1952. The famous article, about giant rockets,

space stations, and voyages to the Moon and the planets, ignited Auter's inter-

est and imagination, and he became involved in space exploration. Auter

5. NASA-NSTI., Auter Biography, 1975: Henry' f( Auter, interview by' Mack Herring, SSC History ()ffice.

December 1990; Eric Bergaust, Werhner yon Braun (Bridghampmn, NY: Vail Ballou. 1976) pp. 276 277,

Henry F. Autcr was well-qualified Io assume the acting manager's position. A recipient of NASA'_

I!xccptmnal Scrvicc Medal and Speci:.d Achievcmenl Award, Auler had pro'-.:en his loyalty to NASA.
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found a position at the MSFC Test Division, becoming a member of the yon

Braun team in 1953. 6

Even with his optimism and wealth of expertise on the NSTL's develop-

ment and operation, Auter was not prepared to battle the unseen forces bearing

down on the new installation. The Navy was in the midst of transferring its

oceanographic operations from the Suitland, Maryland, and Washington, D.C.,

areas; development of the Army munitions plant on 7,000 acres in the north-

eastern quadrant of the fee area was progressing; and the SSME test program

was cranking up. In addition, several onsite environmental agencies were also

demanding more attention from their NASA host; and Auter found the morale

of his small civil service staff sinking to an all-time low. v

Auter had little time to settle into his NSTL Manager's chair before the

Naval Oceanographic Office's arrival sent his plans awash. His first action, as

prescribed by NASA on 1 August 1975, was to send a memorandum to a lim-

ited number of people announcing his position as acting manager of the NSTL.

He appointed Waldo Dearing, who had served as an assistant to Balch, as

acting deputy manager, and then invited all resident agency heads to a meet-

ing on 4 August to "establish communications in the new relationship. ''s

Arriving, Naval Oceanographic Office

When Balch handed the reins of NSTL over to Auter, during a farewell

press conference on 23 July 1975, the major decision on the Navy's move of

its Oceanographic Office to the NSTL was "just days away." Secretary of

6. NASA-NSTL, Auter Biography, 1975; Henry E Auter. interview by Mack Herring, SSC History Office,

December 1990; Wemher yon Braun, "Crossing the Last Frontier," Collier's tNew York: Collier_), 22

March 1952. SSCHRC.

7. Maria Walson, _'Navy Office Decision Expected Within One Week," The Daily Herald, 24 July 1975: NSTL

History Highlights, "Shuttle Era," NS 13-8-005. When Auter assumed the acting manager's post, the SSME

test firings had .just begun, the Army Ammunition Plant was finalizing plans fi)r its complex, a move of the

ERL to Slidell, LA, was in the making, and the resident agencies were "nervous" about the Navy coming.

The population of the NSTI. was 1.370, with an additional 1,200 Navy employees scheduled to arrive when

all legal issues were resolved. Henry Auter, "Continuity Strategy," July 1975, SSCHRC

8, Henry F. Auter, Memorandum to Distribution, _'Assumption of Posilion, Acling Manager, NASA/NSTL,'" 1

August 1975; E.S. "Todd" Groo, NASA HQ Management Delegation. "Authority to Act for Manager.

NSTL in the Event of an Attack on the United States and During Normal Conditions," 25 October 1974,

NASA Historical Relcrence Collection, NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC (hencel)._rth rel)zrred to as

lhe NHRC).
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Defense James Schlesinger was awaiting the conclusion of a study by the

General Accounting Office (GAO) before making a final decision on the relo-

cation. Representative Trent Lott pointed out that the GAO had found housing

and schools in the Gulf Coast communities to be adequate. ')

Auter became deeply involved in the massive Navy exodus even be/k_re

he was officially designated acting manager. He went to NASA Headquarters

on 3 i July to meet with NASA's E.C. "Ed" Kilgore, deputy associate admin-

istrator for Center Operations, and Admiral Snyder to discuss the impending

move. Several other NASA and Navy officials, including NASA's Waldo

Dearing and the Naval Oceanographic Office's Captain James Ayers, were at

the meeting. _0

On 7 August, in an effort to get his organization ready to host its largest

tenant to date, Auter appointed a "planning team" to coordinate the integra-

tion of the Naval Oceanographic Office. His objective was to provide for an

orderly, efficient, and economical integration into the "family of cooperating

agencies at NSTL." Auter named himself as team leader and selected as team

members A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., Facility and Equipment; A.M. "Mark"

Payne, Cooperating Agency Interfaces and Supporting Services; D.L. "'Dave"

Johnson, Labor Relations and Determination; and Mack R. Herring, Public

and Community Affairs and Protocol. _'

Even though some of the new onsite agencies were small, they still

demanded personal attention. The NSTL civil service employees, who wore

several "hats," became adept at finding creative ways to work as engineers--

contract monitors--administrative managers. The "can do" attitude known

throughout the Agency grew during the many lean years at the NSTL. _2

9. Mafia Watstm, _'Navy Office Decision Expected," The I)ail_ tterahl, 24 July 1975.

I(). Henry F. Auter, Memoramlum to Distpflmtion, "'Planning for Coordin_ltion of Navy Oceanographic Move," 7

August 1975.

11. Henry F. Auter, Mem_randum, 7 Augusu 1975; See Director's Files. "'('hronoh_gy of Significanl E',cnts,'" 31

July--27 August 1975.

12. B_tlch assigned _r transferred personnel to other onsite agencies, e.g., ERL and the SSME ResideM Office. No

d_)ubl he feh these employees might help ['ulure endeavors, lie also fell he could recall Ihem when he needed

their seo, ices
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Washington Participation

With Auter preparing for the Navy move to Mississippi, NASA

Headquarters turned its attention to matters at the national level to expedite the

exodus. The GAO study, which essentially addressed problems raised by

Representatives Marjorie Holt and Gladys Spellman and the rest of the Maryland

delegation, was the last piece of information Secretary Schlesinger needed in

order to make his decision on the move. The study found most of the delegation's

fears unfounded. These concerns included the question of adequate square

footage at the NSTL to accommodate the new personnel, affordable housing on

the Mississippi Gulf Coast, and quality schools in the communities. The GAO

promised a final report in November 1975, but that study was not expected to

reveal any new findings. Knowing this, NASA announced on 12 August that Ed

Kilgore, deputy associate administrator for Center Operations, would continue

to be responsible for overall "policy and management oversight" pertaining to

the NASA-Navy planning. Director Robert Curtin, Office of Facilities, was

appointed to oversee issues and agreements affecting the Navy move. _3

The NSTL facility issues were important because at least one agency had

to be relocated to make room for the Navy. Bill Lilly, NASA Headquarters

comptroller, was responsible for setting up appropriate charges to recover

NASNs costs and for reporting the costs to the Senate Appropriations

Committee. The Committee required an accounting of all funding associated

with the move, since part of the Navy relocation decision was based on saving

the federal government money. 14

Admiral Snyder and members of his staff not only became involved with

logistical matters at the NSTL, but with establishing good relationships with

13. E.S. "Todd" (]roo to NASA Headquarters Distribution, "Responsibilities for NASAActivities Related to Navy

Move to NSTL." 12 August 1975, NHRC. Aclion copies of this memorandum went to several officials at

Headquarters, including Low, Shippey, Lilly, Kilgore, Curtin. and Madden. The memo placed Kilgore in

charge of the Navy move at the Headquarters level and gave Henry Auter responsibility "on the ground" at

the NSTL.

14. William "Bill" Lilly stated in a civil action suit affidavit [(75-1437, court of review' unknown) Washingtml.

DC ( 12 December 1975), that "Eighty-five persons associated with the Earth Resources Laboratory are to

relocate t_ Slidell Computer Complex, thereby making space available at NSTL fiw responding number of

Navy employees to relocate to NSTL.'" NASA planned to move the ERL back to the ]SC, bul decided

instead to consolidale the AE and ERL al the Slidell Cmnplex, and later to move both to the JSC. See also

"Navy's Hearing Footsteps," The Washington, DC, Evening Star (henceforth referred to as The Washington

Evening Star), I I June 1975, and Fred W. Bowen, Jr., to Rear Admiral J. Edward Snyder. 24 July 1975, tk_r

explanation of NASA plans concerning charges to Navy at NSTL, NHRC.
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the Gulf Coast communities. The energetic and charismatic Snyder made sev-

eral visits to the NSTL to meet with Auter and his staff, and to call on

community leaders to support his organization in Mississippi. Snyder quickly

became a popular figure with Gulf Coast citizens, who had a long tradition of

welcoming military personnel to their communities.IS

Snyder was also in demand as a guest speaker at civic clubs and special

events along the Gulf Coast. He addressed the annual Chamber of Commerce

events in Picayune and Bay St. Louis; and he told the 50th Anniversary

Hancock County Chamber gathering that the Mississippi Gulf Coast living

conditions were "far superior" to those in the Washington, D.C., area. Snyder

evoked some "ooh's and ah's" from the audience when he predicted the $223-

million budget for oceanographic research was only "the tip of the iceberg. ''_

The Admiral was often accompanied on his trips by Flag Lieutenant Paul

Gaffney, It. He made his home in Diamondhead, Mississippi, and became a

frequent speaker at civic clubs and special community events along the Gulf

Coast and in nearby New Orleans. Years later, Gaffney was promoted to the

rank of Rear Admiral and placed in command of the Naval Oceanographic

Office headquartered at the SSC, where he was respected by employees and

colleagues alike as he promoted "multiagency" cooperation.IV

NASA and Navy officials breathed a sigh of relief on 21 November 1975

when a memorandum of agreement was signed between NASA and the

Department of the Navy "concerning Navy activities at the NSTL at Bay St.

Louis, Mississippi." When the long-awaited GAO report was released 25

November, it cleared the way for the move. Included in the memorandum of

agreement was an allocation of 179,200 square feet of floor space; a discus-

sion of recoverable costs; a schedule of occupancy; details about the use of

a Univac 1108 computer: and terms detailing alterations and construction of

real property. The agreement stated that the Navy would become a principal

15. For account of Admiral Snyder's Gulf Coast activities see Director's Office files. "Significant Actions." 1975.

George Schl_egcl, of Hancock Bank, told the author, 21 February 19'-)6. Ihat Admiral Snyder was a nmst

impressive man, dedicated to his country and the Na'_y.

16. Maria Wats_m. "Navy Undersecretary l,auds [Naval Oceanographic Office] Bay Shift." The Daily th'ruld. 13

November 1975.

17. Biography, Rear Admiral Paul G. Gaffney, II. USN. "Commander. Naval Oceanography (-'Ollllltand,'"

SS('tIRC. Roy Estess, named director of the SSC in 1t_89. remembers Gafl'tley traveling Io Ihe NSTI, with

Snyder. Estess said he arid Gaffne,, often spent lime talking while waiting for Iheir bosses m discuss busi-

ness, and later t\mnd it ironic Ihal they themselves became directors of their respecti,,e organizations.
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tenant "on or before" l July 1976. Most importantly, the agreement, signed

in Washington, signaled that the NSTL was well on its way to obtaining "full

utilization. ''_

A Tale Of Two Cities

Although most legal obstacles to the Navy migration to Mississippi were

settled, or near resolution, opposition to the move by Naval Oceanographic

Office personnel persisted. Admiral Snyder and Senator Stennis did not take

employee resistance to the move lightly. The morale of the scientists, techni-

cians, and military personnel was crucial to the success of the Navy's mission.

The politicians did not want to bring the oceanographers to the Mississippi

Gulf Coast "kicking and screaming." In Stennis's case, the judicious and com-

passionate Senator wanted to do "the right thing" for the new residents coming

to his state. For this reason, Stennis asked George Schloegel of Hancock Bank

to organize the Gulf Coast community and help promote the attributes of living

and working on the Gulf Coast. U.S. Representative Trent Lott pointed out that

the Maryland employees were stirred up by Representatives Marjorie Holt and

Giadys Spellman, who did not want to lose their constituents with their $25-

million payroll to Mississippi. The representatives' chief criticisms focused on

inadequate schools and lack of affordable housing. _'_

In fact, some in Washington predicted there would be a "reversal of the

blatantly political transfer of the Navy's Oceanographic Office." Noting that

a number of oceanographers were refusing to pack for the move, rumors cir-

culated that Defense Secretary James Schlesinger would decide the issue just

"wasn't worth the grief." As one Washington, D.C., paper noted: "This is not

just a matter of one jurisdiction losing a federal payroll. It is a matter of pol-

itics being played as usual in a day when the country can't afford such

foolishness." In order to counteract the hostile atmosphere in Maryland and

allay the concerns of the Naval Oceanographic Office employees, Snyder

arranged for Schloegel to bring a delegation of Gulf Coast community lead-

18. NASA Management Instruction. "NASA-Navy Agreement--Navy Activities at NSTL." NASA NMI-193, 21

November 1975.

19. George Schlt_egel. interview by Mack Herring, Gulfpolt, MS, 21 February 1996; Maria Watson, "Navy Office

Decision Expected Within Week." The Daily Herahl, 24 July 1975.
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ers and citizens to the Oceanographic Office in Maryland to speak to and meet

with the Navy workers. An astute and persuasive young man, Schloegel was

a leader in community endeavors on the Mississippi Gulf Coast since gradu-

ating from college. He was well-known and liked in the Gulf Coast

communities, having worked with other leaders, such as Leo Seal, Jr., of the

Hancock Bank, on civic and educational projects. +-_

Schloegel's good will mission was considered very important to the Navy's

plans to relocate. After all, there had been few occasions in peacetime when

an entire military element of some 1,200 people was moved at one time to a

new location nearly halfway across the country. Schloegel called on educa-

tors, realtors, home builders, business people, recreation specialists, elected

officials, and other civic leaders and asked them to travel with him 10-12

August 1975 to the oceanographic office. Their mission was to help allay the

fears of the oceanographers and entice them to Mississippi. Snyder promised

Schloegel an airplane to transport the community leaders to Maryland on 10

August 1975. Schloegel selected 30 people for the mission, representing a

wide cross-section of Gulf Coast society. The group was called the "NSTL

Oceanographic Task Force." The hand-picked community team, which also

included representatives from Louisiana, gathered on the tarmac at the

Mississippi Air National Guard hangar adjoining the public terminal at the

Biloxi-Gulfport Regional Airport. The group became wary when they did not

spot a suitable aircraft. Then, to their surprise, a presidential-type jet plane,

identical to the famed Air Force One, appeared in the sky and began its

approach. The excited Task Force travelers were flabbergasted, for they

expected a plane similar to a DC-9, or even a military transport propeller

plane. The Navy's use of such a fine airplane confirrned for Schloegel, once

and for all, the importance of the Navy move. +-_

After the NSTL task force landed at Andrews Air Force Base, they were

hosted during their stay by a prestigious group that included J. Williarn

Middendorf, II, Secretary of the Navy; H. Tyler Marcy, Assistant Secretary of

the Navy; Admiral Snyder; and Captain Ayers. Also joining the Washington

delegation and extending a welcome to the community leaders were Johnnie

2(I. Edilorial, "'Na'++,,'s Hearing.." 77u, }_{z,_'hingt_m Evenin,_ Star, II June 1975; Mike ('ausey. The Federal Diary.

"Scnat_rs Spill On Navy Shifl,'" The _,_lshm_ton (I)CJ Post, IN April 1975.

2 I, Schlt_egel, interview.
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Stephens, special assistant to Snyder; Robert Ferneau, special assistant to

Middendorf; Russ Greenbaum, public information officer; and Larry W.

McCullen, Sr., president of the American Federation of Government

Employees, Local 1028. 2z

While in Maryland, Schloegel's task force set up an information program

at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) auditorium where Schtoegel gave a

straightforward, honest presentation--avoiding any "sales pitches." He and

his community friends addressed practically all of the 1,300 employees of the

Suitland facility. At a previous hearing in the Suitland area, the major con-

cerns expressed were about Mississippi education and housing. The education

concerns included fears about inadequate school capacity, poor quality of

education, interior school curriculums, and lack of libraries in the area.

Housing concerns ranged from inadequate units to accommodate the poten-

tial influx, the number of apartments available, and price ranges. Other

questions asked were related to employment opportunities for dependents,

availability of day-care centers, and cultural opportunities. 23

Another special line of questions involved racial segregation along the Gulf

Coast. The concerns were stimulated by information the Navy employees

heard, indicating at least one segregated movie theater existed; some doctors'

offices contained separate waiting rooms for blacks and whites; segregated

neighborhoods existed; and memberships in private recreational facilities

were denied to blacks. Several black civic and business people were in the

Mississippi group, and they answered these types of questions. For the most

part, the problems brought up existed years earlier all over the South, includ-

ing the Gulf Coast? 4

In addition to the presentations in the NRL auditorium, the NSTL Task

Force set up card tables in the lobby with specialists at each table covering

topics of interest for the Navy workers. The Navy workers could also complete

forms requesting further information about the Gulf Coast. In addition, all

employees were given issues of the Biloxi-Gulfport daily newspaper to help

22. Ibid.

23. Private Papers in the possession of George Schloegel, Gulfport, MS. Schloegel's files on lhe community rep-

resentalive's visit to Suitland. Maryland, are an excellent record of whal community planning, h_rd work,

and spirit can accomplish The files illustrate the thorough approach taken Io inform and sell the Maryland

Naval Oceanographic Office I NOO) personnel on the Gulf Coast.

24. Schloegel. interview.
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them learn more about the Gulf Coast. Schloegel said the community effort

was a success, noting a marked difference in the attitude of the Navy employ-

ees at the conclusion of the visit. Indeed, after settling into their new homes in

Mississippi and Louisiana, the Navy employees became active citizens and

leaders in their new communities. Most, who later retired from Navy employ-

ment, remained in the area. The relocation of the Naval Oceanographic Office

to the Gulf Coast produced other results. Many lasting friendships developed

between the "Task Force" community members and the incoming Navy civil-

ian and military employees? 5

Making Room For The Navy

Although it was generally known and discussed quietly within manage-

ment circles, the [act that NASA had to move the ERL from the NSTL to make

room for the incoming Naval Oceanographic Office was not publicly known

until 15 August 1975. As early as 24 April, A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., NSTL facil-

ity chief, knew "NASA is going to bite the bullet and inform Wayne

Mooneyhan (ERL director) that he can tell his people it is possible that ERE

will move to Houston." In fact, early NASA planning was to send the ERL

back to Houston before adequate space was found at the Slidell Computer

Complex for the 110 civil service and contractor people associated with the

Lab. When word got out that a move of ERL to Houston was being considered,

many employees wrote to Stennis and Lott protesting the westward migration

to Houston. NASA determined that a closer ERL relocation would be less

expensive and disruptive for the ERL scientists and technicians, since most

personnel lived in Slidell, Picayune, or on the Gulf Coast. NASA officials also

recognized that much of the ERL work was carried out in conjunction with

other environmental agencies collocated at the NSTL. A move was necessary,

however, because the first floor of Building 1100, occupied by the ERL, was

the best space on the installation to accommodate the first wave of the Navy

relocation. As a result, the Slidell Computer Complex, located only 15 miles

away was the logical choice for a new ERL location. -_

25. IbitL

26. A.J. "'Jack" Rogers. Jr.. Dail) Journal Record Book, 24 April 1975.
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Indeed, the ERL move and an associated attempt to consolidate and

move the NASA Applications Engineering (AE) group became a cause cele-

bre for many protesting NSTL employees and their community friends. The

first public announcement came 15 August when Maria Watson broke a

story in The (Biloxi/Gulfport, MS) Daily Herald headlined, "Lab Plans

Relocation of Hancock Personnel." The announcement of the ERL move

was one of the dire predictions made by Balch when he retired. Since many

thought the ERL's move would weaken other agencies and cause a "falling

domino effect," public announcement of the move caused alarm among the

employees. 27

Although the Slidell move was considered "disruptive," the short com-

mute was far better than moving some 400 miles to Houston. Organized in

1970 at the insistence of Senators Ellender and Stennis, the ERL gained

national attention for its research and its applications of remote sensing and

space technology. The unique laboratory was especially attuned to the user

needs of "the man on the street." At the time of the proposed relocation, the

ERL was in the middle of several three- or four-year programs in conjunc-

tion with state agencies in Mississippi and Louisiana. Mooneyhan had a very

well-educated and experienced scientific team with 40 to 50 percent of the

civil service personnel holding doctoral degrees. With such special creden-

tials in a wide range of disciplines, NASA did not relish the idea of losing

any of these specialists. 2_

As preparations progressed for the ERL relocation, E.S. "Todd" Groo+

associate administrator tk)r Center Management, met with Auter on II

December 1975 to discuss the ERL move and the transfer of all "program-

matic" responsibilities to ERL. Such a transfer would have left the NSTL with

only institutional "housekeeping" chores. Groo told Auter on 19 December

that all work not transferred to ERL "shall be terminated" and the associated

personnel positions "eliminated," resulting in a reduction of the NSTL per-

sonnel by fiscal year 1976. When Groo made these decisions, the NSTL civil

service complement was 70, with one position in reserve. Groo set 15 January

1976 as the date for a consolidation program to be reviewed and approved at

the Headquarters and sternly warned Auter not to discuss any "shifting of

27. Maria Wats_m, "Lab Plans Relocalion ()f Hancock Personnel," 7he Daily th'rald, 15 August 1975

28. Ibid.
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work or change in the NSTL mission," unless it was with Groo's office or the

heads of the affected program offices at NASA Headquarters. ''-_'_

Clearly the actions suggested by Groo would have eliminated any chances

the small NSTL organization had of becoming a viable NASA space and envi-

ronmental entity. Alter all, the AE was created largely for the purpose of giving

NSTL a "program" office and a means of interacting with the several onsite

environmental agencies, as well as with the States of Mississippi and

Louisiana. Auter, who worked extremely hard to develop the NSTL space and

environmental complex, strongly opposed the Groo directive. Sadly, in his

position as acting manager, Auter could do no more than voice his opposition. 3_

Meanwhile, the morale of the NASA-NSTL employees began declining as

they sensed the powerlessness of their acting manager to secure a mission in

the face of the massive Navy influx. Indeed, the NSTL NASA staff began com-

plaining at the Monday morning staff meetings and demanding answers from

Auter on how to cope. Auter wanted to stabilize the organization, assign per-

sonnel to permanent positions, and develop a definitive mission statement] _

Groo, however, told Auter he could not proceed with this action until the

AE consolidation with the ERE and after an "institutional" NASA organiza-

tion, without program responsibility, was lk_rged. Most NSTL employees

approached the Christmas holidays in a state of frustration, not knowing if

their jobs were secure at the unsettled site. Several NSTL employees even sent

resumes to the Navy; others, however, vowed to fight for their jobs. _-"

With ERL making plans to relocate to the Slidell Computer Complex and

the Navy measuring first-floor space of the NSTL NASA Administrative

Building, 1976 rang in a bleak message for Auter and his struggling NSTL

organization. With the activity of preparing for the ERL move and the AE

consolidation, keeping Groo's grim secrets from the NSTL's weary crew was

impossible. _

29. E.S. "Todd" Groo Io Henry F. Auter. 19 December 1975.

3(). lhid.

31. Ihid,, The aulhor carl recall numerous meelings during which slaff members w_mld complain of inaction.

32. Jerry Hlass, interview by Mack Herring. 27 February 1996. |tlass related during 27 February interview that

Henry Auter was deeply c_mcerned about Ihe morale of the NSTI. civil ser'.iee w_wkl_._rce.

33. Larry ('ik_. "_ERI. M_,.ing From NSTL To Slidell.'" 77u' lbne_-Picawu_c. 24 .]anuar_ 1976: Maria Watsnn.

++NASA [:legins Rclocati_m Of P2arlh Resources [+_borattuy. "+17w Daif_ th'rald. 2(} Januar} 1976: NASA-

MSF(" Fzlcililies l)ocumenl. "Descriptitm of Floor Space Available at NASA's Slidell (.'onlputer

('tunplex.'" n.d.. SSCtllR('.
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The first ERL personnel began their move to the Slidell Computer

Complex the week of 19 January 1976. They were originally scheduled to

begin relocating on 15 December 1975, but the space for the Lab personnel

was not completed on time. Although the budget for the lab was $3.7 million,

the ! 10 civil service and contractor personnel were not transferring all funds

out of Mississippi across state lines into Louisiana. About 50 percent of the

ERL personnel were residents of the Slideii area already. An estimated 30 per-

cent lived in Picayune, and 20 percent lived along the Gulf Coast. Wayne

Mooneyhan, ERL director, said the ERL Beech aircraft used in airborne

remote sensing observations would remain at Stennis International Airport in

Hancock County, because the Slidell Airport runways were too short.

Mooneyhan said, on the other hand, that the ERL move was not being under-

taken to make way for the Navy, but rather, to take better advantage of the

NASA space available at the Slidell Complex) 4

A Matter Of "Guts"

Even while moving vans were being loaded with office and laboratory

equipment for the ERL relocation, news from New Orleans came in a surprise

newspaper story, written by Larry Ciko in The (New Orleans, LA) Times-

Picayune, that put a halt to the AE consolidation, perplexed Senator Stennis,

and angered some NASA Headquarters managers. The headline in the popu-

lar morning newspaper in the area read, "NASA Will Move NSTL 'Guts'

From Hancock to Slidell." The story, quoting an unnamed source, stated that

NASA planned to consolidate the AE personnel and functions with the ERL

and move them to Slidell, a move that would transfer "the guts of NSTL"

from Hancock County to Slidell. 35

Indeed, up until this point, NASA denied that the ERL move to Slidell was

precipitated by the Navy's massive relocation to NSTL. The floor space agreed

to by NASA and the Navy supposedly was enough to accommodate the Naval

Oceanographic Office's needs. Balch and the Maryland congressional delega-

tion contended the floor space allotted was not enough, indeed, the GAO even

34. Ciko, "ERL Moving..." Times-Picayune. 24 January 1976.

35. I.arry Ciko. "NASA Will Move NSTL 'Guls' From Hancock to Slidell.'" Times-Picayune, 29 January 1976.
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looked into the matter. A departure from the publicly stated policy at this point

of the Navy relocation was more serious to those involved than the transfer of

the NASA AE personnel and their function from the NSTL. 36

The "unnamed source," Ciko referred to in his article, became a focus of

much discussion. Some blamed Balch, long since retired: others blamed

members of the AE office who did not want to be consolidated with the ERL.

Nevertheless, the "'guts" story started another rhubarb in the press that was not

pleasing to NASA Headquarters and was most especially disconcerting to

Senator Stennis, who finally wanted to see "full utilization," without further

embarrassment in the communities where his puzzled constituents were

patiently awaiting their new Navy neighbors. The huge Navy influx was

expected to solve the Gulf Coast community problems, but, at the same time,

south Mississippians did not want to lose the solid NASA citizens who stood

with them through "thick and thin," and bonded with them during the terrors

of Hurricane Camille. 37

The impromptu announcement on 29 January 1976 in The (New Orleans,

LA) Times-Picayune also came at a time when the Navy was preparing a

revised, environmental impact statement to comply with a federal court order,

which was holding up the big Navy move to Mississippi. Although only 10

civil servants were involved in the AE consolidation with ERL, their work

was supported by 24 contractor personnel and the AE programs were the

threads that attached the NSTL to the several onsite resident agencies and the

states affected by their experiments and demonstration projects) s

The Times-Picayune story regarding the AE consolidation with ERL trav-

elled far and fast: NASA's Groo found himself in Senator Stennis's office in

Washington explaining the consolidation attempt to the Senator and William

"Eph" Cresswell, Stennis's long-time administrative assistant. Stennis sug-

gested to Groo that the timing of the consolidation move was "unfortunate"

and he asked Groo to "reconsider" the decision and reverse it if possible.

Stennis told Groo to "work the matter out with Mr. Cresswell," and he

36. Because of the heavy opp_sition to the Navy's move by the Maryland congressional dclegalkm and the

Suitland, Maryland. community, the amount of space awfilable al the NSTI. became a m_jor issue.

Opponents claimed adequate lloor space did n¢_t exist at the NSTI. and the congressional delegation

requested the GAO to investigate the matter.

37. Larry Ciko. "Engineering Office and I.ab Merger Plan Is Confirmed," lhnes-Pic¢o'une. 30 January 1'976:

NSTL Office of Applications Engineering, "Office of Applications Interim Management Plan.'" ud.

38. Ibid.: Watson, "NASA Begins...." lhtily Herald.
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(Stennis) would go along with whatever they decided. At a later date, Groo

met with Cresswell, and James "Jim" Gehrig, staff member of the Senate

Appropriations Committee, and Don Fitts, Senator Stennis's press secretary.

Cresswell told Groo the decision to consolidate AE with ERL should be

reversed, and the people involved should not be moved) '

Groo returned to Stennis's office the following week, on 5 February, and

proposed that the consolidation might be delayed for "an indefinite period of

time." Cresswell agreed to Groo's plan and promised he would take no further

steps on the organizational change _'without notifying [Groo]." With the

Washington decisions regarding the ERL and AE consolidation move made,

the implementation of the edict and answers to the media were referred to the

NSTL staff. Waldo Dearing, deputy acting manager, referred several questions

asked by reporter Ciko, to Washington and requested answers from them. On

12 February, Groo forwarded to Dearing, through Richard "Dick" Weinstein,

the following answers in talking with Ciko and other media representatives:

"(1) The NSTL is not now fully utilized, so with the Navy move currently in

the balance, it was concluded inappropriate to move the AE functions, (2) The

length of the delay will depend on the time the court takes to finally decide on

the Navy injunction, (3) It continues to be a goal of NASA Headquarters to

consolidate the AE programmatic functions with ERL, and (4) Obviously in

light of the above answers, the Navy move is involved with the delay. ''4_

NASA Headquarters managers decided to make the long-sought-after goal of

"lull utilization" the culprit in the consolidation of the ERL and AE organiza-

tions. A Response to Queries (RTQ) was developed on 6 February and made

available to the press. The statement said, "Maximum utilization of the former

Mississippi Test Facility was one of the underlying reasons for the formation of

NSTL in 1974, and all decisions involving use of the site will continue to be

weighed against that goal which remains unchanged. In the meantime, necessary

mechanisms to assure effective programmatic coordination between the work of

the ERL and the NSTL Applications Engineering group are being established. ''4_

39. Memorandum, E.S. "Todd" Gmo to Dr. James C. Fletcher and George Low. "NSTL.'" 20 February 1976.

NHRC.

40. E.S. "Todd" (.]roo Richard Weinstein to W.H "Waldo" Dearing, 12 February 1976.

41. W.H. "Waldo" Dearing. Memorandum.fi_r the Record. "Inquiry by Mr, Ciko, The (New Orleans, LA) "lTmes

Picayune, NSTL Organizalional Changes," 12 February 1976; Richard Weinstein to WH. Dearing,

"Response to Queries," 12 February 1976.
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After the brief, early winter hiatus on the ERL relocation, the matter was

settled, and the laboratory completed its move to Slidell without the AE

group. The ERL was a few miles closer to its Johnson Space Center (JSC)

home base, but any thoughts of a move to Houston ended in a squabble, with

Senator Stennis clearly showing his disapproval for such a final destination.

The controversy /bcused more attention on the Navy relocation from

Maryland to Mississippi and added credibility to the argument of the oppos-

ing Maryland delegation that there really was not enough room at the NSTL

for the oceanographers. The handling of the matter caused the press to keep a

wary eye on the movements of the Navy and NASA, which proved to be an

aggravation for some of the managers charged with the massive Navy move. 42

AE Continues Its Projects

With the relocation of ERL and the consolidation of AE put to rest, the AE

group continued its efforts in several new areas to demonstrate Earth use of

space technology. Most of these pioneering projects involved use of satellite

systems to collect data tier the user community, a concept promoted during the

infant days of the MTF/NSTL during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Many of

these projects attracted the attention of other federal and state agencies,

national organizations, the medical community, and private industry. For

instance, AE devised a system for the Corps of Engineers to monitor the

Mississippi River for flood control and weather fi_recasting. A data collection

eftk_rt was designed to aid the National Park Service in inventory and land use

in recreation park areas in Delaware, Utah, and the Great Smoky Mountains. a_

Another dala collection system designed by AE demonstrated economic

feasibility of the acquisition of continuous satellite data. These data were used

for the measurement of subterranean hydrology and water quality by a

number of federal and state agencies, including the United States Geological

42. PA() ('orrespondcncc File, lelel_honc Request from Mack l)l'yd¢ll, tcpollel. 7tw Su.-Ilcraht. 2tl JalltlaDy

1976. Larry ('iko, Maria Watson, and anolher reporter asked penetrating qucstiom, concertling Ihe Navy

II]{D,C, ERL rclocalion, and lht2 AE cons_llidation. Dryden asked: ( 1 > What [ll'C _e II,}t Ill believe about

NSTL ,,,,ill il be a host agency ,._,ith_ul a project functi_m? alld t2) H_w, long can NASA iaq in a purely

admmistralivc capacity aflcr the Nav_. m_v_en iW?: NASA NSTL. "Stalemcnt on NSTI. Organizalional

('hangcs." (_ February 1976.

43. Henr.'. F. Aulcr, "'Managemenl Re'_iex< NSTL Office _1 Application |'ngmcermg.'" 27 Augunl D)76. p. 6.
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Survey (USGS), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the states of Mississippi and Louisiana, and

the Pearl River Basin Development District. Part of this work utilized data

from the SEASAT satellite system. 44

Perhaps the most visible of the satellite data collection projects, and one

that attracted national media attention, was using satellites to collect and

transmit medical data. The medical data project involved a number of fed-

eral, state, local, and private organizations. In this project, the AE team

worked with the NASA Headquarters' Office of Technology Utilization, the

Southern Regional Medical Consortium, the University of Southern

Mississippi, the Mississippi Governor's Office of Science and Technology,

the Southeast Air Ambulance Service District, and the General Electric

Company. This diverse group succeeded in sending cardiac monitoring data

from a speeding ambulance, helicopter, or ship to the emergency room of

Forrest General Hospital in Hattiesburg, Mississippi. The experiment drew

praise from national search and rescue associations, the medical community,
and the news media. 45

Another AE project that gained national and international notoriety was the

use of vascular aquatic plants for pollution control, and as a source of energy

in food products for humans and animals. In the early phases of the experi-

ment, the water hyacinth plant was used to treat sewage on the NSTL

installation. Later, the natural sewage treatment system was used by several

local communities and in such places as San Diego, California, and Disney

World's Epcot Center in Florida. The potential of treating a closed-ecological

system in space showed merit and also attracted some attention at NASA

Headquarters. The local and national news media publicized this project

widely, largely because of its low cost and simplicity of use. 46

Several other applications, data, and technology projects were under way

at the AE office, conducted in conjunction with the NASA Office of

Applications and the Technology Utilization Office. Most were funded by

Research and Technology Operating Plans (RTOPs), the method by which

most scientific and engineering projects outside the Office of Space Flight

44. Ibid., pp. 7-8.

45. Ibid., p. 9.

46. Ibid.. p. 13.
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were funded. When George Constan, former manager of the Michoud

Assembly Facility, joined Balch as assistant MTF manager, he taught the AE

staff how to write RTOPs to obtain funding from NASA Headquarters. 47

The AE personnel included mostly former rocket test engineers. In the

application of space technology, their individual talents and personalities

were essential. In addition to their personal efforts in "retraining," Balch had

even attached several AE engineers to the ERL on a "one-on-one" basis with

the Lab's scientists to learn more about environmental science. 4_

Henry Auter was the chief of the office but ceded its operations to "teams."

Roy Estess headed the Technology Transfer and Utilization Team comprised

of John Ivey, K.R. "Ken" Daughtrey, and D.G. "Dewey" Little. W.L. "Larry"

Hopkins led the Technology Applications Team, which included R.B. "Bobby"

Hegwood, B.G. "Bobby" Junkin, and Lelyn "Lee" Nybo. William C. "Billy"

Wolverton was chief of the Environmental Systems Development Team,

including members Rebecca "Becky" McDonald, W.D. "Bill" Montgomery,

and Robert "Bob" Barlow. All these people, with the exception of Wolverton,

McDonald, Barlow, and acoustics expert Nybo, were former rocket test engi-

neers and came to NSTL during the Apollo era) 9

The teams included the "converted" scientist-engineer cadre developed

when the installation began to diversify and take on the space-environmental

flavor in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In fact, several of these engineers

comprised the "marketing department" that sought out other agencies and

businesses during the early years of the drive toward "full utilization." In

essence, they went out and discovered, recruited, and helped establish onsite

the very agencies they later worked with for their space applications and tech-

nology utilization projects. 5'_

47. lhid.

48. Ibi_L; Ken Daughtrey, intcrviev_ by Mack flerring, Seminary, MS. 2 March 1996. Ken Daughtrey explained

the work and status of the AE in the winter months of 1976, during the consolidation controversy.

Daughtrey, along with Roy Estess and John lvey, was one of the "'engineer-scientists" whom Bulch referred

to as the "three marketeers.'" Others participated in marketing the MTF/NSTL, hut Ihese men were the ones

Balch used as his "point" l_ersotmel.

49. NASA-NSTL, "'Briefing Book. Office of Applications Engineering," 1'475. This document describes the AE

group during its heyday in 1975-197e,.

50. Daughtrey, interview.
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Navy Piped Aboard

After a long and arduous bureaucratic and political battle of at least three

years, the Naval Oceanographic Program was symbolically established at

NSTL in a colorful ceremony. However, before the flag-raising ceremony, on

28 May 1976, Admiral Snyder and Henry Auter worked out many details to

make sure the event was in keeping with terms agreed to by the two agencies? j

Admiral Snyder stressed the importance of upholding NASA's role as host

agency and requested that NASA coordinate public affairs activities con-

nected with the event. As a result, media and logistical details were ananged

between Eph Cresswell and Mack Herring (NASA PAO). Snyder's request

seemed somewhat strange at the time, but the arrangement helped establish

NASA's role as host agency and tended to lessen the image that the Navy was

"taking over," overpowering NASA and other government agencies. s2

In early May, Snyder's aide, Flag Lieutenant Paul Gaffney, II, contacted

Auter to begin working out details of the flag-raising ceremony. They decided

to stage the event in front of Building 1100, site of the American flag and the

flags of NASA and several resident government agencies) _

The well-planned Navy flag-raising ceremony did not come off without a

few last-minute concerns. On 23 April, there was news that the Department

of the Interior's Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) office was

relocating to make way lbr the Navy arrival at NSTL. James Halsey, USGS

assistant program director, said the reports had "no substance," but later con-

firmed that discussions were held at the "highest level" to explore such plans.

A story by Maria Watson in The Daily Herald quoted sources at the NSTL as

being concerned over the possible loss of the EROS office. The EROS affair

blew over, but there was still more activity in the wind before the Navy flag

would fly over the NSTL. 54

On 27 May, the day before the ceremony, Johnnie Stephens called a press

conference to clarify a misunderstanding concerning the invitees to the cere-

5 I. J. Edward Snyder, Jr., to Hen D' E Auter, t0 May 1976; J. Edward Snyder. Jr., Memorandum [br Commanding

Officer, Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity, "Flag Raising Ceremony Public Aft;airs

Coordinatinn.'" 17 May 1g76.

52. Ibid.

53. J. Edward Snyder, Jr.. to Henry F. Auter, IO May 1976,

54. Maria Walson, "Research Cenler May Be Moved From Hancock County." The Daily tterahl, April 23 1976.

The US(;S EROS office w_rked closely wilh NASA and several NSTL environmental agencies _msite. Gary
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mony. Stephens said the special invitations being sent out were intended for

those with reserved seating, and that the public was also invited. Apparently,

word got out in the local area that only those with invitations could attend.

The Navy and Senator Stennis, of course, wanted as many Gulf Coast resi-

dents as possible to attend. 5_

While Stephens was getting the details of the ceremony straight with the

local press, some embarrassing questions were posed. Maria Watson of The

Daily Herald asked if the Naval Oceanographic Office transfer to Hancock

County was a "trade-off _' between Admiral Snyder and Senator Stennis.

Watson was referring to legislation pending in Washington that would allow

Admiral Snyder, retired, to be recalled to active duty as the Navy

Oceanographer. Stephens quickly replied, "to my knowledge, Senator Stennis

has never met Admiral Snyder." Stephens continued to answer some difficult

questions from the media. One reporter asked if the Navy planned to take over

the site, and Stephens replied that the Navy had no intention "at lthat] time"

of taking over the NSTL site. However, Stephens did say "as to what happens

down the pike, I can't answer that." He told reporters that 1,200-1,300 Navy

personnel would be employed at the NSTL, with about 65 percent of the

Navy's current oceanographic employees in the Washington, D.C., area

making the transfer. _

On 28 May 1976, the gala flag-raising ceremony was held on schedule, an

event long remembered by the estimated 2,000 NSTL employees, dignitaries,

and general public who attended. But, of all of the people gathered at the per-

manent flagpoles in front of Building 1100, Senator John Stennis was most

likely the proudest person? 7

The nationally recognized statesman and American patriot was a staunch

supporter of a strong national defense. As chairman of the Armed Services

Committee, Stennis was especially fond of the Navy and later became known

as the "Father of America's Modern Navy," because of his special funding sup-

N_wth. a ch_se friend of Jackson Balch, was an cad,, participant m lhe sp.:tce-eW, ironltlcntal c_mlplex,

Rcp,_wtcr Maria '_r(IIS()[1 I._'()_eied [he N_I_,_ f_,_](}_,-'_l{i(ll] N[()[')' I'[*oln ils '.,eQ' inception aml NASA NSTI_ empb:L',-

cos f'k'll coml)w_ablc lalking v, ith her. T_'fi,; slory v_a_, carried across the top of page orw. making il ",cO' visible

Ibr meml_'rs of the c(mgre,,siol_al delcgalion. Ncv_s _l lhc tx)ssibilily of 1EROS lea'_ mg Ihe site _as exactly

wl_lt SeHillo/"., Slcll/li_; ;tlRt I,IRI did Ilol wahl lo l_.';._d.jtlsl _'<'l_lre ;l big Na;ry ;uelcomm_ cercmonv.

55. Mm'ia Walson, "'Navy Official l)evies Semite Aclio_ ,&gains* Slcrmis q'rade Off'," 77w l)ail_ Iterald. 27 Ma>

1976.

56. JJ_id.

57. NASA NSTI. Weekly Bullelin. B.y St Louis, N1S, no. 37. 4 June 1976. SSCHRC
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Navy "side boys" give U.S. Sen. John C.

Stennis an official welcome during the

Navy flag,raising ceremony at the

National Space Technology Lab(Jratories

on 28 May 1976. (SSC-76-I l 1-6)

port in Congress. He was recognized with the Freedom Medal award as a token

for his work to establish a strong military and as a leader in the Cold War

against the Soviets. To be able to welcome such an important and prestigious

organization as the Navy's oceanographic activity to his home state was of spe-

cial significance to Stennis. The proud Senator even predicted, years earlier in

his famous Logtown speech on All Saints Day in 1961, that the NASA site

would someday have an important role in national defense. 5s

Other notables sharing the dais with Stennis included Secretary of the Navy

J. William Middendorf; U.S. Representatives Trent Lott and G.V. "Sonny"

Montgomery; Rear Admiral J. Edward Snyder, special assistant to the Under

Secretary of the Navy: Julian T. Burke, commandant, Sixth Naval District;

Captain Charles G. Darrell, commanding officer, Naval Ocean Research and

Development Activity (NORDA); Captain James E. Ayers, commanding

officer, Naval Oceanographic Office; Captain C.R. Ward, director, Naval

58. Office of John C. Slennis, "'John C. Stennis Biography," ud., SSCHRC; Commissioning Brochure, John C.

Slennis CVN-74, SSCHRC: Mack R. Herring, "John C. Stennis, Father of America's Modern Navy,"

1x_g, nialgw, 9 December 1995.
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Oceanography and Meteorology; Herbert G. Rowe, associate administrator,

NASA; and Henry Auter, acting manager of the NSTL and host. 5'_

The ceremony was replete with Navy customs and protocol. The digni-

taries walked briskly to the ceremonial platform between two rows of

"side-boys" in keeping with the old naval custom of "piping the side" when

high-ranking visitors came aboard a ship. At the same time, a Boatswain's

Mate blew his shrill pipe as a ship's bell rang out, signaling the dignitaries

arrival. A 25-piece Navy band offered the special ruffles and flourishes that

render honors) °

Members of the Gulf Coast community swelled with pride as Stennis

stepped through the side-boy line of white uniforms to take his place on the

dais. At the speaker's podium, the ever-dutiful Senator promised to "push for

increased support" for the Navy activity now officially located in his state and

for the people who were relocating from Maryland. Stennis felt a special

obligation to the newcomers who left their homes in Maryland to become a

part of the NSTL family in Mississippi. The conscientious Senator remem-

bered the Navy employees' sacrifices and continued to ask about their well-

being, even until his last visit to the Stennis Space Center (SSC) in 1989. _t

Taking Care Of Business

With no definitive word from NASA Headquarters as to whether he

would be named "manager" of the NSTL, or for that matter who Balch's suc-

cessor might be, the dedicated Auter proceeded to manage the NSTL during

the summer months of 1976. Among the business at hand was continued sup-

port for Space Shuttle engine testing, major contractual changes, and exciting

successes in the AE program. By the end of July, Space Shuttle engine

number I was tested 402.823 seconds on the A-i test stand and engine

number 2 was tested for 143.941 seconds on the A-2 test stand) _-

59. NSTL Weekly Bulletin, 4 June 1976.

60. Ibid.

61. Ibid. During his visits, Senator Stennis usually asked members of the SSC staff about the well-being of the

Navy personnel. The fact that he was influential in effecting the Navy's oceanographic activ'ily relocatitm

to Mississippi. in spite of objections to the move, worried Senator Stennis. When he was tuld that most Navy

personnel were satisfied, Slennis related that he was pleased and felt that the move had been for the best.

62. A-I and A 2 Test Stand History, 22 December 1994. pp. I 2. SSCHRC.
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At the same time, the NASA NSTL contracts office was in the final

process of ending its 13-year-old contractual relationship with GE, award-

ing the technical and engineering services contract to the Computer

Sciences Corporation (CSC) of El Segundo, California. NSTL also decided

to select the Pan American Aerospace Service Division as a major subcon-

tractor for support to the NSTL Range and Test Services organization. John

Seiley was named manager of CSC's NSTL support team, and A.B. "Bob"

Gorham, Jr., was appointed to manage Pan Am's range and test service divi-

sion support team. Both managers were respected and popular with NASA

and with their own employees. About 80 GE employees, some were at the

site since 1963, elected to continue with either CSC or Pan Am. The con-

tract change was to become effective I September 1976. 6_

Jerry Hlass Accepts The Challenge

Jerry Hlass, intimately associated with the NSTL since its very earliest

days, felt destiny led him to become a permanent manager of the NSTL.

Many weary NSTL employees, who knew and worked with Hlass through

the years, were delighted when they learned on 18 August 1976 that he was

to head their frustrated organization. An official NASA Headquarters

announcement set I September as the effective date Hlass would take charge

of the NSTL. The NSTL civil service team appreciated Auter's dedication

and efforts to advance the cause of the NSTL, but they also felt purposely

ignored by the NASA Headquarters managers. Indeed, some thought the

shun was part of an overall scheme to let the NASA presence at the NSTL

die a slow death of benign neglect) 4

Speculation that the Headquarters might let part of the NSTL wither on

the vine was not entertained by Hlass. As the NASA Headquarters man in

charge of the MTF construction in 1963, Hlass was one of the early

builders of the old MTF. He did not come to Mississippi to undo years of

63. "CSC Assumes NSTL Support," The Sea Coast I-cho, 2 September 1976_ Gitda Perkins, "Slnotffh Transition

t).)r NSTL Program." lhe Slidell fLA) 7;_mes, 5 September 1976.

64. Jerry Hlass. interview by Mack Herring, l.ong Beach, MS, 27 February 1996; NASA N¢_tice. Ke_ Perstmnel

Change, "Jerry Hlass Appointed Manager of National Space Technology Laboralories," 18 August 1976.

SSCHRC: Levi J. ()d¢ml. interview by Mack Herring, Picayune, MS, 5 March 1996.
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his hard work and that of his NASA colleagues, or to preside over the

NSTL's early demise/'5

On the contrary, the competitive Hlass accepted the new assignment as a

personal challenge and an act of "destiny" because he had been so closely

associated with the NSTL facility through most of his professional years.

Hlass brought credentials that especially prepared him for the task as NSTL

manager when he was appointed by Todd Groo, associate administrator for

Center Operations. As the NASA's director of Space Shuttle Facilities, Hlass

was responsible for building manufacturing, testing, launching, and landing

facilities R_r the Space Shuttle. _

Before reporting for work at NASA Headquarters in 1963, Hlass was head

of the Data Acquisition Facility Section at Goddard Space Flight Center. He

received a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering degree in 1949 from North

Carolina State University in Raleigh, North Carolina, and a Master of

Engineering Administration degree from George Washington University in

Washington, D.C. Almost as if he planned to be manager of the NSTL, Hlass

selected his master's thesis on the study of the evolution of the Mississippi

testing facility. In the thesis, Hlass recommended proposals for future site

development, including expansion of propulsion testing and growth of the

space and environmental consortium. Hlass did the study as part of a one-year

65. NASA Headquarters, Key Pers_mnel ('hange. "'Jerry Hlass Appointed Mtmager of National Space Technology

l,aboratories.'" 18 August 1976, SSCttR(': Jerry Hlass, interview hy Mack tteiTing, l.ong Beach. MS. 27

February I t.196.

66. Ihi_L Jerry Hlass tt*ld Ihe author, 27 Februar_ 19t)6, thal he did survey work as a yuung engineer in nt_rlh-

west Fh_rida. _ear h.,larhmml, and heJped build a salellile receiving stalJOll in North Carolina. In alll)theT

engineering job. Hlass helped plan and construct shopping centers for a pri,,ate firm. He also gained

experience wt_rking for the National Park Service designing facilities throughout 111¢ Washington, D[.',

area. His experience even extended o,,erseas where he worked for the Agency for International

l)e,.clopmcnt, buihlmg i'_mds hw Sudan m Africa. tte came to NASA in 1961 as an experienced engineer.

As the NASA Headquarters man m charge t>f the callslruclion of the MTF, tllass made many trips ta lhe

site dtlrhag the 196()s. In fat|. he ,,..'as in the area so much, he hecame well known by tilally ct)mnlunily

business people. The author became acquainted with Hlass while he was at the MTF on these early visits.

During the crucial activation period+ Hlass helped Heimburg and Artley expedite the preparation of the

facilities for testing the S-II Saturn V second stage. The project fell behind schedule because of proh

Ictus al the planl m Seal Beach, ('A, and at the MTF. The awful, record-breaking, rainy weafl_er was {he

culprit t'_/ _.olne of the lost time, hut lllalflagClllUnl and technic:.d problems also c('qltrihtlled. At

Headquarters, Hlass helped justil} additional funds for use in the activation, tie assisted the Working

Group, Heimburg. and Arlley It_ push the tight schedules. }ttass remembers many of the dedicated pcl

sonnel mvol,.ed with the construction and actixation, especially Tom Edwards. the right arm of

||eimburg arid T_.'ssmall darhtg Ih¢ period.
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fellowship from NASA in 1970-1971. During that time, he travelled to the

MTF and interviewed several people, including BalchY

The Hlass thesis, "Search For A Role For A Large Government Test

Facility," turned out to be more than a scholarly treatise. The document

proved to be a useful handbook and guide used by many in future years.

Although Groo instructed Hlass to go to Mississippi to "look things over" and

make recommendations as to what NASA should do about the NSTL's future,

Hlass brought with him his wife, the former Helen Dilter of Arlington,

Virginia, and their young son, George, as well as "Vroni," a Dachshund pet.

They established their first Gulf Coast residence in Pass Christian, but soon

made their permanent home in Long Beach. 6_

Even before he officially reported to the NSTL on 1 September 1976,

Hlass started on his new assignment. He met with Henry Auter on more than

one occasion during August to learn more about the NSTL's status. At the

first meeting, Auter told Hlass that morale among the NSTL employees was

very low. Hlass was already aware of the morale problem at the Mississippi

facility. Auter, a very conservative man of good judgement, suggested that

Hlass give the NSTL employees a "pep talk," and an all-hands meeting in

the Gainesville Room of Building 1100 was arranged. At the meeting, Hlass

assured them he was reporting for work with an "open mind," and said he

wanted to hear their opinions and recommendations. He also hoped to reas-

sure them that they had a good future by stressing the importance of the

extensive rocket testing facilities at the NSTL, which he called the best in

the world? _

After the all-hands meeting, Hlass asked Auter to prepare an NSTL status

briefing, a regular management practice employed by Hlass. He said he

always wanted to know what he faced when reporting to a new assignment.

On 27 August, Auter presented Hlass with an excellent NSTL management

67. Mack Herring, NASA News Release, "Jerry Hlass Appointed Manager Of National Space Technology

Laboratories," 18 August 1976, SSCHRC: 1. Jerry Hlass, "Search For A Role For A Large Government Test

Facilily." (masler's thesis, George Washington University, June 1971 ): Jerry Hlass. interview by Henry C.

Dethloff, Mississippi Oral History Program, University of Southern Mississippi, vol. 437. 18 June 1991,

pp. I 3. SSCHRC: Helen Hlass, interview by Mack Herring, Long Beach, MS. 6 March 1996.

68./hid.

69. Hlass, inter','iew, 27 February 1996; NSTL Office of Applications Engineering, "Management Review For

Jerry Hlass," 27 August 1976. The Slidell meeting between Hlass and Auter illustrates the thoroughness and

dedication of both men, The), were concerned about their NASA organization and the welfare of Ihe NSTL

employees.
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history, complete with its capabilities, progress, problems, and even options

for solving the existing difficulties, y°

Renasafication of NSTL

Known among his NASA peers as a careful, detailed planner, Jerry Hlass

brought with him an agenda of issues to solve and goals to accomplish. Most

of these plans were of his own making, devised after years of close associa-

tion with and study of the NSTL. Some, however, were given to him by his

bosses at NASA Headquarters who wanted to see the infant field installation

brought into the NASA fold or abandoned altogether. In the view of many at

NASA Headquarters, the NSTL was never a real part of the NASA team as a

separate field installation. Those Headquarters managers who held this view

of the NSTL resented the methods Balch used to do business with politicians

and felt that the NSTL held more of an allegiance to its environmental con-

sortium than it did to the NASA organization. Some still felt resentment over

the manner in which Stennis and Ellender took the $10 million set-aside from

their Research & Program Management (R&PM) money to get the environ-

mental arrangement started. 7_

During his early years as manager of the installation, Hlass used his goals

as a guiding light for his new team to follow. Indeed, Hlass led the small NSTL

group to many lasting successes, laying a strong foundation for establishing

future programs. The patient Hlass did not initiate "jump starts" to make things

happen quickly. Some goals he was able to accomplish in months, but others

took years. The tenacious new manager, however, never lost sight of his ulti-

mate aspiration until his original goals were accomplished7 2

Associate Administrator for Center Management Todd Groo was the first

at NASA Headquarters to give Hlass an important assignment, which turned

out to be his first management goal. Groo was concerned that the NSTL, over

7(I. Hlass. interview. Hlass later had his staff and other elements at the NSTL give him individual briefings. He

also asked the employees to assess the problems facing the organization and their recommendations for

solutions. Such a management technique, of cuurse, invited participation and a feeling of comribution by

/he employees.

71. Hlass, interview by Dethhfff, pp. 21 23.

72. Hlass, interview, 27 February IC,96: Hlass, interview by Dethhfff, pp. 36-37.
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a year old, still did not have a formal "roles and responsibilities" statement.

The 69 civil service employees were still working under an old MTF charter

and mission statement. Groo wanted Hlass to quickly implement a new formal

organization and transfer the NASA civil servants into the new structure.

Aware of the morale problem at the NSTL, Groo felt a new work statement

defining individual tasks of the employees would boost their sagging spirits as

they approached the challenges ahead. At the same time, Groo advised Hlass

to move rapidly to consolidate the NASA operations, to be completed by

December 1976 before the massive Navy transfer from Maryland. 7_

A long-time friend and associate, NASA Comptroller William "Bill" Lilly,

gave Hlass another important directive. Lilly and others at NASA Headquarters

were concerned about the "reimbursable" policy the NSTL developed to

recover funds spent on the resident agencies and assigned Hlass the task of

devising a better policy. During the early 1970s when the environmental agen-

cies first took up residence at the NSTL, a plan generous to potential tenants

was developed. This was done largely to attract new tenants wanting to spend

a majority of their funds on scientific programs, not on institutional matters

such as rent and maintenance. In fact, Senator Ellender encouraged such a

policy to get the consortium established. On the other hand, NASA was criti-

cized by the GAO tbr its liberal reimbursable policy, and some rumblings from

those who opposed the Navy relocation suggested that NASA was "giving

space away" in Mississippi. In effect, the GAO report stated that NASA was

subsidizing the tenants at the rate of $500,000 per year; and as the Navy pro-

gram grew, this figure would, of course, rapidly multiply. The liberal NSTL

policy, according to the GAO, would eventually leave the national taxpayers

footing the bill. TM

Another problem Hlass faced was the relocation of some 1,200 Navy

employees to the NSTL. Support for the Navy move and a smooth transfer of

73. E.S. "Todd" Groo to I. Jerry Hlass. 12 August 1976. Gmo's letter combined his congratulations to the newly

appointed manager and outlined directions for actions. Top priority in the directions was the need for an

"implementation of the roles and responsihililies statement for the NSTL'" and the prompt transl_zr of the

people to new NSTL roles.

74. See Chapter 8+ "Growing Pains," fi.'_r account of Senalor Allen Ellender's work to get other agencies to come

to the MTF and his suggestion for supplemental funds to help the agencies get started+ For the best history

and explanation of the reimbursable funding situati_m at the SSC, see Hlass's "Management Concept amd

Slructure _l" Ihe John C. Stennis Space Center, at [Multiagenc_, ] Federal Laboratory," Chapter II, ud., p. I0;

Hlass, interview, 27 February 1976.
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the oceanographic program to the NSTL were very important in the minds of

NASA and Navy managers, especially in view of the emphasis placed on the

relocation by Congress. Hlass, more than any other person, had the power to

make the massive transfer take place as smoothly as possible. 7_

As director of Space Flight Facilities for NASA, Hlass was close to the

Space Shuttle program nationwide. In fact, Headquarters asked Hlass to con-

tinue his shuttle work even alter he was appointed manager of the NSTL. To

do both jobs, the busy Hlass had to continue traveling about the nation, from

Florida to California. Hlass knew the success of the new spaceflight program

was imperative to the long-range NASA future. With this background, Hlass

was determined to make sure that NSTL furnished superb institutional, tacil-

ity, and technical support to the SSME and Main Propulsion Test Article

(MPTA) programs. He set shuttle support as the priority item in his "roles and

missions" statement. Indeed, Hlass's personal goal was that no shuttle test be

held up or terminated due to facility or support failure. Such an attitude was

a turnaround because Balch, in his preoccupation with the enviromnental con-

sortium, was content to let the MSFC call most of the shots in the Space

Shuttle Test Complex at the NSTL, even those directly associated with sup-

port matters that rightfully were the responsibility of the NSTL. 7_'

Like many other problems Hlass tackled at the NSTL, he tk)und the

arrangernent for support to Space Shuttle testing was especially difficult to

solve. Hlass and his NSTL team found spare components woefully lacking for

numerous critical testing support equipment. He called on Mark Payne, chief

of Installations Operations and a veteran in the rocket business, and Payne's

deputy, Dave Johnson, to help him work out test support issues, v7

Many of Hlass's goals could not wait for long-term resolution, nor be

placed on a "to do" list. AE survived on RTOPS, grants, and agreements with

other agencies. The once-proud and talented NSTL rocket test engineers had

to be content with support roles to the MSFC Resident Office, or work in util-

ity housekeeping jobs servicing the resident agencies. ERL was an

independent organization, answering to JSC. The Houston lab had its own in-

75. t{.S. "'T_dd" (h'_ I_ I, Jcrr',, ;tlas+,, 12 August I t,+76. See ('hapter t) I'_r more detailed in|,,_rtn_llion on Ihe N_l'+ y

rch+calion and the impol+tancc c_l the NSTI+ assisting Ihe Navy m ils move. "1"he importance of kccpin_z slricl

Iillancial records of Ih¢ prllcc,,s is als_+ cry.trod in earlier part,, t_t thi', book.

76. NASA llcadquarters. Kc', l'crs,tnncl ('hal+ge: tthts++, intcr,,icw, 27 February 1976,

77. tlhl_,s, intur,,ic_+. 27 Fehruary 1976.
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house support contractor and did not use the services of the NSTL's technical

or institutional support contractors. Knowing that the installation needed its

own program in order to survive, Hlass set about "attracting and landing an

appropriate NASA program" as one of his priority goals. TM

Groo told Hlass that sooner or later Headquarters intended to act on con-

solidating the ERL and the AE, which could eventually send both organizations

to Texas. Hlass asked Groo to give him the opportunity to study the situation,

which had been put on hold by Stennis in February 1976 before NASA

Headquarters dealt with it. Groo agreed to wait until December 1976, giving

Hlass very little time to study the circumstances and make a recommendation

to Headquarters. In 1975 the ERL issue was still simmering in the minds of

Groo and others at NASA Headquarters, and they wanted the matter resolved

once and for all. As new manager of the NSTL, the options placed before Hlass

were, in his opinion, detrimental to the long-term goals of his organization. TM

In addition to the challenges facing Hlass, morale continued to sag on the

site and in the local communities. But, in order to solve the problems faced

by the new organization and accomplish his own goals, Hlass first determined

he had to build a strong NASA team. He also recognized the need for the good

will and support of the communities as a critical element in maintaining the

integrity of the accoustic buffer zone. In a strong sense, the rehabilitation of

the NASA organization, and the rekindling of the community's spirit, was a

monumental goal in itself? °

With these thoughts in mind, a determined Jerry Hlass began a long, 13-

year odyssey, leading the NSTL civil servants with the hope of gaining

acceptance and trust from NASA and the American public while searching
for a role? _

78. Jerry Hlass, personal notes, SSCHRC.; Hlass, interview, 27 February 1976.

79. Hlass, interview, 27 February 1976: Groo to Hlass, 12 August 1976.

80. Hlass, interview, 27 February 1976; Hlass personal holes.

81. Roy Estess, interview by Delhloff, 22; A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., interview by Henry C. Dethloff, Mississippi

Oral History Program, University of Southern Mississippi, vol. 386, 4 October 1991, p. 22. SSCHRC.
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CHAPTER 1 1

Acceptance and Trust

NASA Blue

erry Hlass came to the National Space Technology Laboratories (NSTL)

in 1976 with a challenging, long-range plan he hoped would help guide
his organization from one "mountain peak" to another, until his team

climbed high enough to place a "gold star" on the blue NASA flag. With the

Navy moving into the middle of the site, the Army hovering on the northern

border, and the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) occupying the test

complex, Hlass's troops had to find a toehole somewhere on the banks of the

Pearl River before starting their upward journey.L

Hlass began his climb by reclaiming the Earth Resources Lab (ERL) from

the Computer Complex in Slidell, Louisiana, and bringing it home to the

NSTL. He continued his climb upward by claiming the NSTL's rightful place

in the Space Shuttle Test Complex. Before the climb was over, Hlass's

1. Roy Esless. inlerview by Henry C Dethloff. Mississippi Oral Hislory Program. University of Southern

Mississippi. vol. 444. 1_ June 1901. p. 10.._;lennis Space Center Historical Records Colleclion (hencelkwlh

referred to as SSCHRC). When Esless staled thai Jerry Hlass "'bleeds NASA blue.'" he was referring l_

Hlass's unwavering dew,lion to NASA and his defense of the NASA program. Hlass's dcdicati_m to the

space agency is nol unlike that _1 a [!.S. Marine fresh oul of boot camp.: E.C. "Ed" Kilgore to Jim Beggs.

29 Seplember 1981. NASA Hislorical Re|erence Colleclion (hencefiwth referred Io as the NHRC): Jerry

H]ass. interview by Mack tlerring. I.ong Beach. MS. 27 November 1996. SSCHRC.
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NASA-NSTL team gained the acceptance and trust it sought. Indeed, a hal-

lowed place of honor was secured in the NASA spaceflight family when the

NSTL became the John C. Stennis Space Center (SSC) in 1988.:

The journey was not easy, the can-do crew traversed a trail strewn with

snares and laced with seductive side-paths. They marched out of the woods

and up the old Gainesville Road to the top of the hill where they shared honors

at the place des drapeaux with their t?iend and beloved statesman, Senator

John C. Stennis. To the victorious sound of trumpets, the courageous men and

women of the NSTL pledged to continue their toil for future generations)

All who made the march did not reach the final victory dedication in 1988.

Rocket pioneer Wernher von Braun died of cancer in 1977, and Jackson Balch

died of a heart attack in 1980. The deaths of these two respected men were

mourned by their comrades and Gulf Coast friends, who remembered their

compassion and valor during the Hurricane Camille tragedy of 19697

The Foundation

Hlass knew he had a tough time ahead. For this reason, he listed the early

implementation of a Roles and Missions Statement, approved and signed by

the NASA Administrator, as the number one goal on his agenda. Because of

the everchanging status of the NSTL, Associate Administrator E.S. "Todd"

Groo also saw the development of a Roles and Missions Statement as a top pri-

ority. During its evolution as a space and environmental complex, most of the

NSTL employees had moved from one assignment to another, usually work-

ing in an ad hoc organization. Even after the NSTL was created on 14 June

2. Ibid.: Acctmaplishment of Jerry Hlass's gt_als at the NSTL are best nt_ted in his selection twice as recipient of the

"'Presidential Rank of Meritorious Executive." one of the highest awards given 1c, a civil service manager.

3. "'John C. Stennis Space Center Dedicalion" Program Brochure, 3 August 1988. SSCHRC. President Ronald

Reagan renamed the NSTL the NASA John C. SIcnnis Space Center at an impressive dedication cerem_my

on 3 August 1988,

4. "Wernher yon Braun. Rocket Pioneer, Dead," The (tlilo_i/Gtd/l_ort, MS) Dail_ Herald (hencefi)rth rel)rred to

as l'he Ihdh' Herald), 17 June 1977; "'Gravcsidc Service Today For Former NSTI. Manager Balch," l'he

iBihni/GulI'port, MS) Srmth Mississippi Sun (hencefurth referred |o as The South Mississippi Sun), 26

August 1980, The death of Wernher yon Braun, on 16 June 1977, of cancer touched practically everyone at

the NSTI., Many NSTL employees and citizens of the Mississippi Gulf Coast knew and loved Ihe rocket

pioneer. Jackson M. Balch, director of lhe MTF and then the NSTL from 1965 unlil 1975, died uf a heart

attack on 25 August 1980. Referred to as a "Man F_r All Seasons" in an editorial at the time _1" his death.

Balch is credited with founding the multiagency consortium still thriving at lhe Stennis Space ('cnter,
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1974, a tormal organization with assigned roles and missions had not been

completed and approved by NASA Headquarters. 5

When Hlass arrived, few NSTL employees were working in a job or orga-

nization of which they had been "officially" assigned. This confused

personneJ situation actually put the employees' jobs and future advancements

at risk. In addition, practically no amenities existed fiw the NSTL civil service

employees. The new manager knew he had to first initiate some positive steps

to strengthen the small organization befl)re major objectives could be

achieved. For instance, the NSTL had no full-time personnel office. The per-

sonnel officer also served as a labor relations specialist and administrative

officer. Personnel matters, such as promotions, awards, and important infl)r-

mation on health and retirement, had been handled for years by the MSFC. A

request for a promotion or award was lk3rwarded to the MSFC personnel

office where the request sometimes went to the bottom of the stack to await

attention and action. The MSFC personnel actions, naturalJy, came first. _

Employees might be given a telephone number or address at Huntsville to

call or write, hut they could not receive personal assistance on personnel mat-

ters. In fact, all NSTL personnel records were stored at the MSFC and brought

down to the NSTL every IEw years for employees to review, by appointment

only. Functioning for years as an MSFC "stepchild," the morale of the NSTL

workforce was harmed, even before the facility was designated a separate

field installation. Later, before Hlass could secure a full-time personnel offi-

cer, the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) personnel office supported the NSTL

personnel function. During the NSTUs first years under Balch and Auter,

emphasis was placed on gaining new agencies for the consortium, including

the Navy, and assisting the NSTL tenants as they settled into their work.:

The new Hlass organization was marked by simplicity, with only five func-

tional elements and three staff offices answering to the manager. Auter and

Ann Westendoff were included in the Office of the Manager. On the staff

level, the new organization chart consisted of the fbllowing offices and their

chiefs: the Chief Counsel. vacant at the time: the Executive Staff, which

included the Assistant Manager, W.H. "Waldo" Dearing; Administrative

5, E.S. "'Todd" (;roo to 1. Jerry Hlass, 12 Augusl 1976. SSCHR('.

6. Hlass. interview.

7. (}roo to Hlass: Jacksor; M. Balch to Eherhard Rees, 14 Ma3, 1q74, SSCHR('.
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Office and Labor Relations Office, R.E. "Run" Groat; Public Affairs Office,

Mack Herring; and Safety and Quality Office, E.A. Burke. As in most NASA

organizations, the NASA audit function stood alone. The functional elements

and their chiefs were: the Procurement and Contracts Office, W.L. "Bill"

Goodrich; the Resources and Financial Management Office, R.V. "Bob"

Callahan; the Facilities Engineering Office, A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr.; the

Installation Operations Office, A.M. "Mark" Payne; and the Technology

Application Office, Roy Estess?

The first action completed by Hlass after his appointment was a "Roles

and Responsibilities Statement," approved by Deputy NASA Administrator

A.M. Lovelace on 2 November 1976. The statement's first declaration of pri-

ority was the institutional, facility, and technical support of the Space Shuttle

Main Engine (SSME) and Space Shuttle Main Propulsion Test Article

(MPTA). Hiass also included a directive for the pursuit of applications and

space technology programs, and institutional support for the resident agen-

cies at the NSTL. The main function of the statement, in Hlass's view, was to

get the approval and recognition from the NASA Administrator that the NSTL

did indeed have a role and purpose in the overall NASA scheme. _

The NSTL Gains First Program

Hlass had little time to rest in the early days with Headquarters putting

pressure on him to solve a number of outstanding issues at the NSTL. One of

these issues was the ongoing consolidation dilemma of Applications

Engineering (AE) and the ERL. Seizing the opportunity, Hlass saw the AE-

ERL consolidation issue as a way to gain a meaningful program for his new

NSTL organization. Hlass promised Groo that he would "study the situation"

and make a recommendation on what to do with the AE office. Since Hlass

included this dilemma as one of his five functional blocks in the NSTL

organization chart approved by Headquarters, the space technology

8. Jerry Hlass, Memorandum to all NSTL Personnel, "NASA/NSTL Charter, Organization Chart, and Interim

Personnel Assignments," 4 November 1976, SSCHRC.

9. Hlass, interview; Hlass, interview by Dethloff. Hlass felt strongly that the NSTUs first priority was always the

test mission. He even raised his voice to an employee who referred to the Space Shuttle program a.s a "tenant"

at the NSTL. Hlass stated that "the shuttle is why we are here. That's us. They are not a tenant, that's us."
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applications-oriented group was obviously a major part of the NSTL. Hlass

did not want to see any program advanced that would take the AE function

away, as had been proposed earlier with the AE-ERL consolidation effort. _°

Groo, and others at NASA Headquarters, first felt the answer to the

dilemma was to consolidate the ERL with AE, turn the test complex wholly

over to Marshall, and stick the NSTL organization with a menial housekeep-

ing mission. This would keep the few remaining civil servants busy for a

short time, while primarily tending to the whims of the "tenants." Eventually,

this scheme of drastically reducing the NSTL role would have resulted in the

AE-ERL going back to Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston. Thankfully,

by the time Jerry Hlass arrived, Senator Stennis had indefinitely postponed a

consolidation of AE-ERL. Had the transfer occurred and the NSTL organiza-

tion become a housekeeping element, the large Navy element and the other

tenants might have engaged the General Services Administration (GSA) as

their base housekeeper. Such a plan would have liberated NASA of its per-

ceived problems and heavy burden at the Mississippi facility. After all, with

the Navy oceanographic elements moving in and the Army getting ready to

build a massive munitions plant, the installation was nearing the "full utiliza-

tion" promised by Senator Stennis. _

Since Groo wanted Hlass to make a recommendation for an early deci-

sion on the consolidation plan, Hlass saw an opportunity to tender a bid to

gain a substantial NASA program and reach one of his early goals for the

NSTL. To ascertain if his plan to make the ERL a part of the NSTL was

sound, Hlass asked Roy Estess and other AE members to convince him that

their program was worth saving. Following briefings from Estess and AE

colleagues, who were all dedicated to the applications role, Hlass was con-

vinced that he should go after the ERL as a programmatic element of the

NSTL. Consequently, Hlass came to the conclusion that his proposal would

include the AE function (at that time an element of the NSTL organization)

as part of a larger and enhanced ERL. He felt that the two components would

10. E.S. "'Todd" Groo t,_ 1. Jerry nlass. 26 Ma,, 1977. Groo summarized the decismns reached during meetings ill

a letter on 15 March in which he agreed to transfer ERI, to the NSTI. management "with approval from the

Admini_,trutor's office": HI:f;,;, interview.,.

1 I. E.S. "Todd" Groo to Fletcher and Lt_w, "NSTL," 20 February 1976, SSCHRC: Larry (?iko. "NASA Will Mo,,e

NSTL 'Guls' Fronl Hancock To Slidell,'" The (New Orleans, I.A) lhne,_'-Pi<ayum' (hencefl_rlh referred tt_ as

The Times-Picayune) 29 January 1976.
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indeed complement each other. The big difference in Hlass's plan and the

plan proposed by Groo was that the ERL would be brought under NSTL

management, rather than continue being managed long distance as a remote

JSC component. _:

On 21 December 1976, Hlass met with Associate Administrator Groo and

proposed that the ERL be brought under the NSTL management umbrella.

Groo was shocked. He was not expecting such a proposal from Hlass because

no one at Headquarters had previously thought the ERL should be brought

under the NSTL's purview. After hearing Hlass's reasoning for transfer of the

ERL, however, Groo agreed; but he told Hlass that the approval of JSC

Director Christopher "Chris" Kraft had to be obtained first before the pro-

posal could go to the Administrator's office for a final decision. ]-_

As a result, Groo discussed the matter with Kraft. Hlass, however, played

a supplementary and supporting role in convincing Dr. Kraft that transfer of

the ERL to the NSTLjurisdiction was in NASA's best interest. In fact, Hlass

expected to get a positive answer since he and the well-known JSC director

had been close associates for years. Also Hlass had just helped Kraft justify

facilities in Houston to support Space Shuttle operations. When Hlass posed

the transfer to Krafl, the respected center director replied, "There's more

than one way to get the job done, Jerry, but you must promise to take care of

my people." Gaining Kraft's concurrence was not, however, the only back-

ing Hlass needed to obtain. Groo also asked Hlass to inform ERL Director

Wayne Mooneyhan of the decision and solicit his support. At first,

Mooneyhan objected to the transfer. After all, as director of ERL,

Mooneyhan was essentially his "own boss" with Kraft located in Houston.

Hlass pointed out to Mooneyhan that the NSTL would take "better care" of

the ERL because the Lab would be the NSTL's first new program. Hlass

pledged that ERL's needs would be foremost in his mind and would, there-

fore, enjoy top priority in the support eflk)rts of all elements of the NSTL

organization. Hlass argued that because of his management of the dominat-

ing Space Shutlle program, Kraft could not heap the attention on the ERL

that Hlass was prepared to do as manager of the NSTL. TM

12. Hlass, inlcrvicw.

13 E.S. "T_dd'" Groo to I. Jerry Hlass, 26 May 1977, SSCHRC; Hl_lss, inlerview; Personal Noles of Jerry, Ilhss.

SSCHRC.

14. Hl_l_,s, inlerview; ttlass, interview by Delhl*_ft. p. 24.
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Hlass experienced a strong sense of victory when Groo, on 26 May 1977.

informed Hlass that Deputy Administrator Lovelace approved the transfer of

the Lab to the NSTL. Groo made several stipulations to Hlass concerning the

transfer, one being that Mooneyhan remain director of the ERL and also

assume the additional position of deputy manager for programs at the NSTL.

Groo told Hlass that he would "consider" additional personnel for a new

Regional Applications Transfer Program function that was being developed at

the NSTL. In addition, Groo authorized Hlass to proceed with planning for a

building at the NSTL to house a training facility for the regional program. The

rest of the ERL remained at Slidell until physical space, which had become a

premium with the Navy moving in, became available. The ultimate move of
the entire ERL would come later. _5

Of course, the transfer of the ERL to the NSTL, where the Lab could

become a programmatic element of the Mississippi facility, was exceptionally

good news for Hlass because he realized the "victory" would serve as a lilt to

the morale of the NSTL personnel. A smiling Hlass assembled all his employ-

ees at the Rouchon House for a meeting. He stood on a small balcony of the

rustic lodge facing the employees, who stood under huge live oaks on the

banks of the Pearl River, and told them of the ERL transfer to the NSTL.

Many were stunned because victories for the small group had been few. But

when the news sank in, the employees applauded, believing their future

would be brighter. L_

Senator Stennis, elated at the NSTUs acquisition of the ERL program,

said the organizational change was "another recognition at the highest levels

of NASA of the growing importance of [the] NSTL." Stennis also pointed out

that the change would bring important programs such as the new Regional

Applications Program (RAP) to the Mississippi facility. RAP was designed to

provide training tbr state and local personnel in 17 "Sunbelt" states to apply

and utilize remotely sensed data acquired from satellites tbr more efficient

management of Earth's resources. Stennis beleived that "the practical appli-

cation of space technology to down-to-earth problems and opportunities

[was] one of the most promising aspects of NASA's activities. ''_7

15. E.S. Groom I. Jerry Illass. 26 May t977, SS('ItR('.

115.|tlass, interview.

17. Neville "Jake" Jacobs, "Earth Resources I,ab_mtlory ('onsolidalcd At NASA NSTI.." The 5;e_ ('oast E_ho.

2 Jtme 1")77
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Raising The Rent

The need to make the Navy's oceanographic program's move to the

NSTL smooth was another important issue assigned to Hlass by the

Headquarters during the early phase of his administration. Many at NASA

Headquarters had been deeply immersed in the drawn-out relocation of the

1,200 Naval Oceanographic Office personnel. All the while, Groo, Lilly,

Curtin and their colleagues in Washington worked under a great deal of pres-

sure from the Congress and NASA to see the Navy move through with as few

bumps as possible. Certainly NASA Headquarters did not want further nego-

tiations to occur in the newspapers or on television. For well over a year,

headlines, columns, and editorials concerning the affair frequented the news-

papers in Washington and on the Gulf Coast? _

With the decisions made and the move under way, many preparations still

had to be made by NASA at the NSTL in order to receive and host the large

Navy element. Providing office and laboratory working space, of course, was

foremost on everyone's mind. But before anything could happen, NASA

knew it had to develop a new policy for assessing the shared costs charged to

the tenants at the NSTL. I_

In fact, the GAO had previously criticized NASA for the method it used

to charge reimbursable costs to its tenants for their floor space and services.

An audit revealed that NASA was subsidizing the tenants by approximately

$500,000 per year. In an earlier discussion with Admiral Snyder, Hlass

found the Navy would not object to adjustments in the agreed-on reim-

bursable costs of $4.60 per square foot of office space. The rates generally

were computed for laboratory, computer, and air-conditioned storage, with

non-air-conditioned storage being offered at a lower rate of $2.00 per

square foot. 2°

Coming up with a fair-share cost for all 17 tenants on the base was not an

easy task. For instance, in November 1973, the investigative staff of the

House Appropriations Committee reported that "all" tenants at the NSTL

indicated the costs of the support services were unreasonable, and they had to

18. E.S. "Todd" Groo to Administrator. "Status ¢_f Rep_rt on Proposed Move T_ NSTL," 22 April 1975, SSCHRC;

lllass, interview.

19. Ibid.

20, E,C, "Ed" Kilgore Io Admiral J. Edward Snyder, Jr., 23 April 1975, SSCHRC.
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spend an "abnormal" amount of money to obtain day-to-day services. On the

other hand, Senator Charles Mathias of Maryland said NASA was subsidiz-

ing the tenants to the tune of 40 cents per square loot. Given these conflicting

claims, it is not suprising that the Senate Appropriations Committee held

lengthy hearings on 25 June 1975 on the subject of reimbursable costs of the

Navy at the NSTL and extracted promises from Fletcher, Lilly, and Curtin that

close attention would be paid to make sure that the cost incurred by the Navy

would be properly recovered by NASA. 2_

Hlass put together his first of many "teams" to tackle the reimbursable charge

policy problem. R.V. "Bob" Callahan, Chief of the Resources and Financial

Management Office, was the first member of the Hlass team called to start work

on developing a new charge policy. Later, Hlass and Callahan asked Levi J.

Odom, Theodore Franklin, Dave Hobgood, Morris Crowder, and Clarence

Hudson to join in the search for a reimbursable policy that satisfied both NASA

Headquarters and NSTL tenants. The Headquarters felt so strongly that the

system needed immediate attention that Bill Lilly assigned personnel to join the

NSTL finance team, with William "Bill" Waters as his lead man. 22

The group finally boiled their studies down to six options to consider for

charging the tenants. The team settled on "Option Six," which basically con-

tained two charges--per square foot of floor space used by each agency and

a two-person occupancy charge based on personnel head-count. The team felt

this combination would be "fair and equitable" for the small agencies, as well

as for the Navy. The new policy, however, raised the rent for all tenants and

resulted in a quadrupled rent increase for some of the smaller resident agen-

cies. The only exception to the rule involved universities and state agencies.

The team reasoned that universities provided essential higher education ser-

vices to NASA and all resident agencies and should be encouraged to

establish and enhance their services. Also, cooperation with state agencies in

support of technology transfer was deemed to be an important goal and mis-

sion for NASA and the other agencies. _-3

Another component developed by the "reimbursable team" was a refined

policy for "demand" charges. The demand charges were for technical or facil-

21. Congressional Hearing, "AgriculturaI-Environnlental and Consumer Proteclmn Appropriations For 1975,'"

Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Commiltec. transcript, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, Part 7, p. 82,

22. Levi ()dora, interview by Mack Herring, Picayune, MS, 8 March 1996.

23. Ibid.; Theodore "Ted" Franklin, inler'_iew by Mack Herring, SSC, MS, 13 March [996.
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ity services provided to the tenants, such as the calibration of an instrument

or a modification to a building to better suit a tenant's technical or housing

needs. These charges were incurred at the completion of work by a NASA

support contractor after a tenant submitted a form called a Technical Work

Request (TWR) or a Facility Services Request (FSR). Collecting such charges

was a "one time" cost and added to the overhead of the cost NASA incurred.

After the schemes were developed, Hlass had the difficult job of convincing

NASA Headquarters that his new policy was fair and equitable. Hlass said his

test of the policy was simply, "Do we overcharge the agencies, or do we use

NASA money to subsidize a tenant?" If the new system could answer these

questions appropriately, the charge was considered fair. The policy was diffi-

cult to sell in Washington, D.C., because there was a perception, originating

with a GAO report, that "those guys at NSTL worried more about the tenants

than they did [about] NASA. ''-_4

When the package was completed, Hlass presented the new reimbursable

policy to Lilly and Groo for approval. Since both men had followed the new

policy's development through the spring of 1977, they knew it met their stan-

dards as "fair and equitable" for both NASA and the NSTL tenants. The

system was approved and scheduled to take effect 1 October 1977. Hlass then

called his first meeting of all agency heads to announce the new reimbursable

policy and, in effect, raise the tenants' rents. 25

Hiass asked his wife Helen to bake a cake for the meeting with the agency

heads. This down-to-earth, homey touch became a Jerry Hlass trademark. At

the meeting, Hlass told agency chiefs that he "had good news and bad news."

The good news was a commitment to provide the agencies with the highest

level of institutional and technical support services. The bad news was that

the rent had just been increased? -_

The settling of the reimbursable policy problem, however, is only one

example of the many projects and problems faced by Hiass and his NASA-

NSTL team. At the top of the list was the task of helping the Navy's

oceanographers find physical space at the NSTL to accommodate the 1,200

people on their way to Mississippi. The move eventually took two years to

24. SS(" Management Handbook by Jerry Hlass, "Management Concept and Structure of the John C. Stennis Space

('enter. a Mu|tiagency Federal Laborat_ry." pp. i1-14, SSCHRC; Franklin, interview: Hlass. imerview.

25. Hlass, "Management Ct_ncept...": Hlass, inlerview.

26. ||lass. interview.
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complete, but Hlass and his finance team laid a sound fiscal foundation to

accommodate the Navy and their fellow tenants at the NSTL. in fact, NASA

Deputy Administrator A.M. Lovelace told Hlass that the NSTL reimbursable

policy worked out so well he wanted it instituted at other NASA centers

where NASA had similar cases of host-tenant relationships. -_7

Putting People First

Hlass continued to check off items from his list of "actions" he had

brought with him to the NSTL, laying a foundation for his renasafication pro-

gram, which was intended to build a stronger NASA organization for future

development at the Mississippi facility. With the completion of the roles and

responsibilities statement, the acquisition of the ERL as an NSTL program,

and the development of a "fair and equitable" reimbursable policy, the busy

manager was well on his way toward completion of his initial goals. >

But Hlass knew that the lagging morale that Auter and Groo warned him

of had received prompt attention, and the NSTL team began to blossom in the

Mississippi spring of 1977. Major challenges lay ahead for his people, includ-

ing overhauling the Space Shuttle support efforl, helping the Navy with its

relocation, and ensuring "tenant satisfaction" by applying sound management

for the multiagency installation. The community around the sprawling site

also needed a boost. Indeed, the populace in the surrounding towns and cities

was beginning to tire in its support of the NASA installation after years of

continued change and ups and downs that resembled a ride on the "Wild

Mouse" rollercoaster in nearby New Orleans. It was time, the local citizens

thought, that they should reap some of the benefits from the location of the

NASA fitcility. >

Hlass began a two-prong attack to improve the morale of his small

NASA civil servant team (which had grown to 92), their contract or support

forces, and the community that had stood by the MTF/NSTL through thick

and thin. As an avid participant and follower of sports activities, Hlass knew

27. Ihid.: Jerry ttlas_,, interview by DelhloH'. pp 30 31

2_. /hid : ( hoo to tllas,,

2'.L IL, id: I)a,,id A. Farrell. "'Hlass Sa,,s NSTI. Big Bc,_ast For Area." Picavtntc (MSI Item. 25 August IL._78.
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he needed to develop his NSTL team spirit in order to achieve maximum

results at work. 3°

His natural instincts and ability to attract and "get along" with people,

coupled with his graduate studies in engineering management, taught Hlass

that he also had to have the "good will and support" of the community in

order to be successful in his job as manager of the NSTL. This community

support was more important at the NSTL than at most other private and gov-

ernmental installations because of the absolute need to maintain the integrity

of the approximately 125,000-acre buffer zone necessary for propulsion test-

ing. Hlass instituted a "putting people first" program to gain support on both

fronts--at the installation and in the towns surrounding the NSTL. The local

communities, through their strong politicians, had the ability to help him

defend the need for the buffer zone against those who wanted pieces of it back

for commercial or personal endeavors. 3_

An early effort to organize and reassign the NSTL personnel into a cohe-

sive, efficient management organization involved the development of a

personnel services plan between the NSTL management and the MSFC

Management Office. In November 1976, after the Roles and Missions

(responsibility) Statement and the new organization plan were approved by

NASA's Deputy Administrator, Hlass solicited the MSFC to help in a reclas-

sification of the NASA-NSTL employees to complete stabilization of his

organization. To Hlass's chagrin, the MSFC Manpower Office recommended

"downgrades" for 16 of the positions studied. 32

Since work levels had actually increased since development of the

NASA-NSTL organization plan had its last "official" version approved in

1972, and since the NSTL was by 1977 an independent field installation of

NASA, Hlass deemed the findings by the MSFC experts "intolerable." In

fact, he became furious and submitted a rebuttal to NASA Headquarters,

telling Groo in March 1977 that he "could have the NSTL manager's job

[back]" if the recommendations that the manpower study conducted by

MSFC were carried out. Groo, obviously well-pleased with the accomplish-

ments of the tenacious Hlass, agreed not to downgrade any positions and

30. Jerry Hlass, personal notes. SSCHRC.

31. Pamela Heinecke. "Buffer Zone Assures Future Of NSTL Site," The (Bilo.ri/Gulfport. MS) Sun-HeraM (hence-

ftmh referred to as The Sun-Herald), t I May 1980.

32. Hlass, interview; Position Paper, "Reorganization And Reassignment." NSTL, I I March 1977, SSCHRC.
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ordered another study. The spring of 1977, with the new study under way, was

a particularly worrisome time for the new manager who knew that his drive

to increase morale at the NSTL organization would be totally destroyed if

people actually lost grades in the new organization. The new study recom-

mended no employee downgrades. 3_

With this victory added to his earlier goals, Hlass recruited the organization's

first personnel officer, Elbert C. McWilliams. McWilliams was extremely

aggressive and initiated several programs to assist the NSTL employees. The

personnel transactions and day-to-day record keeping, however, were trans-

ferred to the KSC. Unfortunately, Hlass sent McWilliams to a NASA Human

Resources Conference in Atlanta where his skills and talents were recognized,

and he was offered a job with the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)

which he accepted. When McWilliams left, Hlass recruited Ronnie E. Carter,

another career professional personnel officer. Carter quickly gained the confi-

dence of Hlass, but more importantly, he gained the trust of his fellow NSTL

employees. Under the care of Carter, the Personnel Office began to function as

a normal office for the very first time. 34

The neglected NSTL employees began to receive long-overdue promo-

tions, joined the NASA Awards program, and finally had their own Personnel

Office capable of answering questions and assisting employees with their

NASA career decisions. Hlass even added a special touch to boost employee

morale. He instituted a special "+Awards Program," in which all employees

were assembled on an annual basis in the auditorium of the Central Control

Building where the awards and promotions were handed out. 35

Top NASA personnel from the Headquarters, such as the Administrator,

were invited down to address the NSTL group and assist in the program.

Adding the NSTL +'family" touch, Hlass started a custom of staging an

employee picnic down by the Pearl River after the ceremony, with employees

and their families encouraged to participate. At the same time, several NSTL

Financial Management Office employees, under the watchful guidance of

33. Ihid.

34. "'McWillmms Named Personnel Officer." Lagniappe, 17 March 1978+ SS('HRC; "'('arter Selecled Personnel

Officer," Lc+gni_qJl..', 22 October 1979, SSCHRC. Associate Adminislralor for Managemen! Operations f'd

Kilgore was one of the early Headquarters officials who came 1o lhe NSTI+ and prcsenled awards

35. Mack Herring, NASA-NSTL Press Release. "NST[, Einpluyees Receive Awards," 25 September 1981.

SSCttR('.
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chefs Ted Franklin and Joe Weatherspoon, cooked barbecue, crawfish, and

shrimp for picnics that were primarily attended by the employees working in

the office and their families. Over time, Don Kelly, Herman Hattaway, and

Greg Fletcher were recruited to help with the culinary chores) 6

Hlass attended one of the finance office picnics and persuaded the "cooks"

to prepare the food for the entire NASA-NSTL workforce picnics. In fact, the

picnics became well known over the entire Agency and were usually held in

connection with important NASA meetings conducted at the NSTL so visitors

could join in the NASA-NSTL family celebration. NASA administrators,

center directors, and astronauts became regulars at these picnics and helped pay

tribute to the employees receiving recognition. This new policy of "publicly"

recognizing the NASA-NSTL employee achievements was unusual for the

employees who had previously been ushered into their supervisor's office and

given a handshake "if' they were fortunate enough to receive a rare promotion

or award. Their personnel records, maintained for years in Huntsville, were

brought down and entered into the NSTL records systems. Employees for the

first time had the ability to examine their service records, and information was

available in a routine fashion, similar to any other government organization? 7

Hlass did not limit his morale-building program to the small NSTL civil

servant group, which numbered only 65 people when he arrived. The new

manager was aware that the success of the Mississippi facility and its pro-

grams lay with the approximately 1,100 contractor personnel. They not only

conducted Space Shuttle engine tests but also actually operated the facility

with their institutional, technical, and test support. Hlass made sure the con-

tractor forces were represented in the awards programs and encouraged their

managements to participate in employee-relations programs. Even more

importantly, he often visited the shops and other work areas and, similar to

yon Braun, exhibited genuine interest in each contractor's work) _

Likewise, Hlass developed and maintained good relations with the Naval

Oceanographic Office and the 17 other resident agencies at the NSTL. He

called his policy for the cooperating agencies at the facility "tenant satisfac-

tion." As part of this program, Hlass set regular meetings with the chiefs of

36. Ihid.

37. Ibid.

38. Hlass, interview.
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the various agencies during which he utilized a formal agenda, with each

agency presenting an "interesting aspect" of their work to the rest of the

group. He also discussed any changes, ranging from the mundane to the sig-

nificant, that NASA proposed in its support of the agencies. These changes

included allocation of parking spaces, the need lot medical facilities, awlil-

able day care for employees' young children, and a fitness program and

gymnasium center. In fact, from several of these sessions came the first-class

medical clinic, child-care facility, auto service station, dry cleaners, and fit-

ness center for all NSTL employees. Hlass gained, as a direct response to this

management style, the confidence and trust of most of the agency heads. 3_

Good Will And Support

Before being stationed at the NSTL, Hlass became very thmiliar with the

communities surrounding the test site. During the early 1960s, he flew into

New Orleans on several occasions, rented a car, and drove the winding, two-

lane U.S. Highway 90 through the marshes to the Gulf Coast. During these

trips he cultivated a number of friends in the Pass Christian and Long Beach

area and became acquainted with restaurants, motels, and other businesses he

frequented. As chief of Space Flight Facilities in the early 1970s, Hlass reac-

quainted himself with the area, making trips to the site to follow modifications

of the A- 1 and A-2 test stands and support facilities in the Test Complex. 4°

While working on his master's thesis in 1970-1971, he plunged into an

in-depth study of the early history and the development and community

impact of the testing facility on the Gulf Coast area. To accomplish the task,

he consulted with Jackson Balch and with Dr. Mary Holman of George

Washington University, who had by that time completed a community

impact study tbr NASA. Consequently, the newly appointed manager

brought a historical and current knowledge of the community situation on

the Gulf Coast that he had gained as a result of his exposure to and study of

the area while working on his graduate degree. Through his studies, Hlass

39. "Medical Services Clinic Pro,,idcs Employee Health Pm_ection tm Jt_b,'" l,_niappe. 8 December 1978,

SSCHR("

4(I. |Has,;. interviev_.
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felt the community developed a negative feeling toward NASA because of

the political battles associated with personnel downsizing and the site's evo-

lution from a single-purpose rocket test site to a multiagency space and

environmental complex. 4_

Hlass feared the negative community feelings could evolve into "ammu-

nition" for some buffer zone landowners to attempt to regain possession of

parts of the huge landmass surrounding the installation that NASA held in

easements. Hlass believed that the "chipping away," should parcels of land be

returned, could lead to wholesale losses of land. Without the buffer zone,

NASNs ability to test large propulsion systems would also be lost. Hlass was

not the only official at the NSTL to recognize the potential damage that could

result from buffer [and loss. Admiral Snyder also confirmed that the Navy

was "not interested" in the site without the buffer zone. 42

The encroachment of private and commercial developments on the MSFC

in Huntsville was essentially the reason the giant propulsion center was

extremely limited in their rocket-testing business by the early 1970s. Only

small development engines could be tested for short durations at the MSFC,

and larger engines were limited to short-duration runs because homes and

businesses were built right up to the security fence. Hlass knew he had to

maintain the good will and support of the surrounding communities in order

to preserve the NSTL buffer zone for future test programs. 43

For this reason, Hlass immediately began to meet privately with such

influential community leaders as Leo Seal, Jr., of Bay St. Louis, who was

president of the Hancock Bank; Mayor Grady Thigpen of Picayune; and long-

time Coast resident Roy Baxter, Jr., of Pearlington. Hiass sought their

opinions concerning the NASA installation, and he listened to their recom-

mendations tor improving relations between the site and the communities. 44

Hlass asked for the advice of his own staff members and enlisted their

help in working with the various communities in which they resided. For

example, in the Mississippi communities, he depended on A.J. "Jack" Rogers,

Jr., for the Gulfport area; Mark Payne for the Long Beach community; Mack

41. I, Jerry Hlass, "'Search For A Role For A Large Government Test Facility" (master's thesis, George Washington

University, June 1971), pp I 10,

42, "Outlook lk)r Coast Bright," The Daily Herald, 24 February 1978.

43. Heineeke, "Buffer Zone...," The Sun-Herald.

44. Hlass, interviev_,
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Herring tk_r Pass Christian and Harrison County; Ed Ling for the Bay St.

Louis-Waveland area and Hancock County: and Henry Auter and Roy Estess

for Picayune and Pearl River County; and in the Louisiana communities he

called upon Bob Callahan [or Slidell and St. Tammany Parish/5

Hlass also instituted an annual "Community Leaders' Breakfast" and

invited elected officials, business people, civic leaders, and educators to meet

at the NSTL lot a breakfast briefing and discussions. After the meal, Hlass

would address the community visitors with a full and meaningfid status report

on the installation's progress. Hlass and members of his staff would spend

weeks compiling the latest information on where personnel lived, annual

salaries, and education levels. He would illustrate the total dollar impact of the

facility in Mississippi and Louisiana, inclusive of the area within a "50-mile

radius" of the NSTL. In addition, Hlass highlighted potential new programs

and outlined the status of the joint NSTL/community programs, such as fire

protection and mosquito control. 46

These meetings were very popular among the community leaders and

attracted 70-100 people. Not only did the leaders appreciate the useful infor-

mation, but they also enjoyed the warm Hlass hospitality. 47

Hlass called his first community gathering a "get acquainted" meeting

and invited leaders from Harrison, Pearl River, and Hancock Counties in

Mississippi, and St. Tammany Parish in Louisiana to the NSTL. Many of the

invitees had already met the new manager, but the 2 August 1977 session was

the first in which Hlass shared the status of the NSTL. He stressed the need

to maintain the buffer zone, telling the leaders that the acoustic easement area

around the site gave the NSTL a "competitive advantage" in testing rockets. 4_

Hlass also told the group the population of the NSTL, as of 26 July 1977,

was 2,600 employees and would climb to 3,100 in August 1978 when the

Navy's first new building was completed and additional personnel arrived

from Maryland. He proudly pointed out that the NSTL had pumped some $64

million into the local economy the previous year. Hlass also told his commu-

nity "friends" that NSTL employees set a goal in 1978 of $70,000 in

45./bid,; Hlass frequently a:,ked ir_embers of his staff to "speak with c,,_lrmlullil_ leaders." and he listened to their

recommendations of key people in their communities that he shuuld COllie.let personally,

46. Neville "'Jake" Jacob, "Buffer Zone is a Must," Sea Coast/-5c/u_. 4 August 1977.

47. Ihi_L

4_. Ibid.
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charitable gifts to be distributed by the United Way. The program, which has

come to be known as the Combined Agency Campaign, was initiated as a

result of the NSTL employee concern over the needs of those less fortunate

in the counties and parishes in which they lived? _

Hlass also revealed other statistics of special interest to the local leaders.

He said that of the total number of current employees at the NSTL, 448

resided in Hancock County, 643 had homes in Harrison County, 786 lived in

Pearl River County, 632 resided in St. Tammany Parish and other Louisiana

locations, and 81 lived in other Mississippi areas. Hlass also went into great

detail explaining the missions of NASA and the resident agencies, trying to

make sure the community leaders left the meeting with a clear understanding

of the work under way at the NSTLY _

Hlass's first venture into the public domain with his "good neighbor"

policy proved to be highly successful. The community briefing received pos-

itive write-ups in the Gulf Coast newspapers. Following the meeting, Maria

Watson wrote an "analysis" of the NSTL that appeared in The (Gulfport, MS)

Sun-Herald offering a "capsulized" view of the American space program's

intricacies and its integration into the "everyday life of the average citizen."

David Farrell wrote in a very positive Picayune (MS) Item editorial, entitled

"A Good Neighbor Is NSTL Facility," that the NSTL was truly in the business

of helping people and that Picayune was "very fortunate to have such a good

neighbor." Later, Hlass took his positive message on the road, seeking "good

will and support" at such meetings as the annual "Hancock Bank Economic

Symposium," and the annual Chamber of Commerce banquets in Picayune

and Hancock County. Indeed, the new manager quickly became a popular

figure along the Gulf Coast. 5_

Follow The Money

Hlass was, according to at least one of his closest associates, a total

"NASA man who would bleed NASA blue if he were cut." He shared the

49. "Activities Diversified Now at NSTLY Picayune Item, 4 August 1977.

50. lbid.

5 I. IbM.
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view of most Headquarters and field center managers that the success of the

nation's civil space program would fly on the wings of the new Space

Shuttle. At the beginning of his tenure as the NSTL manager, Hlass placed

the support of SSME testing as the number one objective on his "Roles and

Responsibilities" statement? -_

By late sumnler 1977, with his other goals accomplished or moving toward

completion+ Hlass began to focus on his main priority--strengthening the

NSTL Space Shuttle test-support team and developing a strong foundation R)r

future propulsion programs. To accomplish this task, he had to guide his team

through an equally determined MSFC effort to keep total control of the entire

Space Shuttle Test Complex. In fact, the MSFC program office even ham-

pered the NSTL from maintaining the quality and readiness of the test and

support facilities within its own complex. 53

The idiom, "Follow the Money," was most applicable in solving the

dilemma in which Hlass and his NSTL Space Shuttle support team found

themselves. To be sure, Hlass's bosses at NASA Headquarters were expecting

their new man in Mississippi to ensure support of the SSME development

program and the MPTA. In addition, if something went wrong with a test that

was deemed the fault of the complicated and extensive support effort, Hlass

would be held responsible. 54

The funding for the shuttle program, however, was not controlled by the

NSTL. True, the funds came from the Office of Space Flight in Washington,

passed through the MSFC program office, and were then placed in the NSTL

Financial Management Office. With part of these funds, the NSTL provided

shuttle test support through a contractual arrangement with Computer

Sciences Corporation (CSC), its technical support contractor, and Pan Am's

Range and Test Support Services Laboratory, which functioned as a subcon-

tractor to CSC. 55

52. Maria Watson. "Effccl +`of Space Program Becomes Evidt'nl on ('oilst,'" ]Tw Sun Ih'rald. 14 August It)77:

I)axid Farrell, "A (;t_tl Ncigtlhor is NSTI.,'" t'i_nlme Item. 7 August I t J77: David Farrell. "t|la+,s Sat),,,

NSTI, i]ig B_m,I I_t Area," I'i_a_um" Item. 25 Au,-ust 1978; Jimmy Bell. "'Oullook for ('oasl Brigl]t.'"

I'icavtmc It_'m, 24 February 197g

53. Hlass. interview by Mack Herring, I,ong Beach, MS. 27 February 1996: Wayne Roberts, inlervicv, by Mack

Herring. Long Heath. MS, 2g March 1996; Marvin Lee "'Mary" Carpemer, intm,.iew by Mack ftcrring, Pass

('hristian, MS, 20 Mart+'h ILIq(,: J. Slephens "'Sieve" Dick, intcrxicv+ by Mack [Icrring. Pass ('hrislian, MS,

2X March [tJq6.

54 Ihid.

55. Ibid
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The NSTL management problem centered around the fact that the MSFC

Resident Office directed the Space Shuttle support work of CSC and Pan Am,

leaving the NSTL unable to control the efforts of its own contractors. Problems

erupted because of the differing operating philosophies of the MSFC and the

NSTL. MSFC managers took a typical program office view. They were more

interested in the short-term operation, with their sights set on the testing of the

shuttle engines and the MPTA in time to support the first shuttle launch. The

NSTL was interested in the same scenario, but the Mississippi organization

also had to consider the care and maintenance of the installation--including

propellant barges, high-pressure gas and water systems, instrumentation, and

even the NSTL test stands used by the MSFC. On the other hand, the MSFC

wanted to use the funds for its current testing program, conducting the NSTL

shuttle engine tests at the lowest possible cost? 6

The NSTL managers and engineers believed their MSFC counterparts did

not share their interest or concern for maintenance and long-term care of the

NSTL. Furthermore, Hlass contended that critical spare parts, such as exotic

valves used on the barges and in the high-pressure gas facility, were not avail-

able to support the test program if an existing part failed. Some parts could

take a year to replace, and the entire shuttle program could be held up. 57

Naturally, Hlass did not want his test team to be responsible for such an

occurrence, especially if a better test support operating plan could be instituted

that would prevent the delay of a shuttle test and launch. At the same time, how-

ever, the MSFC did not want to lose the testing "independence" it enjoyed at the

NSTL. In order to fully achieve the goal of never holding up a test, Hlass and

his team knew they had to control the money sent from NASA Headquarters to

the MSFC for use in shuttle engine testing at the NSTL facility. 5_

For instance, the hulls of the critical propellant barges were rusting and

badly in need of repair, but the MSFC would not allow the NSTL support per-

sonnel to spend shuttle money on the task. That attitude was not acceptable to

Hlass or his people, who were generally very frugal with their funding and

56. "NASA Negotiates Pan American Services Contract," Picayune Item, 30 June 1978; Mack Herring, NASA-

NSTL News Release, "NASA Extends CSC Technical Services Contract," 1 September 1979. SSCHRC: Pat

Mooney, interview by Mack Herring, Slidell, I.A. 30 March 1996: Briefing Notes, "Welcome to Pan Am's

World in Southern Mississippi," circa September 1978, SSCHRC.

57. Dick, interview: nlass, interview; Roberts, interview.

58. Hlass, interview.
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The tugb,_at Ap_llo heads dmvn river t_, New ()rleans fi,r another loM of liquid hydr _gen t_

suppmt st,_,ceShuttle Main Engine testing. (SSC-7gg-447-27)

equipment. At the same time, however, the NSTL team was also interested in

the proper care of their installation as well as the success of the Space Shuttle

engine test program. 5'J

Hlass worked very hard during his first few years as NSTL manager to

secure the funds to provide first-class technical support to the SSME and

MPTA test programs. He spent hours with Bill Lilly, Richard "Dick"

Wisniewski, and Tommy Newman at the Headquarters, presenting the NSTL

side of the funding story. Indeed, Hlass aJso "walked the walk" to strengthen

the test support effort by using funds he helped secure for the upgrade of the

laboratories and their services, as well as taking care of the big ticket compo-

nents inside the Space Shuttle Test Complex. _

59. NSTI. Director's Office: "Technical Supporl Io SImtlle "I'esl Program," 1976, SS('HRC: Roberts. inlervie_:

Hlass, intcrx icw.

60. Ibid.; Dick. imer_ie_.
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NASA essentially had two types of funding that could accomplish the goals

Hlass and the NASA-NSTL team sought to achieve: (I) Research and

Program Management (R&PM) and (2) Research and Development (R&D).

Hlass had some success in obtaining R&PM money when the ERL was trans-

ferred back to the NSTL. Approximately $600,000 of that fund came to the

Mississippi facility as a result of the ERL transfer. Hlass and members of his

staff finally convinced Lilly and Wisniewski that placing the R&D Space

Shuttle funds directly in the NSTL's hands and giving the test support effort

control of its own destiny was the "right thing to do." Along the way, how-

ever, Hlass and his engineers, A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr.; Harry Guin; J. Stephens

"Steve" Dick; Mark Payne; Dave Johnson; and Jim Coward; made their

"pitch" several times. 6_

Guin, with his subtle and persistent "sales" personality, "softened up" the

Headquarters officials with informal chats. Hlass actually took the

Headquarters personnel around the NSTL site, showing them the rusting pro-

pellant barge. The NSTL manager gained the confidence of Acting NASA

Administrator Lovelace, who directed his staff to "work [out] the NSTL fund-

ing problem." The process was slowed by MSFC program officials, who

presented a diH'erent view on how the money should be spent. The MSFC

could not deny they received anything less than superb support from the

NSTL test complex. In fact, no test had ever been held up due to the NSTL

support efforts. The first R&PM funds for shuttle support to go directly to the

NSTL totalled only $1 million. By 1984, that figure grew to about $7 million

and remained at that level for several years, The most important aspect of

obtaining the R&PM money, in Hlass's mind, was the recognition that the

NSTL was now a permanent field installation and should be supported in a

manner similar to other NASA sister installations, such as MSFC, JSC, and

KSC, with appropriate R&PM and R&D funding. At that time, component

facilities in the NASA scheme of field installations did not independently

receive R&PM money. Once they got these funds, Hlass and his people could

begin to upgrade their facilities and laboratories and purchase needed equip-

ment to take care of their base for long-range shuttle testing and for future test

programs. Similar and successful efforts eventually led to the NSTL receiv-

ing direct funding from shuttle R&D funds in support of the facility's shuttle

61. Hlass, interview_ Franklin, inlerview: Dick, inlerview'.
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test support responsibilities. As Steve Dick observed, Hlass led the NSTL

team on its quest to "regain our heritage" in the test complex."-'

In Support Of The Space Shuttle

The "money trail" for Space Shuttle test support and upkeep of the NSTL

had little, if any, effect on the day-to-day support of shuttle engine testing.

Those involved in the support effort worked as a team, but came from several

organizational elements. The engineers and technicians responsible were

attached to the MSFC Resident Office, the NASA Facilities Engineering

Office, Propulsion Test Support Division, the Pan Am Range and Test

Services Laboratory, CSC"s Laboratory and Field Services Branch, and Pan

Am's Special Projects Division) _

Most of the personnel had worked together in other organizations and on

different projects for years. Many NSTL test complex employees had toiled

through the construction and activation of the site in the 1960s, tested the

Saturn stages, reactivated the test complex [or the shuttle, and now had

reunited [`or developmental and certification testing of the SSMEs and the

MPT. Many shifted jobs with the changing of the various onsite contractors--

GE, CSC, Global, and Pan Am. Only the small NASA civil service staff

remained fairly constant. A few NASA employees, however, went to work

with the onsite contractors during the declining years immediately after the

Apollo program. Some left, but returned with the shuttle program. The sup-

port teams personally knew the Rocketdyne and Rockwell engineers and

technicians who prepared the engines and conducted the static firings.

Members of the test and support teams played golE fished, and met together

after work on a social basis? 4

The management negotiations conducted by their bosses up and down the

chain of command had little effect on their job performance. As Roscoe

62 NSTI. Director's Office. "Technical Support to Slmttle Test l:'l'J,_gran'l," 1977, SSCHRC: Hlass, interview:

Franklin, irJterview.

63. NSTI, Director's Office, "Technical Supp_wl t_ Shuttle Test Program." 1977: Hlass, interview.

64. Marvin Lee "Mar,," ('arpcnter, inter,,iew by Mack lterring, Pass ('hristian. MS, 25 26 March I_)t/6: I.e_',is

B. "'l_ou'" Nel',on, interview by Mack Herring. SSC, 25 March 1996: Roscoe Nicht_lson. interview b,,

Charles Bolton, Mississippi Oral Hist(%', Program, [!ni_ ersi D of S_tlthern Mis,,i,,sippi. vol. 404. 20 April

1992, p, 21, SS('nR('.
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Nicholson, Rocketdyne, once observed, "We leave the politics to you guys,"

referring to the coat and tie managers located in Building 1100, well outside

the Test Complex. Together, the test support personnel made up what propul-

sion expert J.R. Thompson later referred to as the "best rocket test team in

the world." Indeed, they were called on many times to prove Thompson's

glowing appraisalY

Typical of the experienced personnel Thompson spoke of was Wayne

Roberts, who followed Bob Gorham as head of the NSTL Range and Test

Services Project for Pan Am. With a fluctuating number of about 50 engi-

neers and technicians, Roberts's group was the largest of the support

elements. Roberts, a graduate of the University of Southern Mississippi, was

one of the first eight people to join the GE Apollo support group at the MSFC

in 1962. As a native of the community of Daisy Vestry in Jackson County,

Mississippi, coming to the MTF-NSTL was "coming home" for Roberts. He

accepted five NASA Public Service Awards, the first of which was awarded

in 1981 for the work he and his group, which included Bill George and Gary

Lehr, accomplished. 66

Roberts, however, was one of many competent and experienced NSTL

engineers. Another engineer who worked alongside Roberts in the develop-

ment of Space Shuttle support was Steve Dick, a graduate of West Point, who

served as a senior test engineer with Boeing and as a project engineer with

GE. Dick later became project manager for Global Associates' Base Projects

Division. He helped reactivate the test stands and joined NASA's Facilities

Engineering Office with A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., in 1978Y

Pat Mooney, another experienced contributing engineer, was a long-time

resident of Bay St. Louis and a Mississippi State University graduate, who

headed up the Special Projects Division. Mooney, like many of his col-

leagues, had also worked with the team during the Apollo era. He had first

worked for Boeing at Michoud on the S-IC program and then for North

American Aviation (NAA) on the S-It test project? _

65. lbid,: NASA-NSTL News Release, "NASA Extends CSC Technical Services Contract," 1 September 1970,

SSCHR('. When R_scoe Nicholson made this statement in 1988 he was referring to the intense tocus of test

personnel on only Illatlers pertaining to testing of engines, as compared to the administrative and manage-

ment supporl pers_nnel outside the Space Shuttle Test Complex.

66. Roberts, interview by Mack Herring, 30 March 1996.

67. Dick, interview.

68. Pal Mooney, interview by Mack Herring, 23 M:_rch 1996.
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The NSTL Special Projects Division was capable of performing major

modifications on test stands and performing any necessary mechanical-type

work. Joel Estes, one the first test conductors for NAA on the S-il program,

was in charge of the Technical Services Laboratory. Herman Watts was chief

of the Field Services Branch in the laboratory, and Tom Weiss was chief of

the laboratory's Electronic Calibration and Repair Unit/''_

These engineers and technical managers directed the test support effort,

providing the variety of services required to conduct a static firing. A portion

of their responsibility involved providing the liquid hydrogen and liquid

oxygen propellants, gaseous hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen, and high-pres-

sure air to the test stands; running the high-pressure water facility:

maintaining selected electronics and electrical systems on the test stands and

in the test control centers (TCCs): providing communications systems: main-

raining the audio and video systems in the test complex; furnishing the

instrumentation calibration and repair in the laboratory; performing all types

of logistics services: and handling minor and major modifications in the test

complex. In truth, these elements provided all of the services needed to run

shuttle engine tests. The failure of any one of these many technical support

services could delay or stop a static firing. To say the least, all of these engi-

neers and technicians were highly respected by the managers of the MSFC

Resident Office and the rocket test teams of Rocketdyne and Rockwell. v_

The success or failure of a rocket test was dependent on the test support per-

sonnel. In many cases, their dedication and hard work often went unnoticed

outside of the test complex. Media coverage usually focused on test conduc-

tors, who were like the quarterbacks on a football team, or on the NASA and

contract managers who acted as spokespersons for their programs, rf

The people who really understood and recognized the support personnel for

their work were people such as Admiral Richard Truly, NASA Administrator

and astronaut: J.R. Thompson and his colleagues at the Headquarters and the

MSFC; the many astronauts who often visited the NSTL and understandably

[_9. Director's Office, "Technical Supporl Tt_ Shtlltlc Tesl Program,'" 1977. Fur furlhcr information regarding lhe

l'Ci|CliVil[i[}l] tC_1111,see Marvin Lee "Mary'" (.'_Irpenteri_' Personal Note_, "Edilorial Collllllenls ('haplcr

JI," SS('HR('.

70. Mack Herring, NASA-NSTL News Release, "'Shtmlc Mileslones Met at NSTL" 28 March 198{}, SSCI|R(':

Nichols_m. interde,,v by |_lohon. p. 21; Robcrls, interview.

7l. �hid.: Mack Hcrril_g and Johnny Maim, B'bv Station, viOco hisloO', 25 Oclobcr 1901,
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depended on the performance of the SSMEs; and Bob Bush, Boyce Mix, and

the other members of the NASA-NSTL resident office. 72

Lighting The Fire

The first launch of Space Shuttle Columbia at the Kennedy Space Center

on 12 April 1981 was an awe-inspiring sight. Thousands of people on

Florida's beaches gasped when they saw Columbia _ engines ignite in a thun-

derous roar, sending the new space vehicle streaking skyward with a brilliant

orange and white exhaust contrail pouring down hundreds of feet behind the

bright white space vehicle. 73

But for many at the Mississippi facility, the fire was lit nearly seven years

earlier with the long and tedious testing of the SSMEs and the full-power,

three-engine blasts of the MPTA at the NSTL. Most propulsion engineers

agreed that the SSME was the most sophisticated and efficient rocket engine

ever built. The high-pressure engine's fuel pump revved up from "0" to

47,000 rpm (revolutions per minute) in less than three seconds! Designed as

a reusable engine for the Space Shuttle, the SSME was first static-fired at

the NSTL on 19 May 1975. It is interesting to note that this first test of the

SSME occurred approximately one year alter the Mississippi Test Facility

(MTF) was renamed the NSTL. In the two years after Hlass reported to the

NSTL, Bob Bush, SSME Resident Manager, proclaimed the test program

was going "full speed ahead" with engine tests occurring ahnost daily. On

22 September 1978, Bush observed, "We're in business now, and plans are

to continue full speed ahead averaging six tests a week." At that time, the

main engines had been fired for 23,000 seconds on the A-I and A-2 test

stands. Nearly all tests conducted on the A-1 stand in 1978 were 520 sec-

onds, the duration required in flight. Shorter duration tests of 300 seconds
were fired on the A-2 stand. TM

72. Herring and Mann, Way Station, video history, 25 October 1991.

73. "'Columbia Performs Flawlessly," Lagniappe, 20 April 1981, SSCHRC: NASA Mission Summaries, "Space

Shuttle Mission Summary 1981-1983, STS-I Mission," (Houston, TX: Johnson Space Center PMS-O(13,

June 1986),

7-1. "Space Shuttle Main Engine," 3_mce Shuttle, NASA George C, Marshall Space Flight Center. 1977_

Ro_ketdvne A-I 7bxt Hixt_,ry: 19 Ably 1975 to Pre._ent (Stennis, MS: Rocketdyne, 1976): NASA-NSTL

News Release, 22 September 1978, SSCHRC.
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By 1978, earlier problems encountered in the SSME test program R&D

had been corrected. The long-awaited success of the shuttle engines provided

an appropriate "bang" to help commemorate the 20th Anniversary of NASA,

on 1 October 1978. But, to the engineers at the NSTL the accelerated pace of

the shuttle tests was just in time to qualify the engines for testing on the

MPTA. The MPTA would bring together the three liquid-fueled engines, the

huge external fuel tank, and a simulated orbiter structure, complete with an

aft-section of the fuselage, to prove the Space Shuttle's main propulsion

system before a launch could take place at the KSC] 5

The MPTA program not only brought together the components of the sim-

ulated Orbiter Propulsion System, but also prompted managers to gather the

best team of rocket test engineers and technicians ever assembled. Tom

Baggette, one of the early S-If rocket stage test conductors in 1966 when the

first Saturn V test rocket stage, the S-II-T, was test fired at the MTF and a test

conductor on the Apollo spacecraft at the KSC, agreed with Pat Mooney that

the MPT test program was the Stennis Space Center's "finest hour. ''7',

The MPTA effort actually dated back to activation of the B-2 side of the

big S-IC test stand used during the 1960s to static fire the Boeing-built Saturn

V first stage. The MPT modification and activation program at the NSTL was

started in May 1974 and at first followed the usual government construction

process. But, when the time came to begin the complex and tedious process of

installing the elecmmic instrumentation, fluid distribution system, and other

technical systems, the NSTL team felt they could do the job belier and more

economically than outside contractors could. Harry Guin, representing Global

Associates at the time, and Bob Bush, Manager of the MSFC Resident Olfice

at the NSTL, with the help of their associates, put together a presentation illus-

trating that the NSTL could accomplish the task quicker and far cheaper than

other contractors, such as Rockwell, who would be using the stand] 7

Bush and Guin made their pitch to the MFSC Shuttle Project Office. The

two men asked that Global be allowed to pull together the final activation of

75. '"rwenli¢lh Anniversary Etliti_m,'" l+a+,,nml_lW, 18 Oclohcr 1978, SSCttRC: "'MPTA Ready l'or TcM Firing,"

La,_,,niapl_c, 17 March t 9bll). SS('}tR('.

76. Tom Baggette. interview by Mack tterrintz. SSC, 24 March 1996: NASA Natilmal Space Tran+,pt_rlatitm

System, Ove;'vie'u, "SSME Flight Program," NASA Publications Scrie_,, Scplembcr 1988: "'Space Shuttle

Main Engine," 5;pace Shuttle, 1977; Mtmney, intcr,,iew.

77. "'SSME "resting l'acc Quickelv,,'" l_t,_,,mappe, 22 September It)78. SS('tIRC; Mack tterring, NASA NSTI.

Nc_s Rclc_lsc, 22 September 1978, SSCHRC: Baggcltc, interview; Mo(mcy, inzcr_ic_,
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the test position at the NSTL for the MPT. The MSFC shuttle managers ques-

tioned the presentation, telling Guin and Bush they did not believe the job

could be done as cheaply as the NSTL engineers proposed. Guin, in typical

dramatic fashion, rolled up his papers and charts and advised the MSFC per-

sonnel to "have at it" if they thought they could do the job cheaper. He then

proceeded to walk out the door. TM

Bush prevailed on Guin to stay, advised his MSFC associates to listen, and

continued his pitch, As a primary result of the sales pitch, the NSTL support

contractor proposal won the MSFC's confidence, and they landed the job.

Actually, Guin knew he had an inside track because most of the personnel that

would be doing the work were highly experienced veterans of the diverse

NASA and contractor NSTL workforce. He also knew that his experienced

workforce had the know-how and ability to cut corners and perform the task

much cheaper than any outsider could that who did not know the people

involved or the "ropes" at the Mississippi site. According to many, Doug

McLauglin and his Global support group were the key to the fast-track and

highly complicated project. In fact, a modest Pat Mooney, who succeeded

McLaughlin as head of the support group, gave McLaughlin full credit for

guiding the work, Among others who were instrumental in seeing the MPT

test program to completion under budget and on time were A1 Bush and Greg

Ames, veteran engineers at the NSTL and employees of the Weaver

Construction Company which did much of the activation work. TM

The activation team finished their difficult job preparing the big test stand

for its unique MPTA hardware just before the strange cargo was towed up the

East Pearl River and arrived at the NSTL on 24 June 1977. The MPTA cargo

came from California on the NASA covered-barge Poseidon to the Michoud

Assembly Facility in New Orleans, Louisiana. Once at Michoud, the orbiter

simulator was then transported to the NSTL on the river barge Pearl River, a

50-mile trip up the winding East Pearl River. _

The portion of the MPTA that traveled to the NSTL to be tested consisted

of a 121 -ton steel trusswork that resembled an oil derrick or a bridge assembly

78. Gilda Perkins, "NSTL Reactivated tor Space Shuttle," Slidell Daily Times, 29 June 1977: Mooney interview:

Dick, inlerview. For lurther inf_rnmtion regarding Harry Guin's and Bob Bush's presenlations, see Marvin

Lee "'Mart," Carpenter's Persona[ Nou's, "'Editorial Comments--Chapter II ," SSCHRC,

79. Mooney, interview; Carpenter, interview; Roberls. interview.

8_1, Lloyd Gray, "Space Shuttle Equipment 'Milestone' For NASA Lab," The Sun-Herald, 25 Jane 1977.
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from a giant erector set. The structure was attached to a mockup of the aft sec-

tion of an orbiter fuselage, which would house the main propulsion system of

the craft. The weird-looking structure simulated the clean airplane-configura-

tion of the 122-Ik_ot-long orbiter in weight, bulk, and structure, but certainly

not in aesthetic appearance. The MPTA was assembled after placement in the

B-2 position of the huge modified S-IC test stand, with the addition of a 154-

foot-long external fuel tank, manufactured by the Martin Marietta Space

Corporation at Michoud, and three Rocketdyne main engines previously tested

at the NSTL/_

Harry Johnstone, the MSFC's MPTA resident manager, and Gerry

Wilson, manager of the Rockwell Space Division Resident Office, met the

barge. Johnstone commented that the arrival of the MPTA components was

"the culmination of three years of hard work." He then teased Wilson, "And

it arrived on time!" The serious-minded Wilson accepted the remark and said

the funny-looking structure was like the "rear end of an airplane without the

rudder and tail fins." The MPTA was installed in the B-2 position of the big

test stand the next day, 25 June 1977, and preparations began to ready the

MPTA for its critical firings before the first flight of the Space Shuttle

Columbia. _2

Bob Bush once commented that it was "the people more than anything"

who were responsible for the success of the test programs. His words were

never more true than in the case of the MPTA test program. Although each

SSME would be thoroughly tested and certified, program managers believed

it necessary to prove the Space Shuttle's entire propulsion system, complete

with three hot-fired engines, before the vehicle's first launch. Another impor-

tant part of the NSTL testing mission was to develop fueling and handling

procedures for use by the KSC launch. This premise prompted the MSFC to

put its best foot forward for the MPTA test series/_

As a result, the energetic and hard-driving Harry Johnstone was sent down

from the MSFC to the NSTL in order to head up the MPTA program for

NASA. Bush continued as manager of the MSFC "Shuttle Office" at the NSTL

which conducted the MPTA and SSME testing. Bush, wearing two hats, later

81. "Shttt0c One Step ('loser T_ Realilv,'" l?u' l)ai/_ Settlt 3" New_, 30 Jtmc 1977: "'Simulalor Arrive_, At NSTL,'"

Picayune hem. 26 June 1977.

82. Gray, "Space Shuttle Eqtdpment...," lhe ,'_'tttt-Het_t/_L

83. Robert "Bob" Bush. SSC Hi_tor3 Roumltahh,. SSC video history series, SSf. 7, 25 October 1991, SSCHR('.
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The External Tank rises to its 154-

fi_ot height as it is placed int_ position

in the B.2 Test Stand behind Main

Propulsion Test (MPT) Manager

Harry Johnstone. (SSC-78-016-9)

served as the MPTA manager after Johnstone left. Boyce Mix continued to

manage the busy SSME program as the pace quickened with the developmen-

tal and certification programs. The MSFC Resident Office had strong support

from the Quality Assurance Office's Doug Howard, a veteran of the old MTE

whose leadership was greatly appreciated by the contractors. Another welcome

addition to the team was Bill Lindsey, who was an instrumentation and data

expert. The support cast in the Resident Office had matured while accumulat-

ing valuable test experience during the SSME test program? 4

Gerry Wilson "pulled some strings" to bring in the best test conductors

he could find for the project, Tom Baggette and John Plowden. At the same

time, however, another senior test conductor, Tom Lyddon, who was a vet-

eran of the S-1I program at the old MTF, was added to the team. Plowden

84. "Shuttle "l'es! Crew-Veteran Team,,." LaL, niappe. 16 December 1979, SSCHRC: "'Shuttle Tanking Tesl

Successful," La,_nhq_pe, 23 January 1_)78, SSCHRC.
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was called to the NSTL from White Sands, New Mexico, where he was a

facility systems engineer? 5

The extremely high experience level of the MPTA team was exemplified

by Marvin Lee "Marv" Carpenter. Carpenter was originally responsible for

the MPTA electrical/instrumentation systems from 1982 until 1985, and he

became one of the Rockwell resident managers. A graduate of Finley College

in Kansas City, Missouri, Carpenter's experience in the aerospace world

dated back to the beginning of America's space program. He worked on the

Saturn V second-stage S-II test program with NAA, but also was involved in

the Jupiter and Atlas missile programs2 _'

Carpenter designed and developed the hardware instrumentation systems

used on all three NSTL test stands. He was responsible for the installation

and operation of the systems on A- l and A-2 and the modification and oper-

ation of the instrumentation on the MPTA. This special knowledge gave him

and others who brought that kind of personal data to the MPT program it leg

up on solving problems in the test complex. In fact, his colleagues said

Carpenter knew the complex instrumentation and electronics systems "like

the palm of his hand. ''sT

Another seasoned test engineer who joined Rockwell Corporation's

Mississippi team was Lewis B. "Lot(' Nelson, a veteran NAA employee. He

was one of the original 18 engineers sent to the site in 1965 to get ready for

the S-I| buildup who were housed in the old "firehouse." Nelson and Doug

McLaughlin were roommates in college at the North Dakota School of

Mines, went in different directions with the missile program, and were

reunited at the NSTL. Other proven test engineers joining the MPTA team

included Jim Green, Mike Polka, Charlie Knott, John Brokowski, Roe

Crowder, and Karl Briesackor. x_

The nucleus of the unusually well-qualified NSTL team was held together

as a result of a decision made in the early 1970s by Doug Howard. In 1971,

Howard decided to try and keep good engineers like Marv Carpenter, Doug

McLaughlin, Curtis Campbell, Steve Dick, Joe Brown, Joel Estes, and Pat

85 "'Shulfle Test ('re;_, Vetel:al] Te_lll/....'" La,t_tli_ll_l_e, 16 December 1977. SS('|tR('; "MPTA "l'_'st ('tmductor

Baggette Describes Role in Team Supp_wt.'" l._li_q_pe, 21 March It)80, SSCHR(': ('arpenter interview.

8h. Carpenler. intervie,,;.

87. Ihid

88 Nels_m. inler'_ie_;.
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Mooney on the base "in reserve" for future programs. In addition, as a result

of Howard's groundwork, more than 50 of the best engineers remained onsite

after the Apollo testing program. Jerry Hiass's emphasis on building a strong

support structure for the Space Shuttle test program and for other possible

future programs obviously perpetuated the earlier Howard plan. In fact,

Hlass's determination to strengthen the test support effort took the team to

another level, once he secured the appropriate funding and agreements to gain

NASA Headquarters and the MSFC recognition, s'_

By spring 1978, with the "right" people on board, the NSTL team focused

efforts during the next several months toward getting the MPTA prepared for

the first series of tests. Engineers and technicians working on the MPTA pro-

gram remember the long, hard hours of work as they proceeded through a

tanking test, simulated countdowns, and endlessly checked the electrical and

mechanical systems. Johnstone, a bundle of energy, was all over the big test

stand boosting worker morale with his well-known expression, "That ain't no

hill for a stepper! '''J°

The MPTA test team passed the Firing Readiness Review held by

NASA's Review Board at the NSTL 6-7 March 1978. The Review brought a

number of space notables to the site. In attendance were the members of

NASA's Space Transportation Systems organization, including John Yardley,

Associate Administrator for Space Transportation Systems; Christopher C.

Kraft, JSC Director; Dr. William R. Lucas, MSFC Director; Lee R. Scherer,

KSC Director, Dr. Walter C. Williams, NASA Chief Engineer; and Dr. Mike

Malkin, Director, Space Shuttle Program. Other important officials involved

in the Space Shuttle program from NASA Headquarters, the JSC, the MSFC,

Rockwell, Rocketdyne and Martin Marietta also came. Gerry Wilson com-

pared the review to a "jury;" although the MPTA group was not literally on

trial, their work and status wereY _

The review began with an examination of the design and certification of

hardware for each element of the test article, orbiter, external tank, and main

engine. The members then reviewed the readiness of the prefiring test program

80. C_rpenler, interview: Roberts, interview.

90, "Shuttle Tanking Test Successful," L_tgni_q_pe, 16 December 1977, SSCHRC. Harry Johnstone was a leader

and an inspiration tk)r the enlire MPTA test crew. Technicians have said Johnstone would look over their

shoulder during dill]cult tasks and say, "That ain't no hill fi)r a stepper!"

91. "'MPTA Ready li_r Test Firing," L_tgnialqW, 17 March 1978. SSCHRC.
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and, finally, the status of action item closure. At the end of the two-day session,

the review board gave the team a "thumbs up," but left 12 action items to clear

up before the first firing. The gathering of NASA's space transportation "first

team" at the NSTL resulted in more than just an approval for the important

MPTA test. The bringing together of Agency propulsion and flight experts also

showcased ¢he capabilities of the installation and the competence of the _es_

and support personnel. Hlass and his organization began to build on these fac-

tors as they continued to gain further recognition in the propulsion world2 -_

Smaller reviews were also held as the NSTL testing team proceeded toward

the first MPTA test, because everyone at the Mississippi facility and at the

Agency were anxious to prove the critical propulsion system. The first test

came at i1:34 a.m. on 21 April 1978. Although the "hot" part of the test was

only 1.90 seconds, the puff of smoke signaled the beginning. A number of the

/

||
Technicians install Space Shuttle flight engine 2007 int,_ the A-I test statut 13 April 1979.

(SSC-79-I 16-7)

92. "'MPTA Achieves Requirement," l_z_,,niappe, 21) February 1981. SS('HR('.
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NSTL employees watched the event in new covered bleachers installed in a

parking lot 5,000 feet from the big stand where the three shuttle engines were

fired. The shuttle viewing area was far more plush than the old Saturn V area,

which was located on an oyster-shell road, and had uncovered, rickety, surplus

grandstands similar to the ones on high-school football fields. As a result,

during the Saturn V testing era, many spectators got wet during tests, due to

rain or test exhaust. Later, MPTA firings for longer durations attracted hun-

dreds of employees, their families, local citizens, and members of the mediaY _

With a dozen tests successfully completed at the NSTL by February 1981,

more than one hour of firing time was accumulated on the test version of the

Space Shuttle's main propulsion system. During that time, the system

achieved all certification requirements for the first launch, as well as other

objectives for later missions. Six of the 12 tests successfully conducted at the

NSTL were programmed to meet or exceed the 520-second duration neces-

sary to put a shuttle into orbit. The final test of the system, which took place

17 January 1981, was deemed a "complete success" by Bob Bush? 4

The 629-second final firing was the longest test conducted on the MPTA

and the first full-duration static firing using flight-type nozzles on the three

main engines. Previous tests used a "stub nozzle." During the 17 January

test, the engines were fired at 100 percent of rated power level for 239 sec-

onds, at which time one engine was shut down. The early cutoff simulated

the in-flight shutdown of an engine and an aborted mission in which the

astronauts would return the orbiter to its launch site. This was the "Return To

Launch Site" (RTLS) maneuver. Following the test, John Yardley, Associate

Administrator for Space Transportation Systems, said the final test "demon-

strated that the people down here [at the NSTL] really know how to make

this thing work." Yardley added, "They've done a magnificent job, and I

want to congratulate them. ''_5

Yardley's words were lagniappe to the people who conducted the highly

successful MPTA test program and to the experienced support team that

backed them up. All told, 18 MPTA firings were conducted at the NSTL

between 21 April 1978 and 17 January 1981. The people of the NSTL team,

93, SSC 'l'csl and Engineering l)irectt_rale. "MPTA Test History," 3 January 1995.

94. lhid.: "Final MtrI'A Test ('ompleted," l.tlgniappe, January Februar), 1981, SSCHRC.

95. Ibid.
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"in its finest hour." had proven the Space Shuttle's Main Propulsion system

ready for flight. '_'

Just before the launch of the Space Shuttle Columbia, a confident Boyce

Mix, SSME engine manager, predicted, "It's going to work." The cahn Mix.

a veteran of testing the giant S-IC Saturn V booster in the 1960s, mused.

"'We've satisfied all requirements for the first launch, and unless something

unexpected comes up, we've satisfied all requirements for the lk_llowing five

launches." Mix, in a philosophical, retrospective analysis of the NSTL test

program, stated, "1 think the location here in southern Mississippi has helped

us be more productive than we could have been in a more industrial area.

We've got technicians, engineers, and support personnel who are very dedi-

cated. If a job has to be done, they go out and do it. We've got a quality of

employees far and above many other areas of the country. '''_7

Mix attributed the expertise of the workers to a "'certain pride" among the

team members. "People will say someday, 'My father worked on the shuttle

engine testing program,' and [the members of the test team] are proud to be a

part of something this big. It's not just another ,job to these people," Mix

mused, "It's their life. '''_

The kind of dedication and experience that Mix spoke of contributed to

the successful launch of Space Shuttle Columbia from the KSC at 7:00 a.m.

EST on 12 April 1981. The awesome, brute power shook buildings miles

away at Cocoa Beach and was heard as far away as Orlando as it shot sky-

ward on its maiden voyage. The hybrid mix of solid and liquid propellants

had not been seen before in the skies over the Florida launch site2"

Robert E. Herring, a space buff from St. Augustine, Florida, was among

the approximately one million people viewing the lift-off at the launch site

and along the beaches at Cape Canaveral. According to Herring, there was a

"Wham! A buff of thunder," at which point he thought, "shake them up

Columbia!" Next, he saw "the big fire [of brilliant red that was] twice as long

as the rocket ship." He reported that "the vibration [caused his] telescope on

96. Ibid.

97, l)ougkts Nany, "NSTL's Future Rosy if Shuttle Successful," Picm'tmc Item, 17 February 1981,

98. Ibid_

99. NASA-JSC. "'lnforn_ation Summaries. U.S. Manned Slxtce-Flighl Log. PMS-020 (JSC)August It)86; NASA-

JS(" Information Summaries, Space Shuttle Mission Summary 198 I- 1983, S'FS Missions I 9"' (ttousmn.

TX: J_hnsol'L Space Center PMS 003, June 1986); "'C, Jfumhia t)erlorIllS Flawlessly." Lalvni,q_l,e, 20 April

1981, SSCtIR('.
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the hood of the car to shake and some nearby lady [to be frozen in wonder]."

Herring later remembered thinking, as the cheers of the crowd began to die

down, "Columbia, you shook the Earth, baby!"_¢_

The flight of Columbia marked the first use of solid propellants to launch

a spacecraft with people aboard and the first time ever that astronauts were

sent aloft on the brand new space vehicle. With all of the "firsts," Columbia

ushered in a new era of spaceflight. NASA now had a launch vehicle with a

stable reusable rocket that gave explorers routine access to space. "_

Astronauts John Young and Robert Crippen guided the Columbia to a per-

fect touchdown at Edwards Air Force Base in California after a 54-hour,

2 l-minute, 36-orbit "flawless shakedown" flight. Via worldwide television,

millions watched the shuttle landing. The general populace, and the media for

the most part, focused their spaceflight attention on the astronauts, their

launchings, and landings._°2

Most of the time support crews, who work out of the view of the TV cam-

eras, go unnoticed by the general public. Such was the case of the NSTL test

team and their support crews. But the people who knew of their contributions

to flight were full of accolades after the mission. Without the perfect perfor-

mance of the three main engines tested at the NSTL, the shuttle would have

never made it into orbit. Boyce Mix, who literally lived with the engines for

the previous eight years, stated, in an unusual display of excited emotion, "It

was just super!" He proudly said, "The engines performed as planned. It was

really remarkable!" Bob Bush observed that the maiden flight of the Space

Shuttle gave him a "great sense of accomplishment," to know that "[we had]

contributed in even a small part" to the success of the shuttle mission. _3

A very proud Jerry Hlass, who traveled to the KSC to witness the launch

with a number of NSTL employees, their families, and community friends,

made sure that his team got part of the credit for the Space Shuttle's success.

He said, "It is a tribute to our NASA and contractor personnel at the NSTL

who worked very hard to do the developmental testing and certification of

l(X). Robert E. Herring, Commentary, "A Poslscript on Columbia," Lagniappe, 22 May 1981, SSCHRC.

1(11. Howard Benedict, NASA: The ,hmrn O' Ccmtinues (Houston, TX: Pioneer Publications, Inc. 1981 ), pp. 64-67;

"Columbia Performs Flawlessly." lx_gniappe, 20 April 1981, SSCHRC.

102. Henry C. Dethloff, Suddenly Tomorrow Came...A History Of The Johnson Space Center (Washington. DC:

NASA SP-4307, 1993), p. 271.

103. "Cohonbia Special Edition." lxlgniappe, 15 April 1986, SSCHRC.
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these engines. History was made with this successful flight and landing [of]

Columbia, and we can all remember, with pride, our contribution. ''_°_

The "pride" of which Boyce Mix spoke before the launch was underscored

by President Ronald Reagan in his remarks after the first shuttle flight. The

"old horse soldier," who, some worried, might not be supportive of the space

program, said in a statement following the launch: "Once again we feel the

surge of pride that comes from knowing we are the first and we are best, and

we are so because we are free. ''t''_

Of all the "thank you's" and accolades bestowed on the hundreds of

employees at the NSTL, both inside and outside of the blockhouse, perhaps

the most appreciated comments came from astronauts John Young and Robert

Crippen. Young and Crippen chose the NSTL as their first postflight destina-

tion, paying a visit to thank the dedicated personnel lor their contribution to

the first shuttle flight. Young and Crippen, who had visited the site before the

mission for a briefing and to witness a static firing from atop the A- I, A-2 Test

Control Center. visited the NSTL on 8 May 1981, just 24 days alter the flight

of Colmnbia. Speaking to a jam-packed house at the Central Control

Building, Crippen said, "You can't do this kind of program without running

an extensive test program. The effort that you contributed made it possible for

us to sit back and ride. We couldn't even make it look hard! ''°6

The wiley veteran Young went after the hearts of the NSTL workers when

he said, "I am really proud to have been associated with you people because

this vehicle is built for the future--the '80s and '90s." The NSTL employees

in the audience, people in coats and ties, slack suits, and overalls, stood and

applauded. Their pride and hard work continued to "support the shuttle"

through the 1980s and 1990s. Throughout all those years, not one mission

failed due to the engines developed and tested at the NSTL. m7

104. Ibid.

105. Ibid.; Rogcr D. Launius, NASA: ,4 Hist_,rv Of The U.S. Civil Space Program (Malahar, FI,: Kricger

Publishing Company. 1994), pp. 112 113.

106. "Columbia Special Edilion," lxlgniaplW, 15 April 1986, SS('HRC.

11)7. '_"tk)ung, Crippen ('_mmend Employees at NSTI.,'" l_t_,nialq_e, 22 May 19gl. SSCHR("
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CHAPTER 1 2

Of Triumph and Tragedy

The Best of Times

he early success of America's Space Shuttle program ushered in anera that was perhaps the "best of times and worst of times" for a resur-
gent NASA and most especially for the growing National Space

Technology Laboratories (NSTL) in Hancock County, Mississippi. During

the first half of the 1980s, NASA regained confidence and again savored the

national reputation the Agency enjoyed when the Eagle soared and landed on

the Moon in 1969. Indeed, NASA seemed to have the world, and even the

heavens, by the tail and was not about to let go. _

Riding on the crest of success and popularity, Jerry Hlass's maturing

NSTL team gained special recognition as NASA's newest and toughest "can

do" organization. Most of Hlass's early goals were achieved, and the morale

I. Charles Dickens, A 7_de _/I'uo Citie_ (Nev, York: Walter J. Black. Inc., 1969), p. l: l.ovell Beaulieu, "NASA

Rocketing Inlo Ihe "81)s," "lhe Ne_ Orlean,s (IA) [inles-Pita)tcne (henceforth referred to as l'he 7fnu'_-

Pi_ mune 1.20 Jalluary 198(): Roger D, l.aunius. NASA : A Hixtot 3' o/the U.S. ('ivil Space Pn)L, ram (Malabar.

FL: Kreiger l)ublishing ('ompan_, 1994), p. 112: Henry (', I)ethlol]'. Su_hh,nlv 7imuwrow ('ume...A tti_tor_

()[ llte Johnson 5)_ace Center, (Washington. DC: National Aeronautics And Space Administration SP 4307.

1993). p. 285: William B. Breuer, Race to the Moon, Americai_ Dl.'l with the Soviets', (Westporl, ('T:

Praeger Publishers, 1993 ). p. 196.
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of the site employees and community neighbors climbed as high as the white

cypresses rising skyward from the Honey Island Swamp. 2

The NSTL's Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) gained national and

international prominence due to pioneering scientific achievements in remote

sensing and space technology applications. The onsite Space Shuttle support

program was proving superiority with every shuttle mission. 3

Those were the days! It seemed like the good times would never end for

NASA. The Space Shuttle became a national symbol, its butterfly likeness

placed on T-shirts, lapel pens, and even on milk cartons. Americans began to

believe that civilians--school teachers and television commentators--should

take a ride on the shuttle. 4

Alas! Even the best of times come to an end. The awful Space Shuttle

Challenger tragedy dashed the spirits of a nation--crushing NASA's regained

confidence when the spacecraft came crashing down in the blue Atlantic

waters off Cape Canaveral. Sadly, all seven crew members perished, among

them a space-struck social studies teacher from New Hampshire. _

Gloom fell heavily as the grim news spread. Millions were stunned,

frozen at their television sets on that cold January day in 1986. In south

Mississippi, the NSTL employees and community supporters were devastated

by the initial speculation that the accident could have been caused by a failed

Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) tested at the NSTL. Perhaps NASA's

greatest triumph began on that frigid Florida morning, for from the

Challenger's ashes there arose a NASA courage from the very guts of thou-

sands of comrades across the nation who refused to let this beloved crew die

in vain. Among that number were the men and women at the NSTL, who, fol-

lowing the tragedy, "tested the way" as NASA returned to space. 6

2. "NSTL Receives Good Notices in State, Area Press Coverage," L_gniappe, 17 August 1979. Stennis Space

Center Historical Records Collection (henceforth referred to as the SSCHRC); "Accomplishments Receive

Extensive Press Coverage," Lagniappe. 13 February 1981, SSCHRC; "NASA Employees Recognized for

Outstanding Achievements," lxtgniappe, 25 Seplember 198(I, SSCH RC.

3, Ibid.

4. "Journalisls to Fly on Space Shuttle," lzJgniappe, 20 November 1985, SSCHRC; Howard Benedict, The

Journey Contimtes (Houston: Pioneer Publications. Inc., 1989), pp, 101-102.

5. Benedict. The Journey Continues, pp. 104-106; William I_ Rogers et al., Report q(the Presidential Commission

on the Space Shuttle Accident (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986), pp. 1c)-2t.

6. "NSTL Joins Nation in Tribute to Challenger Crew," Lagniappe, 2(I February 1986, SSCHRC: "Jerry Hlass

Speaks lo NASA. Contractor Teams," Lagniappe, 21 April 1986, SSCHRC.
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The Senator Calls

By 1981, the years of hard work and political forays in the nation's capi-

tal began to pay off for the hard-working Senator Stennis and his diligent staff

members. The Mississippi installation with which Stennis was so closely

associated achieved the "full utilization" the Senator wanted so badly. The

Naval Oceanographic Office completed its relocation move to the NSTL. The

Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant was under construction at the NSTL and

would soon be a productive addition to the nation's defense. And the Space

Shuttle program that Senator Stennis "picked up off the cutting room floors"

of Congress was providing NASA with routine access to space. 7

Senator John C. Stennis never forgot his promises in 1961 to the original

landowners at Logtown. By 1981, he had worked tirelessly for two decades to

see the $350 million testing facility investment by the nation's taxpayers reach

"full utilization." The steadfast statesman from Kemper County, Mississippi,

was there for his people in south Mississippi and for their "space age" NSTL

neighbors at every turn, whether the turn was for better or worse?

When the NSTL all but fell prey to rampant kudzu vines during the

decline of the Apollo program in the early 1970s, Stennis helped guide

potential tenants, such as environmental agencies, to the site. Again, when

NASA was about to lose its Space Shuttle program in 1972, Stennis rallied

his congressional colleagues to support the "new reusable" space vehicle.

The Senator then helped relocate the Navy oceanographic program from the

Washington, D.C., area to its new NSTL home in 1975. Stennis also helped

NASA Headquarters find a way to avoid moving the ERL to Houston in

1976. John Stennis was also there to provide the push to pick up the huge

Army munitions manufacturing plant off the planning boards and place it on

the site in 1978. _

7. "'Army Welcomed to NSTL Family," l_l,_niappe. 23 January 1978_ SSCHRC; "Senator Slennis Greatly

Impressed During October Visit to NSTL," lxlgnaq_pe, 3 November 1978, SSCHRC; Mack Herring, "U.S.

Senator John C. Stennis: He Was A Giant In Ever)* Way." lxo.,nialq_e, 25 May 1995. SSCHRC; "Stennis

Tribute Dinner. June 23, 1988/" Congressional Record, I(Xhh Congress. v_l. 134. No. 1{15. Senate, 13 July

1988.

8. "Salute to Senalor Stennis,'" The (B.y St. l.ouis, MS) Sea Coast Echo {henceforth re|_zrred to as the Sea Coa_'t

[_5('ho). 3(1 April 1995.

9, lhid.: Nan Palton Ehrbright, "Slennis's I.ile. Work Saluted." The (Bilo_t/(hdO_ort, MS) ._ttn Herald _hencefiwlh

referred to as The Sun fterald). 4 August 1988. It is interesting to note lhat kudzu vines, originally grown

in Japan, are lkmnd throughoul the South and choke all other "_egelation they come in ctmtacl with.
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Even so, the Senator did not save the south Mississippi facility by him-

self. He joined forces with Jerry Hlass, and together they worked many long

hours to save the facility. The foundation Hlass laid when he arrived proved

strong enough to build on, and when Senator Stennis paid visits to inspect

the booming NSTL, he saw progress on every front. In fact, the proud

Senator was frequently called upon to join Hlass and the NSTL employees

for ground-breaking ceremonies tbr new facilities, for the dedication of new

buildings, and to view the awesome power of the SSMEs during testing.

Rarely had a legislator had the opportunity to see as many fruits of his labor

as did Senator Stennis. H_

Senator Stennis joined a host of Washington dignitaries and NSTL

Manager Hlass to welcome the Army Ammunition Plant to the NSTL com-

plex during ground-breaking ceremonies on 10 January 1978. Among the

luminaries present were U.S. Representatives Trent Lott and G.V. "Sonny"

Montgomery; Deputy Secretary of Defense Charles W. Duncan, Jr.; Secretary

of the Navy W. Graham Clator, Jr.; Rear Admiral J. Edward Snyder, Jr.; and

NASA Deputy Administrator Alan M. Lovelace. More than 1,500 people

from surrounding areas joined the NSTL employees in celebrating the begin-

ning of the huge, $398 million construction of the plant. _

Stennis referred to the 1961 Logtown meeting in his address at the Army

Ammunition Plant ground-breaking ceremony, just as he did in most of his

speeches at the NSTL. "I have never forgotten the promises [I made] that

day in Logtown," he said. "I have kept foremost in my mind [the fact] that

the people of Hancock County willingly allowed over 40 percent of the land

area of [their] county to become a federal installation. In return, the federal

government assured the people of Hancock County and Mississippi that the

facility would be used." For all of the high-ranking NASA, Army, and Navy

officials present, Stennis, chairman of the Armed Services Committee, re-

emphasized his Logtown promises when he said: "As long as I have

anything to do with it, that promise of the federal government can and will

be met! ''_2

IO. "John C. Stennis Space Center," L_,niappe, 20 May t986, SSCHRC. See chapters 9 and l0 of this book [br

a good discussion of the Navy's relocation fronl Suitland. Maryland, to the NSTE.

1 I. "Salulc to Senator Stennis." The Sea ('oast I_'ho, 31) April 1995.

12. "Army Welc(}med to NSTI, Facility," I_tgniappe, 23 January 1978, SSCHRC: "Watch for Speculators," Rural

Ele¢ tric News. December 1961.
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Stennis then complimented the unique arrangement of federal agencies

working together at the NSTL when he said, "Today this facility exists as a

national model of federal agency coordination and cooperation." Stennis also

stressed that the NSTL facility served as a prime example of how diverse

group needs would be met at the "lowest possible cost to the American tax-

payer." U.S. Representative Trent Lott strongly endorsed the NSTL when he

said the installation had made great strides as a "center of excellence. "t_

Hlass hosted Stennis and Lott several times during the next few years at

events recognizing the installation's progress, but probably none was more

rewarding than Stennis's visit on 19 October 1978. During the visit, the

Senator was ushered into the Space Shuttle Test Control Center (TCC) lk_r the

last few minutes of an SSME static firing countdown. Stennis talked freely

with engineers and technicians who were not busy with the critical work of

the countdown. With a serious expression on his face, Stennis listened

intently to a briefing conducted by Space Shuttle Resident Manager Bob Bush

and Rocketdyne Test Operations Manager Bill Costas. At %6 minutes, Bush

and Costas escorted Stennis up a steel staircase to the top of the blockhouse

to view the firing. During the 100-second run, Stennis stared in awe as the

powerful engine roared, pumping huge staccato puffs of steam into the south

Mississippi sky. When the firing ended with its closing "whump," Stennis dis-

pensed with his usual senatorial decorum and surprised the NASA and

Rocketdyne personnel by clapping his hands and actually dancing a little soft-

shoe 'jig. ''1_

Still on an emotional high, Stennis observed, "the facility is back in busi-

ness as far as the space program is concerned and has taken on the role of

serving as a home for the military services and others," The glowing Stennis

also commented, "there is a tkmndation here from which NASA programs and

other agency programs can grow. ''_5

Stennis then paused to pay Jerry Hlass a well-earned compliment and offer

a strong vote of confidence that Hlass and his re-invigorated NASA team

were on the right track. "I am greatly impressed with Jerry Hlass's manage-

ment of the installation and the talents and spirits of the people [here] are truly

13. "'Army Welcomed.,." l.ak, nialqW.

14. "Stennis Pleased with NSTL Pr_gress.'" I.rlt_n&ppe. 23 .lanuary 1978, SS('HR(',

15. I hid.
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U.S. Sen, John C. Stennis claps

and dances a soft-shoe '_ig" atop

the A.11A-2 Test Control Center

following a successful test tg a

Space Shuttle Main Engine.

Pictured at the unusual event are.

from left, Jerry Hlass, manager of

the National Space Technology

Laboratories; Stennis; Howard

Griggs, resident manager {g

Rocketdyne; and NASA's Robert

"Bob" Bush. (SSC-78-459-33

great," Stennis praised in his expansive mood. Again Stennis repeated his

support of the southwest Mississippi facility by simply stating that the NSTL

"will continue to have my solid support. ''6

On another visit on 5 April 1981, Stennis returned to NSTL with the

express purpose of showing Secretary of the Navy John H. Lehman, Jr., the

Navy elements that relocated and consolidated at the Hancock County site. At

that time, a combined total of more than i,250 people were employed as

members of either the Commander's staff, Naval Oceanography Command

staff, Naval Oceanographic Office, and the Naval Ocean Research and

Development Activity. The entire population of the site was approximately

3,400--a far cry from a previous low of about 900 in the early 1970s. During

his visit, Stennis stated that budget cuts proposed by the Reagan

Administration would have little effect on the work at the NSTL. "What you

are doing here is too important," the confident Stennis remarked. _7

The brisk activity at the NSTL represented the kind of growth and pro-

ductivity that the Senator originally envisioned for the facility. Stennis

returned triumphantly on 31 March 1983 to dedicate the Mississippi Army

16, Ibid.

17. Douglas Nanney, "Slennis, Navy Secretary Tour NSTL," Picayune (MS) hem (henceforth referred to as the

Picayune ltem)_ 5 April 1981; "Slennis, Navy Secretary, Visits Site," La,e,ttiappe, April 198 I, SSCHRC.
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Ammunition Plant. Built to manufacture the improved 155ram M483A! pro-

jectile, the final cost of the plant reached $479 million. The monstrous plant,

located on 7,000 acres in the northern portion of the site, meant approxi-

mately 1,300 jobs for Mississippians. Stennis appreciated that most workers

were local people, trained by Pearl River Community College and the Army.

At the dedication, the Senator praised the people for their support of the

NSTL and called on his fellow citizens to "do a better job" of finding talented

young people to "understand hard science, hard math, and hard languages. ''_

Although Jerry Hlass had come to know Senator Stennis during the Apollo

days when Hlass (at NASA Headquarters) provided Stennis's office with

progress reports of the ongoing construction, the two men came to know and

respect each other even more during the 1980s. Stennis knew the NSTL was

in good hands with Hlass. Hlass, on the other hand, knew his work was appre-

ciated and the NSTL had support from one of the most influential members

of the Congress, a situation that was good for the facility+ and also for the

Agency in general. As a result, NASA leaders often called upon Hlass to

intercede with the Senator for help on space projects that actually had very

little to do with the NSTL. _'J

A New Look For The NSTL

The transformation of the NSTL during the Hlass years pleased many

people. The NSTL employees, members of the local communities, and NASA

Headquarters officials all found the "renasafication" of the site to their liking.

For the first time, site employees began receiving recognition for their work,

and nearby communities began to reap additional rewards from years of sup-

porting the installation. Students in southern Mississippi and Louisiana were

being treated to educational benefits by NASA giving them a "leg up" on chil-

dren in other parts of the country. The decade of the 1980s was truly a time

of growth and prosperity for Jerry Hlass and his NSTL team? u

18. "Army Plant Dcdicaled,'" La,_nia/_pe, 17 April 1983. SSCHRC.

19, Jerry Hlass, interview by Mack tterring, I,ong Beach, MS. 27 February 1996: "Salule to Senalur Stennis,"

lhe Sea ('oas/ l:'¢'lu_, 30 April 1995.

2(J. Mack Herring, "'For NSTL... The Best c,f Times." Lagnial,l,e, 25 January 1980, SSCHR(': "l+ovelacc

Forecasls Positive Future for NASA, NSTL, +" l_lgniappe, 25 January 1980. SSCHRC.
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The first NASA "Honor Awards Ceremony" at the NSTL was held in the

Gainesville Room in Building 1100 after Jerry Hlass's arrival in 1978. The

large conference room only held about 75 people, so Hlass later moved the

annual awards ceremony to the auditorium in the Central Control Building

(Bldg. 1200), which seats about 270 people. Hlass felt the ceremony had to

be conducted before the employees' colleagues and fellow workers to achieve

maximum morale building. All NASA employees were strongly encouraged

to attend by their supervisors, and the contractor employees were invited by

their managers for any special recognitions/j

The awards were given for contributions by NSTL employees to many

diverse endeaw)rs, e.g., Space Shuttle program; joint United States-Mexican

program to control illicit drugs through application of remote sensing technol-

ogy; Regional Applications Program (RAP); use of vascular aquatic plants for

waste treatment: and development of specialized software for processing

imagery data. Hlass was presented the first of two executive awards signed by

the President. Dr. Robert A. Frosch, NASA Administrator, presented Hlass

with the "'President's Rank of Meritorious Executive" at ceremonies at NASA

Headquarters on 10 September 1980. Hlass, on receipt of the award, said his

accomplishments would not have been possible without the support of the

"NSTL team. ''22

Members of the NSTL family were not the only people who benefitted

l'rom the new-found prosperity. In 1981, the total community economic

impact of the NSTL in a 50-mile radius from the site reached approximately

$150 million per year. The NSTL employees contributed more than $100,000

to Gulf Coast charities in 1981, a figure that continued to rise each year with

the growth of the facility. _-_

A Picayune (MS) Item editorial noted that during the booming years of the

1980s, the NSTL and the city of Picayune came together to form a "good mar-

riage," one that was naturally beneficial. The newspaper projected an even

brighter future. The 1980 editorial represented the positive attitude in nearby

21. "NASA Employees Recognized fl_r Ouls'_anding Achievements," lx_gni_qqJe, 25 Seplember 198[). SSCIqRC:

l,is,'_ Moilli, NASA NSTL News Release, "'NS'r[. Conducts Annual Awards Ceremony," 25 Oclober 1984,

SSCtfRC: Lisa Monli, NASA-NSTL News Release, "NSTL Employees Receive Major Awards," 22

Oclober 1985, SSCttRC: NASA-NSTI. News Release. I0 September t98(I, SSCHRC.

22. "'Presidential Award Presented To Hhtss,'" lxtgnialq_e, 25 September 198(I, SSCHRC.

23. "'Installation Hosts Tourism Committee," Ltlgniappe, 17 August 1981, SSCHRC,
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communities as a result of the new image projected by Hlass and his vibrant

NSTL team. 24

Perhaps U.S. Representative Trent Lott best summarized the community

contributions made by the NSTL during one of his frequent visits on 10 April

1982. The supportive congressman told those attending an Americanism Rally

in Picayune that development of "the [multiagency] facility had worked

beyond my wildest dreams." Lott, House Republican Whip, said, "I have to

tell you, [the] NSTL is a tremendous asset to this area and to our entire state. ''25

Jerry Hlass must receive much of the credit for the positive response the

facility received during this period, primarily because of his "good will"

policy. Hlass extended his good will policy into the public arena by support-

ing education, youth, and visitor information programs. He assisted Mack

Herring, public affairs officer, in starting a sitewide newsletter for the employ-

ees. The l,zlgniappe was first issued in November 1977 and quickly became

one of the better newsletters in the entire NASA family. Area media represen-

tatives also enjoyed the Lagniappe because it helped them to keep up with the

news at the NSTL. 2"

In 1979, Hlass supported a modest, educational outreach program that pro-

vided an aerospace education lecturer for elementary and secondary schools

in the Gulf Coast area. This program was expanded with the addition of an

aerospace lecturer and a "rolling store" teacher resource vehicle, which trav-

eled throughout Mississippi dispensing space-oriented materials for teachers

to use in their classrooms. The rolling store was a converted milk truck, and

although slow, it was effective with its wide body and walk-in rear door. 27

The NSTL had operated a public visitors program since 1965, but lacked the

personnel and resources to attract and accommodate large numbers of people.

In 1966, yon Braun turned the Central Control Building into a colorful museum.

He sent his best designers and artists from Huntsville to give the lobby, 90-foot

24. Ed Darling. editorial, "NSTL-Picayune: A G¢_t_tl Marriage, '' Picayune Item, 29 April 1980.

25. "l.ott Praises NSTI.." Picayune Item, 2 May 1982: "Representative Loll Praises NSTI.. Pledges Continued

Supp_wt.'" l_tgHialqw, 19 April 1982. SSCHRC.

26. NASA NSTL News Release, "NSTI,, Charles B. Murphy School ('onducl ('oopcralive Education Program,"

I February 1984, SSCHRC: l_*_,,niaplW. 11 November 1977 (t]rsl issue), SS('HR('. The l_(_nioplW _*,as the

first site,aide nev, slelter published at the NSTI..

27. "NASA Establishes Education Outreach Program," The Sea Coast Echo, 16 April 1979: NASA NSTI, New,,

Release. -NSTI. to Host Regional Mathcmmls ('nmpelilion." 13 February 1984, SSCHRC: NASA-NST[.

News Release, "Teachers Workshop," 7 July 1980, SS('tlR('.
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observation tower, and grounds a "space age" look. Unfortunately, without con-

tinued financial support, this initial work deteriorated. 2x

Hiass supported a small array of exhibits in the Building 1200 museum

and allowed additional funds to be spent on a visitors program. In November

1980, the improved Visitors' Center opened, with Terry Malone, a retired

NASA employee, named to operate a limited program for public visitors. 29

With the announcement that the 1984 World's Fair would be held in New

Orleans, NASA Headquarters supported developing a first-class NSTL

Visitors Center. This was a direct result of the Agency's desire to showcase

NASA programs, and rightly so, as NASA officials expected many World's

Fair visitors to stop at the Mississippi facility on their way to New Orleans? °

Hlass called in favors from friends at Headquarters and Kennedy Space

Center (KSC) in Florida to obtain funding for the project. Most of the money--

to renovate Building !200, enlarge the museum, and develop a thematic exhibit

portraying space program history and NSTL activities-----came from the profits

of KSC's Visitors Center. The Johnson Space Center (JSC) helped by furnish-

ing contractor exhibit specialists and artwork through a cooperative venture. 3_

The NSTL Visitors Center, with a theme of "Space-Oceans-Earth," was

opened one day before the grand opening of the New Orleans World's Fair on

May 12, 1984. Mississippi Congressman Trent Lott was principal speaker,

and Astronaut Terry Hart, who had just repaired a satellite in space, joined the

NSTL employees at the dedication. Highly successful, 175,000 people called

on the Visitors Center the first year, with numbers eventually leveling off to

about 100,000 people per year. 32

In 1985, in answer to President Ronald Reagan's (1911- ) "Operation

Liftoff' call to help America's young people learn more about science and

math, Teacher Resource Centers were established at all NASA field centers

and installations. Hlass organized another interdisciplinary team and built one

28. NASA-NSTL News Release, "Expanded Visitors Center Program Available at NSTL," 14 November 1980,

SSCHRC; NASA-NSTL News Release, "NASA-NSTL Visitors Center Enhancement Progresses," 24

January 1984, SSCHRC.

29. Hlass, interview.

30. Ibid.; "Chamber Group Plans for '84 World's Fair," Lagniappe, 18 April 1982, SSCHRC.

31. Ibid.

32. Hlass, interview; Mack Herring, NASA-NSTL News Release, "NSTL to Dedicate Visitors Center," 4 May 1984,

SSCHRC; Edith Bierhorst Back, "NSTL Visitors Center is Dedicated," The Mississtppi Gu!fCoast Sun/Daily

Herahl. 12 May 1984: "'Good Times Roll' as Fair Gates Open." The Times-Picayune, 13 May 1984.
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of NASA's best teacher centers, located in the Visitors Center basement. In

addition to the outreach education and visitor programs, the NSTL ventured

into other youth-oriented endeavors and achieved recognition from NASA

Headquarters and national scouting organizations. In 1980+ Hlass agreed to

host a "Summer Apprenticeship Program" for area high school students

selected on the basis of their academic backgrounds, personal interviews, and

interests in math and science programs. The selected students were placed in

different NSTL laboratories and work areas, where they would gain on-the-job

experience. A NASA mentor was assigned to assist each student. Curtis

Graves, director of Education Programs at NASA Headquarters, commented,

after the first apprenticeship program was successfully completed, that the

NSTL had the "best coordinated and conducted program" in all of NASA. 33

In addition to the apprenticeship program, the NSTL organized one of the

largest Explorer Scout Posts in the nation, with a charter membership of 67

youths from nearby communities. Called "Space-Oceans-Earth," the Scout

Post offered young people leadership learning activities in several disciplines

represented by the federal and state agencies in residence at the NSTL? 4

Selecting Future Leaders

The youth and education initiatives fostered by Jerry Hlass sowed the

seeds for development of potential future leaders for the space program and

the nation. The first major management change occurred when Henry Auter,

often referred to as the NSTL's "gentle giant," retired in February 1980.

Auter, who was associated with the installation since its 196t inception when

he helped to plan and build it, was appointed deputy manager in 1963. He

went on to serve in that capacity under Captain William Fortune, Jackson

Balch, and Jerry Hlass. 35

33. Lisa Monti, NASA-NSTL News Release, "+NASA to Dedicate Teacher Resource Center." 25 June 1985,

SS('ftR(': ++l)edicati_m Ceremonies Held For Teacher Resource Center," l_tgniappe, 19 July 1985,

SSCHRC; Mack Herring, personal notes, master of ceremonies, Teachers Res_+urce Center Dedication, circa

June 1985: NASA-NSTI+ News Release, "NSTL Summer Research Program," 12 June 1980, SSCHR("

34. "Space-Oceans-Earth Post Receives Charter from Pine Burr Cotmcit,'" lx+gni_qq_e, 17 August t98 l, SSCHRC,

35. Jerry Hlass tu NASA Deputy Administrator. "Incentive Av, ard to Deputy Manager <AuterU' 19 February 198(I,

SSCHRC; "Auter Retires at NSTL," Picayune Item, 29 February 1980: "+Henry Auter: A Quiet Giant."

l_gnhqJpe, 26 February 1980, SSCHRC; Christine Uthoff. ++Profile: Quiet Giant Achieves the Great as

Thuugh the Task Were Simple," Picayune Item, 28 April 1985.
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Hlass launched a search to replace his dedicated "strong right arm" after

Auter decided to step down. Several (six or seven) very capable managers

from throughout NASA were interviewed for the position. Using his man-

agement and engineering skills, Hlass developed a matrix of questions that he

asked the candidates and then used [br detailed comparison. In Hlass's mind,

the selection had to be from a group of applicants with the very best qualifi-

cations, since he knew that his choice would probably become the future

NSTL director. 3_

Roy Estess, one of the candidates that Hlass was considering, presented a

most impressive resume, which included a long history at the NSTL that

began in February 1966. During the Saturn V acceptance test program, Estess

was a key member of the S-II static-firing test team. Estess subsequently

directed the advanced planning effort for SSME testing? 7

As an assistant to former site manager Jackson Balch, Estess was one of

the "marketeers" who had scouted the technical community lbr space- and

environmental-oriented agencies to locate at the site in the early 1970s. Balch

confided to his associates that Estess was his "number one man" in the

recruiting endeavor. With Estess's knowledge of the onsite agencies and their

activities, he had become head of the Applications Engineering (AE) Office.

Hlass recognized that in an AE technical management position, Estess would

work closely with federal and state managers involved in the application of

remote sensing and technology transfer activities. In 1977, Estess was named

a division manager in the NSTL ERL. Estess and his employees of the very

visible and popular Regional Applications Program (RAP) were charged with

assisting 17 Sun Belt states in transferring Landsat technology to help in man-

agement of a number of programs, including land use and agriculture? _

Hlass, a firm believer in the attributes of a quality formal education, knew

Estess had a bachelor of science in Aerospace Engineering from Mississippi

State University. Active in his alma mater's affairs, he also held membership

on the Advisory Committee to the College of Engineering at the university.

36. Hlass, interview; Roy Estess, interview by Henry C. Dethloff, Mississippi Oral History Program, University

¢)f Southern Mississippi, vol, 444, 18 June 1991, p. 21, SSCHRC,

37. Ibid. pp, 7 9: Jerry Hlass It) Executive Secretary, Incentive Awards Board, NASA Headquarters, "Nomination

of Roy S. Estess for NASA Excepti()nal Service Medal," 5 May 1981; James M. Beggs to Jerry Hlass.

"Estess to Receive Exceptional Service Medal." 27 August 1981, SSCHRC,

38. Estess, interview by Dethlofl', p. 10; "Roy Este_,s Named NSTL Deputy Director, L_lgniappe. 25 September

1980, SS('HRC.
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Estess was also a member of the Technical Advisory Committee of the

Mississippi Energy Resource and Development Committee) '_

Hlass, however, admitted that education was not the only important factor

considered when he was selecting a deputy director. Hlass also looked at the

"'character" of the candidates. In Roy Estess he lound a devoted family man.

Estess and his wile, Zann, were natives of Tylertown, Mississippi, and had two

children, Stephen Andrew and Mauri. A resident of Picayune, Estess was

inw)lved in a number of civic and church activities, and was named Citizen of

the Year in 1974 for his contributions to the community. At the time of the selec-

tion, he had been a scoutmaster for 12 years and was on the Executive Council

of the Pine Burr Council of Boy Scouts, covering the south Mississippi area. z"

Based on Estess's experience, education, and personal credentials, Hlass

selected him as his deputy, effective 29 August 1980. Hlass was most

impressed by Estess's ability to communicate with people at all levels, a point

evident in his management of the ERL's RAP, where Estess was in contact

with state officials, university scholars, and politicians. Indeed, Hlass's choice

of Estess as his deputy was an important decision affecting long-range plans

for the installation and, ultimately, the history of the center. Alter serving over

eight years as deputy director, Estess became director of the John C. Stennis

Space Center in January 1989. 41

Hlass made another appointment thal had far-reaching effects on the installa-

tion when he asked Harry Guin to join the director's staff as assistant lk_r Program

Planning and Development. Guin moved his oflice to the onsite Rouchon House,

I May 1983, and began assisting Hlass in searching lor new programs.

Essentially, Guin became a one-man future projects office, a position utilizing

upwards of 25 scientists, engineers, and planners at other NASA centers. 4:

39. IbM.

40. Roy I{',lcss. inler',ie'_; b v Mack tterring and M,,ron Wcbb. audio tapes, SS(', MS, 7 July 1995, SS('ttR('.

41. t|lass, inlervicw: Slate of Mississippi, nuuse Concurrent Rcs_lution No. 12N. '% Concurrent Resolution

('ommending _md ('ongratulating Roy. S Estess, l)irector ot the Jnhn C. Stennis Space Center." 27 March

I t,_9,S: R_y t'_stcss, illter,,icv, by Mack Herring and Myron Webb, notes and audit_ tapes, SS(', MS, 24 April

1996. SS('IIR(': Gcrald Smith. telephone interview by Mack ]terring, Atlanta, GA, IS April 19t;,fi: Mack

tterrmg. NASA-NS'I'I. News Release. "'Estess Appoinlcd NSTL l)cputy Manager," 2g August 1980.

SS('tIR(': Jerry Hlass, inter',iew by Mack flerring, l.ong l'_each, MS, 4 April 1996.

42. "(;uin Nanled to Dircclor's Staff," I._tglliaplW, 5 May 1983. SS('HR(': "ttarr,, Guin Rccci'_es Nev.

Appointment." l.a,_,,niapl_C. 21 ,,\tl_-tlst 1986: I larr.,, Gtfin l_,iography, .SSC'IIR('. The author elI.iO_ed zl clt_se

relatiotlship ',;ith Mr. thury Gum, Iir,,t meeting him in the _,tlllllllel-ill Ith"J3 l)tlring the illally yeLirs %e

worked I,agether on 111:.t11",plojccls, such as the estzablishmenl c,f the Visitors ('enter in 19_2, SJ.- and the ded-

icati_m t_i" Ihe Stennis Space ('enter in lt)Sg.
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Guin, who enjoyed meeting and working with new people, such as pro-

gram managers and planners at Headquarters and other centers, was a natural

for the position. The University of Alabama graduate was known for his "soft

shoe" presentations and his forceful, "Coach Bear Bryant" persuasive per-

sonality. Many considered him a "born leader" who quickly attracted friends

and motivated people. 43

Hlass encouraged Guin to get involved with the people managing programs

such as the U.S. Air Force Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle, the National

Aerospace Plane, the NASA Commercial Programs Office, and the Space

Station. With continued support and encouragement from Hlass, Guin was

instrumental in helping the NSTL gain work in all of these major programs.

Guin's dogged persistence and belief that the NSTL should seek its future

where it began--as the nation's premier center for propulsion testing--paid

off years later. Sadly, Guin lost his life in an automobile accident in 1993. 47

The Earth Resources Laboratory:

Studying The Earth From Space

By 1980 when Jerry Hlass selected Estess as his deputy and Guin as his

future projects manager, the NSTL Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) was

completing its first decade conducting research investigations to demonstrate

applications of remote sensing techniques. Using data generated by satellites,

aircraft, and human-operated spacecraft, the "Lab" had been extraordinarily

successful in learning how to utilize specialized information for practical use

here on Earth. Perhaps, even more importantly, the Lab scientists and techni-

cians became masters at teaching others how to utilize remote sensing

technology in a wide variety of areas, such as agriculture planning, resources

management, and environmental monitoringY

The ERL moved from the NSTL to the Slidell Computer Center (later

known as the Slidell Computer Complex) early in 1976 to make way for the

43. Hlass, intep, iew by Mack Herring, 27 February 1996; Pat Mooney, int.erviev¢ by Mack Herring, Slidell, LA,

30 March 1996.

44. IL,id.

45. Thomas O. Paine to John C. Stennis, I June 19711, NASA Historical Reference Collection (hencetorth relerred

to as the NHRCI. Washington, DC; NASA MSFC News Release, "Establishment of Earth Resources
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Navy. Hlass, however, convinced NASA Headquarters to fold the Lab back

into his NSTL organization in 1977. The administrative functions of the ERL

were moved from Slidell to the NSTL almost immediately. As soon as the

Navy transferred to its new NSTL quarters, vacating the old ERL spaces, most

of the Lab's people returned to the site. The only exception was a small unit of

about 20 people responsible for photographic processing and field-verification

data. At that time about 25 civil service personnel and 85 support contractor

personnel with Lockheed Management Services Company were associated

with the ERL. During its organizational life, the Lab's workforce ranged from

25 to 50 civil servants and 80 to 175 Lockheed support personnel? 6

The ERL's first director was Robert O. Piland, a respected member of Dr.

Robert Gilruth's science staff at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center (JSC),

Houston, Texas. Piland organized the ERL at Houston and established it

physically at the NSTL in 1970 as a component of the JSC--at the insistence

of Senators Stennis and Ellender. D.W. "Wayne" Mooneyhan, a member of

the Saturn V test team at the MTF and a key member of Jackson Balch's staff,

was named ERL's first deputy director. Mooneyhan succeeded Piland as

director in 1973, when the latter returned to Houston. 47

Like Estess, Mooneyhan was instrumental in helping Balch develop his

strategy tbr bringing in new business and new agencies when the Apollo pro-

gram began to wane. In fact, Mooneyhan, who worked side-by-side with

Estess during the S-II rocket testing, was preparing the Space Shuttle Main

Engine (SSME) proposal when he was selected as deputy to Piland for the

new ERL in 1970. Mooneyhan approached the ERL deputy director position

Laboratory," 9 September 197(I, SSCHRC; "Earth Resources Program Due for State Facility" Vickshul;_,,

MissisMppi Evening Post, 9 September 1970: Paul I). l,_wrnan, Jr., '_The Earth from Orbit," National

Geographic, Washingt¢m, DC, November 1966. pp. 645 670: NASA NSTL Office of Applicati¢ms

Engineering, "Wational Space Techm_/ogy l_zborutorie,s, capability d_cument. November 1975. pp. 46-47.

SSCHRC: NASA-NSTL, "NSTL Earth Resources Laboratory Developing Technology Through Research."

brochure, ud.. Washington. DC. pp. 1-2, NHRC.

46. "ERI, M_w, ing fi'om NSTI, to Slidell Facility." The Time_-Picayune. 24 January 1976; Maria Watson, "_NASA

Begins Rek_'ation of Earth Resources Lab," The l)ail_ Herald. 20 January 1970: NASA-NSTI,. briefing.

"'Relocation ¢ff NSTI, Earth Resources Laboratory from Slidctl Computer Complex To NSTL," 2 May 1979.

SSCHRC: DW. "Wayne" M_meyhan. interview b_ Mack Herring, Picayune. MS. 5-6 April, 1996.

47. Gil Webre. "'MTF's Rule in the 7(Is: "Space Technol¢_g_,'" The Timcs-I'i¢a_'um'. 8 July 1973; Acti_ilies

Briefing, "Earlh Resources LaboratCwy," Mississippi Test Facility (MTF_, 31 March 1972. SSCttRC:

Organization Chart. Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL). MTF. 1972, SS('HR(': Dr. ('.('. Kraft. "Manned

Spacecraft (?enter, Earth Resources Laboratory Charter," circa 1972. SSCHRC; Kenneth D. "Ken" Cashion.

interview by Charles Bollon. Mississippi Oral History Program, University of Southern Mississippi. vol.

466, 18 August 1993. pp. 6- I[), SSCHRC: Mooneyhan, inlerview.
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with excellent management experience literally proven "under fire" during

the static-testing of the powerful Saturn V stages when split-second decisions

were crucial. His credentials and knowledge of the NSTL dated back to his

early days as a member of the Working Group in Huntsville. 4s

A little known fact that also played heavily in Mooneyhan's selection as

the Lab's first deputy director was his work with Piland and Gilruth in creat-

ing the ERL. After Senators Stennis and Ellender insisted that NASA locate a

program at the MTF to show "good faith," Piland and Gilruth came to the site

at the direction of NASA Headquarters. Mooneyhan spent two days working

with the JSC executives and the result was the framework for the early ERL? '_

Basically, the Lab was designed to be compatible with the environmental

agencies planned for the MTF and to be responsive to the needs of the user

community in the Gulf South. Because of internal NASA "territorial dis-

putes," the jurisdiction on paper limited the ERL facilities to research

investigations in Mississippi and Louisiana? °

Surrounding Mississippi was the JSC territory in Texas, and the Marshall

Space Flight Center (MSFC) territory in Alabama and Tennessee. The KSC

territory was in nearby Florida. The ERL quickly and quietly extended its

boundaries into other states, and eventually expanded until it was literally

performing its mission on a global scale, with the United Nations as one of its

customers. The extent of the ERL's reach was exemplified when Mooneyhan

was invited to present a paper in 1979 on "Improvement of Selected Satellite

Applications Through the Use of Microwave Data," at the Congress of the

International Astronautical Federation in Munich, Germany. Every nation in

the world was represented at the gathering. Obviously, the ERL had grown

from its modest, regional status into an organization of national and interna-

tional prominence?'

Nevertheless, the Lab's simple organizational structure allowed it to easily

expand as technology developed and the user community demands grew. The

48. Kraft, "Manned Spacecraft ('enter"; Estess, interview by Dethloff, pp, 5 6; Mo_neyhan, interview.

49. Mooneyhan, interview

50. lhid, l)uring interview with author, Mooneyhan alluded to NASA's tradition_d management scheme in place

when the ERK was established. According to NASA's scheme, the U.S. was divided into "territories" and

the lerritt_ries were assigned to the various field centers, Mooneyhan said the ERL did not pay much allen-

tion to the ft_olish territcwial chart and eventually operated "worldwide."

51. Mooncyhan. interview: Mack Herring, NASA NSTI+ News Release, '+Mooneyhan Attends Intcrnational

C¢_ngress.'" 9 November 1979, SSCHRC.
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ERL's first organizational plan placed Piland as director; Mooneyhan in charge

of the Land Remote Sensing Applications group: E.L. "Lee" Tilton, Ill, chief

of the Sea Remote Sensing Applications group; and S.L. "Sid" Whitley, lead

of the Data Acquisition and Management group/-_

The very nature of remote sensing technology immediately pointed the

researchers to state, local, and private enterprise practical needs. With the

ahnost unlimited data from Landsat after it was launched in 1972 and the

added mobility of a Lear Jet. The Lab's testbeds for research and markets for

applications of space and airborne technology were virtually unlimited--

bound only by the imagination of Mooneyhan and his researchers/3

The Laboratory personnel's pioneering technology led them to study the

rain forest in South America; help inventory vast lands of the Navajo Indians

in New Mexico: study plant life in the Olympic National Park in Washington:

catalog wheat fields in Kansas; and even explore archaeological sites in

search of ancient civilizations in Peruvian jungles? 4

As the Lab's reputation flourished, it was called for immediate assistance

when hurricanes struck Florida and the Gulf Coast; tornadoes touched down

in Mississippi and Alabama: forest fires raged in northern California, and

mosquitoes invaded villages in Kenya. One of the most effective programs

was helping stem the flow of illicit drugs into our country by identifying

growth areas of certain plants in Mexico. In a joint United States/Mexican

government program, Curb Illegal Narcotics (CIN), Lab personnel concluded

that their studies showed a drastic reduction in the amounts of dangerous

Mexican drugs available for smuggling into the U.S. Veteran ERL scientists

52. I'RL Organization ('harl, 1972. SS('tlRC.

53. "'Landsat in Excellent Condition, NSTL Contributions Significant," l_tgniappc, 18 August 19}';2. SS('t|R(':

NASA NSTk News Release. "NSTI. Jet Assists Firel]ghters in N_wlhern ('alil\_nfia [:,.',resls.'" 21 September

1987. SS('HR(': ('ashion. interviev_ by Bollon. pp. 15 16: "'NSTL Experts ('ouduct Training for Nation',,

Top Archaeologisls," lxL_,,nmpi w, 21 September 1987, SSCHRC: "Landsat Successfully Imunched,"

l_t_niappe, 19 March 1984, SSCHRC.

54. "[.aboramry tlt_sts World Imndsat (;roup," lx*t_p:i_q;pe. 18 May 1979. SSCH RC; Dr. Armond J_yce. telephone

interview by Virginia A. Butler, SS('. MS. 22 March 19t;6: Dr. Armond Jo_ee. inlerviev, hy Mack Herring.

SSC, blS, 25 March 1996: "'[LR[.'S Bill Cibulla Bridges the Gap m Sciences." l_L_nh:ppe. 21 Seplcmber

1987. SS('ItR(': Mooneyhan. interview: Joyce. interview hy Herring: RK. "Pat" Conner, inlervie',', b 5

5.lack tterring. Petal, MS. 4 April 1996: I)ianne Jolmstm, [_]niversity of Colorado. and Mack tterrin#.

NASA-NSTI., Nev, s Release. "'NASA, Uni;ersit), Of ('t_lorado, Boulder, Team Up l\+r Study of Peru;ian

Andes," 17 April 1985. SS('tiR(': I.eon Perry. NASA I leadquartcrs and Mack tierring, NASA-NSTI_

News Release. "NASA Technoh+gy Uncovers Possible Ancient Civilization." 29 November 1985,

SSCtIR(': Mynm Webb. NASA-SSC News Release. "NASA Archaeologist Tom Sever Receiver Major

Award," I fl May 199(], SS('t IR('
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and researchers all agree that the CIN program, the Navajo Indian lands

inventory, and the Olympic park plant life study were extremely important

programs and good examples of their work. One additional program that

gave the ERE an opportunity to showcase its wide array of space technology

and applications skills was the Regional Applications Program (RAP). 55

Initiated in 1977 by the Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications, RAP

was designed to provide a mechanism for transferring Landsat remote sens-

ing technology to state and local government agencies involved in resource

management. The NSTL program incorporated the 17 "Sun Belt" states? _

Indeed, the ERL was "outside" its originally assigned territory, operating

in the backyards of not only the MSFC, but the JSC and the KSC as well. The

assignment was gerrymandered to give the ERL the midwestern states to

assist in the project. The expertise the Lab demonstrated in its first seven

years of operation was proof for Headquarters that the ERL could success-

fully complete its assigned tasks. 57

With Roy Estess as ERL RAP manager, the program was tailor-made for

ERL scientists and researchers to apply technology in many areas of interest

to state governments. Mooneyhan stated that Estess "worries about people"

and that, as the RAP manager, he was very effective in communicating with

the state officials and people at all levels of the political hierarchy. Estess said

the success of RAP was enhanced by the involvement and personal support of

Wayne Mooneyhan--ERL director. The staff's level of commitment to excel-

lence was evident and within one year every Sun Belt state was contacted and

began learning how to use the data from space. 5s

The RAP projects included automatic computer classification of Landsat

data of a land area selected by a state as an information source for important

resource management decisions. The program also provided hands-on train-

55. Joyce. in|erview by Herring; Conner, interview; _'NASA-Navajo Enter Agreement," I_tgniappe, I I November

1977, SSCHRC: "Navajo Project in Secmld Phase Using Landsat Satellite Data." Lagniappe, 15 March

1979. SSCHRC; Conner, interview.

56. NASA-NSTL Earth Resources Laboratory, "'Prt_posed Plan to Accomplish the Regional Applications Program

Assignmenl to ERL and to Realign ERL with NSTL Organizationally," I March 1977, SSCHRC: "Regional

Applications Program Transfers Techm)logy to States." l_z_,,niappe, 13 February 1981, SSCHRC: Conner,

interview; M¢_)neyhan, interview; "Regional Symposium Provides 'Open Forum' lk)r Data Users."

lxtx, niappe, 21 November 1979, SSCHRC: Joyce. interview by Herring; Esless, interview by Dethloff, p. 20.

57. NASA-NSTL Earth Resources Laboratory," Proposed Plan..." I March 1970; Mooneyhan, interview.

58. "Regional Applications Program Transl_rs Technology to States," Lagniappe, 13 February 1981. SSCHRC:

Mooneyhan. inlerview.
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ing in using computers to analyze Landsat inR_rmation. EK. "Pat" Conner

followed Roy Estess in the RAP manager's position when Estess was

appointed Deputy Director of the NSTL. 5_

Conner became one of the NSTL's first women technical managers. She

previously worked for the National Park Service with the Navajo Indian

Nation in its resource management programs. With her experience and proven

management ability, Conner quickly gained the respect of subordinate

researchers working with her and the state officials and technical personnel

with whom she dealt. She is remembered today for her effective contributions

at the NSTL and later at NASA Headquarters. "_

The ERL research and remote sensing applications endeavors were not lim-

ited to projects requiring |brmal arrangements, such as RAP. The Lab scientists

found the development of computer technology and specialized sensors could

be applied to more human uses--as medical diagnostic tools and as inventions

to assist low-vision persons to "see," even if classified legally blind? I

Many scientists and researchers were responsible tbr ERL's pioneering

developments in remote sensing and applications, some of whom worked for

Lockheed. The Lab's scientists and researchers were very effective because

Mooneyhan encouraged them to pursue their ideas and utilize their own spe-

cial talents in a nonrestrictive atmosphere, much like the early days of the

famous Bell Labs when so many noted inventions came from the scientists

associated with that famous institution."-"

Dr. Armond Joyce came to the ERL with a specialty in environmental sci-

ence and forestry, a combination in great demand in the early days of the Lab.

Joyce additionally had used remote sensing when researching both his

master's thesis and his Ph.D. dissertation. He came to the ERL with four

59. l.antlsal l)emonstration Pr(:_jecl Completed m South Carolina." Ltgniatwe. 19 March lOg I. SS('[ IRC: "Faculty

Members Are Students in Rcmotc Sensing ('lasses." l._gnicq_lW, 23 May 1980, SS('HRC; Conner, inlcrview.

60. "'NASA Na','_Li_ Enter Agreement." II November 1977; "Navaj_ Pr('_iecl in Second Phase Using l.al'itlsal

Satellite Dala.'" L_lgniappe. 15 March I97t-L SSCtlRC; Conner, inlerview; Patricia Penton. intclvie'_, by

Mack tterring, SSC, MS. 4 April 1996.

ill. "'NSTL Uses Satellite Technology for Analyzing lhc Human B_dy.'" l_tgniappe. 20 June 1985. SSCHRC:

Mack Herring. NASA-NSTL News Release, "NASA. Johns Hopkins Use Space Technology lo hnpr_'.'e

Sight." 28 April It)gS. SSCHRC: Barbara Selby aim Myron Webb. NASA Ne,.vs Release. "'NASA. Johns

Hopkins Unveil Syslem to Help Visually Impaired." 13 May 1992, SS('HR(': Mooncyhan. interviev.:

Joyce, interview by tterring; Roberl V. Bruce. Ah,_amh'r (;raham Bell and the Comlue_t _?/ Solilt,h'

(Boston: Little Brown And Company 1973).pp. 375 378.

62. Joyce, interview by Herring: Joyce. intervic,,v by Bullcr: Dr. Joyce Assists Honduras Ofl]ciuls.'" l,_lguial;lW.

21 April lt)7_, SSCHR("
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years experience in the operational use of remote sensing for natural resource

inventory throughout the U.S., Central America, and South America.

Recruited in 1971 by Alex Perisich, then assistant to the director of the

ERL--Robert Piland, Joyce was a civil servant transfer from a position with

the Natural Resource Division of the Interamerican Geodetic Survey to ERL.

The purpose of his transfer was to develop applications for land resource

inventory and monitoring through remote sensing. 63

Prior to recruitment, Joyce read about the ERL in the Miami Herald in

1971 while involved in environmental work in the Panama Canal Zone. The

newspaper article said the work of the newly organized ERL would be +'inter-

national" in scope. Joyce was to discover, however, after talking with Piland

that the concept for the Lab had changed. According to Piland, after the arti-

cle was written, it was decided that the Lab would at first be "regional," but

the ERL's work would become international because "satellites look at the

whole world." Piland's prediction proved to be trueY

S.L. "Sid" Whitley, another researcher, worked as a project mathematician,

evaluating the performances of guided-missile systems and space probes.

Earlier in his career, Whitley was responsible for testing parachutes used in the

Project Mercury human spaceflight program. Whitley, who previously worked

at the JSC, was one of the early scientists transferred to the Lab in 1971. He

served as chief of the Data Acquisition and Management group in the early

ERL organization and later became deputy director of the laboratoryY

As an ERL physicist and botanist, Dr. W.G. "Bill" Cibula gained recogni-

tion with his research in mycology, the study of fungi, and ecology. Noted |'or

his contributions to the Olympic National Park study, which Mooneyhan

called a space "benchmark" for remote sensing, Cibula enjoyed the challenge

of "taking a piece of information and determining its usefulness. +' Like Joyce

and Whitley, Cibula traced his attachment to the Lab back to 1971. ++

63. loyce, interview by Butler+

64. Ibid.

65. l)a_id Jones, '+Sid Whitley--Working with l+andsat. Systems Development," Lal4niappe, 22 August 1980,

SSCHRC: "Major Agency Awards Presenled to NASA's Whitley, Wolverlon," l_+gniappe, 17 December

1979, SSCHRC: Mooneyhan. interview; Conner, interview: "Peten" Eneyelopedia Americana vol. 18

(Danbury. Conn.: Grolier. IN. 1994)+ p. 540,

66, "ERL's Bill Cibula Bridges the Gup in Science," l_qgni_q_pe, 21 September 1987, SSCHRC: Bill Cibula, bic_g+

raphy, SSCtIRC; Muoneyhan, inter,,iew,
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In more recent times, the Lab has acquired the unique and extraordinary

talents of NASA's first archaeologist, Dr. T.J. "Tom" Sever. Sever pioneered

the use of advanced aircraft and satellite remote sensing technology to study

ancient civilizations in Central and South America. Through Sever's research,

using remote sensing, an extensive area of Mayan sites were identified

beneath a rain forest canopy in the Peten area of Guatemala, considered the

Mayan civilization heartlands

Also, information was revealed through Sever's studies that suggested a

civilization existed in the subtropical Peruvian jungles prior to that of the

lncas. Sever's work was recognized by the University of Colorado, where he

received the prestigious Morris Award, and by the National Geographic

Society, which has included his work in its studies and even funded his

research into the fascinating Mayan civilizalion. _

One creative ERL scientist used ERL technology in a cooperative effort

with John Hopkins Wilmer Eye Institute in Baltimore, Maryland. Dr. Douglas

Rickman managed a project, using technology developed for computer pro-

cessing of satellite images, that culminated in improving visual capability of

low-vision patients by enhancing and altering images to compensate for their

impaired eyesight. "_

In another project, Rickman teamed with researcher Jim Anderson to

develop irnage-enhancement techniques that advanced the diagnostic tools

of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance scans. This project was a partnership

between NASA's ERL and the Washington University Medical Center in

St. Louis, Missouri. TM

Jerry Flanagan, ERL researcher, grew up in Louisiana where he spent his

free time and spare money launching model rockets. With NASA, he became

one of the first engineers to take part in an aircraft remote sensing technology

program. Flanagan previously worked at the JSC on a variety of experimen-

tal packages flown on the Space Shuttle. He transferred to the NSTL in 1976

and began directing ERL data-acquisition activities, including building

67. Thomas 1., Sever, "Currictdum Vitae," 1996: Memoralldum t'¢w the Rect_rd, "T. Sever. Trip Reporl-March

[ ( 22, lOt) l, (_uatemala," _3 April 1991.

68. Ibid.

6tL Shelby, Wchb, News Rclcas¢, "NASA. Johns Uopkins..?': Ucrring, Johns_m, Nc_s Release, "NAg,A,

t!niversily ('oh_rado Team Up...": "NSTI+ Uses Space Technology to Assisl Low Vinitm Paticnls,'"

La,eniappc, 20 May 1988, SSCHR('.

70. Ibid.
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remote sensors. The inventive work of Flanagan and others contributed to the

Lab's reputation for "world class" sensor development. 7_

The ERL chief of the Systems Development Branch in the mid- 1980s, Billy

Edwards, played a major role in keeping the NSTL on the "leading edge" of

automated data-processing technology. While serving as ERL's acting director

in 1985, Roy Estess said Edwards was largely responsible for developing sev-

eral large and complex data-processing systems at the NSTL and abroad. 72

True, ERL scientists and researchers used their expertise across the nation

and, literally, around the world. But wherever they traveled, most of them

took along a special computer-software package that many referred to as the

"heart" of the Lab which was developed by Ronnie Pearson, a colleague still

remembered by ERL personnel] _

Alabama native Ronnie Pearson, a

mathematician in the National Space

Technology Laboratories' (N STL )

Earth Resources Laborat_rry, de.

s_gned most of the Earth Resources

Laborato_ Applications S_ftware

( ELAS ) , the Laboratory's basic"soft.

ware package. (SSC-80-122-9)

An unorthodox computer genius, Pearson took bits and pieces of some basic

research from the Lab's early days and developed the Earth Resources

Laboratory Applications Software (ELAS) package that became an information

71. David Jones, "NASA's Jerry Flanagan 'Sensing' Opporlunities,'" L_tgniappe. 16 February 1983, SSCHRC;

Mooneyban, interview.

72. "Goals Set and Efforts Put Forth Acctm_plish Much liar BiIIie Edwards." Lagniappe, 19 July 1985,

SSCHRC: Mooneyhan, interview; Estess, inlerview by Herring and Webb, 7 July 1995.

73. "As Mathematician Stereotype Pearson Does Not Compute," l_*gniappe, 25 April Ik_80, SSCHRC:

Mooneyhan, interview.
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mainstay for the Lab scientists and technicians. ELAS is a transferable set of

software for processing imagery data, as well as topographic, soil, rainfall, and

other data, to produce resource management and socioeconomic information. TM

The software was used by Lab personnel and taught to others in special

classes and demonstrations. ELAS was also distributed to remote sensing data

users all over the U.S. and in foreign countries. By 1984, the software was

used in 25 states, 150 government agencies, and in scores of foreign countries

where remote sensing research and development were conducted. ELAS is

still the basic package used by United Nations' experts everywhere. 75

The influence of the Lab and its scientists and researchers will be felt for

many years to come. A shift at NASA Headquarters, in the early and mid-

1980s, from an emphasis on technology applications to "pure science,"

caused a funding drain that almost extinguished the once vibrant Lab. 7_

Mooneyhan left in 1985 to become director of the United Nations' Global

Information Resources Data Base in Geneva, Switzerland. His long-time

friend and colleague, Roy Estess, was assigned by Hlass to serve as interim

ERL director. Evidence of the Lab's research is still prevalent wherever

people study Earth from the vantage point of space, whether in the public or

private sector, and in military use for the defense of our country. 77

A Blooming Science

In the shadows of the giant rocket test stands and just a shout away from

the humming computers displaying images from space, a down-to-earth

science emerged at the NSTL from what appeared to be a common lily pond.

Dr. B.C. "Billy" Wolverton and Rebecca C. "Becky" McDonald began their

Vascular Aquatic Plant program with the beautiful but dreaded, water

hyacinth plant. Wolverton and McDonald converted the pesky, nuisance plant

into a useful natural resource. TM

74, Cashion, interview by Bolton, pp. 9 10,

75. "NSTL to Hosl ELAS User Group," I_lgniappe, 20 September 1984. SSCHRC: Mooneyhan, interview.

76. "Dr. Anlhony Calio Visits Installation." I,_gniappe, 25 July 1980. SSC|[RC: "NASA Employees Recognized

fl,r Outstanding Achievements," [atgtlidppe, 25 September 1980, SSCHRC: Mooneyhan, interview.

77, Conner, interview: Mooneyhan, interview.

78. Keilh Skantz, "Earth Resources Lab Work Helps Farmers, Fishermal_," Picarune Item. 25 February 1979; (;il

Webre. "Water Hyacinth: A Disposal Plant," The I-lines-Picayune, 2 March 1975,
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The water hyacinth--the fastest growing plant known to humans--is one of

the most successful colonizers in the plant world. Originating in Venezuela, the

water hyacinth was first brought to this country by Japanese exhibitors at the

1884 Cotton States Exposition in New Orleans. Because of their beautiful blos-

soms, the plants were kept as souvenirs in New Orleans and its vicinity. As a

result, the hyacinth spread all over the southeastern United States. Unfortunately,

the hyacinth gained an outlaw reputation because it hampered traffic in water-

ways. Betbre Wolverton began his research at the MTF in 1971, government and

private entities paid large sums of money trying to eradicate the plants. Through

the plant program, however, the hyacinth became useful as a natural resource,

cleaning domestic and laboratory waste water with its large root system resem-

bling octopus tentacles. Wolverton and McDonald used the plants, which

produce beautiful lavender blossoms, to clean all waste generated at the NSTL,

including laboratory waste containing chemicals and heavy metals. 7'_

in the final analysis, the plant program saved the government more than

$1 million up front, and millions more for operations and maintenance will be

saved over the years. Wolverton gained worldwide recognition for the

Vascular Aquatic Plant program. Newsmen from Germany, England, Japan,

and many other countries visited the NSTL in order to obtain the plant pro-

gram story for their viewers. Wolverton and the aquatic plant program were

also featured on major American television networks, such as NBC and CNN.

In addition, Wolverton assisted with designing and installing similar waste

treatment systems in Coral Springs and Disney World, Florida; in Hercules

and San Diego, California; and Rio Hondo, Texas. 8_j

Before his career with ERL ended, Wolverton was inducted into the U.S.

Space Foundation Hall of Fame. Billy Woiverton and Rebecca "Becky"

McDonald received many other awards and recognitions for their simple

"blooming science," and they are continuing their work in separate endeavors

for NASA and private industry. _

79. Ibid.

81). "'Research Turns Water Hyacinth from Nuisance tt_ Natural Resource." L_tgniappe, 15 June 1979. SSCHRC.

81. Dr. B.C. "'Bill" Wolverton. interview by Sleven Patterson, Mississippi Oral History Prt_gram, University t_f

Southern Mississippi, vol. 421. 1993, 30 October 1992, pp, 5-10, SSCHRC: Mack Herring, NASA-NS'FI

News Release, "New Hybrid Wastewater Treatment System." 6 July 1981, SSCHRC; "NASA Employees

Recognized During NSTL Awards Ceremony." lztgniappe, 18 April 1983, SSCHRC: Wolverton, interview

by Patlerson, 13; Wolverlon, interview by Herring, Picayune, MS, 12 April 1996. The Billy Wolverton story

g_e,, nn. He n_w w_wks as a consultant nperating out of his home, v,,hich is specially designed as an envi-
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Hlass's Plan Pays Off

As the NSTL approached the mid 1980s, Jerry Hlass was able to see most

of his goals and "vision" for the south Mississippi NASA site attained. He set

out with a carefully planned agenda when he took over in 1976. In a some-

times methodical, deliberate fashion, Hlass continued marking off his early

action items, which included a new mission statement that was quickly com-

pleted and approved at Headquarters. By 1985, the NSTL had control over a

strong and effective SSME support role, complete with independent and ade-

quate Headquarters' funding. The Hlass team provided relocation and settling

of the Navy's oceanographic programs, with its approximately 1,400 person-

nel. The NSTL also gained an internationally recognized ERL program, and

the NASA organization ew)lved into an effective, high-morale, "can do" team

which was applauded by Headquarters for it accomplishments, s-"

Hlass improved community relations and morale with increased community

participation in the NSTL activities and with education and visitor programs for

area youth. Improved resident agency relations resulted in "tenant satisfaction."

Also there was a "new look" for the facility with the addition of a new tugboat,

a Lear Jet, and sitewide maintenance on major items, such as the navigation

lock and cryogenic barges. In addition, he increased contractor morale with

"quality circles," "excellence" study programs, awards, and recognitions. He

also initiated future planning with employee participation in management

retreats, quarterly reviews, and interdisciplinary learn planning, s_

With his original goals achieved and his vision tk)r a "new NSTL" in sight,

Hlass applied his own progressive philosophy by pursuing new work for his

people. With Harry Guin as his point person, Hlass set out to garner two new

programs: a modest role in the Space Station program and a lead role in the

developing Commercial Programs initiative at Headquarters. s4

President Ronald Reagan's Space Station program announcement on 25

January 1984 was a boost to the Agency and the aerospace industry,. With

r_mlncnlal "M_m, vplace." Wol'_crmn's research has led him I{_ use plants Io purify lhe air al home and ill the

workplace, tie designs filters ttl assist induslry V_ilh emisions. _rOlVeI'ton CI}ll[ill[IeS 10 receive lCCOgllition for

his ve_rk, regularly inlcrvicwc0, and is a lectu_'er on the inlcrnatiCmal cit_.'uR.

$2. I[lass notes, SSUIIR('

g3, lhtd,

S4. ,lorry Itlass. draft #5, "National Space Technoh_gy I,aboralorics, Goals And Obiecu_cs." 28 January It)S5,

SSCHR(': ";tlass Recei',es Prc_,idcnlial Award," l,a,_niaplW. 20 February It)S7, SS('IIR(': ltlasx, intcr,,icw.
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Hlass's vision for a "new NSTL" in sight, the Space Station initiative came

as especially good news lbr the NSTL. The Space Station would mean addi-

tional work for NSTL because: ( i ) the Space Shuttle would be used to ferry

materials and people into orbit to build and operate the orbiting station,

ensuring an extended life for the SSME testing program; (2) the ERL exper-

tise had earned a reputation for quality development of spaceborne sensors;

and (3) the ERL had the ability to help find appropriate users for the bold

new Space Station? 5

Participation in these important national programs gave every appearance

that the NSTL's "time" had come. In fact, Hlass commented immediately

after Reagan's Space Station announcement that he "hoped [the] NSTL would

be assigned roles in [such an] exciting and important program." He also stated

that the "Station" would mean the NSTL would be required to test SSME's

for "years to come. ''_6

In addition to the known mission of SSME testing for the Space Shuttle's

trips to the Station, the NSTL was assigned a support role to the Goddard

Space Flight Center. the task was to design a system to produce simulated

payload statistics to evaluate the capability of the customer data system

before its installation in the Space Station. 87

The NSTL was also given a role to assist commercial entities in research

processes that would ultimately lead them to perform missions on the Space

Station. Guin described this NSTL task as a mission "to provide an interface

with industry and establish their set of needs and requirements to be incorpo-

rated into the ultimate Space Station design where it will be available for

them when they get ready to use it. ''_

Key NSTL personnel working on the Space Station project were Sid

Whitley, chief of the Sensor and Data Systems Group, and systems analyst

Joel Wakeland, charged with design of the simulation system. Pat Conner,

chief of Applications Research, was responsible for leading promotion of the

Space Station commercial remote sensing mission to develop requirements

85. "President Reagan Announces Comprehensive Plan for Space," lztgniappe. 17 February 1984, SSCHRC;

Mireille Girard and Pamela W. Edwards, eds., Space Station Poli_ T And UtUization. {New York: American

Instilule of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1983), pp. 5-7, 14, 116.

86. "NASA Establishes Space Station Teams." Lagniappe, 19 March 1984, SSCHRC.

87. Ibid.; "A Message from the Director." Ltlgniappe. II_ December 1985. SSCHRC.

88. "Space Station Commercial Group Holds Meeting at Installation,'* lzJgniappe, 20 February 1986, SSCHRC.
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for potential commercial missions. The NSTL worked with NASA's Jet

Propulsion Laboratory on the project, s_;

The Space Station was not the only program the NSTL obtained during

its rejuvenated search for new missions. In August 1985, five NASA-funded,

nationwide, incentive grants were awarded for "research to promote and stim-

ulate space technology commercial applications." The Mississippi Institute of

Technology Development (ITD) in Jackson, Mississippi, received one of

these grants to establish the Space Remote Sensing Center (SRSC) at the

NSTL. With the new emphasis at NASA Headquarters on commercially ori-

ented programs, the NSTL was selected in August 1985 as one of five

recipients nationwide to host a commercial program? t_

The Space Remote Sensing Center was located at the NSTL in order to

capitalize on the expertise and technology of the ERL. Congressman Trent

Lott announced that $3.5 million would initially be spent on the SRSC and

that 25 high-tech people would be employedY _

Hlass, Guin, and David Brannon led the way in obtaining the new program,

which would receive funding over the next five years. The NSTL manage-

ment considered the assignment of a national center for the commercial

development of space a credit to the installation's ability to manage programs.

The other NASA-funded grants were assigned to the Battelle Institute,

Columbus, Ohio; the University of Alabama at Birmingham; the University of

Alabama, Huntsville; and Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee? -_

The NSTL, however, was the only NASA installation selected to host

one of the new commercial space centers. The Mississippi facility became

one of the six divisions of the ITD and gained even more recognition in the

"commercial" world. '_

89. Working Group. Commercial Earth And f)cean Observations, "'Proposed Program for ('ommercial Earth and

Ocean ()bservati_ms." first draft, July 1985, SSCHRC: Conner. interviev_.

91). "'NSTL Selected as Location lbr ITI) Remote Sensing Center," lxl_,,niappe, 20 September 1985. SSCHRC.

91. Ihid.

t,_2. Ibid.; Harry Guin was a believer in the NSTI.'s expertise to he the nati¢_nal le_ltlcr in c_mmlcrcial uses of space.

He champi_med the cause from his e_Jrliest days as Hlass's assistant.: Harry (inin, biography, SSCHRC:

David Brannon, chief of the ('_mmlcrcial Remote Sensing Office, remembered Guin's early ass_ciations

with the ERL when dollars were scarce for applications-related work Guin and others learned many lessons

in RAP, and began creatively converting expertise to accommodate "commercial" programs.

93. Ibid.
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Before The Fall

In less than a decade, Jerry Hlass and his team obtained new programs--

involving the ERL, Space Station, and the ITD SRSC. There were no

complaints about the NSTL's support of the SSME test program. On the con-

trary, NASA Headquarters and the MSFC publicly recognized the support

government-contractor crew. The recognition focused primarily on the fact

that the NSTL never held up a major engine static firing, including the huge

task of proving the Space Shuttle's Main Propulsion Test Article (MPTA). 94

True, the engine testing was at its peak, but there was activity all over the

growing installation by the end of 1985. Workers were actually crowded on

the big complex, with 4,724 people working lor a myriad of space, environ-

mental, and national defense agencies. The Navy successfully relocated

1,389 people from Suitland, Maryland, and the giant Mississippi Army

Ammunition Plant employed 1,459 people for its manufacturing program.

New construction was under way all over the base, including a new NASA

conference center and a Navy building, plus additions and modifications to

other buildings/5

Locally, community relations could not be better for the positive-minded

Jerry Hlass. In 1985, a proud Hlass reported that the NSTL had just pumped

$171 million into the economy of south Mississippi. The NSTL employees

also contributed over $120,000 to the Combined Agencies Campaign, which

disbursed funds to local charities. In November 1985, Hlass and Captain

Roger Onorati of the Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity

(NORDA) hosted the kickoff of the "Partners In Progress" program, jointly

sponsored by the NSTL and the Hancock County Chamber of Commerce.

Hlass was pleased with his new community friend, John Mason, president of
the Hancock Chamber. _

In 1985, the NSTL also participated in the NASA's "Teacher in Space"

project, designed to provide NASA with the first civilian to go into space on

the Space Shuttle in early 1986. The Teacher In Space project was first

announced in August 1984; and Jim McMurtray, NSTL aerospace education

94. W.R. Lucas to Jerry Hlass, "Space Shuttle Main Propulsion Test Complex," 25 February 1977.

95. NSTL Personnel Office, "Personnel Strength." l)ecember 1985, SS('HR(': Hlass. interview.

96. "NSTI. and nancock County Join in 'Partners in Proglcss' Ell'url,'" l_tgniappe, 21) November 1985, SSCHRC.
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specialist, was chosen by NASA Headquarters to be one of the project men-

tors. With the help of others at the NSTL, McMurtray was successful in

soliciting several hundred Mississippi applicants. The two finalists chosen

to represent Mississippi were Connie Moore from Oak Grove High School

in Lamar County and Joanne Reid of the Weir Attendance Center in

Choctaw County? 7

The popularity of the Teacher in Space project was evidenced when over

10,000 applicants responded from all 50 states. The competition and the

teacher's flight on the shuttle were designed to "bring the space program down

to Earth" so most Americans could identify with space travel, and also to add

to the prominence of the teaching profession. The applicant chosen was Sharon

Christa McAuliffe, a devoted and energetic social studies teacher from

Concord, New Hampshire2 _

They Touched The Face Of God

For years, NASA advertised that the Space Shuttle would provide the

nation with "routine access to space." With 24 successful flights, a space-

struck American public had no reason to think otherwise. NASA officials

debated what category of Americans should be the first civilians to fly in

space. Many thought the first civilian should be a newsperson, someone who

had the talent and background for recording the mission2 '_

President Reagan's "Project Liftoff,'" administered by NASA, resulted in

the final decision that the first civilian to fly in space should be a teacher. As

a result, Christa McAuliffe was the envy of practically every teacher in

America as she trained in Houston for the January 1986 flight. She followed

a rigorous training program, similar to that of a payload specialist, but not as

intensive as an astronaut, in addition, McAuliffe developed "lesson plans" to

use during the flight in a "classroom in space," enabling literally millions of

97. ftoward Benedict, NASA 77_e .hmrm'v ('ontim.,v, fFt_mslon: Pioneer Puhlicalicms, lnc, 19gO). pp I()1, IO2:

Jim McMurtray, telephone interview b_ Mack Flerring, SS('. MS. 14 April 199h.

98. "More Than I(I,(I(R) Teachers Apply for Flight on the Shutllc,'" lxO,,nial,lW, 21 March Igg5. SS('tIRC:

McMurtray, interview.

99. Henry ('. Dethh_fl'. Suddenl_ l_m_orrou ('ame...A tti_tor_ O/77w .h_lm_o_l ),pace ('enter (Washinglcm, D(':

NASA, SP 43fl7, 19931, p. 293.
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children across America to have the opportunity to listen to discussions by

McAuliffe from space. 1°°

The Space Shuttle flight of 5 l-L, using the orbiter Challenger, finally got its

turn on the launch pad in January 1986. After four bothersome postponements,

the major concern related to the launch was a weather forecast of extremely

frigid weather to follow the blustery winds whipping against the shuttle pad.

Weather officials predicted a mass of cold arctic air would drop temperatures

below freezing on the morning of the launch. Nevertheless, NASA proceeded

with preparations for Challenger's launch on 28 January 1986, hoping for a

break in the weather and the opportunity to avoid another delay? °_

Along with McAuliffe, the crew members represented a cross section of

American society, including Commander Francis R. "Dick" Scobee, 46, from

Cle Elum, Washington, who was making his second shuttle flight; Pilot

Michael J. Smith, 40, from Beaufort, North Carolina, who had waited years

for the flight; mission specialists Ellison S. Onizuka, 39, born in Kealakekua,

Kona, Hawaii; Donald E. McNair, 35, a native of Lake City, South Carolina;

Judith A. Resnik, a 36-year-old native of Akron, Ohio; and Gregory B. Jarvis,

41, Detroit, Michigan, a Hughes Aircraft Company satellite engineer and pay-

load specialist. _0z

On the morning of the launch, the sunshine's bright rays illuminated a

blue sky and lit up the beaches at Cape Canaveral, boosting the spirits of the

faithful spectators huddling in the freezing cold. The major news story in

Florida that day was the cold weather, not the launch of Challenger. Citrus

growers in central and south Florida were very concerned about near-freezing

temperatures because they were afraid that they would lose millions of dol-

lars worth of crops. As a result, on the morning of the ill-fated Challenger

launch, most Florida residents were more concerned with the weather than the

success of the launch. _°3

In Mississippi, over 200 local school children gathered at the NSTL

Visitors Center to watch the launch on NASA's closed circuit television. The

100. Ibid.; "Live Lessons Set to Highlight 'Teacher in Space' Shultle Flight," Lagniappe, 21 January 1986,

SSCHRC; McMurtray, interview.

101. William P. Rogers et al., Report Of The Presidential Commission On The Space Shuttle Challenger Accident

(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986), pp. 13-18, 82.

H/2. "List of Deceased Astronauts." [http://spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov/NASA.Projects/Human.Space.Flight/

Astr_nauts_Astronau_.Factbo_k/Bi_graphica_.Ske_ches/Deceased.Astr_naut.4/_8l96]_ 1993, pp. I-7.

103. Benedict, NASA: The &mrney Continues, pp. 101-102.
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children had closely followed Christa McAuliffe's preparations for the flight

and anticipated her expected lessons from space. A number of NSTL employ-

ees also had a special interest in the launch, because most of the crew had

visited the installation. Sadly, during pilot Mike Smith's last visit, he told his

escort to "keep your fingers crossed that I will soon be assigned to a flight. ''_

Cheers went up when the Challenger lifted off in a loud, popping roar from

Pad 39-B at I1:38 a.m. EST on 28 January 1986 and quickly accelerated into

the deep blue sky over the ocean. Watching the liftoff, with the families of the

crew, were 119 "Teacher in Space" finalists and several thousand public well-

wishers. Everyone cheered and pointed to the sky as the Challenger rolled

and moved swiftly upward for 73 seconds. Then, the shuttle came apart in a

giant, ugly off-color pinkish-red fireball, right before everyone's eyes! What

NASA teared secretly as a "worse case scenario" had happened.mS

The falling spacecraft pieces left streaming contrails of white smoke as

they descended downward into the Atlantic Ocean. Scores of chunks of the

Challenger fluttered toward the blue ocean, as if from an exploding Fourth of

July skyrocket--falling, splashing, bit-by-bit into the sea. Millions watching

on television, like the thousands of viewers at the Cape and the NSTL Visitors

Center, were at first dumbfounded. Many reported they thought the crew

would somehow escape. Some who saw the awful tableau said they thought

the careening solid-rocket motors that were sent off in divergent directions

after the fireball were "escape rockets." No one had ever seen such a sight at

Cape Canaveral before.re"

Steve Nesbitt, the public affairs commentator at Mission Control in

Houston, in a calm, informative, but disbelieving voice, announced,

"'Obviously we have a major maffunction... We have no down link... We

have a report from the flight dynamics officer that the vehicle has exploded. ''_°7

The loss of the Challenger and its crew on Space Shuttle flight 51-L dev-

astated the nation and the world. The crew's enthusiastic supporters at the

NSTL were specifically affected by the awful explosion--for two reasons.

The workers at the Mississippi space facility knew most of the members of

104. "Live Lessons Sel Io ttighlighl 'Teacher m Space' Shulllc Flighl,'" lx_gni_qqw. 21 January 1986, SS('HRC.

105. Paula Harrison and Ann Mittman, "l£xploralion Shatters Dream for Teachers, Studenls" ICo_oa Beach, FL)

b'h_rkhl 7_hn'. 29 January 1986, Rogers. Report of the Presidential ('ommi_ _ion, pp. 82 104

106. Benedict. NASA: The Journey Continues, p. 102: Rogers, R_'pot7 O/the hvsidential Conlmi_Motl, pp. 82-104,

107, (Tmlh'nger rcs_mrce tape. JSC- 1531 B. NASA-Johnson Space Center.
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the crew for they visited the site early in their careers as astronauts. Also some

returned to witness shuttle engine static-firings and to learn more about the

main propulsion system that drives all American Space Shuttles. m_

Even worse for the NSTL workers, many in the media immediately fol-

lowing the disaster believed the explosion was caused by a failure of an

SSME that had been test-fired at the NSTL. As a result, the hours following

the disaster were an extremely painful and frustrating time for the men and

women of the NSTL. There was some comfort to be gained by the south

Mississippi men and women when it was confirmed that the accident was

caused by a failure in the joint between the two lower segments of the right
Solid Rocket Motor. m,_

11)8. Hlass, inlcrview, 27 February 1996.

I (19. Ibid.
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CHAPTER 13

Testing the Way

The Morning After

Proud nation brought NASA's victorious space explorers home"shoulders high" following a half-dozen inspiring voyages to the
surface of the Moon. Americans cheered their space travelers as

heroes after 24 missions aboard the Space Shuttle, a wondrous ship that

several astronauts have called the "Magnificent Flying Machine." But, by

the mid-1980s, following the fiery crash of the Space Shuttle Challenger,

the nation and the world joined the shocked and bereaved NASA family as

it mourned the loss of seven beloved comrades.I

Just hours alter the tragic January 1986 explosion, Jerry Hlass choked

back his emotions to rally the National Space Technology Laboratories

(NSTL) team. At the time he addressed a room full of his employees and news

reporters who had descended on the installation, no one was sure of the exact

1. A.E. ttouseman. "T_ An Athlete l)ying Young." Oscar Williams. ed.. A Lilllc 7)'carlo 3 Of British t'o_'tt 3 INc'.'.

York ('it),. NY: Scribncr's. 1951). pp. 874; Norman Mailer. Of a Fin' on tlu. Moon (New York ('it)'. NY:

Little _mwn and Company. 1969_. pp. 399.41;'2: NASA Hcadqtmrlcrs Public Aft_.tirs. Apol/r_ (Wa_.hinyI_m.

D(': NASA. 1972). pp. 32 33. 63: "Columbia Perfi_rms Plawle_.sly." l_z_niappe. 20 April 1981. Stennis

Space ('enter Historical Records Collectilm (hencefilrlh ret)rred to as SSC|tR('): Roger I). I.aunius. NASb_:

A lti_tola' O/ 77w U.S. ('iril A)_ac_' Pro,_r, nl (Malabar. t:1.: Kreiger Publishing (5_.. 1_)_)4). p. I I/_
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cause of the accident. Some news reporters speculated that the explosion may

have been caused by the Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs) that were

tested at the NSTL. 2

It was soon learned from the recorded flight data that all three main

engines were working perfectly at the time of the accident. This fact was

later confirmed by the Presidential Commission on the Space Shuttle

Challenger that stated in its report that the SSMEs "did not cause or con-

tribute" to the accident?

Nevertheless, the day of the accident, in the face of grave circumstances,

Hlass promised his people and the reporters gathered at NSTL, "We will be

back!" From that moment on, a new journey for the NSTL began. Indeed,

determined NSTL engineers and technicians set out "testing the way" as

NASA began its "return-to-flight. ''4

The next decade at the Mississippi facility were years of growth and sig-

nificant achievement. In 1989, the leadership of the facility passed from Jerry

Hlass to his deputy director, Roy Estess, who was determined to carry on the

tradition and take the installation to greater heights. 5

Together, Hlass and Estess moved forward during the inspiring return-to-

flight period and, after much hard work and diligence, they were rewarded

when President Ronald Reagan honored Senator John Stennis by renaming

the NSTL after him. The John C. Stennis Space Center was now elevated to

the status of a full-fledged NASA center. Hlass, who served almost 13 years

as manager and director, saw his plan to gain acceptance and trust become a

reality by the end of 1988. 6

2. Jerry Hlass, interview by Mack Herring, Long Beach, MS, 27 February 1996

3. William E Rogers et al., Report Of The Presidential Commission On The Space Shuttle Challenger

(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986), pp. 19-21: Howard Benedick. NASA: The

J_Jurney Continues (Houston, TX: Pioneer Productions, Inc., 1989), p. 1(15,

4. "'NSTL Joins Nation In Tribute To Challenger Crew," Lagniappe, February 1986, SSCHRC. Immediately fol-

lowing the Challenger disaster, reporters questioned the author about the possibility of one of the SSMEs

that were tested at the NSTL causing the accident.

5. NASA-NSTL News Release, "'Roy Estess Receives Presidential Rank Award, 13 May 1988, SSCHRC: Jerry

Hlass to Executive Secretary, Incentive Awards Board, "1981 Honor Awards," 1981, SSCHRC.

6. John Seiley, interview by Rex S. Cooksey and Johnny Mann, Way Station To Space, video history, 25 October

1991.
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Recovery And Revival

The Challenger accident produced a scenario of national leadership

changes, new technical direction, and managerial restructuring within NASA

that affected the destiny of the NSTL in a positive way. The accident, with all

its destruction and depressive grief, was not unlike the devastating winds of

change that swept across the Gulf Coast during Hurricane Camille in 1969.

Camille's aftermath focused national attention on the area and the Mississippi

Test Facility (MTF), which in turn prompted MTF manager Jackson Balch to

observe that "it's an ill wind that blows no good. ''7

NASA's technical leaders at the time of the Challenger explosion were

discussing, and actually leaning toward, cutting back on propulsion testing

as an economic strategy. These leaders considered adopting a program, much

like the automotive industry, which called for "spot-testing" engines, rather

than continuing an aggressive certification and flight acceptance process.

Many NSTL engineers said the successful Space Shuttle Main Propulsion

Test program was the NSTL's "finest hour." At the same time, others

emphatically stated that the record-breaking static-firing test program during

NASA's return-to-flight program was the NSTL's greatest contribution to

American spaceflight. _

NASA's nationwide return-to-flight program was a memorable team effort

of enormous proportions. The effort involved all four spaceflight centers, the

contractor organizations that participated in the Space Shuttle operations, and

other NASA centers that contributed their unique expertise and specialized

facilities to get NASA "flying" again. The first visible action, however, was

seen at the NSTL, when testing resumed after almost five months?

Immediately after the accident, the NSTL employees and residents of the

surrounding communities joined in the national mourning. President Reagan,

7, See Chapters 7 and 8 of _hy Station to Space fl_r detailed inforn_ation on fturricane Camille.

_. See Chapter 11 of this book fi_r go_xd discussion of NSTL's "finest hour:" Gerald Smith, telephone interview

by' Mack Herring, 18 April 1996. Smith, fl_rmer SSC deputy director, told the author in telephone conver-

sation that the return-m-flight period after Cha/lenc,,er disaster was. in his <)pinion. the Agency's "finest

hour." Boyce Mix. in an informal discussion with author, said he fi'h each NASA person involved with a

particuhu" test program had a diflcren[ idea of "when" NASA's linest hour occurred.; Nell MeAleer. Space

Shuttle. The Renewed Promise (Washington, DC: NASA-PAM-521, 19881, pp. 5-6.

9. "NSTI. Joins Nation In Trihule To Challenger Crev, C' Lx_gtliappe, 2(I February Iq86, SSCHRC: Mack Hen'ing,

"A Morning ,417e_:.. " latgniappe, 2(1 February 1986. SSCHRC.
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who closely identified with NASA's "Operation Liftoff" and the "Teacher In

Space Program," consoled and inspired fellow citizens with encouragement

and support. The obviously shaken President, in his address to the nation on 28

January 1986, said, "We'll continue our quest in space. There will be more

shuttle flights and more shuttle crews and, yes, more volunteers, more civil-

ians, more teachers in space. ''_*t

The NSTL participated in an agencywide, closed-circuit, memorial ser-

vice telecast from NASNs astronaut home base at the Johnson Space Center

(JSC). During the NSTL portion of the memorial, Jerry Hlass addressed about

500 employees who crowded into the NSTL Visitors Center. Hlass, in his trib-

ute to the Challenger crew, promised, "We will continue to reach out as they

did. We will continue to explore because we must; we will go forward to keep

their spirits and man's dream alive. ''j_

Representative Trent Lott, who grew close to the NSTL NASA family

throughout his many years in the Congress, spoke for people all over his

south Mississippi district when he observed, "We are part of the family that

has made the Space Shuttle program possible. We join NASA as it mourns

the loss of these members of its family and will remember them for their

bravery and quest for exploration. ''j2

Many NASA employees found the experience after the Challenger acci-

dent similar to a death in their own family. In a true expression of sympathy,

people in the local community stopped NASA employees at the grocery

store, at church, or at a restaurant and quietly and sincerely extended their

condolences and offered words of encouragement and support. The tragedy

demonstrated the closeness between the NASA employees and their neigh-

bors along the Gulf Coast. _3

Immediately after the accident, there was a tremendous hue and cry

from the American public, the media, and from old-line NASA profes-

sionals calling for changes in leadership within NASA--at the very

highest level. One of the first asked to step down was Acting

Administrator William R. Graham, in charge at the time of the accident.

President Reagan then announced his intentions to nominate Dr. James C.

I(). "NSTI. Joins Nation .... ""l_gniappe, SSCHRC.

II. Hcrring, "'A M_rning After," lxlgniappe, SSCHRC.

12. "'NST[. J_lins Nation .... "' l_gtziappe. SECHRC.

13. See Boyce Mix's observation on initial Space Shuttle launch in Chapter II of this bo_lk.
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Fletcher, NASA Administrator from 197 I- 1977, to lead the Agency during

its rebuilding phase. _4

At the same time, NASA announced that Rear Admiral Richard Truly,

Mississippi native and veteran astronaut, would serve in the critical role of

Associate Administrator for Space Flight. Truly, at the time, was

Commander, U.S. Naval Space Command. The most important facet of the

new assignment for Truly was the need to direct the Agency's Data Analysis

Task Force. The task force was collecting and analyzing information for a

thorough review to determine potential causes of the Challenger accident.

The task force closely paralleled the structure of the Presidential

Commission, headed by fl)rmer Secretary of State William R Rogers. Truly

asked James R. "'J.R." Thompson, Jr., to serve as vice chairman of the Data

Analysis Task Force. Truly's choice of Thompson was primarily in response

to the fact that Thompson was fomlerly head of the SSME project at the

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Robert Crippen, a NASA astronaut

who flew on the first shuttle flight, was among the many other distinguished

aerospace experts named to serve on the task lk)rce. _

These major appointments established an Agency hierarchy containing a

cadre of top managers with intimate knowledge of the NSTL's capabilities.

Fletcher had been Administrator when the NSTL (then known as the MTF)

was going through structural upheawfls. He was the person who finally rec-

ognized the south Mississippi installation as a separate field installation in

June 1974. Fletcher had also appointed Jerry Hlass manager of the NSTL in

1976, and he was familiar with Roy Estess, when Estess served as chairman

of the Agency's Equal Opportunity Counsel fl)r three years. _*'

Thompson became extremely knowledgeable of the extensive and unique

test capabilities at the NSTL. He made numerous trips to the installation and

knew many of the test personnel on a personal basis. Thompson was also a

14. "'NASA Warnings, ('laimcd," 77w cNew (Irl_'at_, IA) lhm'_-Pi_awnl_' Ihcnceforlh rcli:rred Io as 7]1_' ?illl_'_

t'i_a'rt;nc), lg March 1986: [,iltlllhls, NASA.A ttist_ta" (,qfhr I;.S. Uivil .Sk_are Pr_gram. p. l i5.

15. Sara Kccgan, NASA l [¢adquarlurs Nc_,n Rulcas¢, "'NASA Task Force Assignmcnt_, Detailed,'" 6 March I q86.

NASA ttisloliCal Reference Collection (henceforth r,:fcrred Io as NttR('): "Agency Appoinls Richard Tru b

Tt_ t lcad Space ShuUl¢ Program." l_ll_ni_q_pc, 19 March 1986, SS('IIR('.

I ft. NASA ftcadquartcrs Public Aflklirn Of lice (|_A()L "'Biognlphies of NASA l,eadcrs. 1996, t|ttp:\\ww_.hq.nasa.

go,,:/ofliccpao/ttistor'y/hislory hios/hlnl.; Jerry Ilia',',. inlervie'._, by Mack fle/rmg, l,ong Fleach. MS.

27 l'¢bruary 1996 and 26 Marcia 199(_, notes in SS('l JR(': Ro) |'[Mess, interview by Mack Hcrrin_ and Ms.

M+',r_n Wcbb. SS(', MS+ 24 April 1996, notes and audi. lapcs in SS('HR('.
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colleague and personal friend of Jerry Hlass, who assisted him in justifying

and obtaining shuttle engine facilities when Hlass was director of NASA's

Space Shuttle Facilities Division. These close associations and ties later paid

off for the NSTL as NASA officials began to recognize the test expertise and

technical capabilities at the south Mississippi site.:

Close acquaintances and friendships were forged during this period of

NASA's history. Men and women bonded together in a determined effort to

regain the reputation for excellence that the Agency enjoyed prior to the

Challenger disaster. These relationships were especially important for the

NSTL, an organization that was striving for recognition in response to its "'can

do" tradition of operation and its ability to test large propulsion systems. As

others observed, the NASA organization, more than any other large govern-

mental or private body, depended greatly on individual personalities to move

important programs along--through the changing tides of space history, is

While the Rogers Commission hearings were under way, and the investiga-

tive work of the Data Analysis Task Force was in progress, all planned missions

of the three remaining shuttles were suspended. Also, for several months all

engine testing within the Agency was halted. The hiatus of engine testing, of

course, included the prolific certification and flight acceptance testing of the

SSMEs at the NSTL. Also postponed, and ultimately cancelled, was the planned

higher level of thrust testing of the Main Propulsion Test Article (MPTA). l'_

Although over 6,000 people were involved in the Rogers Commission's

four-month investigation, the daily criticism of the Agency took a heavy toll on

NASA employee morale nationwide. The criticism was especially upsetting

because, prior to the disaster, the Agency was considered by many as the most

efficiently managed federal organization. 2_1

In April 1986, Hlass again met with NASA civil service and contractor

teams involved with the Space Shuttle program and made a sage prediction.

The NSTL director said confidently, "With Dick Truly's conservative

approach in getting the program operating safely and effectively, the best guess

17. NASA Headquarters PAO, "Biographies," p. 22. SSCHRC; Hlass, interview by Herring, 27 February 1996.

18. Keegan, "NASA Task Force..."; Esless, interview; Smith, telephone interview.

19. "NASA Postpones Mission," l_tgniappe, 20 February 1986, SSCHRC; Marvin Lee "Mary'" Carpenler. inlet-

view by Mack Herring, Pass Christian, MS. 25-26 March 1996; _'Modifications Iniliated to Creale Third

Test Position Here." Lagniappe, 20 November 1986. SSCHRC.

20. McAleer. Spa_ e Shuttle, The Renewed Promise.
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in Washington is that testing will increase above the rate that was going on

belbre." The positive-minded Hlass further asserted that the NSTL would be

"busier than before," testing engines in preparation for a return-to- flight.

Hlass then challenged the workforce to "rededicate [themselvesl" to the stan-

dards of excellence to which they were accustomed, and get NASA back

"where it was before" the ill-fated Challenger flight. 2_

The Rogers Commission sent its report to President Reagan and the nation

on 6 June 1986. Referring to the Challenger explosion as an "accident rooted in

history," Secretary Rogers reported that the terrible loss was caused by a "fail-

ure in the joint between the two lower segments of the right solid rocket motor."

The report recommended a redesign of the faulty solid rocket motor joints, but

also called for a review of NASA's management structure. Seven other recom-

mendations for needed changes were made (1) review critical hardware and

conduct hazard analysis; (2) examine the safety organization; (3) improve inter-

nal communications; (4) address landing safety; (5) provide better launch abort

and crew escape; (6) review flight rate; and (7) ensure maintenance safeguards. =-"

The Commission's report was fl)rmally presented to President Reagan by

Secretary Rogers at the White House. Administrator Fletcher commented on the

Commission's findings when he pledged to ensure that the NASA program

would "become as good as it ever was." Fletcher added+ "We at NASA wel-

come the report. It was obviously time fl+r a serious, thoughtful, constructive

review of the Agency. ''-+`+

The somber delivery of the Commission's report did, indeed+ mark the

beginning of a major overhaul of the civil space program and signaled a new

era of unprecedented+ record-breaking rocket testing at the NSTL. Although

the SSMEs were cleared, the NASA Data Analysis Task Force recommended

modifications on the SSMEs during the stand-down time. Additionally, the

task force strongly recommended the engines be thoroughly tested before

another shuttle flight took place. -++

The first SSME static firing following the Challenger accident was on 26

June 1986. During the test, engine number 2106 was ignited for 1.5 seconds

21. "Dircclor Jerry [tlass Speaks to NASA. ('ontraclor Team," lxtt,,nialqW, 21 April 1986, SSCIIR("

22. Rogers, R_Tmrt On "lJu' Space ,_71utth' Challenger, pp, 40, 198: Sec also McAIccr'r, Space Shunlc, The

Re/levied lbwmise, p. 6.

23. "Fletcher Comments On Rogers Report." lxt,k,/liaptJe, I t) June It)SO. SSCttR(': Mack Ilcrring, "'A Place o!

Beginning." lxtqnial_pe, commcnlary, I t) June 1986, SSCHRC.

24. Ihid.: "'Fletcher ('omments.. .'" Ixteniappe. SS('HR('.
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on the NSTL A-2 test stand. Although the firing was just "a blink and a puff,"

the test received nationwide media attention as the first visible activity by

NASA since the January shuttle accident. The short firing, the first in a series

leading to a full-duration static test of 520 seconds on 25 July, was a demon-

stration to the waiting American public that NASA had not lost its nerve and

was beginning its journey back into space. 25

In 1987 and 1988, static firings of the SSMEs reached an all-time peak

with a record firing of 1,040 seconds, the longest shuttle engine test ever con-

ducted. Later, two test-firings were performed for an unbelievable 2,017

seconds each, just weeks before the Space Shuttle Discovery launch in 1988.

L. Boyce Mix, NASNs SSME test manager, said the 1987-88 firings were

considered "daring" during the crucial return-to-flight testing period. A fail-

ure during these long-duration life-cycle tests could have caused cautious

managers to postpone the scheduled return-to-flight launch of Space Shuttle

Discovery on 29 September 1988. 2_

The White Paper

Perhaps inspired by the invigorated agencywide attitude and the deter-

mined effort of the NSTL test and support teams, a group of NASA engineers,

led by Roy Estess, drafted a document that became known as the "White

Paper." The document proposed that the NSTL be rededicated as a national

center for propulsion testing. The plan suggested that an independent, NASA-

managed, contractor-operated test team be installed at the NSTL to provide

NASA with a continuing capability to test large propulsion systems. Pointing

out that the well-known MSFC test laboratory was dismantled, the White

Paper said that NASA was dependent on the engine- and vehicle-hardware

contractors to test the large propulsion systems being manufactured. 27

The major "question" posed by the NSTL-generated White Paper was

"whether NASA should commit to third-party testing" of engine hardware.

25. NASA-SSC, Test and Engineering Directorate, "B-I Test History," 2t December 1994, p. I, SSCHRC; Mix,

inter'_iew by' Herring, 9 April 1996.

26. Ibid.

27. Roy Estess, Hurry Guin, AJ. '+Jack `+ Roger_,, Jr., Han_' Johnstone+ and B_b Bush. "White Paper on Slrengthening

_I" Gr_und Test Capability ft>r 1.urge Propulsion Systems." 10 July 1986, SSCHRC.
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Also advocated was NASA's return to a more active role and a strong com-

mitment to a ground-test capability centered around very large government-

owned facilities that taxpayers had invested in, such as the NSTL. The paper

pointed out weaknesses in the present system (1986) where the hardware con-

tractors controlled the testing and data-gathering process of their own

products. Also noted was the substantial cost-saving merits of a centralized,

continuing, propulsion test capability? _

The White Paper, drafted by Estess with the assistance of Harry Guin,

A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., Bob Bush, and Harry Johnstone, proved to be the

NSTL's guide in the long-range pursuit to gain acceptance as the Agency's

Center of Excellence lk)r testing large propulsion systems. Although wm

Braun stated a similar policy in 1966, his vision of the installation as a

national center for propulsion testing was eroded in the intervening years by

internal politics between government and contractor managers. 2_

The NSTL group presented the White Paper on 10 July 1986 to the

Crippen Group during a visit to the Michoud Assembly Facility in eastern

New Orleans. The Crippen Group's primary focus was to ensure implemen-

tation of the Rogers Commission's recommendations, with an eye on

improving internal NASA and contractor management structures and operat-

ing procedures7 _

The NSTL employees who drafted the document were involved in test-

ing the large propulsion systems since the very beginning of the Apollo

program in 1966, and they were especially knowledgeable about the capa-

bilities of the NSTL. Furthermore, all the engineers were in key leadership

positions at the south Mississippi facility, which enabled them to help shape

the NSTL's destiny. _

28. /hid.

29. lhid.: Wernhcr ',on Braun to George Alexander, .4viati_m iCY'ok. "'In answer Io queslions.'" 2g December 1_)(_6,

SSCtlR('.

3(}. [:,stess el al.. "White Paper on Strengthening...."

31. /hid.: ]l is interesting Io note lhal all of the authors of the White Paper were engineers who worked Iogelher

for years, mosl as lar hack as the mid 1960s. Roy Esles', recall:, actuall_ writing the papel, but he is quick

Io point out Ihat he received strong inpul fl'om his engineering associates. As pointed out earlier in the lexl.

engineering schools in the inlmediate sotJlheastern I!niled Stales were heavy contributors to the MTF con

slruction and test program. For instance, Esless was a graduate of Mississippi Slate. Gum finished at

Alabama. Rogers had an engineering degree lrom Ole Miss. Johnstone from the Iough engineerin,g sch_ol

at Auburn, and Bush matriculated from Georgia Tech. The atllh_r would have to surnlisc thai these nlen

brought a strong, diverse sotnhcrn engineering education to bear in plannin_ and drafting the White Paper.
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On 18 July 1986, during the restructuring period following the Challenger

accident, NSTL Director Hlass issued a contract to Bechtel National, Inc., for

"consulting services" to help with plans related to future propulsion projects.

Thompson, who was a key advisor to the NASA task Jorce studying the

Challenger accident, was the principal advisor for Bechtel. As a result,

Thompson developed the preliminary test complex layout, identified potential

locations for new test stands, and, more significantly, helped plan a strategy for
future test activities. 32

In a curious turn of events, Thompson was appointed director of the

MSFC, effective 29 September 1986. With Thompson's appointment, there

came an era of mutual respect and cooperation between the MSFC and the

NSTL. This period of "good will" between the two centers is a perfect exam-

ple of the unusual influence individual managers have had within the NASA

organizational structure. 33

Another fortuitous event occurred on 3 October 1986 when Admiral

Richard Truly appointed Roy Estess to chair the review team of the Office of

Space Flight's Shuttle Processing Contract. No doubt Truly heard of Estess's

abilities from Thompson and Crippen and wanted to draw on Estess's exper-

tise to study concerns raised by the Rogers Commission, the Crippen Group,

and the congressional committees investigating the Challenger accident.

Estess spent more than four months working closely with Crippen; Walter

Williams, former director of Project Mercury and assistant to Truly on the

task force; Lieutenant General Forrest S. McCartney, KSC director; and many

other high-ranking NASA and contractor managers located across the coun-

try who were involved in the Space Shuttle program. 34

In February 1987, at the review conclusion, Estess presented the team's

findings to Truly. The review contained the team's ( I ) assessment of the KSC's

shuttle processing arrangements at the time of the accident; (2) examination of

relationships between shuttle processing contractors and the flight hardware

32. Contract. Pan American World Services, 18 July 1986, SSCHRC: Jerry Hlass. interview by Mack Herring,

Long Beach, MS, 29 March 1996.

33. NASA Headquarters, Biography, JR. Thompson, History Office, http://hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/Biographies/

thompson.html, 2 May 1996: Peter Cobun, "'JR. Thompson: Marshall Chief Runs Center The Way He Runs

His Condo," The Huntsville (AL_ Timex, 27 November 1988; Hlass, interview, 29 March 1996; Roy Estess,

interview b? Mack Herring and Ms. Myron Webh, 24 April 1996.

34. NASA-SSC PAO, Biographies. Roy S. Estess, 8 July 1992 and 19 March 1996, SSCHRC; Sarah Keegan,

NASA Headquarters News Release. "_NASA Task Force Assignments Delailed," 6 March 1986, NHRC.
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contractors; and (3) recommendations for improvements in the processing of

future shuttles. The team review was wduable to Truly in his task of imple-

menting the findings of the Rogers Commission and in making needed

improvements in the shuttle management program. The diligent work of Estess

as chair of the review team, however, proved especially important to the NSTL

quest for recognition in propulsion testing. As a member of the review team,

Estess was a credible ambassador for the NSTL, demonstrating his own talents

to influential NASA managers. 3_

On 29 September 1986, Thompson took over the MSFC reins. Almost

immediately, Hlass arranged a meeting with him in Huntsville to "explore

future roles for [the] NSTL in propulsion testing." Several NSTL and MSFC

engineers participated in the discussions on 20 October 1986. Thompson

encouraged the NSTL team to continue their pursuit of future test programs,

especially in securing a role in testing solid rocket motors and advanced

liquid rocket motors. He also heartily agreed that the NSTL should be desig-

nated "a center of excellence for testing large propulsion systems." The savvy

Thompson acknowledged that the MSFC and the NSTL shared "political

strengths." The MSFC director recognized that the NSTL was backed by a

strong congressional delegation of intelligent, influential, and supportive

political leaders: Senator John C. Stennis, Senator Thad Cochran, and

Representative Trent Lott. Stennis, of course, was nearing the peak of his

power in the Senate, while Republicans Cochran and Lott had grown in favor

with Ronald Reagan, who was then serving in his second term as the

Republican President? _

Two other events occurred that further steered the installation on its

course toward recognition as NASA's Center of Excellence for Propulsion

Testing. On 22 October 1986, Truly visited the NSTL to chair a meeting of

the NASA Management Council and participate in the annual Honor Awards

Ceremony. During a meeting with Hlass and members of his senior staff,

Truly surprised everyone when he suggested that the NSTL should "actively

pursue the testing of [Advanced Solid Rocket Motors (ASRMs)]." At the

time, only Joel Estes, a NASA engineer, had suggested the possibility of the

35. Roy S, Esless, report, NASA Headquarters Office of Space Flight. Shuttle Processing Contract Review Team,

9 Februar_ 1987, SSCHRC.

36. NASA Headquarters, Bi()graphy, James R. Thompson, Jr.; Hlass. interview: "'Sen. Trem Loft Biography." SSC

PAO Biograph? File, SSCHRC: "Sen. Thad Cochran Biograph3,," SSC PAO Biography File. SSCHRC.
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NSTL testing ASRMs at the Mississippi site. After all, the existing NSTL test

facilities were designed to test liquid-propulsion engines and rocket stages.

Truly's suggestion led to a long campaign to establish the NSTL as a testing

facility for the improved and more powerful ASRMs? 7

Meanwhile, on 1 November 1986, construction crews began working on the

B-I position (west side) of the big, B-l/B-2 dual-position test stand to modify

the giant structure for the testing of SSMEs. After completing the modifications,

the B-1 position, originally completed in 1967 to static fire the huge Boeing

S-IC rocket-booster stage, provided a third position to static fire SSMEs) _

The momentous events of 1986 reshaped the future path of the NSTL,

putting the installation back on course to having the south Mississippi facil-

ity recognized as the national rocket propulsion test center. The MTF had

served well during the Apollo program and undergone significant changes

during the 1970s as a unique, multiagency space and environmental complex.

The Challenger accident rocked the entire Agency, causing it to engage in

serious soul searching about its approach to many technical and managerial

matters. Not the least of these was NASA's commitment to a vigorous rocket-

testing program. In fact, the Agency's top management called for a return to

the "old way" which was so successful for NASA during the Apollo program.

The old way included testing rocket engines and stages to the point that

NASA was "99.9 percent" certain that its rockets would fly safely once they

were sent to the launch pad. -_

Following the Challenger disaster, the renewed emphasis by Headquarters

on testing was, of course, most beneficial to the NSTL's future. Thompson

insisted that the SSMEs be tested at the NSTL, and that they be tested to the

limit of their operating capacity. Members of the media construed this revived

37. Hlass. interview. Admiral Truly' spent a full day at the NSTI. on 22 October 1986 addressing employees at

Honor Awards Ceremony and joining them at a traditional picnic at the Cypress House recreation park by'

the Pearl River. Truly als_ met svith the NSTI. senior staff at the new cont_'rence center, at which time he

surprised most staffers by bringing up the possibility of testing an "improved solid rocket motor." Hlass

voiced his concerns about testing "solids" at Ihat meeting.

38. NASA SSC News Release. "Third Test Position Underway At NSTL," 14 November 1986. SSCHRC.

39. "NASA Administrator Visits NSTI.: Presents Major Agency Awards." lx_gnkqJiw, 21 March 1988. SS('HRC:

NASA-SS(' News Release. "First Firing Set On New SSME Test Position," 24 March 1988, SS('HRC;

NASA SSC News Release. "2.017 Second Test Conducted on B-I." 4 August 1988. SSCHRC: "'Shuttle

Rocket Passes Test With Flying Colors." "l'he Times-Piceo,une. 24 Deceinber 1987: Howard Benedict. NAX4:

The Jourm'v Continues (Houst,.nl: Pitmeer Publications, Inc., 1989), p. 109; Roger E. Bilstein, Slage,v To

Saturn. A Technological Hi.+tory ()l'The ApolloZ+aturn V Vehicles (Washingttm, DC: NASA SP-4206, 1980).

p. 347; Erik Bergaust. }9i+rnln'r I'+m Braun (NY: Cobb/Dunlop Publishing Services, Inc., 1979), pp. 5 IO-511.
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philosophy to mean "test to destruction." In effect, the engines never reached

such a point, even on the two static firings that exceeded 2,000 seconds. 4t_

A Matter Of State

During the mid- to late 1980s, the NSTL propulsion engineers were not

the only personnel enjoying the booming activities at the south Mississippi

facility. True, the test stands were being used to their fullest capacities in sup-

port of the Space Shuttle's "return-to-flight." But other activities, such as the

installation's involvement in the Agency's new commercial applications

enterprises and technology transfer programs, began to enjoy unusual suc-

cesses. Most notable was the State of Mississippi's unprecedented

commitment to build a $4 million Technology Transfer Center in the heart of

the facility and donate the building to NASA/_

The "bold" $4 rnillion commitment had its roots in 1985 at a small meet-

ing held at the onsite Rouchon House. State Representative Margaret

"Wootsie" Tate of Picayune and Mississippi Research and Development

Center Director James "Jim" Meredith met with Roy Estess to discuss ways

the state could better capitalize on the technologies developed at the NSTL.

The discussion was directed at proposals that Meredith developed for the new

Mississippi Governor, William "Bill" Allain, who was searching for mean-

ingful programs to promote during his term of office. Among the plans

discussed were the support of satellite "spin-off" industries, development of

the technology transfer program, and the location of a technology transfer

center at the NSTL. 42

Estess, who served as the "unofficial" state liaison officer for the NSTL

since his appointment as deputy director in 1980, suggested to Tate and

Meredith that ventures such as satellite business concerns were not success-

ful in the past due to a number of factors. The lack of success of the ventures

40. "'Shuttle Rocket Passes Test .... "' 7he 77mes-Pitayunc: J_hn Maincs, "Two Years After ('hallenger, I.ab Is Ready

Tt_ (;o,'" I'hc ,#ackwm (MS) Clarion l_'d_er (henceforlh referred to a,, Tlw CIoriops LcJgcr). 28 JallU;iry l l-)gg

Dcpuly Dirccl_r Roy Estcss, m a highly optimistic nlootI, colnnlented to 7he Chlrion-lx'_&er, "We :ire a high-

spiril_.'d teilln. V*,'c"_lre confidenl we ;ire on the right track. [ think ,,_,e will conlintle [lestingI ,tit a high r_.tle.'"

41. "NSTI, Approved For Technology Transfer Center," La_tUappe, I c) April 1985. SS('HRC.

42. Estcs<,, intcr'_ic'_ b v Herring and Wcbb, 24 April 1996.
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involved the heavy emphasis on prime and support contractor use at the

installation and the nature of the rocket-testing business, which relied heavily

on specialized contractors with offices at other locations. Estess suggested the

state pursue the location of a building on the site to enable Mississippi citi-

zens to capitalize on the many varied technologies developed by NASA and

the resident agencies. The building would provide much needed office and

laboratory space for new enterprises, and, Estess pointed out, employment

opportunities for high-tech personnel. 43

At that time, in 1985, NASA's popularity was near an all-time high,

with an overall approval rating in the national polls of 81 percent.

Mississippi's "official" presence either in university research or technology

transfer activities initially dated back to 1968 with the opening of an office

onsite, when the NSTL was still known as the Mississippi Test Facility

(MTF). A State Liaison and Coordinating Office was later located at the

MTF in 1971 under an executive order signed by Governor John Bell

Williams. Dr. Tahnadge "Tal" Bankston, who headed the office, was a close

associate and friend of former MTF Manager Jackson Balch. Bankston used

every opportunity to promote state participation at the installation. In addi-

tion, Bankston had the ear of long-time NSTL supporter Herman Glazier,

who served as executive assistant to seven Mississippi Governors, dating

back to Governor Ross Barnett. Governor Bill Allain, who took office in

January 1986, was also supportive of the idea and, of course, the planners

knew they could count on a strong Mississippi Gulf Coast legislative dele-

gation to push the project.**

Other factors providing encouragement for the development of the

Technology Transfer Center at the NSTL included NASA's desire to make

itself known throughout the state by way of its education outreach program.

Since inception, the NSTL favored the idea of a Technology Transfer Center

and promoted the idea by placing study contracts and grants with Mississippi

colleges and universities. The expertise of the NSTL was well known at the

Mississippi R&D Center and the Institute of Higher Learning. Economic pro-

moters such as Leo Seal, Jr., former president of the Mississippi Economic

43. Ibid.

44. "Center Honors Herman Gl_zier_" l_lgniappe, 18 November 1988_ SSCHRC: George Schloegel, interview by

Mack Herring, Hancock Bank, Gulfport, MS. 21 February 1996.
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Council, also supported the establishment of the center. In fact, George

Schloegel, employed by the Hancock Bank and member of the Board of

Economic Development, was one of the prime strategists promoting the

Technology Transfer Center) _

Most supporters of the Technology Transfer Center saw the project as a

"team" effort, with businessmen, political leaders, and government people

working together. The establishment of the center was an unusual success, as

few state governments build multimillion dollar facilities on federal prop-

erty. Upon completion, the Technology Transfer Center building

automatically became the property of the federal government and was placed

in the care of NASA. Many at NASA Headquarters did not believe that a rel-

atively poor state like Mississippi would take such a bold initiative, in fact,

when intbrmed of the undertaking, NASA Administrator James Beggs said

"Why would Mississippi want to do that (build the center on NASA prop-

erty), when it could better use the $4 million to fund grants to educate

engineers'?" Roy Estess, a native Mississippian who strongly advocated the

project, answered Beggs, "We have been educating engineers for years and

sending them off to other states to work. Maybe the Technology Transfer

Center will keep some at home? ''4¢'

Alter some legislative ups and downs during the spring of 1985, the

center was approved by the Mississippi Senate. The bill was signed by

Governor Allain, with south Mississippi state legislators Gene Taylor, Bay

St. Louis; Margaret Tare, Picayune; Curtis Holston, Poplarville; Walter

Phillips Bay St. Louis; and Martin Smith, Poplarville, present for the signing

ceremony. These south Mississippi lawmakers led the campaign to obtain the

Technology Transfer Center at the NSTL. In addition to the hard work by the

legislators, the project would have never reached fruition without the

45. "Dedication Of Technology Transfer ()enter Historic For Mississippi And NASA," l++*,e+niappe, 19 June 1987,

SS('HR('; James "'Jim" Meredith. SSC. MS. telephone intern, Jew by Mack netting, 20 May 19t.+6, Jim

Meredith told author that the Technology Transfer ('enter wax an +'enormous `+ team effort by Mississippi

politicians, business pet_ple, and NASA personnel. Jim said that Governor _ill A(lain backed the project I00

percet_t. State legislalors Margaret "Woo(sic'" Tale, Gene Taylor, Walter Phillips, Curtis Holston. Marlin

Srllilh. and Jim Simpstm phtyed importanl roles in the campaign thai evenlually won acceptance of slate

lawmakers. The business emnmunity was led by Leo Seal, .It.; Ge_rge Schhmgel; and Tommy Munme In

additk'pri, critical contributions came frmn Herman Gla>'ier. the reliable and astute administr;tlive assistant

to several governors, including (;overnor Allain.

46. NASA-SSC News Release. "'Technt_logy Transl;er (:enter Dedicated." II June 10_7, SSCHRC; Meredith,

interview by Herring, 20 May lt*tJ6; Estess. interview by Herring and Wehb. 2-I April 1996.
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behind-the-scenes work of Herman Glazier, Tal Bankston, Jim Meredith, and

Charles Deaton, chief of staff to Governor Allain? v

Without a doubt, the Mississippi Technology Transfer Center focused

even more attention on the continuing progress at the NSTL. In fact, Admiral

Truly was pleased to join Governor Allain, Jerry Hlass, and about 350 federal,

state, and local dignitaries in dedicating the building on 11 June 19877 _

Mississippi Gin,. Bill Allain

signs an _fficial order dedicat-

ing. the Mississippi Techn_logy

Transfer Center at the

National Space Technolog,7

Laboratories in 1987. Standing

is NASA Administrat_r Rear

Adm. Richard Truly, and

seated is Jerry Hlass, direct,_r

of the Stennis Space Center.

(87-334-17)

At the ceremony, an obviously proud Truly pledged NASA's support lbr

the new center, the only state enterprise of its kind in the NASA system.

Governor Allain's remarks summed up the importance of the Technology

Transfer Center when he said, "The fact that we had leaders in government,

politics, business, and higher education on hand for the dedication marks the

47, Photo Caption, l_tgniappe, 21} May 1985, SSCHRC; Meredith, interview; Estess. interview by Mack Herring

and Ms. Myron Webb, 24 April 1996.

48. "Dedication Of Technology Transfer Center Historic For Mississippi and NASA," Lzlgniappe, SSCHRC.

Dedication of Technology Transfer Center was zm_jor event in the history of technology in Mississippi.

After the SSC ceremony, there was an informal reception at the Diamondhead Yacht Club, Diamondhead.

MS, thai was attended by state polilicians, business people, and scientists, that went on into the late hours

of the nigh_. In attendance was Tal Banks'_on who had m'orked tirelessly, day and night, to push tk_r full uti-

lization by the state of the technology available at SSC.
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beginning of a long-term partnership between the public and private sectors

to provide necessary human and fiscal resources to the center." Allain also

proudly proclaimed that the opening of the new building signaled the creation

of 250 new jobs by federal and state agencies waiting to expand their pro-

grams at the NSTL. 4'_

Over a year after the Technology Transfer Center was dedicated, a con-

ference suite in the building was dedicated to Herman Glazier, a strong

supporter of NASA since the early years of the test facility's location ill

Mississippi. Glazier worked closely with Governors Ross Barnett: Paul B.

Johnson, Jr.; John Bell Williams: William Waller; Cliff Finch: William

Winter: and Bill Allain. At the dedication of the conference suite, NSTL

Deputy Director Roy Estess said, "Herman Glazier's strategic thinking and

tactical legislative wisdom were critical in ultimately obtaining both state leg-

islative and U.S. congressional approval for the center. "s_

Bold New Programs

The years of hard work and meticulous planning by Jerry Hlass and his

staff also began to pay off big dividends in other areas of endeavor. In 1988,

the facility was rewarded with major national programs involving testing of

new and larger propulsion systems. The Space Shuttle test program continued

at a record pace with the rolling thunder of the engines echoing across south

Mississippi three to four times a week. These rocket tests were aimed at

improving the main engines, ensuring their readiness for NASA's return-to-

flight. Hlass and his experienced staff became deeply engrossed in planning

for future testing involving heavy lilt engines for an Advanced Launch

System (ALS) project, the improved and more powerful ASRM, and the early

development of components for the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) pro-

posed by President Reagan. 5_

49. Ibid.

5(I. NASA-SSC News Rclca:.,c. "Herman Glazier [tonorcd At NASA':., John C. Slcnnis Space ('cnlcr.'" 31 October

1988, SS('tlR('.

5 I. NASA SS(' Briefing Paper, "The Slcnnis Space ('enter. Rcmvcnling Govcmmcnl For 25 Years.'" 14 September

1995, SS('ItRC; The dedicalion of the Mississippi Technology Tr.;msli:r ('enter _tl)r_, an cxcellcnl example

c,f the combined commitment of Jerr_ ttlass and Rc, y |'_,tess to strengthening NASA relationship'-, v..'ith ted-

oral and stale rcsidenl agencies.
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NASA Administrator Fletcher came to the NSTL on l0 March 1988 to

compliment the progress of the NASA-contractor team and to view a static

firing. Following the engine test, Fletcher delivered a very upbeat address at

the Honor Awards Ceremony during which he praised the accomplishments of

the NSTL team. He said, "Building on the foundation of our past accomplish-

ments, our unique rocket-test facilities, the special talent and expertise of our

government-contractor workforce, and state-of-the-art support laboratories,

there is no limit to the progress and contributions we can make at [the] NSTL."

Fletcher further commended the NSTL team for performing a "first-rate job for

NASA's return-to-flight program. ''52

Dr. James C. Fletcher, NASA Administrator, reacts to a 1 l O-decibel roar emitted during a 520-

second test firing of a Space Shuttle Main Engine at Stennis Space Center on IO March 1988.

From left, Roy Estess, National Space Technology Laboratories ( NSTL ) deputy director; Boyce

Mix, MarsMll Space Flight Center (MSFC) resident SSME manager at NSTL; Fletcher; Joe

Lombardo, MSFC Spcu:e Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) program manager; and Jerry Hlass,

NSTL director. (SSC-88-150-20)
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Fletcher then awarded the prestigious Exceptional Service Medal to Harry

Guin for his contributions in support of propulsion test activities, and to Chief

Counsel Ken Human for his contributions to a wide range of activities, includ-

ing legal counsel and labor relations. Fletcher also presented a Public Service

Group Achievement Award to Pan American's B- 1 project team for "outstand-

ing professionalism" in the timely completion of the B-1 construction project

that gave NSTL a third test position to support the busy SSME test program. 53

The next big break for the small, but tenacious, NSTL propulsion crew

came during an announcement by Senator John C. Stennis on II March.

Stennis, Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee and President Pro

Tempore of the Senate, announced that an agreement between the Air Force

and NASA would place the NSTL in a lead role in developing a new space

vehicle for civilian and military needs. 54

Stennis said the agreement called for the NSTL to assemble and test all

completed engines that were part of the Air Force's ALS project. The project

called for modifying existing facilities at the NSTL and the construction of

additional structures. The influential Mississippi Senator said he was pleased

to announce that the work would create 400-500 construction jobs at the

NSTL. Stennis also predicted that an additional 1,(X)0 permanent jobs would

be created at the "fully utilized" installation within 10 years. Funding for the

project, Stennis said, would be "about $300 million over the next six- or

seven-year period." A most important aspect of the plan was the involvement

of the military in testing engines for the first time at the NSTL. According to

the Senator, the testing of military systems, as well as NASA's civilian prod-

ucts, was the very best of both worlds, s5

52. "NASA Administrator Visits NST[ ..... "'

53. NASA SSC Plopulnion Test Direcioralc. "'A-I, A-2, B-I Tent History," 22 December lqt)4, SS('HR(': Hlass,

interview,

54. Ibid. According to Senat_r Stennin "[Thel NSTL in in an excellent position to perfi_rln the crucial testin 8 on

these engines tk_r the military an well _s for NASA. ()ul cotmtr3"s best interesls will be ser,,ed by inxol,,ing

the Missisnippi facilily in the de',ch_ping and testing of this new engine [l'_r the ALS programl. It makes

gored sense t_ use these I'acililies I¢_ the naaximum and also to prevent ct_,tl,, duplicalion of rocket lest facil-

ities at military silos elsev, hcl+¢, v, hen the_, already exist in Mississippi lal the NSTI+I.": The Office of

Senator Jt+hn C. Stelmin, News Release. II March 1988. SSCHRC.

55. NASA SS(" News Relcane, 11 March 1'488+ SSCI|RC: Senat_w John ('. Stcnnis+ Rep+,rt 7h Miv+i+_ipl#un++,

"'Space Exploration Must Move Forward," l'he (Bay St. L+mi+. MS) Sea Coavt E<ho, 27 December 1987.

Sen. Stellffis took the oppurlunity to write his monthly newspaper colulnn, entitled "Repota To

Misninnippians, '+abt+ul the irnpt'wlance ,,',f the national space program and the need for the natitm to supptwt

the de'¢eloplnenl ,_1 a space stati(_n
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Stennis stressed that a new "military" dimension to the NSTL testing

activity was testimony to the "outstanding capabilities and record of achieve-

ment" the facility had earned in the past. NASA Headquarters' officials

listened intently to Stennis at the time, because he had just issued a declara-

tion to support NASA's return-to-flight program and the Agency's embattled

Space Station program. Many Headquarters' officials knew that in his

monthly "Report to Mississippians,'" Stennis had written, "The next logical

step in space exploration is the establishment of a permanent Space Station

that will assure world leadership in space for our country in the 1990s and

beyond." NASA Administrator Fletcher later commented that Stennis's sup-

port of the Space Station in the spring of 1988 "saved the program. ''5_

The importance of the ALS decision in 1988 was far-reaching. Stennis's

support of the project was a milestone for the NSTL's continued march

toward becoming a Center of Excellence for Propulsion Testing.

Understandably, the NSTL wanted to be the Center of Excellence for "all

rocket systems" developed in the country, civilian and military, and not just

engines and systems developed for NASA. The ALS project included a much

needed Component Test Facility that would provide the south Mississippi

installation with the capability to be a "full-service" test facility? 7

In July 1988, the Stennis Space Center, (SSC) lbrmerly the NSTL, was

selected to conduct another testing project that also promised great rewards

[or the facility. The selection of the SSC on 26 July 1988 for testing the pro-

posed ASRM meant that the new center would be the site for static firing all

propulsion systems on the Space Shuttle. The announcement that SSC was

selected, however, was not altogether "good news." Hlass and his people had

their hearts set on manufacturing, as well as testing, the new and improved

motors that were to replace the solid rockets that had failed during the flight

of the Challenger in January 1986. The selection of the SSC as the test loca-

tion [-'or the ASRM brought 600 permanent jobs to the area, about 200

employees at the SSC, and an additional 400 workers at the Michoud plant

and the Slidell Computer Complex. This new mission, however, later brought

56. NASA-SSC News Release, 11 March 1988. SSCHRC: Slennis, +'Report 7-_ Mississippians+, ."

57. NASA-SS(" History Office. "Pursuit Of A Propulsion Test Mission For The NASA John C. Stennis Space

Center." Jimtl_tty 1991, SSCHRC: _NASA Selecls SSC For ASRM Testing," l.tt_niappe. 29 Augus| 1988.

SS('tIRC.
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environmental protests and community problems--situations the center had

never encountered. Earlier, Hlass stated that he did not want to contend with

potential environmental problems if the center did not get the full employ-

ment boost, which would have included approximately 1,400 manufacturing

,jobs for the SSC. Nevertheless, the ASRM project focused even more national

attention on the propulsion role of SSC. 5s

In Honor Of Stennis

An announcement that Senator Stennis would be retiring from the Senate

in January 1989 set the stage for a series of major events honoring the states-

man from Mississippi who had contributed so much to his country, to his

state, and to the Space Agency. Not the least of these honors came in May

1988 when President Reagan renamed the NSTL in honor of Senator Stennis.

In March, Senator Thad Cochran, the Republican Senator from Mississippi

and a close friend of Stennis, introduced legislation in the Senate to rename

the NSTL in honor of Senator Stennis. Cochran told his colleagues in the

Senate, "As chairman of the Armed Services Committee and, more recently,

as chairman of the Appropriations Committee, Senator Stennis has been in

positions that have enabled him to be a strong influence in the authorization

and funding of these important [NASA] programs. "s°

About the same time, NASAAdministrator Fletcher also recommended to

President Reagan that the NSTL be named for Stennis. In addition, earlier

private discussions between Hlass and Eph Cresswell, Stennis's long-time

assistant and friend, had focused on recognizing Stennis for his dedicated sup-

port of NASA and the south Mississippi facility. During talks between Hlass

and Cresswell, the renaming of NSTL was discussed. Roy Estess, Mack

Herring, and Wanda Howard Hlass's administrative assistant, assisted Hlass

in crafting a paper lk)r Fletcher to forward to the President. No doubt Senator

Cochran's strong dew)tion to his friend and colleague along with Fletcher's

recommendation to the President, and the behind-the-scenes work of Hlass,

58. Ibid.

59. "'NSTI. Bill To ttonor Stennis," 77w Clarion-l.edqer, 26 March 1988: I.inda Slade, telephone interview by

Mack [terl-mg, SS(', MS. 22 May l_;'t.16
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Cresswell, and his staff, all contributed to Reagan's action to rename the facil-

ity in honor of the man who contributed so much to America's unrelenting

quest to build a strong military and win the Cold War? °

While Senator Cochran's legislation was working its way through the

Congress, Reagan decided to go ahead and rename the NSTL. On 20 May

1988, President Reagan signed the Executive Order that renamed the NSTL

the "John C. Stennis Space Center." The order stated that Stennis had "stead-

lastly" supported the space program since its inception. The presidential order

cited Stennis for his "visionary leadership" to ensure world leadership and

preeminence in space for the United States. Reagan also said that Stennis's

"unwavering support" of the south Mississippi facility from the moment of

the decision to establish the installation was "a fact well-known by NASA

officials in all of their dealings with Stennis and his staff. ''_

One ,f the proudest days in the histury _f the installation came 3 August 1988 when the south

Mississippi facility was dedicated the John C. Stennis Space (;enter (SSC) in honor _f Sen.

Stennis. Pictured are, left to right, Toni Seawright, Miss Mississippi 1987; Rear Adm. Richard

Truly, NASA ass,_ciate Mministrat_r fbr Space Flight; Gin,. Ray Mabus; Jerry Hlass, SSC

director; Sen. Stennis; Dr. James C. Fletcher, NASA administrat_Jr; Sen. Thad C_chran; Rev.

Beverly Tinnin ; and Roy Estess , SSC deputy directur. (SSC-88-4 71-19196 )

60. Ro,, S. Estess, imerview by Mack Herring and Ms. Myron Webb, 7 July 1995; Author's personal AMEX cal-

endar notes, 1988, SSCHRC.

61. Ronald Reagan, Executive Order, "'l)esiglmling Certain Facililies of Ihc Nalional Aeronaulics And Space

Administralion In The State Of Mississippi As The John C. Stennis Space Center," The White House.

20 May 1988, copy in SSCHRC.
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Alter the Executive Order was issued, Administrator Fletcher said: "This

[renaming of NSTL] should have taken place a long time ago. John C.

Stennis served as the father of NSTL since he led the efforts for its creation.

His leadership of the nation's space program stands as a monument to his

career of significant accomplishments." Jerry Hlass, who became the SSC's

first director, stated that "he has been a leader and strong advocate for a

prominent role in space for the United States." "Furthermore," according to

Hlass, "his close association with the center has contributed significantly to

the growth and progress we have experienced over the first 27 [years of the

facility's existence].""-'

NASA pulled out all the stops in its dedication of the newly renamed

Stennis Space Center on 3 August 1988 with a ceremony on Stennis's 87th

birthday. Upwards of 7,000 people gathered to honor Stennis at the outdoor

dedication ceremony held in front of the main administration building in

sweltering 99-degree south Mississippi summer sunshine. Immediately

alter the big event, thousands of well-wishers joined Senator Stennis in a

gala birthday party held inside a 100-yard-long, air-conditioned, circus-

type tent. "_

"Pageantry, patriotism, and pride" were the themes of the dedication thai

featured speeches by Mississippi Governor Ray Mabus, Administrator James

Fletcher, Admiral Richard Truly, Senator Thad Cochran, and Director Jerry

Hlass. U.S. Representative Trent Lott led a long list of dignitaries, including

State Senator Gene Taylor and State Representative Margaret Tate, who came

to pay tribute to Stennis. Stennis's proud family was also well represented at

the grand affair. Deputy Director Roy Estess, who was soon named the SSC

director, served as master of ceremonies, which he later said was one of the

most memorable events of his life. Senator Stennis, who smiled, laughed, and

clapped his hands, gave a resounding and emotional response. _4

Hlass praised the Senator for his "foresight and leadership" and

Associate Administrator Admiral Truly remembered his childhood growing

62. "'John (', Slcnnis Space Ccnter Presidenl Reagan Honors Senator Stennis: ('hanges Name of NSTI.,"

l_(_niappe, 20 May 1988. SS('HRC.

63. Nan Patton Ehrbright, "'Stennis Lilt, Work Saluted. The (Biloxi/Gullporl. MS) Sun Herahl (henceforlh referred

Io as The Sun-HeraldL 4 August 1088; Oflicial NASA Program, "Dedication. John C. Stennis Space Cenler."

3 August 1988.

64, Ehrbright, "Stennis Life. Work...," The Sun-fterald.
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up in Mississippi and how he was influenced by Senator Stennis. Governor

Mabus called Stennis a "man of vision" who had helped guide the country to

conquer new frontiers. Senator Cochran thanked the senior Senator for his

friendship and the example he set during his 41 years in the Senate. Fletcher

referred to Stennis as the "founding father" of the center and said, "From its

early beginning in the 1960s, this center has been Senator Stennis's center in

all but the name. Today, it is only fitting and proper that it, in fact, bears his

name." In response, Senator Stennis applauded the efforts of everyone who

worked to build the center. "You made up your mind; you kept on track; you

put out your own money; you gave your own time," Stennis said. Having his

name on the center was incidental, Stennis declared, "It is the work being
done that matters. ''65

The ceremony was concluded with a spectacular fly-over of 11 vintage

and modern jet aircraft representing the numerous aircraft the Senator had

helped acquire funding for through the years from World War II to the pre-

sent. The U.S. Marine's Drum and Bugle Corps filled the air with patriotic

music as the vintage airplanes motored by, and finally the powerful jets

zoomed upward and disappeared, leaving only white contrails lazily fading in

the bright, blue Mississippi sky. _6

The SSC dedication was a personal tribute to the life's work of the

Mississippi Senator. Hundreds of employees at the center volunteered to help

prepare for the event, wanting to put their own mark on the event that hon-

ored their Senator. The dedication also demonstrated the appreciation that the

community felt tor Stennis's efforts to help establish and build the facility in

Mississippi. NASA Headquarters officials, who depended on the senior

statesman's support in budgetary battles, also pitched in to make the dedica-

tion one that Administrator Fletcher said was, "the best I have ever

[attended]." The NASA Administrator added, "It will be many, many moons

before Mississippi sees another event like this one. ''67

More important to the NASA family were Senator Stennis's own thoughts

of the ceremony in his honor. He wrote to the NASA-contractor family at the

SSC a few days after the event and said...

65. "NASA Dedicates John C. Stennis Space Center+" lxJgniappe, 29 August 1988, SSCHRC.

66, Ibid.

67, "'Senator Slennis I Ionored At Dedicatitm Of (?enter," Picayune (MS) Item. 4 August 1988; Ehrbright, "Stennis

l,ife, Work...," 77u, Sun Het_dd.
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My own personal feelings of gratitude and joy defy description. The

dedication of this facility brought back so many fond memories of the

early days of struggle, when we had little more than potential and

desire to develop a first-rate faeility that would aid in the .waee pro-

gram. The reality that is the Stennis Space Center has far exceeded

ottr dreams of those early days. Now we stretch to dream bigger

dreams which will also be attainable (f we work with the same deter-

ntination and desire. Thank you for making possible a day which will

always stand as a high watermark in my public sen,ice career, n_

The tribute to Stennis's lifetime of government service and tenacious sup-

port for the space program was fitting and even spectacular. The real

importance of the renaming, however, came after the ceremony, when the

SSC became a full-fledged member of the family of NASA field centers, and

its director was able to sit at the NASA council tables as an equal with fellow

center directors. The SSC's prominence and recognition spread quickly

throughout the Agency, and a new level of status and accomplishment lay

before the small, but dedicated NASA team. The dedication, as Stennis said

at the ceremony, was also a tribute to the hard work and dedication of the

NASA-SSC team. In a real sense, the President's renaming of the facility was

also a tribute to the Stennis employees lk)r their struggle "against all odds"

that began nearly 20 years earlier when they set out to "save" their installa-

tion and gain independence as the Apollo program began to wind down/''_

The Journey Continues

The long and highly successful tenure of SSC director Jerry Hlass did not

end with the celebrated dedication of the new NASA center. On the night of the

dedication ceremony, the Space Shuttle test team static-fired the SSME 2206

on the newly modified B-I test position for 2,017 seconds, a record run for an

68. Mack Herring, "Dream Bigger Dreams," conamentary. Ix_gniaPlW, 29 Augu,;t 1988, SS('HR('. ScnalCw

Stennis used the expressi_n "dream bigger dreams" in a letter to Jerry Hlass [and tt_ all SSC pcrs_nnel)

thanking Hlass and the SSC employees for homwing him ,,vith the dedicalion. Stennis encouraged them t_

"'dre;ma bigger dreallls.'" American ;ttllhor-pt)el Edgar Alkm Poe also used Ihc words ill _lle _f his poems.

fit). "'SSME Test Program Reaches Milestones." 29 August 1988.
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SSME. The milestone test was equivalent to 34 minutes, or four Space Shuttle

flights into space. The test team fired the SSME again on 15 August for 2,017

seconds. During one of these long-duration firings, approximately 600,000 gal-

lons of liquid hydrogen and 230,000 of liquid oxygen were burned. Ten-million

gallons of water were needed to cool the test stand's flame deflector. TM

Boyce Mix, resident manager of the MSFC's Shuttle Projects Office,

said the series was run to accomplish testing on the least number of occa-

sions as possible to achieve the established "8,000 second [testing] goal."

Mix said he was "pleased" with the performance of the engine, the test team,

and all support systems. "Two-thousand seconds is a long time," he noted.

"It takes a lot of concentration for test conductors to monitor everything in

that period of time. ''7_

As time neared for the 29 September 1988 launch of Space Shuttle

Discoveo, on NASA's STS-26 return-to-flight mission, the enthusiasm of the

SSC "can do" employees reached new heights. "It feels much like it did when

we were leading up to the first shuttle launch of Columbia in 1981," Deputy

Director Roy Estess observed. "We are an aggressive, high-spirited team,

confident that we are on the right track." Roscoe Nicholson, a Rocketdyne

engine test manager and head of the company's 320-member test team,

echoed Estess's summation and added, "We're very happy with the way the

engines are working." Estess and Nicholson agreed that problems discovered

during the extensive testing--such as cracks, welding flaws, and a small heat

exchanger--had been solved. 72

With the successful testing of the shuttle's main engines, a major phase

was completed in the process of preparing the Space Shuttle for flight.

NASA certified that numerous improvements were made to the rocket's

engines and they were ready to return-to-flight. All told, there were 40

changes made to the SSMEs during the 32-month, stand-down period. The

last test firings, aimed at certifying the design modifications, were completed

in July, The two record-breaking 2,017-second firings on the B-1 test stand

in August gave the Agency even more confidence for the upcoming STS-26

shuttle launch. 7_

70. John Maines. "Two Years After Challenger Lab ls Ready To Go." The Clarion-Ledger, 28 January 1988.

71. "Shuttle Engine Improvements Certified Ready For Flight," l_tgniappe, 21 September 1988. SSCHRC.

72. Estess, interview; Maines, "'Two Years After Challenger...," The Clarion-Ledger:

73. "NASA Schedules Target Date For Shuttle Discovery Launch." L_lgniappe, 21 Seplember 1988. SSCHRC.
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A cl.ud ,¢ ht_t,steam boils out e¢ the fk_me deflector at the A- 1 test stand during a test firing o(

a Space Shuttle Main Engine in 1988 durin,_ the NASA "return-to-fli_,,ht" pr,_c,ram.

(SSC-88-072-2)

Since SSME testing resumed in June 1986 following the Challenger dis-

aster, the test program at the SSC accumulated 175 tests for a total of 79,775

seconds. Understandably, the large number of tests and the cumulative

number of testing seconds undertaken were directly related to a desire to erad-

icate any problems with the engines prior to an extensive Office of Space

Flight (OSF) review of the entire Space Shuttle system and engine flight-

readiness certification. As a result, the accumulated firing time was equivalent

to approximately 50 Space Shuttle missions. TM

The meeting of NASA's five-member OSF Management Council, com-

prised of the four center directors and the NASA Headquarters's OSF

director, took place at the SSC on 9 September 1988. The OSF meeting was

preceded by a shuttle program management review on the Mississippi Gulf

74. IbM.
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Coast headed by Arnold Aldrich, director of the National Space

Transportation System. Aldrich and his team then presented their findings to

the OSF directors on 9 September. An announcement of a 29 September target

date for the launch of the Space Shuttle Discovery was the Agency's return-

to- flight. Members of the Space Flight Council were Rear Admiral Richard

Truly, head of the Office of Space Flight; Jerry Hlass, SSC; Aaron Cohen,

JSC; Forrest McCartney, KSC; and J.R. Thompson, Jr., MSFC. v5

At the conclusion of the critical OSF meeting, Admiral Truly announced

to the press that the Space Shuttle was again ready to fly. In making his

proclamation, a jubilant and confident Truly praised the entire NASA orga-

nization's accomplishments in the return-to-flight program. The Mississippi

native proudly recounted the testing done at the SSC when he said, "The

work that has been done down here [at the SSC] has been the heaviest test

program ever, and Stennis has done it," Truly said. "It's complete now, and

we're ready to fly!,,76

Of course the entire Agency was pleased to hear those encouraging

words from Admiral Truly. None of the spaceflight directors was happier

than Jerry Hlass, who led his "can do" team from the lowest ebb of their

morale in 1976 to the exhilarating heights of becoming a full-fledged partic-

ipant in NASA's return-to-flight campaign. Hlass, in nearly 13 years, moved

from the back row of the OSF conference room to become a respected,

voting member of the elite spaceflight directors' club, sitting as an equal at

their table. Hlass admitted that Truly was largely responsible for the change

in his status within NASA because when Truly was appointed as Associate

Administrator following the Challenger explosion in 1986, the Admiral

wanted all spaceflight centers to participate fully in the important decisions

made to get the shuttle flying again. Truly believed active participation by all

concerned was necessary to achieve the results needed to rebuild the organi-

zation, redesign and modify the hardware, test the components, and conduct

a successful launch. 77

75. NASA Headquarlers News Release, "'Discover3, Launch Set For 29 September," 27 Septembel 1988, NHRC_

"NASA Schedules Target Dale...," 12_gniappe. 21 September 1988, SSCHRC.

76. Ibid.; Hlass personal holes, handwritten, 27 February 1996, original in SSCHRC; Jerry Hlass. interview by

Mack Herring, Long Beach, MS, 27 February 1996.

77. Hlass, interview: NASA-SSC History Office, Chronology, 199l. SSCHRC; "Successful Discovery Mission

]k)ps News In 1988." Seu Coast Echo,, 27 January 1989.
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The entire NASA family was invigorated by Admiral Truly's announce-

ment that the Agency was ready to go back into space with the Discovery orbiter

on the STS-26 spaceflight mission. Personnel at the Stennis Center had been on

an emotional high all during 1988, with one achievement after another. TM

With these heady achievements tucked away, Hlass, several members of

his staff, and a number of community friends headed to the KSC for the

launch of Discove O, on mission STS-26 on 29 September 1988. Personnel

from the south Mississippi installation prepared the rocket stages for all of

the Moon missions during the Apollo program and the engines for the first 25

Space Shuttle flights. The return-to-flight mission of Discoveo', however,

held special significance for all concerned. The launch of Discovery was con-

sidered a "comeback" mission to recover NASA's honor and credibility,

qualities somewhat tarnished by the Challenger accident. For the SSC gov-

ernment-contractor team, the STS-26 return-to-flight mission was also special

because of the monumental testing eflort conducted in south Mississippi to

ensure the safety and efficiency of the Discm,erv's main enginesY"

In addition to the work devoted to the STS-26 mission, the personable

crew members of Discover3, were especially close to many employees at the

SSC because they had visited the test center in 1987, presented awards, shook

hands, and signed autographs. During their visit, the crew met with as many

employees as possible, including workers in the Space Shuttle Test Complex.

The astronauts on the flight were Navy Captain Frederick H. "Rick" Hauck,

commander; Air Force Colonel Richard O. "Dick" Covey, pilot; and mission

specialists George D. "Pinky" Nelson, John M. "Mike" Lounge, and Marine

Lieutenant Colonel David C. "Dave" Hilmers. s"

Beyond the SSC team's achievements in testing and their attachment to

the crew, the STS-26 mission was a personal accomplishment for Jerry Hlass.

The launch of Discovery marked the first time an SSC director actively par-

ticipated in the decision process certifying a craft for flight. Hlass's opinion,

along with the other spaceflight directors, was a contributing factor in making

the "Go or No-Go" launch decision for the mission. A new spirit of teamwork

prevailed under Admiral Truly's leadership of NASA. In addition, Hlass felt

78. Ibid.

70. Ihi+L

81). lhid,: Ncil McAlccr, Sp,++ce Shutth', 77w Rein'wed Promise IWa,,hington, I)(': NASA-PAM-521, 19881,

pp. 2-6: "'Flight Crew For STS-26 Visits NSTL: Presents Snoopy',," lalgt_ialqU', 2(1 March 1987.
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The Space Shuttle Discovery (STS-26) wets launched from Kennedy Space Center 29 September

1988, signifying America's return-t,_-flight fi_llowing two years of down time as a resuh of the

Challenger accident on 28 Janumy 1986. Personnel at the Nati_raal Space Techn&_g7

Ixtboratories "tested the way" with record rocket engine tests prior to the STS-26 mission.

(SSC-94-677- l)

close to the other center directors, Cohen, McCartney, and Thompson, having

worked with them during the return-to-flight recovery period. With many of

his employees and community friends present for the STS-26 launch, Hlass

could not have been happier. _t

Likewise, on 29 September 1988, NASA Headquarters's officials were

excited at the prospect of a successful return-to-flight launch of Space Shuttle

Discover3._. At 11:37 a.m., Discovel y lifted off the launch pad and quickly

accelerated out of sight to the relieved applause and yells of approval of the

81. Hlass, interview.
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tens of thousands of spectators who gathered to wish the crew and NASA

well. As the craft climbed into the blue sky, many members of the launch con-

trol team were filled with emotion, some moved to tears? e

In addition to performing the scientific and engineering tasks, the STS-26

shuttle mission crew paused to pay tribute to their fallen comrades of Space

Shuttle Challenger. Commander Rick Hauck added to the remarks made by

the other members when he reflected, "Today up here where the blue sky

turns to black, we can say at long last to Dick, Mike. Judy, to Ron and El and

to Christa and Greg--Dear friends, we have resumed the journey that we

promised to continue for you...your loss has meant that we could confidently

begin anew...your spirit and your dreams are still alive in our hearts. ''_-;

On 3 October 1988, Discover3., concluded the historic mission said to be "A

great ending to the new beginning." A very proud and excited Admiral Truly

hailed the mission as an "absolute stunning success." The conclusion was,

indeed, as Administrator Fletcher proclaimed, "a banner day for NASA."

President Ronald Reagan joyfully proclaimed that "America is back in space! ''_4

Crossing To Victory

Following the successful Discovery mission, the SSC employees shared

in the adulation from fellow citizens. The SSC workers gave their best in long

hours of testing the engines for the mission. Some SSC team members gave

an extra measure by serving on investigative and review teams to improve

manufacturing and processing and to ensure the safety and reliability of the

vehicle. The Mississippi installation's engineers and technicians also made a

significant and lasting contribution by developing a system to remotely mon-

itor shuttle temperatures and icing conditions. _s

This important shuttle-monitoring contribution came from the Science

and Technology Laboratory (formerly the ERL), where Gerry Meeks and his

82. Benedict, The Journey ('ontinuc_.... pp. I I(DIII; Roger D. Launius. NASA: A History Of The US, Civil

Space Program (Malabar, FL: Kreiger Pnblishing ('umpany, 1994), pp. I 17- I I _.

83. Ihid.

84. "'STS-26 Crew Thanks NSTL,'" I_,,gnkqJpe, 24 Oc[ober lqgg. SSCHRC: Benedict. The .hmrney Continues...,

pp. 108 111.

85, Jerry Hlass "Special Thanks To A Dedicated Team," I_:gniappe, 24 October 1988, SSCHRC.
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colleagues designed a system using remote sensing techniques that would not

only monitor icing and temperature conditions of the vehicle, but would also

detect hydrogen- or oxygen-fed fires+ or propellant leaks. The innovation was

first used during the STS-26 mission and is now used on all shuttle flights. At

the time the monitor was unveiled, many engineers wondered "what W' the

system had been available before the Challenger mishap. _6

A very pleased Jerry Hlass thanked all the SSC employees for their efforts

in helping prepare the Discoveo_ for flight. The proud SSC director noted in

an open letter to all employees that the dedicated SSC team "picked them-

selves up from extreme adversity" and helped the Agency achieve a stunning

comeback. In his letter, Hlass noted the record-breaking testing of the main

engines, the modification and activation of the B- 1 test stand, the work on the

review teams, and the development of the remote sensors to thermally map

the shuttle stack as it stood on the pad at KSC. s7

On 26 October 1988, the triumphant crew of the Discover_' visited the SSC

to personally thank those employees who tested the shuttle's engines and

helped make the improvements leading up to the STS-26 mission. The

crew's visit was like a "victory party" or a celebration. Once again the astro-

nauts went all over the sprawling space center, cracking jokes, shaking

hands, and sincerely expressing their appreciation to the SSC team. The

Discovery crew shared photos with employees in the Visitors Center audito-

rium, talked to several hundred workers in the shops, visited the Teacher

Resource Center and presented Silver Snoopy Awards to Rocketdyne

employees in the Space Shuttle Test Complex. Members of the shuttle crew

also joined SSC community leaders and center management for a luncheon

at the Cypress House pavilion. The crew's simple words were enough reward

for the hundreds of SSC workers who contributed to the nation's return to

space. "Thanks for all the good work you've done," said Commander Hauck

during a speech delivered at the base of the A- l test stand. "You got us going,

you got us back into space. ''_

8b. "'Stennis Space Center Engineers Develop Shuttle Imaging Device," btgniappe, 24 October 1988. SSCHRC,

87. "Special Thanks To A Dedicaled Team," L_lgniappe, 24 October 1988, SSCHRC.

88. NASA-NSTL News Release, "Aslmmmts Thank Stennis Employees," 23 October 1988, SSCHRC.
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Top Of The Mark

The success of the STS-26 mission that Commander Hauck spoke of at the

SSC was shared by Director Jerry Hlass and his dedicated employees. During

his nearly 13 years as head of the south Mississippi test and environmental com-

plex, Hlass led a small but determined team to new heights--literally to the "top

of the mark." The ambitious goals Hlass set fi)r himself and his NSTL govern-

ment-contractor team when he arrived at the NSTL in 1976 had been achieved

by late fall of 1988. To the surprise of most SSC employees and community

officials, on 22 November 1988, NASA Administrator James C. Fletcher

appointed Hlass to the position of Assistant tk_rEngineering and Technology to

the Deputy Administrator at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. _'_

At the same time, Fletcher named Deputy Director Roy Estess to succeed

Hlass as director of the newly designated John C. Stennis Space Center.

Estess, a test engineer who came up through the ranks, had served as deputy

director of the south Mississippi facility since 1980. The Tylertown,

Mississippi, native was a "strong right arm" as Hlass steered the installation

through most of the 1980s and was there to assist Hlass in achieving his heady

goals for the centerY _

When Hlass arrived at the NSTL in September 1976, the future tbr the

NASA laboratory looked bleak. The small, 69-member NASA organization was

beset with serious morale problems. The NASA personnel feared extinction

with the arrival of the Navy and with the MSFC's strong control of the test com-

plex. The once-touted rocket-test facilities were woefully lacking in preventive

maintenance and in some cases were rusting away, right in the very shadow of

the test stands. The entire infrastructure was beginning to show age and wear:

many facilities were becoming obsolete. The shaky tenure of the JSC-managed

ERL indicated that it might be served better at its home base in Texas. '_j

_9. NASA-SS(" News Release. "Key Appointments Made At NASA Headquarlers,'" 22 N_vember It)S8.

SS('UR(': ++[tlass 3"o Take [lea,.lquarter _, Pt+,_l: Estess Named Stennis Director." l+ak'ni_qqw, 15

December 1988, SSCHR('.

90 Ihid

91. R_ly S. Hstess, interview by tlenry Delhh_fl'. Mississippi Oral nist_ry Program. University of Southern

Mississippi, ,,ol. 444. 1991, pp. 22 23, SSCHRC: Office Of Applications Engineering. "Management

Review For Mr. Jerry Hlass,'" 27 Au,gust 1976. SSCHR(', A large number of NASA notable', gathered at

the Great Southern ('lub in the Hancock Bank to bid farewell to Jerry []lass. I+eo Seal. Jr.. gave a brief

talk oullining achievemenls c_t the SSC under tllass's direction, Seal emphasized the "continued growth"

during Hlass"_ lenure.
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Hlass surveyed the situation when he arrived in 1976 and told his bosses

at NASA Headquarters that the NSTL was "worth saving." Indeed, they gave

the tenacious Hlass and his competent and experienced staff the opportunity to

prove themselves. Hlass, with the help of his small but tough crew, went to

work with a set of I0 goals that were as sacred to him as the Ten

Commandments. To the astonishment of some and the satisfaction of many,

Hlass rallied the south Mississippi team, and by November 1988 they not only

achieved their goals, but they far exceeded their expectations. As icing on the

cake, Hlass and his people were duly recognized by Dr. Fletcher, Admiral

Truly, and even the President of the United States for their achievements? 2

In 1976 when Jerry Hlass returned to Mississippi to take charge of the

NSTL, there were 1,500 government and contractor personnel working with

NASA and 18 federal and state agencies. When Hlass left for his Washington

assignment in January 1989, there were 5,400 people employed at the SSC.

The Navy's oceanographic programs and the Army Ammunition Plant, pro-

moted by Senator Stennis, together brought in approximately 2,700 people.

During the same period, over 1,200 government and contractor personnel were

added to the NASA team. 9_

A mark of Hlass's leadership, evident to all, was the continuous construction

and refurbishment of facilities during his management of the Mississippi instal-

lation. The rusting infrastructure that Hlass found in 1976, sparkled with new

and improved facilities by the time he departed. He is especially remembered for

helping his SSC people secure new programs, initiating personnel amenities,

promoting education and public programs, and ensuring the success of the Space

Shuttle test program by providing excellent facilities and support services? z

Most notably, Jerry Hlass inherited a struggling laboratory trying to find a

toehold within the greater NASA "community" and left behind a dynamic John

C. Stennis Space Center with experienced and well-qualified managers and

personnel poised to grow into the decade of the 1990s. Indeed, Jerry Hlass suc-

ceeded in the SSC's "renasafication. ''_5

92. "Admiral Truly Gives Major Awards For Space Shuttle Recovery Effort," Lzlgniappe, 13 January 1989.

SSCHRC: Mack Herring, commentary, "Jerry Hlass--His Mark To Remember," Lttgnhtppe, 13 January

1989, SSCHRC.

93. Leo Seal, Jr., remarks, Great Southern Club. Gulfport, MS, January 1989, SSCHRC.

94. Ibid.

95. Commenlary, Ltlgttittl;l.'e, 13 Januar5 1989, SSCI-']RC.
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CHAPTER 14

Bigger Dreams

An Exclusive Club

After the tenure of Jerry Hlass and the successful completion of his"renasafication " program, the John C.,Stennis_ Space Center (SSC)
was issued "Gold Card membership in the eminent family of

NASA research and spaceflight organizations. With full-fledged status in the

eliw club of NASA centers, the SSC was granted special privileges along with

a number of weighty responsibilities. _

The staff members of the Mississippi facility obtained their status in the

NASA hierarchy "the hard way." The SSC team earned its membership by

working tirelessly for over three decades to prove worthiness of U.S. space

exploration. 2

1. Roger E Bilstein. Orders qfAhtgnitmh', ,4 History o/'NACA and NASA, 1915-1990 (Washingtun. DC: NASA

SP-4406. 1989). pp. I 14; _'NASA Celebrates 75 Years," lx_gniappe. 16 March 199(I. Stennis Space Center

Hiqorical Records Collectmn (hencetbrlh re/erred to as SSCHRCI.

2. "NASA Honor Awards 1996," Lagniappe, 20 June 1996, SSCHRC: "SS(" Designated as Lead Testing ('enter,"

l_gniappe, 2(I June 1996, SSCHRC: "National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958," Puhlic Law 85 568,

72 State 426. pp. 334 338,; Edwin R, Ling, Sr., The Space Crescent: The Untohl Sto_ 3' Ojthe Missi_qq_i

Connection: 71u" National Space l_,chnolog) l._d_oratories (Huntsville. AL: Strode Publishers, Inc. 1984).

pp. 17 18,
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Many of the men and women at the SSC led the installation in playing

a significant role in many key NASA programs. For example, the SSC

participated in testing Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs), developing

remote sensing techniques, promoting commercial space applications,

transferring new technologies, and reinventing government by lathering a

unique family of space and environmental agencies. Indeed, the pioneers of

the space center laid a firm foundation for growth. The SSC's leadership

literally stood on the "shoulders of giants" as they stretched to reach higher

and higher levels of achievement. 3

After years of toil and struggle to reach their new goals, a few of the ini-

tial SSC team members were still on board in 1989. These employees were

working to recruit, train, and inspire a new generation of restless explorers.

The hybrid team of seasoned veterans and their enthusiastic apprentices

learned from each other as they combined their talents and resources in

developing a new vision for the SSC. Following the dedication in August

1988, the new team dared to dream "bigger dreams" for an even brighter

future for the SSC?

With its new status, the leaders of the SSC quickly discovered that "there's

no heavier burden than a great potential." But, in some cases, the team's per-

ceived handicaps, such as its small organizational size, proved to be an asset

in their continued effort to elevate the facility to a higher level of acceptance. 5

By the 1990s, many within NASA adopted a new operational concept

known as "better, faster, and cheaper." Containing a strong emphasis on bud-

getary restraint, the new business theme proved to be extremely advantageous

for the SSC in its quest to become the nation's "Center of Excellence for

Propulsion Testing." The well-known SSC "can do" crew of the 1990s was

not content with the status quo. Instead, the SSC team elected to choose a

road less traveled that would lead to heretofore unthinkable frontiers of lead-

ership in America's space program."

3. "'John C. Stennis Space Center Vision Statement," L_tgnitqqw, 18 June 1992, SSCHRC.

4. John C, Stcnnis to Jerry Hlass, 4 August 1988.

5. Julie D. Meredith, "Memorandum For The Record: Hearing On The FY 1997 Budget Request Before The

Subcommittee On VA-HUD-Independent Agencies Of The Committee On Appropriations," 16 May 1996,

pp. 1 2: Charles Schultz, _Peanuts" (United Features Syndicale. Inc., 1958).

6. A.J. "Jack" Rogers. Jr., interview hy Charles Bolton and Steven Patterson. Mississippi Oral History Program,

University of Southern Mississippi, w_l. 386, 1991, pp. 21--22. SSCHRC.
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In Excellent Hands

When Jerry Hlass accepted a position at NASA Headquarters on 22

November 1988, Associate Administrator Truly selected Roy Estess as direc-

tor of the SSC. Estess, who officially became director on 20 January 1989, had

worked his way up through the ranks, serving in several engineering and man-

agement positions at the SSC and as deputy director since 1980. In addition,

Estess had gained valuable experience working on important NASA-wide

committees. In tact, Estess was recognized for his efforts as chairman of the

Space Shuttle Processing Contract Review Team (1986-1987) after the 1986

Challenger accident. He was also recognized as chairman of the NASA-wide

Equal Opportunity (EO) Committee for an unprecedented term of three years

(1984-1987). For his efforts as chair of the EO Committee, Estess was pre-

sented with a NASA EO Medal. Additionally, in May 1988, he was awarded

the Distinguished Executive Presidential Rank Award by President George

Bush, the highest honor given to a civil service employee]

R.y Estess, Stenni._

Space Center direc-

tor. gives (7.S. Sen.

J.hn (7. Stennis a

moment to liven up

the cr.wd during an

Old Timers' I)a',,

celebrationlbr

retireesat the center.

( SS(_-91-666- I 2)

7. NASA-NST[. News Release, "'Estess Appointed Deputy Director," 29 August 1990, SS(THRC: "Hlass To Take

Headquarters Post: Estess Named Slennis l)irecttm'" L_t,_,,mal_Pe, 15 December 1988, SS('[-[R('; Roy Esless.

NASA lieadquarters Office of Space [:light. "Space Shuttle Processing." Report hr Shultlc Proce_m,_,,

Contract Review "l_'_m*,9 [':ebrunry 1987; NASA SS(' ['%0. "'Roy L'_stess. Biography." January 1996.
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The Mississippi-born and Mississippi-educated director had the full sup-

port of a team of his peers--engineers and researchers who served with him

for years in the SSC organization. Together they had tested rockets as well as

conducted Earth resources, space applications, and technology transfer pro-

grams. Many of the programs managed by Estess and his staff were national

in scope, providing the opportunity for the SSC group to gain greater exposure

and experience. More importantly, Estess and his staff spent many hours

together planning for future roles for the SSC that would make better use of

the installation's world-class rocket propulsion test and research capabilities?

Estess's ability to work well as a member of a "team" and his sincere

devotion to church, community, and state are two personality traits that

enabled him to effectively govern the SSC as director. One member of his

staff described Estess as a "straight shooter." Dr. Ramon Leake, Estess's

pastor at the First Baptist Church in Picayune, Mississippi, in a completely

unrelated appraisal, similarly described Estess as "straightforward" when he

stated, "you soon got right to the heart of things with Roy." These personal

and professional credentials have proved to be essential in the achievement of

major goals for the SSC and the entire NASA organization?

As a manager, Estess had and still has the reputation for respecting his

employees. Over the years, he has become known as a "people person." His

office door has always been open to all of his employees. The amiable Estess has

never been able to resist hearing a problem from an old colleague or tuning in on

a new idea from a young engineer. Estess is as comfortable discussing the

weather with farmers at a country store in his rural community of Carriere,

Mississippi, as he is exchanging scholarly matters with members of the Advisory

Committee to the College of Engineering at Mississippi State University. _°

8. NASA-SSC PAO, "Roy Estess, Biography," July 1992: NASA-SSC History Office, Chronology, "Pursuit of

Propulsinn Test Mission tbr the NASA John C. Stennis Space Center," January 1993; Roy Estess et al.,

"'White Paper, Strengthening of Ground Test Capability for Large Propulsion Systems." 10 July 1986:

"Harry Gum's Desk Ready Reference File," SSCHRC. Harry Guin, like many other NASA managers, kept

a "Desk Ready Reference File" of papers and documents they felt to be very important and that they might

need Io refer to fi'cqucntly. Harry Guin's secretary. Rcnay Nelson, graciously provided the aulhor wilh Mr.

Guin's file. which has been an invaluable resource tor this text.

9, Ken Human, telephone interview by Mack Herring, SSC, MS. 14 June I996, notes in SSCHRC; Aaron Cohen,

telephone interview by Mack Herring, College Station. TX. 17 June 1996, notes in SSCHRC: Reverend

Ramon Leake to Mark Formby, 19 March 1996; State of Mississippi, "Hnuse Concurrent Resolution, No.

128," 27 March 1996.

I1). Ibid.
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While in high school and during his college days, Estess played piano and

saxophone in several bands, including a Glenn Miller-type dance band and a

1950s-style rock-and-roll group called "The Rolling Stones." His experiences

as a musician taught him lessons of teamwork and respect lot all members of

the group, whether they are performing in the bright lights at center stage or

doing their part "back in the shadows." Going into the job, Estess summed up

his professional philosophy when he observed, "Being director is an impor-

tant job, but every person at the SSC has an important job in terms of making

things happen--making the place go. The people in the shops and the labs

have their jobs to do, too. Working together, we all make it happen. '''L

In keeping with his policy of staying in touch with his employees, one of

Estess's first actions as director was to move the director's office from the

scenic, but physically distant, Rouchon House to the second floor of the main

Engineering and Administration Building (Bldg. [ 100). In making this move,

Estess broke with the SSC tradition first established by Captain Biff Fortune

and followed by Jackson Balch and Jerry Hlass. _-'

When Estess took office, all of the senior staff members except one had

worked closely with him when he was a test engineer, deputy director, man-

ager of the Regional Applications Program (RAP), and acting director of the

Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL). Only Bill Taylor, the installation's asso-

ciate director, was new to the SSC organization, having joined the staff in the

fall of 1988 as associate director, Taylor, a senior engineer and manager from

the Marshal/Space Flight Center (MSFC), brought valuable experience as the

MSFC's former Comptroller and project manager of the SSME Program

Office. His extensive experience in technical program management and finan-

cial planning was a welcome addition to the SSC team that was preparing to

make a major run at capturing new and significant propulsion programs for

their new center._3

Another senior staff member, Harry Guin, with his optimistic and tena-

cious spirit, had long championed the idea that propulsion testing should be

institutionalized within the NASA system. Guin hoped that the SSC would

11. Mclmda |:;o'_,,man. "Nev, Slennis Dircclor,'" lx_ni_qqw. 16 February 1989. SS('IIR('.

12. Ibid.: Roy Esless, interview by Mack tlerring and Ms. Myron Webb, 24 April 1996, audio tapes and noles in

SSCHR('.

13. Ester,,,, interview; NASA-SSC Organization Charl, December 1'089: "'William Taylor Appointed Associate

l)ircct_r.'" lxlt, niappe, 18 Nl_,.ember 1988, SSCHR('.
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reach its potential as "a national asset for captive-firing large space-vehicle

systems," a vision Wernher yon Braun had extolled when the installation was

created. A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., who had been associated with the installa-

tion since its inception in 1961, envisioned greater status for the SSC. As a

result, Guin, Rogers, and others at the SSC never lost sight of the original

purpose of the facility--to test the nation's large propulsion systems into the

"indefinite future." _

When Estess took the reins of the SSC in January 1989, his number one

priority was to continue to fulfill the installation's responsibility in the testing

of the SSMEs. He also intended to promote and support other propulsion pro-

grams assigned to the SSC and to strengthen support of the Agency research

and technology programs. As a staunch advocate of the multiagency complex,

Estess further pledged support of the resident agencies. To say the least, Roy

Estess found his new job as director an "exciting" assignment, t_

Friends In High Places

Following the successful return to flight in 1988, a number of top leaders

retired or left NASA for less demanding positions. A true friend of the SSC,

James C. Fletcher was one of the aerospace notables to announce his depar-

ture. Fletcher returned to the SSC on 8 April 1989 for a farewell visit. _6

On 12 April 1989, President George Bush announced that Admiral

Richard Truly would replace Fletcher as Administrator of NASA, and that

J.R. Thompson, MSFC director, would assist Truly at NASA Headquarters as

Deputy Administrator. These important appointments placed two longstand-

ing SSC advocates in the highest positions in the Space Agency. In fact,

Thompson had encouraged the SSC to pursue the goal of becoming NASA's

"Center of Excellence for Propulsion Testing. ''_7

14. Estess, interview: SSC-PAO Biography, "Harry Guin," May 1996: A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., interview by

Charles Bolton and Sleven Patterson, Mississippi Oral ltistory Program, University of Southern

Mississippi, vol. 336, 1991, pp. 21-22, SSC|IRC.

15. Estess, interview.

16. "Former Administrator Dr, Fletcher Bids Stennis Employees Farewell," l..gniappe, 19 April 1989, SSCHRC;

NASA tteadquarters, "'Fletcher Biography," January 1996, SS{2HRC.

17. "President Nominates Richard Truly To Head Nation's Space Program," h*gniappe, 19 April 1989, SSCHRC:

NASA Headquarlers, "'J,R. Thompson Bm[mlphy," May 1996, SSCHRC.
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With Truly and Thompson in such important positions, the SSC team felt,

as Jackson Balch once observed, the "stars were right" for the SSC to continue

along its path toward a loftier status in the NASA family. Indeed, as the 1990s

approached, Estess and his staff began to pursue their mission with renewed

vigor. The SSC team envisioned an expanded role in propulsion testing in

addition to other fields of proven expertise, such as commercial uses of remote

sensing and the practical applications of space technology. The 20-year-old

space and environmental multiagency complex also proved to be a major asset

to NASA, especially with the addition and cooperation of the internationally

known, world-class Naval Oceanographic Office. _s

"Great Tides" In History

In testimony before Congress in 1979, the noted American author-histo-

rian James A. Michener expressed the concern that the country was not

pursuing space exploration with the ferw)r that it should. He observed that

there seemed to be "great tides" that operated in the history of civilizations,

and that nations must be prudent to estimate these tides if they were to sur-

vive and prosper. The SSC's Roy Estess, Harry Guin, A.J. "'Jack" Rogers, Jr.,

and many others on the staff sensed that they needed to move quickly with the

new tide in NASA that featured leadership at the top who favored the SSC's

long-sought-after goals in rocket testing. _

Estess knew that he had a mission to carry the SSC to a plateau beyond

the level that Jerry Hlass had the opportunity to take the installation as its

director. Because he felt the circumstances were right when he was

appointed in 1989, Estess's principal mission from the earliest days of his

tenure was to prepare the SSC for the future. He envisioned the installation's

future role to be that of a "multiprogram propulsion test facility." In order to

achieve that goal, the new director knew that he had to improve his staffing,

18. Ro.,, l(stess, intcr'+ics_, by ttenry ('. l)ethloll. Mississippi Oral ttist_ry Program. University of Soulhern

Mississippi, w)l 444. lt)gl. SS('ttR('.

19. "James A. Michcner, staletn¢lll, Task l:_wce on Defense. Foreign Policy and Space." ('t_mmittee _n the Budgel.

U.S, tlouse _1 Representatives. 28 April 1992; Michener gave similar testimony before ('_mgrcss in 1979.

His central theme of "riding the great tides of history" actually Cillll¢ 1"I-Ol31till oh+,ervation b) William

Shakespeare approximately 400 years earlier.
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upgrade the facilities, and raise the level of the SSC participation in the

Space Shuttle program, z°

In an attempt to achieve the goal of full participation in the SSME testing

program, members of the management team at the installation marketed the

site as a facility with indefinite testing possibilities. Following the 1986

issuance of a document commonly known as the "White Paper," the team

members followed a rocky path toward their goal of becoming NASA's

national rocket testing center. The White Paper, which was a plan drawn up

by a group of NSTL engineers, stressed the importance of "third-party test-

ing" and the development of an in-place contractor and civil servant test team

skilled in group propulsion testing. 2_

In a nutshell, the White Paper called for (i) consolidation of Agency test-

ing at one location; (2) utilization of "an independent, NASA-managed,

contractor-operated test team" to provide NASA with a continuing capability

to test large propulsion systems; (3) employment of a support contractor to

perform data acquisition, maintenance, and logistics, rather than depend on

specialized hardware contractors. 22

The provisions of the White Paper illustrated the possibility of great cost

savings that could be achieved by NASA adopting the concept of a central-

ized test operation. In addition, the plan also pointed out that the move would

save the taxpayers the cost of repeatedly studying sites, such as the south

Mississippi facility, Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB), the MSFC, and Arnold

Engineering Development Center (AEDC) as candidates for testing future

rocket propulsion systems. 2_

The years since the White Paper presentation in 1986, and the trail fol-

lowed by the team toward its ultimate mission, have proved the wisdom of the

thinking that went into that simple document drafted to change the Agency's

approach to testing rocket systems. The provisions proposed in the paper have

come to pass. Somewhat surprising, also, the team at the Mississippi facility

achieved even greater results than they anticipated at the time. 24

20. Roy Estess, interview by Mack Herring and Myron Webb, SSC, MS, 24 April 1996; Jerry Htass, interview by'

Mack Herring, Long Beach, MS, 27 February 1996.

21. Roy Esless el al., "White Paper on Strengthening of Ground Test Capability for Large Propulsion Systems,"

SSC, MS, 10 July 1996.

22. Ibid.

23. Ibid.

24. Ibid.: Estess, interview.
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The Search Begins

With the new leadership at NASA Headquarters and at the installation,

the engineering team in Mississippi began a seven-year march toward the

goal of establishing the facility as the nation's premier rocket-testing facility.

There were many events, changes, and milestones along the path toward

achieving this mark. The chronology of occurrences was highlighted by hard

work, help from friends in top NASA management positions, and even, in

some instances, by fate or "pure luck." Granted, the Mississippi team pro-

moting the enhancement of the propulsion mission continued to work

diligently alter 1986 to effect changes in their mission. This resulted in an

ever-increasing and stronger role in managing test support activities, e5

By 1988, when the NSTL became known as the John C. Stennis Space

Center, control of the support function, activation of the B-1 test position, and the

positive actions taken by the team in promoting the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor

(ASRM), and the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) programs had all contributed

to the installation's stronger position within the NASA hierarchy. The excellent

record of SSME testing, which featured both the MSFC test management and the

SSC support management, also added to the growing status of the SSC. e_'

The last official act of Jerry Hlass on 18 January 1989, before he departed for

an assignment at Headquarters, was the cutting of a tree to symbolically herald

the beginning of the $40 million Component Test Facility (CTF), authorized to

support the joint Air Force-NASA Advanced Launch System (ALS) project. The

beginning of construction did not actually occur until some time later? 7

The CTF was absolutely essential for the aerospace community to seri-

ously consider the SSC as America's "Center of Excellence for Propulsion

Testing." Most propulsion managers at the SSC, such as Boyce Mix, agreed

that the CTF was the critical element in the future success of the SSC reach-

ing its propulsion testing goals. 2s

25. l],oyce Mix, interview by Mack Herring. SSC, MS. 22 April ItJ96: Patrick Scheuermann. Picayune, MS.

22 July 1996.

26, NASA-SS(' Hi_,l_wy Office, Chrcmt_logy, "l_'ursuil of a Proptnlsitm Test Mission,..," Jillltlal-_ 19_;'3: "[+cnoir

Visits." lxtk, ni.ppe. 23 Augusl 1991. SS('t|R('.

27. Roy Eslcss, inter,,icw by Mack Herring and Mynah Wcbb. SS(', 24 April 1996: Jerry Hlass, inter,,iew b), Mack

ttc1"ring, 1.ong Beach, MS, 27 February 199fl.

28. Buycc Mix, intcr'_icw, 22 April 1996: Palrick Schcucrmann, Picayune, MS. 22 July 1996; The CTF I'rojecl.

however, later nccdcd additional funding of about $45 million for complclion,
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As the hardware initiatives moved forward, other associated events began

to unfold that helped lay the foundation for the SSC to pursue its quest. In

June 1989, Estess named Gerald Smith, who was manager of the MSFC's

Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Project, as his deputy director. Smith had

headed up the important redesign of the shuttle's solid rocket motors, one of

the most critical positions in the Agency during the return-to-flight process.

With 25 years of engineering experience, the Auburn University engineering

graduate brought to SSC important experience, in planning and implementing

advanced propulsion test programs, as well as other research and develop-

ment activities. Highly recommended by J.R. Thompson, Smith added

credibility, as well as propulsion expertise, to the SSC team. With Associate

Director Bill Taylor, the appointment of Smith gave the SSC two of the

MSFC's top rocket program managers. 2'_

Another personnel action that also favored the SSC occurred when Dr.

William Lenoir was appointed on 13 July 1989 to fill the position of Associate

Administrator for Space Flight, vacated by Truly when he was named admin-

istrator of NASA. Lenoir quickly became a friend of the SSC and whole-

heartedly supported the idea of recognizing the installation as the Agency's

major rocket test center. During a visit to the Mississippi facility alter his

appointment, Lenoir voiced strong backing of the SSC plan to perform "third-

party testing" and for the facility to assume a test management role. In a later

visit, Lenoir told the SSC management team that he was '+pleased" with

progress being made with the ALS and ASRM work at the SSC. 3°

Further recognition came on 30 August 1989 when Roy Estess and T.J.

'+Jack" Lee, who succeeded J.R. Thompson as director of the MSFC, signed

a memorandum of agreement between the MSFC and the SSC stating that the

SSC was responsible for the management and operations of the ASRM activ-

ity at the SSC after the qualification program for the ASRM was completed.

The agreement also declared that the SSC would be responsible for test data

acquisition, onsite processing, real-time evaluation of data, and data archival

storage. Although the agreement stopped short of granting complete control

of test operations, it was considered a positive milestone in recognition of the

29. NASA-SSC Biography, "Gerald Smith," May 1994: Gerald Smith, interview by Mack Hen-ing and Myron

Wehh, SSC. MS, 22 December 1994, SSCHRC.

30. NASA-SSC History Office. Chronology, "Pursuit of A...'+: NASA Iteadquarlers News Release, "Dr. William

Lem_ir Appointed AA tk_r Space Flighl," 13 July 1989, SSCHRC,
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SSC's emerging propulsion management role, especially with the MSFC's

acceptance of the SSC's enhanced mission. 3_

An agreement similar to the ASRM memorandum involving the National

Launch System (NLS, originally known as the ALS) was later signed by

Estess and Lee. This second memorandum of agreement assigned the SSC

even greater responsibilities, including test management, for all NLS test

activities at the SSC. An important point in the NLS agreement established

that the SSC would provide a civil service test conductor for NLS testing.

Having a civil servant as a test conductor, in a function similar to a launch

conductor at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC), was unprecedented. Even

during the testing of the Saturn V first- and second-stage boosters during the

Apollo program, a government employee had never served in that position at

the Mississippi installation. _2

With optimism running high at the SSC, the Propulsion Test Operations

Office, headed by Harry Guin, issued its first charter 14 November 1989. The

charter included direct language strongly favoring the SSC's pursuit of

stronger missions in propulsion testing and provided lot the "management of

test operations for the test and evaluation of: systems, engines, and compo-

nents for the Advanced Launch System, the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor.

and all future propulsion systems assigned to [the] SSC." The charter can be

seen as indicative of the spirit of optimism as a tool used to sharpen the SSC's

focus on developing the facility's propulsion test objectives. The new roles

that were given to the SSC in the ASRM, ALS, and National Aerospace Plane

programs brought a new energy and purpose in addition to the potential for

future hardware testing] _

In July 1990, Vice-President Dan Quayle, in response to the strong sup-

port of the Bush Administration for a robust space program, asked NASA

Administrator Richard Truly to form an outside task force to consider the

future long-term direction of the nation's space program. Truly's response

was, "I am pleased the Vice-President has expressed his confidence in NASA.

31. NASA memurandum of agreemcnl. Roy Estess and TJ I_ee. 30 Augusl 1989. SS(" I£xeculixc Record,,

Collection, SSCttR(',

32. NASA memorandum uf agreement, R_y Estess and T,J. Lee. I I August 1991. SSC Exccutix, e Rec_.ds

('ollcction, SSCHRC

33 NASA SSC Managemem Inslnicti_m 11117.8(', 14 October 1989: SSC Propulsion Test Operations, "'ChaNcr":

NASA-SS(' Managenlerit ]nslruction, 11(17.8(', 14 No;'enlber 199(1.
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We will work closely with the Space Council in pursuit of the President's

remarkable vision for America's space destiny. ''34

On 25 July 1990, acting on Truly's recommendation, Quayle appointed

Norman R. Augustine, noted aerospace proponent and chairman and chief

executive officer of the Martin Marietta Corporation, as chairman of the

Advisory Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program Task Force. On

10 December 1990, the "Augustine Committee" issued a report calling for the

nation's civil space program to pursue a balanced set of five principal elements

that included (I) a space science program, (2) a Mission to Planet Earth, (3) a

Mission from Planet Earth, (4) an expanded technology development activity,

and (5) a robust space transportation system. The SSC managers were buoyed

by the contents of the report which was highly favorable toward propulsion

and scientific programs under way at the SSC, especially recommendations

calling for the development of new and cheaper launch vehicles to replace the

Space Shuttle in the twenty-first century. A new family of boosters, of course,

would require developmental and certification static-testing. 35

Prior to the issuance of the Augustine Committee's final report, however,

some historic SSME static firings were conducted on all three test stands at

the SSC in one day. On 20 July 1990, a 771-second test on the B- I position,

an ignition test on the A-2 stand, and a 530-second static firing on the A-I

stand were accomplished. 3¢'

A sharper locus and significant recognition for the SSC came when

NASA Deputy Administrator J.R. Thompson issued a "Roles and Mission"

report on 8 November 1991. The report called for the SSC to be designated

as a "Center of Excellence for Large Space Propulsion Systems Testing."

NASA Administrator Richard Truly asked Thompson to do the study in

response to the Augustine Committee report that criticized NASA for not

having done a "Roles and Mission" study in 20 years. The recommendation

made by Thompson was forwarded by Truly to Vice-President Quayle on 13

November 1991. The findings of the "Roles and Mission" statement were

good news for the SSC employees who had worked so hard in the hope that

34. "Quayle Says Space Remains Top Priority," l_lgnialq_e, 18 July 1990, SSCHRC.

35. Richard Truly, "NASA Briefing to National Space Council on the Advisory Committee on the Fulure of the

U.S. Space Program Recommendations." 11 January 1991; Office of the Vice-Presidenl, Press Secretary,

"'Ad'_isory Committee Chairman Appointed.'* 25 July 1990.

36, "SSC Marks First in Engine Testing," Ix;gniapl_e, 2{1 August t99(I. SS('HR('.
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the south Mississippi facility would attain the Center of Excellence status.

The plan did, however, in a distribution of programs NASA-wide, call for a

phasing out of two Earth- and life-science programs at the SSC, which

included some core work carried out by the Science and Technology

Laboratory (formerly the ERL). sv

in a letter attached to the comprehensive document, Thompson specifi-

cally noted that the SSC had traditionally been viewed as a test site for large

systems testing, predominately for work overseen by the MSFC. Thompson

concluded that the SSC role should be expanded to "'manage and execute" the

test program defined by the development centers. Thompson emphatically

stated, "They {SSC] can do it." Truly forwarded the report to Vice-President

Quayle and said he intended to make the report a "vital part" of the Agency's

continual improvement effortsY

J.R. Thompson's report and Truly's "Administrator's Decision Memo-

randum," on 30 December 1991, agreeing on the SSC's role as NASA's Center

of Excellence for Testing Large Propulsion Systems, were certainly major

steps toward recognition for the SSC, Estess and members of his staff, how-

ever, knew there was still much to be done before they could breathe easy with

the knowledge that their prize had actually been won. After all, the senior

members of the SSC staff had suffered disappointments in the past while pur-

suing illusive goals and had accepted lesser rewards. In addition to

remembering old adversities, the SSC managers were also very much aware

that Thompson's report did not grant their installation the "test management"

role for the SSME program, nor was the SSC awarded the coveted "lead

center" status that many other NASA centers were given in various science,

technology development, and exploration roles9

As the new year of 1992 opened, the SSC staff returned to work with an

even stronger resolve to continue their drive toward achieving their goals.

On 31 January 1992, a draft implementation plan tor the achievement of the

37. J.R. 'I'hol_pson+ "'Roles and Missitmx Repot1,+' _ No,,elnber 1991.

3_ J.R. Thumpson to ttle NASA/\dminisIratt_i. _ Nuvctuher 19_ I ; Richard H. Trul 5 to (he IMnorable J, Danforth

Quaylc, 13 No_cmher U)91: Richard tl. Truly to NASA Hcadquarlcrs Officials, and ('enter l)ircctors-Field

b_stallati_ms, "'Memoral_dum _)1"l)ecisiol_,'" 13 December 199 l.

3¢L Ihid4 (;crald Smith to NASA Associale Administrator |br Space Flight. 3[ January IcJq2: "'SS(" and

'rh_mlpson's Roles and Mb, sion Report," Hart5 (;uin Desk Ready Refcrcl_ce File. SS('HR('. In Ibis memo-

rattdum tbr the record, I|arry (}pin noted that Thompson's "Roles aml Mission Report" failed t<) grant the

SS(' a "++Ibst M_.u+mgemcot Role/+
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Center of Excellence status by the SSC was forwarded to the Headquarters

by SSC Deputy Director Gerald Smith. 4°

Capitalizing on the apparent SSC loss of science programs, the imple-

mentation plan maximized the use of facilities, equipment, and people

affected by the transition out of Earth- and life-science disciplines into a

matrix organization supporting propulsion testing. The SSC management also

highlighted the fact that the work of personnel in the Science and Technology

Laboratory on commercial remote sensing programs had been very success-

ful. Smith further pointed out that the SSC had very experienced civil service

personnel, contractor test engineers, and test conductors already working at

the facility. Smith carefully explained that the civil servants, engineers, and

test conductors, who were already involved with a variety of liquid- and solid-

propulsion test programs, were more than capable of carrying on the SSC's

immediate responsibilities for the ASRM and ALS, as well as undertaking

missions that might be assigned in the future? _

The "can do" team at the SSC did not complain as they accepted their

hard-earned, newly acquired Center of Excellence status. A few of the other

NASA field centers, however, objected to the SSC being named a Center of

Excellence. Their reactions would have been even sharper if Thompson had

suggested that the SSC be designated the "Lead Center for the Testing of Large

Propulsion Systems." According to Roy Estess, "J.R. Thompson staked out the

potential for us [the SSC] to be declared the Center of Excellence [in the

report], and Admiral Truly made that decision. ''_:

The Statecraft Of Shuttle Diplomacy

An opportunity to gain further recognition for its management expertise

was presented to the south Mississippi facility when J.R. Thompson stepped

down as Deputy Administrator to enter private business on 8 November 1991.

Thompson's departure left Truly in need of a strong person to help him run the

Agency until a new deputy could be recruited and approved. 43

40. NASA SSC "lmplementalion Plan fi_r a Center of Excellence fi_r Large Space Propulsion Systems Testing,"

Rev. 10, Final Draft. Harry Guin Desk Ready Re|_rence File, January 1992. SSCHRC.

4 I. Ihid.

42. Estess. intervie_ by Mack Herring and Myron Webb, SSC, 42 April 1996.

43. Ihid.; Mark Craig, telephone interview hy Mack Herring, SSC, MS, 21 June 1996.
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Roy Estess was a logical choice because he had worked closely with

Truly and Thompson for years and had attained a reputation among his peers

for "sound judgement and fairness" in his straightforward management style.

The position he was offered was called "Assistant to the Administrator." In

essence, the job called for Estess to work in a number of management func-

tions handling issues affecting the Agency, as well as serving as an

"unofficial" deputy to Truly) 4

Admiral Truly, a native Mississippian who had been an advocate of the

SSC since accepting the challenge to help put NASA back into space in

1986, announced his resignation as NASA Administrator effective 1 April

1992. Some members of the SSC team worried that the center's new Center

of Excellence status might be endangered by the new Headquarters's man-

agement. A first sign that the SSC at [east had a foot in the door at NASA

Headquarters came when the new Administrator, Daniel S. Goldin ( 1940- ),

former Vice-President and General Manager of TRW Technology Group,

asked Estess to stay on at NASA Headquarters to assist him during the tran-

sition period. 45

When Truly announced his resignation, he told NASA employees,

"Anytime leadership changes in an organization, it can be a time of rough seas.

In the Navy, when you enter very tough situations and rough seas, there is a

saying, "Steady as she goes!" The Admiral predicted the organization would

keep "steady" and move "full speed ahead." No doubt Truly recognized that

NASA had many leaders, such as Roy Estess+ to help steer the NASA ship.

Estess's experience as director at the ever-evolving SSC, with its many changes

in direction and management style, certainly prepared him to help his

Headquarters's colleagues during the Agency's transition. Outgoing

Administrator Truly named Aaron Cohen, director of the Johnson Space Center

(JSC) in Houston, Texas, to serve as Acting Deputy Administrator to help in the

day-to-day operations of the Agency and to assist during the transition periodf'

44. NASA-SSC PAO Biography, Roy Estess. 8 July 1992: Estess. inlerview.

45. Marcia Dunn, Associated Press. "NASA Administrator Rid/ard Truly Resigns." 14 February 1992: "Admiral

Trul3+ Submits Resignatmn," Lagnial_pe, 21 February 1902. SSCHRC: Richard It. Truly 1o Ol]icials in

Charge, Headquarters Offices. Directors. NASA Field Installations. "Briefing Materials For Mr. Daniel S.

Goldin," 12 March 1992: Estess, interview by Mack Herring and Myron Webb, 7 July 1995: NASA

tleadquarters. Daniel S. Goldin. Biography.

46. Ihid.
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Goldin took the reins of NASA on l April 1992 and quickly introduced a

number of reforms that resulted in a revitalization of the space agency. His first

initiative was to bring NASA's budget process under control. Goldin created a

series of management teams in order to find ways to operate programs "faster,

better, and cheaper," without compromising safety. He named Estess to chair a

"no holds barred" institutional study of the Agency's roles and missions? 7

As Goldin's introspective look into NASA's total management practices

continued, he assigned Estess to use the roles and missions findings in a team

assessment of Space Station Freedom, a program that had been the subject of

much debate by politicians, industry leaders, and internal NASA officials.

During their evaluation, Estess and his team members used data from the

roles and missions analysis to help develop management improvements+ new

approaches in hardware definition, and cost savings in the troubled Space

Station program. +_

One of their decisions, to move Level II management from Reston,

Virginia, to the JSC, resulted in page one political reverberations. In the final

analysis, the studies led by Estess contributed to the decisions by

Administrator Goidin leading to the salvation of the Space Station Freedom

program. In addition, Estess's studies resulted in the Goldin administration's

gaining favor from a Congress that was obviously pleased with the new man-

agement approaches in the Space Station program and, especially in the cost

savings effected in the controversial program. 4_

While still at NASA Headquarters, Estess accompanied the new Adminis-

trator on his first field visit to the SSC on 14 April 1992. Goldin was given a

tour, which included one of the SSME test stands and the construction site for

the ALS's CTE Following the tour, Goldin commented, "The attitudes are right

among the Stennis people. You're a very close, tight team. You have a vision

about where you want to go, and you understand Total Quality Management. ''St>

47. Goldin Biography: Charles E Bolten to Headquarters Officials in Charge, Field Center Directors, 7 May 1992:

Cohen, interview: Craig, interview.

48. Aarcm Cohen to NASA Review Team Participants, 13 August 1992, SSCHRC: Daniel S. Goldin to U.S.

Representative Bob Traxler, Subcommittee on VA-HUD-[ndependent Agencies, U.S. House of

Representatives, Committee on Appropriations, 2 December 1992, SSCHRC: Roger D. Launius. NASA: A

HistoO' _-_I'77w U.S. Civil Space Program (Malabar, FL: Kreiger Publishing Company, 1994), pp. 122 124.

49. Myron Webb, interview by Mack Herring, SSC, MS, 25 June 1996; Gerald Smith, telephone interview by

Mack I|erring, Atlanta, GA, 5 July 1996.

50. Webb. interview; Estess, interview by M_ck tterring and Myron Webb, 7 July 1995; Smith, telephone interview.
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At a gathering of all NASA team members, Goldin enjoyed mixing and

talking informally with the SSC employees, especially the 20 young engineers

and new hires obtained to help with the ALS and ASRM programs. After a few

minutes of informal chatting, the more uninhibited members of the team began

sharing their ideas with Administrator Goldin, giving the new Administrator

opportunity to continue an unusual, give-and-take exchange. Before departing,

Goldin congratulated the SSC on the newly received designation as a "'Center

of Excellence" for testing the nation's large propulsion systems, but he chal-

lenged the positive group to stretch to be the "best in the world' at testing large

propulsion systems. There was no doubt that Goldin was impressed and heart-

ened by the energy and morale of the "can do" SSC team. 5_

Although Estess's contributions at the Headquarters primarily involved

assisting Truly and then Goldin in their day-to-day management of the entire

Agency, the SSC director met and worked with many top NASA executives.

Estess dealt on a daily basis with associate administrators, field center direc-

tors, aerospace managers from across the country, and members of the

Congress and staff assistants. 52

Acting Deputy Administrator Aaron Cohen said Estess never lobbied for

his own Mississippi installation as he went about his Headquarlers's assign-

ments. Cohen added, however, that Estess's noted forthright approach to

management and his fair and even-handed analyses of problems contributed

greatly to the credibility of the/nan from Mississippi. Cohen explained that

Estess's positive reputation was seen by his Headquarters's colleagues, in

part, as a reflection on and response to the SSC culture. This view of Esless,

according to Cohen, contributed to the overall appreciation by many NASA

officials of the entire SSC team and their ability to get the job done.

Furthermore, Cohen observed, NASA officials learned that when "Roy Estess

told you something, you knew he was speaking ti3r the good of the Agency

and not his own center's parochial interests. ''5_

Estess officially terminated his Washington. D.C., assigmnent on 8 May

1992. He did, however, continue his "shuttle diplomacy" by making numerous

trips back to Headquarters to assist Administrator Goldin in instituting new

51 "Goldin Makes Initial Visit To SS('.'" l_t_,ni_tppe. 20 April 19_)2. SSCHR(': F.stcss. interview. 24 April l t_96:

Smilh. intervic'_,. 5 July 1996.

52. Esless. interview. 24 April 1996.

53. Cohen. telephone interview.
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policies. Estess's sporadic work at the Headquarters continued to bring him in

contact with many senior NASA and aerospace managers, such as well-known

JSC executive Mark Craig. 54

Big Boosters For The Future:

The Story Of ASRM And ALS

The early half of the 1990s did, indeed, bring great success to the SSC in

its preparation to test the proposed engines and components for two of the

nation's future rocket boosters. The changing priorities and downsizing of the

federal government during the period, however, also held some jarring disap-

pointments for the SSC. The ASRM project was canceled by President Bush

when he released his fiscal year 1993 budget in January 1992. The President's

budget was supported by Admiral Truly, who stated the ASRM's cancellation

was due to an "affk)rdability issue." After much debate, and despite efforts by

Mississippi's congressional delegation, the ASRM was finally terminated by

the Congress in October 1993. Likewise, changing programmatic priorities

and shrinking budgets of the military and NASA prompted abandonment of

the joint Air Force-NASA National Launch System (NLS) program that

included the CTF at the SSC. -_5

ASRM: In Dubious Battle

NASA had pushed for a more powerful and safer "advanced" solid

rocket motor following the Challenger disaster. NASA also wanted to obtain

a non-contractor site, where the Agency could provide for the future

manufacturing of solid rocket motors. With practically unlimited backing

from the Bush Administration and the Congress, the ASRM project moved

along with added popular grass-roots support through its planning and

facility development stages. _

54, Estess, interview by Mack Hcrring and Myrtm Wchb, 7 July 1995; Craig, interview.

55. "'ASRM Slill Endangered," The (Gu!]_ort. MS) Sun Herald (hencefi_rth referred lo as The Sun Herald), 30

Januar_ 1992; Launius. NASA" A Hist_ O' O/The U,S. Civil Space Pn_gram. p. 124.

56, NASA-SS(" Fact Sheet, PAO. "Advanced Solid Rockel Program." April 1991; Gerald Smith. Press Briefing. 28

Augu_;t 1990, transcript in SS('HR('; "Senale Committee Supp_wts ASRM," The Sun tterald, 17 June 1992.
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Largely through the advocacy of U.S. Representative Jamie Whitten,

chairman of the powerthl and influential House Appropriations Committee,

the Yellow Creek site near Iuka, Mississippi, was chosen as the ASRM man-

ufacturing site in July 1988. The luka location, on Tennessee Valley Authority

property, was in close proximity to the MSFC at Huntsville, Alabama. At the

same time, the SSC was selected as the site tbr static firing and certifying the

new solid rocket motors. sT

It is important to note that at the time the SSC was selected as only the

ASRM testing facility, most employees at the SSC were not happy with the

decision. Jerry Hlass, SSC director; Deputy Director Roy Estess; and the SSC

NASA team had hoped the SSC would be selected for both the manufactur-

ing and testing of the ASRM. Hlass said that he did not want his installation

to have the potential community relations problems that could come from

testing solid propellants without the benefits to be gained from an estimated

1,400 "manufacturing process" jobs. Unfortunately, Hlass did not get his

"wish." The SSC ASRM testing facility would employ about 200 engineers

and technicians with another 400 people employed at the nearby Michoud

plant and in Slidell. At first, Hlass and his staff expressed disappointment that

the SSC was not selected |or the manufacturing and testing of the ASRM.

Nevertheless, the SSC accepted the test role. 5_

Long before the ASRM project could get off the ground, a small but bighly

effective group of environmentalists mustered a prolonged protest against the

ASRM testing. The ASRM opposition group, called "Citizens for a Healthy

Environment," claimed exhaust emissions generated by an ASRM static firing

would contain harmful toxic chemicals that would fall on the area surrounding

the SSC. Before the issue was settled, the public exchange between NASA, the

"Citizens for a Healthy Environment," and two Mississippi State University

researchers was extensively aired by local news media and widely discussed

in the surrounding communities. >

57. l+unee Cobb, "+Advanced Solid Rocket Mutor Program," (2alendar of Events, April 1992: "l_iography: James

l+. Whittcn, U.S. Representative, Mississippi," SSCFIR('.

58. Fllass, interview, 27 February 1996.

5¢;'. Jacqui C_chran, "('ili,'en:-, Set IO Stop ASRM," 7"he tBay St. Loui,_, MS) Sea ('oast l_+(ho <henceforth rel'et-tcd

to _ls The 5ca Coast E_ho), 2 May ITS91: Sharon Ebner, "'Scientist: Pollutants More l)angeruus Than NASA

l+etting On,'" The Sun Herald. 22 October lt;':Sg: D.('. Harvill, "'ASRM Tests at Stennis May Puse Threat to

t'nvironment,'" "I77c Sea Co_,_t t:'+'ho. 27 July It)gg: "'Pl:.mncd ASRM Testing _1| Stcnms Will Not Harm the

]'_nvirol'm'mnt.'" l.a_,,tliapl_'. 2{) ()ctuber I"}gtL SS('HR{'.
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Members of the SSC staff, who had enjoyed excellent community support

since the facility's earliest days, were stunned by the apparent opposition to

the ASRM test project. Led by Estess, a number of senior staff members,

NASA and contractor personnel, and supportive community leaders launched

a proactive campaign to better inform the people in the communities about the

ASRM firings to assure them that the SSC would not undertake a program

that might harm the environment. Environmental problems were not a con-

sideration during the Saturn V testing of the 1960s and 1970s, nor during the

many years of SSME testing. Only the Saturn V first-stage booster-stage (S-

IC) propellant had contained a product, RP-I kerosene, that could be

considered the least bit harmful; but, ultimately, the public was not really con-

cerned about their safety. _

By 1989, although a majority of the citizens in the surrounding commu-

nities believed in the credibility of the SSC leaders and personnel, SSC

management felt it necessary to solicit positive support from their community

friends in the wake of the controversy. After all, SSC personnel had been

entrusted to conduct testing for a national rocket development program. The

south Mississippi team felt a strong obligation to see the ASRM project

through to a successful conclusion, following the determination that the test

program was safe to humans and the environment. 61

Over a three-month period, beginning in the summer of 1989, SSC

director Roy Estess; Dr. Rebecca "Becky" McDonald; Ken Human; A.J.

"Jack" Rogers, Jr.; Dr. William "Bill" Huseonica; and Ms. Myron Webb;

along with other SSC staff members, carried the SSC environmental mes-

sage to the local communities. At public hearings conducted by the State

Pollution Control Board and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the SSC

staff personnel answered numerous questions posed by the media and the

general public/'2

60 See Chaptcr 4 _t'this text for account of public backing of NASA-MTF during the early 196{1s, and especially

the appreciation shown for NASA's arranging for the mosquito spraying of the Gulf Coast in 1963.: Alvin

Toffler, Furore Shock INew York: Random House, Inc., 19701, p. 327; Eric Foner and John A, Gan'aly, eds.

The Reader _ ('_mqmnirm to Ameri_ztn Histo D" (Boston: Haughton Mifflin Company, 1991 ), pp. 219-2211.

6 I. Dawn Morugne, "NASA Officials Addrcss ASRM Environmental Concerns," The Pica_'une (MS) Item (hence-

forth referred Io as the Picayune Item). 30 August 1989; Will Sullivan. "Local Meeting Becomes

Conlitmtation Over ASRM," Picayune Item. 27 Oclober 1989: Skippy Allen, "'NASA Sure of Rocket Test

Safety." The Sli&'ll _LA) Sentry New_'. 28 October 1989; NASA SSC PAO Fact Sheet, "Statcmcnt by

NASA Officials at the John C. Stennis Space Ccnter." 5 June 1991.

62. Ihid.
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At every juncture during the environmental debate, SSC officials carefully

explained their commitment to protect the communities in which they lived.

The provisions in the environmental impact statements and the extensive mea-

sures the SSC was undertaking to comply with all of the stringent state and

federal environmental laws and regulations were described. The SSC team

also explained the comprehensive monitoring program that would be put into

place to ensure the safety of people in the local communities, as well as the

south Mississippi and nearby Louisiana environments, during the two-minute

ASRM static firings. NASA Headquarters's managers stated that there would

only be two tests in 1994, three in 1995, two in 1996, and two tests per year

after 1996. Two court suits were brought against executives from NASA and

other federal agencies associated with the ASRM program. Both suits, how-

ever, were dismissed by the courts, one in 1992 "without prejudice for failure

to state a claim," and the other in 1994 for "mootness," because the matter

came before the court after the ASRM program was terminated? -_

The SSC Chief Counsel Ken Human believed there was a turning point

in the public opinion battle surrounding the testing of the ASRM. Public opin-

ion began to alter after he and the SSC's Public Affairs Officer Myron Webb

met with Susan Santos, research program director lk_r the Center for Risk

Communications at Columbia University, New York. The purpose of the

meeting was to arrange for the specialist to conduct a risk management sem-

inar at the SSC in April 1990. Santos helped the SSC program managers to

not only better understand the aspects of managing programs that had poten-

tial for upsetting environmental advocates, but also to understand the

importance of good communications with the public. _a

While the ASRM ruckus was still going on, budget storms continued in

Washington, with Senator Trent Lott and his Mississippi colleagues, Senator

Thad Cochran and Representative Jamie Whitten, fighting to keep the

ASRM program alive. During the April 1991 debates, Lott said, "1 am satis-

fied that the principles of ASRM are correct, We have to go on to the next

generation of rocket motors. ''_5

63. "'Wellallds (h_up Sues NASA." The Mohile (A[.) Pt_';x Re._,,istcr. 29 May lOg I; "'ASRM Pro_esl (h_up Said

Ready 1,_ File Anli lest Suil,'" Picayune Item. 28 May 19t)l.

64. Ihm_an. intervic_v.

65. A] Giardi, "'l.ott Support_ M_)re Rocket |:undiIIg.'" 7he Sun Herahl. 19 April 1991.
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Lott, however, also offered an ominous observation about the ASRM's

future when he said, "If they underfunded the program early, I am afraid there

will be problems." At the same time, SSC Director Estess said that he was

pleased with the overall budget plans for 1992-1993, but that he was also

worried about the program's future. "We can stay alive," Estess said, "but it's

tight." The ASRM struggled through the 1991 budget debates and finally, in

September 1992, the Congress appropriated $360 million for the fiscal year

1993 funding. 6_

While the budget furor raged in Washington, the SSC proved that the

facility could conduct the planned ASRM testing without harm to people and

the environment. Mississippi's Department of Environmental Quality and the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers granted the SSC the necessary permits to pro-

ceed. With these permits in hand and the court suits dismissed, the SSC was

cleared to begin construction of the facilities and prepare to test the ASRM at

the installation. With land clearing and grubbing already accomplished, a $9.7

million contract was awarded to Dunn Construction Company, Inc., on 11

October 1992. Under NASA supervision, actual work began on 3 November

1992 on the ASRM test stand, to be located east of the B-2 test stand. A

relieved Lon Miller, ASRM program manager, deemed the initial start of con-

struction "a major step" in the test program at the SSC. _7

Morale was high at the SSC as construction began on the $50 million

ASRM project, and with good reason. After all, the facility was preparing to

test another major rocket system of the Space Shuttle. Even when the budget

battles turned sour in Washington, D.C., the enthusiasm of the SSC team did

not diminish. Myron Webb, Public Affairs Officer, told the press in June

1993, +'We are disappointed, but not too surprised. We've got to continue

construction until [the] Congress makes a final decision." The decision,

directing NASA to terminate the ASRM program and construction of the test

facilities at the SSC, came in October 1993 when the project was about 80

percent complete. _

Although, during his bid for the Presidency, William Jefferson "Bill"

Clinton (1946- ) said he supported ASRM, he also ran into fiscal problems

66. Ihid,; "Senate Cummittec Supports AS RM," Fhe Sun Herahl, 25 September 1992,

67, "Bush'_ Final Budgcl Cuts Fund I'_r ASRM," (Corinth. MS_ Daily Cori_llhian. 7 January 1993.

68, "+House Panel Votes to End ASRM Prt_}ect,'" Northeast Mi,s'si._'sippi Daily Journal, 10 June 1993, SSCHRC.
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with the Congress in the spring of 1993. President Clinton told Lott and

Whitten that he would support $300 million for the ASRM program for fiscal

year 1994. That figure, however, was still far below the $380 million that

ASRM contractors said was needed to keep the project on track. Additionally,

at least four bills were filed in the Congress to kill the project. _'_

Indeed, the Clinton 1994 fiscal year budget contained $305 million for

"construction, research, and development" of the ASRM. Unfortunately, the

House Science, Space, and Technology Committee rebuffed the Clinton budget

and instead voted to terminate the ASRM project. The Committee then voted

to allocate $150 million to phase-down and terminate the project. The savings

from the measure were earmarked to be applied to "'deficit reduction. ``:°

Estess and his staff, needless to say, were extremely disappointed when

they received the news of the termination of the project. A large number of

personnel at the SSC had worked to obtain the environmental permits and

were looking forward to the new program. Scientists at the SSC were pre-

pared to play a major role in the ASRM testing by using computer-modeling

techniques to do basic research for future environmental moniloring. The SSC

scientists had made plans to work with state researchers to perform landmark

environmental monitoring of the ASRM tests. No doubt this research would

have had national application for other environmental programs, v_

The demise of the ASRM program was a disappointment for the SSC.

There were, however, positive results that came from the project. About 20

new NASA civil service engineers and an additional 15 administrative per-

sonnel were justified and recruited for the ASRM and ALS programs. Many

of these employees, hired straight out of colleges and universities, gave the

SSC the opportunity to strengthen its technical capabilities with this influx of

young engineers. The ASRM and ALS projects also gave the SSC the lever-

age to win its personnel argument for the addition of these bright, talented

engineers. The ASRM program allowed the SSC the opportunity to experi-

ence "real-]it'e" lessons in environmental risk management. In fact, by the

6_). Ihid,

7(I "Funds lbr ASRM ('tit Again." lk;ilv Corintktat_. l0 June I_)g3.

71. A.J. "'Jack" Rogers, Jr.. interview by Mack Herring. 27 June 1996: Charles "'Chuck" Sle"a,_art. intervie,a b.,,

Mack Herring, SS(', MS, 1 June 1996: Human. telephone interview: I.on Miller. interview by Mack tterring

and Myron Webb. SSC. MS, 4 June 1994: A popular SS(" engineer. Chuck Stewart _'as named construction

manager, and his personality added m the spirit uf the team.
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time the various permits were finally issued for the project, SSC personnel

were considered the leading experts in NASA on handling environmental

matters. More importantly, the SSC came out of the ASRM project with an

even more experienced propulsion management team, keenly aware of chang-

ing national priorities and the fragility of the fickle fortunes of political fate.

But, more importantly, the SSC team emerged from the ASRM experience

with added resolve and a renewed spirit to continue toward future goals. 72

NLS-CTF: Legacy Of The Heavy Lifters

During the early 1990s, the ASRM project had a "sister" propulsion ini-

tiative that also moved the SSC ahead in its drive to become recognized as

the nation's leading rocket test center. The ALS program, later called the

NLS, found its way to the SSC when the Department of Defense (DoD)

learned of the SSC's capabilities through NASA-SSC engineers and mem-

bers of Senator Stennis's office. In 1987, the Air Force became interested in

locating rocket engine component technology research facilities in

Mississippi. The DoD contended that such facilities were needed to support

the development of the heavy-lift launch vehicles needed to perform military

space missions requiring payloads too big and too numerous for the NASA-

operated Space Shuttle. 7_

Even before the extensive redesign of the shuttle after the Challenger

disaster, the all-purpose craft only had a maximum payload capability of

about 65,000 pounds. This payload capacity was reduced, to about 50,000

pounds with new safety features and other modifications. The DoD wanted

future vehicles that could transport 150,000 to 200,000 pounds into Earth's

orbit. At the time, NASA also wanted to start development of a "family" of

less expensive launch vehicles for use in future civilian programs. In order

to minimize the expense of the development of new launch systems, the DoD

and NASA entered into an agreement to jointly develop a new generation of

launch vehicles. TM

72. Human, interview: Lon Miller, interview; Stewart, interview.

73. "Heavy Lifter is Said to Reflect SDI Development." Aero.wace Dail.v. vnl. 140. no. 60. Washington. DC,

31 December 1986, p. 473.

74. Ibid.
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On 4 January 1988, President Ronald Reagan approved and fl_rwarded to

Senator Stennis a joint NASA-DoD report on the Advanced Launch System.

The Presidential report covered a wide range of topics, among them the use

of facilities which identified the National Space Technology Laboratories

(NSTL--later renamed the John C. Stennis Space Center) as an existing gov-

ernment site that was available for ALS testing. Senator Stennis then received

a document of "clarification" on 9 March 1988, from Air Force Secretary

Edward C. Aldridge recognizing the experience and capabilities at the south

Mississippi installation. The clarifying statement reported that the DoD

acknowledged the broad, national space capabilities developed by NASA

during the previous three decades. The document further stated that "+all"

liquid engine propulsion testing in the ALS program would be accomplished

at the Mississippi facility. 75

On I 1 March 1988, Stennis was pleased to announce that the agreement

between the Air Force and NASA would place the Mississippi installation in

an +'excellent position to perform the crucial testing on the ALS engines for

the military, as well as for NASA." Ultimate cost of the facilities for the test-

ing at the NSTL was estimated to be $300 million. Senator Stennis also

pointed out that the utilization of the NSTL would '+prevent costly duplica-

tion" of rocket test facilities at military sites elsewhere, when they already
existed at the NSTLJ +'

In July 1988+ while personnel were preparing for the 3 August renam-

ing and dedication ceremony of the NSTL, funds were released lor the joint

NASA-Air Force ALS technology program. The action allowed the south

Mississippi facility to begin work on construction of the testing facility.

Robert Bruce, chief of the onsite Advanced Planning Division, stated that

the planned CTF would be a unique, world-class test facility. Bruce pointed

out that the only comparable operation was located in France. Gerald Pitalo,

the SSC+s interface in 1988 with the ALS joint program office in E1

Segundo, California, said, +'Our challenge is to get the job done [build the

CTF], not only on schedule, but within the ]allotted] dollar amount." As

construction proceeded on the structures, about 100 workers were

75. Ibid.: While House News Release. +'Report tu Congress. `+4 January 1988, SSCHRC; +'AI+S Report Signed B,,

President Reagan," lxl_,niappe, 2(1 January 1988, SS('ttR('.

76 lhid.: ++NSTI+ To Tcsl Engines For Advanced Launch Syslcm," l_t,,ni_qq_e, 20 January 1988. SSCttR("
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employed. The facility was located on 20 acres of choice SSC fee-area real

estate near the extreme southern portion of the access canal leading to the

A-1 test stand. 7v

Once again, changing priorities in Washington, D.C., in national aim and

fiscal downsizing of government, produced waves of misfortune that affected

the SSC. As the Cold War continued to wind down, aerospace industry woes

proliferated when the nation and the Congress turned their backs on the

Reagan era "Star Wars" Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) for missile defense.

As the SDI program faltered, the joint Air Force-NASA launch vehicle coop-

erative suffered severe growing pains. The SSC ALS program manager,

Robert Bruce, said the termination of SDI was a factor, but funds had already

begun to trickle down, ever so slowly. "For reasons unknown" to him and

others involved in the ALS program, NASA continued to underfund its part

of the "dollar-for-dollar" agreement with the Air Force. TM

NASA's failure to match the Air Force ALS funding, even from the early

years of the program, was baffling. Perhaps the answer to this mystery can

be found in the fact that at the same time early preparations were under way

for the ALS, most NASA Headquarters planners were supporting President

Bush's Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) that called for a mixed launch

vehicle fleet. The Bush doctrine calling for a more flexible transportation

system was detailed in the National Space Council's report on 4 January

1991. The effects, of course, impacted the development for the CTF at the

SSC. Construction contracts were slowed down as NASA tried to continue

the $78 million project with incremental funding from the ALS program.

Unfortunately, the SSC never received full funding for the project during the

first half of the 1990s. TM

77. "Money Released f_r AI.S Program," lxtgnialqW, 28 July 1988. SSCHRC. "'Description, CTF,'" l_gniappe,
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It was obvious that the unfinished facility had a use as a rocket compo-

nent training site for its new engineers. In fact, the first use of the CTF came

in 1993, when SSC engineers successfully conducted a series of tests, for the

American Rocket Company of Ventura, California, that specialized in com-

mercialization of low-cost hybrid rocket propulsion. The l0 developmental

tests signaled the first firing of such a motor and the first use of the SSC's

CTE NASA's Bill Kahle, hybrid rocket motor project manager, noted that

the success of the tests were not only due to the capabilities of the CTF, but

also because of the expertise of the engineers and technicians conducting

these milestone tests. These tests also marked a new way of doing business

with private industry, s°

In addition to the facility's early utilization, the CTF also was an extraor-

dinarily important asset for the SSC during the first part of the 1990s, as a

centerpiece of the SSC's quest to become a "Center of Excellence [or

Propulsion Testing." Boyce Mix, chief of the Propulsion Test and Engineering

Directorate, stated that the SSC would have never been considered for the

designation of Center of Excellence status without the CTF. Robert Bruce,

SSC chief of Advanced Program Development, agreed with Mix that the CTF

was a critical component in NASA's decision to consider the SSC for its

future propulsion management plans. Thus, the world-class CTF facility

never quite reached its intended utilization by mid-1996, but the facility is

destined to play a major role in the long-range future of the SSC? _

The HHFF: Aboard The Orient Express

When President Ronald Reagan unveiled his NASP program in January

1984, few future planners in the nation pictured that at least part of the tech-

nology development of the futuristic airplane would wind up at the SSC.

Dubbed the "Orient Express," due to its potential to travel at unbelievable

speeds from the United States to China, the sleek aerospace vehicle was envi-

sioned to take off horizontally like an airplane, fly into Earth's orbit at speeds

gl). "('ommercial Hybrid Rocket Tested at SSC,'" lxtgmappe. 19 November 1993, SS('HRC: "'tlyhrid Tesl Series

Compleled at SSC." l.._ni_qqw. 21 November 1994. S SCttRC.

81. Bruce. interview< Mix, interview: Patrick Scheuermaml. inter'de',,, by Mack Herring. Picayune. MS. 22 July 1996.
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up to Mach 25, and return and land at a destination on the far side of the globe

in a matter of minutes. The NASP would, of course, have definite military and

civilian utility. _2

The project-hungry engineers at the SSC immediately sought program

managers for the joint Air Force-NASA program. The SSC team offered to

provide extensive laboratory and test facilities, 30 years of rocket-testing

expertise, and the over 125,000-acre acoustic-buffer zone for the NASP pro-

gram. Senator Stennis's office also took a keen interest in helping secure

appropriate test missions within the NASP program for the south Mississippi

facility. In May 1992, the SSC was selected by the joint Air Force-NASA pro-

gram office to initially test new materials for the NASP that could withstand

the tremendous changes in temperature that the vehicle would encounter as it

performed its mission. Technical program directors decided that a High Heat

Flux Facility (HHFF) would be needed at the SSC to accomplish the special-

ized testing of exotic materials. Upon the selection of the SSC for the NASP

testing, Deputy Director Gerald Smith accurately called the decision "a major

accomplishment in the expansion of the SSC propulsion test goal. ''_3

After the planning and design work was accomplished, another test pro-

gram was born when Air Force and NASA officials gathered on 16 September

1992 to break ground for the HHFF, located a short distance northwest of the

CTE Patrick "Pat" Scheuermann, acting manager of the NASP Project Office

at the SSC, and Bill Taylor, associate director of the SSC, represented NASA

at the NASP kickoff ceremony. Taylor, in a statement to the press regarding

the $1.9 million, commented, "This project is the lynch-pin for putting in a

test facility capability at the Stennis Space Center to support other propulsion

programs around the nation. ''_4

Although constructed to support materials development for the NASR the

facility evolved into a versatile test complex available for developmental pro-

jects involving hot gas, cryogenic fluids, gas impingement, inert gases,

industrial gases, specialized (fluorine) gases, hydraulics, and deionized and

industrial water. By the summer of 1994, the SSC engineers put a subscale,

graphite-epoxy, liquid hydrogen fuel tank designed for the NASP through

82. "Stennis Selected for Space Plane Facility," I.r_gniuppe, 21 May 1992, SSCHRC; Advanced Program Devel

opment Office, "Test Facilities Capability Handbtx_k." High Heat Flux Facility, pp, 3.5-1 to 3.5-2.

83. Ibid.

84. "Stennis Center Builds Plane Test Facility," The Sea Coast Echo, 24 September 1992.
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thermal structural tests. In the final analysis, the HHFF was another test facil-

ity project successfully designed and built by the SSC engineers that has and

will add versatility to the test capabilities of the SSC and gave the Center of

Excellence concept even more meaning and depth, s5

RLV, EELV: Testing The Possibilities

As the SSC began to diversify its propulsion expertise in 1995 with

knowledge gained from the SSME, CTF, and HHFF test programs, its man-

agers used their new credibility to bring in more test activities of national

significance to the SSC. With NASA and the nation's aerospace industry

looking for more economical ways to achieve routine access to space and to

eventually replace the aging Space Shuttle, the SSC offered its experience and

unique facilities to attract test programs for the Reusable Launch Vehicle

(RLV) and the Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV). Technology

from these developmental programs was expected to produce a "mixed fleet"

tor the nation's "highway to space. ''_'

To accommodate the new test programs, the SSC established an RLV and

EELV Project Office in May 1995. Lon Miller, director of the SSC Project

and Technology Directorate, announced that Pat Scheuermann would head up

the new office. In making the announcement, Miller said, "This program is of

national significance and of critical impact to [the] SSC." Miller also stated

he anticipated that all RLV testing would be performed at the SSC, no matter

which aerospace firms were selected to develop the systems. As it turned out,

a proposal by Lockheed-Martin was accepted) 7

The RLV technology program stemmed from a 1993 NASA study, per-

formed at the request of the Congress, that addressed the nation's future

space transportation needs. The "Access to Space" study concluded that the

most beneficial option would be to develop and deploy a fully reusable, pure

85. "Events That Shaped 1993," LagnialWe. 20 l)ccemhcr 1903. SSCttRC: Picture Caption. Scnatt+r Trent Lott and

Roy Esless. l_gniaplw, I I August 1993. SS(+HR(+: Adwmced Programs Development Office, "Slcnnis Space

('enter ('apabilitics tlandbook.'" ttigh Ileal Flux Facility; SS(" cilgincci-s pul a subscalc, gral_hitc-cp_xy liquid

llxygen fuel tank designed lot the NASP Ihrllugh lhel-nlal _,iruclurat tesls during the suilmlcr llf 1994.

86. Schcucrnlann. interview: Miller, interview: R_y Estcss, intcrvic_ b_ l.isa Monti, C+mst Magazine, May June

1t.195, p. 27 28.

$7. "'SS(" Forms Office fiw Future Testing.'" l..gniappe. 2('1 Jtmc 1095. SSCHRC.
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rocket launch system incorporating advanced technologies. The RLV

Technology Program called for a partnership between NASA and industry

for world leadership in low-cost space vehicles. The objective of the pro-

gram was to develop and demonstrate new technologies for the next

generation of reusable space transportation systems that could radically

reduce the spiralling costs of space access. In fact, engineers estimated that

an RLV vehicle could take payloads into space at the cost of only $100 per

pound, as compared to the Space Shuttle cost of about $1,000 per pound.

The program outlined a combination of ground and flight demonstrations

utilizing the X-33 experimental "flying testbeds." The X-33, a Lockheed-

Martin wedge-shaped vehicle, was selected by NASA on 2 July 1996 as the

RLV that would ultimately replace the Space Shuttle. When the vehicle is

fully verified for flight, the X-33 will be turned into commercial or DoD air-

craft ['or full-scale development? _

In support of the RLV testing, the SSC conducted its first static firing of

a Technology Testbed (TTB) SSME-class engine on the A-2 test stand in

April 1996. The first firing of the TTB was considered a milestone by Lon

Miller in the SSC's role as the Agency's propulsion center and in its working

relationship with the MSFC. The test proved that the two centers could work

together on a propulsion program, even though they were located some 400

miles apart. In addition, the test demonstrated that the engine did not have to

be physically attached to a test stand at the MSFC in order for the engineers

in Huntsville to acquire their needed dataY '

With the SSC scheduled for all development test programs associated

with the X-33, activity at the installation was planned to continue through the

end of 1999. The first series of tests on the RLV technology engine were com-

pleted in May 1996. Test stands phased-out of the ongoing SSME test

program at the SSC were converted for use in the RLV testing program. By

using the existing SSME test stands, the RLV program could be accomplished

at the lowest possible cost. An additional bonus for the SSC was realized,

since program requirements for the X-33 would bring testing to other facili-

ties at the SSC, including the CTF and HHFE 9°

88. NASA-SSC PAO Fact Sheet, "Reusable Launch Vchicle/Ev,,)lved Expendable Launch Vehicle F'rogram."

September 1995.

89, Miller, interview,

90. NASA-SS(" PAO Fact Sheet, "Reusable Launch...", September 1995.
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With NASA moving ahead with plans to develop a vehicle with engines

tested at the SSC, (in July 1996) the DoD initiated a $2 billion program

designed to focus on existing technology to develop a new family of EELVs.

The EELV program would study foreign and domestic technologies, with an

eye toward replacing current medium and heavy vehicles in the country's

launch vehicle fleet. The objective of the EELV program was to reduce the

nation's cost of DoD space launches. The SSC was selected to perform

engine and system testing for one of the four companies vying for the EELV

program beginning in 1996. Because of the large test infrastructure already

in place at the SSC, the program would not have to invest in construction of

new facilities; _l

DTF: A School For Pioneers

The SSC engineers led by Marvin L. "Marv" Carpenter, deputy director

of the SSC Propulsion Test Operations Office, constructed a "Diagnostic

Testbed Facility" (DTF) in 1987 that used a small, 1,200-pound-thrust rocket

engine salvaged from a surplus yard at the MSFC. The purpose of the facility

was to learn how to detect potential problems in the SSMEs by analyzing

spectral emissions in the engine exhaust plumes during a static firing. The

first firings of the salvaged rocket engine at the DTF were conducted in April

1988 and continued with hundreds of successful firings at the facility, which

expanded their research objectivesY 2

After the DTF became operational, Carpenter soon discovered another

use for the homemade test facility. Carpenter and other senior SSC engineers

knew that in modern rocketry procedures, there was little room left for engi-

neers to get "hands-on" experience in engine testing. For years, NASA

engineers monitored tests, while contractor engineers and technicians

"pushed the buttons" and performed the actual testing? _

By encouraging the younger engineers to get involved by planning and

conducting the tests themselves, the experience gave them a pioneering spirit

_ I. Ihid.

92. "[)iagn_slics Teslbcds [;aciliLv I.cad', Way In Plane Research," I g August 1989. l.agnialyW, I,_ Augu',! 1089.

SS('IIR('.

93. ('al-penter+ intervie'*v.
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Roy Estess, directorof

the Stennis Space Center

(secondfrom right), talks

with NASA propulsion

engineersat the E-I Test

Facility. From left are:

BillKahle, Steve Nunez,

Jim Taylor, Estess, and

Scott Drachm.

(SSC-94-403-23)

that was hard to find elsewhere in NASA. Since these engineers and their sup-

porting technicians were destined to be the test managers of the future, the DTF

turned out to have the added utility of becoming a "finishing school" for propul-

sion engineers. With the influx of new engineers in 1991, the training program

became even more important and took on a "'higher visibility" and more formal

plans and procedures were adopted. Dr. Don Chenevert became program man-

ager of the DTE The facility has also been used by other NASA research

centers, private aerospace firms, and universities to do plume-research studies24

In 199 I, Pat Mooney, chief of the Test Operations Division, wrote a mem-

orandum to J. Stephens "Steve" Dick, chief of the Test Support Division,

soliciting assistance for the low-funded DTE The memorandum read, "In the

past 3 and 1/2 years, the DTF has had to rely solely on parts and components

that had been scrounged from many different areas of the site... Any efforts

of [SSME] test support division's part to include these components in planning

related to SSME spares or even monies left over would be a great help to the

DTE" The Mooney memorandum illustrates the informal associations enjoyed

by members of the SSC team, dating back to the mid- 1960s when many of the

engineers were working together during the Saturn V testing era25

94./hid.: Scheuermann, interview.

95. Pat blooncy to J. Stephens "Steve" Dick, memorandum, "Spare Components for the DTE" 23 August 199 I,
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The test-firing _#_ac{_mmercial hybrid n_cket motor is role example _f Stennis Space ( _enter's part-

rtership with private onnpanies fin propulsim_ &'vel@ment testing. A lO,OOc_-p,uT_-thn_st hybrid

r,_cket m,_>r underg_es a test-firing in 1994 at Stennis Space Center's E-! test Fev:ility. The E-1

Test Facility shmt,n abm,e was fimnerly ku_m,n cu the (5_mp_ment Test Facility. (55C-94-707-6)

With the extensive experience gained during the first part of the 1990s with

the many varied test projects, the foundation was laid for the SSC to finally be

formally recognized as the nation's Center of Excellence for Propulsion

Testing. Indeed, during NASA Administrator Daniel Goldin's first visit to the

installation, he challenged the SSC to be the "best test center in the world. '''_6

Formal recognition as NASA's Center of Excellence for rocket propulsion

testing eluded the SSC until 1996. Agency planning documents, vision state-

ments, and discussions publicly pronounced the honor for the SSC, but Estess

and his team wanted to see an official proclamation, with programs and appro-

priate funding to support the designation. After all, the SSC felt it obtained the

Center of Excellence honor the hard way, "they had earned it. ''_7

96. "'Goldin Visits Stcnnis Space ('elder New Chief Challenges Facility to be the Best m the Word," (Gulfpon.

MS) Coast Business Journal, 27 April 1992.

97 JR. Thtmlpson, "Rules and Missions Report," 8 November 1992, p. 2.
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In The Market Place

NASA's Commercial Remote Sensing Program (CRSP) at the SSC pro-

vided a new approach to the application of remote sensing, an "old" space

technology largely developed in the civilian sector by the Earth Resources

Laboratory (ERL) in the 1970s. The military had used remote sensing tech-

niques for years, but kept the new science "behind closed doors. ''9_

When the ERL was established in 1970, researchers began studying ways

to apply the new information gained from airborne and space platforms, such

as satellites and spacecraft. Through a combined use of ground truth, geo-

graphical information systems, and a unique and innovative computer program

called Earth Resources Laboratory Applications Software (ELAS), the ERL

scientists were able to input, study, and identify hundreds of data points of a

particular location on Earth. _

The ERL scientists assisted a broad spectrum of users in finding practical

applications for the remotely sensed data. The data were used by farmers,

geologists, city and state planners, environmental monitors, fishermen, fire-

fighters, foresters, law enforcement officers, and road builders. As was

discussed earlier, even archaeologists were able to greatly advance their

explorations by using remote sensing information. "_'

The Regional Applications Program (RAP), headed by Roy Estess during

the latter part of the 1970s, was a landmark program that enabled remote sens-

ing data to assist the 17 Sun Belt states in their planning and decisionmaking

processes. ERL personnel became extremely "customer-oriented" as they

marketed and then trained users from Mississippi and Louisiana in the use of

the remote sensing data.""

One of the young scientists working on RAP's outreach venture to the Sun

Belt states was David P. Brannon, an Alabama native recruited by Estess from

98. NASA-SSC Fact Sheet, "Conunercial Remote Sensing Program Off'ice.'" June 1996; David Brannon. inter-

view by Mack Herring and Myron Webb. 6 May 1996.

99. "'ELAS Sclecled for Hall of Fame Honors." I_tgniappe, 19 March 1996, SSCHRC; "As Mathematician

Stereotype. Pearson Does Nol Compute." l._tgnktpl_e. 25 April 1980, SSCHRC; NASA-ERI. Mission

Statcmcnt. 1970: The El.AS was selected by the U.S. Space Foundation's Hall of Fame in 1992,

100. Branmm. interview; "Kentucky Considers Landsat I)ala To Monilor Natural Resources." 8 February 1979:

NASA-NSTL News Release. "NASA. University of (?olorad_-Boulder Stud), Peruvian Andes Area." t) May

1985. SSCHRC.

II)l. Brannon, interview; "'Regional Symposium Provides '()pen Forum" for Data Users." l_gniappe. 21

November It)79, SSCHRC.
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the Navy. Brannon recalled the demise of practically all federal "applications"

programs in 1981, when the Administration sought to put a greater emphasis

on commercially focused programs and "get the government out of private

business." Although ERUs applications endeaw)rs actually assisted private

enterprise entities, the very word "applications" was enough for budget direc-

tors to "zero out" the RAP and other similar projects in the government. L¢_2

This setback caused Brannon and others to take stock of their applications

work and see where they might have made mistakes, with an eye toward

improving their approach. According to Brannon, Roy Estess told the RAP

personnel to keep up their work in spite of increasing budgetary constraints

and "we' I1 live to fight another day." Brannon also recalled some earlier advice

from Wayne Mooneyhan, ERL director, to continue their civil service "hands-

on" management approach and maintain their technical expertise, because the

changing times would bring new programs in the future "if we are ready." The

support of SSC Director Jerry Hlass during the 1980s was also crucial to sur-

vival of the remote sensing programs and their ultimate success, m3

As the ERL remote sensing team appraised their future moves, the SSC

scientists also knew that they would have to make "semantic" changes in

their programs in order to obtain funding. For instance, the word commercial

was "'in," and the word applications was most definitely "out." During the

ERL's Regional Program days, Brannon and his colleagues had a lot of

"answers" with their technology, and they went about searching for problems

to match their answers. Brannon has recalled that he and his colleagues

attempted to transfer technology that the general population was unprepared

to receive. In developing the CRSR Brannon and his fellow scientists

adopted a new approach and began asking the customers what their "needs"

were and then tried to match those needs with the appropriate technology

1t}4
development program.

Brannon remembered an encounter he had years ago during his travels

with the RAR While working with the various states, Brannon was sent to

North Carolina to convince the state's many organizational departments that

102. Da',id Brannon, Vitae, "Program Manager, NASA Commercial Remnte Sensing Program Office," ud.:

Branncm, interview; Jerr_ t]lass, "'NSTI. Goals And Objectives," I April 1985-31 March 1986.

103, Brann_m, interview: "Proposed Program Initiative liar Commercial Earth and Ocean Observations," Jnly

1985, SS('ttRC.

104 Ibid.
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they should adopt remote sensing techniques to help them better manage their

resources. The young 24-year-old scientist, who had not totally developed his

skills in salesmanship, used scores of photo transparencies to illustrate the

uses of remote sensing in such areas as forestry and land-use planning. After

a long and complex presentation, one of the North Carolina administrators, in

a deep southern drawl, asked, "Son that's all well and good, but can you just

tell us where the trees are?" Brannon said he had touched briefly on the sub-

ject of trees, but he knew that he did not connect with the gentleman's

perceived needs. "I never forgot that lesson," Brannon mused knowingly, "to

always understand just what the client needs. ''_°5

With many other such experiences under their belts, Brannon and his asso-

ciates were pleased when the SSC was named NASA's Lead Center for

"Commercial Remote Sensing" in May 1988, a designation later recognized by

Administrator Goldin. At that time, the Agency was implementing programs

suggested by the Administration and the Congress. NASA Headquarters rec-

ognized that members of the ERL had developed excellent customer relations

skills. The Lab personnel had become quite adept in "customer relations," an

ability that government scientists and researchers rarely possessed._°_

In 1984, the federal government took steps that had far-reaching effects for

the commercial programs at the SSC, and he encouraged NASA Headquar-

ters's management to consider the SSC's reputation in commercial remote

sensing. There was an amendment to the National Space Act of 1958 to accom-

modate the "Commercial Uses of Space." Also, the Congress decided to turn

the operational management of the Landsat sateilite's products over to private

enterprise. Both of these legislative actions favored the customer-oriented

experience of the scientists at the SSC? °7

As their fortunes changed, the innovative Brannon; his capable deputy,

Charles "Chuck" Hill; and other associates put another remote sensing pro-

gram in place at the SSC in 1987 that better fit the growing trend toward

entrepreneurship beginning to blossom in the business community. This time,

the remote sensing team turned the program around and formed investment

105. D.W. "Wayne" Mooneyhan, interview by Mack Herring, Picayune, MS, 5_5 April 1996: Brannon, interview:

PK. "'Pat" Conner. interview by Mack Herring, Petal, MS, 2 April 1996.

106. Brannon, interview: Pele Marwick, "Marketing Requiremenls tor Spatial Observalions Systems," KPMG,

I)cnver, CO. I 3 March 1994, transcript in SSCHRC.

11_7. Ihid.
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partnerships with companies that presented a good proposal outlining their

"need" for remote sensing products and services. _"_

Brannon and his people then matched this need for remote sensing products

and services with newly developing technology. Called the Earth Observations

Commercial Applications Program (EOCAP), the "results-driven" partnerships

were open primarily to U.S. commercial firms. The EOCAP also had categories

for educational institutions, nonprofit organizations, and other government

agencies. By July 1996, the EOCAP had worked with over 400 entities, includ-

ing 25 companies marketing cutting-edge products around the country. The

commercial "marketeers" and scientists at the SSC had also instituted a

"Visiting Investigator Program" (VIP) that proved to be successful. In VIE the

CRSP personnel invite private businesses to come to the SSC and study how

they can use remote sensing in their companies. The program, expanded in

1996, also focuses on colleges and universities interested in using the remote

sensing technology developed in the user-friendly laboratories at the SSC. m'_

Reinventing Government: A Return To Synergy

Since the founding of the multiagency complex at the SSC in 1970, a

number of scientists have worked together, helping each other find answers to

their shared technical problems. It is not uncommon to see a NASA remote

sensing specialist working hand-in-hand with a U.S. Park Service researcher

on a project to inventory the natural resources of a particular national park. In

the Skylab Gamefish project, NASA scientists and National Marine Fisheries

personnel gathered "ground truth" from the Gulf of Mexico, to correlate with

the photographs from Skylab, in an effort to determine better methods to track

and catch fish. The SSC scientists also assisted U.S. Geological Survey scien-

tists studying new ways to advance oil exploration by using satellite remote

sensing. There were many other joint projects successfully undertaken

through the years, sometimes with several agencies participating in a particu-

lar scientific endeavor. _(_

108. NASA SSC PAP Fact Sheet, "Earth Observatmns Commercial Applications Program," I October 1995.

1(19. Brannon, interview: Marwick, "Marketing Requiremenls...'"

110. NASA-ERL Organization Chart. 1972; D.W. "Wayne" Mooneyhan, interview; Gil Webre, "MTF's Role m

the It)70_,: Space Technology," The Times-Picayum', 8 July 1973,
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When Vice-President AI Gore proposed that the federal government find

ways to "reinvent government," NASA/SSC personnel pointed with pride to a

slogan, "The Stennis Space Center has been reinventing government for 25

years," they had "coined" for a presentation. During the early years of Jackson

Baich's efforts to bring several federal and state agencies together to study

space technology, oceanography, and the environment, he said the multiagency

concept produced a situation where scientists could "make 2 plus 2 equal 5."

Balch's idea of a scientific utopia would have ideally had several agencies at

the installation working on their own projects, but also sharing information

that would enhance each other's results. _

One of the reasons for the creation of NASA's Application Engineering

(AE) office in the 1970s was to put into place a NASA element that had the

expertise and charter to relate with the resident agencies. After Balch, Jerry

Hlass recognized the importance of the multiagency concept and instituted poli-

cies that he called "tenant satisfaction," but the multiagency complex had never

reached its "ultimate" potential. Similarly, Roy Estess provided a constant

source of support tbr the various agencies through the many personal and pro-

fessional associations he enjoyed during earlier years. When Estess was named

the SSC director, many heads of the resident agencies and their key technical

managers found an open ear and a friend in the director's office. Estess had been

the manager of the AE office that worked across the board with the resident

agencies. He was also manager of the RAE which dealt with the numerous

departments of 17 state governments, and he helped champion the development

of the Mississippi Technology Transfer Center. Estess had his "heart" in the res-

ident agency concept, and as the SSC director he adamantly declared his support

of the concept he helped Jackson Balch create and build during the 1970s. _:

Estess underscored his feelings about the value of the muitiagency concept

when he placed several highly respected scientists in an SSC organization that

could continue the proven cultural tradition of cooperation between the federal

and state entities at the facility. Indeed, Estess wanted to see the "crossroads of

science" concept at the installation finally live up to its original expectations, j_

111. NASA_SSC Presentation, "'P_tthworks," 14 September 1995; Jacksc_n Balch, interview by Gateway

Productions, Bay St. Louis, MS, 10 December 1974.

112. NASA-NSTL Office Of Applicalions Fngineering, "'Managemen! Review for Jerry Hlass." 27 August 1976;

Esless. Biography; Estess, interview, 7 July 1995; Estess, inler','iew, 24 April 1996.

113. NASA-SSC Organizati_*n ('hart, 16 February 1994; NASA-SSC Organizatkm Chart, [8 July 1996.
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Estess named oceanographer Dr. Richard L. "Rick" Miller as chief of the

Earth Systems Science Office, encouraging the office to share its extensive

expertise with the several resident agencies located at the SSC. In addition to

his own scientific background, Miller's organization included some of NASNs

most respected scientists in their areas of investigation. For instance, Dr. Tom

Sever, NASA's only archaeologist, had gained international recognition for the

application of remote sensing to explore ancient civilizations. Sever's work

with National Geographic, the University of Colorado, and many other pres-

tigious organizations brought attention to the uses of space technology and

credit to the Agency for its pioneering work in a very visible and fascinating

science. Others working in the SSC science office included Dr. William "Bill"

Cibula, a senior scientist from the ERL organization, and Dr. Gregory "Greg"

Carter, a well-published researcher. Cibula and Carter were recognized with

Space Act Awards in 1994 for their use of remote sensing data to study the

effects of stress on vegetation) H

The multiagency complex gave the SSC scientists an added credibility

when they were engaged in discussions with other researchers. "When I go to

NASA Headquarters to discuss oceanography," Miller pointed out, "I not only

bring our SSC experience to the table, i also bring the entire expertise of the

world-renowned Naval Oceanographic Program located at lthe] SSC along,

because my colleagues in the Agency now know of our association, m_

Rear Admiral Paul G. Gaffney, II. Commander, Naval Meteorology and

Oceanography Command, went a step further in asserting his beliefs in the mul-

tiagency concept. Gaffney, who began his association with the installation in 1975

as an executive assistant and aide to the Oceanographer of the Navy, said, "I want

to collaborate with people in the other agencies here on a daily basis, where we

can learn from them, and they can learn from us, and we can all get better. ''_J'

114. Motmeshan. inter,,icx_: NASA SS(" PAO Biography. "'Tom Sever." ud, circa 199(_, SS('IiR(': Arthur A.
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For instance, Gaffney pointed out, "I would like to see oceanographers

working on NASA's Mission to Planet Earth down here." Gaffney championed

his concept of interagency cooperation in discussions with the heads of other

agencies at the SSC and during many discussions with Roy Estess. Gaffney

also carried his message of sharing and growth to community leaders and

others interested in the Mississippi installation's future. He had not only been

an active participant in activation at the SSC, he also took keen interest in Gulf

Coast community affairs as a resident of nearby Diamondhead? _7

In addition to advancing the SSC science programs through the multi-

agency sharing concept, Miller believed the Science group should pursue a

locus on "coastal research," an area that the ERL was originally chartered to

develop when the Lab was first established at the site in 1970. Miller stated

that the SSC's location near the mouth of the Mississippi River and the Gulf

of Mexico qualified the facility for an emphasis on coastal research because

of its strategic physical location alone. He also pointed out that the SSC sci-

entists had gained a special experience in coastal zone research because of

their 25-year involvement in studies of the coastline. These remote sensing

coastal studies involved work with federal and state agencies, oil companies,

and even private entities such as "Ducks Unlimited. ''_8

Miller noted that the majority of people in the county lived within 50

miles of the nation's coastlines, indicating even more reason for an emphasis

on coastal research. A good example of the SSC's involvement in coastal

research and multiagency sharing came when scientist Dr. Ramona Pellietier

Travis, NASA's Gulf of Mexico Program manager at the SSC, participated in

a planning effort with the SSC intragovernmental Gulf of Mexico Program to

assess damage caused by Hurricane Opal, which struck the Florida Panhandle

on 4 October 1995. _9

The Gulf of Mexico Program, headquartered at the SSC, was organized

to develop a comprehensive management plan for future protection of the

Gulf environment. The program is a partnership among Gulf states and public

and private agencies designed to prevent duplication, improve coordination,

117. IbM.

118. Merna Bridgeman, Swamp To Space, "Pr_ject Sludies Effect.s of Land Use _>n Coastal Envir_nment.'" The

Times-Picayt#le, ud.

119. Miller, interview: "Quick Thinking Allows NASA to Provide Hurricane Dalai to Gulf of Mexico Pr_>grarn,"

l_gniappe, 23 Oclober 1995, SSf'|IRC.
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and provide a comprehensive network for sharing Gulf of Mexico environ-

mental information data. Dr. Travis noted after a coordinated fly-over by a

NASA aircraft of the hurricane-ravaged area, "One thing NASA brings to the

table as a partner is its remote sensing technology. This [fly-over] was an

excellent opportunity not only for NASA to demonstrate its capabilities, but

also to exhibit the importance of the Gulf of Mexico Program partnerships.'"

The ER-2 NASA airplane, using sophisticated airborne sensors, was able to

acquire essential data in less than 48 hours after the hurricane made landfall.

In May 1996, Travis was also looking into the prospect of providing resource

information and data for a Gulf of Mexico study aimed at increasing shellfish

along the Gulf Coast from Texas to Florida. m_

With leaders such as Admiral Gaffney and Roy Estess supporting the

cooperation and the active participation of the resident agencies in partner-

ships and joint programs, the new directions in which Miller wanted to take

the science program seemed timely. Although the ERL left many legacies, its

early work in coastal research was perhaps the most significant. In the

summer of 1996, federal and state scientific agencies across the nation were

seriously looking toward coastal studies as their single, most important

endeavor, The coastal research trend represented a "return to the 1970s,'"

when the ERL was formed at the SSC with one of its main missions to begin

using remote sensing techniques to study the Gulf of Mexico waters along the

Mississippi and Louisiana coastlines. _2'

Technology Transfer: Down To Earth Science

Although the transfer of space technology from the SSC over the years

has helped numerous private enterprise entities around the country, the states

of Mississippi and Louisiana have clearly been prime recipients of new inno-

vations from the south Mississippi installation. Since the early 1970s,

Louisiana and Mississippi have maintained technology transfer offices at the

SSC. Through these offices, SSC technology and expertise have assisted the

120. Ihid. "'The Shellfish Challenge: Gulf of Mexic_ Program Ambitious Resloralion Goal.'" l_,_ni_q_p¢'. 22 May

1996, SSCttR('.

12 I. Miller, interview,
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two states in flood control, forestry management, coastal-zone studies, and

numerous other areas.122

The SSC Technology Transfer Office has aided small and large business

concerns, medical institutions, and Gulf Coast fishermen. Community

Coffee, Picayune, Mississippi's Delta Data Systems, Inc.; Mississippi Power

Company; and the Louisiana Power and Light Company are a few of the hun-

dreds of private companies that have used technology derived l?om the

SSC-developed programs. In addition, NASA technology has shown up in

products ranging from dog biscuits to smoke detectors. The SSC personnel

have helped in the development of devices to improve eyesight of visually

impaired people and in medical diagnostic tools, such as the nuclear magnetic

resonance imaging scan. The SSC scientists and engineers have contributed

to industries using NASA spin-off technology, creating more than 13,000 new

jobs nationwide. 12_

The Mississippi Technology Transfer Center building, completed in

1987, has been a showplace for technology transfer supporters nationwide.

Housed in the same building are elements of NASA, Department of the

Interior, U.S. Navy, Environmental Protection Agency, Department of

Commerce, and offices representing Mississippi State University and the

State of Louisiana. The Mississippi Technology Transfer Center allows the

State of Mississippi to have its own technology transfer offices right in the

heart of the SSC, sharing cutting-edge innovations with 22 federal and state

agencies inw)lved in more than 25 scientific disciplines. L_4

During the first year of his tenure as director, Roy Estess moved to

strengthen SSC technology ties with Mississippi and Louisiana. Estess

joined with MSFC Director Jack Lee and Louisiana Governor Buddy

Roemer to sign an agreement in October 1989 designed to make space tech-

nology more available to Louisiana. The SSC director, who had worked

closely with the two states for years, joined with Lee and Mississippi

Governor Ray Mabus on 8 December of the same year to enter into a simi-

lar pact with Mississippi. Estess named Robert "Bob" Barlow, long-time

122. Estess, interview; Miller, interview: "'Stennis Scienlist Studies Ihe Bir_h and Death of River Deltas," 17 April

It)90; "'Fc, resls Play Vital R,c, le in Climate ('onlrl_l,'" Ixt,_tniapl w, 21 November 1992, SSCIIR(': Rick Galle.

"'Technology Transfer." Picayune Item, 30 May 1990.

123. Gallc, "Techuol_)g_¢ Transfi_'r," I_i_ayune Item, 30 Mlly 199(I.

124. Ibid.
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promoter of technology utilization, as the coordinator for the project to

implement the agreements. Estess continued to use his office to support tech-

nology transfer programs and demonstrated his favor for the programs in

July 1996 by creating a separate Technology Transfer Office._25

In The Public Domain

The decade of the 1990s has brought changes and innovations in the

SSC's approach to public programs. True, most of the traditional public inlbr-

marion, community relations, and education programs developed during the

first three decades of the SSC's history are being continued in the 1990s. But,

Roy Estess and his public affairs and education teams have updated and pol-

ished old programs and initiated new innovations geared to meet the changing

public interests of a new generation, h2_

In January 1990, Estess assigned Mack Herring, veteran Public Affairs

Officer, to design a program to preserve the "rich history of the Stennis Space

Center." At the same time, Estess appointed Ms. Myron Webb, a Gulf Coast

native and graduate of the University of Southern Mississippi as the new SSC

Public Affairs Officer. Webb, who was well known to NASA and many resident

agency personnel as the University's liaison coordinator with the SSC, joined

NASA in 1985 as a Public Affairs Specialist working with Mack Herring. As

Public Affairs Officer, Webb and her team have created and implemented numer-

ous education and public relations programs at the south Mississippi facility. _27

Estess has a natural ability to communicate with people, as was evident

first in his "marketeering" work for Balch, then as director of the RAP, and as

a representative of the SSC as its deputy director from 1980-1989, and then

when he was selected as the installation's fourth director. A veteran of many

press conferences, Estess has always believed in an "open" public information

[25. "'NASA Centers Sign Agreement 'with State of Louisiuna." £._tgntapl_,. 22 November [q_g. SS('HR(':

•"NASA Signs Agreement with Slate _t Mississippi." I._lgni_qyJ_'. 15 l)eccmbcr I t)StL SS('HR(': Alexis dc

Tocqucville, lh'mocra_y In ,4m_rica (New York: The American [.ihrary. Inc.. 1956i. pp. 163 16:4.

126. Eslcss, inter..icv,.

127. NASA-SSC Pers_mnel Announcement. "Mack Herring tl_ I)evclop SSC I'tistoLv,'" 13 Jantlar_ _ It)g0.

SS('HRC. Thi_ date marked the beginning _I" the Hist_ry Pn_gram/Officc ut the SSC. Roy I;.sless asked Ihe

author t_ "deveh)p the rich history of the Slennis Space ('enter." The gathering (ff materials tot an archives

began immediately and the research and writing for this text began tm 12 Och_her 19t)4.
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policy and is supportive of education and community programs. In his per-

sonal time, Estess has been a person who could be counted on in his hometown

of Picayune, Mississippi. In fact, he was chosen as Picayune's "Man of the

Year" and was cited for his contributions to the community, his church, and as

a Boy Scout leader. _:s

The SSC director and his technical managers saw "first hand" the need

for good communications programs when they encountered resistance from

community members who opposed the ASRM program because of a per-

ceived negative environmental impact. Estess personally led a proactive

public and community relations communications effort to help the public

better understand the ASRM situation, pointing out that the solid rocket motor

could be static-fired at the SSC without putting people or the environment in

harm's way. Further, he supported Webb in her efforts to further strengthen

relations with community and educational leaders. _2t_

Because of Estess's willingness to fully delegate duties to members of his

staff, Webb has had a relatively free hand to initiate her own public programs.

In April 1989, Webb was instrumental in the implementation of a community

involvement education program called "Coast Encounters." Through the edu-

cation program, NASA education specialists visited 115 schools and

addressed more than 65,000 students along the Mississippi Gulf Coast. Webb,

however, found an energetic educator to assist her with this as well as other

innovative educational programs in Cheryl Bennett, the former coordinator of

the John C. Stennis Space Center's Teacher Resource Center. Ms. Bennett, an

information services supervisor, was deeply involved in the planning and

implemention of the community involvement programs between NASA and

Mississippi and Louisiana schools._3°

The SSC celebrated its 30th Anniversary--marking the day of the initial

announcement of the rocket test center on 25 October 1961--by unveiling a

128. NASA-SSC PAO. "Estess Biography:" F, stess, interview.

129. Human, telephone interview; "NASA Officials Meet the Press to Answer Questions on ASRM, l._Jgnh+ppe,

22 November 1989, SSCHRC.

130. NASA-SSC PAO, Fact Sheet, "Earl), Education Monday, April 1991; Hlass, "Management Concept .... ""

p. 24; Webb, interview: Because of her contributions to the Gulf Coast community, Myron Webb was the first

SSC employee chosen I_,w the "Leadership Gulf Coast" progranl tk)r future leaders in 1992-1993. She also

served on the LGC B_mrd, 1993-1996: the Hancock County Chamber of Commerce Board, 1994-1996; and

as NASA's representative to the Gulf Coast Chamber of Comnlerce, 1994-present: NASA News Release,

'+Hio lnfurmatitm on NASA Community Involvement Representatives. `+April 1989, SSCHRC.
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newly designed and refurbished Visitors Center. Webb still points with pride

to the fact that approximately 30,000 school children come to the Visitors

Center each year. TM

The charismatic public affairs officer was especially pleased that the civil

service and contractor public affairs team developed specialized education

programs, approved by the State Board of Education, for children from

preschool ages through 8th grade. In fact, several Johnson Control World

Services tour guides at the Visitors Center received awards from NASA

Administrator Truly for developing and implementing an extremely popular,

unique program for preschoolers and kindergartners. I_z

In May 1993, with community relations and interest in education at an

all-time high, the SSC joined with its Gulf Coast neighbors to host the open-

ing ceremonies for the 44th Annual International Science and Engineering

Fair. This hugely successful science fair drew 829 students and science fair

finalists from around the world. Over 2,500 students, their parents, and Gulf

Coast leaders came to the SSC on 10 May to enjoy an old-fashioned barbe-

cue and to witness a Space Shuttle engine firing on the B-I test stand.

Director Roy Estess told the young scientists that "science and engineering

are the core of everything we do at NASA, and science and engineering are

the international currency of our modern technological role." Estess reminded

the students of the "endless opportunities and challenges" in their future. A

tremendous afternoon thunderstorm left the entire visiting group soaking wet.

The heavy rains, however, did not dampen the spirits of one of the SSC's most

significant and special events. L_-_

Another education initiative was started in 1991 when NASA was prepar-

ing to manufacture the ASRMs. Called the Tri-State Education Initiative, the

project, sponsored by NASA, involved a consortium of 30 schools in Alabama,

Mississippi, and Tennessee organized to work cooperatively to enhance and

broaden the capabilities of their respective educational programs within the tri-

state area. The education initiative continued to draw national attention for its

innovations in cooperative education long after the ASRM project was termi-

nated. Dr. David Powe, former president of Mississippi Delta Community

I31. "'A Special Day lot Ihc Entil-¢ Family." l_p_i_q_lU'. 20 Novenlber 1991, SSCHRC.

132. Webb, inter,,ie_.

133. "2,5()0 Attend IS|'_'F Opening Ceremony AI Stcnnis," lxL_,nialq_e, 20 May 1993, SSCHR('.
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College, was appointed by NASA as the project manager. The Tri-State

Education Initiative, used as a national model for systematic educational

reform, was cited by U.S. Department of Education Secretary Richard W.

Riley in July 1996 for "leadership in education reform." While the SSC-sup-

ported education initiative flourished in the northern part of the state, public

opinion of NASA's SSC continued at a high level in the surrounding area. _34

From this proactive effort, there stemmed a strong partnership between

the SSC and an organization known as the "Partners For Stennis." The

group, composed of community leaders from all three Mississippi Gulf

Coast counties and St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana, was originally organized

in September 1994 as a result of mutual concerns and a need to be prepared

to address any potential efforts to include the Navy elements at the SSC in

the national military downsizing actions. The group immediately decided to

maintain an active effort to support and enhance development of the numer-

ous agencies located at the SSC. As the Partners group evolved, it also

became a resource group to help businesses that may have the potential to

locate at the SSC or in the Gulf Coast area. _35

The Partners For Stennis organization hosted a community dinner to honor

NASA Administrator Daniel Goldin during his 12 April 1995 visit to the SSC

and the Gulf Coast. The event, held at the Great Southern Club in Gulfport,

Mississippi, offered Goldin an introduction to the aggressive and influential

Partners organization that supported the SSC and its programs. Goldin, pleased

at the large turnout for the dinner, showed his appreciation when he was

dubbed an Honorary Mississippian by Jimmy Heidel, executive director of the

Mississippi Department of Economic and Community Development? 3_

During his speech, the enthusiastic Goidin invited members of the group

to '_come to Washington, D.C. and talk to your legislative delegation." A short

time later, Goldin was walking through the U.S. Capitol when he met Dave

Truetel, Jr., chairman of the Partners group; Irma Cry, executive director of

the Slidell Area Chamber of Commerce and vice-chairman of the Partners

group; and other members of the Partners group. When Goldin asked, "What

are you doing up here?," they replied that they were taking his advice and vis-

134. NASA-SSC News Release, "NASA Announces Appoinlment of Program Manager I_w Tri-Stale Edtlcalion

Program," 22 N_vember 19911, SSCHRC.

135, "Parmers tk)l Stennis nold News Conference," lxzgniappe. 22 March 1995, SSCHRC.

136. Partners For Slennis Dinner Program, "Dan Goldin. NASA Administrator," 12 April 1995.
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iting their congressional delegations and those of other states, as well, to

inform them of the benefits of the space program. No doubt the NASA

Administrator made a mental note of the strong community support that the

SSC had in this "booster'" organization. _37

In December 1990, at the end of his first year as SSC director, Roy Estess

proudly announced that the facility had exceeded its Combined Agencies

Campaign charity drive goal by contributing $217_056 to benefit charity orga-

nizations in the local Gulf Coast communities. Also, a Mississippi State

University economic impact study was released in March 1990 that revealed

personal income in the local area was $452.7 million in 1989 as a direct, and

indirect, result of the SSC operations. The report also stated that the work-

force in 1989 at the SSC numbered 5,500 people, with the majority living in

Hancock, Harrison, and Pearl River Counties in Mississippi, and in St.

Tammany Parish, Louisiana. A similar study, conducted in 1995 by the

University and released in January 1996, showed that the SSC contributed

$432 million in personal income to the communities within a 50-mile radius

of the installation.l-_

The two economic impact figures were astonishingly similar alter six

years of changes, government downsizing, and the stunning loss of the

Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant (MSAAP). But, even with the closing of

the Army plant, the SSC stabilized and even began showing a slight growth--

with 3,531 employees. In fact, in July 1996, the congressional delegation, the

Partners For Stennis organization, and other community officials were look-

ing for new tenants for the huge plant, formerly occupied by the Army, on lhe

northern portion of the SSC complex. Another mark of community participa-

tion was noted when the SSC govermnent and contractor employees

contributed more than $180,000 to the Combined Agency Campaign charily

drive in 1995. I_'

The leadership of Roy Estess at the SSC was recognized when the

Mississippi legislature adopted a joint resolution in March 1996 oiling the

SSC director's many years of service to his community, his state, and his

137. Wchb, inler',ic,,; h3, M:lck tterring, SS(', 5 July 1996.

138. "'Stennis ('enter I'hnployees Exceed ('A(" Goal." L_Lk,niappe, 15 I)ccemher 1989, SS(.'l|k(': "'Stcnnis Space

('enter Makes Big Impact on l.ocal f¢cononly," l_t_ttiap/_e, 16 M_rch 1990, SS('||R('; "'Slennis ttas Impact

_f $411 Million," l_tt,,niapl_e. January/February IC)96. SS('HR('.

139. Ihid.
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nation. The resolution also expressed the state's appreciation to Estess for the

"many outstanding advancements on behalf of education and youth made in

the State of Mississippi under his tireless leadership, guidance, and support."

The recognition of the legislature was timely and well deserved) 4°

From the very first day that Estess worked as a test engineer at the

Mississippi Test Facility in 1966, he, like Senator John C. Stennis, was proud

that his home state had the opportunity to participate in "greatness" at the

NASA installation located only 100 miles from his birthplace of McComb,

Mississippi. Like many other Mississippians at the SSC, Roy Estess stuck

with the facility through "thick and thin," never seeking career opportunities

elsewhere. Estess, along with his Mississippi colleagues, always gave "the

place" his very best as he worked to raise the facility to an even higher level

of excellence._4_

Of course, Estess was pleased that the Mississippi Legislature honored

him with the joint resolution, even though the modest director was humbled

to the point that when he returned to the SSC he stuck the resolution in his

desk and did not tell anyone of the honor--not even Louise Porter, his trusted

friend and executive secretary. Estess, no doubt, was proud that the SSC was

moving ahead within NASA and on the homefront. At the same time, Estess

approached his duties, during the spring of 1996, with "guarded optimism"

because he felt he and his colleagues had "miles to go," in the topsy-turvy

work of changing times, budget cuts, and downsizing of government, before

they could rest on their "Center of Excellence" laurels. H2

140, State Of Mississippi. "House Concurrent Resolution, No. 128" 27 March 1996.

141, John Seiley, video interview by Rex Cookscy and Johnny Mann, October 1991, tape in SSCHRC.

142. l.ouise Porter, interview by Mack Herring, SSC, 9 July 1996; Roy Estess, interview by Mack Herring SSC,

24 April 1996.
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CHAPTER 15

For Future Generations

The Stennis Team

o one knew better than Roy Estess that "it was the people more thananything' that really mattered when it came right down to getting
the job done, "where the rubber meets the road." As the Stennis

Space Center (SSC) hit the home stretch in the 1990s in quest of another

level of achievement in the NASA family, Estess knew his organization was

on the right track with the focus on the prize of becoming the "Center of

Excellence tot Rocket Propulsion Testing. ''j

Alter all, NASA Administrator Dan Goldin had challenged the youthful SSC

crew in April 1992 to become the "best test center in the whole world." Their

old friend, J.R. Thompson, had laid down an earlier proposal, later endorsed

by Admiral Truly in November 1991, that the SSC, with its unique buffer zone,

test facilities, and highly experienced personnel, become the Agency's prime

rocket test center. 2

I. Roy S. Estess, interview by Mack Herring and Ms. Myron Webb, SSC, MS, 24 April 1996. tapes and holes in

Stennis Space Center Historical Records Collection {hencetbrth refi:rred to as ,SSCHRC): "New Stennis

Director Roy Esless," l_Jgnk_ppe, )6 February 19g I, SSCHR('.

2. "Goldin Makes Initial Visit To SS(','" l_tgniappe, 2{) April 1992, SSCHRC: J.R. Thompson. "Roles And

Missions Report," 8 November lt)91: _'Goldin Visits Stennis Space ('enter: New NASA Chief Challenges

Facility To Be Best In The World," (Gulfp_wt. MS) Coast Busine_'s" Jourm:tl, 27 April 1992.
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With many successes in capturing the Agency's lead role in rocket testing,

Estess was also aware that he had other programs and gifted employees in the

commercial remote sensing and Earth sciences areas who needed nurturing in

the changing culture of the SSC and at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.

In NASA's long-range strategic plan, SSC had specific goals to support an

"enterprise," or line of business, as the lead center for propulsion testing. Other

NASA enterprises, or lines of endeavor such as "The Mission to Planet Earth"

and the "Space Technology Enterprise," were important areas where the SSC

scientists and engineers had the expertise to make significant contributions. _

In fact, the SSC scientists, engineers, and researchers were among the

nation's leading experts in con3mercialization of remote sensing technology.

To bring his installation more in line with changing national priorities, Estess

adjusted his SSC organization in the summer of 1996 to allow the SSC team

the opportunity to become effective in meeting these new challenges. The

new organization called for separate elements with a Commercial Remote

Sensing Office, an Earth Systems Science Office, and a Technology Transfer

Office. These organizations would answer straight to the SSC director's

office. The new organization also added strength to its "Propulsion Test

Directorate" and "Center Operations and Support Directorate. ''4

Most scientists and engineers at the center felt that the new organization,

effected by Estess and the senior staff, provided them the ability to better utilize

their expertise and was a step in the right direction to participate in the ever-

changing technical culture sweeping the nation and the countries of the

industrialized world. The SSC personnel also believed the new directions

enabled them to better use the rapidly developing technology available to them. 5

For instance, Dr. Greg Carter, a scientist who joined the SSC organization

in 1987 as a member of the Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL), said he

strongly believed that the Lab and its offspring, the Science and Technology

3. NASA tieadquartcrs, "NASA Strategic Plata," February 1996, pp, 6, 10. 14-15, 18; Greg Carter, mter',iew by

Mack Herring, 10 Ju].v 1996. m_les in SSCHRC: l)a_id 13rammn. interview by Mack Herring and Ms.

Myron Webb, (1 May 1996: Richard Miller, interview by Mack Herring and Ms. Myron Wehb, 6 May 1996,

lapes and noles in SSCtlRC: "'ltarry Guin Recei'_es New Appointment," lxlgJ_iappe. 21 Augusl 198('_,

SSCHRC: A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr._ interview by Dr. Charles B_lton and Steve Patterson, vol. 386,

Mississippi Oral History Program. University of Southern Mississippi. SSC. MS. 1991, pp, I-7, SSCHR(':

Harr} Guin. interview by Sloven Patterson, vol. 430. Mississippi Oral Itistory Program, University of

Southern Mississippi, SSC, MS, 1992, SSCHRC.

4. NASA-SSC Organizatitm Charl, July 1996.

5. Carlcr, interview: Miller, inter,,iev< Brannon. interview by Herring and Webb.
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Laboratory (STL), were "too confining and obsolete" in the new world of per-

sonal computers (PCs) with "gigabyte capabilities." Dr. Carter mused that the

ERL's old mainframe computer tied the scientists and researchers down with

its "closed-room technology." "We can now accomplish at our own desks on

a PC what we could with the old mainframe computer," he pointed out. c'

Estess and Deputy Director Mark Craig looked upon the science function

as one of the "three lines of business," along with commercial remote sensing

and propulsion testing. This type of diversification, and Estess's pledge to

continue his strong support of the resident agency concept, opened the doors

to even greater diversification and expanding opportunities lor the young sci-

entists and engineers who came to the SSC in the late 1980s and early 1990s

looking for future careers in science and engineering. 7

Charles "Chuck" Hill, a Mississippi State University graduate from New

Albany, Mississippi, was proud of the national accomplishments made by his

commercial remote sensing group and pleased with its new organizational

status. Hill joined the ERL staff in 1978 and believed that the customer-ori-

ented experience the ERL employees learned in the early years was extremely

helpful in their successful endeavors to form partnerships with private enter-

prise entities who sought help in solving their business problems. "We have a

reputation throughout NASA that we can deliver more for the dollar than any

other element in NASA," Hill proudly proclaimed. Estess, on the other hand,

did not claim any credit for the phenomenal success of the Commercial

Remote Sensing Program. "l just put Brannon and his guys in that office and

allowed them to do the job," Estess said. The key word, in the Estess man-

agement philosophy, in practically every instance, is found in the word

"allowed." Estess became known by the SSC team as a delegator and enabler

who allowed people to independently perform their own missions, s

Sharing some of the nostalgic feeling about the old ERL, Hill also quickly

pointed out that the Lab served an extraordinarily useful purpose as a _'facil-

itator in developing an international industry using remote sensing as a tool."

Hill wisely observed, however, that in today's atmosphere of advanced tech-

nology, "You have to learn when its time to let go and move ahead with the

(_. ('arler. inter'_ie_,.

7. Miller. iiTter'_iev< Mark ('raig. iiTter'_icw by M_lck Herring, _%(', MS, 12 .lulle It)96.

8 Charles "'('huck,'" hill, intcr'_ic_,, b_ _,'l_lck Herring, 11 July lt,ltJ6.
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changing times." Hill pointed out that SSC Director Roy Estess was a "prac-

tical man" who encouraged the advancement of their "requirements-directed"

commercial programs."

The positive outlook and enthusiasm of the 1996 SSC team did not take

place overnight. Estess and his colleagues made the development of a highly

motivated and well-trained workforce a centerpiece in all of their planning

efforts for over six years. As the old guard began to show signs of changing

career plans and looking forward to retirement, Estess and his staff began

recruiting replacements for the men and women who participated in the SSC's

many major accomplishments during its 30-year history. There was no time,

however, for an "orderly" transition" of the center's top management. '_

In a short period of time, about three years, Estess lost several of his most

experienced and reliable managers. Deputy Director Gerald Smith; Center

Operations Director A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr.; Associate Director Bill Taylor;

Personnel Director Sharon Jeffers; and Information and Management Systems

Director (Science and Technology Laboratory) William "Bill" Huseonica all

retired from NASA during the early part of the 1990s. Sadly, Propulsion Test

Operations Director Harry Guin, a strong leader, visionary, and driving moti-

vator for the SSC, lost his life in an automobile accident. _

To compound Estess's management problems, a sturdy supporting cast of

SSC veterans, including Marv Carpenter and Wayne Roberts, also retired.

Senior Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and contractor managers at the

SSC--Doug Howard, Bob Bush, Harry Johnstone, Roscoe Nicholson, and

Tom Baggette--also left the SSC team for retirement. When Estess looked

toward NASA Headquarters, he saw his boss and friend, Admiral Richard

Truly, and long-time supporter, J.R. Thompson, leave their NASA

Headquarters's positions for other opportunities. _2

Straight ahead, Estess faced a full agenda with such important items as the

developing lead center for propulsion testing, the shaping of a new vision for

9. Ibid.

10. Estess, interview: Gerald Smith. interview by Mack Herring, 5 July 19t)6.

II. See l_gniappe collection l\w retirements, transfers, and appointments of NASA senior staff. 1990-1996. See

ats_} NASA-SSC personnel records fiw like information: Biographies, Gerald Smilh, Harry Guin; A.`l. ".lack"

Rogers. Jr.: William "Bill'" ttuseonica: William "Bill'" Taylor: Sharon Jeffers: and Mack Herring. all located

in SSCtlRC. Their combined experience and lenure of service with NASA equates lo over I(X) years. The

pcrs_mnel m_ves of the SSC senior staff did indeed leave Director Esless with an important recruiling job.

12./hid.
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Commercial Programs and Earth sciences, and technology transfer activities.

These tasks, such as consolidation of management for all Agency propulsion

testing at the SSC, involved coordination and organization at the national

level with difficult decisions and far-flung organizational complexities. _3

Such program initiations would be difficult under the best of circum-

stances, but during the "hard times" of the increasing fiscally conscious

1990s, a much heavier management burden was heaped on the SSC team,

along with the new programs. Estess had to manage the SSC under close

fiscal scrutiny, constantly trying to get the most "bang for the buck." Many

avenues open to past center directors were not options for Estess during his

watch. {4

Although Jackson Balch had difficult battles to fight within the bureau-

cracy, he had a sense of financial security. Jerry Hlass, too, had to prove the

installation capabilities and expertise in order to move into NASA's inner cir-

cles, but a good part of his tenure was during the liberal budget years of the

Reagan and Bush Administrations, both favored NASA growth. Estess, on the

other hand, was appointed just in time to be the recipient of budget deficits,

downsizing of government, and a "challenged" NASA budget. Although he

was assigned heavier management burdens, Estess was, at the same time,

faced with getting the new jobs done at the lowest possible cost, a situation

that was somewhat unfamiliar to NASA managers who grew up during the

abundant budget days of the Apollo program. His fellow center directors at

the Iarger centers usually operated with huge coffers of management and

Research & Development (R&D) funds._5

Estess described the road for the team during the early 1990s as a "bumpy

one." But, at the same time, he was optimistic about new rocket programs on

the horizon: and he was pleased with the marketing effort SSC had done in

13. Estess, inter,,iew by Herring and Webb.

14. [).K. "Doug,'" Mc[.aughlin. inlerview b_ Mack Herring and Ms, Nlvrtm _/ebb. 12 March 1996; Estess. inler

view by Herring and Webb.

15. Roger D. Launius. NASA: A Iti_toO" Of The U.S. Civil Spume l'r_,gram {Malabar, FI.: Kreiger Publishing

Company. 19c)4), pp. 131. 132: John M. Logsd,,m el gtl., ed,;., 1"2VHorm_,, 1he l!nknown, Selected l)ocl,ttm'tlls

In The U.X Cilql Space Plr)g*wm, Y_)I. 1: Or_aJfi_in_, The E_phoatirm (Washinglon, DC: NASA SP-4-407.

1995 ); James E. Webb to The Horn)ruble Everett Dirksom I August 196& D_wumcnt 1I1-18, pp. 490 492,

NASA tlistorical Retd.'fence ('ollection, Hislory Office. NASA Headquarters: .lames R. ttanscn. Spare/li,vht

Rev(dutum eWashing{_m, D(': NANA SP-430N. 10951, pp. 427 4t(1: Esless, {ntcrviev, by Herring and Wehb.

24 April 1996: l,on Miller and Mike [)a_son. inlervicw by Mack Herring and Ms. Myron Webb, 6 Ma_

1996. lapes and notes in SS('HRC.
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expanding its capability to the commercial launch industry. A large part of the

new NASA trend toward conservative fiscal management policies that

Director Estess inherited, however, had to be delegated to a new, but eager,

SSC management team._6

NASA Administrator Daniel

Goldin prepares to speak during

summer commencement exercises 3

August 1996 at the University _f

Mississippi in Oxfi_rd. Goldin chal-

lenged the graduates t_ "Bum [their]

fingers by reaching fi_r the fire inside

[their] dreams." He dared the stu-

dents to use the "fire inside" to

"light up the w_rld." (Photo cour-

tesy of Robert Jordan, University of

Mississippi [SSC-97-033})

Estess was not alone in believing his new SSC management team was up

to the task of taking the Stennis Space Center into the twenty-first century.

NASA Administrator Daniel Goidin expressed his delight with the enthusi-

asm of the young engineers and their supporting cast when he paid his first

visit to the installation on 14 April 1992. Those at a private meeting with the

senior staff in the Gainesville Conference Room remembered how intently

Goldin listened as Harry Guin passionately emphasized the need to consoli-

date NASA's test activities at the SSC. Deputy Director Gerald Smith said

there was no doubt that Goldin connected that day at Stennis with hopeful and

zealous SSC personnel, The uninhibited, youthful SSC engineers openly dis-

cussed their ideas with the NASA chief, and he admittedly "listened" to their

16. |z.stess, inter'dew by' Herring and Webb: Monli, Cmlst Magazine,
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opinions of his plans for the Agency. There is no doubt that Goldin's first

impressions of the SSC team were somewhat enriched by Roy Estess, who

was serving at the time as an assistant to the new Administrator at NASA

Headquarters and made the airplane trip to the SSC with Goldin. Later,

Goldin bragged at a Technology Fair in the State of Washington that the SSC

work in commercial remote sensing was a national model for all to t'ollow. 17

When considering the good relations that developed between Daniel

Goldin and the relatively fresh and ardent SSC team of engineers and scien-

tists, it is no wonder that SSC Director Estess pointed with pride to the new

and diverse SSC management team that was in place by the summer of 1996.

Obviously, Estess was happy to see his NASA boss pleased with his SSC

team members and their accomplishments, which they proudly displayed to

the new Administrator. That special relationship between Goldin and the SSC

team continued, and the NASA Administrator told Estess after a tour of the

SSC Test Complex in 1995, "This is a good place: don't screw it up! ''Is

The Stennis People

"The good place" Goldin spoke of had a workfl_rce directed by a cultur-

ally diverse management team assembled by Estess to tackle new challenges

facing the SSC. The SSC team's personnel recruiting efforts resulted in six of

the 13 organizational elements at the center being headed by women and

members of various minorities. There were a few seasoned NASA managers

among the group, but several members of the "'new" SSC team were already

respected leaders from other NASA centers and programs who had joined the

SSC team. i,,

In his high-intensity recruiting program, Estess was able to bring Boyce

Mix, one of the most experienced propulsion experts in the country, into the

SSC organization in 1994 as director of the growing and critical Propulsion

17. "Goldm bdakcs First Visit To SS(','" l.a_ni_q_lW. 20 April 1996, SSCttR(': ('harlcs "'Chuck" Hill, intcr_ic_ by

Mack Herring. SS(', MS, I 1 June 1996.

I g. t':<,lcss, i illcr'_ it'.; by Itcrl'ing and '_Vchh

19. NASA-SS[" ()l-galfizatilm ('hal'l. July 1996, SS('ttR(': ]-slcss. mlerview by ttcri-ing and Webh; ('raig. inlci

view: Pamela G. "'Pan1" ['o,.ingloil. inlervicw bb Mack Hcrring. SS('. MS. 12 July 1996: NASA-SS("

Biogl-aphie',, Mark Craig, l.on Miller. l)a'.id Bl-annon, Pare C_winglon. B%vce Mix. Mynm Webh, Richard

Al-bulhnot. Marina Love. Florence Kailiwa-Barnelle: Ji)hn (;a<.¢l-y. Kirk Sharp, and Kim Graham Slone
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Test Directorate. Mix, who began his aerospace career at SSC in the 1960s as

deputy chief of the S-IC booster test program, had for years directed the

Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) testing at the SSC for NASA-MSFC.

Estess lured Mix back to the SSC from his position as MSFC director of the

SSME project office. 2°

John L. Gasery, Jr., who had directed the SSC's Safety and Mission

Assurance Office, added his expertise to the support of the new lead Center

of Excellence portfolio of experienced personnel. No doubt, Gasery's atten-

tion to the center's safety and quality programs was a major factor in the

SSC's credibility in rocket testing. David Brannon and Rick Miller were ele-

vated in the new SSC organizational structure with their Commercial Remote

Sensing and Earth Systems Science program offices, respectively, answering

to Estess. Lon Miller, with an extensive background in propulsion technology

planning and Agencywide recognition as an extremely competent manager,

was added to the Propulsion Directorate. 2_

Marina Love, budget expert and comptroller, brought her respected cre-

dentials to bear as the SSC's Chief Financial Officer. Love came to the SSC

with experience from both the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and NASA

Headquarters. Ken Human, who appropriately advised Estess through numer-

ous touchy legal issues, including the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM)

and buffer zone conflicts, added his strength as Chief Counsel to the new

management team. Ms. Myron Webb, who assisted Estess in his handling of

public affairs, continued advising the SSC director in public and community

relations. David Powe, who brought national credit and recognition to the

installation with the Tri-State Education Initiative, extended the institution's

educational aims in his work with state and NASA Headquarters officials. =

Florence Kailiwai-Barnett, decorated manager and former associate direc-

tor of NASA's Dryden Flight Research Center, was named by Estess as director

of the Center Operations and Support Directorate. With this appointment, she

replaced A.J. "Jack" Rogers, Jr., and brought "other center" experiences to the

SSC, as well as a reputation as an Air Force "Manager of the Year." Another

newcomer to the SSC organization was Kim Graham Stone, appointed by

20, Ibid.

21. See NASA-SSC biographies of senior staff, SSCHRC.

22. Ibid.
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Estess to head the Procurement Office. Prior to joining the Stennis team, Stone

was a deputy director of the Acquisition Division at NASA Headquarters. Kirk

Sharp, a reliable SSC administrator, brought management experience from his

tenure as deputy chief of the former Information and Management Systems

Office to become the SSC's first Chief Intormation Officer to the newly created

and recognized Technology Transfer Office. This area was elevated by Estess,

who had long-championed technology transfer activities at the SSC? _

Estess was also fortunate to recruit Richard E. "Rick" Arbuthnot as chief

of the Human Resources Office. Arbuthnot came to the SSC from NASA

Headquarters where he was administrative assistant to the Associate

Administrator for Human Resources. Encouraged by the gains the SSC had

made in its propulsion test mission. Arbuthnot felt that the 210 NASA civil

service and 3,598 government and contractor personnel working at Stennis

had a bright future ahead. Arbuthnot said he was impressed with Estess and

his integrity as a manager. _'I am honored to work for a man like Roy Estess,"

Arbuthnot said. 24

Jon B. Roth, who has served as assistant to the director and as

Procurement Officer at the SSC since 1988, is a retired Navy Commander

with experience in private business--as a manager and as a public accountant.

Roth's naval experience and his gentlemanly manners helps in his role as a

representative to the resident agencies. Estess depends on Roth to assist in a

wide range of activities that involves interagency cooperation. 25

Estess appointed Pamela G. "Pare" Covington in 1992 to serve as the

SSC Equal Opportunity Officer. Covington, a native Mississippian from

Jackson, had experience as an intern in several elements of the organization

including Procurement, Public Affairs, Personnel, and in the STL. She helped

Estess achieve '_good marks" in recruiting women and minorities. Most

employees at the SSC feel comfortable discussing their problems with

Covington. Estess said he was pleased with the SSC's work in getting women

into the workfl3rce and vowed to continue recruiting them. 26

Although Estess refused to play favorites with members of his staff, his

selection of deputy was one of his best personnel decisions. When Gerald

23, Ibid.

24. Richard Arhuthnot, interview by Mack Herring, 12 July 199fi.

25. Jon B. Rolh, intcr,.Jc"_, r by Mack Herring and Ms. Myron Wcbb, SSC, MS, 6 May 1996.

26. Covington, intclViCW; |'sless, inlerview b,, Herring and Wcbb,
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Smith retired, Estess lost a very competent manager and respected propulsion

engineer. Estess named Mark Craig, who was architect of the NASA Strategic

Plan and the strategy for NASA's Human Exploration and Development of

Space (HEDS) Enterprise, as his deputy. Estess worked with Craig while

serving as assistant to Goldin at NASA Headquarters. The two men worked

together on one of Goldin's action teams when the new Administrator was

restructuring the Agency to meet budget guidelines and set NASA on a more

efficient and productive course. Estess and Craig became agents of Goldin's

+'faster, better, cheaper" doctrine and were responsible for such changes as the

reshaping of the Space Station program. 2v

When Craig reported to SSC in 1995, he brought with him vast experience

in managing major NASA programs and in long-range planning at Johnson

Space Center (JSC) and at NASA Headquarters. In addition to heading the

Space Exploration Directorate at NASA Headquarters, Craig also served on

the Administrator's staff, helping Goldin in his early days of transition at

NASA Headquarters. Along with a great deal of enthusiasm, Craig added a

"new language" to planning discussions and exercises at the SSC. The leader

also contributed a high level of sophistication in management strategy and

planning to which most Stennis employees had not been exposed. For

instance, Craig saw the SSC as being involved in three "lines of business"

which included commercial remote sensing, Earth systems science, and

rocket propulsion testing. To the delight of some and the consternation of

others, Craig did not necessarily list the three in the same order as other mem-

bers of the senior staff. Perhaps the good-natured and sly deputy director

listed his '+lines of business" in a contrary order to provoke spirited discus-

sion. For those not familiar with the SSC jargon, Craig usually listed

"propulsion" last, behind commercial programs and science activities. 2_

Estess's management philosophy, which supported the Agency's

approach to affirmative action, was to put a person in a job and "give them

space"' to manage their own area of the SSC operations. Perhaps Estess paid

close attention to one of his mentors, Jackson Balch, who said he believed in

putting his people in a position +'where they could fail." Balch said time and

27. Craig, hi_graphy. SS('tIRC: Commentary, "'Nutcs Of A Newcomer," lx_ni_qq_e, 25 May 1995, SSCHRC:

+'NASA Slralegic Plan,'" lx+gniappe+ 20 July 1995, SSCHRC: Craig, interview,

2N, Ihi_L; Esless, inletview.
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again, "A job that gives a person the chance to fail--and fail hard--is a good

job. If a person has a 'fail-safe job,' it's not worth a flip!" Apparently, Roy

Estess's own straightforward management concept paid off during his first

years, because every manager in his organization respects and speaks well of

their relationship with the SSC director. When compared to Fortune, Balch,

and Hlass, who served before Estess, one senior staffer said Estess was not

like any of his predecessors, but developed his own management style as the

SSC's fourth director/manager, e';

In Remembrance Of Fallen Friends

History has a way of claiming our best leaders before they live to see their

life's work reach full fruition. Abraham Lincoln, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin

Roosevelt, and John Kennedy are just a few such examples. In the case of the

SSC, there were four men, Henry Auter, James Fletcher, Harry Guin, and

John C. Stennis, who died during the 1990s befl)re the SSC reached its lofti-

est goals. Wernher wm Braun and Jackson Balch were claimed by death by

1980. Although these men played huge parts in the center's history, it is safe

to state that they would have been absolutely delighted to see the astonishing

developments that came about at the SSC. No one would dispute that all of

these fallen leaders would have been ecstatic to see the SSC proclaimed as

NASA's Center of Excellence for Rocket Propulsion Testing with a lead-

center purview that reached across Agency and geographical borders. -_"

But alas, Henry Auter, who served as the installation's first deputy direc-

tor and its only "acting director," died on II February 1991 of a heart attack

2t). E.W. "Van" King, interview; Jackson Balch described his own "personnel management philosophy" to the

author during several discussions in May 1969 after the author disclosed that he was going to transfer to

NASA tleadquarters in Washington. DC. Balch said there was so much bureaucracy at Headquarter _, that a

"fail safe" workplace had been created, whereby "no one was to blame" when something went wrong. On

the other hand, he said he believed thai a person should be all_wed Io "fail and fail hard" if he or she had a

good job. Perhaps he never l_,>rgot his failure with a house-paint business in Huntsville. Balch felt lh;it he

gave employees an opportunity to "fail'" on their own. Indeed. he often gave assignments to his staff m

which they were entirely on their own ,xhere the results were not traceable back to Bulch. In many ways.

Roy Estess seemed t_; have adopted Balch's philosophy, Estess, howe,,er, was far less threatening in hi_,

approach and seemed to put his employees "at ease." Estess enjoyed recounting actual stories to his employ-

ees, somewhat like a Southern "front porch philosopher."

30. Mix, mlerview: Rogers, interview.
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at his home. Many employees had referred to Mr. Auter as the SSC's "godfa-

ther," because he gave so much of his time helping others advance in the

NASA organization and in projects assisting those less fortunate in his com-

munity. His last task was completing his duties as treasurer of the Picayune

First Presbyterian Church. 3_

Dr. James C. Fletcher, two-time Administrator of NASA who became

closely associated with the SSC during the early 1970s, worked at the

national level to raise the center's status from a purely rocket test facility to

a space and environmental, multiagency research complex. In fact, Dr.

Fletcher issued an Administrator's decision in 1974 that "officially"

renamed the Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) to the "National Space

Technology Laboratories" (NSTL), and raised its status as a separate facil-

ity answering directly to NASA Headquarters and not reporting to the

MSFC in Huntsville. Fletcher was also helpful in getting the center renamed

after Senator John C. Stennis in 1988. Fletcher, who last visited the SSC in

the spring of 1989, died of lung cancer at his home in suburban Washington

on 22 December 1991. 32

Perhaps the saddest surprise came to the SSC team on 15 October 1993,

when Harry Guin was cut down in his prime in a fatal automobile accident

while he was enroute to witness his beloved "Crimson Tide" Alabama foot-

ball team in action. Mr. Guin was one of the SSC pioneers, having started

work at the site in the summer of 1963. He became known as a "visionary,"

promoting the SSC as the nation's Center of Excellence for Rocket

Propulsion Testing. Like his role model, University of Alabama Coach Paul

31. Henry Fenimore Aulcr, Jr., Obituary, The (Bih_._i/Gtd[_ort, MS) Sun tlerald. 12 February 1991: Mr. Auter

loved _he space program and devoted most of his career to NASA's work at the MTF and the NSTL He

helped design struclures at the lest fitcility and was in charge of testing the Saturn V boosters during Project

Apollo Curi_us, however. Mr. Auter wrote that the development of the multiagency complex at the MTF

was the most significanl historical event at the site. He was working as a consultant with the author helping

develop the historical archives [br the SSC when he died. The author talked to Mr. Auter about future his

lorical archives just two days betk_re he died.

32. NASA Headquarters. '*James C. Fletcher Biography." SSCHRC; Roger D. Launius. "A Western Mormon In

Washington, DC: James C. Fletcher. NASA, and the Final Frontier." Pacilic Historical Review, (May 1995):

pp. 217-41: Fate brought Dr. Fletcher in close contact with the SSC history on twn significant occasions.

Dr. Fletcher was the NASA Administrator who executed the document that created the NSTL on 14 June

1974, He flew to the Stennis International Airport in Hancock County, MS, and made an anmmncemen! to

the local media proclaiming the new installation. When Dr. Fletcher returned to the south Mississippi facil-

ity as Administrator on 12 May 1986. he was a supp_rter of the development of the SSC and was

instrumental in ils renaming and designation as the John C. Stennis Space Center on 20 May 1988. He also

appointed Jerry. ttlass as manager of the NSTL in 1976 and Roy Estess as director in 1988.
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"Bear" Bryant, Mr. Guin was a respected leader of people and a compas-

sionate individual who evoked "the very best" of team members who served

in his ranks. He was one of the authors of the "White Paper" presented to the

Crippen Group in New Orleans in 1986 and a champion of the center's quest

to become the lead center [or propulsion testing. Reference papers left on

Guin's desk the afternoon he died are evidence that he could see his "vision"

for the center nearing its fruition. __

During his last visit to south Mississippi and the NASA SSC on 23

August 1990, Stennis insisted that he visit the site at old Logtown, where the

long and fascinating odyssey of the Stennis Space Center began. Roy Estess

was joined by Roy Baxter, Jr., Mack Herring, Myron Webb, and a few other

friends on the journey back in time? 4

The open ball field, on the Logtown School grounds where the meeting

was held in 1961, was covered by towering pine trees and undergrowth. The

Stennis party pointed to the spot where the flatbed truck that Stennis spoke

from 30 years earlier was parked. On that return to Logtown in August 1990,

the thoughtful Senator smiled and seemed pleased when he was told by

Baxter, Estess, and other friends in the party that "it all worked out for the

best." Senator John C. Stennis, father of the Stennis Space Center, died 23

April 1995 at the age of9375

33. Mack Herring. ('_mmtentary, "He Was NumD.,'r One," LaKt#al_pe, 19 Nm'ember 1993, SS('HRC: Mr. Harry

Guin was a pers_mal friend of lhe author. We first met on the first day Guin reported for work at the MTF

in 1963. We worked on several joint projects t_gether, the most memorable being the dedication of Stennis

Space ('enter during the late spring and earl), summer of 1989, prior to the 3 August 1988 dedication. Atlet

studying the letters, d,,:.cuments, plans, and interviews thai '.a,ere parl of this bemk. the author came tt_ the

inescapable conclusion thai Mr. Guin was a true visionary and so dedicated to the SS(" that he |kmghl

"against all _dds" to see the SS(" reach its trill potential. His legacy. _'ill go on as long as the Stennis Space

('enler exists.

34. Pat Towell, "'J_hn Stennis. lamgtime Symbol Of Senatorial Rectitude," Obituary, Inside Con_,ress.

Washington, De, 29 April 19tJ5: U.S, Senator John C. Stennis dominates the history of the SSC. lie was

a staunch suppt_rler of America's space program until the day he retired from tile Senale in Januar7 1989.

Dr, Fletcher remarked the day of the dedication, Ihal the center should have been named for Stennis "a long

lime ago." Fletcher depended on Stennis, s_mle,,._hat like eight [.7.S. Presidents who served "with" the

Senator, to lead the Agent) "s btzdgetary battles in the Congress. The respected Senator no doubt played an

imporlant role in the location of the center in Mississippi. but it must be pt_inted i}tll thai he would not have

supported the effort if he believed there v, as a better Ic_cati_m elsewhere in the country to lest America's

rockels. Senator Slennis's belief in the people of his state and their ability tt_ parlicipate in "greatness" as

supporters and workers at the space center, undoubtedly was als_ a major factor in his tenacious support

of the SS('.

35 Ibid.
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The Stennis Vision

When Senator Stennis died, Roy Estess observed, "He was a giant in

every way." With Stennis, there were Guin, Fletcher, and Auter who walked

the pages of the Stennis Space Center history book. They helped lay a foun-

dation and set the center on a course toward full realization of a "bigger

dream." The SSC vision began to sharpen in the mid-1990s, featuring a locus

on old ambitions with new approaches to excellence in rocket propulsion test-

ing to serve the nation's test needs) 6

The new SSC vision was also inclusive with other lines of business to

pursue, exploiting the SSC expertise in Commercial Remote Sensing and

enhancing its Earth Science research. When the Clinton Administration initi-

ated its "reinventing government" policies in 1993, Stennis employees

exclaimed, "Why, we've been reinventing government for 25 years!" They

were right, too, because the multiagency complex had featured the sharing of

research and resources since the early 1970s. Now, Roy Estess and his man-

agement team had incorporated the multiagency doctrine in their new vision

for the twenty-first century. 37

Administrator Daniel Goldin also found the SSC especially appealing with its

small, but innovative team making use of diverse talents to accomplish new mis-

sions, "better, faster, and cheaper." Since the SSC crew had managed with less

funding than most NASA installations for years, managing the Stennis Center in

the tight fiscal times of the 1990s was not an insurmountable handicap. -_

For instance, from FY93 to FY96, the facility operations budget was

reduced by 20 percent, and contractor staffing was lowered by 17 percent.

These remarkable savings were made possible by closing facilities, consoli-

dating functions, and reviewing operations to find more efficient ways of

doing business. In addition to these savings, from FY93 to FY95, the shared

operating costs by NASA and the resident agencies were reduced by $2.7 mil-

lion. Two examples that contributed to cost savings at the SSC were the Main

36. "U.S. Senator John C. Stennis.,," Lztgniappe. 25 May 1995, SSCHRC; E_,tess, interview by lterring and Webb,

7 July 1996.

37. Management Presentation. "The Stennis Space Center," cover sheet, boxed motto, "'Reinventing Government

For 25 Years," 14 September 1995.

38. "'Stennis Space ('enter Budget Hislory By M_lior Programs," 23 Oct_ber 1995; Estess, interview by Herring

and Webb, 7 July 1995.
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Electrical Substation privatization project in 1993 with Mississippi Power

Company and the NASA-Navy library consolidation of 1995. _'

Estess mused that many "highly technical and accomplished" NASA man-

agers had not had to deal with "survival" in the same manner as their

colleagues at the SSC who had struggled for years to make ends meet. He

pointed out that a number of NASA programs at other centers and locations

"just rolled in" with the managers not having to "scrap and fight" l_)r work to

obtain the programs as did the small NASA crew at the SSC)"

Nevertheless, along with the budget considerations there was still much

work to be accomplished by the SSC team of the 1990s as it reached to raise

the center to a higher level in the NASA hierarchy. Richard Bach, aviator and

author, wrote, "You are never given a wish without also being given the

power to make it true. You may have to work for it, however." Roy Estess and

the SSC team had realized Bach's axiom many years ago and had worked

more days than not trying to get their bosses up the line to pay attention to

their plans for the center) _

An important milestone that focused on the SSC's emerging role as a

propulsion center of excellence came in 1992 when Estess and T.J. "Jack"

Lee, MSFC director, signed a joint statement of agreement between their cen-

ters regarding the development and test of propulsion components and

systems. More importantly, the document acknowledged the development of

the SSC into a "Center of Excellence tk)r Rocket Propulsion Testing." Goldin

had insisted that Estess and Lee lneet and settle this issue. After they signed

the document, it was immediately forw, arded to Goldin in Washington under

a jointly signed cover letter. The agreement included most issues between the

MSFC and the SSC, but the "test management" role for the Space Shuttle

Main Engine (SSME) program was not covered. Both parties agreed that the

contested issue, the "responsibility [k_r SSME testing," would be addressed at

a future date. a-'

39. Mcl.auglin. intcr,.icv_ by tlcrring and Webb; Dllug Mcl_aughlin. "'SS(" Budgelary Sa'.ing<.." palk?r especially

prepared for SS(" tlislor', Oll]ce by Doug Mcl.aughlin. July 1996. cnpy in SSCIIR('.

40. Idsicss. interview by Hen'ing and Webb. 24 April 1996: Esiess. interview by tterring _.llld Webh. 7 Jul? I_lgfi:

Mcl.aughlm. interview by Herring and Wcbb.

41. Esiess. intcr;icw by Herring and Webh. 24 April 1966; Richard Bach. lllusion_: The Advcnturv_ OIA

Reluctant Messiah I New York: Dclacllric Press/Eleanor Fried¢. 1978). p. L;'2.

42 Eslc'.s. inicr,.iew by tlerring and Wehb. 7 July Ig95; Roy S. listc_,_. _llld T.J. Lee. Ill. l)anicl S. G,Idm. cmcr

lelter F.)r agrcemcni. 29 June 1992; Roy S. Estess and TJ. I.ec. Ill. 20 June Iq'_J2.
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NASA's John C. Stennis Space Center in Hancock County, MS, flight certifies all of the main

engines that help power the Space Shuttle into Earth's orbit. Shown on the "B" stand, B-I test

position, is a static firing of a Space Shuttle Main Engine. One of the many tame deer, which

share the SSC environment, studies a "common place" test-firing. (SSC-96-129-15)

Agency and public recognition of the SSC's Center Of Excellence

status came when the Agency began to define its vision in 1991-1992. Ken

Human was named by Estess to coordinate the SSC inputs for the NASA

Agencywide Vision Statement. Human remembered how eager the SSC

employees were to participate in the NASA-wide project. The Vision

Statement was published in 1992 and entitled, "John C. Stennis Space

Center Long-Range Plan for the 1990s." It was printed on page one of the

15 June 1992 Lagniappe. The statement read, "To expand the frontiers of

space exploration, Stennis Space Center will provide the United States with

the world's best center of excellence for ground-testing large space propul-

sion systems. This center is represented by a unique pool of talent and

state-of-the-art test facilities and technologies. Stennis Space Center deliv-

ers safe, responsive, and cost-effective propulsion test services which
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This 1992 aerial view shows Stennis Space Center's propulsion test facilities. The finer large

test stands are the E-I Test Facility (center); A-I Test Stand (left); A-2 Test Stand (right);

and B-I Test Stand (far back). SSC-92-039-37J

sustain U.S. leadership m space exploration and enhance our economic

competitiveness.'43

The Stennis vision was brought into sharper focus on 1 May 1994 when the

responsibility for SSME test management was transferred from the MSFC to the

SSC. The transfer marked the first time in the entire history of the center, even

during the time of the Apollo program, that the SSC would be in charge of rocket

testing at the installation. True, the former MTF organization had a great deal of

autonomy during the certification testing of the Saturn V first- and second-stage

rockets in the 1960s and in 1970, even as a component installation of the MSFC.

The MSFC, however, was ultimately in charge of managing the test program. 44

The SSC's goal of assuming the responsibility for test management had

been sought after by SSC managers for at least two decades. The illusive prize

43. Ken Human et al., "SSC Vision Statement," Lagniappe, 15 June 1992, SSCHRC.

44. "'SSME Testing Transl_rred From MSFC to SSC," 18 May 1994: Estess, interview by Herring and Webb,

7 July 1995; Boycc Mix, interview by Mack Herring, SSC, MS, 27 June [996.
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came about shortly after G.R "Porter" Bridwell, an old friend of Estess and

others at the SSC, was named director of the MSFC on 6 January 1994.

Bridweil had served as acting deputy director of the SSC in the spring of 1987,

while Estess was temporarily away engaged in the Advanced Management

Program at the Harvard Graduate Business School. During that time, Bridwell

developed a greater appreciation for the expertise of the SSC and reacquainted

himself with the installation's extensive test facilities. In addition, Bridwell

was exposed to a liberal dose of "brainwashing" by Harry Guin and other sup-

porters of a major role for the SSC in rocket propulsion testing. 45

When Bridwell assumed the director's position at the MSFC, he told

Estess, "Hey, I read the mail. Two administrators [Truly and Goldin] have

decided that Stennis ought to be the Center of Excellence for Rocket

Propulsion testing, and the only outstanding issue is the SSME; therefore, I'm

moving the SSME to Stennis. I'll make that decision! ''46

Bridweli had the "pleasure" of informing his SSC friends and colleagues

of the SSME transfer at a Stennis Center Awards Ceremony on 5 May 1994,

at which he was the featured speaker. "We're a sister center, and we're going

to work together. I pledge our support to you," Bridwell stated. He also said

that he wanted the MSFC to work more closely with Stennis on NASA

research technology projects for "future propulsion systems testing." Harry

Guin, a staunch advocate of the advancement of propulsion testing, was

posthumously awarded the NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal at the cer-

emony where Bridwell announced the test management transfers

A memorandum of agreement between the MSFC and the SSC making

the historic test management transfer pact official was signed by Estess on 28

June 1994 and Bridwell on 21 July 1994. Deputy Associate Administrator for

Space Flight (Space Shuttle) Bryan O'Connor concurred in the document that

was designed to produce more efficient and cost-effective propulsion opera-

tions for the Agency. 4x

Boyce Mix, who had managed the test program for the MSFC for years,

observed in a recollection in June 1996, "The transfer of the SSME lest man-

45. Jerry Hlass to Staff, nlemorandum, "App_fintment Of Acling Deputy Direclor." 23 March 1987; NASA

Headquarters. "('enler Direclors Biographies," SSCHRC.

46. l/,stess, interview by Herring and Webb, 24 April 1996: Mix, interview.

47. lbkt.

48. Roy S. Estess and P_wter Bridwell, "'Memorandum Of Agreement," 2 August 1994.
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agement mission was the right thing to do. Porter called me in while I was still

working for the MSFC and said he intended to transfer the SSME test man-

agement role to the SSC and asked my opinion. 1 told Porter that the SSC

would do a good job managing the SSME test program." Mix said Bridwell

then replied, 'Tm going to do it!" The seasoned Mix further observed that the

test management mission, in a like manner to the completion of the Component

Test Facility (CTF), was an acquisition that was absolutely necessary before

the SSC could be seriously considered as the Agency's lead center for rocket

testing. Test management, then, was one of several pieces of a "puzzle" Estess

had to put together before his vision for the SSC was totally clear? '

As Mix surmised, the test management mission was an enormous mile-

stone for the SSC in securing credibility as the Agency's lead center for

rocket testing. In addition, at least three major studies conducted by NASA

and the government in 1994 and 1995 underscored the SSC's contention that

the nation should institutionalize and consolidate its rocket test programs.

The NASA Federal Laboratory Review (NFLR) and the NASA Zero-Base

Review (ZBR) budget challenge initiated in 1995 pointed to the SSC as a

Center of Excellence for Rocket Propulsion Testing and recommended that

management of all rocket testing be consolidated at Stennis. A third study,

called the National Facilities Study (NFS), conducted in 1994 was not quite

as faw)rable for the SSC because it recommended certain turbopump testing

be performed at the MSFC instead of the SSC. The NFS did, however, call

for an end to duplication of NASA and DoD facilities nationwide, a point

which was to the liking of the SSC management. The deck could have been

partially stacked in favor of the SSC because the SSC deputy director was a

member of the NFS team. 5_

SSC Director Estess was extremely pleased at the recognition and recom-

mendations of these prestigious study teams. When Administrator Goldin

49. Mix, inter,.iev,.

50. NASA Federal l.ahoratory Review Task Force. NASA Advisory Council. "_NASA's Federal l.ahoralory

Review," F;ahruary 19tJ5. SS('HR(" It is imporl_mt to note that the "NASA Federal l.abor;m,ry Rex Jew'" was

prepared by the NASA Federal Laboratory Review Task Force under the auspices of Ihe NASA Ad,,isor,,

('omacil t NACI. The results were then submitted 28 February 19e)5 to the Office _l" Science and Tcchnolog._

Polio> (OS'I'Pl at the While House. This reviews, was part of Ihe Inleragency Federal l.ahuratory Re'_iew

which included material from the I)cpartments of l)el_ns¢ and Energy ahmg with NASA. The re',iex_ was

undertaken by all concerned as a means to improve the efficiency and effecliveness of the federal govern

ment's R&I) programs :.rod investments.
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released the findings of the ZBR on 19 May 1995, Estess said, "The overall

impact of this announcement is very positive for the Stennis Space Center."

Estess had a right to be pleased with the ZBR findings. The study recommended

that the SSC assume management of the NASA White Sands Test Facility from

the JSC and facilitate "all" future rocket engine testing for the Agency? _

A bonus for the SSC also came from the ZBR exercise. Es_ess and his

rocket team coined a novel management strategy they called the "National

Rocket Propulsion Test Alliance" (NRPTA) and presented it at a landmark

ZBR meeting at the KSC on 31 March 1995. The NRPTA would be com-

posed of representatives from the following civilian and DuD installations

involved in rocket testing: SSC, White Sands Test Facility, Lewis Research

Center, MSFC, Phillips Laboratory at Edwards AFB, Arnold Engineering

Development Center, Naval Warfare Center, and Redstone Technical Test

Center. The Test Alliance plan was designed as an advisory body with author-

ity to develop major propulsion test policy and place systems at the most

appropriate and economical facility for a particular result. 52

Estess recalled that Lon Miller played a major leadership role in helping

pull together the ZBR presentation that contained the Test Alliance plan.

Proudly remembering the KSC meeting, Estess said the presenters at that

important review were Lon Miller, David Brannon, Tom Sever, Robert Bruce,

and Doug McLaughlin. Estess exclaimed, "That's a real team!" Apparently

the ZBR group was equally impressed by the Stennis team. To the delight of

the SSC managers, the Test Alliance plan presented by the SSC was so well

received by the ZBR team that they incorporated the NRPTA in their final rec-

ommendations, and an action to implement the plan was passed on to SSC? 3

Estess and his crusaders found that they were not in the game alone. From

the very outset, Goldin clearly connected with the enthusiastic efforts of the

SSC to emerge as a leader in his scheme to do things in NASA "faster, better,

and cheaper." As Roy Estess recalled, "The moons were lined up," and he

modestly added, "I didn't have a thing to do with it. Administrators changed,

51. NASA Headquarters, "NASA Zero Base Review And FY 1997 Process," Briefing To Congress, May 1995,

SSC Director's Files, SSCHRC; Estess, interview by Herring and Webb, 24 April 1996 and 7 July 1995:

Lon Miller, interview by Herring and Webb, 4 May 1996,

52, Ibid.; Estess, interview by Herring and Webb, 24 April 1996; Estess, interview by Herring and Webb, 7 July

1995: NASA-SSC, National Rocket Propulsion Test Alliance, "Shaping Tesl Capability To Match National

Needs," Presentation. 28 July 1995), SSCHRC.

53. Estess, interview by Iterring and Webb, 7 July 1995.
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and when another Administrator came in [Goldin], he even made changes that

have helped us substantially. He's pushed us ever further up the ladder. He+s

challenged us to go forward. ''5+

There were other NASA Headquarters officials in the 1990s who favored the

SSC progressive and supportive attitude. Major General Jeremiah W. '_Jed'"

Pearson, IIL USMC, was named in April 1992 to replace William B. "Bill"

Lenoir as associate administrator for the Office of Space Flight. Although Lenoir

had proved to be a good friend and supporter of the SSC's program, Pearson also

quickly took a liking to Roy Estess and his team. In March 1992, John R. '+Jack"

Dailey was named by Goldin as Acting Deputy Administrator. Like Pearson,

Dailey was a Marine, having risen to the lofty position of Assistant Commandant

in August 1990. Perhaps both Headquarters leaders were impressed with the

"gung ho" attitude of the Stennis team in its support of overall NASA-wide

objectives, a quality not universally found in a proud NASA organization that

had sometimes experienced conflict with its parochial attitudesY

With the "stars aligned" in the heavens for the restless SSC group, the road

still remained a bit "bumpy" on the more realistic roads on Earth. With the

support of Goldin, Pearson, and Dailey at the Headquarters, and endorse-

ments from the NASA Federal Laboratory Review, the National Facilities

Study and the White House-favored ZBR, one might think that the SSC man-

agers could finally rest easy with their missions secured as the center prepared

for the twenty-first century. As the Congress began serious deliberations on

the FY97 budget in the spring of 1996, however, Roy Estess and his senior

staff worried that "something might go wrong." After all, a significant role for

NASA's "Lead Center for Rocket Propulsion Testing" entailed consolidation

of test functions and activities at other locations, such as the test laboratory at

the SSC's old nemesis, the MSFC in Huntsville, Alabama. Test facilities at

White Sands were also scheduled to be terminated by the new NASA test con-

solidation plan, with rocket propulsion testing at the MSFC and White Sands

to be managed by Stennis Space Center. _

54, lbi+L

55. Sue Richard. NASA Headquarters News Release, "NASA Administrator Anntmnces He_dquarlers

Appointments. +` 28 April 1902, SSCHRC; Jeff Carr. NASA Headquarters News Release. "Organizatit+nal

Changes Tt_ Enhance Prugrams, Relaliuns.'+ II March 1993, SSCHRC.

56. Estess. interview by Herring and Webb, 24 April 1996: "'Russian Rocket Findings Will Capture Redstone's

Engine Testing Progrmn+" Himtsville ¢ALI 7imes. 29 March 1996: l+on Miller and Mike Dawstm, interview

by Herring and Webb. SSC. MS, 4 May 1996
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As one might imagine, after 35 years of having management matters 180

degrees in the other direction, the consolidation plan was met with consterna-

tion, opposition, and a lot of "foot dragging" from management elements and

politicians representing some of the other NASA centers involved. Although

the scheme would save the federal government and the national taxpayers mil-

lions of dollars, the plan was met with sour-grape chides from the Alabama

center, such as "we were born to test" and "testing is our tradition." These

howls grew as Goldin prepared to present his Operating Plan to Congress and

implement the NASA-wide findings of the ZBR, which included test consoli-

dation at the SSC. Only one "star" had fallen out of alignment, the SSC's old

friend Porter Bridwell, the MSFC director who was influential in transferring

SSME testing to the SSC, had retired. He was replaced by Wayne Littles of the

old-time, more +'traditional" MSFC management team. The MSFC's loss of its

dominance over the SSC no doubt was worsened when the SSC placed a resi-

dent office in Huntsville in March 1996Y

In late April 1996, Estess worried that the consolidation plan might still fail,

even with all data points giving a green light to Administrator Goldin's NASA

proposal. It was hard for anyone to imagine that the NASA Administrator and

his very top people could not get their own way with the NASA organization.

A last piece of the consolidation and lead center puzzle was the approval of

approximately $45 million in funds for upgrading and completing the CTE

The request for CTF monies was included in Goldin's FY97 Operating Plan

sent to Congress as part of the appropriations bill. ss

Another fortuitous event occurred when the SSC's long-time supporter,

Senator Trent Lott, was elected Senate Majority Leader to replace Republican

Presidential candidate Robert "Bob" Dole. Lott had been one of the SSC's

most ardent supporters throughout his highly successful political career.

Senator Lott began working to promote the SSC in 1968, when he was admin-

istrative assistant to 5th District Congressman William "Bill" Colmer. Lott

was elected to that House Seat in 1972 as a Republican when Colmer retired

and served as a U.S. Representative until he was elected to the Senate in 1988.

With his home at Pascagoula, Mississippi, on the Gulf Coast, Lott had been

57. Scheuermann, interview: Ms_ Myron Webb, interview by Mack Herring, SSC. MS. 24 July 1996; Palrick

Scheuermann, interview, by Virginia A. Butler, SSC, MS, 11 February 1997.

58. Daniel S. Goldin to The Honorable Jerry Lewis, "FY96 Operating Plan," 4 June 1996.
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U.S. Sen. Trent Lint of

Mississippi (left) meets

with R_y Estess, Swnnis

Space Center direct_r,

_turing an August 1996

visit. L_)tt, a staunch sup-

p_mer _f &e Stennis Space

Center, was ch_sen Y,e_ate

Maj,,rity Le_der by his o,l-

leagues in 1996.

(SSC-96-448-4)

one of the architects of the multiagency concept and had supported all of the

SSC agencies and their programs at every juncture. He stood vigil on Capitol

Hill in the summer of 1996 as the NASA Appropriations Bill, with the con-

solidation plan and the over $45 million CTF-enhancement funding proposal,

passed the House and Senate. A cautious Lott kept a keen eye on the NASA

bill as it worked its way through final congressional committee actions. >

The Lead Center

Even while NASA legislation was being pondered on Capitol Hill, on

29 May 1996, Roy Esless assembled the SSC employees in the Visitors Center

auditorium to hear possibly "the best news" in the installation's entire 35-year

history. The occasion was the center's annual Honor Awards Ceremony, an

event that had been traditionally a time of good cheer. NASA Administrators,

astronauts, and national leaders, such as Stennis and Loft, had in the past come

to the Visitors Center to pay tribute to the NASA-Stennis team. The auditorium

had been the scene of some sad times, also. Most w)wed never to forget the

5 t) ()llice _1 Senalor Trent Loft, "'Biography," July 1996.
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crew of the Challenger in a memorial service, as the SSC employees joined

their NASA colleagues in a nationwide tribute. The team had also remembered

their friend and leader Harry Guin at an Honor Awards ceremony? °

Perhaps, many SSC team-member thoughts went to other friends who had

fallen along the way and were not present to witness NASA Headquarters's

William Trafton, Associate Administrator for the Office of Space Flight, pre-

sent Roy Estess with a letter designating the SSC as NASA's Lead Center for

Rocket Propulsion Testing. The message was almost unbelievable. Patrick

"Pat" Scheuermann, tapped by Harry Guin back in 1988 to carry on the bold,

"can do" tradition of the SSC team, was not in the auditorium that day with his

associates. The 32-year-old engineer, trained by Guin, was manning the new

SSC Resident Office in Huntsville! Scheuermann's deep reverence for Guin

and respect for Estess were evident when he commented, "I knew we had

reached our mark months ago to become NASA's lead center for rocket testing.

The lead enter role is a tribute to the vision that Harry and Roy shared for the

SSC." Scheuermann also believed that the designation proved the power of the

dream that motivated the small, but highly effective, SSC team. After all, the

center had risen form a "test support" role in 1986 to its status of responsibil-

ity for all NASA rocket testing. This historic document presented by Trafton

was clear in its subject and direction and was to take effect on 30 May 19967 _

Roy Estess, who had pushed for just such a designation for almost 10 years,

responded on behalf of all NASA-SSC personnel when he said, "This is a nat-

ural decision for NASA because of the investment that has already been made

here in south Mississippi." To Estess and the SSC team, the "lead center" des-

ignation was also the fulfillment of another dream of yesteryear. The proud

director told his fellow employees, "This major responsibility is also keeping

with the vision Dr. Wernher von Braun had in the early 1960s for this instal-

lation to be NASA's test center. ''_2

Thrilled that NASA had recognized the SSC as its lead center for rocket

propulsion testing, Senator Lott praised the NASA designation. "This move

60. "SSC Designated As Lead Testing Center," lxtgniappe, 20 June 1996, SSCHRC: William C. Trafion to

Associate Deputy Administrator (Technical), 28 May 1996, SSCHRC; William C. Trafton to the Director,

Stennis Space Center, "'Propulsion Testing Lead Cenler," 30 May 1996, SSCHRC.

61. "SSC Designated..." Lagniappe: NASA SSC News Release, l,anee Cobb, "'NASA Directs SSC To Manage All

Propulsion Test Activities," 7 June 1996, SSCHRC.

62. Ibid.
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means Stennis will become the Center of Excellence for propulsion testing of

rocket engines, not only for NASA but for the Department of Defense, other fed-

eral agencies, and private industries with missions involving rocket launches. It

means NASA recognized the unique facilities and personnel who have built

Stennis's worldwide reputation for high-tech research and development. ''_

A long-time advocate who had supported the SSC as an employee, state

senator, and as a U.S. Congressman, Gene Taylor, said, "This is a day we will

long remember. Stennis Space Center [was] finally recognized tbr its unique

Space Age facilities, and the best expertise in the world in rocket testing and

advanced technology. ''_'4

Senator Lott's sentiments were also no doubt felt by the uncounted

number of employees, their superb leaders, and their community friends, who

made uncommon sacrifices in past times to advance the Stennis Space Center

to world-class status as America's rocket test center. Indeed, the day was a

long time coming for the hundreds of "believers" who participated in the

extraordinary, never-give-up campaign waged for years by the little "can do"

SSC team. And all the SSC team asked for in return was to finally be granted

the respect of their NASA colleagues across the country and to be allowed to

use the national rocket test facility to its fullest potential/'5

The "Way Station to Space" on Mississippi's Pearl River is now engraved

on the trade routes of history for future generations to navigate as they

explore worlds beyond their wildest dreams.

63. Susan [rby and Elizabeth Ma,,ar. Ot]ice of Scnalor Trent I_o11, News Release. "'NASA ('onsolidalion Rockcl

Propulsion "resting AI Stennis," 5 June 1996. SSCHRC

64. Office Of [_;.S. Representative Gone Taylor, News Release, 5 June 199fi. SS('ItR('.

65. Pre,,ious RelErences., W_tv Station lb Spa,'c. 4 Augusl It)96.
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t has been over 33 years since the last residents of Gainesville bundledup their most cherished belongings--a few pieces of antique furniture,

some cuttings from their flower beds, and a law)rite front-porch

rocker--and hauled their worldly goods away from the river bottom that

cradled their dying town. The once proud and historic community was left to

rest peacefully under a protective canopy of great live oaks along the banks

of the Pearl River.

Many of the residents who sold their land to the United States government

under the terms of the eminent domain policy could trace their roots back five

generations, to the beginning of the historic place. There were a few citizens

who were descendants of the French explorers who first sailed up the river in

1699. All of the citizens reluctantly gave up their picturesque homesites to the

federal government, so NASA could construct, of all things, a modern com-

plex for the Agency to light-up and test-fire giant rockets bound for the Moon.

Another generation has grown up since that sad day in January 1963.

Indeed, the former residents of the Gainesville and Logtown communities

were proud when their country did actually go to the Moon in July 1969. The

spaceship blasted on its journey propelled by Saturn rockets first proven

worthy on the giant static-test stands erected on the very grounds cleared by

many of their ancestors over 200 years earlier. The former residents, during

the years since they left the communities of Gainesville, Logtown, Santa

Rosa, Napoleon, and Westonia, witnessed the inspiring Moon missions and

followed the daring exploits of the Space Shuttle as the reusable aerospace

ship carried on the American spaceflight tradition for over 15 years.

Along with people around the world, they marvelled at the space pictures

sent back to Earth by satellites and spacecraft to help farmers, fishermen,

firemen, and foresters. The displaced residents, who vacated their homes in

1963, knew that these extraordinarily useful "space maps" were products of

the NASA people who came and built laboratories on their vacated Hancock

County property. The new "space" people were explorers, too, searching for

better ways to make science work for ordinary people. Many of the children

and grandchildren of the displaced property owners returned years later to

help work modern miracles with computers, to push buttons to static fire
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powerful rocket engines, and to study underwater ocean routes for the U.S.

Navy's vital oceanographic programs.

By late August 1996, the land once covered by cypress swamps and piney

woods had been transformed into a world-class technical hub designated as

the lead center to direct and test the nation's present and future rocket propul-

sion systems. Space Age pioneers of the research laboratories, who learned to

use satellite information transmitted from space to advance commercial

industries here on Earth, were now recognized internationally for their exper-

tise. These remote sensing experts helped spawn hundreds of new businesses

through their commercial programs. The technology they developed during

the t970s and 1980s was now considered the benchmark of the remote sens-

ing industry in this country and abroad.

The space and environmental complex that was begun in 1970 grew

through the years paralleling, and in some cases exceeding, the national

development of science and technology. By the summer of 1996, there were

22 federal and state agencies located at the installation. These muitidiscipli-

nary agencies had been reinventing government for over 25 years, as they

advanced their own "space-oceans-Earth" programs. The resident agencies

have found that the Jackson Balch axiom of "2 + 2" can equal 5 is accurate

when the government entities put away their selfish, bureaucratic pursuits and

worked together for a common cause. In fact, a new NASA organization was

forged in July 1996 that included an Earth Systems Science Office chartered

to participate with and share technologies developed by the several agencies

located at the Stennis Space Center.

The Navy's oceanographic complex became one of the nation's foremost

centers for underwater studies. The highly technical ocean research laborato-

ries at the Stennis Space Center contained one of the largest and most

sophisticated computer capabilities anywhere. An upgrading of the Navy's

supercomputer capability was announced in May 1996, for a total projected

cost of $170.2 million, to be appropriated as needed, with a commitment to

keep upgrading during each of the next five years. The new system would ele-

vate the Navy's computer complex to an elite status enjoyed by only a few

such cyber-centers in the world. Planning was also done to ensure continued

buildup of the computer arrangement into the future.

Even the giant Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant that has been virtu-

ally dormant for years, was awakened in early 1997 with announcements (by
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Senator Trent Lott and Congressman Gene Taylor) that hundreds of profes-

sional and skilled personnel from the Navy would be locating in the huge

complex. There were even more promises that hundreds of other employees

from other directions would be coming soon to help fill the cavernous empty

spaces. With these new proclamations, the words, "full utilization" has once

again begun to take on a new future meaning.

The huge successes observed in 1996 were the results of works created.

nurtured, and advanced by a succession of committed leaders. Among these

leaders were the four directors of the installation: Captain William "Bill"

Fortune, Jackson Balch, Jerry Hlass, and Roy Estess. Among NASA

Administrators and managers who favorably affected the course of history at

the Stennis Space Center were Dr. Wernher von Braun, Dr. James Fletcher,

Admiral Richard Truly, Richard "Dick" Wisniewski, and Daniel Goldin.

Influential politicians who contributed significantly to the center's success

were Senators John C. Stennis, Trent Lott, Thad Cochran, and Allen Ellender.

Other members of the Congress who supported the Stennis Space Center were

U.S. Representatives William "Bill" Colmer, Gene Taylor, and Robert "Bob"

Livingston. This political influence created the environment and opportunity

that permitted the space center managers to capitalize on the investment made

in the people and facilities in Mississippi. Estess has said, "Without this col-

lective influence, much less could have been achieved."

Without the staunch support of the communities surrounding the center, it

would have been difficult for the federal government workers or the politicians

to have carried out their assigned tasks and gained new missions, such as the

Space Shuttle Main Engine test program, commercial remote sensing enter-

prises, and lead center responsibility lot rocket propulsion testing. Men and

women from the local communities came torward in the early years and

remained consistent in their positive support of NASA and the other endeav-

ors at the center. Some of these key community leaders included Roy Baxter,

Jr., Pearlington: Leo Seal, Jr., Dave McDonald, Ellis Cuevas, Norton Haas, and

Dave Truetel, Jr., of Bay St. Louis: George Schloegel of Gullport; Charlie

Nutter, Ted LeMunyon, Dave Sims, and Allen Goff of Picayune: and Irma Cry

of Slidell. An association of community friends was cited for its support of the

Stennis Space Center in May 1996 when NASA gave its annual Community

Service Award to the Partners For Stennis organization, comprised of area

leaders from the Mississippi Gulf Coast and St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana.
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True, these NASA, political, and community leaders who stood in the

"footlights at the center stage" were enormously responsible for the Stennis

Space Center's place in American space history. But, as SSC Director Roy

Estess observed shortly alter taking office, "The important work of NASA is

not accomplished in conference rooms or at meetings. The success comes

down to the men and women who work quietly back in the shadows, in the

shops, and on the test stands." Estess went on to say, "They go out and do their

jobs well on a day-to-day basis without fuss or fanfare. It is their hands that lift

the Space Shuttle into space."

The people about whom Estess was talking are the members of the well-

known Stennis Space Center "can do" team. NASA Administrator Daniel

Goldin was astonished at what the small number of about 210 civil servants

were able to accomplish in developing rocket propulsion and commercial

remote sensing programs. A veteran Stennis Center manager, Doug

McLaughlin, put it this way, '+We've been able to make do with fewer

resources than the other centers for a long time. Cutting corners, working on a

shoestring, and finding a 'faster, better, cheaper' way of doing things is noth-

ing new to us."

By the summer of 1996, most of the old NASA territorial and turf disputes

and costly competitions for future programs that had kept the Stennis Space

Center from operating at its fullest potential in the past had been mitigated by

the new breed of engineers and managers in a far less time-consuming and

expensive manner than in times past. In fact, there were positive signs that the

1990's generation of engineers and scientists--led by a new wave of Stennis

people, including Lon Miller, Mike Dawson, Pat Scheuermann, Richard

Gilbrech, David Brannon, Rick Miller, and Gregg Carter--was working across

the Agency with counterparts in a cooperative and cohesive team for the bene-

fit of the national taxpayers and the future of America's space program.

Closer to home where this story started in 1961, the people of southwest

Mississippi could see the good of their sacrifices in the important civil and

national defense programs under way at the Stennis Space Center. The eco-

nomic and cultural impacts on the areas around the installation have been

dramatic. Positive signs of continued growth are evident with NASA and the

resident agencies are preparing to enter the next century. Indeed, the promises

of peace and prosperity made by Senator Stennis in his speech at Logtown in

196 ! have been kept.
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Epilogue

Even as this epilogue is closed, NASA and scientists from academia are

examining evidence of life on Mars. Rejuvenated members of the NASA

team are excitedly daring again to talk of extending their reach to the other

planets in our solar system. When they do initiate programs to finish an

exploration begun 35 years ago, no doubt the new pioneers will first tarry a

while at the Stennis Space Center to test their spaceship engines before set-

ting sail beyond the bounds of Earth on this new ocean of space. And then

what of the history of the Stennis Space Center in the new millennium--in

the twenty-first century'? |l is, to be continued...
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Acronyms

A&E

A&O

ABMA

AE

AF

AFB

AFL-CIO

ALS

AMC

ASRM

BOMEX

C&O

CDT

CIN

CM

CNOC

COE

COE

COG

CRSP

CSC

CTF

DCAA

I)CAS

I)OA

DOC

DoD

DTF

DOI

E-I

E-2

E&A

EAFB

EAFB

EEIN

Architectural and Engineering

Activitation and Operation

Army Ballistic Missile Agency

Applications Engineering Office
Air Force

Air Force Base

American Federation of l+abor-

Congress of Industrial

Organizations

Advanced I.aanch System

Army Missile Command

Advanced Solid Rocket Motor

Barbados Oceanographic

Meteorological Experimenl

Construction and Operation

Countdown Demonstration Test

Curb Illegal Narcotics

Comrnand Module

Commander Naval

Oceanography Command

Center of Excellence

Corps of Engineers

Complex Operational Group

Commercial Remote Sensing

Program

Computer Sciences Corporation

Component Test Facility

Delq:nse Contract Audil Agency

Defense Contract Admitfislrative

Services

Department of Army

I)epartment of Commerce

Department of Defense

Diagnostic Test Facility

Deparmlent of the Interior

Formerly: Component Test

Facility

Formerly: High Heat Flux

Facility

Engineering and Adminismltion

Edwards Air Force Base

(California_

Eglin Air Force Base (Florida)

Evolved Expendable Launch
Vehicle

ELAS

EO

EOCAP

EOR

EPA

ERC

ERL

EROS

ESSA

FSR

GAO

GE

GEC

GSA

GSE

HEDS

HHFF

ICS

ITD

JCWS

JSC

KAFB

KSC

LM

LOR

MAF

MSAAP

MPT

MPTA

MSC

MSFC

MSU

MTF

Earth Resources Laboratory

Applications Sottware

Equal Opportunity

Earth Observations Commercial

Applications Program

Earth Orbilal Rendezvous

Environmental Protection

Agency

Education Resource Center

Earth Resources Laboratory
Earth Resources Observation

Systerus
Environmental Science Services

Administration

Facility Services Request

General Accounting Office

General Electric

Governor's Emergency Council

General Services Administration

Ground Support Equipment

Hnman Exploration and

Development of Space

High Heal Flux Facility'

[nstrument and Control System

Institute for Techm)logy

Development

Johnson Controls World Services

Johnson Space Center

Keesler Air Force Base

Kennedy Space Center

Lunar Module

Lunar Orbit Rendezvous

Michoud Assembly Facility

Mississippi Army Ammunition

Plant

Main Propt, lsion Test

Main Propulsion Tern Article

Manned Spacecrafl Center

(TexasJ

Marshall Space Flight Center

Mississippi Slate University

Mississippi Test Facility
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MTTC

MTTO

MTO

NAA

NACA

NASA

NASA/

SSCPRC

NASP

NDBC

NFS

NFLR

NLS

NMFS

NOAA

NOO

NORDA

NPS

NRL

NRPTA

NSTL

OMSF

OPM

PAO

PERT

R&D

RAP

R&PM

RIFT

RIN

RTOP

RTQ

Mississippi Technology Transfer

Center

Mississippi Technology Transfer

Office

Mississippi Test Operation

North American Aviation

National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration

National Aeronautics and Space

Administration / Stennis Space

Center Permanent Records

Collection-Director's Files

National Aerospace Plane

National Dala Buoy Center

Natiomd Facilities Study

NASA Federal Laboratory

Review

National Launch System

National Marine Fisheries

Service

National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration

Naval Oceanographic Office

Naval Oceanographic Research

and Development Activity

National Park Service

Naval Research l,aboratories

National Rocket Propulsion Test

Alliance

National Space Technology

Laboratories

Office of Manned Space Flight

Office of Personnel Management

Public Affairs Office

Program Evaluation and Review

Technique

Research and Development

Regional Applications Program

Research and Program

Management

Reactor-In-Flight-Test

Reusable Launch Vehicle

Research and Technology

Operating Plan

Response to Queries

S&ID

SDI

SEI

SRSC

SRM

STS

SSC

SSCHRC

SSME

S-IC

S-ll

S-IVB

S-IB

TEMPO

TRC

TTB

TWR

UM

UNO

USGS

USM

USSR

VC

VIP

ZBR

Space and lnfl_rmation Systems

Division (North American

Aviation)

Strategic Defense Initiative

Space Exploration Initiative

Space Remote Sensing Center
Solid Rocket Motor

Space Transportation System

John C. Stennis Space Center

Stennis Space Center Historical

Records Collection

Space Shuttle Main Engine

Saturn V First Stage

Saturn V Second Stage

Third Stage of Saturn V

Modified Saturn I Rocket

Technical Militaly Planning

Operation
Teacher Resource Center

Technology Test Bed

Technical Work Request

University of Mississippi

University of New Orleans

United States Geological Survey

University of Southern

Mississippi
Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics

Visitors Center (Buikling 1200)

Visiting Investigator Program

Zero Base Review
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John C. Stennis Space Center

Chronology of Significant Events

Oct. 25, 1961:

Dec. 18, 1961:

May 17, 1963:

.July 1, 1965:

April 23, 1966:

Sept. 9, 1971):

March I, 1971:

June 14, 1974:

May 19, 1975:

May 28, 1976:

April 21, 1978:

June 11,1987:

Feb. 25,1988:

May 9,1988:

May 20,1988:

Jan. 18,1989:

Aug. 20, 1990:

Dec. 30, 1991:

July 24,1992:

Aug. ll, 1993:

NASA announces decision to establish national rocket test sile in

Hancock County, Mississippi.

Site officially mimed Mississippi Test Operations (MTO).

Workmen cut first tree to start clearing the test area for construction,

MTO designated Mississippi Test Facility (MTF).

First Saturn V rocket booster (S-11-T) tested at Mississippi Test Facility.

NASA announces Earth Resources Laboratory will locate at MTF.

Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) testing assigned to MTF.

MTF renamed National Space Technology Laboratories I NSTL).

First Space Shuule Main Engine testcd at NSTL.

Flag-raising ceremony marks the official move of the Naval

Oceanographic Program to NSTL.

First system test of Space Shuttle Main Propulsion Test Arlicle con-

ducted including three SSMEs tested simultaneously.

Mississippi Technology Transfer Center dedication held.

NSTL conducts 1,000th test firing of a Space Shuttle Main Engine.

NSTI, assigned key role for space remote sensing commercialization.

NSTL renamed John ('. Stemfis Space Center by Executive order of

President Ronald Reagan.

Construction begins on the Component Test Facility to test turbopump

machinery for mcke! propulsion systems.

First time SSME tests are conducted on all three lest stands in one day.

NASA Administrator designates SSC Center of Excellence for large

propulsion system testing.

Space Shuttle Main Engine program achieves 2,000th lest firing.

High Heat Flux Facility dedicated. The facility tests materials to be used

for hypersonic spacecraft of lhe future.
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May !, 1994:

May 26, 1995:

March 16,1995:

May 19, 1996:

May 30, 1996:

July 2, 1996:

Nov. 24, 1996:

SSME test operations program management transferred from Marshall
Space Flight Center to SSC.

SSC completes testing on new Block I configuration SSME.

First test conducted on a sub-scale cryogenic fuel lank for the X-33

Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) program

Endeavour is the first Space Shuttle to fly three Block l SSMEs, all
tested at SSC.

NASA designates SSC as lead center to manage capabilities and assets

fi)r rocket propulsion testing.

NASA Headquarters announces SSC will conduct and manage engine

component testing for the X-33 fi)r the RLV program.

SSC designated as NASA's lead center for implementing commercial
remote sensing activities.
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Charts and Graphs

John C. Stennis Space Center

Economic Impact on 50-mile Radius
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John C. Stennis Space Center

Population Trend*

(1963 - 1996)
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Chctrts and Graphs
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Index

A

A-2 Test Stand, and fi)undation, 72; 73; 87; and S-II rocket, 104; and adverse conditions, I l I; and

A-2 modifications, 119; and S-It stage, 138

ABMA, Army Ballistic Missile Agency De','elopment Operations Division, Redstone Arsenal, and

transfer to NASA's, Saturn Program and to NASA. 5

Acoustic-Buffer Zone, and Gainesville easement area, 29: 33; 19(1: and relocation costs and payment

options, 35; and moonshine. 83: and shuttle engine testing, 190

Acoustics Laboratory, MTE and sound propagation, 125-127

Activation and Operation (A&O), and personnel, 97

Administrator Thomas Paine, 167: and Saturn V flight-certification tests, 173: and NASA-MSFC

MTF Dowmnoding Plan, 1811: and Skylab, 209

Advanced Atmospheric Sounding Station, and acoustical horn, 41, 126

Advanced Launch System (ALS), 341; 367; 369: 381: and President Ronald Reagan's support, 382:

aml NSTL as available site for testing, 382

Advanced Planning Division, and CTF, 383

Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRMI, 341: 345: 367: 369: and canceled by President Bush.

( 19921, 376: and terminated by Congress. _ 19931, 376: 403:414

Advisory Council, Manned Space Flight. NASA, 79

AE, Applications Engineering, 202, and mission, 203
AE-ERL Consolidation Effort, 259

Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company, 212

Aerojet-General, and ICS Phase l, 64

Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee. and Kerr, 7: and Sen. Stennis, 161: and Sen. Moss, 213

AFL-C10, American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations, 57-58

Agriculture and Forestry Committee, and Sen. East land, 161

Air Force One, and President Nixon's arrival in Gulfport after Hurricane Camille. 157

Aker. Charles, 34

Aldrich. Arnold, director of National Space Transportation System, 352

Aldridge, Air Force Secretary Edward C., 383

Aldrin, Jr., Astronaut Edwin E. "Buzz." and Gemini l 1, 124: and Apollo I 1, 147-148

All-Systems Test Stage (S-ILT), and transfer from Seal Beach, Califi)rnia. 94: and testing delay. 11 I

Mlain, Mississippi Governor William "'BiLl," and Mississippi Technology Transfer Cenler, 337: 339:

and Chief of Staff Charles Deaton, 340: and Technology Transfer Center dedication, 341

Alligators, 51

"Alligatc.r Award," certificate, and motivational use, 91

American Rocket Company, and low-cost hybrid rocket propulsion, 385

Ames, Greg, and NSTL veteran engineer, 282

Anders, Astronaut William A., 143

Anderson. James "'Jim," and image-enhancement techniques [br Nuclear Magnetic Resonance scans,

313

Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Elwood, 38

Apollo I, and astronaut deaths, 125

Apollo 13, and explosion in space, 173

Apollo 4, 139:142

Apollo 6. I42

Apollo 7, 142

Apollo 8, 143-144

Apollo Era, 243
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Apollo Program, and lunar landing I; 2; and supporting space facilities, 11; and site-selection com-

mittee, I1: 27; 62; 69; and emerging leaders, 84-85; and post-Apollo dilemma. 13(I-133; and

future with MSFC, 131: and inception, 142: 163; 170; post-Apollo years, 176: and test-firing

record, 190; and Space Shuttle, 192; 201; 226; 277: 411; 423

Applications Engineering (AE), 202: and mission, 203; 236-237; 239-242; 247; 253: 258:396

Appropriations Committee, and Sen. Stennis, 121, 193-194; and Sen. Ellender, 174, 193-194: and

MTF environmental center, 175: and "'set-aside" fund, 194

Arbuthnol, Richard "Rick," and Chief of NASA Human Resources Office, 415

Armed Services Committee and Sen. Stennis, 121; 161; 174; 2(X)

Armstrong, Astronaut Nell, 147-149

Army Ammunition Plant, 228

Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) Development Operations Division, Redstone Arsenal, and

tnmsfer to NASA's, Saturn program and to NASA, 5

Army Rocket and Guided Missile Agency, Redstone Arsenal, and Van King, 134

Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC}, 366:426

Artley, Gordon, and Apollo test program, 85; and schedule slippage, 86: and recommendation by

Brigadier Gen. Edmund El.. O'Connor, 87: and COG, 90; 101 - 102: and motivation factor. I I 1 :
and move to KSC, 118, 129

Augustine Committee Report, and Mission to Phmet Earth and Mission.li'om Phmet Earth, 370: and

see also Norman R. Augustine, 370

Augustine, Norman R., and appoinled chairman of Advisor committee on future of U.S. Space
Program Task Force, 37()

Auter, Henry F., and Electrical Systems Engineering Branch 61; and site activation plans, 90: and

Projects Control Office, 108: and test manager, 118; and MSFC test engineer, 120: 129: and

Heimburg, 130; and briefing of astronauts, 157; and Apollo 13 astronaut Fred Haise family, 174:

178; 225-227: 229: 236-237: 244; 246; 250; 257: 265; 271: and retirement, 303,417:418

Ayers, Capt. James, and Naval Oceanographic Office, 218: 229; 233:246

B

B-I Test Position, 367

B-I/B-2 Test Stand; and foundation. 72; 73: and Saturn V first-stage booster, 124: and readiness,

127; and modifications. 336; and construction begins on B-I position, 336

Bach, Richard, and aviator and author, 421

Baggette, Thomas "Tom," and NAA S-II test conduclor, I 12-113; 12(1: 284; 4 l(I

Balch, Jackson M., NASA, Test Site Manager, 93; and managenmnt assignments, 97-98; and bio-

graphical information, 98-1(X): and McArthur, Gen. Douglas, 100; and Roger Bilstein, 101; and

NASA employees, 102; and NASA-MTF group charter, 104; and announcement of first static-

firing date, 105: and NASA-MTF group appointments, 108: and media. 117; and town meeting,

118 119; and MTF changes, 120-123; and Sen. Stemfis and yon Braun meeting, 129; and

Heimburg management differences, 130; and post-Apollo dilemma, 130-134; and The Wall

Streel Journal, 135-136; and Sen. Stennis, 139-140; and Apollo 8, 144; and Hurricane Camille,

152-156; and possible MTF closure, 159-162; and marketing, 163-166, 185; and multiagency

concept, 171, 201; and congressional support, 172; and presentation to President of Balch

group paper for "'Future Utilization Of The MTF," 173; and satellites, 175; and first resident

agency of multiagency MTE 176-178; and "crossroads of science," 179; and awards ceremony,

182- 184; Space Shuttle proposal, 186, [ 89-190; and Space Shuttle test program, 187, 207; and

"'set-aside" fund policy, 194; and reinventing MTE 195: and MTF Project Liaison Office, 197;

202; and resident agencies, 202; and Interstate Environmenl Compact bill 204; 211; 213; and

MTF renaming, 215; 216-217; 219; 222; 225; and retires, 228; 238-239: 249; 256; 269; 303;

and Hurricane Camille's aftermath, 327; 363-364; 365; 396:401 ; 411 : 416-417

"Balchites," and Jackson Balch, 172

Bankston. Dr. E Talmadge "Tal," Mississippi Office of Science and Technology director, 165; and

chief, Stale Liaison and Coordinating Office, 338; 340
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Barbados Oceanographic Meteorological Experiment (BOMEXh and Dr. Kuettner, 141: and Van

King, 142: MTF conference, 145: 163: 165: 175; 216

Barlow. Robert "'Bob," and Environnmntal Systems I)exelopnlenl Team, 243: anti appointed "'pro-
motet of technc.logy utilization," 401

Barnett. Mississippi Gov. Ross, 23: 58-59: 62: 338:341

Barrentine. Will, GE, 120

Bascule Bridge, 74-76

Batson, ()bed E. "Dusty," 52

Baxler, Jr., Roy, 21-23: 213: 270; 419

Baxter, Sr., Mrs. Roy. 42

Bay of Pigs, and Cold War, 6

Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. 20: 66: 155: and Chamber of Commerce, 231

Bayh, Senator Birch, and Senate Public Works Disaster Relief Committee. 169

Beasley, George, and Gordon Arlley, 90

Beatty, Col. Roy P., Corps of Engineers, 84

Bechtel, 334

Bcggs, NASA Administrator James, 339

Bennett, Cheryl, and biographical mlornlation, 402

Betsy', Hurricane, 18: and damage from, 106

"Big Four," anti first MTO managers. 84

Biloxi, Mississippi, 20; 68; and yon Braun keynote speech, 85

Biloxi-Gulfporl Regional Airport, 233

Bilslein. Roger, Historian, and Jackson Balch, 101

Birmingham L4labama) News, 7he, alld B.J. Riche story, 160
Blenis, Dan, 145

Board of Ecoi1oiilic l)evelopment, 339

Boatswain's Mate, Johu C. Slennis Space Center renaming and dedication, 247

Boeing Company, 46: 61: 77: 80: and S-It program acceleration. 94: 101-102; 124, 130: and test

tealns, 137: and last booster stage (S IC- 15) 181: and loss of jobs, 185

Boggs, U.S. Representative Hale, Democratic Whip, and congressional mlluence. 161:169

goggs, U.S. Repre';.entative I,yndy, 212

BOMEX, Barbados Oceanographic Meteorological Experiment, and Dr. Kuelmer, 141: and Van

King, 142: MTF confe,ence. 145: 163: 165-166; 175; 216

Booster Stage (S-IC), and RP-I kerosene. 378

Borman, Astnmaut Frank, 143-144:150

Boyland, Jim, g9

Brannon, David, and Space Remote Sensing Center, 319; 392-394: and Earth Observations Com-

mercial Applications Program, (EOCAP), 395: 4(19; 414: and ZBR presentation, 426
Bridwell, G.R "Porter," and MSFC director, 424

Broadway Maintenance Corporation, 65

Brown. Joseph "Joe," 285

Bruce, Robert. and chief of Advanced Planning Division, 383; 384: and chief of Advanced Program

deveh>pment, 385: and ZBR presentation, 426

Bryant. Coach Paul "'Bear," 418-19

Budget CLIIS, 298

Budget, base support, FY 1963 and |:Y 1964, 54
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and moonshine, 83: and shuttle engine testing, 190

Buffinglon, Rex. and Sen. Stennis, 14

Building and Construction Trades Departmenl, AFI,-CIO, 57
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